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THE GOSPEL OF ST MATTHEW.

OF DIVORCE, CELIBACY, AND THE COMING OF THE
LITTLE CHILDREN.

(Matt. xix. 4-14; Mark x. 3-16; Luke xviii. 16-17.)

The incident here recorded belongs evidently to the close of that

la t journey to Jerusalem, of which St Luke gives so detailed

an account, interweaving, at the same time, other things with it.

But the same Evangelist, inasmuch as he has already, at chap,

5ivi. ver. 18, adduced an earlier repetition of Christ's principal

saying on the subject of divorce, now only mentions the children

who were brought to Him ; this, however, evidently brings him
into harmony with the other Evangelists. There is a consider-

able interval then between Matthew chap, xviii. and chap. xix.

;

for from chap. xix. onwards to xx. 17 ; xxi. 1, all is closely

connected. To this interval must be assigned the raising of

Lazarus, on the remarkable omission of which we shall speak in

our interpretation of St John. The departing from Galilee and

coming to Judea beyond Jordan,—in which St Matthew and

St Mark agree,—corresponds, therefore, with what is said at

John xi. 7 ; x. 40 ; comp. also here ver. 2 with John x. 41, 42.

Probably St Matthew includes under these sayings, in the wider

sense, the collective sayings of Christ iii Galilee now completed

;

for he often thus thoughtfully sums up particulars in general

statements : see, e.g., at the very outset, chap. i. 1, the title to the

genealogy, forming at the same time the title to the whole book.

Not until after He had risen did Christ come again to Galilee.

The question of the Pharisees was, first of all, in an exegetical

point of view, difficult ; for, in the single passage of the law re-

VOL. IIL A



2 THE BILL OF DIVORCE.

latiiig to it, the "ilT nrij; miglit certainly be explained more

strictly or more loosely, according to the diverse interests and

feelings of the expositors. Hence, the very different interpre-

tations that were given to it formed the two contending schools

of R. Hillel and Schammai. The one which had become domi-

nant allowed full scope to every caprice on the part of the man,

as soon as his wife, from any cause whatever, was no longer to

his mind :—so Sir. xxv. 26, si [Jb^ To^zvirai teara, ^s/pa cov-^

The other, urged by moral instincts, limited the Mosaic expres-

sion to gross faults, especially those connected with unchastity.

Both schools were wrong. Schammai, although he meant well,

yet wrongly inserted into the words of the law wdiat they do not

express ; for although "i^'n T\T\V by itself (comp. with chap, xxiii.

15), indicates what is in some way shameful,—an important de-

linquency, not TToiffKV alridv^ every cause,—still it is preceded

by the quite general expression 1'':''J?3 |n"N^*nn N^J'DS which can

only mean: When she no longer pleases him, he may no longer

love her and keep her. That this should only take place in the

worst cases Moses evidently explains in the context. Yet he

leaves to the feeling and conscience of the man (although the

somewhat obscure expression of the law might bind and burden

a pious, narrow conscience), the liberty of determining what such

cases are ; nay, in the jirst clause, he allows the wadest scope to

the dislike of the man. Hillel, on the other hand, who was exe-

getically right, fell into the serious fault of relaxing that proper

aversion to divorce which proceeds from the entire s'pirit of the

divine law. He abused the letter of the relaxation, which was

outwardly just and right, so as to establish that what the law

permitted, only on the presupposition of a sinful state of things,

might be safely regarded as morally good. Such a controversy

of the schools—in which, according to the original view of their

founders, there was on the one side a certain right of unbiassed

exegesis, but, on the other also, a certain right of moral feeling

;

and in both no proper understanding of what the law meant

—

^ " If she go not as thou wouldst have her." It is said expressly in the

Tract. Gittin fol. 90 :
" Even if she had only oversalted his soup ;"—nay,

vith shameless Mccnse :
" Even if he should find a fairer one in whom he

has more pleasure
!

" The repeated rule in the Talmud rung : Hilld looses

what Schammai binds.

* Or as Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, 23. k»3 aj InTroToiv uhieci.
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had naturally become a party quarrel : and the design of the

Pharisees is, that Christ should take a side in this strife of the

schools. This is the captious element in their tempting question.

He must break with the one party or the other. If He sides

with Schammai, then He makes Himself an object of hatred to

the frivolous multitude, and may be called in question by the

ifovernor, Herod (who had sinned in this way).-^ But if He
takes part with Hillel, He brings Himself into collision with the

more seriously disposed of the people, if not into contradiction

with His own well-known usual strictness in interpreting the

law. His words in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt- v. 31, 32)

—which were in precise contradiction to the law of Moses, as

then understood—perhaps, also, the repetition of these in the

denunciation of Luke xvi. 17, 18, had called forth this new
question. The fools are for entangling Him in the letter of

Moses, whose spirit they had missed in their disputation. They
come slyly enough with the general question, saying not a word

of the passage in Moses, or of Hillel and Schammai ; but keep-

ing all this cunningly in reserve. In the form of their question,

however, "/s it laivfulV the truth, by no means unknown to

the conscience of the questioners, betrays itself in the very first

word, unconsciously and against their will. That Moses al-

lowed it is indeed plainly written, as Hillel rightly read it ; but

that it was not therefore right and lawful before God was testi-

fied not merely by the feeling which sought another interpre-

tation, but also by the very form in which these malicious in-

terrogators put their question. " Man is inclined to license :''

—that is true, therefore he is ever fond of asking, Is not this or

that also lawful ? But when he thus asks, and would have Yes

for answer, he has already uttered, in most cases, the No in his

conscience. The erring doctrine and practice of human statute

moves in the sphere of the lawful or not lawful ; whoever enters

upon this, will always give offence on one side or the other. But

the wisdom of Christ, rising above this entire sphere, enters upon

it only so far as to disclose the original ground of Divine ordin-

ances in relation to sinful man , and to demonstrate it with in-

' To what a length the laxity of morals had gone at that time we may-

see in Josephus. He coolly tells of himseK, that his first wife left him,

whilst the second, although the mother of tliree children^ he put away, in

order to take the third.
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controvertible simplicity, and with irresistible clearness, by the

accordant testimony of nature and Scripture. Thus does He
answer the captious question,—which is of more importance for

all mankind than the tempters were aware of,—with a supreme

decision, always and everywhere valid, reaching for beyond the

law of Moses, and yet only leading back to the original histoiy

of the same Moses ;—a decision, in the right understanding of

which, the entire doctrine concerning marriage in all its aspects

and relations develops itself.

There is a plain connection in what St Matthew narrates as

far as to ver. 15. In strict harmony with the answer given to

the question of the Pharisees stands, according to Christ's own

design, the further esoteric explanation respecting the state of

celibacy—an explanation occasioned by the doubts of the dis-

ciples. But even the blessing pronounced upon the little children

must also, according to the Father's wondrous arranoement of

events, follow precisely now. Thus the utterances of the Son

upon earth are made complete ; and every possible misunder-

standing of what had just been said about marriage is obviated

by His loving recognition and benediction of children, who are

themselves indeed God's continual blessing upon marriage.

Vers. 4-6. St Mark having once more lost the proper order

and succession of the discourse (as we have already found to

be frequently the case with him ; for example, in the sayings

against human statutes and lip-service), we adhere entirely to

St Matthew. Our Lord goes back at once to the gi'ound and

origin of the marriage relation according to the first creation.

He leaves the new, supreme decision respecting all irregularities

that may intervene, respecting all laws that condescend to such

cases, to be expressed by God, whom He here calls with em-

phasis TTOtriffug—for which in ^Mark there is only o 0s6g. Thus
does lie teach us in general, in every similar controversy, to

ascend to its origin, to find the true restoration of every human
relation that has been distui'bed by sin, there where its first roots

and beginnings lie. But where are we to find these ; where do

they lie disclosed to our view ? As if there were no Scripture

which testifies of the beginning and end ! Have ye not read ?

There where alone we can read of these things ; where Moses,

by the Spirit of God, has written an account of the beginning

of the world and of man. What an undeniable attestation have
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we Kere against all the confusion of the present criticism of the

Pentateuch and the Genesis, from the mouth of Christ, the Ful-

filler of all revelation, the Restorer of all disturbed order and

forgotten truth, the Critic of all human doctrine that falsely in-

terprets the. Word :—an attestation not only of the fact that

Moses wrote the five books (which is here between question and

answer self-evident ; in Mark ver. 5, Moses wrote), but that in

the first book he actually writes of the fii^st creation ! 'At'

ap')(/jg, which belongs as well to o '^or/iffag as to l'7tosr](Tiv uvrovg

(Mark cctto hi dpyj^g Kriazcog^ i.e., the creation of the world in

general, and the creation of man in particular, from the begin-

ning also of the human creature), significantly corresponds to

the n''ti'J?^2 of Moses, and assures us that in those first chapters,

which now indeed few can or will read, the beginning and roots

of things as they proceeded from the Creator are truly to be

found. Alas ! how far is our present groping and presumptu-

ous science from going back, in all and in everything, to the

first verse which is to be found concerning it in Moses ! And
how in the Uranienburg University in Solyma—" with the clock

and the great bell on the beautiful high hill " ^—will the inquiries

and controversies of men respecting geology and anthropology

square with the Genesis already written with the pen of God

!

We are here further taught, in our interpretation of Scripture,

to explain the particular parts by the whole, the later by the

earlier, the law by the history, the law of Moses by the primi-

tive history of ^Moses. In order to determine the import of the

command respecting the bill of divorce our Lord here cites two

passages from the first two chapters ; and (taking for granted,

of course, also the unity of the two chapters) brings these into

strict connection. The former speaks of the first creation of

the man, ere yet the woman was taken from the man, constructed

(not created) out of his side. As we read in Moses the won-

drously mysterious, yet not less literally clear, connection of unity

and duality : mxriTis: S"in*V—iDN sn3. He created him—and then

again Dni< sns nnipj^ "13T, created He them (compare, for the com-

plete interpretation of this, chap. v. 1, 2)—so and not otherwise

does Christ speak, making use of the precise and correct render-

^ Those wlio as Christians and theologians have the true longing for

home have probably read Stilling's Heimweh.
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in<T of the LXX. in the neuter: dpffzv zai djjKv iToiriGZv avrovg,

not avSpa KCil yvvtuita {imale and female; not, man and woman).

God made man in the beginning, certainly " not man-woman,"

as a theology and exegesis that rejects the mystery half truly

protests ; yet neither did He make them as two men, a man
and a female-man ; but as mx, i.e., as man, who as yet had the

woman in himself, before the separation was made. Upon this

original uniti/ of the two^ Christ now grafts the "therefore" in

Adam's saying, and by a connection even closer than belongs

to it as it there stands. Ka/ stTSv is not precisely an indefinite

inx? (as if what follows were further said by Adam with refer-

ence to this) ; but it really belongs also to o 'xor/iffug a.'X dp-)(/jg'

God spake by Adam, whose word already in so far became a

'ypupfj, just as He spake by Sara, Gal. iv. 30, and others. But

this is emphatically a saying of God, inasmuch as this first word

of the awakening man is a prophecy respecting the new relation

imparted by the Creator to his new consciousness, and belongs

to what has just been done as a Divine explanation of it.^ Thus

does Adam prophesy for the then future of his race ; he speaks

less of himself than of those who are afterwards to be born as

man or woman ; for he speaks of father and mother ere yet he

has learned by experience the meaning of these names. In

every word of this saying there is involved some principle that

regulates and determines this relation, which, however, is not

now particularly mentioned by Christ, as the occasion did not

require that it should. For example, the appointment of only

one wife ; in opposition to the unnatural caprice of Lamech,

and also to the equally unnatural separation of man and wife

(for God did not make two women to ])rovide for the case of

separation). It is here implicitly declared also that to the mar-

riage relation belongs a sacredness superior to the sacred obli-

gation of children to parents ; consequently that to leave one's

wife, to whom one should cleave, is a greater crime than to leave

one's parents. Again, that while the man might at first take

1 "WTiich at all events (just as in Moses) lies in the expression. Unsatis-

factory and only evasive is the translation: "as the man and as the woman"
—even if (with Lange) it were more particularly explained :

" the mab
and the female in their being for each other." Just as little are we at

liberty at once to understand by the cited ui/rovg only the " human race."

^ Dens utique per hominem dixit (^uod homo prophetaudo praedixit.

Augustine de Nupt. ii. 4.
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his sister to wife, he was at all events not at liberty to take his

mother, and so on.

As it is agreeable to the object which Christ has here in view

to stop at the last words—which He emphatically repeats as the

ground of His inference,—He cites for farther confirmation ac-

cording to the LXX. ; for it only has the ol huo, as the Samar.

Pentateuch the Drfp::*. This, although not in the genuine ori-

ginal text, is yet so evidently to be understood there, that Christ

bases His entire doctrine upon this " two," to which pro-

minence is given.^ They are two, and yet no longer two :

this is the shortest and profoundest expression of the mystery of

marriage ; that great mystery the further typical significance of

which the Apostle Paul opens to us in Eph. v. 31, 32. One

flesh: this Olshausen (and many others), with a good intention

but erroneously, interprets thus :
" not only h '^vsufMOi and fjJcc

-^pvx/j, but also capl [jJa, ; marriage in its ideal form appears as

the union of the entire human being in love ; it presupposes

unity and concord of spirit and soul." No ! that is marriage as

humanly idealised, but by no means the real marriage which

God has instituted, and will maintain inviolable. If this enthu-

siastic view of nuptial love were right, then that would be no true

marriage where this unity is wanting ; then indeed would the

discovery of a want of "elective affinity" afford a valid ground

of separation. The bodily fellowship is not merely the basis of

marriage, but also that which is alone essential ; it may indeed,

and in a certain sense, should be sweetened and glorified by

friendship of soul being superadded, but marriage subsists as

such apart from that. Observe the distinction in 1 Cor. vi. 16,

17. One flesh, i.e., one person, forming together one man, with-

in the limits of this life in the flesh, for this world; beyond these

limits the death of the flesh has separated the marriage tie. In

this alone lies the justification of second marriages, which do no

injury to the continuing spiritual fellowship of love with the

partner who is gone.^

^ "We have not here, however, an argument for a Greek version of the

Gospel of Matthew, which is as good as original, or for the fact that our

Lord Himself spoke Greek ; for Christ might with the same right as the

LXX. derive the Iw from the context.

2 Compare the doctrine of Rothe, which agi-ees with the above, Ethik

li. 638.
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And now comes the great inference, wliicli appears to be

simply a repetition of the old word rightly read, and yet is made

the sacred marriage formula of the new Church. Godhasjoined

together man and wife, in the first unity and beginning of the

man, who was male and female; and therefore, again, in the re-

solving bach—as declared by the man—of those who are now two

into the original unity. Here consequently is apphed in the

most important case a general proposition, the applications of

which to cases of every kind are inexhaustible, viz.: That which

in general, and in any way, God hath united, let not man in

capricious innovation of God's primitive and natural law put

asunder ! God indeed also separates again : as (for reasons re-

garding which we are here silent in order not to provoke dispute)

He took the woman out of the man ; and as He now dissolves mar-

riages by death. What man joins together unjustly, that, more-

over, tlie judging and saving God separates ; but what the sin of

man has separated, that He can and will join again together.

—

"Av^pcoTog [JjTJ y^soptZ^srcij, Let not man put asunder : this is the

answer to the question, Is it lauful for man ?—The result, then,

of this first answer is : Properly there should be no separation ;^

as there should not be that sin, and that hatred from which alone

the bill of divorce andfndiiig no favour can proceed ; there should

be no separation, as not by adultery, so not by hindering and pro-

hibiting marriage where God will have it. But indeed, before

the second question of the Pharisees calls forth the second

answer of Christ respecting the permission of separation, the

reasonable difficulty suggests itself. Whether all marriages that

have been actually contracted, and are admitted as real, are to be

regarded as the joining together of God "? Here the strict word

of our Lord leaves room for many considerations, which may be

justified elsewhere from the word of truth. Even the strict Evan-

gelische Kirchonzeitung (June 1843) itself says :
" Marriages are

concluded in heaven ;—now, however, mostly on the low earth,

and often still deeper." How then, if any one were precisely to

invert the word of Christ, and to maintain that, because God has

not joined together all that passes iinder the name of marriage,

therefore divorces are to be allowed? Some time ago, the

^ For it is contrary to nature, as Chrysostom said : vxpx ^votv to ytvofuvov.

OTi y/ioc OtxrifivsToci axp^.
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discussion of the new Prussian law of marriage tended to impress

upon all the important truth, that a law of marriage should first

purify and as much as possible vindicate the sanctity of the mar-

riage contract, before it carelessly confirms every marriage that

is contracted. Certainly man also should not join together with-

out God; this the marriage ceremony expresses, but only shadows

it forth, however, xoitliout its being on every occasion a truth. To
speak again with the Kirchenzeitung ; "Is it less culpable when

a minister at once pronounces tlie marriage ceremony upon those,

of whom he is convinced that in heart they break the marriage-

vow at the moment they are taking it upon them, than it would

be to throw away the blessing of the Church in the marriage of

persons who are separated contrary to the Church?" But we ask

further: Is it possible so to try the heart, in all cases, as that, even

in the best condition of Christian states and national churches,

no marriages should receive the form of Divine confirmation,

which were already null and void from the first I One sees

how Christ could not possibly have expressed His sublime law

in such a manner as to be rigidly maintained in its application to

the outward sinful reality.

The first question—which, with the design to " tempt," points

to the passage in the law of Moses, without precisely naming it,

and asks, " How understandest Thou this, what is Thy interpreta-

tion?"—our Lord so answers as to pierce their conscience, that

very conscience which, notwithstanding the plainly presci'ibed

pennission, could yet not forbear asking— " Is it lawful T How
great His condescension ! Instead of laying bare and condem-

ning the hostile purpose of the tempters, in the question which

was now in the first place addressed to Him, He rather grafts

His answer on the secret acknowledgment of the truth which

the important question, viewed as the question of man in general,

implies, namely, "It is not lawful." This, however, He confirms

by appealing to the original appointment of God, according to

the Scripture ; as already expressed in the creation from the be-

ginning, before the taking of the woman out of the man, and

then in the first prophecy of the man, respecting the unity of

flesh, which continues to subsist in the duality. He has thereby

very unexpectedly risen far above the disputed passage of the

law taken by itself; this is inconvenient for the inquirers and

perplexes them. They must then, if they would not be at once
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driven back, resolve to speak out more pointedly and pressingly.

Since Christ, going further even than Schanimai, will allow no

reasons of divorce to be valid, they, after the manner of malicious

disputants, naturally leap at once to the other side : Wherefore,

then (if it be as Thou sayest), did Moses command to give a bill

of divorce, and to put her away? That is, Wherefore did he

command, and require nothing more than, this form, in order

to put her away? Or, How then could Moses prescribe illegal

forms for things which are against God's ordinance?

Vers. 8, 9. The second answer, still more unexpected than

the first, although to the upright conscience long since present

and obvious, now puts them to shame, and administers befitting

rebuke :
" What you call command is only permission, and that,

on account of the hardness of men's hearts, against the ordinance

of God from the beginning. That ordinance I am come througli

grace to restore; and therefore I now declare and ordain, without

contradiction to Moses, what you already know (from the Ser-

mon on the Mount) as My marriage-law." Our Lord, in the

first place, interprets those disputed expressions of Moses which,

as specifying the cause of divorce, must be supposed to be in

the background of the vv^hole transaction, really in the same

way as Hillel; for He admits that Moses has permitted di-

vorce in general, apparently almost for every cause. But He
rejects, at the same time, the acceptation of this entire hroXrj of

Moses (Mark, ver. 5) as a commandment; and maintains an-

other I'eading and construction of the Avhole clause, just as it

also stands in our German Bibles. If we read the original

text (Deut. xxiv.) correctly, we shall find that the whole of

vers. 1-3 forms what we may call the inevnss, or preamble,

consisting of presupposed and at that time acknowledged cir-

cumstances and events, and that only ver. 4 contains the con-

clusion, or statement, of the laiv properly so called.^ IMoses admits

the long existing practice of divorce, and the bill of divorcement,

to be valid in the same way as blood-revenge, and many other

customs which then obtained ; he does not properly speaking or-

1 To which Michaelis rightly directs attention Mos. Recht ii. § 119. For
if the law begins already at -^ rrs";, tlien would it further be comvianded

:

Slie shall marry auother man, who shall hate her, and also send her away,

etc. Rather docs the riTO^ •'2 •ia show plainly that the preamble of the sup-

posed case extends as far as to tliis point.
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dain the bill of divorce, but only confirms it bj expressly mention-

ing that it must not, as heretofore, be wanting ; he adds, however,

the highly necessary limitation of the custom, that at least the

abomination of running back from a second husband again to the

first is not to be permitted. For the rest, he loermits it to he done,

and takes meanwhile under his legislative care what in the Old
Testament was not to be changed without causing greater evil.^

^KXr/po/caphia^ the adjective of which occurs Ezek. iii. 7 (LXX.
Tag 6 o'lzog 'lapcc^X (piXomzoi iifft x,al (TzXf]poH,a,phoi, 3^ '•K'p)

is found in Deut. x. 16, LXX. for D333^ n^nj?, where the circum-

cision of the heart is spoken of:—we know in what sense Moses
speaks of this, and prophesies for the future of a new covenant.

(Comp. also Deut. ix. 27, ff^X'/jpor'/iTcc rov Kkov rovrov, Dyn
•'^'ip

i^fy}, and the f]"))? nc'p elsewhere so often said of Israel). All

these passages Christ brings to mind, in order that the lawgiver

may be explained from his own words. When He three times

repeats with emphasis vrj^MV, v[Liv, v/JjSv (the hardness of your
hearts, i/oiir wives). He thereby intimates, in a manner not to be

overlooked, the particular and temporary character of the per-

missive ordinance, as precisely for such a hardhearted people,

in opposition to the audpooTog, the man, vers. 4-6. Moses, in-

deed, although Christ purposely mentions only him, rightly per-

mitted this, not arbitrarily as man, but in virtue of a commission

from God.^ " A law which Moses has given cannot be sinful

"

—what Moses has allowed, the governor of a coiantry may now
permit without sin ;

—" the subjects sin when they avail them-

selves of the permission, but he is as it were protected by the

example of God and of Moses, and sins not when he grants per-

mission to them for the prevention of a greater evil." (Michaelis

Mos. Recht i. § 2.) Much is permitted by the State, and must

^ On a right consideration of this whole subject there would result, in

the case of a still lower degree of corruption (such indeed as now exists to

the shame of Christendom), an answer respecting the present brothel-

question, not corresponding to the most ricjorous view, but somewhat as

Wichern states it. Here, of course, only for the magistrate or police ; not

for the Church, the Church of the New Testament. Compare besides such

laws as Deut. xxi. 10, ss. ; Ex. xxi. 9, 10 (Michaelis Mos. R. § 87). How
far did God's police at that time condescend for the Jews !

2 Origen very wrongly found here what he regarded as a significant dis-

tinction between God's command, and Hoses' permission yielding to tho

hardness of heart.
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even be permitted by the Church, although in the eye ofconscience

it be wrong, although the ivord of Christ preached in the Church

may testify against it.^ When the Apostle in 1 Cor. vii. 10, 11,

adduces the saying of Christ, he represents Him, in the words

Idu hi zcu y/o^iad^ (quite similarly to the Mosaic phrase), as

taking for granted the possible occurrence of such unhappy cases

even among Christians, precisely in the same way as here (ver.

9). A forcible hindrance of separation, in the name of Christ

and by commission from Him for His Church, cannot be what

is here spoken of. It is enough that He designates all divorce

in general as proceeding from sin, and against God's ordinance

(which sooner or later conscience makes known to all who avail

themselves of the permission). Enough, that He acknowledges

only the -TTopveia,—i.e., however, every unfaithfulness performed

and consummated by the entire person, and essentially annul-

ling marriage, be it in a work, or lust of the flesh,^—as justifying

the divorce of those who are already in reality divorced. Enough,

that in all other cases He forbids, for all who will hear Him in

the spirit of fi'ee obedience, marriage with another woman as

adultery, on account of that which is still valid. On all this,

—how far it reaches, and how far it is not for outward legis-

lation,—we have already expressed our views in our interpre-

tation of the Sermon on the Mount. It remains only to be ob-

served, that while here the Xsyco hi vfuv certainly stands paralla

to the foregoing vfjJiv in connection with the permission grantea

by Moses, and addresses the Pharisees (differently from the vfuv

addressed to the f/jdOrircci in the Sermon on the Mount), it yet

does not imply that the commandment of oui* Lord is actually

to take the place of the permissive legislation of Moses. For

we are evidently to understand and supply : I say unto you, if

^ This goes beyond the mere permission of " magisterial " autlwrity, as V.

Gerlach thus softens it. Nay, much more is permitted than he allows, when,

ingeniously explaining the words of Luther to this effect, he is for "reject-

ing all divorced persons from the fellowship of the Christian Church."
2 How then if the one partner had for years secretly maintained a re-

fined sensual intercourse with a third person, altliough without concubitus ?

AYould this in the judgment of Jesus be no Trooi/e/a, no adultery ? There is

much wanting to prove the assertion (on which V. Gerlach lays so much
stress), that in the mouth of Jesus voputix can throughoiit only unequivocally

mean the " bodily act
;

" comp. what we said already at the Sermon on the

Mount, Part i. p. 136.
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ye ash Me, as at ver. 3, in the spirit of those who would hear

My decision on the subject, and follow My word in regard to it.

He thus answers the insincere question with all the earnestness

of truth.

According to St Mark,—who does not accurately know and re-

present the details of the discourse with the Pharisees, but does not

on that account misstate its import,—the disciples again privately

questioned Christ on the matter. This corresponds with what

St Matthew relates of a subsequent objection and doubt on the

part of the disciples. It is not, however, to be supposed that St

Mark has put erroneously the repetition of the prohibition of

divorce in place of the other esoteric saying about castrating ; it

is quite possible that both may consist with each other.^ Before

that happened which St Matthew relates, it was very natural

that the question should be further asked : Does the matter stand

really thus ? Art Thou in perfect earnest in w^iat Thou hast

just said to the Pharisees I This St Mark, moreover, indicates

in the w^ords, " asked Him again of the same matter." This

Evangelist, finally, has still another sentence peculiar to himself,

which can hardly have been merely invented or have lost its

proper place : And if a ivife shall put away her husband. This

happened sometimes, although (as Joseph, expressly explains,

Antt. 15. 7. 10) not according to Jewish law, which, indeed, in

many cases permitted an action on the part of the wife with a

view to divorce, but by no means an arbitrary divorce or leaving

of her husband, such as that of Salome who wrote a bill of divorce

against Costobarus, or that of Herodias who left Herod Philip.

When Christ thus mentions instances, as occurring in His own
time, of a still worse caprice than was allowed by Moses (though

allowed by Greek and Roman law), He will thereby indicate

more strongly the results of hardness of heart, and thus set all

the more sharply in opposition to all such conduct His own holy

ordinance, for the keeping of which He also furnishes the neces-

sary grace.

Yers. 11, 12. Hereupon the disciples are alarmed at the idea

of an indissoluble union among sinful men,—not so much on

their own account as on account of other people,—seeing that

1 It is even possible that St Mark here, as generally, narrates with his-

torical exactness ;—although, upon other grounds pertaining to the internal

connection, we do not believe this.
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their Master had employed the universal " whosoever." They
are right in this fear, which would rather not venture on incur-

ring an obhgation for the full discharge of which grace is neces-

sary ; but they forget, on the other hand, that to remain unmar-

ried without sin requires a still larger measure of grace. Their

frank declaration proceeding from the first strong impression is :

If ilie case of the man with his wife^ be so, it is not good to marry,

as it appears to us ! (Are not the Essenes with their celibacy

after all in the right ?) Our Lord, however, in His answer,

points to the still worse evil of lustful desire, or fornication

(1 Cor. vii. 1, 2, 9) ; since only a chaste celibacy can be pleas-

ing to God, and profitable or better for man. He at the same

time neglects not the occasion thus presented,—in order to the

completion of His doctrine for all future disciples,—of giving its

due merit and honour to celibacy. This He does in such a way
as to point out the true and direct path of decision between tlie

first utterance of God :
—" It is not good for man to be alone "

—

and that special grace of the New Testament, already bestowed

on the angehc state, which St Paul, 1 Cor. vii. 1, acknowledges

as the truth corresponding to the ascetical error. He, first of

all, explains that chaste celibacy is an exception to the general

institution, and can therefore only be given through the will and

power of God.^ He then declares that such an exception can

only be conceived of as threefold. First, in the case of such as

are naturally and by birth disqualified, and which in the special

case corresponds to the ap%^ zriGicog in the general ; this, how-

ever, is only a rare circumstance, and constitutes, so to speak, a

permission of the Creator. Secondly, in the case of those dis-

qualified by the unnatural act of men (therefore forbidden by

Moses, Deut. xxiii. 1 ; Lev. xxii. 24, to be done to men or beasts)
;

^ 'A'lTi'x is not with Meyer to be explained according to ver. 3 : If there

is only this single reason for divorce. The /niTx will not agree with this.

But quite correctly with Luther : The matter oi the marriage covenant,

namely in its ground, its first institution. Elsewhere also otWiu. has a

signification equivalent to ratio^ conditio

;

—here, therefore, the original lav/-

of the marriage-state. Ilesych. rx x.cir dpx'K" irpa.y^a.rot,. Euthym. tdv

rotxVTYi iariv ij cchiet rii; av^v/ia.i.

^ This idea seems to us to afford suflBcient connection between the question

and the answer ; there is no necessity for Neander's difiiculties, who says

that, either the discourse has no such connection, or intermediate words

have been left out.
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which, however, also constitutes a permission of God, a Divine

dispensation for those who have been thus dealt with. Finally

(and this He means as the principal answer, which was to be

explained by the two foregoing parallels), in the case of those

who have made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of Heaven's

sake. He concludes, after having at the beginning repelled

those who are not called to this, with a confirmation of this last

case; a confirmation in which, while He strongly limits its

operation. He yet truly acknowledges, nay, almost requires it.

All men cannot receive this saying : Christ certainly does not

mean by " this saying " (as Wizenmann hastily supposes) His

own prohibition of all divorce except in the case of fornication,

that which, as He had just expressed it, had seemed so alarm-

ing to the disciples. This would yield, indeed, a very perverted

sense. It would mean that the universal grace of the New
Testament, for the restoration of all that has been disturbed by

sin back to the pure C6p%?? KTiGzojg, were not given to all; and as

if on that account this new appointment of Christ could be re-

quired only of those who were specially chosen to keep it. No,

our Lord does not here go back to His foregoing words ; but He
closely connects something new with the word which the disciples

had used as the expression of their perplexity. Tlds, and nothing

else. He means by the rov "koyov rovrov, this saying. It is not

His intention absolutely to contradict the disciples, who have

spoken more truly than they themselves know ; but rather to

acknowledge that, in a certain case, a partial truth belongs to

their rashly general proposition. The saying then is, " it is not

good to marry"—which, upon other grounds, is in fact true as

regards some, those, namely, who have the gift and the calling

to abstain. (1 Cor. vii. 7-17.) That only thus we rightly under-

stand it is clearly proved by the repetition at the conclusion : He
that is able to receive it let him receive it ! The carnal mind

also shrinks from the restraints of marriage ; but only that it

may yield itself unrestrained to its lusts : than that nothing can be

more e-^al. Only chaste celibacy can in certain circumstances be

better than marriage ; or, as Christ here expresses it : for the ov

YafjbT^ffCit are required zhvov-xfii- Of these there are three kinds :

as some are so without, and some against their own will, so there

are others certainly who are so with their own will, yet only

according to the will of God. It ought not to be overlooked
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that, in the first two cases, the expression is indeed in the first

place to be taken literally ; but even in them it passes into a

ftirther meaning, so as to prepare the way for the non-literal

continuation and application of it in the third case. A eunuch

from his mother's womb^ is not merely one who is born and con-

stituted with a real natural defect in this respect ; but also, in a

certain measure, one who is destitute of the sexual desire that

impels to marriage, so that chastity costs him no struggle, and

is to him no victory. The being made eunuchs by other men^
includes also the being restrained or kept back from marriage

in the various ways in which this may be done ; those cases in

which such restraint finds easy obedience in accordance with

God's providential arrangements. (Certainly not the unnatu-

rally forced, and therefore all the more unchaste, celibacy of

monks, soldiers, and so forth.) In so far as this intermediate

case stands in the middle, between the foregoing and the follow-

ing, it is either similar to the first or the third. Yet Christ

essentially distinguishes the first and second as being irregular

and wrong, from the third, which He Himself ordains and con-

firms, only however as a rare exception. For He has already

acknowledged marriage as the ordinance of the Creator ; He
Himself called to be His first Apostle a married person ; and

His last chosen Apostle, although unmarried, not merely con-

firms in very earnest terms the general ordinance, but in parti-

cular speaks of cases (and these not of rare occurrence) in

which, as the reverse of what Christ here says, it is rather re-

quired of a man that he marry for the kingdom of heaven's sake.

Something to this effect lies certainly in 1 Tim. iii. 2 : and this

may find its application as well in reference to missionaries who
seek, by means of female missionaries, to open a door for the

Gospel to the wives and daughters of the heathen, as to the

pastors of Christendom in town and country. Nay, one might

say further, that for example a widower, who again gives a

^ Such an one was said by the Jews to be castrated by the sun (one

who has never otherwise seen the sun), or by the hand of Heaven.
2 In Israel, as ah'eady said, unconditionally forbidden by ]\foses ; there-

fore aU the more connnon in the entire East. Ilamann observes rightly

for once : Self-castration for the sake of the kingdom of heaven (as after-

wards follows) must have been a word which no Jewish head nor Jewish
taste was in a condition to understand.
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mother to his children against the felt want and inclination of

his own heart; and, finally, that every one who cannot live

chastely unmarried, and who enters into the married state in

order to his sanctification, mariies for the sake of Christ and

His kingdom. As for those, however, who have made themselves

eunuchs, i.e., who by victorious conflict with the lust of the flesh

have reached a state in which they feel it no longer (for Christ

hei'e denotes the end of a conflict which is indeed not so speedily

accomplished, and graciously reckons it finished when it is only

begun)—they have certainly done it for the kingdom of heaven!

s

sake. He who undertakes it from other motives, in self-will,

without the gift and calling of God, will not accomplish it, can

never accomplish it. This experience testifies, even as our Lord

here takes it for granted ; for He recognises no fourth class con-

sisting of those who from pride, avarice, or any other motive,

might accomplish it. Even he who would deal with himself as

Origen did would not thereby destroy the desire, which it is well

known may still exist in those who have been bodily castrated.

(Sir. XX. 3, XXX. 21.)

But what is here meant by "/or the kingdom of heaven^s

sake?" We think our Lord comprehends in this expression

two sorts of cases : the first, when any one renounces the state

of marriage on account of an office, and for the sake of active

labour for the kingdom of heaven, as was probably the case

with St Paul ; the second, and this is the most proper and

immediate sense of the word, when any one feels in his experi-

ence before God that he himself can, and is to be, holy and

happy, only in an unmarried state, and that this is for him the

appointed way into the kingdom of heaven. In which case,

therefore, it must always be acknowledged that Christ knows

nothing and says nothing of a relatively greater value belonging

to celibacy, or of a higher degree of holiness in it.^ For, the

kingdom of heaven, into which we are all in various ways to

press, and the most of us in the state of marriage, is alone the

object and end ; while the refraining on the part of some is only

the means to that end. Let every one see to it indeed that he

1 On w'liicli Neander, who himself, as is well known, remained unmar-

ried, notwithstanding speaks very truly; he not inaptly suggests that

Christ elsewhere has found fault with the bmying of the talent in order to

preserve it more safely.

VOL. III. B
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be not disobedient, if tliis means and this way has been

appointed for him; let him not think that the ^ihorcci {it is

given) must at once be realised, whenever he thinks so ; but let

him do his part in order to the acquisition of the gift held out

to him, in the painful, gradual, perhaps in the life of the flesh

never to be entirely accomplished, svvov)^iZ,iiv iauroU' And in

so far our Lord says, last of all : Whoso finds that he can

receive it, let him go on with earnestness and zeal ! Which is

certainly at the same time an evangelical counsel, a challenge

addressed to all whom it concerns.

Nothing could more appropriately follow these sayings about

marriage and celibacy than the requirement to acknowledge

children also (with the blessing of grace) of the kingdom of

heaven :—children as the fruit of wedlock, which, notwith-

standing what has just been said, is yet always of course blessed

of God. As what had just been said might easily be misunder-

stood by men inclined to khXoOpt^ffKSiu, we see the counter-

working wisdom of the Father—who prepares for the Son upon

earth the course of His testimony as well as of His sacrifice

—

in causing that at this precise moment the children were

brought to Jesus that He might bless them. St Luke, who
has not preserved this important connection, points at least by

the article in ra, ^ps^p; to the typical, general significance of the

incident : There were once brought to Him also the children

;

and thus did He receive them, these were His words concerning

the children!^ It, moreover, certainly appears from the ex-

pression (ipi<p)^, if it were not already implied in the <7tpgcr(pzpsiv,

that tliey were not even ffa/5/a^as was the child (Matt

xviii.) who was called and placed in the midst of the disciples,

—but mere infants. (1 Pet. ii. 2; Acts vii. 19; Luke ii.

12-16, and even i. 41 . On the other hand, u'tto (op'i^povg, 2 Tim.

iii. 1/), is used only as a proverbially strong expression.) Our
Lord was not desired to say anytliing to them, but merely to

lay His hands on them, and pray over them ; or, as the two

^ One may even say here : Thus do the cliildren ever come protestingly

in our way, wlien we would be too severe against matrimony. Alford

understands it only thus: llmj (the people) brought to Him also their

children along with them. But this scarcely docs justice to the context.
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other Evangelists denote the retiring modesty of the request, to

touch them. It was a praiseworthy faith on the part of the

mothers who brought them (and whoever else the ol rpocipspot'-

rg$, indefinitely named in Mark, may be) thus to expect, from

the laying on of the hands of the holy man (according to

ancient custom), a real blessing for those who were as yet

incapable of receiving the word. The disciples, however, being

thus interrupted in a very interesting conversation which they

would fain have continued by further questioning, were dis-

pleased with the expectation, and harshly repel it as improper.

" Do not overpower Him ; He has more than enough to do

with those who are grown up.-^ What good can such children

get from His laying His hands upon them?" Thus "do they

chide, with the gravity of young Rabbis, this interruption to a

difficult inquiry of their profound school." (Lange.) Upon
this Christ speaks the great word, which completes what He
had previously taught regarding marriage ; which rebukes all

that proud contempt with which many would in after times

look upon the fruit of blessed marriages; and which gives a

new and more deeply-reaching commentary on all that had

been said in Matt, xviii., and was here so soon forgotten by

the disciples.

That the ^'children" and the ^^ such" here, as at chap, xviii.,

are to be distinguished, and yet that the first certainly includes

the second, we shall not undertake to prove anew ; it is evi-

dently implied in the connecting word for. In like manner, that

the kino'dom of heaven consists of such children, as also of child-

like men,—not on account of their own original innocence, but

through the saving grace in which they receive it as a gift and

blessing,—is equally evident :
" If they come, and come to Me,

then of such is the kingdom of heaven." Children and child-

like men, then, do not need to be made eunuchs in order to

this. If the disciples, in a Pelagian spirit, take it for granted

that man, through his own knowing and willing, believing and

obeying, must meet the coming of the kingdom with something

of his own,—Christ, while He does not indeed deny those

commands to be found elsewhere, according to which a man

must himself take and lay hold, must himself enter by force,

^ It is, however, not necessary to suppose -with Schleiermacher " that the

children were all at once presented in a crowd and throng."
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must struggle, strive, and persevere, yet sharply and clearly

strips this of everything Pelagian. " Not, the children must

first become as you ; but, vice versa, you must become as the

children." (Richter.) The saying, which is added in St Mark
and St Luke, determines this in a simple measured expression

:

it remains grace and gift, for the attainment of which the

receiving, i.e., conseqviently the accepting it, is sufficient ; nay,

all that goes beyond such acceptance is already too much and a

hindrance. In all the so-called co-operation of man there

remains always the first and ever present initiative of God's

working and giving ; the more passively, in the true sense, man
comes and takes, the better ; and, at the end as at the begin-

ning, he actually entei's only by this pure passivity into the

kingdom of heaven. Is not a child in the arms of its mother a

living and personified call for help? "Receive me, I have

nothing, I need everything, I too would fain find my little

place upon earth !" Is it not a living expression of faith ? "I
reckon and trust that I shall not be left to perish without help!"

It is, as it were, an embodied appeal to the faithfulness of the

Creator, who does not forsake His work even though marred

and corrupted (Is. xlv. 10, 11). As truly as God has let that

child be born, so surely has He also prepared a salvation for it

;

it lives and smiles with o. fides implicita in this salvation. As a

child :—this, in reference to adults, is not being like a machine.

For, as the child at least lets itself be carried and brought, and

keeps itself quiet when caressed and blessed, so we, on our part,

when brought to Christ or drawn to Him, must ourselves come

and receive ; and in so far as a counteractive tendency has been

awakened in us, we have enough to do to overcome this, in

order not to keep aioay from ourselves and from Christ. But

all this again must be done in childlike simplicity, humility,

sense of need, and childlike trust. If we have to do with men,

then the true rule is : Be no child, trust, look to—whom ? But

if we have to do with God, then it cannot often enough be

repeated : Be only a child—follow the call, trust to the promise,

take the gift, obey the word, all as if thou didst let thyself be

lifted, carried, comforted, blessed

!

Fully warranted, then, against all unchildlike objection,

—

which does not understand the receiving of the kingdom of heaven,

— is the use which the Church makes of this declaration and act
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of her Lord as the institution of infant baptism. He wlio here

blesses children, certainly with no empty and unmeaninc^ cere-

mony, or merely to please the superstition of those who brought

them (does He ever at any other time act thus ?), gives also the

greater blessing of baptism, which includes the whole kingdom of

heaven, to those who are now brought to Him ; and, just as here,

reckons their being brought as a coming. For it is truly a coming,

quite as sufficient as that of adults, who have also nothing

to bring but themselves and their own sinful nature. If con-

scious sins have already proceeded from the sinful nature, then

does repentance and faitli belong to a true coming, then without

both of these can no one be baptized ; but a little child does not

need repentance, and the grace in which we believe anticipates

his faith, just as it does ours before it is present. Do we not all

receive the grace, wdiich we afterwards consciously experience,

first unconsciously, as (opiprj, as embryos, so to speak, of the new

birth? ^ He who afterwards believes, just as he has already been

baptized, is saved ; for he also who is baptized because he has

believed, received in his faith already the first fruits of the grace

of baptism sealed by the outward sacrament. We may there-

fore boldly say that infant baptism alone corresponds to the idea

of the first sacrament, in so far as it is a giving and receiving

on the part of God which goes before, lays the foundation, and

is alone efficacious.^ And if baptized children die, they are

saved and blessed, before they could resist. If they die unbap-

tized ? In that case also is fully waiTanted the use, only less

general on account of unbelief, which the Church makes of the

same saying, " Suffer the little children to come unto me," in

the hymns and funeral orations for consolation at the burial of

children. He who lets them die bids them precisely thereby to

come to Him, and will assuredly have the same blessing for them

in the other world, which in this He does not withhold from

them. At most, it might still be said, there remains a difference

between receiving the grace of baptism (which gives all, and

which washes away the sinful nature) in this world, and receiv-

ing it in the other world ; a difference, it may be supposed (for

^ For " all gifts of God do not enter by the door of the understanding into

the soul." (Roos.) The first fundamental gift never !

2 Upon which we have further expressed ourselves in the last part of this

work, in the excursus on infant baptism.
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who will say more on these secret things), which always leaves

a preference to baptism in the flesh,—to be compared, at least

in its first stace, Avith the important difference between adults'0^5 ipo

who have attained to regeneration npon earth, and those who
receive it in Hades. But this again, in reference to little children,

seems not very conceivable.

OX FOLLOWING JESUS, AKD THE RENUNCIATION BELONGING
THERETO. (the RICH YOUNG MAN AND THE LABOURERS
IN THE VINEYARD.)

(Matt. xix. 17-xx. 16 ; Mark x. 18-31 ; Lidve xviii. 18-30.)

So far all is again connected. The discourse of Christ pro-

gressively develops itself as circumstances give Him occasion :

it, moreover, completes and supplements itself; here, as else-

where, advancing from the exoteric to the esoteric in the para-

ble intended for the disciples at the beginning of chap, xx.,

—

wdiich St Matthew, alone of the Apostles and ear-witnesses, has

preserved. AVould that the critics of the first Gospel could be

persuaded to seek, by patient inquiry and interpretation, to ap-

prehend its relation to the two others,—particularly as regards

the sayings of Christ,—in the way in which it is our aim to pre-

sent it in this book ! Then would the supposition, in other re-

spects so natural, more and more commend itself, that the Church

has put, and could only put, at the head of the New Testament

cannon, a reproduction precisely corresponding to the Aramaic

original of the Apostle.^

The folloinng of Jesus, and the renunciation which that re-

quires, is the subject of the discourse upon which we now enter.

The young man, rich in possessions and good works, who offers

himself as a follower of Christ, and yet cannot make up his mind

to the necessary conditions, affords occasion for showing that,

in order to take the first step in following Christ, all riches and

possession (what is outward to be understood as the expression

^ ^e do not consent to Hark^ss' " fabula de Matthaeo sjTO-cliaklaice con-

scripto." With Guerike, we hold to the supposition of an Aramaic

original ; the translation of which,—not always literal, yet always an exact

rendering,—was executed at all events under the authority of the Apostle,

either by himself or by others.
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and figure for what is inward) must be renounced. In order to

complete this testimony, the question of Peter makes it necessary

for our Lord to show that, in continuing to follow Him, there is

required a further renmiciation of all eager seeking after reward,^'

of all self-willed striving after future possession, and of all views

of compensation for what has been forsaken. The introductory

conversation with the rich young man consists of three questions

and their corresponding answers. The first question and answer

contains only the preparatory te.^t applied to him; in the second

the test is more definitely applied ; the third contains, on the other

hand, the decisive disclosure of the real state of the case. To the

first, partly improper, question (so far improper as it makes the

attainment of life to depend upon doing in the false sense of

merit) our Lord replies by a testing answer : Be it so ! only

seriously attempt it in this way, and keep the commandments of

the good God concerning doing good ! On the second question,

in which he foolishly betrays himself, the more definitely testing

answer presses more closely home ; The old commandments with

which thou art familiar—art thou then really perfect with these?

And now, when the error of the young man comes to full ex-

pression (all these have I kept !), Christ also decisively discloses

(although still figuratively proving him) what is implied in

emptying himself of all his possessions, of all outward and in-

ward riches, as a poor man who will enter into the kingdom of

heaven,—what is implied in following Him, receiving grace from

Him, and retaining that grace under the cross. That the rich

young man goes away gives further occasion to Christ to open

up more fully to the disciples, who were then present, the true

significance of this incident and of what He had already said.

He aflfirms by way of warning that a rick man shall hardly enter

into the kingdom of heaven ; and in such a manner that the dis-

ciples must have understood the general and deep-reaching

meaning of the words. Therefore, by the general question at

ver. 25, they elicit the concluding declaration : The being saved,

with all that belongs thereto, is for men generally (rich and

poor) possible only through the omnipotent grace of God. But

upon this Peter leaps again from the first and more intelligent

question to the other side of the error ; he thinks that they had

done ichat was required of the young man, and thus appropriates

to himself again as a possession the (not yet inwardly true) re-
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y nun elation wliich they had made. Foi' he claims the reward of

^ this as a thing due to him and meritoriously earned. Upon this

our Lord declares, finally, that an inconceivable reward of ^race

is (in future and even now) assuredly prepared, as for the

Apostles, so for every disciple who forsakes and renounces all in

order to follow Christ ; hut yet that there is great danger of losing

what is the main element and consummation of the I'evt-ard,

^eternal life, if an eager desire of reward should mar and in-

wardly cancel the act of renunciation. This, as we shall see,

is the import of the saying which, in chap. xix. 30 and xx. 16,

stands at the beginning and the end of the parable which illus-

trates it.

St Matthew, the eye-witness, introduces the incident, which

had made a deep impression upon him, with a Behold ! to

awaken attention. St Luke at least gives it in the same con-

nection ; while St Mark still more definitely connects it with the

foregoing in the words " IVhen He teas gone out" i.e., after bless-

ing the children. The indefinite gjf or rig of St Matthew and

St Mark is afterwards designated by viuviazog ; according to

Luke he was an apj/av, president, or ruler of some kind. How-
ever much this incident resembles in the beginning that other

recorded by St Luke, chap, x, 25, there is yet a great difference.

This appears in the further course of the reply to the same ques-

tion ; and, moreover, the question is in the other case put in a

malicious, tempting spirit, while in this it is asked, notwithstand-

ing the error that accompanies it, in the sincere earnestness of

a good intention. The zealous young man has already waited

for Christ's coming out ; he runs to meet Him in the way ; he

kneels down before Him with reverence, and addresses Him with

the sincere title, good Master, used in the sense in which ayocSk,

xpcirtffrs and the like were generally used, and as the seven

elders of a synagogue were (at least at a later period) called

D''3it3- There is perhaps less of flattery than of thoughtlessness

in this expression ; it is inconsiderateness which leads him to

use this great word, uya&og, in connection with ri uyudov
'7ror/;(ju ; This is the error which our Lord lays hold of He was

not precisely a youth, according to the present use of the term
;

for he says, ver. 20, Iz vsor'/jTog [JjOV (which indicates one who
had passed considerably beyond the stage of veorrjg). Yet he

was a young man to be a ruler, and this also speaks for the
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earnestness and zeal of his legal piety .^ He has aimed at dowg
that wkicli is good, and would fain produce instances of this good-

ness ; he knows also (what not many so clearly knew and frankly

confessed) that the way into the kingdom of heaven, even for

Israelites and rulers, is this doing good. He even speaks

earnestly of eternal life,^ which occurs literally in the Old Tes-

tament only in Dan. xii. 2 ; which afterwards had a settled place

in the deeper doctrine among the Jews (Wis. ii. 23 ; xv. 3) ;

and, in the time of Christ, was a current idea and expression,

adopted, like many others, by the phraseology of that time in an-

ticipation of a fuller revelation. He who thus spake in earnest

had already passed beyond that understanding of the Old Tes-

tament promises which cleaves to what is earthly ; and for that

reason Marcion would here cancel the alojviov. It might almost

be said in praise of this ruler, that he desired a better life, even

an heavenly (Heb. xi. 16). But apart from what we shall soon

find, namely, that in deep reality his heart yet cleaves to the

possessions of this world, his grand error lies certainly in the ]'vcc,

that I may have. He connects the 'iy^ziv Z^&jrjv (according to

Mark and Luke it is even xX'/jpovof/jitv ; he does not perceive the

contradiction between this Scripture expression and his meaning)

with the deserving and earning 'ttoiziv. Nay, since, in his ques-

tion, he goes beyond the ordinary commandments, we see that

in his blindness he aims at truly meritorious, extraordinary,

works by which he might come to be like the good master

!

Ver. 17. The other reading in St Matthew, " Wliat askest thou

Me about the good? One is good !"—although received by many
with favour,^—we cannot by any means accept, notwithstanding

1 How, according to Stein (on St Luke, S. 205), Matthew could be in-

duced by the ix, vBOTnros fiov to add his vsxviaKog as a conjecture, seems in-

comprehensible to us ; seeing that the opposite might rather be inferred

from that expression, as Neander even infers from the entire style of address. '

2 Here this expression occurs for the first time^ and again only at Matthew ^ /

XXV. 46 in the first three Gospels ; it first comes prominently forward in St fc^**^

John. Still it denotes only what is presupposed in, and forms, the funda- J^rfSflQ * %
mental idea of the entire Bible revelation, even from the Old Testament on-

wards. Lutz, in his Bibl. Dogmatik, p. 19, afiirms this more satisfactorily

than he afterwards brings it out in detail.

3 Amongst whom is Jul. Midler, because this reading suits Ms philosophy :

—

Christ leads first of all from the particular to the abstract, general idea of

the good; then from this to the personal God! (V. d. Siinde i. 110).

SchleiermacLer nearly to the same effect.
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the authorities quoted in its support. It might appear indeed

to be quite agreeable to the sense that in -zripi rov uyuOov, tlie

idea, the essence of the good should be brought into prominence.

But, on the other hand, this is far too abstract for the concrete

saying of our Lord, which directly takes up the word of the

questioner ; since He seldom, and only upon special occasion,

speaks in abstract terms. It is rather an early gloss Avhich would

correct the text ; because the r/ [ja "kiysig uyaOov (confirmed by

two other Evangelists) was found to be dogmatically offensive and

unintelligible.^ If Christ, however, had not really said this, how
would any one have, been so bold as to put in this expression?

And why should St Matthew in this place, quite against his usual

manner, give the paraphrase instead of the more exact word ?

He alone has the question and answer quite exact. Ticice does

the young man make use of the weighty word ccya^og (the other

Evangelists have merely rt '7roif,ffco, ri 'iror/jffug); and, strictly cor-

responding with this, the same Avord occurs twice also in the

answer :
" What dost thou mean by this Avord Avhich thou hast

twice used? Be not so hasty Avith this great Avord ! I am (for

thee) not so suddenly a good master ; and there are great doubts

about the doing good of those Avho are not good." The young

Ruler of course, Avith all his kneeling reverence, held Christ

to be a mere onan ; and this presupposition our Lord conde-

scends for the time to accept for the sake of his other Avords. In

his address to the Lord, the young man, Avith substantially

the same error, calls Him ccya^og, good; and artlessly Avithout

more ado gives himself credit for the capacity uyuOov ri 'Troitjffcct,

to do that ichich is good. The same error exhibits itself in

ignorance of the evil of fallen man ; and further, in not know-

ing that even the ci'eature Avho is not fallen has yet not in

himself the ground and source of the being good. Christ takes

care not to say, I am not good; or, One only is good, A^^

Father.^ When He calls Himself the good Shepherd, John

1 Origen already read both texts beside each other ; the Syriac, however,

•wliich has always great value for us, has only the common reading.

2 It is so read only in the Clementines, in order to introduce the Marcion-

itic separation of the good God of Christ, from the merely rii/htcoits Lawgiver

of the Old Testament. (S. Ililgenfeld Clement. Recogn. p. 270.) Recently,

Vigilantius Rationalis scrupled not to interpret: "only the Father in

heaven"—so as to bring out an antithesis to the Son, as at chap. xsiv. 36.
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X. 12, this Is more than a good Master; when, John viii.

46, He maintains His sinlessness, He precisely thereby attests

the Divinity dwelling in His present humanity ; for, without

this, D1K"}3, the son of man, and sinner, are one and the same.*

He deals more exactly with the word than the Eationalists, who
"exhaust themselves in phrases, call Him the best, noblest, most

excellent, most perfect, etc.," and yet deny His Divine dignity.

He said then to the young Euler what He must say still more

strongly to these modern panegyrists, not in kindness, but in

anger:

—

^Vhy callest thou Me goodf He, however, at the same

time attests His Divinity (although He does not speak plainly of

what is concealed) when He who knew no sin affirms :

—

^^ None
is good save One, that is God.^ Luther well compares with this

that other word, " ]My doctrine is not Mine,"—where Christ in

like manner speaks of His humanity as such. Still more pro-

foundly Augustine says here :
" Christ knew Himself not after

the flesh." Oetinger, on the other hand, seems to go too deep

when he thinks that God alone is good as being ccTTzipcciTTog kcik,uv,

not tempted of evil (Jam. i. 13); that the good angels, as being

still liable to fall, are not pure before Him ; and that even the

humanity of Christ, as liable to temptation, was not good in the

absolute sense. For these ideas, though true in a certain mea-

sure, do not belong to the connection here ; and would be too

far above the capacity of the inquirer to be an answer to his

question. Nay, we would not even adopt Ullmann's view—that

Jesus here calls only God " good" in the most pregnant sense,

because the human goodness and morality of Jesus can only be

a becoming goodness, such as develops itself and must reach its

perfection through conflict—for this necessarily runs into the

^ Never has Jesus anywhere said (if He says so here it is the only time)

that any one honoured Him too highly ; never did He protest against any

degree of love, honour, thanksgiving, adoration. Eoos, die Lehre. J.

Cliristi, S. 79.

2 See Hom. lit. Correspondenzblatt 1829, p. 176. " Choose then, ye

friends of reason, between these two conclusions dictated by reason itseK.

None is good but the one God; Christ is good; therefore Christ is the

one God. Or : none is good but the one God ; Christ is not the one

God ; therefore Christ is not good:'' The same dilemma is presented quite

as sharply and correctly in the fine sermon by Nitzsclr (vi. Auswahl

S. 6)—with which we in general entirely agree as it respects the exegesis

of the text.
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preceding error.^ We abide by the simple sense that Christ

—

without denying His own goodness or His own Divinity, in

virtue of which (differently from what it does in other men) that

goodness dwells in His humanity—testingly corrects the youth,

and thus in the first place shames his pride by His own humility.

" Thou speakest with too much readiness of doing good ; I tell

thee it is necessary first to he good (I too should not be good, as

thou thinkest, if I were a man as thou supposest); it is necessary

in particular for thee to become good before, in the way of doing,

thou canst bring out this or that good thing from the inward

treasure. (Chap. xii. 35.) It is necessary to stand in unbroken

fellowship with the alone independent original source of all good-

ness ; for out of, and without God, no one is good.^ But ifj

with real and upright earnestness, thou wilt enter into the life

of which thou speakest—the good God has long since told thee

(so that thou needest not to ask of me) in what way man is

again to become holy as God is holy !" As we read in the Tal-

mud (Rosch haschanah, Fol. 59, 1 ; Zeror hammer, Fol. 151, 2),

"Nothing is good but the law""—so Christ points to this mirror

of the Divine goodness and holiness for sinful man, to its parti-

cular commandments, which contain answer enough for every rl

ayu&ov. Wilt thou do good ?—then be and become good ; God
is good—"let His word (and commandment) be thy teacher."

Our Lord here, as at ver. 23, makes the eternal life, after which

the young man inquires, to be the same with the kingdom of

heaven ; for He uses the word siaiXOiTu, enter into, which is the

formula generally used in connection with the latter. For the

rest He quotes only the word of Moses. (Lev. xviii. 5.) He
does not say, however, eternal life, because it does not so stand in

that passage ; but He teaches us to interpret and understand

the Mosaic promise as referring to eternal life, just as at Luke

1 Comp. Wimmer's argument against this, Stud. u. Krit. 1845, 1. What
he, however, seeks to bring out by a different interpretation of the si f/,i)

—
No one is good except under the condition that God, as the original source

of all goodness, is the ground also of his goodness—appears to us too far-

fetched, and beyond the connection, when put forward on grammatical

gi'ounds in this way, although it certainly remains the deeper fundamental

idea.

2 " The master in Israel (John iii. 2), and the ruler of our text, are to be

pronounced alike foolish, because they presume to give judgment upon a

thing which they do not yet at all understand." Stein on St Luke, S. 206.
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X. 25, 28. Those who will not do so, and who understand by the
w^ord " life" in the writings of Moses only temporal good, are re-

. futed by Christ Himself. Further, our Lord here maintains
against the Antinomians, that the law must by all means be kept
and fulfilled in order to salvation ; only that this is to be done in

no other way than that which is by grace.^ In the error of

those who seek righteousness by works, and apply themselves to

this in their own strength, there is a pal'tial and perverted truth;

Christ builds upon this, and teaches in the first place to be tho-

roughly earnest in the endeavour, so as to penetrate through that

to the truth. How can he who has not first made the attempt

by works, come to that repentance which alone leads to faith hx;'/
Divine grace, and thus to the true establishing of the law I i^

Ver. 18, 19. The commandments— says Christ plainly; and
the expression would denote the " ten commandments " almost

as definitely to an Israelite, as the same expression would do
now to a Christian child. Or, if the usage according to which
these commandments were thus designated had by this time be-

gun to be uncertain, Christ here confirms it ; and teaches us to

recognise in the commandments given from Sinai the perma-

nent kernel of legislation, universally binding in order to eternal

life;—-just as He here, and again chap. xxii. 37-40, makes use

of two summary expressions from Moses for the two tables.

The Ruler must have begun to perceive what the good Master

would say ; this he betrayed at once when, with an inconsider-

ately hasty expression of surprise at being thus referred back to

old things, he asked

—

Uoiag ; Which f Surely not the old,

familiar, common commandments'? St Mark and St Luke (in

which we have another instance of their more inexact condensa-

tion) pass over, as the foregoing citation from Lev. xviii. 5, so

also this characteristic intermediate question. They represent

Christ as at once saying, " Thou knowest the commandments."

St Matthew informs us most exactly how and what Christ spake

;

and that He prescribed, not merely to this young man, but at

the same time to us all, the tnie beginning of the catechism m
order to a knowledge of sin. Let those Christian catechists who

^ "Wilt thou, an accepted follower of the Saviour, lose again the life received

fi'om Him, and from being one of the first become one of the last who re-

main without? Only despise the commandments, as if they were not to be

kept precisely by thee

!
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deem the Decalogue imperfect and insufficient to embrace all

that men are required to do in order to eternal life ; and those,

in like manner, who would remove it from tlie true place which

God Plimself has given to it as the -Trccihotycoyog ilg UpKTrov, the

schoolmaster leading to Christ

;

—see to it that they are not con-

tradicting their Master, who here undeniably fixes its true use

and place, at the beginning of the catechism. But why does He
begin with the seco?icZ table *? Because this is most fitted to carry

eonviction from without to the heart ; and because it is more

'natural to test at once man's conduct towards men.^ The sum
and substance o^

t\\Q first table—Honour God alone!—He has

already indicated at ver. 17 ; nor does He fail here, looking back,

to repeat the commandment respecting father and mother (al-

ready, chap. XV. 4, brought forward as an important fundamental

commandment), as the transition from the first table to the second.

He then concludes with what is also explained at chap. xxii. 39 as

the sxim of the second table ; which declares that it must be under-

stood in a spiritual sense as taking cognisance of and judging

the disposition of the heart, so that these veryAvords, Thou shalt

love ! at the same time include and represent the last command-

ment against coveting. The two other Evangelists do not so

carefully preserve the original words ; both follow (as also the

Apostle at Ilom. xiii. 9), a transposition to be found in Philo

(and which had come to be in use in the Jewish schools), of

adultery before murder, and leave out the love of our neighbour.

St Mark gives instead of this a peculiar, and by no means strictly

corresponding, expression of the last commandment, which

denotes the Ovk kTridvfjjyjtTug by its most natural expression in

the outward act, M;; ccTroffrsp'/ia'/ig. Only as given by St Mat-

thew does the test of our Lord's questions rise with psychological

delicacy to its keenest climax: IJast thou kept this? And ac-

tually this also. First come the negative commandments, the

expression of which has most to do with the outward work and

word, and from which a man most easily justifies himself. Then,

more positively, a commandment which points to the disposition

^ As a true catechist must still always Itold up prominently before children

the second table (with the " Father and Mother " that leads to it ; and, in

its sum, the love of our neighbour). So, on the other hand, the deeper

understandbuj of the first table is reached only in tlic second and third

department of it.
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of heart ; that, viz., which is the first commandment for men,

and in which the honour which as a child he gives to God coin-

cides with that which he gives to those who stand to him in the

stead of God. Finally comes the altogether positive and inward

commandment of love. All this, however, implies in it the re-

buking question : Is the man to whom such prohibitions and

commands must be given—by nature good? Is he not from his

birth a murderer, adulterer, thief and liar in heart, a child with-

out reverence, a man without love ?

Ver. 20. The young man is too much blinded to understand

Christ's meaning, and now first makes manifest his entire blind-

ness.^ He vainly imagines, as, alas ! many do still, that he stands

perfectly well with the ten commandments ! Probably when
our Lord began with Thou shall not kill! he had his answer

already on his tongue. When He reached the Honour thy father

and mother, he hastened in his thought to add from my youth

up

:

—which was a proverbial expression among the Jews for

the fulfilment of the law and piety, see Tob. i. 8-10; ii. 13;

2 Tim. iii. 15.^ The Lord's last word, however, which should

have struck him most keenly, he does not hear at all; and so he

delivers himself at once of the fearfully artless lie :—All these

have I kept, and carefully had respect to !
" Thou hast been a

reverently obedient child from the womb ? Thou hast then loved

thy neighboiu' as thyself thy whole life long?"—And yet the

young man does not consciously lie, but seriously thinks that it

is as he says ; hence, according to St Mark, Christ looked upon

him with pitying love and kindness. Be not thou, O Christian

teaclfer and evangelist, too soon polemically ofil-nded with all

who are legally righteous ! Do not unwisely and unjustly speak

against such mistaken ones with angry dogmatical rebuke I

There is a diff'erence to be observed among the self-righteous.

This young man is of a nobler nature, and stands unconsciously

in a transitional class between the Pharisee and publican, the con-

trast between whom is portrayed in the parable which, in St

^ St Mark puts into his moittli in this answer again a Aioxaxa'As, now
without the rejected epitheton ornans.

2 This sufficiently accounts for the expression. "We are not under the

necessity (with Neander, as already mentioned) of supposing that this was

an aged man looking back complacently on his past life, and of correcting

the statement of Matthew accordingly.
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Luke, immediately precedes. The justitia civilu, the outward

keeping of the commandments so far as one knows and can keep

them, has a certain worth in its kind ;—who woukl not regard

such a youth with more pleasure than he would a wild and dis-

solute transgressor ? But, indeed, this very rectitude prevents

the heart which honestly strives from being at peace, assured,

/and tranquil; the more one has kept the commandments, the

\i more ui'gently will the self-betraying question obtrude. What

\ lack I yet f Such a man understands not his own question

;

he thinks that he means. Are there not somewhere still more

cbmmandments to which I must apply myself?— is there not

some special extra-work for my zeal in doing good ? But his

heart confesses, against his knowledge and will, that there is

still one thing, and that the principal thing, lacking to him. Now,

he who goes on self-willed and uninstructed in this way, will

doubtless, from a good beginning, land at last in the worst Phari-

saism and monkery ; but he who only proceeds with questioning,

and comes to the true Master, shall obtain the true answer which

will lay open the bottom of the heart.

Ver. 21. Thus does the wisdom and love of Christ receive

and treat the case. He does not deal unjustly with the young

man, as if He understood him arrogantly to say, Am I not then

perfect, having kept all the commandments'? for then would

he not have come to the good Master at all, and would not have

stayed to ask anything more after the first question. One thing

thou lackest still! Thus do St !Mark and St Luke express Christ's

meaning ; but we must interpret the woi'ds, Avith Luther's mar-

ginal note : Thou art still entirely lacking ; with the one thing

thou lackest all,—the principal thing ! Literally Christ said, //

thou wilt be perfect

:

—"svords Avhich sympathise with, and enter

into, the young man's feeling; but at the same time humble

and most keenly convict him. Apparently Christ gives him what

he has desired, and points out to him a special work ; but observe

that what He requires of him is only a simple test, whether he

is able really to keep that ^rst commandment of the first table

from which all others flow, whether he has even understood its

spiritual requirement. " Keep then the first commandment in

truth, and show that thy possessions are not Mammon and an

idol to thee I" A foolish teacher would have directly con-

tradicted the young man by merely laying down the doctrine
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that tlie matter so stands, and following that up with the direct

charge, Thou art in thy riches still an idolater ! But the wise

Teacher lays hold on him by proposing to him something to be

done, just as he himself had requested :—Go, sell thy goods and

give them to the poor, so that thou mayest love these poor as

thyself! Not the fanatical advice to throw them into the street /

or the sea, but to distribute (Luke htoihog comp. Luke chap, xi.y

22, and Acts iv. 35), with the wisdom and joy of love, the

superfluity among the needy. It is evident that the outward

obeying of this com.mand is to be no general rule for all

possessors who would be saved ; while Christ gave an earnest

command to this young Ruler, He imposes it only upon such

special individual cases as his was. It is equally clear, further,

that this selling all, in itself without price and merit, is required

of this individual only as a test ; it was but the preparatory act

which would disembarrass him for what comes immediately

after, viz., Follow Me! Still, however, we shall altogether

mistake the meaning of Christ,—who always in the external

meaning includes the internal,—if we do not recognise in His

words the figuratively embodied fundamental commandment

which He utters, for example, in Luke xiv. 33, comp. Luke xii.

33:

—

^^ Be.come poor !" That is the great essential. All that

thou hast (Mark and Luke already spiritualising and explaining:

Offoc g%s/j)—that is, also the imagined riches consisting in the

fulfilment of the law and virtuous deeds, ver. 20. Hast thou,

as a monk, parted with thy goods only to be more proud of

them in heart, what will that help thee?^ The command

comes ever anew, penetrates deeper and deeper, until it pierces

the heart :—Sell also thy imagined possession, expressed in the

words, " / have sold all." Follow Me, that thou mayest learn in

My school what grace is, how thou mayest receive the kingdom

of heaven as a little child, and look only to the treasure in

heaven. Me:—there now stands, supplementing the humble

saying at ver. 1 7, the one Master, as personally and essentially y
good, to cleave to whom is and becomes alone true doing good.

St Mark adds (from Matt. x. 38 and similar sayings), Take up

the cross ; we might certainly doubt whether Christ uttered the

word in so discouraging and repelling a manner precisely to this

^ See the words of Fulgentius in Neander's Denkwurd. iii. 1-28.

VOL. III. C
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young man ; still, as regards the profound and general import

of the saying, this is its true meaning.

" A man may pledge and stake his head a hundred times

;

but if any one were to proceed to take it from him, he would

feel for the first time how firmly it sits,—how it sticks to him."

(Gossner.) So is it with the young man here, who now

perceives with deep shame how much his idolatrous heart

cleaves still to the possessions of this world. Caught by his own

inquiry after works of perfection, sharply smitten in liis own

conscience, he cannot turn aside the command of the IVIaster by

asking, Where, then, is such a commandment enjoined upon

me ? With what right dost Thou require in the name of God
so much as this of me ? Pie feels what our Lord purposed to

make him feel. " To disobey is hard for him, and to obey still

more hard" (as Roos excellently expresses it). The command
addressed to him with friendly look makes his countenance and

heart sad ; he goes away silent, and his silence says :
" No,

that I cannot possibly do !" We are not told whether this sad-

ness resulted in the godly sorrow and humility proper to a

sinner. But Christ makes him, going away just as he is, a

warning example for his disciples ; and proceeds more fully to

disclose to them the import of what He had said and done.

Vers. 23, 24. Proverbial and figurative discourse has always

this character, that the outward letter is not to be pressed in the

particulars as it is in a doctrinal proposition, but that a back-

ground of spiritual meaning all the more deep opens itself up for

application. As our Lord in ver. 24 does not merely repeat

with greater emphasis what He has said in ver. 23, but intends

rather to lay the real emphasis on the figurative proverb, and to

conduct to tJiis by the transition from the case that had just

occurred, what is said in ver. 23 acquires also for all subsequent

hearers and readers, nay, even for the apprehension of the dis-

ciples at the time, a parabolic character. He speaks indeed first

of all in strict earnestness of the outwardly rich, to whom the

possession of their goods becomes a dangerous hindrance, and

that because they do not possess as if they possessed not, because

their hearts cleave to their possessions. (Ps. Ixii. 11.) For,

" not so much he is rich who possesses a great deal, as he who is

possessed of a great deal." (v. Gerlach.) Thus do St Mark
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and St Luke riglitly interpret by " they that have riches." St

Mark—who (as in chap, vii., where human statutes are spoken

of, and elsewhere) most frequently appends an explanation to

the word—here very considerately, in order to obviate all mis-

understanding of Christ's Avords, says, those who trust in riches

(Prov. xi. 28 ; 1 Tim. vi. 17) ; and he does so under the guid-

ance of the Holy Spirit, in order that they in the Church who

are slow to hear might have the saying of Christ also in this

form. It is therefore not with Schleiei'macher to be called " a

limitation by a later hand ;" so much, however, is true, that Christ

did not here originally speak thus, otherwise the impression pro-

duced on the disciples would not have been so startling :—it re-

mains, notwithstanding, undeniably the true intei^pretation of the

meaning of Christ's words. Again it is true that such danger of

putting false confidence in their possessions lies very near to all

possessors. Does not Christ speak also, Matt, xiii, 22, of the

deceitfulness of riches ; and does not experience still prove, in

spite of the exceptions from Abraham to Joseph of Arimathea,

that riches properly speaking, or the possession of many goods,

bring with them peculiar and serious dangers, hindrances and

temptations ? As a rich man, then

—

i.e., without putting away

his riches inwardly, and in some cases also outwardly (the latter

is nothing without the former)—no one shall enter vaio the king-

dom of heaven. And one might certainly, speaking strongly,

apply the saying with Wesley still further thus :
" It is also easier

for a camel to go through the eye of a needle^ than for a rich

man to give up trusting in his riches "—although this seems only

partly true, and in comparison with the saying of Christ too severe.

It is further true, that the poor cleave to the mammon which they

do not possess, when, with idolatrous covetousness, they strive after

it, and ivill be rich. (1 Tim. vi. 9.) But the whole of what

was exemplified in this incident becomes for Christ a parable em-

^ The conjecture of many Greek commentators, following Theophylact

(not camel but cable), is no longer thought of by any one
;
gomg presup-

poses /ee<. The similar proverb of the elephant is familiar in the Koran

(Sur. vii. 38), and in the Tahnud (Buxtorf Lex. p. 1722), also the camel,

more famiUar among the Jews, according to Lightfoot Hor. Hebr., in a.

proverb respecting the stupid Gahlean. Comp. Matt, xxiii. 24. Sepp

observes that in the natural form of expression respecting the entering into

the kingdom of God, eye of a needle, and door (doors, gates), appear as

opposed to each other.
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bodied in fact, representing a truth wliich entirely applies onlj

to what is inward. If,—as according to St Matthew we sup-

pose to be certain, and for a proverbial ex])ression find to be

natural,— Christ said merely 'TrkovGiog, we have only to call to

mind what is said in Luke vi. 24, 25, in order to understand,

that He speaks in the deepest sense of the rich in spirit, of such

as are rich in genius, in virtues, in knowledge, in honours, etc.

This was the real hindrance in the way of the young man ; had
he been poor in spirit, he would also have been ready to sell his

goods. Through the strait gate one must come only poor and

naked, not laden with goods and virtues ; this lies as much in

the nature of the case as that a camel cannot go through the eye

of a needle. This our Lord declares to His disciples, addressing

them with a fi'iendly rkzva, as St JSIark has it ; ^ and we see

immediately from their exclamation of amazement and fear that

they have understood His meaning.

Vers. 25, 26. Who then can be saved ! T/j apa—this is more

comprehensive than merely rig "^Xcufftog. Do not the poor also

cleave to their scrap of possession and strive after more ; has not

every man at bottom something which as his possession he will

not let go ? If the entrance into the kingdom of heaven is so

narrow, who then is small and unencumbered enough to enter

!

What Thou sayest is truly the case of all—we understand

Thee ; then the being saved must be in general a thing of ini-

iwssihility ? Thus do the amazed disciples think ; and not of

other people merely, of the always innumerable class of the rich

to whom they certainly did not belong : they regard themselves

as included, inasmuch as they perceive that man must renounce

and relinquish all in every sense that he has. Christ, however,

confirming this understanding of His words, looked upon them

(which hfj^foXi-^l/ag, St Mark also does not let slip), and spake,

quite openly now, of the salvation of men in general as a thing

impossible with man, and only possible through the omnipotence

of God. He strengthens the 'bvGKokcog into a^vvarov, the hard

into impossible ; and thus it is :—Who Avould be saved if it were

not for the power of redeeming grace ? To man of himself it is

impossible even to break through the blindness of the heart, so

^ Another reading is even rtKviu. Here, for the first time, Christ thus

addresses the disciples
;
yet hardly, as Sepp imagines, with reference to the

little ones shortly before commended.
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that as a sinner he shall know and truly see what is lacking to

him ; then it is impossible to confess this in true penitence before

God, and to receive grace in faith ; then again always impossible

to persevere in grace unto the end. But all is accomplished by

the efficacious working of God, by His anticipating, strengtlien-

ing, and confirming power ; certainly not without faith (to which,

therefore, all things are possible, Mark ix. 23), but that faith is

(although without predestinating, electing compulsion) Iv huvdf/jSt

6zov, 1 Pet. i. 5, as a 'Triarig rtjg bspyziug rov hov, Col. ii. 12.

To this faith that lays hold on the power of God, on the other

hand, all is possible that pertains to salvation ; from the first

becoming poor and following Christ even to the keeping of the

commandments
J
which also is indispensable. Possible—although

a dijiculti/ attends it to the last. Christ, indeed, is come to save

the lost (Matt, xviii. 11) ; for otherwise this was not possible even

for God. Sin must be blotted out in order that God may re-

main just in bestowing grace, and man free in receiving it ; an

atonement was necessary, and such an atonement as sanctifies.

This great a,hvva,rov ';rccpa a,v0pM'7rosg, this great impossibility with

men, God has brought to pass in tlie miracle of all miracles, in

the incarnate Son !

^

How ought the disciples now to have reflected upon this im-

portant saying, with another and joyful astonishment, at once

satisfied and silent and affected in heart ! But this was beyond

their temper of mind and capacity of apprehension, at least in

the case of Peter and most of them ; although perhaps John and

Nathanael might have thus reflected. Peter soon passes from

the first salutary astonishment with which he was struck to the

opposite extreme ; he has too hastily appropriated to himself the

friendly look with which Christ regarded them, as if it said,

"Are not ye yourselves an example how God can save !"—and

with great folly brings forward what lie himself has done in ad-

dition to the omnipotence of God. He hides as usual behind

the general ive his favourite /, and says, certainly not without

» This interpretation is a strange contrast with that extreme which may

be found—and only a specimen of his enfeebling paraphrase—in my pre-

decessor in the exposition of the sayings of Jesus, the notorious Bahrdt.

According to him, the meaning here is: " That which in the present in-

tractable state of mankind is infinitely difficult, God can make gradually to

become easier
"
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self-complacency :—Behold we have left all and followed Thee

!

If these words stood alone without the question (again only pre-

served by St Matthew) which is annexed to therrij they might

then have been taken in a good sense to mean :—Behold the

Almighty God has made this possible for us, we rejoice in this

and are thankful ! But it sounds more questionable, it actually

reverses the whole matter, when he asks r/ apa IWct/ rjfJAV ; We
perceive that his meaning is :—We have done much better than

the young man—and that again the idea of merit creeps forth

from his heart. That mild interpretation of the question,—not

holding the translation of Luther,—viz., " Is our renunciation of

all indeed that which Thou requirest? What will fall to our

lot, or be our sentence % Wilt Thou pronounce a judgment upon

us different from that upon the young man, and let us pass ?
"

—

is fully confuted by the answer of Christ. Because Peter has

inquired after reward and compensation, Christ says, first of all,

what is contained in vers. 28, 29 ; but because he has asked

with a culpable eagerness for reward, the parable concerning the

first and the last follows with its earnest warning and rebuke.

The matter then stands thus : Peter, who has not yet understood

Luke xvii. 10, puts his question in the spirit of Job (chap. xxxi.

2) ; and betrays what, alas ! may still be too often found in the

followers of Christ Avho have left all, a self-righteous regard to

the reward of grace, as if it were not pure grace. In such cases

the injunction is ever again to be repeated : Sell all that thou

hast ; renounce also all that thou hast received from Me, appro-

pi'iate it not to thyself, as if thou hadst not received it ! Look
not self-complacently to what thou hast done, but zealously to

what thou hast still to do, that thou mayest fulfil thy course

!

Imagine not that thou art finished and perfect ! Ask rather,

without ceasing, What lack I yet? This is better than What

shall I have, therefore ?

Yer. 28. The scanty possessions, of whicli Peter seems some-

what presumptuously to speak when he says.We have given up all

(not entirely, however, as they still retained the possession of it),

was certainly not Avorth the kingdom of heaven as a purchase-

price ; and Christ might indeed have sharply ridiculed it. This

lie does not, however. lie knows well that it is difficult for the

fisher to leave his boat, the publican his little house, and every

one whatever he calls his own ; that in the end the poorest does
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enough when he renounces his all; and that the heart of the

beggar may cleave more to a few pence than that of the rich

man to great sums. Nor was that so altogether inconsiderable

which, for example, Peter possessed in Capernaum ; and the

two sons of Zebedee, with their hired servants (Mark i. 20)

;

aiid Matthew, who could give a great feast in his house. There-

fore, with great kindness and grace. He first of all acknow-

ledges that they had actually " followed Him " by renouncing

all, holds in all honour their obedience to the apostolic calling,

and, without finding fault, holds out to them the Apostle-

thrones as its result ; then, however, follows the earnest rebuke

of the impure element of self which was mixed up with their

renunciation. Not, as many harshly understand the sincere

meaning of Christ, that He at first, half ironically,^ set before

them the glory to which their faithfulness would not fail to

attain (which was the self-evident reward of those who were

the supreme ministers of the highest King), in order then all

the more severely to say :—But take care that you do not

lose it ! No, He is exalted above such feelings and moods

;

He Himself, joyfully prophesying, looks first at the future glory

to which He knows that His twelve Apostles loill attain, and to

which He would have them to look up. For we are to rejoice

on account of the rewaxxl in heaven (Luke vi. 23) ; the com-

mand addressed to the rich young man contained in it also the

promise,—Thou shalt have treasure in heaven ! St Mark and

St Luke leave out the first special promise for the Apostles ; but

St Matthew gives it all the more exactly. Ye who have/oZ/oioec?

Me;—this not merely acknowledges the past, but lays down at

the same time, with all the full emphasis of this great word,

the condition which still remains ; therefore, in latent prophecy,

it already excludes Judas, just as later Luke xxii. 28-30. Still,

there are twelve seats ; for another shall receive the office of the

traitor, and God's plans suffer no defeat on account of individual

sinners." The regeneration, as appears from the explanatory

1 That it is entirely ironical has been asserted only by perverse expositors,

such as Liebe in Winer's exeget. Studien.

2 The spiritualising interpretation of End. Matthai (The Power and

Dignity of the Prince), which finds here a dominion also, in the perfected

kingdom at the end, for those who are called and prepared to exercise it,

goes beyond these hterally named twelve apostolic thrones.
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clause which is added respecting the glory of the Son of Man,

is the renewal of the world, of the earth (hence the Persian

version has in the new world) ; a restoration of the primitive

state of things on the whole, as well as the regeneration of man,

from which the expression, by extension and comparison, is

derived.^ Not merely the final adoption of the children of God
(Rom. viii. 23 ; Luke xx. 36) in the resurrection of the dead,

but the concomitant glorification of all creatures in order to

the glory which corresponds to the freedom of the children of

God (Rom. viii. 23). This ho^a, of the new world, is itself the

bo^oi of the vlog rov avOpcuTou, in which, however. His special

^povog will in some way be set up. All the members of the

new born race of this second Adam have a common participation

in the glory of the Son of Man ; for such as bear honours, how-

ever, there are special thrones, from which are to be governed

the twelve tribes of Israel ; i.e., the new and true Israel, the entire

people of God in their multiplicity, formed after the ti/pe of

those twelve tribes. Accordingly b rJ] TrccXtyysvsaia is, in the

last sense, equivalent to in My kingdom, St Luke xxii. 30 (comp.

Matt. xxvi. 29) ; and the sense in which it is understood by the

two sons of Zebedee (Matt. xx. 21) is quite correct. Although

finally zptviiv in this place signifies not judge but govern, as

132^ in the Heb., yet Bengel's fine observation is not without

ground:—Of Christ, it is KU&icri in the Active, of the Apostles

zaOicnah in the Middle ;^ for they take not their seats until they

have first stood, with all others, before the judgment throne of

Him who sits (Luke xxi. 36 ; 2 Cor. v. 10).

Ver. 29. Should not an honest heart have been humbled by

the very greatness and loftiness of the promise 1 Should not

Peter and all the Apostles have been constrained to say with

shame :—Lord, this comes to us not as a recompense for leav-

ing our ships and nets ; this is grace, and not reward at all

!

Christ even now, in passing to the intended rebuke, helps them

to such thouglits and feelings, inasmuch as, in order to check

their special ive, He loidens the promise. They must learn to

^ To follow Christ in the regeneration (as Gbschcl v. d. lezten Dingcn S.

23 connects the words) is not a correct expression ; but the hope of the

near regeneration of the world on account of their own regeneration, is a

combination which Gcischel correctly views.

2 Hence also the difference of the case in 6p'uou and 6p6vov;.
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^speak as the last Apostle did, who, according to Christ's choice,

came in tlie room of the one who fell from the number of the

twelve,—the greatest and least Apostle :

—

Not to me only shall

the crown be given by the righteous Judge, but to all them also

that love His appearing (2 Tim. iv. 8). Every one without dis-

tinction who has forsaken whatsoever he loved and held dear,

whatever his heart clave to (here it is not at first (iiauv Luke xiv.

26 which is yet always indispensable, but, the bearing patiently

actual loss, the free surrender)—/or the sake of Christ (Matt.

:

for My name's sake ; Mark : for My sake and the Gospel's

;

Luke: for the kingdom of God's sake)—shall suffer no loss

thereby, but shall obtain most abundant compensation. The
so-called sacrifices which are made ii^ the cause of God receive

this name at first only with reference to our unbelief; for every

such loss brings after it rich gain. The only goods that are

named by way of example, are those of house, of family love,

and of the earthly possession that most binds the heart ; for, of

such things the disciples had been speaking. St Matthew and

St Mark have, with slight differences, the same arrangement of

the particulars. It begins at first generally with the house;

then, in the members of the family, it rises gradually to an ever

more difficult renunciation (for one separates himself from

brothers and sisters sooner than from parents, while one cleaves

to his wife more than to these, and finally, with most intensity

to children) ; and then returns again to the more direct and

real property in lands. This we take to be the original form

;

while St Luke gives the substance by an abridgment, in which

the arrangement is not so exact. There are many significant

things to be noticed in these words ; in which we plainly per-

ceive the superintending care of the Holy Spirit, providing

against every essentially improper expression, such as might

contradict the cautious and well-weighed saying of our Lord.

That no divorce can be meant here by the forsaking of vvife is

self-evident from the declaration so earnestly made by Christ

not long before. That He mentions brothers, and sisters, and

children in the plural, but only one wife, as also one father and

one mother, is in like manjier conformable to that declaration

in favour of monogamy. Finally, that, in the particular repeti-

tion of the persons again received back by way of recompense

(which St Mark alone gives, and, we can hardly suppose, as a
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mere amplification), even mother^ is specified, while there is no

mention again of wife or wives—is wisely and becomingly

directed against all enthusiastic abuse of the words ; although

it is also true that in a certain sense (only not in the conjugal)

compensation will be given also for the wife who has been left.

How and when does Christ promise that this hundred-fold

(Luke, manifold), i.e., this intensively (somewhat according to

1 Sam. i. 8) much better compensation, shall be made? Now
already in this time, or world, which St Mark and St Luke
precisely distinguish from the eternal life in the future world

;

as also St Matthew at least in his zou Zpo^v ulojviov. Therefore,

by virtue of the spiritual fellowship of goods and of love, in the

church of believers ; where St Paul found a mother (Rom. xvi.

13) and many children, where Timothy found brothers and

sisters (1 Tim. v. 1,2); and where the great principle holds

good. All things are yours ! (1 Cor. iii. 22.) Even houses and

lands in this present time are compensated in this manner.

Often indeed quite literally, as when those who forsake them

are received by others for the sake of Christ into the joint

possession and use of their property ; at all events, in the sense

of 2 Cor. vi. 10, that Christ takes better care of His followers

than if they had retained house and hall with unfaithfulness

toward Him. All this, however, is [jusra hcoyijjojv, i.e., at pre-

sent amid persecutions, according to the nature of the kingdom

of the cross before the period of glory ; not Avithout continued

patience for righteousness sake.

Ver. 30. And now, after such great promises,—the fulfilment

of which every one who ventures to put them to the test has in

all times experienced,—there follows a warning antithesis. The
saying whicli contains this St Luke has not subjoined ; St ISIark

only gives the simplest expression of it ; while St Matthew con-

nects it with the parable which illustrates it. Our Lord indeed,

had already uttered the proverbial saying on another occasion

(Luke xiii. 30) ; here, however, He devotes to it an entire

parable, as He does in like manner to that other in Matt. xiii.

^ For nature gives us only one, but love many ! So Alford excel-

lently, although he forgets himself Avhen he speaks of " fathers and

mothers." This also Christ has wisely not repeated; the reading x.xi

vxTipoc appears to us introduced as a correction, just as the singular

f<.Yiriooe. adopted by Lachmann.
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12, spoken at a later period, chap. xxv. 14-30 ; and again to

that which is added at chap. xx. 16 (many are called but few-

chosen) the entire parable in chap. xxii. 2-14. We will leave,

then, this profound saying to explain itself in the parable ; and

at the outset content ourselves with Meyer's excellent note,

which indeed contains everything :—The first " in time, gifts,

self-estimation, and appearance" shall be last, and vice versa.

We observe now only so much—as indicating the proper direc-

tion for the understanding of the parable, wdiich beyond all

question culminates in the saying placed before and after it

—

that Christ according to all evident connection with what goes

before means to say :

—

T1\\q penny of this country (which, at ver.

29, I promise to all My followers, as a reward of grace to be ob-

tained even here upon earth) I will assuredly pay to every one.

But at last (as respects the eternal life) it will be otherwise
;

then shall many who had been preferred remain behind and

w^ithout, as being sufficiently paid by what he has received

;

while many late ones shall be advanced.

We must at once, according to what is here indicated, declare

against the arbitraiy assertion of Neander (with Strauss and De
Wette), that both sayings (chap. xix. 30, and xx. 16) are

entirely out of their place here, and mar the import of the para-

ble ! We are sorry to be obliged to say rather that Neander

shows he has entirely misunderstood the parable,—a necessary

result, indeed, of such rejection of the authentic interpretation

of the sacred text.

Chap. xx. 1-16. In order to understand this parable,^ so

much contested from the beginning, and lately so much
mangled and distorted by a multitude of special treatises, it is

certainly of decisive importance to settle the principal question,

^ To wkicli, strangely enough, there is to be found an analogous saying

in the Jerusalem Talmud (s. in Lightfoot or Vitringa), although, consistently

with Jewish seK-righteous feeling, with a diiferent turn at the couclasion

:

"This one has wrought more in two hours than you the whole day ! " Comp.

the statements in Dopke (Hermeneutik d. neutest. Schriftsteller) S. 36, but

still more exactly in Sepp ii. 244. The Mohammedan parallel adduced by

Trench after Hammer (Theol. Litt. Anz. 1847, p. 252) has certainly taken

its origin from the parable of Christ
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What does Christ mean by the penny, oi' day's hire ? We main-

tain that all who take it to represent eternal life or blessedness

grossly err, and entirely mistake the true meaning of the whole.

There are three reasons in support of this, so clear that one must

wonder they have not always appeared evident to all. First,

eternal life cannot surely be promised as a reward of labour, in

the same way as in a legal contract ; which is yet plainly the

meaning of the GV(jj(pcomv ver. 2, comp. with ver. 13. The
Lord has agreed with the labourers and the labourers with Him

;

and this contract is at all events kept, even without respect to

the disposition and worthiness which afterwards shows itself; but

it is not thus, assuredly, in the bestowing of eternal life. Then,

secondly : The murinurers also receive the penny, and on re-

ceiving it complain that what they have received is not so much
as is due to them. These, however, are, as the conclusion of

the parable plainly declares, in reality none of the chosen ones

who earn eternal life ; otherwise the entire parable would con-

tradict this its conclusion, and all who had been called would

come at last into the kingdom of heaven. And yet we must in

any case interpret the parable from this concluding sentence,

and by no means explain this sentence as incorrectly added here,

or (with Calvin) cancel it altogether, when it is found not to fit

in to the interpretation given beforehand to the parable. Stef-

fenson (Stud. u. Krit. 1848, 3) has with perfect right main-

tained that our Lord, by adding these concluding words, obliges

us to seek precisely in them the principal idea of the parable.

That He intends, as has been said in opposition to this, to show,

by the striking contradiction implied, " that such a murmui'ing

in heavenly things is in itself inconceivable "—is an idea which

itself is inconceivable ; because then, contrary to the fundamental

rule to be observed in every parable, no reality would correspond

to the principal point of the figurative story. As little can it be

unflerstood of a mere offer of the same eternal reward to all ob-

jectively, although afterwards the enviers exclude themselves as

being subjectively unworthy to receive it ; this explanation (for

which Trench decides) is neither agreeable to the text of the

parable nor to the nature of the case. We are not even at liberty

with many to explain it of the as yet tolerant reception of the

murmurers into a kingdom of earthly glory before the last day ;

fof even there, as we are elsewhere sufficiently taught, the un-
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worthy remain ivithout. This lies plainly in the y-rays^ (ver.

14), which expresses rejection and anger; and together with

which, the adjudication " Take that is thine ! " can mean nothing

else, than what, at another stage, Abraham says to the rich man.

(Luke xvi. 25.) What thou hast contracted for, with that thou art

discharged ; but now. Away from my service, and from all inter-

course with me further !
" There can be no blessedness without

acceptance with God"— this is the sure point of this parable;

as already Gregory the Great (whom Besser cannot confute) has

said :
" No murmurer can receive the kingdom of heaven ; and

no one who receives it can murmiu'." Luther also (to whom
the present Lutherans with their artificial exegesis ought in this

instance to yield) saw clearly that the murmuring labourers "go
off with their penny and are damne.dP What, then, is the day's

hire ? The same Luther, who preferred to leave this unsettled

as a subordinate point, which is certainly not admissible,^ yet

goes on to say, " Therefore if we woiald strictly interpret, we
must understand the penny of the temporal good ; and the favour

of the householder of the eternal good." Melancthon is still more

positive that the denarius is not to be explained of the vita aeterna.

Valerius Herberger adheres to Luther, when he says :
" The

object and aim of the parable is not represented in the question,

Who obtains the penny,—as several have racked their brains to

make out, and have only made bad worse,—but in this, Who
retains the grace of the heavenly Father, so good to all ?" Very

true ; but that we may rightly investigate this latter point, it is

necessary that we thus strictly intei-}Dret the former ; and it needs

no racking of one's brains to read that people are here spoken of

^ Eupprecht (Stud. u. Krit. 1847, 2) explains this most groundlessly of

a mere command to go away, to leave the presence (as at ver. 4 to labour !).

And even in such a departure, that is, from God's countenance, good plea-

sure, and fellowship, the reward can never be the inheriting of eternal life,

named at chap xix. 29.

2 " The point of the parable, therefore, in this Gospel does not lie in the

penny, whatever that may be, nor in the distinction of the hours, but on

the earning and ohtaining^—how one may earn the penny." With this in

substance agrees what the treatise in Tholuck's Litt. Anz. (1847, p. 275)

strangely decides at last : The denarius has properly no independent inter-

pretation (is therefore nothing at all?), it only expresses what faithful dili-

gence is worth in itself! It appears to us, however, that this says nothing

at all ; for surely this main feature in the parable must be something.
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who obtain the penny, but at the same time lose the grace of the

Lord. A simple glance at what goes before suffices to show-

that the penny is certainly a temporal good, different from eternal

life, though not of a merely outward and earthly nature.^ It is

manifestly that reward, profit, or compensation of whatsoever

kind, having no necessary connection with eternal life, which

such a hirehng question as that of Peter (chap. xix. 27) seeks;

and it means precisely the "what" after which that question

asked—Such a reward the grace and righteousness of God will

actually connect with service in the kingdom of God, so that no

one shall labour there in vain. Such a portion as is rather of a

merely outward kind, as the most direct compensation for any-

thing that may have been renounced, was spoken of in Mark x.

30. Yet the " promise of this life " which belongs to godliness

(1 Tim, iv. 8), includes in it, what must not be overlooked, the

internal spiritual enjoyment and reward which all doing of what

is good and right carries directly in itself; for also in this sense

is Ps. xix. 12 alread}^ true, comp. 1 Cor. ix. 18. Who is there

that gets harm from following after that which is good (1 Pet.

iii. 13), and not rather abundant good? So that those who

serve Christ, even with persecutions, and with all manner of

afflictions in the loorld, in the fiesh, have yet a better portion than

sinners even here. We are by no means to understand a worth-

less hypocritical self-righteousness in those first who become last,

but an actual entering into the calling of God by service and

labour, a first laying hold of the promise, apprehended super-

ficially, Do this and live ! a promise which leads the humble,

who go on to learn in God's school, to blessedness ; but which

has for the insincere, and those who are eager after rewards, no

more than the penny that was bargained for. This penny is

very various, but in every case it is exactly that and nothing else

at which the striving of the individual aimed. For (as should

well be observed) to serve for blessedness as a strict reward, to

^ In tliis assertion we are not sliaken by the fact that those who have

most recently treated the parable are for explaining the penny of eternal

life ; for their interpretations are truly deficient in the simplicity which

would lead to another result. Alford is among those who oppose me, describ-

ing the criticism here as " much inferior to his usual remarks ;
" but I must

wait to see whether the second clition, with its more exact references, may
more effectually convince him.
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bargain for the kingdom of heaven as a return for labour

—

this

no one can in truth do, this properly never occurs. Where it

seems to occur it will be found that the heart has really meant a

Jewish Messiah-kingdom or a Mohammedan paradise ; always

something of the nature of a penny, which, too, he will obtain

in so far as it is right and possible, when God at last calls to

account. In so far, also, every one receives his penny ; the

reward in relation to the person and his claim is, in a certain

measure, the same for all. Only, we may say, on the other

hand, with Draseke : The same penny is to every one different,

according to the hand that receives it, according to the mind
that estimates it. Some taste in it from the first a reward of

God, a grace and gift of eternal life ; others receive it as their

reward, as a booty which they have seized ; and thus, in their

penny, the penny properly so called is lost, it has become by

their own fault a mere coin of discharge. " They turn the

penny round about in their hand, and know not what they are

to make of it." Such persons are represented in the parable to

whom it will thus happen in the end ; and for such the penny

is certainly not eternal life.^

We inquire, further, with reference to the principal feature of

the parable, upon which the undei'standing of the whole depends :

What is the day with its twelve hours *? How is the earlier and

later, the first and last, to be interpreted? If we were at once

to say, in order to obviate the other principal error of such inter-

pretation, that the day is not at all analogous to the period of

the world's course onward, to the last day—we should speak too

hastily by far.^ For the parable certainly connects itself, in the

first place, with the relation as to time in which the Apostles

and first disciples of Christ appear,—they being the first called

at the commencement of the work of the vineyard. But, not

only so, there is reflected in it at the same time

—

looking back-

uKirds—the general fundamental relation which is the theme

^ How Alford can say of this eternal life, " To the enviers and grumblers

it win be as the fruit which turns to ashes in the mouth "—we confess not

to comprehend.
2 Rupprecht goes too far in his protest against every supposition of Old

Testament periods of time, on the ground that aU parables respecting the

kingdom of God make that kingdom to begin only with Christ. Has he

then quite forgot that the servants were sent to seek fruit from the vine-

yards before the Son ?
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of SO many parables ; viz., the earlier calling of the Jews with

whom God made the covenant of works in the form of legal

promise, and then the compassion for the Gentiles who were

in due time placed on a par with them. (Acts xv. 0.) To
deny entirely this reference and application would be quite as

wrong here as it would be to deny it in the parable of the two

sons, which is in general cognate with that before us. This is

certaiidy the fundamental type in the background—on which,

so to speak, the picture rests

—

hut nothing more ; and it is now
necessary to observe, that M'hile our Lord sets out from this refer-

ence to the periods in the world's history, with their earlier and

later calls, He immediately again leaves it ; so that the parable,

as a whole, in its developed form, can by no means be interpreted

according to that reference. If, again, the Apostles are the first,

then, in order to maintain the chronological line from Christ to

the Judgment, we must take them in connection with the entire

first apostolic church. To refer, however, the labourers thus

directly to entire nations and churches, instead of to individual

persons, is in contradiction to the whole moral harmony and

tendency of the parable. Nations, and contemporaries in re-

spect of calling, are not always of the same character or dispo-

sition ; least of all does the history of the Christian Church, as

a whole, exhibit such a state of things as is here denoted.

Father Lambert, indeed, is for understanding it of the first

Churches that were called out from the heathen, because they

afterwards became proud and envious ; that is true, but can it

be said of them as a whole that at the first they agreed with

Christ in the matter of a reward? Further, can it be said that

they actually did the more difficult work,—as it is said that

they first cleared out the field of the world in order to the plant-

ing of the vineyard (which 3'et was already there),—so that in

later times the heat of the conflict became less ? In this chrono-

logical view we shall nowhere find what completely corresponds

to the features of the parable. Such an interpretation too hastily

lays aside the connection with the question of Peter, as also with

the saying, quite manifestly referring to individual persons. Many
that are first ; which, indeed, only corresponded to the -xoig oarig

before, ver. 29. It would also oblige us to give up all reference

of the labourers to such as, like the Apostles, serve Christ in the

Church by a special office, a reference which, on account of the
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reasons in the last sentence, is predominating tliough not exclusive.

The labourers in the vineyard are, of course, to be distinguished

from the stems and branches of the vines ; and there is evidently

meant here, first of all (without excluding further application),

a special call to labour and service, not the general call to

salvation :
" This special calling is a means to that general one."

(Richter's Hausbibel.) Further, a systematic chronological

interpretation of the day stands too much in the way of the in-

structive and principal application to the individual Christians

of all times ; inasmuch as in that case all who live at one period

would belong to one hour, and thus the moral point of the whole,

so to speak, would be lost. But what if, as we have seen, our

Lord only builds, upon the grand typical background of the

relation of time between earlier and later calling (as first repre

sented in the relation between the Jews and the Gentiles), a

parable which is afterwards differently applied*?^ • We say, first

of all, in general, that the whole time of the w^orld reflects itself

in every period, and repeats itself in every individual life ; in

order to this meaning, which here comes into prominence in the

evident reference to individual persons, we must withdraw our

eye from the historical survey of the whole, as Christ Himself

does, in the particular development of the parable. For, in the

first place, it is impossible to show how there can be a continuing

to labour on the part of the first till the coming of Christ to

judgment f secondly, in this case all the first would appear as

murmuring at last, which is yet far from the meaning of Christ

;

thirdly, taken in a literally historical view, the penny wdiicli was

not paid till the evening, must certainly be the participation in

the earthly kingdom of Christ, into which, however, as already

said, no enviers shall enter.—Is then the day to be understood

as the lifetime of each individual man ? We answer again, as

above, that there is some truth in this (for pai'ables in general

throw out their light in manifold rays, and are not exhausted by

a single fixed sense); but if, as many do, we maintain this in a

literally historical sense, we shall again miss the true meaning

1 Otherwise expressed :
" The difference of hours serves only as a figure

for the difference of rank." (Theol. Litt. Anz.)
2 Origen fables about the transmigration of souls, according to. which

the first work on to the end, and even the last have stood idle the whole

day (in former bodies) !

VOL. III. D
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and find contradictions. Not merely, and not as the principal

sense, can Christ mean the lifetime of the individual. For,

in the first place, it may be said here again that not all who
are called in youth are eager for reward, nor all who are called

later in life on that account chosen. Further, the different life-

times have not all the same beginning and end, they have not

a common date of payment ; and this is strong enough of itself

to limit this chronological view ; finally, the 'preference and jyrc-

cedency of the first, certainly, by no means, refers merely to

time. Many a one labours much in a more difficult office

than others, bears the heat of the conflict without, while others

tarry by the stuff" in peace ; nay, what is equally to the pur-

pose, many a one is merely first in honour, or, moreover, only

in his own fancy :—I am more, and labour more. What,

then, is the day with its hours ? No other than a parabolical

figurative representation of the relation between first and last

existing in all possible forms ; certainly, with most immediate

reference to time, from which, indeed, the expression " first

and last " is derived, but including further all other applications

to all sorts of precedency, whether founded on truth, appearance,

or fancy.

To conclude : this parable, as a whole, in respect to its process

of time, is not a chronologically prophetic representation, to be

explained in a literally historical manner,^ of something that

takes place precisely thus (as is the case in other parables ; for

example, the tares and the wheat, the drawing of the net and

selecting of the fishes, the casting out of the husbandmen who
killed the son, the marriage of the king's son, the ten virgins,

the servants with the talents, the great supper)—but a compre-

hensive ^^?<m<ii;e representation, taking its rise from the relation

of time but afterwards spiritualised, of something that thus takes

^ Bengel also cannot quite disengage himself from tliis misapprehension

;

and when he understands the space of time comprehended by the parable

to be from the first calling of the Apostles onwards to the Pentecost, he

forgets that, previous to the Pentecost, those who were called had not

wrought at all! Clironological fancies respecting the great world-hours

are to be found in the Berlenberg Bible, as also in the Fathers, according

to which the Apostles come again at the eleventh hour ! Of these Luther

said :
" Such talk is good for passing the time when one has nothing else

to preach." And here, Avhere the parable affords quite different material

for J)reaching, he is quite right.
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place oftentimes and in many loays. The figure brings together

and arranges into a totality of impression what manifoldly repeats

itself; in such parables, for example, as the building of the house
on the rock, the various kinds of ground, the treasure and pearls,

the wicked servant, the true and wise servant, the fig-tree in the

vineyard, the lost son, the unrighteous householder, Lazar.'US ni

Abraham's bosom.^

The point of connection for the parable is no other than the

question of Peter : for this reason only those " first" are selected,

in ver. 2, ^dio have regard to the reward ; and the agreement
is as it were an irony coming after the discourse in chap. xix.

27-29. Observe now the different expression of the proverbial

saying at the beginning and the end, a difference which thus

precisely justifies and explains itself. O i sffy^ccrot, oi -TrpaJroi at

the end (with the article) are only to be understood as meaning—those last and first of whom I said at the beginning, ma7iy

that are first shall be last. For there are certainly first who
remain first, and last who remain last ! The proposition—All

the last become first, and all the first become the last—as if

Christ had said this in the ol, is in no possible way to be justi-

fied.^ The difference of disposition between those here repre-

sented as first and last, is the principal thing to which the ovrojg

'iaovroci remains applicable.

The properly limited sphere, then, of the parable is the learning

representation of such as are called with a real or seeming pre-

ference, and who thereupon do not renounce the eager anxiety

for reward :—all that might be found in its details beyond this

limit is erroneous. The application, however, to a merely

imagined preference is certainly included ; for it is in harmony

with our Lord's manner to put such conceit to shame by conde-

^ In what is here said lies the measure of truth which belongs to the

principle laid down by Rudel, that the parables only figuratively represent

the last judgment by way of warning ; that here, therefore, as a sharp

warning, the murmuring disposition which had just been exhibited by

Peter, is represented as still the same in futm-e, even at the last judgment.

(Rudelb. und Guer. Zeitschrift 1851, 3.) Although we must still reject

the consequences which Rudel draws from this view carried to an extreme,

as tending to make the historico-dogmatical ground of the parable evaporate

into what is merely practical and didactic.

2 Although, as is well known, many (with whom Lisco agrees) have

strangely attempted it.
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scencUng as it were to allow its validity. The object of the

parable is finally

:

First, to detect and put to shame the evil mind ; to demon-

strate that such a hateful envy lies in the eager anxiety about

reward. (Ver. 15.) There is a concealed envy of the favour

shown to others ; and the saying of the eldest son finds its repe-

tition, alas ! even in the circle of the disciples of Christ :—" What
shall we have therefore?" Beneath this we, there lies hid as

its evil rnoti\'e a secret loe as in 'preference to others—which the

Lord here brings to light. " This parable hits even excellent

people ; nay, it terrifies the greatest saints ; therefore Christ

holds it up before the Apostles themselves." (Luther.) " How
many shining stars have already been struck by the tail of the

dragon, and cast clown by pride to the earth!" (Rambach.)

Herberger, rich in anecdote, brings a strikingly illustrative stoiy

into his sermon on this text,^ which indeed strongly portrays

that which our Lord here mildly represents, but still corresponds

to the reality of the parable.

Secondly, there is then the keen and ever-needful warning

:

In such a spirit, thou, now among the first (even thou, Apostle

Peter, if it remain in thee, and go on developing itself in thee),

mayest at some future time take the reward, and yet lose eternal

life ;—worse than one who is last, thou mayest remain behind,

and without, as a last one in the worst sense. (2 John 8.) For

this is plainly declared by a final climax in the second saying,

respecting the called and chosen, which is annexed to the first.

Meanwhile let us reflect on this ! We shall not at once con-

clude ; but after this general survey consider the details, and

thus arrive ao-ain at this decisive concludincr verse.

Vers. 1, 2. God always goes out a/o-a vpoo'l, early in the

morning, diligently preventing those whom He seeks.^ At

^ A monk died leaving a great name for sanctity ; a robber, who had
heard him preach, repented, ran to confess, but fell on the Avay and broke

his neck, A devout man saw both, wept at the death of the saint, bub

rejoiced at that of the robber. Wliy so? "When the monk died, the

devil took him because of his pride ; when the robber broke his neck,

angels received his penitent soul."

2 In Jeremiah these words frequently occur:—" I have sent unto you,

rising up early and sending."
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the earliest dawn of the world did He begin to call such as

Enoch and Abraham ; long before there was any mention of

cultivating a vineyard in the proper sense, had He uttered the

word :—I am thy reward, walk before Me ! This is not indeed

directly meant here, but, pointing backwards, it is hinted. At
all events we learn, from the first word, that it is not caprice on

the part of God which calls the late ones so late. Many in

preaching from this passage take erring pains to show that the

compassion of the Lord (for it depends indeed upon this alone,

not upon the willing or running of any one) takes effect in some

sooner, in others later ; and that of this difference in the " hours

of grace" we have nothing more to say than. So it seems good

in His sight. He has power to do what He will with His

own. What truth there is in this is not taught here ; the other

side rather comes into prominence. If, on the other hand, \ye

refer the first, third, sixth hours, etc., which are selected (with

the omission of the intervening ones) to certain terms or epochs

in the history of the world, and of an individual lifetime, when
the call of grace goes forth more loudly and directly,—it is yet

to be remembered that the same call also continues to sound

through all the intervening times. Those who subsequently

went into the vineyard had already been invited in the morning

;

they knew of the vineyard where Avork was to be had ; and

every one that stands at a disadvantage has himself to blame,

because he was not there when God called, or disregarded His

calling from one hour to another. This is the meaning of the

parable, which will also be confirmed by the apparent contradic-

tion in ver. 7. The vineyard may be traced to Is. v. (and still

earlier to the Song of Solomon and Ps. Ixxx.) as the similitude

chosen and retained by Christ to denote God's institution upon

earth. His people. His kingdom ; the fruit of it is the most ex-

cellent, the labour in it is severe and difficult. The labourers

correspond indeed in the Jirst place, as we have already seen, to

the husbandmen (Matt. xxi. 33) ; consequently, further, to the

Apostles and their successors in office in Christendom, of course

not precisely according to the outward official title, but accord-

ing to their Divine calling. Yet the Avord " labourers" warrants

further the general appHcation, in so far as, in the vineyard, no

one is allowed to remain idle or merely passive. The God who

Himself alone prepares His people for Himself will yet have
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fellow-workers (1 Cor. ili. 9), as well out of grace as according

to that right which requires a zcorthmess for His kingdom ;—

a

worthiness, however, different from a meritorious claim to re-

ward. Labourers at all events—for although thou art not a

gardener, but a braiich, thou art yet a living branch, which is

not merely the object of cultivation, but in its turn is to bring

forth fruit. Hast thou no special commission out of thy house,

thou hast at least in thy house (Mark v. 19 ; Acts xvi. 31), and

wherever thou shouldst let thy light shine so as to save others

along with thyself He who entirely neglects the salvation of

otliers will not be likely to attain his own. These are ideas

which lie in the background, and do not contradict the main re-

ference to labourers in the more limited sense. Let no one

boast of his labour, but praise the rich householder who so kindly

cares for the poor ; let us know nothing else than what we are

wont to say :—The gracious Lord hath given me employment.

He promises the due reward, the denarius (which, also in Tacitus,

still appears as the usual ample day's wage for working soldiers)
;

but gives infinitely more than this to the faithful who willingly

labour for Him, and are diligent. But if those who are called

at the very first begin distrustfully to ask, How much am I cer-

tain to get ?—then indeed they are in an evil way, and are to be

warned of the unhappy end of such a course.

Vers. 3—7. The next going out at the third hour "TrXridoOffrig

ciyopug (as also ayopag TrXriOcupK occurs) denotes precisely the

time when the ayopcctoi, or gaping idlers, are to be found. So
far as this particular in the human parable can correspond to

any higher truth, it finely maintains by this interval of three

hours the medium between an undue zeal on the Lord's part,

leading Him to be ever running after labourers as if He needed

them, and a neglect that cares not for the people who need Him.
We see evidently from the whole what is the aim of the master

of the vineyard ; every expression that might speak of his need

is carefully avoided, while, on the other hand, the idleness of the

fools is in a kindly manner rebuked. Go ye also into the vino-

yard ;—these words presuppose that the others had heard the

first calling, or had hoard of it ; it is spoken of as a thing known
;

and in the " also," which sets before them the example of those

who had gone previously, it is mildly hinted as a fault that they

are standing idle. The market place of the world is opposed to
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the vineyard of the kmgdom of God ; the greatest man of

business in worldly things is yet only an idle starer, so long as

he will not enter upon the true labour, which alone is of any

value, which alone brings its reward.^ The promise, Whatsoever

is right I loill give you, contains in the background likewise a

hint at the penny, as if it were said,—Go ye also (now at least)

;

I will not count the time lost, but give to you also a full day's

hire, as is due (only to the others). Or might we say, The

Lord Himself means by the word only what the reckoners could

understand by it, namely, the part of the penny corresponding

to the proportion of hours.^ Hardly ; if we interpret this in the

light of the subsequent development ! The indefinite form of

the promise implies at the same time even a higher degree of

kindness, even more than the first contract, and contains the

true answer to the question of Peter, with which every one ought

to be satisfied—Only serve the good Lord, it will assuredly do

thee no hurt ! The later labourers really trust more, they are

ashamed of their idleness, and are contented that they are per-

mitted to enter at all. From the ninth hour till the evening,

when work ceases, would be once more the same interval of

time ; but the faithful and good Lord cannot refrain from even

yet offering a last term for one last hour. Those whom He now

finds are of course somewhat more pointedly rebuked : Why
stand ye, why have ye stood all the day idle 1 Why have ye

despised all the former calls, and, as much as in you lies, will

actually lose the whole day and tlie last hour, and thus bring a

heavy penalty upon yourselves—if ye do not now take what I

offer to you ? Now there comes an excuse :—No one hath

hired us ! A wonderfully bold speech ! seeing that the lord of

the vineyard has been calling from early morning, and has now,

truly not without justice, charged them with idleness. Christ

will certainly represent this excuse as groundless and hypo-

critical ; for before God it will not be held valid. In the eye of

man it indeed appears otherwise ; we say rightly of many. Ah,

1 This is precisely what Rupprecht means when he finds here a designa-

tion of those " who, in reference to the kingdom of heaven, have yet done

nothing." Why then should the market, as "the place where the idle

people stand," not signify the world ? Let iis not, after modern fashion, be

too nice in determining bibhcal, parabohcal representations

!

2 As the Jews (see Lightfoot Horse Tahnud.) pay differently the or I'^sb

and nwB -(is'i;—those who are hired by the day, and by the hour.
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if they had only been called earlier ! No one has invited them,

education has been wanting to them, they have been surrounded

with bad company, perhaps even those who should have worked

favourably upon their souls have been false teachers and de-

stroyers. When such a one is called, i. e., when first he dis-

tinctly hears the Divine call, it is even natural for himself to

think,—No one has hitherto hired me ; now, for the first time,

light rises upon me. But when the light shines more clearly,

and the call sinks deeper into his heart, he will no longer thus

justify his cause, but rather take blame to himself. He will

see and acknowledge that God had called him even from the

first, that he had gone out of the way of Him who called when
he saw Him coming,—in short, that the blame lies on himself

alone. Only the poor heathen (in that first reference from

which the parable started) may, with any semblance of right,

still excuse themselves ; no baptized and confirmed Christian,

no man amongst us who has learned the ten commandments,

and the Lord's prayer, or has ever heard a church bell, will

be able to say,—No one has hired or invited me ! Still, in

order to teach us that God's goodness will certainly do in-

justice to no one who might in any measure be able to excuse

himself, Christ frames the parable so as to make the house-

holder kindly overlook the pretext almost as if he admitted

its force; and in the promise, which to the last is the same,

only slightly touches the conscience :
—" Go ye also into the

vineyard, i.e., like those who have already gone ; as ye know
that I have often already thus called at the market place.

Why, then, have ye disregarded the calH" Thus does God,

in His abounding goodness, call kindly to the last ; He calls

the people only not to remain idle ; and those here represented

as last are such as enter upon the work merely fi'om shame,

which at length seizes them, and without much asking about

the hire. They feel, indeed, what their idleness even to the

last hour has deserved, and that if they are allowed to work

at all it is only of grace ; they trust the good Lord, and are

far from thinking,—The day of labour is now almost as good

as past, there will be no wages for the last hour. We learn

here, also, that even for the last hour there may be a superabun-

dant recompense. The eleventh hour is still a precious hour of

grace. To many it is evidently the last solemn hour of de-
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cision ; while, to us all, it is at least uncertain at every call

whether our last hour may not have come.

Vers. 8-11. Every one who will receive wages must work,

though it be only one hour ; but the labour does not continue

always ; at the longest it lasts only one day, which is followed

by the evening when all labour closes. That, in paying the

labourers, the Lord gives orders to begin at the last, signifies

in the first place,—Give ample payment in general without

respect and distinction ! Then, however, from consideration of

the laboui'ers, and knowledge of their state of mind. He already,

in His wisdom, sums all up in two classes, last and first ; al-

though there are, so to speak, five different gradations : it is sup-

posed that all represent themselves either presumingly as first,

or humbly as last. But since what pleases the Lord is only the

humility which He would test and prove, in order afterwards to

reward with something much better than the penny, He inverts

the false order of precedency set up by His people ; He already

prophetically intimates what is to happen, by giving the last the

first place, and the first the last ; but He enjoins, at the same

time, that as regards the penny no one, from the beginning to

the end, is to be omitted. The diligence and zeal of these last

here, who receive the whole day's hire, is, moreover, self-evident;

and, so far, lohat they get is really due to them, according to the

alone valid claim of grace. " So in our own times it has been

maintained by a rationalist theology (in a thoi'oughly Jewish

spirit), that the sinner can never repair the neglects of which he

has been guilty in the period before his conversion ; the loss of

time follows the converted person, even into eternity, in an ir-

reparable abi-idgment of his happiness. But this parable seems

framed with a special view of overthrowing such a delusion. It

belongs precisely to the majesty of grace that it can restore to

the sinner from the bosom of its eternity even the time that,

without it, would be irrecoverably lost." (Lange.) Yes; even on

our side, a certain truth subjectively corresponds to this, because

it may be said, " A single true faithful moment and an entire

lifetime, the right true earnest will and the act, are, according

to the scale of eternal grace, the same." (Schubert.) The

faithful first ones of the right stamp know that full well, and do

not vex themselves with envy. But others are here represented

who murmur. They are called absolutely the first, and not, in
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express antithesis to the last, those that were hired early in the

morning ; for the intermediate labourers, who came at the third

and sixth hour, may reckon themselves comparatively among

the first. (Comp. chap. xxv. 10, " those who were ready"

—

leaving it quite undetermined whether it applied to any of the

foolish virgins.) Suffice to say, that what exactly fulfils the con-

tract now appears to them to be not just, and that merely through

comparison with the others ; if these others get a penny, even

for tlieir hour, they foolishly think that they must receive more,

at least a penny for every hour they had worked. It is an evil

circumstance that instead of expressing thanks they murmur at

the very time they are receiving their wages ; but it is still

worse that they murmur against the householder, whose bountiful

goodness they have just witnessed, but without feeling and joy

because that goodness was shown towards others ! Here we

have selfishness and envy in all its hateful nakedness ! If the

others had only received a farthing, then they would have been

content ! Hateful, most hateful

!

Vers. 12-15. And yet the spirit which Christ here brings to

light, in the insolent words of the pretendedly first, is to be

found in tlie hearts of all who are intent on reward, and filled

with self-righteousness. They look proudly down on "these

last," without knowing what was in their heart
;
place themselves

in lofty comparison y\\t\\ them, and daringly accuse the gracious

householder of being unjiist. Obsei've here the l';:oir,(ja,v and

I'^or/jffcig, the echo of the same word, which cannot be translated.

The first iTror/icrccv is thoroughly in the calculating sense : these

have earned, deserved, v\Tought an hour's wages. They them-

selves have borne the burden of the day, and the heat (rov zuv-

(Tcom, the scorching wind),—the labour properly so called, and,

in addition to this, the fatigue from without (Gen. xxxi. 40) ;

but with all this they have done no more than was due from

them, no more than they knew befoi'e they would have to do.

Viewed more deeply—though this the parable could only indicate

—the Lord might well have replied to them, Are ye then become

so bitter? How mncillinghj, then, have ye laboured !^ But the

1 Luther gives the following turn to tliis part of the parable :
" The day

and the heat must be understood not of the time, but -with reference to

the conscience ; therefore as signifying, that the legally righteous go through

great and heavy labour, i.e., they go through it with a biurdened conscience
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householder, who was good to the idle ones who sought to ex-

cuse themselves, continues to be kind even to these; he ad-

dresses thera in a way that might shame them, as if he actually

needed to justify himself. To one among them "who was more
ungracious than the rest " (as Bahrdt once expressed it)—we
conceive this must be Peter, the spokesman ; the spirit, which
he showed a httle while before, being exhibited in its natural

consequence—he addresses words which first fill up the mea-

sure of goodness ; but which, on that account, all the more
keenly pierce. His payment is given to him ; but with it the

VTrays. The Lord condescendingly places Himself, as it were,

on a level with the servant; yet this friendly Irou^z (good

friend) has in it an essential tone of irony.^ I do thee no

wrong, I give thee what is thine; consider only, thou hast

already received it? If we go beyond the limits of the parable

{whither it is designed to draiu us, even in its very limitation, as every

parable properly does), the Lord might say :—Even .were I now
to withhold from thee that is " thine " on account of thy mur-

muring, and to give it to that one (as chap. xxv. 28-29), I

should still do thee no wrong! He says, however, only:—I will

and an unwilling heart." Lange :
" The labour has become hard to them,

the burden and heat of the day is what they chiefly remember in look-

ing back upon it." Very good, but we do not understand how the same

I^ange can yet make out that these people are saved ; but that they are

" more legale more calculating natures, whose capacity for blessedness is not

of wide compass." "We confess not to be able to find a place for these com-

paratives under our alternative, according to the analogy of Eom. xi. 6.

^ Eoos understands it as " seriously meant and with a tone of ahenation,"

—^but how so ? It must ia that case (which cannot be proved) have been

a common form of address, like our " good friend !

" Non vocabulum

benevolentise et amicitige, sed notitiie,^^ as Herberger cites ; but how do we
know that ? See again Matt. xxvi. 50.

2 That (according to Steffensen) these grumblers who were first had

contemptuously let the penny he untouched, is certainly not true. There-

fore neither will it do to explain the meaning thus : "If they took it (even

now when advised to do so) repentingly, then at that very moment from

being -^paTot they became hx^roi ; but if they refused to take it, then it

was just their pretended merit that was to blame for their losing the re-

ward intended for them." Against this we quote the words of Munchmeyer

in opposition to Besser :
" It is said here in words too plain and imambigu-

ous to be misunderstood : The first received also each his penny ; and when

they received it (therefore took it, had taken it), they murmured against

the householder." (Luther. Zeitschrift 1851, 4.)
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be gmcioits—I will give to tliis one who is last of all, rovru rcu

za^aru^ the same as to thee. He who has not laboured at all,

Avho has rejected my last call, receives indeed nothing at all but

the punishment of the self-willed idlers at another term of pay-

ment ; but this one deserves his wages, in my view, even more

than thou ; therefore am I good to him, while I must be angry

with thee. (David's booty was to be divided even among those

who remained by the stuff,—is not this the custom and law in

Israel, since 1 Sam. xxx. 25?) Art thou, then, a true servant if

thou wilt prescribe to thy lord ? Is my good will to yield to thy

evil will, so that it is not permitted to me to be gracious % Wilt

thou forbid me? Be ashamed! Even what I have just called

rh GOV i^emains still h ro7g IfjjoTg, and that I gave thee work was only

an act of my grace and kindness! I do wrong to no one, not to

thee, who art to learn the true siiiim cuique in the apparent in-

equality. For hirelings such as thou, enviers such as thou, I

can have no further use in my house and vineyard, for I will have

real iraipovg, who understand and learn my mind, who are happy

in my goodness ; only for this have I called you all, not for the

sake of the w^ork. Is thine eye evil^ when, and because, I am
good? With this keen question, in which everything is said,

he is dismissed and now stands without, eternally envious at

the happiness of the last, which he, as first, has forfeited ;—if

indeed this final judgment does not throw him down on his

knees in deepest shame, and make him pray : O Lord forgive

me, and receive me yet as the unworthiest and the last.

Ver. 16.—The entire parable—Avitli the saying from which it

sets out, and which it is meant to interpret—leaves still un-

decided Avhether the result in the case of all such first ones is

that they absolutely remain Avithout.^ But that the parable

with its teaming is intended to reach thus far, is immediately

proved by the second saying Avhicli is subjoined to it ; in Avhich

a step is taken beyond the sphere of the parable, or rather in

Avhich by keejmig fast hold of the y-rays, it first receives the

deepest interpretation of its meaning. The direct inference is;

— Therefore, i.e., by the fault of their OAvn evil disposition,

—

and hence justly,—those first Avhom I mean and haA'e here

1 y; yy of envy, Prov. xxiii. 6, comp. xxii. 9.

2 And in this sense might be said, Avhat Herberger suggests in the WTong

place, between vers. H and 15, "here the parable ceases."
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denoted shall become last.^ This, however, does not stand first,

but again, in order graciously to recommend humility, it is,

—

The last shall be first ! In this has Christ joy, this is what we
are rather to keep before us. Scarcely, however, is this said,

when there follows, by a closely connecting /or, the very diffi-

cult saying about the called and chosen, which chap. xxii. 1-14

explains clearly by a new parable. As in that parable those who
are called in vain consist partly of such as do not come at all,

—

such as despise the call,—partly of those who come falsely, who
venture to the w^edding-table in their own garments, with still

greater contempt of the royal robe of honour,—so here the

fckj^roi (which imports more than merely KZx,Xrj[jAvo(, chap. xxii.

3-8) are such as really enter into covenant and labour, make a

beginning in the service of God (not indeed in a pure spirit),

but who are afterwards found to be not icorthy, not able to

stand the test. And certainly in this parable they are the

rejected, the not-blessed,; by no means (as Lange laboriously

proves) the less blessed, having less capacity of blessedness. So

much, however, is clear and certain,—as from the two parables

here and at chap, xxii., so further, from the whole Scripture

—that it is not God's arbitrary decree which makes the kzkSK-

roOg, but that everi/ one who is called can, and may, and should

himself make sure the election thereby offered to him. (Eom.

xi. 28, 29 ; 2 Pet. i. 10.) Chosen—this is the last admonishing

word of the parable, in which it sounds forth its full meaning

and aim ; this is the thorn which it would leave in our hearts.

Few shall in the end come off as chosen—this is what Christ

1 " As regards the parable, it is self-evident that all the first in it

become last, as it was intended only to show by an example how the

first migJtt become last, and the last first ; therefore it -n-as not necessary

to speak of any excej)tion in the story of the parable. Hence, also,

the saying at ver. 16 is different only in words, by no means in sense,

from chap. xix. 30 ; it is used here precisely because it connects so closely

with the parable, in which only such first as actually became last are

spoken of, and vice versa.'''' In this Eupprecht agrees with Steffensen,

who, in like manner, says rightly :
" Thus, as is represented in the parable,

shall the last, i.e., all who esteem themselves last, be reckoned, before

God, or with respect to the inheritance of eternal life, as first ; while

the first, i.e., all who think themselves first, shall be last before God.

For election, or the being saved, is by no means given with the calhug

;

he who has been actually called to salvation may lose the election by proud

self-exaltation."
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says here, as everywhere, from Matt. vii. 13, 14. (The many

last who shall be first is quite consistent with this as spoken in

a different relation altogether.) Few, that is, in comparison

with the multitude of the rejected, of the last, or those who

remain behind in the worst sense. That, even among these re-

jected ones, there will be such as long served sourly and dis-

contentedly for the penny, and receive this too, but do not

receive, in and with this penny, eternal life—this is most un-

deniably the mightily warning truth which was here to be testi-

fied. This truth, and with it the whole parable, is completely

mistaken by those who so interpret as to find in ver. 16 only

this, that in the kingdom of God there wiU, in the end, be no

difference between the first and the last ! ! Which entirely mis-

taken idea Rudel at last, with well-meaning ingenuity, carries

to a climax when he says :
" The first in heaven will also be

last, and the last first, according as it is viewed! I" This is to

corrupt aiid pervert the clear text by over-acuteness ! The

truth is this :—God ^vill regard all who, up till the period of

decision, have not renounced their envious eagerness for reward,

as not belonging to His heaven ; and having paid them with

their (in that case perishable) reward, wiU reject them.

THIRD ANNOUNCEMENT OF SUFFERING. ANSWER TO THE

TWO SONS OF ZEBEDEE.

(Matt. XX. 18-28 ; Mark x. 33-45 ; Luke xviii. 31-33.)

The indiscreet request of the two disciples for places of honour,

preferred at so unseasonable a time (ron.^ ver. 20), just when

Christ is again prophesying of His sufferings, gives Him oc-

casion to address a proper reply to the two disciples ; and, in

like manner, again more specifically to tell the other ten what

properly the fact of His going before through suffering to glory

had already intimated. Thus arises again a connected testimony

concerning the way to honour through lowliness, to greatness

througli humility (as in chap, xviii.), or concerning the true

relation between lowliness and greatness in the kingdom of God.

First of all there is the great truth which, for the disciples as
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for us all, is so hard to be admitted, the fundamental principle

of the kingdom, universally valid alike for the Head and the

members, viz.. Through suffering to glory! (Luke xxiv. 26).

Christ Himself voluntarily goes before in this way (vers. 18,

19), and His disciples are at liberty to go by no other. Their

over-curious inquiry after another way here specially presents

itself in the form of an ambitious, grasping desire of special glory

above others, ver. 21. Our Lord rebukes the want of under-

standing which does not connect with that glory the sufferings

of the Forerunner, those sufferings not yet being understood ;

—

and then points out the only true way, ver. 22, 23. The general

fellowship in the sufferings of Christ belongs to all, and leads

also to the general fellowship in His glory ; special preference,

however, is no matter of arbitrary distribution before tlie time,

but of the eternal decree in which it is prepared for the in-

dividuals who are to receive it. What, therefore, is the principle

which for the present obtains in the kingdom of Christ ? It is

only this,—Li serving consists true ruling, in humility true great-

ness! In opposition to the twofold principle in the kingdoms of

this world, namely, to rule by the use of power, and by greater

power to exalt oneself above others (ver. 25)—comes here the

similar, twofold fundamental principle of the kingdom of Christ

for His followers (vers. 26, 27),—whom He indeed goes before

as the highest example in the renunciation of His power and

honour, in the giving up of Himself for many. Thus, at ver.

28, the conclusion of the discourse again returns to the begin-

ning of the intimation concerning His sufferings.

Vers. 18, 19. This is now the tliird open prediction which

our Lord has made of His sufferings, since that which occurred

at Caesarea Philippi ; and it was followed by only one more

last announcement, two days before the Passover (chap. xxvi.

2). Already (previous to what is here recorded) had the raising

of Lazarus taken place; the enmity ofJerusalem—of the "Jews"

who were represented in that word—had risen to an official

decree of murder ; the great conflict of the Holy One with sin-

ners,—from which, according to the prophecy of the high priest,

was to issue in the saving, atoning death of the One for all,

—

approached its crisis. The Captain and Forerunner of our sal-

vation goes before, resolved upon the way of suffering ; this St

Mark, ver. 32, prophetically indicates by selecting the expres-
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sion T^y Tpoccycov uvroug—or rather, records His literal walliing

before them at that time, as a specific expression and symbol of

His going before them in the way of suffering. To this he

adds, quite as significantly, that the disciples were amazed ; they

were filled with astonishment and anxiety at the Master's courage

in going to death (comp. John xi. 16) ; and were afraid for

themselves who were to follow Him,—who now actually followed

Him with such fear.-^ Upon this He stands still, calls the hesi-

tating ones encouragingly to Him (IMark '^ruXif as at chap. ix.

31), and begins again, expressly and without concealment, to

tell them the things that icere about to haj)pen with all particular-

ity of detail. This He must do as a testimony tliat He knew

it beforehand as the Father's counsel according to the Scripture,

and that He freely undertook it ;—as a gracious provision that

the weak ones, when now it is about to take place, may not

entirely lose heart and confidence in Him :—and to point to the

fact of His leading the way upon which His disciples are to

follow Him. He names Jerusalem, in which, and nowhere else,

His suffering is ordained and prepared to take place (Luke xiii.

33) ; and in the loe He again indicates what He had often

declared before, and is shortly afterwards again to declare, that

they too are to follow Him, and have fellowship with Him in

this. For the rest, His words are only a more exact and detailed

repetition of what is said at chap. xvi. 21, xvii. 22, 23, in wliich

latter passage we have already noticed the twofold delivering up

which is here mentioned. Here it is not merely to be killed,

but to be judicially condemned to death ;—not merely to be de-

livered up to " men," but to the Gentiles, the Romans, who, as

opposed to the Jews, represented the whole Gentile world. The

ToKka, ita&uv is carried out into its most significant details :

—

the being mocked, in which His kingly honour is made a ground

o^ignomiuif (in St Luke v(Dpi(jO'/j(7zrcci, as explaining what severity

of wanton ill-treatment was involved in this act of mockery, in

St Mark and St Luke there is also the consummated ignomin}'

of being spit xqjon)

;

—then the being scourged, following in all

legal form, and the being crucified;—in which lie most ])ropcrly

His sufferings of the flesh, in their pain and anguish even to

^ ' AKoMudovvTis i^ojSovvro can hardly mean merely, On the way they

became ever more afraid !
'
AKo'hQvfii'ii/ has like Trpoayets/ more significance

here.
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the death} All in succession, just as it happened during the

last three days ; and for the third time also is announced the

rising again on the third day ! St Luke preserves the impor-
tant additional clause which points in all this to the fulfilment

of the Scripture : All things that are written of the Son of Man
by the Holy Ghost in the prophets^ shall and must be accom-
plished ; consequently, before His glory His sufferings must be

fulfilled (which the fools cannot find or read in the Scripture)

;

—the one as certainly as the other. Of His being mocked, spit

upon, and scourged, it is plainly written in Is. 1. 6. Of the cross

the Scripture spoke in types, such as the brazen serpent, and

other ways of which we are not now called to speak particularly;

—of His being delivered up to the Gentiles we may read in the

Cy^p niy Ps. xxii. 16 ;^ and in other places, perhaps, if our eyes

were opened rightly to read.

St Luke says, without tautology,very emphatically,—" But they

understood none of these things ;" i.e., from want of understand-

ing and unwillingness of heart, they could and would understand

nothing of these things, nothing of this matter ; therefore was the

whole p^jO/a, the entire saying, hid from them, i.e., its particular

words, plain as they were.* A proof of this is immediately fur-

1 How Lange (ii. 3, 1148) finds here " tkree fundamental forms of

temporal death, every preceding one of wHch t)ught rightly to exclude

that which follows," I do not understand. Was not the scourging the

beginning of the crucifixion "according to human law?" What reason

was there why one who had been mocked must not also be judged or con-

demned ? Braune observes more correctly the gradation in this trilogy :

—

First, the being mocked, as the comparatively gentle beginning (although,

along with the being spit upon, it was already severe enough) ; then the

bodily ill-usage (according to law) ; then the shameful death.

2 The Dat. r^ via not to be construed with zt'hiadnairix.i (fidfiUed in

Him), but written, prescribed, ordained for Him; properly and precisely

pointing to Him, so as that He should look upon Himself in the hght of

what is thus written, and accommodate HimseK to it.

^ In which case what was said in my Commentary on this Psalm is

retracted ; since tis; may be used by catachresis, and the ti'^?r.'? i^^y i^"

dicate the x.v6i/.ov; in the proper sense, with whom the Ts-poaTrnyvvucci, Acts

ii. 23, is connected quite as directly as at Ps. xxii. the '';??3
; which refers

to this, notwithstanding the objections of recent expositors.

* Only a little differently from Lange (Stud. u. Krit. 1839. i. 44), who

would understand by pnf^oc, the " whole matter which remained an enigma

to them.". He afterwards (in Leben Jesu i. 257) repeats this, but

VOL. III. E
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nished in the request of the two sons of Zebedee, who now too

hastily catch at the rising again which was before missed, and

whose inquiry seems to emanate from the spirit and views of the

disciples denoted in Luke xix. 11. What wavering hither and

thither between affrighted horror at the sufferings and inquisitive

grasping at the glory,—because they could not understand both

in their connection !—The question here presents itself whether

it was the mother of the sons of Zebedee (of the father we know
nothing further, but the mother's name, according to Matt,

xxvii. 5G, Mark xv. 40, was Salome) who preferred the request,

or the sons themselves. Here, of course, the more exact account

of St Matthew is to be preferred ; and St Mark, who generally

abridges, only conceives of them as having spoken through the

medium of their mother, just as in St Matthew also Christ ad-

dresses the sons in His reply. It was then, at all events, thei?'

request ; but it may still be asked whether the thought originated

with her. This is certainly probable, as she takes the lead in

the speech ; the sons had become only less bold, not wiser, by

the instructions they had received from the Master (chap, xviii.

1 ; xix. 30). The question cume from the mother, and sprung

originally from flesh and blood ; but it found its echo in the

flesh and blood of the children. For, as Luther's marginal

gloss, which almost every one cites, here runs,—" the flesh is

always for becoming glorious ere it is crucified, exalted ere it is

humbled." John, at least, is perfectly satisfied now, as always,

with the thought of retaining the nearest place beside his Lord

in glory ; and in that case it is no matter to him whether it be

on the right hand or the left. Did the mother—whose " these

my two sons" affords so true a specimen of those matenial

wishes and maternal demands, in which self is transferred to the

children—think here of the preference already given to the two

disciples with Peter (who is now to fall behind them, and be

at last (ii. 3, 1148) comes to my interpretation, viz., " the meaning of

the saying." Hamann (i. 484) distinguishes between to fiifix and roc

-Ksyofiivct
—" what He said and what He would give them to understand."

As also Sepp :
" And they coidd not comprehend what He would therehj

say"—which then, at all events, would be no mere tautological ampUfica-

lion." Less successful appears to us, on the other hand, Alford's exegesis

of the oi/liv Tovruiu : neither the suifering nor the resurrection ;—for in tho

retina, there is no separation.
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separated from them !)—or did she think of the surname sons of
thunder, which had been given to them (Mark iii. 17)—or of

her own special claim as one who had constantly followed Christ

(Mark xv. 41)—or of her relationship to Him (certainly un-

authenticated) as the sister of Joseph, his foster-father ? ^ All

this we do not know, and it would be of little consequence if we
did know it ; we are to look upon it in the same light in which

our Lord did, as in any case an expression and example of a

forward ambition on the part of His disciples. Not content

with each having one of the twelve thrones, chap. xix. 28 (some-

thing like the thrones of the house of David, Ps. cxxii, 5), these

two disciples will even have seats on the right hand and on the

left ! There is something praiseworthy, notwithstanding, in the

frankness, as also in the humility, which, with all the pride of

the wish, marks the prayer (Mark hog rjfuv) ; and in the strong

faith which would even now have exchanged any place of honour

in the presence of Herod or Caesar for fellowship with Christ

;

which so confidently reckons on the approaching glori/ of Him
who was now humbled ; and which recognises the allotment of

highest dignity and power as dependent on one word of His

pleasure : g/Vs 'ivcc zoc^iffoociiv. There yet remains enough of

what is evil in the motive that dictated the wish. There was

wanting to it only the bold temerity of assigning to themselves

these places of honour on the right hand and the left,—in

which case the Lord would have much more sharply rebuked it

than in His kindness He at first does. True, He afterwards, in

terms of rebuke, rejects those who seek to be first; but His

answer begins in milder terms,— Ye know not what ye ask. At

the very outset He addresses to them the question which is

amplified in the somewhat different representation of Mark

(ver. 36), What loilt thou ? What will ye ? Very improperly,

—and not so modestly as Bathsheba in 1 Kings ii. 20, with her

"one small petition,"^—is Christ here required to promise

1 According to an ancient supposition. The newest hypothesis of

Wieseler, which makes Salome to be the sister of Jesus' mother, we

shall afterwards dismiss (on John xix. 26, 27, the third Word from the

Cross).

2 Although (as Braune observes) the request of Bathsheba may be com-

pared with that here preferred by the disciples in this, that when one is

not sure of his case he desires the promise beforehand.
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beforehand the indefinite ichatsoever. This He never does in

such cases ; first we must distinctly ask, and then He apphes

the truth to our want of understanding, and corrects it.

Vers. 22, 23. We always, properly speaking, know not

Avhat we ask, so long as it is not the Holy Spirit who teaches

lis to ask. Rom. viii. 26. We understand not the Lord's

prayer which is on our lips ; the ignorance of the flesh, and the

pride of our own spirit, ever secretly prays :
" Give Thy king-

dom to lis, let r(s become something special in Thy kingdom !

"

when we ought simply to say, " Let I'/ii/ kingdom come to us

all upon earth ! " In this general sense of the first word of sad

and gentle rebuke lies a more definite application to the two

disciples: Ye know, understand, and consider not what belongs

to the becoming great and glorious in My kingdom ; and that

while ye are thinking only of special pre-eminence in honour,

ye have, in asking for this, ignorantly asked for special pre-

eminence in ignominy and pain (such places as those of the

thieves who were crucified along with Christ, as Lange supposes

that Christ has these in His mind here)—for this is the real

relation in which these things stand to each other. In general,

all glory to be attained in My kingdom is preceded by the

condition of suffering; and as regards this there arises the

serious question. Can and will ye also have this? Is it not

true, also, that in merely human relations eveiy honour Jias its

burden ;—" might not the possessors of those lionours that are

most coveted and striven after upon earth, say to those who
envy or desire them, Can ye bear the duties and cares, the

appendage that inseparably connects itself with this enjoy-

ment?"^ There are royal cups of all sorts, difficult baptisms, or

consecrations and preparations for high rank. Prov. xv. 33.

Here, however, our Lord speaks of a cup and a baptism which

are indispensable in order to glory, as for Himself, so also for

all His followers and friends. Even although, in St Matthew,

the second clause about the baptism (which, however, St Mark
also indisputably has) were a later interpolation, it would still

be merely the proper restoration of an omission. Christ cer-

tainly said both ; for the cup and baptism together form two

^ Nitzsch's sermon on this text (third Selection) ; in which, with great

acuteness, he interprets its universal application, and shows that the

Saviour knew how to cure His disciples of ambitious wishes.
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ideas mutually supplementary. The baptism in this double

idea is even the more distinctively important, is the decisive

thing, and that which is so significantly referred to in the whole

subsequent doctrine of the Apostles and the discipline of the

Church. To drink the cup—is said chiefly of the beginning

made by the Forerunner; baptism applies chiefly to us who
follow in His fellowship.

It is not then as if the baptism were intended to indicate only

a greater measure of sufferings to be poured out on Him ; for,

in opposition to this, it might be affirmed with a certain truth,

that the cup in Gethsemane, as the crisis of resolution, was

more severe to the Redeemer than the consummation of the

baptism on Calvary. But both are essentially the same suifer-

ings viewed in a different aspect. First of all, the cup points

to something that is to be inwardly tasted or experienced ; while

the baptism denotes the same thing as also overpowering us

from without. Consequently, the former expresses rather the

personal undertaking of a resolute voluntary obedience, i.e.,

precisely the drinking ; hence the expression is afterwards re-

tained especially to denote the alone perfect obedience of the

Forerunner. The latter speaks rather of the imposed necessity

of patient endurance, of the being baptized (as in no possible

sense can any one baptize himself) ; hence, again, this ex-

pression passes over to us, although, in Luke xii. 50, Christ

thus designates the holy As? imposed upon Himself as the

decree of the Father.-^ Finally, as the cup points backward to

the ordaining wall of tlie Father, so there lies in the baptism a

hint pointing forwards to the not remaining under the water,

to the coming forth and rising again. It is, therefore, the

second idea—that of baptism—which first completes the sense

of the whole: viz., that of renewing consecration, a previous

putting off of what is old, in order to a power and authority

granted only in this way. Luke xii. 49, 50. Both expressions

are drawn from a profound knowledge of Scripture symbols;

the former, especially, is found in manifold anticipation througli-

out the Old Testament. Nowhere does Scripture allude to a

cup of poison or medicine to be drunk ; but the origin of the

^ WMch parallel passage refutes Braime's otherwise unfounded distinc-

tion,—that the cup was given to Clirist specially by the Father, the

baptism brought upon Him by vien.
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figure is to be sought in passages such as Ps. xi. 6, DDis n:0,

Ps. xvi. 5, ""pbl ''|?i?n"n:?p, according to which a share of the

repast is allotted and handed to any one. We then find in the

Old Testament mention made of various cups ; of a salutary cup

of suffering, of a cup of fury, and— of a cup in which both of

these ingredients are in a certain measure united. When it is

said in Is. li. 17, that Jerusalem has drunk at the hand of the

Lord of the cup of His fury, the cup of trembling, and fortii-

with is restored as a holy and glorious Zion (chap. lii. 1),

—

this, according to the profound import and connection of the

prophecy of Isaiah, is precisely that cup of suffering and of

the cross which all the people of God, whose head Christ is,

must drink, and to which all the typical and preparatory suffer-

ings of Israel belong. Ps. Ix. 5-7. This is always a niy^C'''; Di3,

a aip of salvation, which is to be viewed as a benefit, a saving

disciplinary correction from the Lord, Ps. cxvi. 12, 13, a "ip^D

DizC^*, the chastisement of peace, Is. liii. 5, which issues finally

only in salvation. In opposition to this stands the cup of anger

and rejection, which neither Christ drinks nor His followers,

but the unbelieving and the condemned. Ps. Ixxv. 9 ; Ez.

xxiii. 31 ; Rev. xiv. 10. Yet there is also in the cup of grace

a taste of the salutary judicial anger, of the fury that burns

hotly against sin :—this was exhibited in Christ ; as it is still in

His followers ; and as it is also in rejected Israel (and this is a

biblical idea of fundamental importance in order to the under-

standing of Isaiah and all the prophets), which continues to

present, against its knowledge and will, a final historical type of

its Messiah. It is for this that they live as a people, that they

may repeat in themselves on a large scale the sufferings of Christ

under wrath and desertion ; until, at the appointed time, they

turn again, as it is written in Rom. xi. 15, from the same point

of view. IJence we so often read in the Old Testament of a

bitter potion, and a grievous cup on account of sin (Jer. viii.

14, ix. 1 5), in which there is yet, at the same time, a gracious

visitation ; hence we read so often of a similarity between the

judgment of Israel and the judgment of the heathen (Jer. xxv.

15-29; comp. Ez. ix. 6; 1 Pet. iv. 17; 1 Sam. iv. 21, 22),

which yet is no similarity ; for Jerusalem awakes again, and its

sufferings, through fellowship with Christ's atoning sufferings,

have become stiferings of restoration. We may perceive at
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least, from these hints, to what a pervading symbolical usage in

the prophetical writings Christ's words here point back, when He
speaks of His sufferings as a cup to be drunk; when He there-

by discloses that He will take upon Himself all that sinful man,
all that Israel, has to suffer in order to salvation (not their final

condemnation !) ; that fundamentally in Himself the truth is to

be confirmed and essentially fulfilled,—that cup of wrath is to

become a cup of salvation. And thus we may observe that even

the cup points to the new blessing and the new life, of which

the baptism more distinctly speaks.

For this second word (which is not to be associated with the

idea of a "fire-baptism" of suffering; for in Matt. iii. 11, it is

the fire of the Holy Ghost, and in Luke xii. 49, 50, the water

evidently stands opposed to it) the point of departure lies in the

figure and example of floods that drown, Ps. xlii. 7, Ixix. 2, cxxiv.

4. As the drinking of the cup is a painful suffering, a tasting

of the zeal of God's holiness against the sin of the world, so this

suffering consummates itself as a suffering of death (Heb. ii. 9)

in the baptism ; for, to be baptized is to go down and die. Upon
this fundamental signification the command of God to John
made the baptism of repentance to rest ; in which the principal

thing is by no means the cleansing, which only comes in addition,

but the typified dying of the old man. This first type more

nearly approximates to its truth when Christ Himself, who is to

baptize with spirit and fire, i.e., life and power, first goes down
into Jordan, into the water of death, in order to show how it

becomes Him to fulfil all righteousness for us, and us in Him.

What, however, is here as yet only a prophesying symbol, be-

comes a reality in His death upon the cross. The cross of Christ,

in the full sense of the word, is His baptism, which now becomes

ours ; and in this fellowship of His sufferings and dying we too

drink all of His cup. What our Lord says to the sons of

Zebedee contains the kernel and germ of all the apostolic doc-

trine, as expressed, for example, in Rom. vi., and gives the inner-

most signification of the two sacraments of His church, by which

it is incorporated and united with Him. 1 Cor. xii. 13. In

our case, indeed, it is in the inverted order : Christ alone began

by His absolutely drinking of the cup, before that cup became

baptism to Him ; we, on the contrary, must first enter into the

fellowship and communication of His baptism, before we can
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have the right and the power to drhik of His cup in voluntary

faith. " Ye shall di'ink of My cup," etc. ;—in these words we
are not to seek any special prophecy of special martyrdom in

the case of JoJm and James,^ but must understand them thus :

—

Ye shall indeed drink, as it is appointed to all ; hut^ as to special

honours and preferences, the matter is different from what yo

imagine. Let all false dogmatic teaching which satisfies itself

with the formal imputation of the sufferings of Christ, without a

real entering into fellowship with Him, ask how it can dispos-^

of the Redeemer's former saying about His cross being intended

for all, from which what He here says of His cup and His bap-

tism is, in like manner, to be explained as intended for all—nof

to speak of the entire doctrine of the Apostles on this point.

Only this remains as a settled and highly important truth. •

I drink first, I am first baptized
; ye can drink only by the

strength that has been gained, the right that has been won, by

Him who has gone before, and has opened up the way.

Can ye ? This question requires, therefore, a twofold answer.

A s Thou, Lord, in our oion strength—never ! But faith in Him
who has said. Ye shall drink and be baptized—answers with a

joyful and trembling We can. The Yes of the disciples here is

not yet this latter, for it anticipates ere Christ has decided, and

is also for the most part to be understood only from Luke xviii.

34. It may be very much doubted whether, as Meyer thinks,

they understood the figure literally, in its good sense, of the cup

and basin of the King used at meals (Luke xxii. 30 ; Mark vii.

4) ; for, as Olshausen rightly observes, the testing question. Can

ye, indicated not an honour, but something hard and difficult

connected with the honour. Their answer is, taking the most

flivourable view of it, to bo compared with the well-meant igno-

rant promise of Peter (John xiii. 37); if, indeed, the intensity

of their regard for the places of honour did not prompt them to

answer. We can, almost without thought, at all hazards. Fui-ther,

^ To wliich view Lcange still adheres ; and further remarks on the not

less but rather greater participation of John in the inward sympathetic ex-

perience of the suffering and dying of Christ. We understand, through-

out, only the general participation of all Christians. As Koitsch sings, in

his cliissical hymn, " source of life ;" and in the 6th verse,—For all who
drink with Thee of the cup which Thou hast drunk in suffering here, shall

there eternally rejoice with ITiee.
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there still lies in the background, as a tacit presupposition, the

intermediate sentence—Then shall ye all also sit, rest, and reign

with Me ;
ye shall all participate with Me in the glory which shall

follow the suflPering. Not merely. Ye twelve on your twelve

thrones; but, as the apostolic doctrine runs (Rom. viii. 17;

2 Tim. ii. 11, 12 ; 1 Pet. i. 11, v. 1 ; 1 Johniii. 2), and as Christ

in the last revelation actually promises to every one who has

opened the door to Him, and has overcome :—To him will I

give to sit with Me on My throne ! (Rev. iii. 21.) This latter

is the strongest expression, denoting a degree of honour beyond

which no other expression goes;—and yet from the relative

character of all human symbolical phraseology, even in the holy

Scriptures, this expression does not exclude the fact, that in the

general participation in the glory of Christ there are special

degrees and honours. This Christ acknowledges here, and

speaks, as the sons of Zebedee have spoken, of sitting on His

right hand and on His left. We doubt whether He thereby

confirms the supposition that txco of the disciples would actually

be thus distinguished ; and should prefer to understand that He
merely adopts from their prayer the words which He uses in His

answer : What ye imagine and represent hy these places of

honour, i.e., special honour, and dignity above others in general.

Of this He now testifies by a twofold antithesis I This belongs

not to Ale, but to the Father ; this comes not from My giving,

but from the Father's preparing. Not Mine to give

;

—of course,

in the sense of the petition, not Mine now as Son of Man, inas-

much as I myself am yet in lowliness, and yet in the way of

suifering ; and not according to the way and manner of men
in earthly kingdoms, into which there might enter partiality and

caprice. The hovvai of the answer corresponds to the hog tiuav of

the question :—therefore if it does not belong to Me to give, it

certainly does not belong to you to require or to ask it ! The

TjToiiJbotarui, for ichom it is prepared, points to the grounds of the

special destination, endowment, calling, equipment, keeping of

certain individuals for special grace above the general grace,

laid in the beginning, nay, in the eternity, of the supreme decree

of the Father; and it is intended, at the same time, to intimate

that those who are thus ordained to special honours must also

themselves be specially prepared for these honours. There is

again no absolute antithesis in the saying as a whole ; for it is
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preijared of the Father for all in common, who inherit the king-

dom (chap. XXV. 34) ; and moreover it is the Son, exalted by

the Father, who will finally confer these special distinctions, as

is plain from the ever-recurring lojaoo, Tor/jffcv, " I will give," " I

will make to sit down," etc., of the seven apocalyptical epistles,

compared with the " I appoint " of Luke xxii. 29. Ovh, eariv

ifjjov houmi aXk' oJg '^roi(jjCC(rrui is not to be rendered with

Erasmus, Non est meum dare sed iis continget; but if the rjToi-

[jjaarai stands opposed to the lyjov falsely presupposed by the

disciples, there yet belongs another and a true hovvai to the o7g

;

and akXci has the sense of g/'
fjj^,

comp. Mark iv. 22, ix. 8 ; Matt,

xvii. 8.

With such an absolute refusal of the premature request the

ten might have been satisfied ; but the same pi'ide that prompted

the two to prefer such a request dwells also in them, and feels

itself so off'ended by that act of presumption as not to be able at

once to forget it : These two disciples would be greater than

we ! It only expresses itself in another form, while they exalt

themselves in jealous displeasure, which they probably betray

also in words. The all-surveying wisdom of the faithful Master

at once perceives this ; and, in order that equal justice may be

dealt. He fails not to rebuke in them also the self-exaltation

which will admit of no precedence beside itself. Tiie continua-

tion of the answer many have understood as if it only meant to

say :—Be not angry at the two, envy them not, even although

it were prepared for them of the Father to sit on !My right hand

and on ]\Iy left (which His answer at least left undetermined)

;

for, if they are appointed to such honour, there is first ordained

for them also a greater measure of humiliation,—the higher any

one would rise, the deeper must he first sink. But such a side-

glance at the two, by way of comparing them with the rest,

is here very remote from the Lord's simple saying, which is

rather meant merely to return and point back to a lesson of

universal significance, that in the kingdom of Christ humility

alone is true greatness, and that serving is and leads to true

reigning.

Vers. 25-27. To point hack to tJiis

;

—for already, at chap,

xviii. 3, 4 (comp. Luke ix. 48), had the Lord said what He here

more strongly impresses u])on the forgetful disciples, further de-

veloping words which He afterwards (Matt, xxiii. 11, 12; Luke
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xxii. 25-27) again and again repeats.^ Christ shows with great

and strongly contrasting earnestness the difference and contra-

riety which exists between the heavenly and the earthly kingdom,
the Kingdom of God and the kingdoms of this world. The
latter, as being built on the natural condition and natural mind
of men generally, presuppose in their dominions and dignities

the ambitious and selfish use of power, as all experience shows.

Ye know : this does not apply to the saying and doctrine as a

whole, as if it meant, " I have already often said to you that

your being great consists in being little." But it applies, as

may be plainly seen, only to the first clause,—Ye know well

how it goes in the kingdoms of the world, particularly now under

the dominion of the Romans ;—and, in addition to this, at all

events in the background,—Ye know it from yourselves, inas-

much as your conscience testifies that, by nature, ye would be

no exception. The apy^ovrsg rojv kdvcov are called in Mark more

precisely ot hoKOvvng oipy^ziv; and this remarkable expression

—be it originally from the mouth of Christ, or an amplification

of the Evangelist which truly corresponds to the meaning of

Christ—calls for explanation. We admit the truth of Winer's

remark when we, in the first place, grammatically interpret it of

those who pass for the rulers of the nations, who are thus ac-

knowledged, who have the concomitant respect and considera-

tion : Comp, Gal. ii. 2, 6, 9 ; Luke xxii. 24 ; and in the History

of Susanna (ver. 5), o/ ihoKOVV zv^z^ivav rov "ka-ov. But in this

first, and so to speak uncondemning sense, which acknowledges

the thing as it is, there yet lies a slight antithesis to the real

and actual truth, in so far as the respect of outward acknowledg-

ment before men is a rpoiTiy'rof not respected of God (Gal. v.

6) ; the appearing as ruler is in fact only a seeming. Hence

the Vulgate is right with its qui videntur principari, even were

we further to understand qui sihi videntur.^ For there corre-

sponds to the outward seeming and acknowledgment an inward

1 St Luke, as lie gives the saying which Christ uttered at the Supper,

in nearly the same form as this, has here omitted the first statement of it.

2 With V. Gerlach: Those who think to rule, who imagine that they

have right of dominion ;—we should not regard this however as precisely

the first and sole meaning. Lange, on the other hand, sharply liits auv

interpretation in the expression : "the acknowledged powers of appearance,

the princes in the world of appearance."
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thinking and imagining themselves to be what they pass for

;

whoever has the power in his hands also fancies that he may
arbitrarily use it ; so that (Jiere at least, where Christ speaks of

the self-willed disposition and conduct of the rulers of the world)

the 'boKZiv passes ironically into the same signification which it

has, for example, at Luke viii. 18 : 1 Cor. x. 12,} Christ will

have in His kingdom no mere hoKOvvng u,^%ziv in any sense

whatever, but true rulers in full right ; in the one sole might of

ministering love, which is then in reality only His own, the sole

legitimate power of the one Ruler.^ He will have no mere ex-

ternal dominion over men outwardly, without subjection of their

hearts ; no mere seeming and being called " great," without the

inward dignity of real worth and pre-eminence. Therefore, of

the rulers of the world it is Kotrazv^izvziv and Karii,ovaiaZ,ziv that

are used ; kuto, often denoting the bad side of the accompany-

ing idea, for example in the word of Peter (1 Pet. v. 3), where

there is pe«'haps an allusion to this saying of Christ. The second

avrZv seems indeed, like the fii'st, to belong to lOvuv—^^ over

them " and " upon them," both referring to " the Gentiles "

—

and in the repetition at Luke xxii. 25, it is certainly not other-

wise to be taken ; still, we are disposed to pay some regard

to Grotius, who here refers the second avraJv to the d^YPvrug

just named—" upon them " to " the Princes." There then arises

without violence a still deeper sense, which certainly quite corre-

sponds to the meaning of Christ. As the rulers or dpy^ovTeg in

general exercise their power over the nations, so, by way of recom-

pense, the same thing happens to them from those who are great

and greater among themselves, who, in turn, subdue and enslave

the weaker ; thus there is in the world a gradual scale according

to which dominion is exercised in an ever ascending degree, just

as any one is able to make himself gi'eat, and aims at making

himself greater than others. Not so with you ! Christ does

not (for this would only be in turn to exercise dominion on His

part) do away with all this striving on the part of the rulers and

great ones upon earth, which proceeds from the natural disposi-

tion of men ; but He builds His kingdom, in which the power of

1 Comp. again 1 Cor. xi. 16, where it is somewhat differently applied,

viz., when any one fancies that he must now indeed quarrel.

2 So, for example, Crusius : Christ Jesus wiU not suffer such a state of

things ; as He rules indeed, while mortal rulers only seem to rule.
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ministering love is the great ruling principle, in, and under, these

historical forms of national government. He does not disturb

from without political dignities, with all their degrees of rank

and power, although unfortunately they carry in them ambition

and self-will ; but He heals and renews from within outwardly,

inasmuch as He puts His humble disciples here and there in

the place of rulers, and at all events prepares for them, even in

this world, a dominion of spiritual power,—until the ayji^cc-) the

fasliion of this world shall pass away, when the order of the

kingdom of God may be represented also outwardly. In this

kingdom there are also degrees of rank and power, as we have

already seen ; for in this place our Lord does not say,—With
you let there be no (Jbeyag or TpaiTog, let no one aim at becoming

such ! But as regards the warrant to aim at this, and the way
of attaining to it, the matter stands inversely as compared with

the kingdoms of this world : He who will become truly great

(not merely be accounted, or imagine himself, great), let him

earn this distinction as a servant ; whoso will be truly the first,

let him seek dignity and honour m deeper humiliation ; so that

he may, with willing love, yield himself as a servant or slave to

the last and the least—without detriment to his freedom, which

is rather thus made manifest (1 Cor. ix. 19). And this og lav

0'sXri, he that ivill, Christ proposes to them all, in order to heal

and give a right direction to their strivings after greatness. To
strive in this ivay after the highest honours and crowns of mini-

stering love, with a holy sanctified ambition, the Lord here

most earnestly summons all His disciples, setting before them

the prize :
" Go and serve ; he who does this best shall be, and

be called, the chief !"^

How, then, does the matter stand as regards priority of rank

in the kingdom of God ? In the first place,^apart from those

outward honours and offices which must exist in state and

church for the sake of the order of this present state of things,

—all are now equal as brethren (Matt, xxiii. 8) ; equal in the

^ But how and wherein serve ? As if this were not self-evident !
" Does

any one ask,—How must the hving'man express his life, the strong his

strength, the compassionate his compassion ? If tliou art but truly humble

and willing to serve—^thou shalt never be perplexed about the expression

of thy humility and readiness to serve, any more than thine eye about the

objects of seeing, or thine heart about room for beating." Hfifeli.
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humility which teaches every one to esteem every other better

than himself (Phil. ii. 3). Thus, but only thus, does every one

who is less participate notwithstanding in the general greatness

and dignity which the full grace of the New Testament con-

fers (Matt. xi. 11) ; he who will be this greater one, let him

wilHngly be in his own eyes the lesser one ! And then there

is held out to all of us in the future the one common hope of

our calling (Eph. iv. 4), and the Scripture speaks constantly

of equal blessedness and glory. Peter is partaker with Christ

even as all are whom He calls His disciples (John xiii. 8 ; xvii.

10, 20, 24) ; all the children are also heirs (Rom. viii. 17) ; and

all saints judge the world (1 Cor. vi. 2 ; Ps. cxlix. 9) ; there is

only one general kingly and priestly nobility belonging to all

citizens of the kingdom (1 Pet. ii. 9 ; Rev. i. 5, 6). Such pas-

sages point to a future of final consummation, when God will be

all in all (1 Cor. xv. 28); and, in view of this, even now a Paul,

or Cephas, is not to be accounted of, for all is yours ! (1 Cor. iii.

21). On the other hand, differences, degrees, thrones, are else-

where spoken of. The twelve*hall sit upon thsir twelve thrones,

and judge or govern—of course so long as there is anything to

judge or govern ; and in this lies the solution of the question,

how that equality is to be reconciled with these distinctions.

In a preliminaiy period of the kingdom of glory upon earth— gj/

77J 'xakiyyiviGiu,—will there be the thrones, and the cities (Luke

xix. 17, 19), and for a time yet first and last. To be first rather

than last,—to attain to the /w-s^ resurrection (Phil. iii. 11), etc.

—after this we ought all to strive with the holy zeal of serving

;

and we shall receive what is due, that for which the Father

according to the measure of His gifts would prepare and has

prepared us. No preference of any kind whatever comes fi'om

the arbitrary gift and favour of the King in this kingdom ; but

the Father's decree and our faithfulness in our own special

calling prepares, for each one, his future place. Thei'e will,

indeed, remain in eternity also the members of the one body ap-

pointed by God (1 Cor. xii. 18), heads and eyes, as also hands

and feet ; a difference in the end to be reached corresponds to

the different ways that lead to that end, and in so far there will

be a pre-eminence of some above others. Still in the final ful-

filment there will be no actual precedency ; all will be the entire

body, the fulness of Him who fiUeth all in all (Eph. i. 23).
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What remains for us to strive and pray for ? Seek not to be-

come an eye if thou art called and prepared to be a hand, but

do not remain a foot if something higher is ordained for thee.

Be faithful in thy grace and gift, so shalt thou become what thou

canst and art to become ; at the last thou shalt certainly be

blessed in thy portion, and glorious in common with all. As
some one has said :

" To be willing to know nothing but Christ

crucified makes us capable of attaining to all knowledge"—so

say we also : To be willing to become nothing but the least

servant of all, makes us capable and worthy to become great

and exalted. And this is what our Lord has here said, and

what He forthwith seals with His own example as the Head and

King.

Yer. 28. The " come " points always to the first advent and

appearing of the Son of Man in the flesh. The " not to be

ministered unto" does not, of course, refer to an outward re-

nouncing of every act of service offered to Him in love, nay

even demanded by His undeniable dignity (chap, xxvii. 55 ;

Luke X. 40 ; John xiii. 13) ; so that neither is it forbidden to

us to have men-servants and maid-servants, as helpers to serve

in the earthly work. But it is all the more deeply to be under-

stood in its innermost truth, according to which the Son of God,

who is come as the Son of Man, sought not His own honour,

used not His power as King in the manner of men (ver. 25),

so as to cast all things in adoration at His feet, which alone had

been the true service due to Him, but,—as it is written in Is.

xliii. 24, 25, of God the Lord. He has served us sinners in

order to wash us from our sin, has become the servant and bur-

den-bearer of us all ; and this He sometimes represented out-

wardly in Himself for a testimony (see Luke xxii. 27). He
has given His life for us, or laid it down in self-sacrificing love

(John X. 12, 18; xv. 13); and in so far this is also set befbre

us as a pattern which we are to follow (1 John iii. 16). But

while He at first speaks thus humbly. He must at the same time,

for the truth's sake, add a word concerning the great and sole

virtue and significance of His sacrificial death ;—which goes far

beyond a mere example, by which rather the power and liberty

to follow Him have been procured for us all.^ This high and

^ Also the libertij of tlie Church, thus ransomed by Him, to refuse to be

enslaved by any hierarchy, always allied to despotism ; the hberty acknow-
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comprehensive testimony is yet extorted from Him here in the

deepest humility, so that He may not deny Himself. Avrpov

avri 'TTohXojv—tliis is as well the germ of all the apostolic doctrine

concerning the vicarious sacrificial death, as also a mere declar-

ation with retrospective reference to the prophecies and types of

the Old Testament :
" I am He who is come, who also should

and must come to that end !" It Avould be necessary here to enter

into the dogmatics of the subject, and into the Old Testament as a

whole, in order to bring out the full meaning of this simply expres-

sive tei'm Xvrpov (which is afterwards carried out in the New Testa-

ment in many compounds); but what belongs to the commen-
tator is only to point out the sense and idea of the saying in

order to deeper inquiry. We find in Ex. xxi. 30 "isb and pns

trSJ (LXX. Xvrpa) used for the ransom and equivalent offorfeited

life^ in the proper sense; and in Lev. xxv. 24, 51 ihe purchase-

price to be paid for a possession in land, according to just valu-

ation, n^iNJ, is rendered by ra Xyrpa in the LXX. When in

this passage, with evident allusion for the rest to Is. liii. 10, 12,

the Holy Spirit in recording the saying of Christ uses the word

Xvrpov, for D'i:\s (and "iSb, "iSDij Lev. xvii. 11), where Christ Him-
self of course did not use it, the expression points at all events

to a substitutionary, therefore redeeming, and thus releasing,

saving, sacrificial death of Christ ;—although much may still

remain to be said from the entire Scripture, and much to be

inferred from the internal nature of the thing, respecting the

true sense in which this substitution is to be understood. The
expression here, however definite on one side, yet determines

nothing more special ; and admits of eveiy doctrine which is

reconcilable with the rest of Sci'ipturc, and with the simple letter

of the Avrpov uvri (as also the avriXvrpov, 1 Tim. ii. 6, which

occurs only there). Even should we attach the strict sense to

this solitary avri (for which in every other place we find y^gp,

ledge only that authority which, as the diaconate of love, ever goes on

renewing itself through the Spirit of Christ. See in Lange ii. 1164, this

profound connection of the words with all that precedes (formerly over-

looked by me); at the same time the most striking confirmation of the

principle of office in the Keformed Church, in its proper truth as confuting

many Lutherans.

^ Not merely " the ransoming from the condition of slaves," as Lange
hore mistakes it.
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T£p/, ha), as is riglit, it would still be gointr beyond what is

proper to raise from it the difficult question, which can only

give rise to endless disputation, namely, to loliom properly the

ransom and the purchase price of the one life for all lives is paid.

The meaning of the expression—which remains always at the

same time figurative—does not, as appears to us, reach so far

;

and the lovvcci r-^v -^pvy^lf, which is always put as it is here,

without a dative, is by no means in this sense to be pressed. It

signifies to yield up, to giv^e up to death, to offer, to stake for

something else in general, as the Heb. jriJ, and particularly Is.

liii. 10, 12, i:^'S3 n^'m m^h nnyn. Christ has thereby rendered

satisfaction in every sense, and on all sides ; He has given what

corresponds to, and is necessary for, our redemption; chiefly,

and in the last and most proper intention, however. He has

given His life only in order to take it again . as a life for us,

consequently thereby to pay to us, so as to cover our deficit and

bankruptcy. Finally, as regards the toXKSjv here and Matt.

xxvi. 28 (comp. besides Heb. ix. 28), it is clear, from numerous

parallel passages of Scripture (at the head of which is 1 Tim. ii.

6, avriKvrpov UTzp 'TVavrcov), that the universal application of

the death of Christ (which, as Kichter remarks, already lies in

the vlog rov hi/&poj'7rov, the universal man, the one for all) is

certainly not to be denied on the ground of this expression ; and

consequently that the 'ttoXXoi here might well enough denote

the 'TTavrug, who stand in opposition to the one, as at Rom. v.

15, 18, 19. If, however, the want of the article here is specially

noticed, then it only remains to understand it of the many
among the all, in whom, as actually redeemed, the power of

redemption becomes a reality. This will at least appear as the

most probable sense at chap. xxvi. 28, on the occasion of the

last supper (as also Heb. ix. 28); and it seems most exactly to

correspond to the D''3'i, Is. liii. 11, 12 (comp. lii. 14, 15) together

loith the ^3?3, ver. 6.

VOL. III.
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THE TWO BLIND MEN AT JEKICHO.

(Matt. XX. 32 ; Mark x. 51, 52 ; Luke xviii. 41, 42.)

Although the question whether Christ here spake to two bhnd

men or only to one, whether on departing from, or entering into

Jericho, is beside our object, which is to hear Him speaJc, it

would yet be affectation not to express our opinion, at least in

a brief note, respecting this difficulty;—a difficulty so welcome

to the disputations, and ev'en to the peaceable and simple student

of the Harmony certainly remarkable.^ In other respects, there

^ "We have already frequently found that St Matthew does not record

with strict precision the outward events, but that he is always intent upon

grasping the kernel of the sayings, and upon seizing what is essential and

significant in the history ; it is therefore uatm-al to expect that, here also,

he should deviate from the common reality. For St Mark mentions the

one bhnd man, who was healed as Christ ivas departing from Jericho^ so

decidedly by name, and describes the entire scene so particularly even to

the throwing away of the garments, as to make us unwiUing to admit that

there was another bhnd man cured along with this Bartimeus. St Luke

again seems to narrate, quite as distinctly, a similar (although not quite

the same) incident as having taken place when they were entering into

Jericho (chap. xix. 1) ; so that one is tempted to suppose that St Matthew,

in this case, Mends together the narratives of the two Evangelists who were

not Apostles, on account of the similarity of the occurrences. (Eatber

this, at least, than the old solution which has been reproduced with more

acuteness than proof in Eichter's Hausbibel ; viz. that there was an inter-

vening space between old and new Jericho,' and that according to their

position the inhabitants of Palestine might speak of departing from, and

the Greek of entering into Jericho.) But^ against this, is to be considered,

what St Matthew and St Mark represent as very probable, that the great

multitude had collected first of all in the town, with which Luke xix. also

agrees ; again that the people should twice, and chiefly the second time,

rebuke the bhnd man, when one had been healed immediately before, is

almost inconceivable, and not at all so simple as Ebrard thinks ; finally,

as regards only one blind man being noticed, namely, Bartimeus, who was

the better known of the two, we have a perfect parallel to this in the ac-

count of the Gadarene miracle. St Luke does not intend to be so strictly

observant of chronological order ; in order that he may significantly con-

nect vers. 3-i and 35 (as preachers from the earhest times have taken it,
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is little to be said on the words of Christ which occur in this

narrative. The first, in which He called to Him the blind men,
who so importunately cried to Him (Matt. ver. 32), or bade
them be called (Mark ver. 49 ; Luke ver. 40), is not expressed,

but (kindly checking the people) may have run thus : " Hinder
them not, let them come!" The second is given by the three

Evangelists in harmony with each other, differing only as to

the singular or plural : What ivill ye that I shall do unto you ?

It seems indeed a strange question. But it is partly a challenge

to them to testify their faith (as at Matt. ix. 28); partly a pro-

test against the self-constituted masters of ceremonies with their

courtly ideas, who will not suffer the procession of the King to

be interrupted by the prayer of the beggars,^—an expression of

His readiness to serve (beautifully corresponding with what pre-

cedes. Matt. ver. 28, comp. ver. 21), in which He, in a truly

royal manner, condescends to the will of beggars, so that all

misery may disappear before Him
; partly, in fine, a significant

intimation for us (according to the unconsciously symbolical

character of all the particular sayings and doings of Christ),

that He will do to us only according to what our faith and our

prayer desire of Him. The third word (only in St Mark and

St Luke) which accompanies the cure, Go ! as one who is whole,

who can see, with thy sight! thy faith hath helped thee—is the

well-known, familiar expression of the gracious, humble love and

and have discoursed of our blindness with respect to the understanding of

the passion of our Lord), he puts this incident first, and then lets that

concerning Zaccheus follow. We are not, therefore, warranted in having

recourse to the artificial expedient of Grotius, that iyyit^stv s/?, Luke xviii.

35, as also xix. 2, indicates only the being near in general, but must leave

its proper force to kx.1 siaeT^duv, chap. xix. 1. Luke starts from the truth,

that the one bUnd man actually sat already on the way, at the entrance

into Jericho ; but then he himself explains, by ZtxTropsvo/^iuov, ver. 35 (to

which chap. xix. 1 Itripxiro in the Plu^jerf. recurs), that, in his account, he

anticipates and combines what was further done afterwards on leaving

Jericho (after a second blind man had come to be there). Thus we agree

in the main with that which Bengel's correct tact already discovered, and

Meyer's note on St Luke's account holds to be probable. Lange's supposi-

tion, of an entrance and departure by the same gate, we think forced and

unnatural, as the road to Jerusalem by Jericho could hardly lead to and

from that town as a cul-de-sac.

^ Compare on this Lange iii. 194, 347.
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wisdom of the Saviour, pointing, in what is outward, to the

inward thing which is of principal importance. '
Aval^Ki-Trsiv

means here simply to look up—by no means to see again, to

become seeing. The blind man prayed : Lord, that I may see !

Christ gives immediately hearing and answer: See! for tliou

canst

!

CHRIST SENDS FOE THE ASSES.

(Matt. xxi. 2, 3 ; Mark xi. 2, 3 ; Luke xix. 30, 31.)

We do not know whether the two disciples whom Christ here

sends were Peter and John, as on a former occasion, ]\Iark xiv.

13, comp. Luke xxii. 8 ; but there must needs be two, not

merely in order to bring the two asses, but in order formally to

represent the entire body of His disciples, and to remove from

their mission the appearance of individual caprice. The village

lying in sight of them was certainly Bethphage itself, which St

Matthew therefore alone has named. It can hardly at least

have been Bethany, as, from the exact knowledge which Christ

had of this village, the indefinite nature of the message, nay,

even the indefinite designation of the place, would have had

somewhat of affectation in it.^ Li no case are we to understand

a previous agreement with the owner of the asses; for in that case

the indefinite words given by the three Evangelists, " If any

man hath aught to say against it," would contain a slight sem-

blance of dissimulation. All that He says rather produces the

impression of a miraculous foreseeing and foretelling ofthe parti-

cular circumstances : the gyp^csrs (to which therefore St John, in

a statement that concisely presupposes this transaction, chap. xii.

14, gives prominence in a ivpm which excludes all previous

concert) is nearly the same as evpyjazig, INIatt. xvii. 27. The

sv0'iug, occurring twice (the first, accoi'ding to Mark, equivalent

to zl()Xopivo[MZvoi zlg r/jv zoj[jji^v), together with the circumstance

that tlie ass would be found tied, i. e., as it were already pre-

1 According to St Mark and St Luke, in travelling to Jerusalem Beth-

phage came before Bethany, perhaps was immediately contiguous to it.
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pared, and waiting in the public way, confirms this interpretation

of the words, which is still further confirmed afterwards on

occasion of the second sending for the preparation of the paschal

Jamb. Here it is said, "A man Avill meet you bearing a pitcher

of water, he will show you the way to the right house," like

what Samuel the seer says to Saul, 1 Sam. x. 2-7 ; a manner
of prophecy in its most ancient form, pointing immediately and
specially to the nearest future (before that typical kind which

points to more remote periods begins with 2 Sam. vii.), which

must represent itself also in Christ. If the disciples should at

first be almost suspected of the intention to steal the animals, a

single word is to satisfy the owner (and whoever else might

belong to him, Mark, ver. 5 ; Luke, ver. 33), viz.. The Lord
liath need of them ! Here at all events more is meant than

merely oz<r Master (o hhdffKaXog, chap. xxvi. 18); in the sense in

which Christ here uses this name, it borders on the designation

the King Messiah} It is therefore implied in this, that tliese

people belonged to the number of those who believed on Him,
that they at once understood who " the Lord" was, and without

hesitation willingly served Him.^ Christ could not call Himself

the " Son of Man" here where in his humiliation He will yet

represent His kingly dignity; but, precisely on this account,

the need of the Lord, Avho has not even an ass of His own for

His festal procession, presents a significant contrast which the

preachers on the Advent from the earliest times have not failed

to notice.

Whether Jesus during the whole period of His public life

ever rode before, is nowhere written ; and, from His walking

being mentioned so often and without an exception, it is very

^ For it is impossible (with AJford) to understand here Jehovah, the

God of Israel, for whose service the animals were needed. If it were so,

this would be the third example of such an expression in the mouth of

Christ ; see Mark v. 19, and xiii. 20 (comp, my remark Vol. 1, 303)

;

here, however, it would surely be against all decorum to say, God the Lord

hath need of two asses

!

" Indeed the communist Weitling, in his book on Freedom, finds here

maintained the right of those who are in want to the possessions of their

rich neighbours ; and laments that, now-a-days, when we have become so

much more refined, the Lord and His messengers who should act in this

manner would be seized by the neck and accused of theft.
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improbable. Wherefore then now? He who can beh'eve that

our Lord M^as too tired at this particular time to ascend the

MDunt of Olives, may do so ; His words, and the narrative in its

harmony with the prediction, show something else. If Christ

wanted as usual to enter the town unobserved, He would not

have acted thus ; but He will consciously and on purpose enter

in a thoroughly public manner, raised above the accompanying

crowd (so that it might not happen as at Luke xix. 3) ; He
will go to meet the multitudes that are eagerly waiting for Him,

and who afterwards fetch Him ; and thus make the accepted

honour on His part more expressive of humility, and more sig-

nificant than it would have been without this provision. More

significant ; for what St Matthew adds, ver. 4, 5, includes in the

rovro 5g okov (which points beforehand to the result) the remark-

able sending just narrated ; and is meant therefore precisely to

disclose the thoughts and design of Chiist in all this, as if it were

said : Thus did Christ speak and act, that the word of the pro-

phet might be fulfilled. He knew that His hour was nearly

come; once more, before His crucifixion, He will enter Jerusalem

with a first and last outward demonstration of honour, such as is

proper to Him as her King, with a last public offer of Himself for

a testimony. (^Tell ye the daughter of Zion!) We do not agree

with Lange, who regards this Hosanna,—which fi'om the earliest

times in Advent sermons has been taken as a figure of empty

honour without understanding and earnestness—in the better

sense, as an expression of " obscure beginnings of the higher

Christological knowledge," of the " better hopes of the people ;"

and supposes that Christ could not any longer refuse the " en-

thusiasm, the homage of His people." No ! it appears very

evident from Luke xix. 41 ss., that Christ regarded the whole

matter in quite a different light ; His entry was rather a sacri-

ficial procession, in which He yielded Himself up to this people,

who cried now Hosanna, and then Crucify ! Only so as that,

at least in the symbolical sense, such a homage was for once

admitted by Him, at the last offer of Himself as King. There-

fore, although even His disciples misunderstand it, He regards

the whole event in its true light. Any insurrection on the part

of those whose enmity has ripened, is now no longer to be re-

garded ; the license attending the festival, which brought with
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it/ many a processional entry into Jerusalem, permits what is

unusual, so tliat even Pilate finds nothing offensive in this mere
spectacle.^ Only the enemies (who indeed could not possibly

put these thousands under ban) murmur at it. The whole scene,

as already said, becomes for Him a sacrificial procession, in which
He yields Himself. To the people of Israel it is the last official

declaration —Who He is ; while for the entire future Church
of His true people (the daughter of Zion in the prophetical

sense) it is a permanent advent word and advent figure, ever

reproduced in preaching, in which there is a wondrous union of

majesty and lowliness : Behold, thy King cometh, meek

!

—a pre-

paratory type of the as yet future acknowledgment and glory

of Christ (Matt, xxiii. 39).^ All this is no strange product of

a myth-framing church, of the' self-consciousness dreaming the

ancient idea into history; it took place, ykyovzv, as recorded there

in its consistent totality,— the empty Hosanna before the

Crucify ! the tears over Jerusalem, the cleansing of the temple,

the blind and lame, the children crying in the temple, the curse

on the fig-tree. What an entire picture, intelligible only when
viewed as actual history in the life of the Son of God ! And
how does the pencil of the Evangelist portray by a few strokes,

—

how simply and artlessly, without a trace of imagination,—what,

if not history, would be the sublimest fiction

!

It is evident that the fulfilled prophecy of Zechariah described

generally the Messiah, as the humble Prince of Peace, procuring

deliverance for Himself and us only through sufferings. But it

is also evident that, as often, so here, the fulfilling Providence,

for the sake of abvmdant clearness, literally embodies the general

idea ; and in like manner that this literal realisation in fact of

the general prediction was already foreseen and provided for

^ Consequently nothing really punisliable. Bahrdt very perversely

found in this entry the design on the part of Jesus to stir up His enemies,

and furnish them even with the ri(jlit to accuse Him—^because He had now-

resolved to die (a false death !).

2 Of this, the only true view of the matter, Hase gives a caricature

when he says that, among Christ's reasons for this demonstration, there was

perhaps the pleasm-e of showing to His enemies their weakness, and letting

that which at one time He had positively meant according to Old Testament

prophecy, pass by in Him as a dream of its fulfilment ! ! It is rather a new

typical prophecy, that He yet remains the King.
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by the Spirit in the word of the Prophet. The sum of the

prophecies of Zechariah is the re-estabhshment of the kingdom
of Israel in its entire preparation, accomplishment, and con-

nection ; and with this such historically special notices are

interspersed as were never before given, in order that the whole

prophecy, as it draws near to its fulfilment, may become con-

centrated. In the first section (chs. i.-viii.) we have the whole

history of the return from Babylon, with its principal agents

and actors, as the type of the future return of Israel from its

dispersion ; and the view becomes ever clearer until it ends in

a complete picture of the new Jerusalem (chap. viii.). The
second section (chs.- ix.-xiv.) now entirely separates this great

result from its type, and speaks plainly of the new Jerusalem

seen in the remote future; instead of direct reference to the

typical restoration the Spirit gives general surveys, and retro-

spective glances towards the time of preparation. If at last

(chs. xii.-xiv.) the retrospective views from the goal attained

predominate, there lies on the other hand in chs. ix.-xi. the

intimation of the entire history of Israel, until chap. xii. 10 is

fulfilled.^ Chap. ix. gives beforehand the most general view.

The Lord governs all men and nations according to the plan

of His counsel with respect to Israel (ver. 1). Purifying judg-

ments upon the nations of the world run parallel, and in har-

mony, with the special protection which He affords to His house

and people chosen before, and out of, the nations (ver. 8). In

a first coming, marked by lowliness and peacefulness (Avhich

is plainly and significantly looked back to here), the King

appears;

—

lie first (because Israel rejects Him!) builds up His

promised kingdom among all the heathen (ver. 10) ;—He then

returns again also to Israel (ver. 11-17). That ver. 9 speaks

of the Messiah is so evident from ver. 10, that even Maurer

could only render it : veniet rex optimus maximus, IMessias,

pacem daturus orbi terrarum, dominaturus longe lateque. But

that this King appears here in lowliness is the principal idea (to

which the learned commentators have scarcely given its due

weight) of this prophetical passage. As such it stands alone in

its kind; and its expressions must, for this reason, embody

^ We are prepared with an interpretation of chap. xi. which will rescue

it from Hofmaun's confusion ; and shall give it on Matt. xxvi. 31.
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themselves in some visible symbol before the eyes of Israel ^

The V'^'):,^ which by the LXX. and Chald. was not understood,

and therefore ungrammatically changed into the Active, is not
equivalent to viclooious,—at least Math reference to earthly

weapons of victory, for the ass is intended exactly to contradict

this,—but it is to be closely connected with the decisive ""jy. "Let

it be allowed, which loe do not with many deny, that ''jy and
Ijy to a certain extent run into each other, and that the 'rrpavg

of the LXX., retained by St Matthew, is at least half warranted,

there still remains for the Old Testament usage (especially that

of the Psalms) the basis of " humility and meekness" (if ''jy is

made to include the latter), a condition of distress and suffering,

a being humbled and brought low.® The righteous King is

therefore first a meek sufferer, to whom deliverance comes first

of all from His own sufferings, that He may thei'eby procure

salvation and deliverance, in order to righteousness and peace,

for all His people;—thus, and no otherwise, does He come the

first time ! In order to furnish a complete and graphic picture

of this, the Prophet portrays Him riding—not upon the war-

horse (Rev. xix. 11), but upon an ass's colt, as in olden time

the judges (Judges x. 4 ; xii. 14 ; v. 10) ; and again because

this ass, to which, by a redundancy of words, such strong pro-

minence is given, forms, so to speak, the point of the pro-

phecy, therefore does Christ determine, according to the plan

of the Spirit, to realise this prophetic figure. Thus must

we understand Zechariah, in order to interpret the words

of Jesus here (vers. 2, 3). St John (chap. xii. 14-16) even

mentions only the riding upon the ass, as the most concen-

trated fulfilment. St Matthew, in the saying of Christ, as

afterwards in the narrative (ver. 7), specifies exactly the two

animals which the prophetic word mentions. St jNIark and

1 Of wliich the Jewish interpretation could make no use ; so that it

explains thus : When Israel believiugly receives the ]\Iessiah, then He

comes in the clouds of heaven ; but when they are not worthy of this, on

an ass. See the citations in Sepp, iii. 183.

2 Luther incorrectly, ein Heifer, bringing Jielp ; instead of which the

corrected Bible has dem geholfen ist, one who is holpen. The citation of

Matthew goes beyond the ^Uatog xxl aul^aii.

2 Passive of ny ; the form is ''"'ap = ^1-?-
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St Luke have only the colt. That the Prophet adds the i;y bv\

epexegetically is indeed true ; as also that niihX~JIi^ is intended

to strengthen the "i^y, which in other places is often equivalent to

lion in general,—in the most proper sense a foal, which is still

dependent on its mother, -TrojXog vkog. Wherefore this, and what

is the prophetical idea implied in it ; what is then the significance

of this particular which was foreseen only as a symbol ? We
find the plain answer iu St Mark and St Luke, where Christ

says further : A foal on loMch never yet man sat. This, as

Maurer again observes, is actually indicated in the prophecy

;

and even in the citation in St IMatthew (which half changes, half

accepts the text of the LXX.) it is remarkably caught up in the

slight antithesis vlov VToZ^vytou. Only an animal hitherto

unridden is proper to the sacred dignity of the rider ; comp.

Numb. xix. 2-5, Deut. xxi. 3, 1 Sam. vi. 7, 2 Sam. vi. 3, and

many passages from profane authors, rightly adduced here by

the learned. Observe now how the Holi/ Spirit,—without re

garding the objections of those sneering persons who will not

allow that such things are proper to Him,—^}-et above and be-

hind the consciousness of the Prophet, points, in the expressions

which He suggests, to a literally proper fulfilment; inasmuch

as He brings in this subordinate idea, which was not otherwise

ofimportance to the principal subject. Observe also why Christ,

penetrating into the meaning of this Scripture better than the

critics, gives directions for both animals, which the Father has

made ready for Him, to he brought : why the disciples, without

thinking of Zechariah (John xii. 16), were unwittingly led to

spread the garments over both (Matt. s'Trdvco avrcov), and thus

to take with them also the she-ass as belonging to the other, and

to be used along Avith it.^ All this loas done, not merely iu order

^ The Plur. for the Sing, by way of generalising. Only such interpreters

as Jahn and Michaelis could suppose blood asses with pedigrees to be

meant

!

2 We prefer to let alone the typological significance which commen-
tators, from the earliest times, have found in the two asses (v. Meyer

:

The she-ass is the Old Testament, the law ; the foal is the new Church,

the Gospel). That the she-ass was led along with the other not merely

causa pompae, but was intended to embody the prophetic figure, is

remarked also by Hengstcnbcrg (Christol. ii. 135) ; as also that in the

Prophet there is a gradation in the expression. But we do not agree
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that the not yet broken foal, when its mother was beside it,

might behave more quietlj, but that the whole prophetic passage
might appear before the eyes of the daughter of Zion in a
realised picture. He who will call this trifling, let him indulge
his sneer against Christ. We rather perceive and reverently

honour the holy earnestness of the King, who humbly offers

Himself, in this most literal fulfilment of a prophecy which
testifies of Him,—in that He paints and sets evidently forth

before their eyes (Gal. iii. 1 ; Luke xix. 42), how He cometh to

them.

THE DEN OF ROBBERS ; AND THE CHILDREN'S PRAISE.

(Matt. xxi. 13-16 ; Mark xi. 17 ; Luke xix. 46.)

Another Nh^ stood at the close of prophecy in Malachi :

The Lord shall come to his temple to purify and to cleanse

the sons of Levi. Once already, at the beginning of His

course, had Christ held this up before them in act and symbol

;

they, however, had persisted more determinedly in not abid-

ing the day of His coming, they had not put away the offence,

perhaps even had precisely at this time restored it by way of

defiance. Here He declares and proves by His act, that He is

at the end no other than He was at the beginning. He works

in this, that the gradation (an animal upon which no man had ever

yet rode !) is intended to indicate merely greater lowliness, poverty. For

the rest it is well known what needless trouble many commentators

have given themselves to account for there being two animals, and what

subject for mockery this has afforded to Strauss. Schleiermacher also

gives the reins to his fancy: " The she-ass no longer runs beside a xZiKog

that is fit for riding,—although it has not yet been used for that pur-

pose,—^but has long since left it to itself." Neander is so bold as to

make John xii. 14 (only one ouapiov) valid against the truth of Matthew's

account ; who, he says, has invented the two animals from a misappre-

hension of the passage in Zechariah (also the ctiiruv and a,vTovg ver 3 in

the mouth of Christ !). These theologians have not understood the h»
'7ir'K-/ipu6Yi.
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Still while it is day ; He is not weary of testifying by word and

deed in the still standing sanctuary;—"once more He goes the

way which He had loved as a child, up to the temple." ^ Nay, once

more, His zeal breaks forth against the desecration of the temple

;

the place of worship still, though soon to be destroyed.^ St

lifatthew represents the order of the events as if this cleansing

of the temple followed on the day of the entrance into Jerusalem.

According to St Mark our Lord began to look round about upon

all things with rebuking glance at the eventide ; but " on this

day of grace and joy delayed the complete execution of His

righteorus anger till the morrow." This notice of Bengel as to

the harmony is quite sufficient. More severe than on that

former occasion (as we remarked there). He now speaks out

plainly, and without softening the prophetical word, of the den

of robbers ; and with heightened emotion He combines with it

another prophetical passage in most rebuking contrast. This

word respecting the liouse of prayer, pointing back, properly

speaking, to the consecration, 1 Kings viii. 29, is written in Is.

Ivi. 7 ; Christ cites it as it is written, so that it is wrong to refer

"My house " here to Himself. Be called in truth

—

i.e., really

be ; hence, in St Luke, IgtIv is put for this. St Mark, in order

to complete the saying, forgets not to add, among all nations;

and this also was very appropriate, as it was in the fore-court of

the Gentiles that the money-changers and traders were.^ In Jer.

vii. 11, D''!»"i5 nnyo corresponds also by ironical antithesis to the

liouse of the Lord, for the den of robbers is their dwelling. If

we adhere to the most direct meaning of \rflra,i, then the pro-

fane trafficking in the temple would be compared to the division

of the spoil of robbers in their den. But the corresponding

* In August Thieme's Hmenaur Sermons, p. 35.

2 That Sepp, who is so often confused and arbitrary in liis procedure

(and who has no right to sum up "a catalogue of the sins of Protestant

theologians"), should suppose only one purifying of the temple, because

"the second is in itself out of place, and takes away the significance of the

first "—does not astonish us. But that Lange, following modern criticism,

should in like manner hold that the occurrence, which might " easily be by

degrees shifted from its place in the tradition," took place only once ac-

cording to John—did surprise us ; but he has since retracted it.

^ Lange even thinks here, that now in the second purifying Christ openly

maintains the right of the Gentiles to the temple.
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D'^yna in the original text means in itself more than this,-- viz.,

violent ones (as ravenous beasts. Is. xxxv. 9), and passes ovei

to the accompanying idea of murderers (as also the expression

Rauber in the German), s. Ez. xviii. 10 ; Hos. iv. 2 ; Ps. xvii.

4. Moreover, in the context in Jeremiah the shedding of inno-

cent blood in this place is expressly spoken of ver. 6, and nVT at

ver. 9 (comp. again Hos. iv. 2). Consequently Luther's " den oj

murderers " is quite right ; and our Lord, by applying this word
on this occasion, not merely chastises the murderous disposition

and conduct of the dwellers in the temple in general, but now
hints in the deepest sense, and more plainly than the first time

(Destroy this temple !), at the now almost matured counsel oi

murder against His own most sacred person, which He well

knew of. And this therefore St Mark ver. 18 and St Luke ver.

47 make immediately to follow.

The angry and rebuking zeal for His Father's house is at the

same time accompanied by so much kindness, that the blind and
lame, the wretched who need help, now as usual come to Him,
and He heals them.-' It is the one unvarying love, the one un-

varying testimony : "I am He who should come !" The miser-

able, and the little children, are not afraid of His anger ; but

the malignant enemies are again angry even at His kindness.

The miracles of healing,—and the thanksgivings which probably

followed them,—the praises of those that were healed and others

with them, waken in the children the echo of yesterday's homage,

whose Hosanna, with the palm branches and all the accompany-

ing pomp, so pleased them that doubtless they heartily joined in

the cry yesterday, and are quite ready to begin it anew to-day.^

Christ, with a sad kindness, lets it be done again ; but the in-

nocent cry of the children excites a blind fuiy in the high priests

^ Neander, indeed, does not altogether believe this account on St

Matthew's word alone, as it narrates "in an indefinite manner" and

evidently " vinhistorically ;" what is true in it to him is only that the hke

did once take place in Jerusalem. Ah, if the sainted Neander could only

now speak, a:^d, for our sakes, retract these his folhes

!

2 This alone and nothing further is contained in the simple account.

Sepp in his usxial manner (in which one must always prudently distinguish

respectable learning from confused mythology) brings forward Jewish

fables of holy temple-boys who, moved by the Holy Ghost, had received

Jesus.
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and scribes, because their conscience hears ni it the truth which

they would stifle. As several of the Pharisees yesterday expected

that Christ would rebuke His disciples, and received for answer

a proverb from the Scripture indirectly applied (Luke xix. 39,

40)—so the rulers of the temple venture to-day to put the bold

question, Hearest thou not icliat these say ? As if it were evident"

of itself that He must check this impropriety ! Christ, however,

is not weary of answering. With another question, Have ye

never read ? He puts to shame the adversaries, and recompenses

their malice with a piece of instruction, profoundly pointing to

Scripture, to their hearts, and the counsel of God respecting

His kingdom,—a lesson by which they might yet have become

"wise. He has the Scripture, especially since Luke xviii. 13,

continually in His mind ; at every step He directs His course,

by the light of its prophecy.

As He afterwards. Matt. xxi. 42, refers to an undoubtedly

Messianic psalm, so now, with the same formula of interrogation,

He refers not merely to a general truth respecting the praise of

God proceeding from the mouth of children, but to a psalm

which, in the most proper sense, prophesies of Him and His

kingdom. In order not to repeat myself, I beg the reader to

look into my interpretation of the eighth psalm,^ where it is

shown from the entire connection of the psalm that the ordained

praise, according to the LXX., or rather the settled power,

according to the original text, refers to the kingdom of restoring .

grace in the humbled and exalted Son of Man, to the destroy-

ing and putting to shame of the enemies, nay, of the enemy of

God, in the most proper sense ; and that the hales and sticklmgs,

while not to be dissociated from the natural figure, are already

in the psalm to be certainly understood spiritually of the same

fjjizpo I and v/jTrioi who are meant in Matthew xi. 25. "The
outward fulfilment of the prophecy is, as oftentimes " (for ex-

ample in the riding upon the ass just before), "only itself again

a figurative representation of its inner sense." Neither Umbreit

nor Hengstenberg nor de Wette can make me waver in this

view of the whole psalm, and of this citation from it in particular

;

which is too firmly settled in the childlike understanding of the

1 Seventy selected Psalms, Second Part.
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entire Church of the faithful from the earhest times, and too

closely agrees with the prevailing application of it in preaching,

not to be found true when a true exegesis is applied to it. De
Wette, who is the master of shallow criticism, first, in complete

contradiction to the light in which Scripture was understood by

Christ and His Apostles,^ invents a " hebraism " which exists

nowhere but in the fancies of false theology, and then goes on

to say that the Messianic sense of the eighth psalm vanishes and

is lost. It is not however an isolated v. Meyer, or R. Stier, who
understands this psalm in the sense we have assigned to it ; but

the simplicity of the faithful, which no learning can overthrow,

has with one voice always so taken it. So St Paul, 1 Cor. xv.

27 ; Heb. ii. 6 ; Eph. i. 22 ; and before him the Lord Christ in

His supreme authority. What otherwise would be the inter-

mediate link between the citation and the words with which it

is introduced

—

Have ye never known !—which He ordinarily uses

only when they are very definitely appropriate % And is it not

theological in the genuine sense to receive such an interpretation

as agrees with the apostolical testimony, seeing that Christ Him-
self refers us to the Scripture interpretation of His Apostles,

which they had learned in His own school ?

We cannot help, therefore, plainly seeing (as is declared in

the Epistle to the Hebrews), that the Son of Man in Psalm A'iii.

is Jesus ; and therefore also, in the fact of Christ's citing from

this psalm and from no other, a Messianic meaning in the cited

words. Nay more, we are so bold as to affirm that the Hosanna

to the Lord out of the mouth of children, which, in the outward

special fulfilment, is again figuratively prophetic, is not indeed

precisely meant by the words of the psalm. It was the truth

thus symbolised which was meant ; and this special literal fulfil-

ment by the children themselves was seen beforehand by the

Spirit, not otherwise than the riding upon the ass in Zechariah.

There is a style of vague interpretation in which the j^rophesying

word evaporates in the mist of ideal presentiment ; and it con-

sistently maintains that nowhere in the consciousness of the

1 This commentator goes so far as not at all to find the suffering Messiah

in the Old Testament, and thereby to contradict to His face the word of

Christ as He enters upon His sufferings, nay, of the risen Lord !
See his

most unedifying '•'•Beilage—ueber die erbauliche Erkliiruug der Psalmen !"
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propliets or in* the intention of the Spirit is Christ seen and

characterised as a historical person, and in His historical reality.

But we for ever assert, in opposition to this, that it is precisely

the figure of the person of Him who is to come in wliich all

prophetic lines meet, in ever-growing accomplishment. Because

everything is really included in the person of Christ, the God-
Man, the Spirit must prophesy of His person ; and in the con-

sciousness of the Spirit of Christ (1 Pet, i. 11) everything of

course is definite, concrete, special ; the indefinite lies only in

the human understanding. For what could be purely accidental,

and not significant, not fraught with eternal truth, in the life of

Him who is God-]\Ian, and in the relations of that hfe to the

world ? Where then the prophetic word surprisingly coincides

with apparently accidental details and outward particulars of

the fulfilment, in such places there is rather disclosed to our

dull sight the profound congruence between prophecy and fulfil-

ment which was absolutely inherent in the eternal decree of

God. Thus does Christ look into the entire Scripture, which

testifies of Him ; thus has He at hand, at every turn and step

of His history, the fulfilment of some prophecy. He knows,

and testifies, that those things were written of John the Baptist

which they did to this Elias (Mark ix. 13)—how much more the

things that were written of His own person ! In the sacred

farewell hour of the last supper He cites the 41st Psalm with

reference to Judas ; in the intercessory prayer (Jolm xvii. 12)

He recurs again to the same prophecy ; the being reckoned

among transgressors in Isaiah He refers (Luke xxii. 37) most

concretely to His then impending seizure and execution as a

criminal, just as He refers a saying of Zechariah (Matt. xxvi. 31),

if possible still more specially isolated, to His being forsaken by

His disciples on this night. All these details carry indeed their

significance in themselves
;
just as here Christ sees, in the

Hosanna of the children, the power and honour which all His

enemies cannot overcome, and which the Father will prepare

for Him out of the mouth of His babes. But for this very

reason does He apply to this the corresponding word of prophecy;

and to the end that this should happen to Him loas the word

written.
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THE FIG-TREE : THE POWER OF FAITH AND PRAYER.

(Matt. xxi. 19-22; Mark xi. 14, 22, 26.)

The weeping over the city at His entry ; the anger at the

desecration of the House of God ; the cursing of the barren fig-

tree—these three things are connected together in the relation

of a climax. The eye of Christ already indeed sees beforehand

thejudgment of Jerusalem and Israel, when, first of all, He sheds

tears of Divine-human emotion over its blinded inhabitants.

Then, to speak humanly of the God-Man, He girds Himself to

renew by word and deed the testimony which is not yet to be

abandoned, and which is yet to awaken and terrify some. In

this, however. His holy judicial anger at last breaks out ; that

anger which will send forth His armies to destroy these mur-

derers (chap. xxii. 7), must even curse those who would not

receive the blessing. This so entirely fills His soul, that every-

where He has before His eyes only Israel, the barren ground that

is nigh unto cursing (Heb. vi. 8). He sees it and prophetically

curses it in the fig-tree which presented to Him on the way leaves,

indeed, but no fruit. The cleansing of the temple, and the cursing

of the fig-tree ;—the former still an act reserved for the last day

of visitation, the latter a warning figure for the coming that was

to follow it—are parallel with and supplementary to each other;

as also the accepting of the Hosanna and the tears over Jerusalem,

the tears and the anger in the temple, the anger and the healing

of the diseased, the saving love and the avenging wrath in the

same Divine-human heart.

St INIark has so exactly determined the chronology of this

event from the most certain sources' (vers. 11, 12, 19, 20), that

we may adopt it in our interpretation of the account of St

Matthew, who here magnificently groups together, and is

careless of chronology in details. As he has already bt/ an-

ticipation made the cleansing of the temple, which belongs to

the second day, to follow immediately upon the entr\- into the

VOL. III. G
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city (for the two days were as one day), so he records further

(vers. 17, 18), only with general indefiniteness, that Jesus at

that time passed the night (once and again) in Bethany, and

that the cursing of the fig-tree took place Trpaiioig, i.e., " on the

morning," or a morning, upon His return to the city. In like

manner, at vers. 19, 20, forgetting the time in the thing, he

connects together without interval the immediate withering of

the tree and the words of Jesus to the disciples who observed

it ; although we learn from St Mark, that it was not till the

third day (Tuesday) that the withering which followed upon

the curse was observed, and that thereupon the words of Christ

were spoken. The comparison of the two, however, ought to

teach us what is most essential for our reading and hearing

aright the doings and sayings of Christ, and that the first

Evangelist has written his history not without freedom in the

Spirit.

Jesus saw a fig-tree^ in the way (at a distance) ; a single

tree, probably belonging to no one in particular {ybiav again

not merely = rivd), which, from the place where it stood, and

still more by its adornment of leaves, attracted attention, and

promised fruit. Christ, who, on His royal day of honour, had

fasted in the sadness of His soul, and who also, on this morning,

went with eagerness immediately again to the city,^ felt hunger,

and went up to the tree if haply He might find anything thereon,

as the leaves at a distance promised. For, in fig-trees, it is

well known that the fruit ripens before the leaves appear : and

although Christ might not look for fruit of the previous year,

which had survived the winter, or late fruit (which could

hardly have been allowed to lie on the way). He might yet

expect to find early, unusually early,^ figs : At all events

the tree, as having leaves, which St Mark specially notices,

gave promise of having fruit also. Our Lord, however, found

nothing hut leaves only. The tree therefore was a barren one,

^ Bethphage, indeed, derived its name from there being many figs

there.

'^ This is more probable than, as Lange thinks, " a truly childhke long-

ing " after His people, wliich led Him to forget His morning meal.

* In the Heb. nVflza or n'liisa Hos. ix. 10; Is. xxviii. 4; Jer. xxiv. 2,

Buch as are particularly sought after.
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which went all to foliage; it promised something extraor-

dinary, and yet—had nothing, just like the rest of the fig-
trees at that time} Upon this He said : Let no fruit grow on

thee henceforward—ov, No man eat fruit of thee hereafter, gig

rou alojvoi ! He spake it in the consciousness, and with the

will that the tree He addressed must and would obey His

word ; the stern word of might and miracle broke forth like a

lightning flash of judgment from the depth of His thoughts,

which, in every object, found only the one thing, the inevitably

impending judgment upon the people of God. Thus does He
M ork the only miracle of punishment that is recorded of Him
(for in that of the devils in the swine there was no punishment,

but only a permission) ; it is done symbolically, however, to

the tree, as a testimony for men.^ All sorts of reasons to

account for this action of Christ have well-meaningly, though

very mistakingly, been forced upon it ; as, for example, that it

^ This last might be the simple meaning of the much disputed ov ya.p r^u

Kcttpog (j{)x.uv\—even were we to > translate, It was not yet the season

of figs. "The vintage was not yet; the figs, therefore, were not yet

gathered"—^is not so suitable, for early ripe figs might certainly be

plucked. But it may also signify, as Hammond first understood it,

and many after him (so that in the Stud, and Krit. 1843, i. 131,

it should not be spoken of as a new interpretation) : It was then

no good season or favourable weather for figs, no fig-year. At all

events the statement of St Mai'k is not "somewhat inappropriate,"

but explains with an entirely correct yip why there were then no figs

;

this however is meant to say, Therefore the tree covered with leaves was a

hypocrite, which promised something uncommon, and yet—was like the

rest. This and nothing else is the symbolical fault of this tree, respecting

which even Spener must needs express a theological difficulty (see the

complete third edition, Part i. p. 13), and acknowledge that Christ had on

this occasion divested HimseK of His omniscience when He expected fruit.

A curiosity of more recent time is the observation of Fritzsche : vj'Kdnj stt

eciiTviv, conscendit arborem, non enim nisi conscensa ficu eam fructibus

destitutam esse cognoscere potuit. To which again Hase says:
—"Then

might the explainers of the miracle show beautifully how the tender tree

had received hurt."

2 Therefore neither did He " sin against nature " (for which reason

Hase will not accept the account) ; nor did He show a " want of culture "

(according to Strauss) ; nor an unbecoming revenge (according to Wool-

Bton) ; nor even inflict any injustice upon the owner of the tree. He per-

formed a work of sublime power, prophesying in highest dignity.
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Avas in order to strengtlien the Aveak faith of the disciples for

the Passion-week, as indeed He immediatel}^ afterwards speaks

of faith ; or, to remove, by a manifestation of His Divine power,

the offence occasioned by the exhibition of His human weak-

ness in the hunger which unconsciously sought food, etc.

What is true in these conjectures is true only because of that

manifold significance of all the words and works of the Re-

deemer, W'hich must, from their very nature, belong to them

;

but of any conscious aim at sucli subordinate effects it would be

wrong to speak in connection with this word, which was spoken

only with one view, and sprang only from one thought, viz.,

This tree is Israel ! Already, at Luke xiii. 6-9, had He uttered

the parable prepared in the Prophets (Hos. ix. 10; Joel i. 7),

and His present action recalls this to mind.-^ There were leaves

enough—words and hypocritical works ; as if it were really the

Israel which it was called to be, the people of God wonderfully

ripened earlier than all other nations,—but no fruit ! We feel

the depth of this symbol. It corresponds to the fact in this also

(as Neander has well observed), that, notwithstanding the show

of leaves, the internal unsoundness which must be assumed in

the tree, was only hastened to a crisis that must have come in

the course of nature. If in the parable just mentioned our Lord

speaks, with the Baptist's word, concerning the ^as^ judgment of

cutting doicn, there meets us here, on the other hand, the curse

of permanent unfruitfalness as a ^?'Si; judgment. May it not be

said that Christ can at first punish obstinate sinners only by

giving them up and leaving them to their sin, by rejecting and

forsaking them ? A striking prophetic word speaks also of this

:

—" I the Lord have dried up the green tree, and made the dry

tree to flourish." Ez. xvii. 24. Perhaps this passage also was

particularly present to the mind of our Lord, for we may almost

suppose that He on every occasion remembered every scripture

that was exactly appropriate to what He did. Enough that He
Himself tells us once more in Matt. xxiv. 32, what the fig-tree

is ; nay, shows to us (as will there appear) in the remote back-

1 Without our being under the necessity (\ritli Hengste^iberg) of suppos-

ing the somewhat far-fetched reference, namely, that the figure Micah vii.

1 was to be embodied.
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ground the removal of the curse, the " for ever" of which

—

sig

rov otlojva—is therefore to be taken only with the Old Testa-

ment limitation.^

And the fig-tree ivithered away -rapa^p^/xa, on the spot,

directly upon the word ;—so says St Matthew, and hastens away
over day and niglit to the astonished exclamation of the dis-

ciples tchen they saw it (ver. 20) ; for the t^j denotes only such

an exclamation, not expressly a question. We know that it

cannot be the design of an Evangelist thus artificially to produce

the appearance of a greater miracle (as we in our folly speak),

while certainly the Tra^xzyj^^fJLiOc here repeated to the disciples

sounds as if the withering had taken place suddenly, in a mo-
ment. So should we understand it without St Mark, whose

account leaves us at liberty to suppose that the tree withered

away \x, piZ^Sv gradually, till the following day.- But yet we are

only permitted to suppose this, for the disciples paid no fiu'ther

attention to the tree on the day before, xhey did not look for its

withering away, which, indeed, did not expressly lie in the curse.

How, then, if the -Trapa^p^^a of St Matthew were literally true ?

If the tree not merely forthwith or momentarily faded or began

to wither—but was withered at the very moment ? We ought

to learn, that it is all one here whether we suppose it to have

followed in one minute, or in four and twenty hours ; we should

lay aside the foolish conception of greater or lesser miracles,

nay, an idea of miracles in general, which is foreign to the entire

Scripture, and to the Gospels in particular ; and should think

not so much of the registering of outward events and more of

the perceiving and understanding their spiritual import. This

St Matthew brings prominently out, he specifies the withering

aicay of which the word of Christ had not spoken, but which

was added for the more abundant fulfilment of that word, and

as an outwardly corresponding proof of the certain curse that

had been pronounced: "No fruit henceforward!" See how

effectual Thy curse has been ! the disciples say within theni-

^ Luke xxiii. 31 has also a certain connection with Israel's withering,

although, as being generally proverbial, it reaches fui-ther and deeper, and

finds its nearer parallels in Ez. xx. 47 ; xxi. 3.

2 From the roots npward ;—this is more than if it were said, Even to the

root—as it is very inaccurately rendered.
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selves, and continue in this astonishment. They do not ask,

Why hast Thou done this, and what is it to signify ? Christ

therefore gives them no information on these points. In their

exclamation lies concealed only the question, How can such a

thing happen to a tree at a word of the Lord 1 and to this His

answer corresponds.

He repeats to them (as we now know that He was always

ready to do) that word, spoken at chap. xvii. 20, concerning

the power of faith over nature and the creature, the omnipotence

of perfect undoubting faith, which can command so as that every-

thing must yield that lies in the way of its will.' Every opinion

which dogmatically protests against the clearly confirmed

analogy between the miracle-working of Jesus and that of His

disciples, and which affirms that our Lord did not perform His

miracles by faith, is to be rejected. How could He perform

them otherwise, if He performed them as man ? The faith of

the Son of God, as the alone perfect faith, is rather set before

us, in the Forerunner and Beginner, as a pattern of perfection.

Eph. iv. 13. The connection here in the words. Not only this

ichich is done to the fig-tree, is quite the same as at John xiv. 12,

where the grand idea in its complete generality and depth will

demand our interpretation. The lav 'iyyjrs in INIatt. is again, as

at chap. xvii. 20, to be taken emphatically,—If ye have always

your usual faith at hand, and ready for exercise, without dis-

turbing and weakening doubt;—this we learn from the imperative

g%srs in St Mark, which is to be understood only in this sense,

—

Have, hold fiist, keep, exercise and use only (your ordinary) /az'^/t

in God! Yliffriv dsov, of course Genit. objecti, as Acts iii. 16 ;

Gal. ii. 20. Faith in God stands, with strong emphasis, in

opposition to trust in the creature, to that doubtful looking to the

powers of nature and the creature which forgets or doubts the free

power of God ;—as if those powers of the creature were any-

thing in themselves, as if it were not self-evident that they obey

every believing human will that is in harmony with the will of

God, just in the same way as they obey their Creator in general.

Such faith in God is the innermost root and the living subsist-

^ WHietlier, therefore, " this mountain" here spoken of was that on which

the Temple stood, seems a very useless question in the case of a designedly

literal repetition.
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ence of all faith ; faith in Christ also develops itself only from it,

and rests upon it as its foundation. This our Lord declares

also to His disciples (John xiv. 1) for their comfort and en-

couragement, presupposing the faith which they already have

in God ;
just as here, Mark xi. 22, the TiffTig 0sov is first the

faith in God's power, which was certainly not wanting to the

disciples, but then the £;:^s/> is to make it thoroughly living and

perfect. We say, indeed, many or all of us, not without truth,

" I believe in God !" but Christ says to us here, if that is really

and entirely true, then are ye lords over the creature.

As, at John xiv. 13, 14, prayer follows immediately upon the

working of miracles, so here. For, in the first place, " Prayer

is the utterance of faith, and faith the soul of prayer" (as

Eambach says) ; there can then be no saying with effect to the

mountain. Be thou removed ! without a laying hold on the

power of God hy prayer, in that command. Even when the

Son, in His humanity, said, ' Lazarus, come forth !' this was ac-

companied by the words, ' Father, I thank Thee that Thou hast

heard Me !' Even those words of boldest faith which break

forth from us with sudden vehemence, and in which we too bid

mountains or trees (Luke xvii. 6) to be removed, are only

prayers at once expressed in act, expressions of faith suddenly

seizing its object, not doubting that God at all times hears; and

they are therefore a coincidence of the praying and receiving

in undivided certainty. But because we, with our weak faith,

seldom and with difficulty rise so high ; because for us, sinners,

is ordained the slower learning and exercising of faith in the

way of prayer in particular ; therefore does our Lord go on to

speak of praying, immediately after having spoken of command-

ing. This, in so far as it concerns us, is as much as to say,

—

And if you do not yet succeed with the former, give yourselves

all the more earnestly to the latter. Everything must yield to

your fliith, everything must fall to your prayer in faith, so that

ye shall receive it. Yea truly all things 'Ttavra, oaroc av, as both

Evangelists agree in expressing it ; and as all the promises of

Scripture and all the experience of believing suppliants have

proved—since that most ancient promise of Job xxii. 27. God

assuredly gives what we have prayed for, but in His own time,

and often in a different manner and form from what we thought
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in our prayer ; for His hearing is a true hearing, and on this

very account, far above and beyond what we ask or think,

Eph. iii. 20. But loe, alas ! often overlook and neglect the true

receiving ; we had faith for asking, but have not or do not hold

fast the faith for receiving, as may be seen in the remarkable

narrative Acts xii. 15.

Finally, St Mark alone (vers. 25, 26) adds a repetition from

the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. vi. 14, 15) ; and we give

credit to the exactness of his entire narrative so far as to believe

that Christ actually said this here. But why precisely here ?

Why does He call to mind this principal point in what He
here teaches concerning believing prayer ? (As it is not to be

supposed that, on every occasion, everything that belonged tc

this subject was repeated.) Just because there is a secret

doubting in the heart which breaks and liinders the power of

prayer, when the heart is not perfectly ready, conscious of its

own guilt, to exercise forgiveness, when there is any ban of

enmity and implacableness. This is what the Apostle means

in 1 Tim. ii. 8, Without lurath and doubting. This profound

truth in general seems to us quite a sufficient reason for what is

here added ; and we must regard it as too artificial to under-

stand it in still closer connection with what was done to the

fig-tree, as if it meant,—Be not ye angrr/ unduly at the sin of

Israel, or of any one ! Curse not the sinner as I have done the

fig-tree ! For the disciples could hardly yet have thought of

the symbolical significance of this curse, while Christ also has

not noticed it in His whole answer to them. But that He
here graciously speaks again of forgiving, immediately after

having cursed in holy anger, is a circumstance which always

retains its important significance for our consideration of the

whole transaction.
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Christ's answer respecting his authority to the will-
fully IGNORANT : THE BAPTISM OF JOHN : THE TWO
SONS : THE WICKED HUSBANDMEN : THE CORNER-STONE.

(Matt. xxi. 24-44
; Mark ix. 29-xii. 11 ; Luke xx. 3-18.)

Although our Lord, after the first encounter with His adver-

saries (who, while He continues the same, also continue the same,

in their enmity to Him, Matt. ver. 17), no longer passes the

night in Jerusalem, He yet resorts to the temple daily, as long

as they leave Him life :—this the three Evangelists record, as

evident of itself, only in a participial construction. He walhs

and teaches in His accustomed manner
;
patiently as if He were

beginning anew, calmly as if no danger threatened Him : He
preaches the Gospel, for which He is sent, as St Luke once

more expresses the general import of His teaching. Thereupon

these^poor priests and elders, who are not at all poor for His

Gospel, repeat— shall we say impudently or timorously, ludi-

crously or pitifully?—that old question (John ii. 18) respecting

the authority and attestation of what He did as a prophet. The

more complete expressions, especially in St Mark (comp. also

Luke xix. 47, and Matt. xxvi. 3), leave us to understand a more

or less official, formal inquisition, coming upon Him with a sud-

den surprise. But their proud words are . very remarkable.

They persist in asking down to the last, even after a thousand-

fold answer has been given ; and yet they themselves know not

how or what they shall ask. Tavrot, TOiilg—What things, then?

Was it the teaching, which was certainly not forbidden in the

temple ? Or the healing of the blind and lame, so that they

asked for signs in proof of signs ? Had He not already shown

many signs since that first Passover at Jerusalem, and in all the

land, even to the raising again of Lazarus ; many signs, as they

themselves confess ? Therefore, indeed, they dare not now put

the question in the same form as at John ii. 18. Therefore

they can only comprise all the three years of His powerful

teaching and working in a fooHsh ravra, (just like the rovro,

Acts iv. 7, where they again begin anew with the disciples), in
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which must be inckided, also, the manifest sign, ver. 17. They

now again ask for proof in the face of a three years' exhibition

of proof, after three years' teUing and testifying He is now again

to tell them ! The double question is probably to be understood

thus,—What sort of power, right, and authority dost Thou lay

claim to (Divine or hviman), whom dost Thou give Thyself out to

be ? And then, Who has given Thee authority, who has commis-

sioned and qualified Thee to do these things, or who authenticates

Thee therein? But understand it as we Avill, it has scarcely a

rational meaning. In their question they say, W^e know not

!

while they know it well. • Therefore, Christ cannot answer them

otherwise than by driving them to this confession, by convicting

them ever more sharply, from this time onwards, of the charge,

Ye would not (chap, xxiii. 37). This is the import of all He
says to them in these last days ; the last grace also received in

vain, and issuing, through their own fault, in their condemna-

tion, so that they are compeMed to judge themselves. This is the

fundamental idea that pervades the whole of Christ's answers

down to Matt. ver. 45.

He answers them by rebuke and threatening, inasmuch as

He appeals to thew own consciousness and their ownjudgment. He
discloses to them, first of all, rehuJcingli/, the ground of their

hypocritical imhelief, with an appeal to their own consciousness

(vers. 24-32) ; and then, threateningly, the consequences of this

imbelief, which knows not, and refuses to know, the doom

which their own verdict must pronounce (vers. 33-44). These

are the two principal parts of the whole passage, which, when
thus viewed, becomes an integral whole.

In the first half, the counter question of Christ respecting tlie

testimony of John discloses to tliem the already incontrovertible

ground and beginning of all the testimonies hitherto given ; it

detects in them the ground of their sin, that they knew but

would not say, i.e., achiowledge it ; and thus ver. 27 contains

already the first answer to their question, an answer appropriate

to them and sufficient. Upon this—after they by their " we

know 710^," have acknowledged that they do know, and in order

to hold up before them that they tvould not—Christ, patiently

going back and really beginning again anew, appeals to the

testimony, not of John himself merely, but in addition, of those
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sinners lolio had believed on Him— and thus keenly convicts the

hypocrites who have yet not believed on Him. First comes
the parable representing their conduct as individuals, showing
how each one for himself does not do what he says ; and, here

again, they must themselves decide (ver. 31). Pressing inexor-

ably closer upon them there follows, to complete their confusion,

the plain and direct Fahula docet : Ye have judged yourselves
;

ye are the impenitent ones, in comparison with penitent publi-

cans and harlots

!

Still not enough

—

Hear another parable! And they must

stand still ; held fast by a Divine force, they cannot go away,

they cannot interrupt Him. The second parable depicts clearly

to their view the consequence of this unbelief, which knows and

yet will not know—the last capital crime against the Son of

God, the guilt of which had already been incurred in their

counsel of murder—and the sentence against them for this. As,

in the similitude of the two sons, their conduct as individuals,

as private persons so to speak, is described, so now our Lord

set before them, quite as historically as prophetically, their

official conduct as a lohole. He tells them what their pre-

decessors in office did to the messengers of God ; and in like

manner what they will do to the Son, who has been sent last.

Thus they have the answer to the question :—Who art Thou,

and who sends Thee? Not only, however, does He in the

parable put the confession into their own mouth (ver. 38), but

they must pronounce the sentence themselves which He now

emphatically conjirms ! . The parable, which is likewise founded

upon Scripture texts, is followed again by a figurative passage

of Scripture (ver. 42) ; and then there is the direct and proper

expression for this (ver. 43), Avith a return to the metaphor

of tlie passage, and a reference to other kindred passages (ver.

44). Their present offence at Him whom they rejected, theii

future sentence from the exalted One—is the end of the first

discourse and answer; but it is at the same time only the

beginning of an entire series of parables, an'swers, and threaten-

ings, by which they are now (chap. xxli. 23) completely

convicted, condemned, and dismissed.
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Vers. 24, 25. The three Evangelists agree In the designative svcc

yJiyov ; but by this is to be understood not so much " one short

loord"^ as rather "one thing" a very simple something—as the

continuation shows, which, if ye tell Me. St Luke, bringing

out the sense more concisely, puts it in the form of a challenge:

Tell Me ! St Mark, still more strongly, has an emphatically

repeated Anstoer Me! before and after the question. St

Matthew adheres without change to the original form,—If ye

tell Me this, then I will also tell you. Ye hypocrites ! Ye are

not in earnest Avith your asking and telling; ye asked this

question three years before, as of IMe, so of one before Me, and

yet have not accepted the answer! Had ye believed him,

ye would have had no need of further questioning. Who does

not perceive, without many words, how properly and signifi-

cantly our Lord here goes back to John the Baptist? He
was not merely the last and latest prophet, who, although he

did no miracle, was yet acknowledged by the people, and, on

account of the people, by the rulers;^ but, in addition to this,

the testimony of this predicted forerunner was the plainly ac-

knowledged beginning of the day of Christ : we have only to

look back on the whole train of thought in chap. xl. Our Lord

names the baptism of John, and certainly means by this (as

Acts i. 22, X, 37, xviii. 25), the entire office of the Baptist, his

whole commission and appearance, inclusive of his preaching of

repentance and his testimony concerning Christ, see ver. 32.

But, according to John i. 25, it was precisely the baptism with

which he sought to baptize the Jews, as well as the Gentiles, the

righteous as well as sinners, that was the principal thing which

had the appearanceof an assumption, and in which the authority

from above was to be recognised. Li the -Trohv Christ answers

the question. By what authority

;

—and in the g| ovpctvov (which

transcends all g| uvOpoj'Zoov, and is on purpose thus reverently

expressed). He has, at the same time, given the first indirect

answer to the question. Who art Thou ? John xix. 9 ; iii. 31.

^Certainly not, only one word in reply to your two; for Christ's reply

actually proposes oho two questions, and besides, is calmly introduced by

a preface, in striking contrast with their angry brevity.

2 So to speak, an altogether new example of a prophetic cxtraordinaria

vocatio, as Anton (Harmon. Erklarung der Evang.) expresses himself.
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Ver. 27. Thus has He caught them in their own net. There

remains for them only one of two things : either to acknowledge

the divine authority of the Baptist, from which all the rest then

follows ; or " to come into collision with the unanimous con-

sciousness of the people," with a boldness for which, as Christ

knew, they were not bold enough,—not, however, from the fear

of God, but from the fear of men. The three Evangelists veiy

strikingly represent the thoughts of their hearts,—which were

here certainly not uttjCred in words,—as if they had been out-

wardly expressed ; the hypocrites think only of what they might

say^ and what He would then say ; not of what is right and true

in conscience before God. And yet their conscience already

pronounces their own sentence, anticipating the question, Why
do ye not then believe him I This is a question from His lips

which they would, at any cost, avoid ; but our Lord gives the

poor hypocrites afterwards a gratuitous answer to this so much
dreaded question, seeing that they have already asked it them-

selres. For the rest, it is here presupposed, on the one hand,

that the majority of the 'rpcoroi rov Xaov did not actually alloio

themselves to he baptized (Luke vii. 30) ;—although Christ (ver.

22), by the " believe him" does not mean so much this outward

reception of the Baptist, as the repenting and coming to the

Messiah ; and then that the great majority of the people, although

quite as impenitent, yet obstinately held John to be a prophet,

especially since his death.^ How, then, are they to escape from

this dilemma, since it is equally hard for them to confess or to

deny the truth ? Taking hasty counsel of their cunning wis-

dom they find a third middle course, in which, however, their

wisdom becomes mere folly. They, the great knowers, who in

ordinary cases have their " We hnoio 1" always at hand, are,

after their arrogant question, reduced to the shift and the shame

of saying for once, in presence of the surrounding people, and in

answer to a question which closely concerned their office,— We
know not ! ^ This was indeed before Christ as much as to say,

1 Compare Matt. xiv. 5 and Luke xx. 6, -Tirsviiis^ho: ; the people showed

so determined an adherence to this conviction, that the leaders were afraid

of being stoned if they contradicted it.

2 As they also do not directly deny it, Hamann is, strictly speaking,

somewhat inaccurate when he says,
—"The nearer they are to the truth,
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We know it well, hut xoill not say it;—in which many a so-

called " honest doubter" resembles them, when he will not re-

ceive conviction. And to all such the same simple answer

properly belongs : Neither do I tell you what ye wilfully ask,

and what ye only thus " know not."

Vers. 28-31. This first parable, with its interpretation, com-

ing before the second, serves exactly the purpose of a transitional

and intermediate word, although only St Matthew has preserved

this also so completely. What think ye ? Thereby Christ

grafts immediately upon their confession, which they in vain

tried to conceal, the question, But do ye wicked ones hiow

perhaps this which I ani going to say to you, instead of an

answer? This very simple parable, in which these supreme

knowers having declared themselves ignorant are catechised like

school-children, points back to the two sons (Luke xv. 11), as also

to the saying on the Mount (Matt. vii. 21), (on account of which

latter reference, the son says to the father, x.vpn, comp. Gen.

xxxi. 35). But the similitude of the " vineyard " prepares the

way for the following parable; only that, in the first, the

" working in the vineyard," which is afterwards to be taken in

an official sense, still appears as the equal and general obligation

of every one—of the publican as of the ruler in Israel. (A cir-

cumstance which is, at the same time, not to be overlooked as a

hint for the more extended application of chap. xx. 1.) To do

the will of the Father here signifies, in sincere faith and obedi-

ence to yield compliance to every message which God sends, to

repent, to believe, to come to Christ. Keeping the command-
ments and fulfilling the law is here spoken of only as a point of

contact in so far as this is the first expression of the " saying

and not doing " on the part of the Pharisees (chap, xxiii. 3).

Strictly speaking, our Lord means by the command of the Father,

as He Himself immediately after indicates, the preaching of the

Baptist ; viewed, however, as the conclusion and sum of all the

calls collectively that had come to the Jews. The circumstance

that in the parable one son is called after the other, is by no

tlie more obstinately they deny it," and finds in their conduct " something

of the miracles which Satan is able to bring to pass in our heart, when we
give place to him there." At bottom, however, he is quite right, as is said

above.
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means to be understood as signifying a succession of time, for the

a/ffocvTMg, on which the emphasis rests/ could only thus be repre-

sented ; on the other hand, the son who was at first refractory,

and afterwards bethought himself, takes the first place as T^urog,

because, according to ver. 31, this precedency (the x^odyuv) pro-

perly belongs to him. Although it is sons who are spoken of (o

hi), and grown up sons such as were fit for working in a vine-

yard, yet the name Tizva, rzKVOv is given to them, in order that

the Father's right and love may appear all the more strongly.

Was there not really, for the heart and conscience, such an

affectionate tone of the Father's voice, even in the Baptist's

rough, rebuking call to repentance? Although the first son

answers so wilfully to his father's face, I will not ! (without " sir"

or " father," without any pretext such as " I cannot," Luke xiv.

20)—^yet this fii'st one is, at least, honest, both in his refusal, and

in his subsequent change of mind; and in this remains his

superiority as compared with the hypocrite. (M.iraiJAXiiGSai,

the parabolic expression for fjbsrcivoiiv.) The other answers with

his syo) pcvpis (= "'Jjjn, Behold I am ready. Acts ix. 10) ; not

that he only afterwards resolved on following a worse course,

but he speaks already with a falseness which is more hateful

than any ou 0sXct). Even if it had been said in the same spirit

as a foolish child hastily promises everything in order to get

away fi'om his father, it would have been less culpable ; Christ,

however, does not mean here even those empty promises in

which there is yet some truth, but the boldness of hypocrites

whose heart from the very first says, 1 will not! while the lips

say, 1 go ! The concluding question, severely as it shames them,

contains, at the same time, in the background, a gracious invita-

tion even to these hypocrites still to repent ; inasmuch as the

obedience, which was afterwards resolved upon, is encouragingly

accepted and acknowledged. We have no great objection to

the reading o vcrrspog, which is received by Lachmann, and

^ And -with whicli the reading hipa is at all events to be preferred, since

livripu would press too strongly the succession of time. Of an older and

younger son there is nothing said here (as some have thought, and have ex-

plained the elder of heathenism as being before Judaism). Such a reference

would destroy the force of the simple representation of the two sons to-
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defended and interpreted by Schweizer (Stud. u. Krit. 1839, 4) ;

for it appears reasonable enough that these hypocrites, struck

with shame at having sucli simple questions put to them, would

not answer directly 6 -TrpaJrog, but would say, half hesitatingly

and abruptly, o vffrspog scil. a7rsX0&)V,—that is, the after one, he

who afterwards went and did the Father's will. Certainly this

is quite admissible, and becomes even a striking confession ex-

torted from them, that to do what is required, although it should

be afterwards, is yet accepted ;^ but we still think, in opposition

to Schweizer, that this reading and interpretation is not nec(;s-

sary, and that 'jrpcorog is not so very perplexing as he represerts

it. For if they did say this latter, we might then find in it, on

the other hand, the unconscious acknowledgment that the vffrspog

justly stands in the parable already as the TrpaiTog ; and our

Lord, taking up this, might go on to say. Yes ! so it is, those

who at least afterwards bethink themselves go before you as

first

!

Vers. 31, 32. The popular turn which Luther gives to the

words in his translation, " they jnay sooner enter into the king-

dom of heaven"—does not deviate from the general truth, which

however is only to be derived and inferred from the text, namely,

that gross, daring sinners, at least honest in their open acts of

sin, may sooner be saved than the wicked hypocrites, who are

long hardened against the impression of the truth ; of whose

" good works " what Amsdorf says is perfectly true, that they

are detrimental to salvation. But it has happened to Lutker

here, as often, that by a well-meant popularising of the sense he

has lost the proper idea of the text, that direct thought which

he ought first to have rendered. Future eternal salvation is

indeed spoken of here, in so far as the comprehensive expression

*' enter into the kingdom of heaven," and the entii'e parable,

points back to chap. vii. 21 ; still, in this g/csp^sc^a/, as in the

Sermon on the !Mount (see our interpretation of chap. vii. 13,

14), is already included the whole luay of rigldeousness, repent-

ing, believing, being converted, obeying ;—and not only so, but

it is this that is (•hicjlij spoken of. The rpoaye/i' corresponds to

the v'TTayuv -/cai Ipyc/J^saOcci in the parable, and to the TKmOen/

^ "Which the Lord God had long before graciously declaroJ and certilicd

to His people ; for example Ez. xviii. 21-23 ; xxxiii. 12-lG.
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avroj in the explanation of it that follows. It expresses some-

thing already past : inasmuch as thej have done the will of the

Father, they have come and entered into the kingdom of heaven.

Our Lord uses naturally only the Present tense, '^podyovaiv

vfjija,g, in order to intimate a general truth which is here exempli-

fied, and which goes beyond the most immediate application of

ver. 32—viz. : So is it now and always ; such people as the

publicans and harlots go before such as you ! This means, then,

first of all (as interpretation of the 'TrpSrog and vanpov, which

hinted at the same truth beforehand in the parable, wdiether we

understand the one or the other to have been named in the

answer), They go before you, they take your place, so to speak.

But it also plainly signifies,—They shoio you the way, they are

your patterns and teachers, who should even now incite you

to follow them; for thus is it afterwards in ver. 32, v(jijug "bl

JhovTsg. If, in the Sermon on the Mount, the Pharisees w^ere

put on a level with the publicans, they are now placed far be-

hind the penitent publicans, with allusion to the parable at Luke
xviii. 10, 14 ; but, in order that this may be expressed with all

emphasis and completeness, harlots are mentioned along with

them,—those gross " sinners " (Luke vii. 39), who were held in

perfect contempt of the Pharisees ; and both of these are men-

tioned, not without reference to the fact that among the Apostles

there were publicans, and among the zealous adherents and

followers of Christ there were converted harlots. At the same

time we know that avarice and sensuality, the service ofmammon
and adultery, were the secret sins of the Pharisees, according

to the two poles of all creature-love.—The case is here again

similar, as regards Luther's translation, to what we noticed be-

fore,—"John taught you the right way;" neither of these two

words is properly in the text, but a more significant expression,

viz., He came to you Iv o'bo) htKccioffuvrjg. The ivay of righteous-

ness, or the way of God (Matt. xxii. 16), is the right way of

true wisdom in the commandment and will of God, r[p1)i nnx

Prov. viii. 20, xii. 28, and n\yi'^ -jnT xvi. 31 (LXX. ohofhxccio-

avvrjg), also ^3^n Tinn xxi. 16, where LXX. 6'bog h-ycaioavvm I

see again in St Peter, who makes diligent use of the Proverbs,

2 Pet. ii. 21, where what is spoken of in the most proper sense

is the way of conversion to God, the ccTotpv/sTu rci f/jiccfff/jccroc

VOL. III. H
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rov zofffjuov h I'Trcymazi rov xvptov.^ John came in, or on, or

with the way of righteousness ; i.e., not merely he taught and

announced it to you in the preaching of repentance, but he

shoived it to you in like manner as a Trpoccyikjv, as one who him-

self walked therein, and, moreover, in the way of Old Testament

legal piety, which ye understand and which is so agreeable to

you. For here, as we said above in the general survey of the

passage, the testimony of John is combined with the testimony

of those who believed on him (ver. 32, three times, precisely as

at ver. 25, in the thoughts of the Pharisees). Now He says

plainly :
" Ye were not believingly obedient to the will of God

in the preaching of John
;
ye did not even repent afterioards,

Avhen the believing sinners and sinful women showed you the

way, and your repentance would even yet have been accepted.^

Ye are that other son !" In order to the effect of this appli-

cation, it matters not that, strictly speaking, the rulers and

Pharisees did not answer, " I go, Sir," to the preaching of the

Baptist (in that case, the first coming of many. Matt. iii. 7,

must be so explained). The parable has a freer range in its im-

port, and means :

—

Thus is it loith you in general in yoiu* hypo-

crisy (chap, xxiii. 3), and therefore did ye say also by your con-

duct toward John, " We have long since repented, we need no

new repentance !" Therefore ye received not his testimony

concerning ISIe, the Messiah, that by coming to Me ye might

enter into the kingdom of God ;—which is, in conclusion, meant

by the Triffrivsiv uvtm, according to their own thoughts, ver. 25.

Ver. 33. The ^p|aro sv '7rupci(ooXa7g of St Mark denotes a

second beginning of instruction mainly parabolic : our Lord
speaks, as before to the people in Galilee, so now to the rulers

in Jerusalem (Matt. xxii. 1), in parables, of which the Evan-
gelists probably gave but one or two principal specimens. The

^ Pfenninger, therefore, is altogether wrong :—John eame with the most,

righteous cause

!

2 "Must (i.e., should, might) they not perceive the sanctifying power

of God in John ? That must be of God which leads the ungodly to God."

Braune.
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•rpoV Tov Xccov of Luke is somewhat less exact, and will only say

before the people, so that they also heard them. St Matthew is

again the most exact with his immediate continuation :
" Hear,

ye self-willed questioners, who know not, and yet know well

enough ; hear as a further answer, and for your further convic-

tion, another parable—I have not yet done with you, leave Me
not till ye have heard it !" The foregoing parable was for them
as sinners in common with others ; this is for them in their office

as leaders of the people, according to which they should have

been only -Tr^odyovTzg h ohoj hizaioffvvTjg, only preachers of right-

eousness, while, on the contrary, they have, from their fathers

even until now, shamefully rejected the messengers of God.

Christ discovers to them their sin, announcing to them their

judgment, and that of the whole people ; but at first lets them
again convict themselves in the milder form of the parable.

The figure of the vineyard, as the particulars in which it is

carried out show, goes back to the well-known text of prophetic

rebuke. Is. v. 1-7 (comp. already iii. 14). There the first 7 in

""TT? '^'61'* Ij is equivalent to for. Instead of, in the name o/My
friend will I sing a song. Hence it is called '•'in riT^, a song

of My beloved, which he himself is to sing, and in which he

is to make a lament over his vineyard ; for at ver. 3 the dis-

course passes into the first person (which the LXX. expresses

from the beginning). Let it be granted that the p^y, ver. 2,

means properly hewing and digging around (as the ?ipp beside it

certainly means elapidare; see chap. Ixii. 10), still the words of

Christ, as given by Matt, and Mark, allow all the more value to

the (ppccyi/jov Tzpiidi^za, of the LXX., as this is actually found

in Isaiah ver. 5, primo loco. Hedging round is the first thing

which the idea of a Dna presupposes, hence taking away the

hedge again is the first thing when it is destroyed and aban-

doned. Hedge, tower, and loine-press,^ belong, in Isaiah, only

^ As spoken by Christ, who always pays due respect indeed to the word

of Scripture, and yet claims an equal and not a merely subordinate autho-

rity for His own, the second and third are freely transposed ! Hiipyo? is

a watch-tower or watchman's house ; I'TtoKviviov^ in Mark (as Is. xvi. 10

;

Joel iii. 13, LXX.), the vat or trough into which the pressed wine runs

;

A»woV, in Matt., the wine-press as a whole (Is. 5 jcpo'K'/iviou) which was dug

deep in the ground with an outlet, through which the expressed juice

flowed.
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to the development of the metaphor, and probably intimate

nothing more there than in general, The Lord of the vineyard

entirely performed His part towards it, s. ver. 4. We can

therefore abide by this here also (which seems to be recom-

mended by the transposition of the expressions ; for though the

hedge plainly points to the law which separates the Jews from

the Gentiles, Eph. ii. 14,^ it is yet difficult to assign a distinct

and separate meaning to the tower and the wine-press, which in

the commentators run very much into each other. Melancthon

comes nearest to the distinction, wdien he compares the appara-

tus for pressing out and obtaining the produce to the viinisteriwu

doctrince, and the prominent watch-tower which affords protec-

tion and ornament, to the regnum et templwn.- A considerable

alteration and extension of the basis given by the prophet con-

sists further in this, that in Isaiah the vineyard itself is repre-

sented as unfruitful, bringing forth only D''^'N2 instead of grapes,

while here prominence is given to an offence on the part of the

keepers of the vineyard, who withheld the produce from the pro-

prietors. Whether in the metaphor the e^ihoro, which is the

same in all the three Evangelists, means to let out for rent in

money (Cantic. viii. 11 ; Is. vii. 23), or for a return in fruit

(like the Roman partiarii), matters little
;
yet o xccipdg rSu

zocpTav and rovg zap-Trovg (Matt. ver. 34), seems to prove that

ci'TTO rov zap'TTov (^lark and Luke) is to be understood not

merely of the former {zap'xog produce) ; besides, we think the

delivery of the fruit in natura to be much more proper for the

interpretation.'' Only the three following propositions are pro-

perly of main importance for the sense of the whole : that God
first of all performed His part in every respect by a manifold

1 The explanation given by some of the fathers, for example Irenaeus,

is far too much of a merely outward kind, according to •which the hedge

signiiies the boundaries of the Jewish land, the toicer^ Jerusalem ;—the

wine-prsss as rcccptaculum prophetici spiritus would but ill correspond to

this, being a transition to a different sphere of thought.

2 Zeller (Beugg. Monatsbl. 1851, Nr. 9) explains the wine-press of all

the institutions for teaching, educating and training ; the tower of all the

institutions having regard to control, the administration of justice, dis-

cipline, protection.

2 Zeller : They have cleared away the produce of the vineyard in natura

to deUver it into the storehouse of the Master.
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and complete preparation ; that He committed the vineyard to

certain offi^cials in Israel, not, however, as their property, but

that they might see to its bringing forth fruit ; that when this

also was done. He werd into a far counh^y. Observe, in the

second of these, the acknowledgment of the office in respect of

right and duty, which Christ here expresses just that He may
rebuke their official sins ; and in the last (as at Matt. xxv. 15

;

Mark xiii. 34 ; Luke xix. 12, the same thing recurs), the signi-

ficant reference to a return of God after the first manifestation,

for the purpose of trial and in expectation of finding fruit. St

Luke adds y^^ovovg izavovg, which, according to his usage (chap,

viii. 27 ; Acts viii. 11 ; xiv. 3), signifies a good, proportionably

long, due time, as we say. It is the intermediate period firom

the first planting of Israel until the time when by right it could

and should have ripened into fruit, from Moses and Joshua on

to the first prophets, as is plain from what immediately follows.

That these prophets came partly also before the time of David

and Solomon shows further, that Melancthon's explanation of

the tower by regnum et templum is not precisely to be referred

to the kingdom and temple properly so called ; but, if a special

interpretation is to be given to it, to the setting up of rulers in

general, and the first tabernacle of the sanctuary, Ex. xv. 17.

Vers. 34-36. That there was also a time of fruit already

under the old covenant is evident ; the Lord had done enough

for His people to warrant His demanding of all, as the fruit of

His sowing and planting, that piety which, in manifold degrees

and forms, was actually found in a small company of saints.

That the law might produce legal righteousness, the innermost

principle of which, with all diligence in works, should yet be a

sincere humility and constant repentance—that the promise be-

fore and together with the law might find faith, and an expect-

ing people be prepared for the Lord, such as the Baptist last of

all would prepare, and as are represented in Zachariah and

Simeon—this was what the keepers of the vineyard were to see

to from the first, for this they were responsible, and this was

justly required of them. It was especially required at that

period when, after the time of blossom under David and Solomon,

the season of fruit was now come by right in the fullest sense
;

although the application also to the former time may not be quite
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excluded. Those extraordinary servants, the prophets, who were

more immediate messengers of God, and who are very plainly to

be understood here by the servants, hold however a different

position from those who were appointed to the regular office.

It is a very remarkable circumstance, the attentive consideration

of which suggests thoughts which extend much further, that the

maltreatment and killing of almost all the prophets (for only

thus on the whole is it of course meant) is quite as decidedly

affirmed in the New Testament as it is not recorded in the Old
Testament, which is quite silent in regard to this in those very

places where it should properly have been mentioned. For
although, in the history of Elijah and Jeremiah, for example,

there occur enmity and persecution even to the danger of death,

yet in such passages as 2 Kings xvii. 13, 14; Jer. vii. 25, 26,

xi. 7, 8, XXV. 4-7, xliv. 4, 5, we do not read of ill usage, but

only of disobedience and contempt. Only in Neh. ix. 26 is it

expressly said, " they slew the prophets." But what is recorded

in the tradition of the Jews themselves along with the canonical

word of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Amos and others, is generally

confirmed by the Lord Jesus, not merely here in the parable, but

in plain words, Matt, xxiii. 31, 37, which Stephen afterwards quite

as strongly repeats Acts vii. 52 ; comp. also Heb. xi. 36-38.^

The representation in the parable is of course not to be explained

as specially historical, and when Matt. ver. 35 mentions three

servants, of whom even the one who came off best was at least

scourged, this number is only intended to indicate that there was

no want of messengers (that the patience of the Lord was not

satisfied with one messenger), just as the gradation in the

ill-treatment from beating to stoning indicates what was done

as the general rule. St Mark and St Luke, perhaps more

exactly according to the original expressions of Christ, dilate

what St Matthew has compressed into one verse; the three

servants are, however, mentioned also in their account. In

other respects, which are not of essential importance, the repre-

1 "WTiat, then, has made them so cruel? asks Anton here, going beyond the

parable indeed, yet with justice, and he answers :—The vacuum, the want

of fruit ; they would not let the deficit be made manifest. It vexes them

when visitatores come who will have fruit ! They must let such go away

empty, therefore they become cruel.
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sentation is somewhat different : St Mark gives prominence

first of all to the " sending away empty" as the principal idea;^

and he makes only the third to have been killed, while the

second was mocked and shamefully handled.^ St Luke begins

also Avith the beating (in which all the three agree), but in the

gradation of ill-treatment passes from that to the ci,ri(i>aZ^ziv,

and thence to the rpavfJbariZ^siv ; and he entirely omits the

second sending mentioned in Matt. ver. 36, which Mark, at

least, adds in the " and many others." We see here, as

always, the same relative characteristics of the Evangelists : St

Luke least of all exact; St Mark, in his graphic style, often

making a nearer approximation to the original words of Christ,

often again giving only a free representation ; St Matthew

alone, although with condensed brevity, preserving entire the

most important fundamental ideas. Thus, in this place, he

^lone has distinctively marked the two different periods of send-

ing, which, at all events, must correspond to a historical view of

the facts upon the whole. But we do not venture absolutely to

determine when the second period, at which more than the first

were sent, is to be understood as commencing; since the

Old Testament history of the labours and testifyings of the

prophets, before and after Samuel, only indicates much that is

passed over. In general we might find the clXkovg 'TrXsioi/ag

among the kings after the time of Elijah and Elisha, and the

^ In connection with wliicli it is to be observed that, in the parable, the

fruits were kept back by the presumption of the servants ; in the explana-

tion, however (wliich was not to be represented here also), there are no

fruits to be had when asked for.

2 That x,s(p»7^ociovv, Mark xii. 4, in no case signifies to behead or kill,

is evident from the d-Triani'Axv. It is used here in the entirely new and

special signification in capite vulnerare (Vulg.) ; Casaubon has directed

attention to the fact that the verbs in 6a and /^a correspond to each

other, and yxarpi^sii/ in Aristoph. and Laert. is only eii r^v yctaripot,

TVTTSiv. Lange quite correctly :
—" They handled him roughly on the

head." On the other hand, Lightfoot and Usher would apply here the

only other warranted signification of x.i(()oc.7^»iovv (to reckon, sum up) :

—

They throw as a viockery of a "reckoning" stones at his head (instead of

fruit)—^but this interpretation is imsuitably artificial ; if that signification

is assigned to iceq)x7^eciovv, we must, at all events, explain it with Dupont

and Lud. de Dieu :
—" They made short work and reckoning with him."
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'TTpojTOug, with whom also it fared ill, in the entire period pre-

ceding that; see for example Jud. vi. 8. If, however, we
adhere exactly to the season of fruits before indicated, then

a second sending must be explained as beginning after the

Assyrian captivity with Isaiah and Jeremiah.

Vers. 37-39. Here follows the answer—seemingly veiled

by the parable, but at the same time quite plain and literal,

—

to that question which was put at ver. 23 : I am the Son, as ye

hioio I At first, however, Christ does not represent Himself to

them as the promised Saviour and Redeemer ; but as the last

witness for the truth, the last preacher of repentance and grace,

according to His prophetical office. This is quite in accord-

ance with the facts of the case, in so far as the rejection of the

Son, the last Prophet, and the Prophet in the most proper

sense, was only a continuation and consummation of the rejec-

tion of all former messengers of God. Indeed, the Son, too,

begins with M-sravosirs, and so far is God from remitting or

relaxing His claim to receive fruit, that Christ rather seals its

legitimacy (as He afterwards Himself produces new fruit in a

new sowing of grace by the shedding of His blood, which, in

this parable, lies as yet in the background). But herein is

displayed the goodness and faithfulness, the patience and long-

suffering of God, that " He sends even the first servants to the

keepers without weapons, and now sends the Son Himself, the

witness of His entire readiness to be reconciled and to forgive,

without terror and coercion"^—not yet to inflict the deserved

punishment, but as a last experiment of goodness. What
should He do more to His vineyard and its husbandmen ? He
had, besides the servants, only His one beloved Son ; so He sends

Him also as the last, the same as if He Himself had come to

entreat the rebels ! This is the very strilung and affecting

expansion of the idea in St ISIark; St Luke represents the

culminating point somewhat differently, and yet the same in so

far as relates to the fundamental idea, inasmuch as he has a

"t/to/^o-o;" before, in which God takes counsel with Himself.

The three Evangelists agree in their expression of the friendly

presupposition on the part of God :

—

They will reverence My

^ Nitzach's Sermons, third selection, p. 102.
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Son ! Thus condescendingly in the manner of men does Christ

speak of His heavenly Father (in Luke with a '/(Tcog) ; comp. Is.

Ixiii. 8, where there is a similar expression. He will thereby

teach that God makes trial of all goodness in men, just as if He
knew not beforehand in what cases it will prove in vain ; He
thus portrays to the wicked ones what, instead of their wicked-

ness, ought to have been their conduct, and thereby holds up

their criminahty all the more strikingly before their eyes.

For alas ! the sad history proceeds further : They saw the

Son and did not reverence Him ! Christ connects the events

of the future that were now at hand, and only not yet accom-

plished in outward act, into one liistory with the past. For, in

the murderous decree of the high priests against Jesus, which

had now been in existence for a considerable time, in particular

since John xi. 53, the awful deed was already as good as done :

yer. 38 is really as much history as what goes before ; ver. 39

views prophetically beforehand as present what happened a few

days afterwards ; while ver. 40 first points to the future con-

sequences. That these wilfully ignorant " knowers," although

they did not understand the sufferings and sacrificial death of

the Messiah (1 Cor. ii. 8) in prophecy, yet, in other respects,

knew enough concerning Him to make their conscience re-

spond to the testimony of the Baptist with a OvTog iariv—this

Christ knew without their telling Him ; and He now begins,

already before they have crucified Him, to exercise upon them,

as the Searcher of hearts, His ofiice as Judge. They knew

how to find at once from Scripture the newly-born Saviour,

although they had no desire from the first to go to Him with

the wise men ; that which Nicodemus afterwards, on his first

coming to Christ, John iii. 2, says in his " We know," he says

actually in the name of his colleagues, and as what they in

conscience believe ; how much more must they have been con-

vinced after three years full of testimonies and signs ! As our

Lord then referred Nicodemus to the typical serpent in the

wilderness, so now, even before He plainly speaks of the rejected

comer-stone, there lies in His word an almost unconscious side-

glance, in that Spirit who views all as a connected whole, to the

typical history of Joseph, which, in its prophetical import, ex-

tending even to the final restoration of Israel, has long since
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been recognised by the simplicity of faith, but veiy httle as yet

by orthodox science. Come, let us kill him— so it stands in Gen.

xxxvii. 20, Hterally according to the LXX. The coming

forth of Joseph from tlie pit (brought about by God in oppo-

sition to the murderous counsel of his brethren), predicted as a

mystical resurrection the inevitable fulfilment of those dreams

which the enviers also believed, inasmuch as they tried to

frustrate them
;
just as now the murderers of Jesus know that

He is Christ, even while they seek to destroy Him. We are

therefore to understand the apostolic words in Acts iii. 17,

xiii. 27, with that limitation which the word of Christ here gives

to them in the parable : they knew not indeed the mystery of

the atoning death, and in so far they did not yet know entirely

" ivhat they did," yet, on the other hand, they knew enough to

make it a grievous sin in them to kill the Prince of Life, to

reject Him who proved Himself to be the Messiah, the Son of

God. Thus wonderfully is the counsel of God fulfilled by the

hands of men ; and that Christ here discloses and foretells all

to them in this manner, belongs further to the testimony which,

it behoved Him to make respecting His voluntary surrender of

Himself. Let us kill the heir, that his inheritance may be ours

—is to be understood from John xi. 48 : that we may not have

to }aeld up our assumed power to Him. (As King Herod also

after his manner had thought and done.) To this counsel of

the men belongs the great folly, the wicked delusion, of suppos-

ing that this was possible, that the Lord of the vineyard, and

Father of this Son, would be without the power to justify the

lieir, and make good His right ; it is the deceit of Satan, ichose

thought it is properly that is therein expressed. It is, at the

same time, the fearfully foolish obstinate perseverance in evil

which the parable here, almost plainly coinciding with the

history, discloses—the gi'eat connecting chain of sinning and

resisting, Avhich extends from the fathers to the children (chap,

xxiii. 31, 32), according to which Christ was already rejected

in the prophets, and now from their rejection His rejection also

follows by an unconcerted, yet deeply-grounded oneness of en-

mity against God, in the history of Israel, and of the whole

world. That which has liai)pened from of old to the Prophets

in Israel, as also to all the Avise men and witnesses for the truth
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among the heathen, now finds its fulfilment and consummation

in the Cross of Christ ; the rejection of the Son of God is only

the culminating point in the general sin of the world, which

specially manifested itself in the obstinacy of the Jews.—The
casting Him out of the vineyard^ represents the delivering Him
up to the Gentiles, as also the putting forth of the crucified

One out of the city and camp of God ; the remarkably foreseen

significance of which is farther spoken of in Heb. xiii. 12. By
this, in its deepest import, the vineyard was made desolate, the

sanctuary laid waste, Israel's title forfeited, and a new society,

regarded by them as alien and unclean, founded upon the

rejected corner-stone.

Vers. 40, 41. The Lord of the vineyard comes Himself after

they have killed the heir ; He has done all for His vineyard

that goodness and patience could do, and now He will and must

also judge it. The very abrupt question. What shall He do ?

points back again to the passage in the prophet (Is. v. 3-6),

and summons them to judge themselves. In this connection

with Isaiah, as also in the entire tendency of Christ's words to

appeal to the conscieusness and judgment of the hearers them-

selves (as we saw above), lies the proof of the fact, that St

Matthew alone is quite right in making the qviestion of Christ

to be answered by them in their confusion. (The two other

Evangelists omit this by abridging, and represent Christ as also

declaring the sentence which was confirmed by Him. It is at

the same time quite consistent with this that, according to St

Luke, several of the people who were listening (see ver. 9) may
have interposed their [m^ yivoiro.) The convicted and tho-

roughly arrested hypocrites^ must needs pronounce their own

^ The placing of which circumstance after the killing in Mark, is yet

only to be understood as in Matt, and Luke : d'Ttrix.Tiiuocv ix,(i7^n6ivroi.

2 For certainly these persons themselves, according to the context, and not

others of the surrounding hearers, are the speakers in ver. 41 . Schleiermacher

would regard tliis as either a very awkward change, or even explain it with

Eichhorn as an incorrect understanding of the Aramaic ;—we, however,

have found, from the very beginning of the chapter, the fundamental idea

in this, that these persons thus rebuked and put to shame are compelled to

pass sentence against themselves. By breaking up the connection as a

whole, the interpretation often loses the most important, most decisive

vindications of the text.
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sentence ; and they do it with fair pretence, carrying their

hypocrisy to the full height, inasmuch as they affect an im-

partiality just as if they knew not at all that He was speaking

of them! This answer is the most complete justification of the

judgment against the Jews coming from their own lips, and

already an anticipation of that fearful word, chap, xxvii. 25.

We might regard it, too, at the same time, as the last, the only

remaining, form of Divine warning addressed to men—"when
they are warned of the deeds which they will do, when they are

threatened with that which they purpose doing,' Avhen they are

brought to the point of pronouncing sentence themselves upon

the works which they are just about to perpetrate."^ But this

view of it as an ineffectual warning (once more, so to speak,

" they will yet take warning" !) entirely disappears before the

judgment which it predicts. Only so much is certain here,

" that they w^ere not under any necessity of doing what they did,

because He declared it to them beforehand"—it rather remains

the sharpest conviction of their own guilt, that it might be said

to them:—Behold, I have told you before, and yet ye have done

it! Thus do God's decree and man's freedom mysteriously

coincide in the whole history of the world, and in its centre-

point, the cross of Christ : God knew beforehand the free actions

as fi'ee, and their result is only, contrary to their design, what

God had already before determined.( Gen. 1. 20.)—For the rest,

the KCizovg KdKcug ccTToXiffSt (according to genuine Greek pro-

verbial usage, which is very remarkable in St Matthew) denotes

strongly the just recompense. Erasmus well renders, Mali cum
sint, male perdet illos ;—miserable they are, and He will miser-

ably destroy them. Even the letting out of the vineyard to

others must now be declared by themselves ; thus must they

depose themselves, and prejiare the way for the immediately

following words of Christ. Only St ^latthew again has the ad-

ditional clause, pointing to the futm'e,—a prophecy also extorted

by the Spirit from these reprobates, viz.. Who will render Him
the fruits h Toig xccipoTg aurouv, duly in future every year,—still

spoken parabolically.

Ver 42. Our Lord has reached the point at which He aimed

1 Nitzsch in the sennon before alluded to, § 96.
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in the parable ; He now suddenly leaves it, and in the following

words the stone of judgment already falls directly upon their

heads. He repeats to the last His old familiar word, which has

so often shamed and judged them—Have ye never read in the

Scriptures ? (St Mark has also this scripture,—in addition,

namely, to Is. v., and many others which prophesy of the great

guilt of Israel, and the great triumph of their rejected and yet

exalted, their killed and yet living, Messiah.) The great

enigma, now solved, of the corner-stone, which, from the resur-

rection onwards, finds an ever-growing fulfilment, and which

pervades the entire New Testament from Acts iv. 11—Christ

takes from the Hosanna-psalm, which was universally known
among the people, and the echoes of which, as it was sounded

forth on the occasion of His royal entry, were still in their ears

!

He then, at ver. 44, brings it again into connection with other

passages from the same Isaiah, fi-om whom He had just taken

the text about the vineyard ; for the connection of the ypaipos/,

which we even at this day are so slow to learn, is wonderful in

our eyes when, in the cross and victory of Christ, we begin to

view everything as done by the Lord,—as foreseen by the Lord.

He does not at first explain the passage of Scripture, which was
clearly evident to the eyes even of the blind ; but, assuming

for the moment that they understood it. He immediately adds

ver. 43.

Must we, however, in opposition to the perverted and obstinate

exegesis even of believing commentators,^ begin to prove that

the 118th Psalm is Messianic, that the corner-stone of which it

speaks is a real prophecy of the Spirit respecting Christ? We
frankly confess ourselves to be often so vexed by such conten-

tions with brethren who do not understand the Scrijyture that

we lose patience ; and, however unscientifically, are inclined

rather to rebuke them with Christ, Luke xxiv. 25, until their

hearts burn, and their burning hearts begin to read in the light

of the Pentecostal fire what is written. Already do the words

added by the people to the Hosanna, Matt. xxi. 9 ; Mark xi. 10;

Luke xix. 38, prove a Messianic interpretation as being then

^ Ebrard understands Jesus to ask,—Have ye never yet read of a re-

jected stone—so that He applies the history of that psahn, without doubt (?)

David's history, Dnly as an example J
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generally received, and which Christ could not employ as taken

for granted if it were false. True, this wondrously profound

song embraces, in the design of the prophetic Spirit, whose sub-

lime sounds breathe upon us from it as surely as from any part

of the ancient Scripture, the entire history of the triumph of the

just, combines in one view the " not dying but living" of the

true Israel and the triumph of their Lord and Head (as is done

also elsewhere in the prophets) ; still, the fulfilment in the person

of Christ is and remains the fundamental meaning, upon which

the further application is built. He who will acknowledge in

the Old Testament no foreseeing design of the Spirit transcend-

ing the human consciousness of the prophets, moving above the

typical histories and relations in independent miraculous power,

finds the just recompense of this false inspiration-theory—this

denial of that very quality which characteristically belongs to

the inspired writer, as rightly understood, especially in such

passages as that now before us—in a most unworthy de-

gradation of the words of Christ and His Apostles to a mere

play upon Old Testament phrases in moments of most exalted

and holy earnestness. We acknowledge and testify, on the con-

trary, that our " Christian consciousness"— a more exactly

defined one than that of Schleiermacher—throughout resists

every interpretation in which the use of the words here cited

does not coincide with their true meaning. This, and nothing

else, was what the holy Evangelist Luke thought, when he wrote

the question of Christ which, if not literally correct, must yet be

so in the spirit: Ti ovv sffri ro yzypuiJj[Jbkvov rovro ; What
else but a prophecy of ]\Ie and My kingdom ?

The Lord of the vineyard cometh ; but He cometh only in the

same Son and Heii' who 7Hses again from death. Other prophe-

cies have manifoldly spoken of a rejection and subsequent glori-

fication of the coming ^Messiah ; already at Luke ix. 22, xvii. 25,

has Christ referred His disciples to these. The builders who
reject Him (^313, oizohofjjovvrsg, i.e, here the master-builders who

select and arrange the stones), are partly the elders, high-priests,

and scribes, who are there named by Christ, partly Israel as a

whole, represented and led by them

—

this generation and people,

Luke xvii. 25. St Peter, in Acts iv. 11, gives prominence to

the first and narrower sense by the pronoun vyijuV' The comer-
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stone is the foundation and- chief stone of a new building;^ for,

in Ps. cxviii., viewed as a mystically prophetic festal song for

entrance into the temple, it is a building that is spoken of, which,

at the same time, is the true house, people, and kingdom of

God. (So that it is unnecessary to compare with this the re-

motely related phraseology in which princes are represented as

corners and corner-stones of the people. Zech. x. 4 ; Is. xix.

13 ; Jud. XX. 2 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 38.) The same thing which in

the Psalm is called n32 ^i'Ni, H,z(pa\^ yooviag, is, in Is. xxviii. 16,

n3S I3S, "Ki&og oczpoyajvioiiog, as St Paul and St Peter in like

manner retain the expression of the LXX. The three Evan-

gelists preserve also precisely the old rendering (with the attrac-

tion at the beginning, "ki^ov oV), according to which uvt}], the

Hebraistic expression for nt^f, stands as neuter : T/iis is done by

the Lord ; this is wonderful in our eyes ! (Not, as many wrongly

infer from 1 Pet. ii. 7 : This stone is, notwithstanding, a precious

stone of w^onder in the eyes of believers.) In our eyes : this the

enemies also must say, see the fulfilment in Acts iv. 13. Yes,

in the eyes of the whole world, the church built on the crucified

Jew (see Ullmann's Apologetik), the glorifying of the ijejected

One, wdiich was the doing of the Lord, is the great enigma,

miracle, and sign, of the world's history. They had marked this

stone with contempt and cast it away, so that no man ventured

to lift it up ; but God has raised Him up, and made Him the

foundation of the building against wdiich even the gates of hell

do not prevail. God sends His only-begotten hi the flesh to

sinners—His highest grace ! The sinners crucify Him—their

horrible sin. And yet grace triumphs over sin, nay, out of it

prepares the salvation of the world

!

Ver. 43. First of all, indeed, they who have rejected Him must

in their turn be rejected ; and salvation passes from the Jews to

the Gentiles. The word which now follows takes up the expres-

sion " become the head of the corner " from Avhat goes before,

and returns at the same time to the parable of the vineyard with

a plain interpretation of it. This interpretation, in the fi'ee ex-

pansion of the figure, deviates from the prophetic basis ; for, in

^ And so this answer of Clirist at tlie end is substantially parallel to that

first one at the beginning, John ii. 19. Break down—I build up again

!

Reject—the rejected becomes a new foundation

!
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Isaiah, the vineyard is Israel, therefore laid waste and abandoned

;

here, however, it is the institution and planting, which has

hitherto been in Israel, but is now given over to others

—

the

kingdom of God. It is taken from you builders or husbandmen,

and therewith, from the entire people ; for the former building

without this corner-stone must certainly fall. The Uvzi, which

stands opposed to Israel, denotes not the Gentiles in common (as

Luther has it) ; but a new people of God gathered from all

nations, the true people of God which does not reject the offered

grace, the Church which does not again pervert grace through

self-will. (Acts XV. 14.) For it is said of this people, -TTOiOvvrt

Tovg zup'^ro'jg ccvryjg ; in which expression the ';rote7p KapTOvg

(instead of uTTohhomi ver. 41) now leads back to Isaiah, and

ccvTfjg referred to (ouffiXsicc speaks of the fruits of the kingdom of

heaven, i.e., such as are worthy of this kingdom, such as are

proper to it.

Ver. 44. St Mark makes the discourse of Christ break off' with

Ps. cx\'iii. ; St Luke, contrary to his wonted peculiarity, says

nothing in this place of the transference of the kingdom to

another people. But he does not omit the concluding loord

respecting the stone, he rather brings this into close connection

with the passage from the Psalm. Christ also proves the Mes-

sianic significance of the Psalm by bringing into connection

with it other passages in Isaiah, and last of all, a decisive pro-

phecy concerning tlie kingdom from Daniel, and that too (as is

particularly to be observed) with an expression, g^r/ rov "kl&QV

rovTOV, "upon this alone," which presupposes and affirms the

identify of all these stones that are spoken of here and there in

the Scriptures. Can you believe, orthodox theologians, and

Christian commentators! that the Son of God has here trifled

with an arbitrary combination of Old Testament phrases ? Was
He one who could do this ? Was the tone of His feeling on this

occasion such as could have done this? Or, if not, what then

remains but that all these Scriptures cited by Him, with such

holy judicial earnestness, belong to that which is written by the

prophets concerning the Son of Man ?—The transition or the

return from Ps. cxviii. to Isaiah is immediately effected by the

allusion to Is. xxviii. IG, where also mention is made of a preci-

ous corner-stone, of the sure foundation of all believers. If, in
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this passage, the idea as yet only embraces generally the prof-

fered refuge and security in God, althovigh of course not without

a glance at the Messianic salvation in the background, there is

a nearer and more direct reference to the coming Messiah in

the other saying. Is. viii. 14, 15, which the Lord distinctly cites

here. In this latter passage Eimnanuel is promised to the people,

and such a promise already given beforehand that in faith they

could and should triumph with Emmanuel; but Jehovah of

Hosts becomes, as Emmanuel, a sanctuary and asylum only to

the few disciples, the multitude falls through unbelief into dark-

ness, and there happened then typically what was afterwards to

be the designation of the true Emmanuel at His birth (Luke ii.

34), viz. : The Lord and God of Israel becomes to them a stone

of stumbhng and rock of offence. (Is. T\^^': LXX. avvrpi^rj-

Govrai, here (jvvffkocadi^airai, which indeed is the same thing.)

Finally, however, in order to speak quite plainly, Christ, by the

association of direct contrariety, connects with this citation that

prophecy of the kingdom in Daniel, Dan. ii. 34, 35, 44, con-

cerning the stone that comes without human hands, that becomes

a mountain filling the world, and bruises all hostile kingdoms

and powers. (Dan. p^n LXX. ver. 44, Xs^ruvs? kui XiK^riGii,

as here.) In Daniel, just as in the Psalm, o Xi&og ovrog is not

merely the person of the Messiah, but, along with Him, His
people and kingdom ; only however, in so far as, and because, it

is founded upon Him, does every stone of the entu'e building

participate in the nature and quality of the foundation-stone.

And does not our Lord interpret precisely thus here, when in

rov Xidov Tovrov He connects His words as well with ver. 42

as with the (oocatXiioc, ver. 43 ? By His impressive conclusion,

therefore. He will say neither more nor less than what corre-

sponds to the true inmost sense of the passages of Scripture,

manifoldly combined by Him into one :—As it begins m the

rejection of My person, so loill it continue to he with My king-

dom upon earth, in which I continue to live and conquer;

always new offence on the part of those who reject to their own
hurt, but at last a certain and complete judgment upon all who
are obstinate in resisting. For this stone is, as n3£) ti'Sn, at once

the under foundation and upper cope-stone of the building, who-

ever (of Jews or Gentiles) henceforth stumbles on the firmly

VOL. IIT I
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laid foundation, and falls upon it as a stone of offence/ he shall

indeed fall and be broken, instead of being built and established

upon it ; but he upon whom the full weight of this foundation

of God, which also remains as the one key-stone (2 Tim. ii. 19),

falls, shall be crushed, broken, and shivered to pieces. First,

then, there is the self-condemnation through unbelief in the

Saviour in His low estate (who in His kingdom of the cross is

still the crucified and rejected One before the world) ; after-

wards the judgment of God through the victorious might of the

exalted One, in His perfected kingdom. The first breaking is

still of a warning and salutary kind ; for he who falls upon the

stone may yet become wise, so as in repentance and faith to

set himself up on the same stone on which he fell. The grind-

ing into powder is irretrievable ruin. " In the first punishment

the corner-stone appears at rest, and, as it were, passive ; in the

second, it is active and in motion. The corner-stone at rest is

Jesus as He now reveals Himself to us in the Word and Gospel,

where He does not judge, but waits for all to come to repent-

ance. The corner-stone grinding the wicked offenders to powder

is Jesus as He will reveal Himself in the judgment of the world,

in His power and glory." ^ Take heed thou who hearest and

readest this ! Art thou called a Christian, then the rejected

corner-stone lies everywhere in thy way, and thou must either

in faith build upon it, or in unbelief fall upon it. But woe to

thee, if it should ever fall on thy hostile head

!

^ Artificial, and contrary to the fundamental idea in Isaiah and St Peter,

is the sense in which some have understood it, viz. :—Whosoever would

move it away as it were—with the whole force of his bent body—so that /aZ/

upon it would be here the Hcbr. V;:, equivalent to set upon it with hostile

intent, to attack it. (Roos.)

2 Schmieder Zcugniss von Christo in Predigten p. 252.
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THE MAREIAGE OF THE KING'S SON.

Matthew xxli. 2-14,

This is a more expanded repetition of a parable spoken already

at an earlier period (at an entertainment on a Sabbath day in

the house of a Pharisee, Luke xiv. 16-24), and one of the

most striking examples of the fact, that the wisdom and love

of Christ condescended to such repetitions.^ The connection

in which these two kindred parables occur is, in both cases,

one of a very exact kind, such as proves itself historical : in

St Luke the whole is a manifestly progressive development,

from ver. 7 onwards ; while St Matthew here by the -raX/v h
'^ccpa^oXccig (ver. 1), and the formula of continuation (ver. 15),

closely connects this parable with these last sayings of Christ to

the enemies, which are all to be conceived of as more or less

public. In St Luke, as before (ver. 7-14), the pride of the

guests and the self-interest of the host is humbled and rebuked

;

and now, in the parable that follows. He proceeds to check the

false claim to a participation in the supper of the kingdom of

heaven (ver. 15), artlessly interposed by one who seemed to think

that the matter was settled by an edifying exclamation ! In

answer to this the Lord says :
" Ye are not yet sure of this ! Ye

are invited indeed to this supper, but unless ye come in the right

way, by renouncing the world, ye shall not taste of the supper,

but others shall do so in your stead!" This is in that passage

of St Luke the simple principal point of view , and, only after

the introduction of the " publicans and sinners " in the place of

the Pharisees (ver. 21), does Christ, in a short word, ver. 23,

prophetically anticipate the calling of the Gentiles, while He
immediately breaks off again at verse 24, and returns to the

beginning and the occasion of His discourse. Here, on the

contrary, it is the main design further to announce and confirm

1 As here Schleiermacher admits that Christ has " worked up " a former

parable.
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the transference of the kingdom of God to the Gentiles, mentioned

at chap. xxi. 42, 43 ; and, viewing this generally in its historical

progress, to show after the former parable lohat will then further

take place, Avhen the Son nevertheless receives and retains the

kingdom. From this will appear the pervading points of differ-

ence between the two parables. In St Luke it is as yet with

general indefiniteness only the great supper of a man ; in St

Matthew it is the marriage or inauguration feast of the king's

son. There it is only one servant who calls, and who represents

the general idea of invitation ; here there are servants repeatedly

sent, as in the foregoing parable. There the guests merely ex-

cuse themselves and stay away ; here (with a brief allusion to

what was there said, ver. 5) they again maltreat and murder

the servants. There it is the poor and the infirm in the city,

and then all that are without, who are called in place of those

first invited ; here the invitation goes forth at once to all the

world. There the abrupt conclusion is that those who were in-

vited shall not taste the supper ; here there is a sentence of

punishment upon the murderers and their city. There the house

is filled with the new guests ; here the view extends further so

as to show how, even among those who are called, there are

many who will not be chosen.

Ver. 2. The Householder of the preceding parable appears

now as King ; and this of itself marks an advance and transi-

tion to the New Testament period which the commentators,

in tracing the connection of these two parables, have, for

the most part, mistaken. For, although the kingdom of God,

the Theocracy, was ah'eady with the Jews, it was yet only

in a preparatory and typical form over the one family, and

the setting up of the great Kingdom took place, properly

speaking, only in the Messiah, when He came : The (oaaiXsiu

rov Osov was, at the same time, nay predominantly, matter of

prophecy and expectation. Now, however, the rejected stone be-

comes, notwithstanding, the corner-stone; the Son who was slain

lives and ascends the throne. For this accession to the govern-

ment, this inauguration solemnity is certainly meant by the xo/g/V

yuf/jovg. I'ccfJtjOi (as nuptiae = yafMog, afterwards ver. 8) often,

indeed, in other places, signifies simply (like the GovrndiW Ilochzeit,

originally a hohe Zeit) a feast or banquet in general, as Luke
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xiv. 8 ; and regard is had to this signification in the ro dpiffrov

(jbov ver. 4. The Sept. puts yccfjuog for nriK'p Gen. xxix. 22,

and Esth. i. 5, comp. ho'/.ri Esth. i. 3 ; but, at Esth. ii. 18, the

rendering of the same nnc'p by rovg yuf/jOvg^Kad^p is intended

to denote more definitely the marriage-feast of her who was

raised to the rank of queen. Here at least, in the parable

of Christ, it is quite as wrong to adhere exclusively to the idea

of the feast (the Syr. ^5n1n:rb) as it is to develop the strict idea

of the marriage or nuptials, after the manner of many com-

mentators and preachers, often with an excess of improper

trifling. The marriage of the King's Son, solemnised by a feast

of joy, is His accession to the throne, since, according to oriental

and Old Testameiit conceptions, the people are united with

their ruler as by marriage. The King, and the King's Son to

whom the kingdom is given, are the same of whom Ps. Ixxii. 1,

and Ps. ii. prophesy ; His marriage is to be understood from

Ps. xlv., where also the people who are brought to Him are

represented as the bride, comp. 1 Chron. xxix. 22. Still, on

the other hand (as more recent commentators in avoiding one

mistake have fallen into the other), the figure of the marriage

is not entirely to be put aside, as a mere figure for the inaugur-

ation ; it retains at the same time its truth, as indeed Christ in

other places frequently speaks of marriage, and even the Baptist

spoke of the Bridegroom and the bride. For something must

correspond to this figure, and where would be the bride, if she

were not the invited guests and subjects themselves? Only,

indeed—and this is of importance in opposition to the improper

conceits in which many indulge here !—no single guest by him-

self is called the bride or a bride, so that it might be proper to

speak of brides ; but the people as a whole, the Church, is the

bride of Christ, and every guest so, in a certain sense, really

only as an invited guest, and one who takes part in the marri-

age/ This great marriage, with all its preparation, extends

through a long period, from the coming and presentation of the

Bridegroom down to the last marriage-feast properly so called

;

from the beginning of the kingdom to its consummation. Hence

^ Precisely for this reason it would not be proper in this parable to

speak expressly of the bride—"for a bride is not called, but chosen."

(Roos.)
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afterwards Matt. xxv. 1-12 represents the end as the proper

marriage (as Rev. xix. 6, 7), and here also, at the close of the

parable, the coming of the King to His guests stretches thus

far forward.^

Ver. 3, 4. The view which we have taken of the beginning

of this parable,—in so far as, further prophesying, it connects

itself with the conclusion of the preceding one and continues

the history of the rejected Son,—shows the impropriety of the

interpretation generally adopted, according to which the servants

here are again the Old Testament prophets. Olshausen under-

stands hoth sendings thus ; Grotius finds, at least in the second,

the Apostles and Evangelists ; but even the first servants invite

to a marriage already prepared, and an inauguration of the

King's Son just about to begin. This Son, who, in the former

parable, was as yet Himself only a servant who invited others,

—the last and greatest prophet,—is now the exalted Lord, to

whose presence the servants with kindness and long-suffering

invite those to whom they are sent. Did not this take place in

the Apostle's sermon concerning the Crucified One to His

crucifiers, as chap, xxiii. 34 presently foretells? Observe the

important difference between the two parables ! Formerly

fruits were demanded; now an invitation is given to the supper.

There was also an invitation to come in faith, a holding forth of

promised grace, contained as a New Testament in the bosom of

the Old, together with the demand for righteousness, i.e.,

sincere and earnest penitence in reference to the law ;—but tins

is not meant by Christ in His second par/ible, in which He
advances further. For here, as at chap, xxiii. 34, all that He

^ The distinction made by some, recently also by Meyer, between oiptarou

and Serxvoi/, the morning meal and the coena properly so called, seems arti-

ficial. For, although certainly the luwou, Luke xiv., plainly points forward

to the future "eating of bread in the kingdom of God " (ver. 24, ytvancti)^

yet the S,pt(rTov also in Matt. ver. 4, comprehends the entire meal WTith the

final perfect enjoyment, even on to the decision of the judgment, and after-

loards ; for when the unworthy are cast out, then properly the supper begins.

We are certainly not to understand festivities of the same day following each

other (at the beginning, and as a foretaste, the morning meal, then the

princijml entertainment!). Clirist Himself contradicts such a distinction of

the words used by Him, when at Luke xiv. 12, 13, He speaks of dpioTov ^

"hiiTvov as a loxv in general.
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means to say is :—God will begin again to preach to you after

My exaltation, but ye will do to My prophets and messengers

precisely as ye did to those that went before, and to Myself!

In the expression zocXzaai rovg zszXrjfJbhovg at the very outset,

the entire Old Testament, with all the calls that had been

addressed to the Jews as the pre-elected guests of the kingdom
of God, is presupposed; comp. Luke xiv. 16, 17, where, after a

first szuXscrs, there follows at the hour of the supper the same

sIttsiv roig }czzkT^(jjZvoig, The custom at that time, and yet

prevalent in eastern countries (in the West existing here and

there as a popular custom), of inviting twice,—first as it were

nominating the guests, and then calling them again to the feast

when it is ready,^— affords a simple and suitable figure for the

relation between the Old and New Testament invitation ad-

dressed to Israel.^ The first gracious covenant word, viz., " Ye
are My people, the called of the present and future kingdom!"

they had complacently received, and they imagined themselves

to be the guests who could not fail to sit down at the table with

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. But the coming, the true coming

according to God's method of salvation—they failed in that!

This was already evident fi.-om the preparatory demand of the

prophets for the true readiness; and it is now at last fully

evident when, after God has made all things ready, they

obstinately persevere in not willing and not coming. It is clear,

then, that the guests here marked out beforehand are the Jews

collectively, as vers. 7-9 also proves ; on the other hand, in Luke
xiv., the idea of certain persons invited before others is that which

is more prominent, so that there, at ver. 21, the publicans and sin-

ners stand opposed to the Scribes and Pharisees, who, according

to their own opinion, were, without more ado, entitled to the resur-

rection of the just.—But why is there here also in the New Testa-

^ In particular this was a custom among tlie upper classes at Jerusalem.

Sepp cites Echa rabbathi 4, 2 : Quaenam fuit gloria Hierosolymitanorum ?

Nemo eorum venit ad convivium, nisi bis vocatus.

^ Not in accordance with the text therefore is the idea, otherwise true,

which some find here : According to eternal love and election those called

were already held as guests before the calling. Or again: "I have pre-

pared a marriage-feast ; a marriage-feast needs guests^ call ' the guests

'

hither, for whom I have prepared it."
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ment sendinfr, as in the foregoing parable, a twofold call, a TaX/J*

dXkovg hovkovg I This cannot be without its significance here,

any more than there. We think the first servants in this

parable are John the Baptist, with his call to come to the ISIessiah

and Bridegroom ; and joined zvith him the Tioelve and Seventy,

who continued his preaching concerning the kingdom of heaven

being at hand, in their first mission to the cities of Israel. This

is the interpretation lately given by Ilelferich ;
^ and, in fact, we

should have felt some surprise had the Saviour nowhere ex-

pressed a special condemnation of the unbelief in this first and

evangelical preaching of His forerunner, and of those whom He
sent before Himself He does this here, and at this point the

two parables, which are connected by the link of continuation,

run into each other ; as was actually the case in the transition

fi'om the Old to the New Testament. The former parable has

represented the Baptist, and even the Son Himself, as the

finishers of the Old Testament message, which required some-

thing of those to whom it was addressed, and this was the one

side of the truth ; to supplement it, however, the other side

must now follow, according to which the Baptist, and the

Apostles and Evangelists who were analogous to him in their

first mission, invite to the kingdom which has just begun, to the

marriage which is just about to be celebrated. (Christ's OAvn

call, "Come unto Me!" remains here properly in the background,

as the plan of the parable requires. In Luke, chap. 14, on the

other hand, the one servant was actually the Son in disguise

;

His invitation, with its result, however, was certainly also that

which is there represented—consequently the same as Matt. ver.

5.) This interpretation is not confuted, but rather confirmed,

when we see how the first invitation is called only a zakzaui elg

Tovg ydfjbovgi on the contrary, at the second, properly the

apostolic invitation, not only is the hour of the banquet near at

hand, but now all things are, properly speaking, ready. But

that this last preparation of the feast consists in the atoning,

sacrificial death of Him who was slain—this mysterious and

1 Namely, F. J. M. Helferich in Dolgesheim. See his original Ser-

mons (Frankfort 1841), which, in spite of their many faults, we yet

strongly recommend on account of their fresh Hfe, and their quaint

originality.
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innermost truth, Christ, of course, as yet conceals, and has only

hinted at it in the preceding parable.

The first result, Tliey ivonld not come ! by no means denotes

a first stage of rejecting unbelief, the " lowest degree" as exem-

plified in the indifferent who have only no inclination to come
and nothing further;—as most preachers say, and even Draeseke

in his excellent three sermons on this parable. But it is the

disclosure, as yet in a general style, of the state of things which

the unbelieving resistance of the people, from their fathers

downwards, had brought about, such as must become manifest

in the days of Jesus the Son of man ; it is the same which,

after having led them ever nearer to it, He leaves with them at

last. Matt, xxiii. 37, but which He had also frequently said to

them since John v. 40. They would not, i. e., simply, they did

not come, and that through the fault of their own not willing

;

because the promised kingdom pleased them indeed, but not the

divinely appointed way of coming into it, because they desired

a Messiah, but not the actual Messiah as He now appears to

them. Afterwards, vers. 5, 6, this ovk ^hXov is by no means

intensified ; but the persons spoken of are now first more exactly

distinguished according to the two classes of the merely nega-

tively indiflferent, and the positively hostile.

The guests, who had already made their unwillingness so

manifest, continue nevertheless, in the eye of God's long-suf-

fering, to be, and are again called, the guests; and as ifHe cannot

suppose or give credit to so horrible a thing. He sends the

Apostles in a last season of grace before the judgment to say,

—

Will men then show such contempt to their God and Lord, as

they would be ashamed of were it done to a man ; namely, that

he should have prepared a banquet, and that the guests should

not come to it ? Therefore, " Tell them which are bidden ; tell

them once more in true and faithful words; perhaps all that has

gone before has not been rightly done, or not rightly heard and

considered, perhaps the poor people may yet bethink themselves,

may yet become willing and come." O, how love constrains the

King to dispose of His banquet, to win and keep His rebellious

subjects ! All former unwillingness is to be forgiven, a new

Behold ! displays the gifts of grace, prepared through the atone-

ment of Christ, in all their entire sufficiency and glory. All
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that is needed is to come, and that every one should bring

nothing with him but his poverty and sin, only even yet to kiss

and to acknowledge the King's Son ; all things are yet open,

now (Luke xiv. 17, rjlT]) for the first time all things are per-

fectly ready. This now is certainly the apostolic, and no longer

the prophetic invitation. The canying out of the metaphor of a

banquet by the slaughter of oxen and fatlings, points back to

Prov. ix. 2, 3, as our Lord ever delights in throwing the light of

fulfilment upon Old Testament words:

—

rz&v(Mzva, however, does

not necessarily indicate a sacrificial meal; for Cvziv has the same

signification with ^(paZ^ziv, as, in the New Testament, John x. 10

proves, and Prov. ix. 2, LXX. 'iff(puls rd iavrrjg GufhocTcc for

nnat: nnnu. When God furnishes and prepares for His only be-

gotten Son the feast of the kingdom, the pleasure and honour

of bestowing salvation upon sinners, Avhat a fulness of glory must

there be in the enjoyment of it ! But those who will not have

the Son do not come, and if they remain in this state of mind

they must certainly be judged as obstinate rebels. The grace

of God in Christ is a grace which overtakes the sinner, which

is all-sufficient, which repeatedly invites and urges, but it does

not compel; for those who resist it there remains the con-

demnation, Ye would not, although /would with all earnestness

and long-sufi^ering zeal

!

Vers. 5, 6. The a^jjikT^GuvTsg,—which is a milder expression

than to make ligJit of or scorn,—are those indifferent ones who
are sunk in earthliness, and to whom " the remnant" stand

opposed as making a hostile resistance. Already have the first

class of guests their own farm and merchandise, which stand

opposed to the "????/ supper" in the invitation immediately before;

indicating the sinful cleaving to the things of the world that

characterises them, and consequently the root and germ of the

same feeling of pride in which afterwards the false guest despises

the wedding-garment of the king. " I myself have my gannent;

I make ready my own feast ; I have even to celebrate my own
wedding "—for Christ here briefly calls to mind the excuses of

Luke xiv. 18-20. {Imust go elsewhere, I go elsewhere, I caji

not, i.e., I will not come.) The one has already his property

and land ; the other is still eager on making gain by his trade

and merchandise. Tell those who are thus indifferent to the
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call of God, that all Avhicli they call their own profits them

nothing, and as a vain thing cannot save them ; follow them

upon their earthly ways with this testimony, and with the in-

treaty that they will accept the gracious gifts of the King,—and

they will in the end show themselves to be also positively hostile,

and all the more angry and insolent the more kindly that grace

has been offered to them.^

Ver. 7. That which, in the figure of the afdpco'Tog ^ccffiXsvg, is

an exhaustion of long patience and a sudden outbreak of just

anger, is in the Lord God one and the same with His holy love
;

nay, the burning anger itself testifies to the fervent love of the

all-suflScient Creator towards the creature who obstinately refuses

all His grace and goodness.^ If thou wilt see a most special

testimony to the true tvrath of God, which broke forth after the

times of long-suffering, and in due time, then look at the de-

struction of Jerusalem,^ and see how the wrath of God is come

upon these Jews eig rzkog (1 Thes. ii. 16), i.e., n73"iy, 'icog

Tzkovg Dan. ix. 26, 27. The Lord refers precisely to this pro-

phecy of Daniel, in which He already properly breaks through

the parable with the prophetically present explanation. As at

chap. xxiv. 15, He mentions the abomination of desolation, so

now He says, '7ti(jj'^ug ra, (rrpccnvfjbara, ccvrov, " He sent forth

His armies," wdiich corresponds to the X3n Tijj DJ? of Daniel. We,
therefore (in opposition to Hengstenberg's and Havernick's not

unanswerable reasons), abide by Luther's rendering : And a

1 Does the Gospel, then, throw people thus into anger? Yes, if a man
wants to be angry with another, nothing may irritate him more than to

seek to overcome and gain him with love. It is even more tolerable to

people to be reproved on the score of aU the ten commandments. They

perceive well what they must rid themselves of if they are to make earnest

work of this call. (C. H. Rieger.)

2 If I were to give one an invitation, out of mere civility, to dine with

me, while I was not in earnest, I should not be angry if he refused. And,

man, if thy God merely spake a word of courtesy, if it did not proceed

from the deepest depths of His heart when He thus calls thee to blessedness,

He would then certainly not be so angry at thee for despising His supper.

(G. K. Rieger.)

3 Of which the burning city here is not merely " a dark hint " (as Lange

thinks). For the rest it is not denied, that this first and foremost type

repeats itself in destructions and judgments of aU kinds until the final

burning of the world.
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people of the Prince—the T'JJ n''^"o— (if not, shall come, or be

sent by Him, yet) who comes to judgment throngh the people

sent by Him. Just when the Messiah the Prince appears as the

Messiah cut off. He comes again as the Prince to destroy the city

and the sanctuary. The Romans, as hostile hosts, serve the

judging Lord and God of Israel, at the same time, as angels of

judgment ;
^ it is these alone (with their eagles. Matt. xxiv. 28,

comp. Luke xix. 43), and not higher hosts of God or angels,

that we are in the first place to understand as meant here. Their

city, no longer the city of the king : this is said by way of re-

jecting them, as afterwards (chap, xxiii. 38), your house !

Ver. 8-10. But now, that grace which will not have the feast

made ready in vain begins anew to call other guests and subjects

to the most gracious King, O how tenderly, and with what

gracious sorrow, does the angry King immediately say, The
guests were not loorthy—as if sinners would have been worthy

and deserving had they accepted the first invitation ! This is

His strongest expression of anger and complaint ; He " chides

them on the score of honour " because they have robbed Him ot

the prerogative of being gracious to the;m and bestowing salva-

tion upon them. I wished to bestow upon them honour as My
invited guests, but this had no value for them ! See the fulfil-

ment Acts xiii. 46, and compare the earlier expression Matt. x.

13. The servants also who were killed still live ; they arise ever

anew, for the great King can furnish for Himself, even out ot

His few faithful ones, servants enough for continued sendings.

And now first is fully introduced the great and wide Kingdom

;

the new mission goes forth zlg rov KOfffJbov a'Travra, (^lark xvi. 15),

beyond the city, and the circle of those first invited, far off to

the ways of the Gentiles. Comp. Luke xiv. 21, 23. This we

take to be the right sense of the $/g|o5oyj rZv ohalv, which oc-

curs only here in the New Testament. Others understand it of

cross-ways, as being special places of concourse ; but it appears

to us more simply suitable to understand it of the roads, going

out in all directions from and beyond that which had been

hitherto the circle of invitation. (In Ez. xlviii. 30, fiisyin

n^yn is by Aquila, Symmach. and Theodot. rendered by $/«|o5o;.)

1 Only this is meant here, not any hint already at the circumstance that

now the Gentiles are called to the service of Christ.
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Good and had we understand simply from the foregoing, Whom-
soever ye find, whomsoever they found ;—therefore equivalent

to " without distinction and respect of persons," invite all who
will come. This is not already " a going beyond the parable to

the application " (v. Gerlach), if it is only suitably understood

and explained. Although Pfenninger, with apparent point,

observes that both words are always used of men only in a moral

sense, yet it would be a very unsuitable anticipation to define

the good here already in the invitation. For it is not as good

that they are all invited ; and those who are at last the lzkzx,Toi

have first become so as kKt^toI (by the garment they have

received). So, in chap. xiii. 48 (which is wrongly cited as

parallel to the present), the good and bad do not discover

themselves till the separation ; before this only zh. TTUvrog y'ivovg,

ver. 47, was said. By a proverbial expression, therefore, good

and bad are sinners and the so-called righteous, the godless and

the respectable together :—this, indeed, is a moral sense which

may be represented in the parable by eminent and obscure,

respectable and vulgar, etc. If we look back to chap. xxi. 31,

it will be evident that we must seek the guest who is detected

as having despised the wedding-garment, only among the "good."

—Thus the wedding-chamber (for which o ydf/jog itself is signi-

ficantly put, for the principal idea is that of the prepared joys

and pleasures) does not remain empty ; but has become full of

avccK&tiJjivoug, of guests actually come and waiting for the ban-

quet. All these enjoy already somewhat of the royal favour and

honour, the gathering meanwhile goes on until all are assembled,

there is yet room for every one who has sat down ; this is the

wide intermediate period in which Christendom, called from

among the heathen, now stands. At last, however, the king him-

self appears, of course with, and in his son, on whose account

the feast is made, and the festivities are now to begin. And now
the king must again discriminate, for unworthy guests may not

stand before his presence :—whether it be that from the first they

would not come ; or that they have come in a wrong way, having

hypocritically intruded themselves into the company, while in

heart they are proud despisers.

Vers. 11, 12. To the second act of the parable, which is now-

added, corresponds a similar Jewish proverb of such as venture
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to enter the palace of the king in a dirty and loathsome state.

Our Lord, however, takes His similitude directl}^ from the Scrip-

ture, Zeph. i. 8, where, indeed, the D''N^"ip, ver. 7, who are sancti-

fied for the great sacrifice, do not correspond to the guests of

our parable, but are the executioners of the Lord's anger on

the day of judgment ; those, however, who are clothed with

strange apparel (an expression that is singular in the Old Testa-

ment, and remarkable), are the same as the unworthy guest

here. There it is especially princes and kings' sons who, in

their pride, make a display of their own splendour, or, in their

apostasy from Jehovah, let themselves be honoured and dressed

in purple by strange rulers ; while Jehovah will see His own
people only in the uniform of His kingdom, decorated only with

the favours and honours which He has dealt out. The custom

which still exists in the East, and is mentioned from the earliest

times in the Old Testament, of presenting festival garments, is

well known. Gen. xlv. 22 ; Jud. xiv. 12 ; 2 Kings v. 22. These

passages contain a sufficient answer to " the objection, that the

existence of such a usage in ancient times cannot be proved "

—

an objection, moreover, which, although it were better grounded,

is declared, even by Neander, to be insufficient, inasmuch as

we may infer from later customs that similar ones prevailed in

the earliest ages. Neander suggests it as a difficulty that Christ

did not expressly note this circumstance, and reprimand the

guest for his contempt of the offijred garment ;—but we are of

opinion that this is very evidently presupposed. That the

missed wedding-garment can only be such a caftan, offered by

the rich king to all the guests,

—

is self-evident ; for where other-

wise could such as were brought in from the streets obtain their

worthy garment?^ As the king clothes his guests, the bride-

groom his bride (Ps. xlv. 10), so does God Himself clothe us

with the robe of righteousness and the garment of salvation.

(Is. Ixi. 10.) We may and we must, when He calls, come just

as we are—but we may not, if we would see His face and enjoy

His last feast, remain as we are. In the way, or rather in the

^ Lange says very truly :
—" This striking feature of the parable would

create no difficulty even if there existed no trace of the recorded custom.

The poorest man gets liis festival garment if he is called as a favourite to

the court." Even in the West this custom quite generally obtains.
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fore-court and ante-room, something takes place beforehand

which no one can refuse with impunity, and from which no one

can withdraw himself without being found out. This parable,

which is designed prophetically to announce the entire counsel

and way of God with Jews and Gentiles, becomes complete

only when carried out to this decisive point. Olshausen's

doubt whether the second part of the parable applies to the

Pharisees is easily disposed of For, in the first place, Christ

speaks not merely for them, but for all people and all disciples

also in all future time; and then the thought could not but

force itself on the conscience of the Pharisees,—Such people as

you, with your own honour and righteousness, will yourselves

never be tolerated by God in His kingdom !

The king comes to view the guests, i.e. now already ava%,sif/ji-

vovg, therefore jckrirovg and not merely xsKX?][jAvovg ; and this

entrance and inspection takes place on account of those confident

ones who sit and imagine that they will participate in the feast

because they have come ! Yes, they have come, but not as loyal

subjects ;—they sit at the table, but it is as despisers of the grace

of the one Lord and host. Scarcely has the king entered when

such an one falls under his eye, who is therefore named as a

first specimen of the many, ver. 14. It was indeed told to him,

as to all the rest, that every one must put on the wedding-gar-

ment offered to him ; but his own dress appeared to him suffi-

cient, and in this he has intruded himself, thinking that he may
offer this to the most gracious king. He has not indeed despised

the feast, but will enjoy it along with the others ; however " he

wants to belong to the number of the happy, while he will know
nothing of terms or conditions." (Draseke.) At least of the

one principal condition, namely, that he renounce what belongs

to self. That which belongs to self, however, is before God sin
;

the wilfully hypocritical pride of goodness is in His sight the

worst shame and nakedness. That Christ, by the man who has

not the wedding-garment, means in the first place a despiser on

such grounds is clear, although we may suppose at the same time

a further reference to all to whom in any way the wedding-gar-

ment is wanting ; for the parable is not meant to say everything,

but only brings forward a principal feature and breaks off".

What now is the garment ? One might say. The course of life.
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the works,—if that is understood aright, as it is meant in Rev.

xix. 8. But quite as well may we say, with Luther's marginal

gloss, This is faith—but faith that is genuine, loving, sanctify-

ing; as Wesley very well expresses it, "the righteousness or

Christ, first imputed then implanted." To have put on Christ,

as the Apostle says ; If so he that being clothed we shall not be

found naked (2 Cor. v. 3)—this is, arfd must ever be, however,

a matter of the inner man ; in the last instance only known to

ourselves, and manifest to the Judge of hearts. Therefore we

do not find here the servants exercising this discrimination
;

they merely offered the garments according to their commission,

and turned away from the door such as were evidently for

coming in beggar's rags without any change of raiment ; many
others, however, passed before them in the crowd whom they

could not discern. The King's eyes of flame see differently,

and as He sees the unworthy guest, so He judges him. The
still half friendly gVa/ps, just as at chap. xx. 13, is certainly not

meant either here or there in a bitter and derisive sense (see

chap. xxvi. 50). Even in the mouth of the Judge there is still

the condescending, convicting question ; and a sufficient answer

and excuse would still be accepted, if such were possible. "How
earnest thou in hither, how hast thou dared even to enter, not

to speak of sitting down, without having a wedding-garment?

Thou knowest well that this was prepared for thee according to

the right and favour of this feast, and that thou hast despised

it."'^ This is the sin which alone is judged; not the first sin

with which we come, but the not receiving of the grace that

covers and cancels it.

Vers. 13, 14. The hiaKOVoi, different from the foregoing

hovXoig, are here the angels, as in chap. xiii. 39, 49. The man
bound by these strong ones can make no resistance; just as

when struck dumb before the countenance and word of the

lung he could not justify himself. The outer darkness, with

the weeping and gnashing of teeth, was already spoken of,

chap. viii. 12; it recurs again at chap. xxv. 30 (xxiv. 51).

Thus far the king in the parable; the concluding saying is

added by the Lord Jesus in His own person, taking the place

^ The negation jt«ij e)cuv indicates this knowledge, as Winer rightly

observes in his Grammar.
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of this king;^ just as in Luke xil 24 He Himself spake the

concluding word. "We are already Viquainted with this sa3dng

concerning the few who are chosen; ^n chap. xx. 16, addressed

to the disciples, and here to the Phari^es in the presence of all

the people. After this parable there is no need for a word being

said against the gratia irresistibilis of an absolute decree, which is

only put by violence into the words. In like manner the ToXXoi
kk'/jTot or Tczzki^iJjivoi are certainly in the first place only in

antithesis to the oklyoi ; and what is meant to be said is, It will

happen to many as to this one here described ! That our Lord,

according to the original decree and its final execution, calls all,

is also in the parable at least provided for in the wide com-
mission,—Call lohomsoever ye meet ! Say to no one, Thou art

not meant and invited ! Jbut if any one asks, I also ? let your

answer be, Yes, certainly all, all, whosoever will come ! But
as the Gospel is preached gradually to all in due time (1 Tim. ii.

6), as the calling of many is not manifest on earth, we cannot

therefore speak histomcally of a calling of all. This, at all

events—with the reserve which the Scripture generally main-

tains regarding the state of those who are not called upon earth

—the 'TToKkoi here might indicate ; for the narrative of the

prophetic parable hardly reaches to the last end of the ways of

God—the general and last judgment properly speaking.

Christ's answer respecting the tribute to c^sar.

(Matt. xxii. 18-21 ; Mark xii. 15-17 ; Luke xx. 23-25.)

The preceding form"klly official question of the unbelieving

Jews, with which after three years full of rejected testimonies

and signs they would begin anew, had issued ill for those who
put it ; the Respondent had shamed them, arrested and caught

them in their own words and in their own judgment. Notwith-

standing, part of them, here called the Pharisees, acting always

with the same unity of compact and determined resistance, lay a

plot, in the incorrigible folly of their evil hearts, for entrapping

Hir)i by words which they would craftily tempt Him to utter

!

He has not yet said enough to them; they are bent upon bringing

^ Thus we see that the King (ver. 11) is the Son who ascends the throne,

whose oneness with the Father is thus indicated.
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yet greater shame upon themselves. Such questioniug in order

to entangle and take Him in an answer had indeed been an accus-

tomed device of theirs (Luke xi. 53, 54). But now, in these last

days, the evil one especially tempts them to this scheme ; not

knowing that all the yet remaining testimony for the truth was

only thus to be obtained for the world from the mouth of Christ.

What is said in Ps. xli. 6-10 must go on fulfilling itself.

On this occasion, it is properly speaking the Pharisaic party, as

such, which in a formally deliberative assembly, av^ii^ovkiov, con-

trives the new artifice. The rulers keep themselves for all issues

wisely in the background, they only send their discijyles as lyjca-

&krovg or suborned listeners ; these, however, are in cunningly-

contrived fellowship with the people (in other respects hated by

them) belonging to the party of Herod, who had just come to

the feast at Jerusalem. (Of these Herodians we have already

spoken. Matt. xvi. 6.) Ecclesiastics and politicians, orthodox

and liberals, pietists and free-thinkers— all who, in ordinary

circumstances, go separate ways, are here found in friendly

combination against Christ. The knaves address the Master

(the Pharisees, of course, being spokesmen, for this they will not

allow to be taken from them), as if they w^ould learn from Him,

and as if they would submit themselves to an utterance of His

authority. The second word is again their "tt'g hioio'^—not

indeed "that thou art come from God, the Messiah"—but

" that thou art true, and teachest the way of God in truth."
^

Twice do these hypocrites and liars compel themselves to take

into their mouths without shame the word which judges them

;

but this only aggravated their wucked falsehood, just as the devil

speaks the worst lies even when he utters truth. " Thou judgest

not according to men ; and accommodatest thyself to no man,"

—as they indeed had often enough experienced! "When it

concerns teaching the way of God, thou regardest not the person

of men "— all this taken together is indeed the highest praise of

a teacher, perfectly applicable only to the faithful Witness (Rev.

i. 5). And it is here accorded to Him by His enemies, who lie

when they speak the truth, and who, on the other hand, must

^ In St Luke it is somewhat of a circumlocution : oV/ opdu; "hiysig xxl

hloKJKiis, i. e., Thou speakest privately and in particular every word, and
publicly and in general all thy teaching,—according to truth.
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needs speak the truth when they think they he. The wretches

think they can cozen Christ with praise as if He were one of

themselves; they imagine thus to be able to gain His con-

fidence—as if He stood in this relation to them ! As if He

—

seeing that the truth is in Him—must not also know what is in

false man ! As if He would give His confidence to these men
whom He has so long known, when they now all at once strike

this new note ! No poet could portray united falsehood and folly

with more psychological depth and striking effect, than these

miserable men depict them in themselves, by a word or two

from their own lips, in the simple narrative of the Evangelists.

And now what will they learn from Him ; what is the

question which follows this fine preface ? It is in truth, in the

then existing circumstances, a very puzzling question respecting

the giving of tribute to the Roman emperor. " Tell us now,

with thy well-known frankness, which we doubt not thou wilt

show on this occasion also, here in the temple before all the

people—tell us op&ag and W akri&iiccg-, What thinkest thou, what

is thy doctrine on this point ? Thou carest nothing for Caesar

;

and nothing for these Herodians, if thou knowest them. Thou
knowest that we Pharisees are not at one with them on this

subject—-judge now between us a true judgment. It is with

us an important matter of conscience whether it be lawful or

not ; nay, rather, it appears to us Pharisees actually a sin to

give tribute to CiBsar, to pay poll-tax,^ seeing that we already

give our hihpciXf^cc to the temple of God, and that the people of

Jehovah ought to be subjected to no heathen government." ^

After the first question, s^sari hovvai rj ov, in which the case is

proposed, there follows in St Mark the urgent repetition of the

question, h&ifjcsv ^ ^a;) h^fjijiv ;
" We want a clear and categorical

answer. Yes or No ! to this ' burning question' about paying

and giving, which is of so much consequence to all the people."

With such ludicrous boldness do they expose themselves to the

Holy One, who has already so often judged them and put them

to flight ; in the vain imagination that He cannot escape from

^ In Luke <p6po;, which, as distinguished from reAoj, indicates always

personal taxes.

^ Against the Idumean Herod the entire Sanhedrim, apj^ealing to the

passage Deut. xvii. 15, had declared their protest.
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tliis cunninglj-twisted snare. Displease one party He certainly

must, they think. For, should He say No (which was the answer

they expected, and wished for), then the Herodians, who were

favourably disposed to the dominion of the Romans, would be

witnesses to the accusation against Him ; while the Pharisees

would be ready, as " impartial, honest" people, to be joint wit-

nesses with them in such a case ; and the cry would go forth,

He has decided that we should not give (comp. Luke xx. 20

with xxiii. 2). Should He say. Yes—then He would com-

promise Himself with the people, who were expecting emanci-

pation from the yoke of Rome. And if He should not answer

at all, that would not equally serve their end. This is their

plot, and they fail because their wickedness has blinded them.

Vers. 18, 19. They do not need to wait, their answer comes

immediately, but very contrary to what they expected. With
one glance, and in majestic calmness, He tears in pieces their

net, repels with becoming dignity the flattery of their lips;

while He accepts the truth that lay in their words, and gives

them forthwith to their face the desired proof of the fact that

He truly speaks without regarding the person of men. " Why
tempt ye Me, ye hypocjites ? Ye represent yourselves as tenderly

conscientious people (Luke hi/caiot), and yet hide beneath this

pretence the most perfect malice!" This first word, accom-

panied with the majestic glance of holy judicial anger, would

have been quite sufficient to send them away speechless. But
the Lord will not merely triumph over these enemies by such a

direct demonstration of power ; He will condescendingly teach

them to the last, even when it is malice that bids Him ; He
will yet obediently do the will of Him who sent Him to testify

for the truth (John xviii. 37), Thus does His victory become

a manifold and complete one ; thus does His love beat down
their malice. His humility their impudence. His wisdom their

folly ; thus does He bless His enemies with a salutary rebuke,

if they would only receive it, and utter a great and most

momentous word for Israel and for the whole world. That

word He will utter in a thoroughly convictive and memorable

wa}^, placing it in concrete connection with something palpable,

so that it may be no mere word. He will damp the warm and

passionate eagerness of His interrogators—as was becoming to
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Himself, and beneficial to them,—before the utterance that

requires hearing ears comes from "His mouth. He will, finally,

make the tempters themselves, taken in their own snare, pro-

duce the symbolical and real decision of their own question !

Thus does He, in one moment of simple wisdom, discover more

reflection than they have done by their long deliberation.

" Shoio or bring Me the coin with which ye (in spite of your

scruples) pay the tribute
! "—St Mark and St Luke say at once

hi^mpiov, which is the same thing. The former makes Christ use

the word (pspzrB, because they would actually have first to fetch

and produce a Roman denarius; which Christ indeed foresaw,

but yet in His word will not presuppose (as this would somewhat

impair its dignity).^ Meanwhile the expectation of the people

is on the stretch; there is a solemn stillness which admonishes all

who can and will give heed, to open their ears and their hearts.

Vers. 20, 21. And He does not yet answer with the first

word, does not say Yes or No, as they had asked of Him ; but

puts another question in return,—What money is this ? Whose

is this image and superscription ? We see how He catechises

the hypocrites again, as simply as in that other place (chap.

xxi. 31). They shall and they must continue to testify against

themselves ; and by the extorted answer, " Coesars^^ lay the

ground upon which He suddenly takes His stand with the judi-

cial word which, without Yes or No, more than sufficiently settles

the whole question : Render therefore unto Ccesar the things ivhich

are Ccesar\s, and unto God the things that are God^s.

If there be any one who feels, or will acknowledge, no fulness

and depth of meaning in this wondrous w'ord of Christ—^^we

pity his feeling, his understanding, or his exegetical caprice.

When Dr Justus Jonas calls this Gospel (the 23d of Trinity)

" the troublesome Gospel which has bitten so many preachers
"

—we can understand this only of a pitiful anxiety on the part

of poor preachers to find a definite and sharply pointed sensus

simplex in the pregnant words for a short and plain sermon.

^ Bengel infers from what St Mark further adds : 'ivot, iZu—tliat I may see

it—that Christ till this time had never had such money before His eyes ; but

this seems far-fetched and open to easy confutation. The expression simply

means :—TVe will see how the matter stands
;
give Me the corpus delicti

that I may examine and give judgment upon it.
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But when the Wandsbecke?' Bote says,—" Andrew,^ what a fulness

of meanmg in all that comes from his mouth ! It reminds me
of those boxes, in which every one is found to inclose another"

—

we heartily agree with the observation. But we shall not be satis-

fied with merely remarking this ; we shall venture to open the

boxes one after the other, and to look into them ; in other words,

to consider and develop the fulness of the meaning in due order.

( The first and most direct sense, then, in answer to the

question (seeing that the imperial coin had been shown, and

that this was what was spoken of), is certainly, Render to every

one his tribute ! This connects itself immediately with the proof

given by their hand into Christ's hand that they have two kinds

of coin ; the Roman, with Caesar's image and title, and the holy

Temple-money with another stamp. This proves two things

the right of Caesar to his money ; and the freedom of the temple

and the temple tax, which indeed Caesar had not yet taken

from them. Olshausen speaks from exegetical caprice, which

cannot reconcile itself to words being taken typically in many
senses, when he boldly affirms that "every reference of the ra

rov &ZOV TM hco to the temple tax of half a shekel disturbs

the point of view of the entire narrative." For if rcc Kaiaapog

means at all events first the coin, and then figuratively much
more (which, in opposition to the universal preaching on this

text in Christendom, he cannot and will not deny), the same
must surely hold good of the antithesis in the other member.
The jejune Michaelis is also right when he demonstrates this

first sense. According to him,^ there lay in the question some-

thing of the casuistical, genuinely Pharisaic scruple : "the yearly

poll-tax belongs to God, who has imposed it upon us in His

law, and we have conscientious scruples against giving to Ccesar

what is God's." But the emperor at that time did not yet

require, as Vespasian did afterwards, the half-shekel to be given

to the Capitol instead of the Temple. Our Lord first of all in-

dicates this :
" Such money is not even received in the Temple,

it is in fact the coin of the emperor current among you; ye may
Avith good conscience, nay ye ought, to give to each of your two

^ The above quotation is from a dialogue in the works of Claudius.

Andrew is tlie name of one of the speakers.

' Mosaisches Recht. Part iii. § 173.
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masters his own tax and coin." A rabbinical rule says, " The
coin of the country shows the master,"

—

i.e., actual subjection

follows from the currency of the accepted coin. Accordingly

Christ says to them in effect :—Ye do not in other respects de-

spise the emperor's money, ye acknowledge his dominion by your

making use of it; if your conscience were so tender, then the diffi-

culty must have occurred to you sooner, and such money should

not at all liave been used byyou.—This, then, is the first meaning,

and that which lies most evidently on the surface ; but is it, as

Michaelis thinks, the sole, the entire meaning, " only more con-

cisely and elegantly expressed," without ro vof/jKXfJbcc'^. We protest

strongly against this, and proceed still further to open the boxes.

A Dr Am Ende preached from these words in the Kreuz-

Kirche at Dresden, 1756, before Frederic the Great, and drew

from them as his theme the Prussian Motto, Suum ciiique.

Quite justly ; for in the ra, Katcrccpog rci rou dzou, with its

tvidening circle of meaning, Christ really intends further to say

this, and to mark the true distinction between God and Caesar.

He will show that the two services are quite compatible the one

with the other, leaving no room for any scruple of conscience

;

as Solomon, Eccles. viii. 2, has said of the khig of Israel (which

indeed was not quite the same) and the God of Israel. The
questioners have in a manner set God and men in opposition to

each other ; so that the answer, from this point of view, should

allow nothing to Ceesar, because his dominion was contrary to

the way of God with Israel. It is not, however, so ; and our

Lord connects together the service of God and men, although

in other respects He will know nothing of two masters. What
a comprehensively general proposition is this ! Even if, as He
does not say exactly ra rav av^pcoTcov, we should understand no

more than all human ordinayice and authority (1 Pet. ii. 13) ;

for so much our Lord will certainly include in what He says

as applicable to all nations,—those also which are not Israel,

and whose rulers are not precisely called Caesar. But of course

He separates by a just suum cuique, even while He conjiects : to

give to Caesar what is God's, or vice versa, He will certainly

not permit. And how so ? This is just what the hypocrites

do, even when they suppose they do it not, and Christ rebukes

them for this first of all. Make the true distinction between
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the things which pertain to Caesar and those which pertain to

God ! Make not the kingdom and government of God over

you to consist in outward things, such as paying or refusing a

tax ; do not confound pohtics and religion by the unseasonable

application of theocratical ideas, seeing that, as ye know, the

dealings of God with His Israel have often enough been by

foreign dominion. Only we must here guard against a mis-

understanding of this saying, which was formerly more frequent

than it is now, namely, that what is outward and earthly

should be, as it were, thrown over to the state, as being of no

importance. Thus our Lord would be made to say :
" Ye have

enough to do with God, ye who, as true hiKaioi, would act

according to My advice. What matters to you the tax of

Caesar, and other such things'? Only surrender without con-

cern everything earthly and outward, money and land, body and

life, to your king, whoever he may be, how much soever of these

he will have, and keep the soul for God !" No ! far be it from

our Lord thus to degrade government, thus falsely to sever the

outward from the inward!^ He teaches quite as decidedly on the

other side :
" Seek and maintain the true unity in your duty and

obhgation toward God and man ! Serve Caesar for God's sake,

who has placed him over you, as once He did Nebuchadnezzar

over your fathers." ThuS does it harmonise with Jer. xxvii.

6-11, xxix. 7, and Rom. xiii. ; 1 Pet. ii. 13, 14, as also John xix.

11. To be a dutiful subject of Caesar, and to be an obedient

servant of God, are quite compatible the one with the other, so far

as, and because, God has given dominion to Caesar; consequently,

to give Caesar his own for God's sake, means properly, only to

obey God. Thus does Christ decide,—in cases of collision

arising fi'om hypocrisy, selfwill, or fanaticism,—against all car-

nal zealots or falsely spiritual Quakers ; while it is evident

that the very same words decide upon every genuine case of

collision in which the obeying of God rather than man must

take effect.^ The second clause, in which He gives the con-

^ Eud. Matthiii calls the Lord's saying " a command •which indeed

expresses the subordination of Caesar to God, but not the separation of God
from Csesar."

2 Mendelssohn (in his Jerusalem), however, was very wrong when he

thought, that this utterance of Christ exhibits an evident case of opposition
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firmation of the first, continues indeed at the same time the

limitation, expresses the true limits of obedience. This inner

connection of the two clauses thus apprehended leads, however,

again a step further into the depth of the meaning.

The distribution of the clauses by Wesley is not altogether

wrong :—Ye Pharisees render to Csesar his due ! Ye Herodians

especially render to God His due ! This, however, is only the

application that lies on the surface, for Christ will certainly say

also to the Pharisees, nay to all men, Give to God lohat is God^s !

If now we consider this word first in its own depth of meaning,

and bring it into its own analogous relation to the question re-

specting the image and siipersanption in the first parallel clauses,

new and important thoughts will result, which, indeed. Chris-

tians even from early times have not overlooked. The striking

question asked by our Lord respecting the image cannot have

been without special purpose and significance; it was by no

means intended merely to bring out the proof of this particular

coin being Caesar's, for we know the manner in which Christ is

wont to connect spiritual truths with outward and sensible ob-

jects. He who will not go beyond the coin, must also, for ex-

ample, limit Luke x. 41, 42 to the meat. But there Martha

understood better what was the one thing needful ; and here the

Pharisees are astonished at the way in which Christ, in every

answer, bafiles and rebukes them.—Therefore, " That which

bears Ccesar^s image is, as belonging to Cassar, to be given to

him; but that which bears God^s image belongs to God!" At
first, indeed, it might appear as if the answer of Christ really

said nothing, and as if now the controversy properly begins, as

to what is God's and what is Caesar's. But why did the hypo-

crites not proceed to ask this ? Because they had still a con-

science! The Lord speaks for and to the conscience—therefore
j^^

He can and must be understood! This is, in general, His

manner. Here, with all its depth, nothing was simpler or more

natural than this sudden advance which He makes ; for it is the

capital doctrine of Moses, at the very beginning, that jnan was

and collision of duties ! No, the counsel which Christ here gives is truly

no Pharisaic advice to serve two masters, to halt between two opinions, to

carry the tree on both shoidders—as Mendelssohn received for answer

from Hamann (Golgotha and Scheblimini in Roth. vii. 63).
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created after the image of God. The usual dogmatic account of

the entire loss of this image, however, is not found precisely

either in Moses or elsewhere in the Scripture ; but rather the

opposite (see Gen. ix. 6; Jam. iii. 9; Acts xvii. 29). The
comparison of the entire man to a stamped coin is one which

came from the lips of Christ once before, Luke xv. 8, 9 (which

will be explained in the next volume). Here, however, He speaks

not in the first place of a restoration of the image (as Clemens

Strom, 6. 644, o hi/cutog voiuauM ^cuptov yzvoybzvog x,ou ^apayjC^a

(BaaiXt/COV avabzt,d[JjSvoc), but of the stamp as being still there,

and on account of which the rendering to God is required. Caesar

is satisfied with money and goods, obedience and honour rendered

^in the outward act ; but God requires the whole man, the entire

*** heart in every act. Ye men, give yourselves to God !—thus

does Christ teach the whole way of God for all in truth. Chiefly,

ye men of Israel (who, as belonging to God, would refuse your-

selves to Caesar), who, in addition to the image, bear in yom'selves

a special supei'scription, Avhich holds forth that image and makes

it known.^ They desired that He would show them the way of

God ; He willingly does so, even in answer to such a request,

and it is the same way of righteousness which the Baptist had

already preached to them. Yet not as if, with Ebrard, we were

to take the word too superficially as meaning,—Give repentance

to God, that is His tribute and due ! No, in repentance, in

faith, in obedience, give yourselves entirely to God. " Thou must

give thy money indeed to Cassar, but thyself to God ; for what

will remain over for God, if everything belongs to Caesar?"

V (TertuUian Idol. c. 15.) Ye belong to yourselves just as little

as does the tribute money which is due from you. What a sig-

nificant answer to these hypocritical zealots, who (to speak again

with the WandshecJcer) have something to ask regarding the silver

image of Caesar, but nothing about the image of God ! Herein,

finally, the last idea opens itself up as the innermost kernel of

the complete, altogether sufficient answer ; namely, the explana-

tion lohy this seeming contradiction to their dignity as the people

of God is imposed upon them, wliy what is relatively not righ*;

^ Although image and superscription may also be understood severally

of the feeling of God remaining in every man, and the knowledge corre-

sponding thereto, now indeed very indistinct.
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has come to be right, why Israel sliould and must pay tribute to

the Eoman emperor. If ye had done the second, then the first

would not have been required of you : If ye had given to God
what is God's, then ye might have been quite free to serve only

this your King !
" That ye have two masters is the penalty of

your sin." (V. Meyer.) Is not this again the clear doctrine of

Moses and the prophets ; is it not the way of God with Israel,

ever and anon since the period of the Judges, that the departure

from Jehovah has been punished by subjection to a foreign

power ? Here again speaks Claudius with surpassing excellence :

—" In general, the question as a whole was a very awkward

question ; and just the same as if an adulterer were to ask

whether it is right to pay the penalty affixed to the crime of

adultery."—This principle of God, this rebuking demonstration

of that principle, stretches back to the setting up of the Israel-

itish kingdom with Saul, which was originally not according to

the will of God. They had even then rejected the Lord their

God, that He should not be King over them ; God gave them

a king in His anger, and made this the occasion of a new display

ofgrace and glory, in the abundant vouchsafement of His gracious

guidance under David and Solomon. But this people never ac-

commodated themselves to the way of their God. Already, in

the wilderness, when God said. Go up that ye may possess the

laud ! they would not ; but when He said, Go not up ! then they

went and were smitten (Num. xiv. 40-45). When God was

their King they rejected Him ; when He gave them over to

the hands of strangers that they might know what is the service

of God and what the service of the kingdoms of the countries

(2 Chron. xii. 8)—then they rebelliously resisted, instead of

seeking deliverance from the Lord in repentance. In particular,

the questioners on this occasion were, properly speaking, people

who were inclined to submit to the authority neither of God nor

Csesar ; and yet the dominion of Csesar had been imposed upon

them on account of sin, to bring them back from sin to God.

Verily this answer of Christ's was truly scriptural, conformable

to the law and the prophets, theocratical, orthodox, and to be

received without contradiction.^

1 As Lex expresses himself on this point in Otto's Denksclirift des Her-

borner Seminars for 1849.
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See, now, in this type immediately referring to Israel, but of

general application, how the wise and faithful Master, as Teacher

of the whole world, here actually in one or two plain words, which

merely take up the matter as it lies before Him and lay open its

inner significance, gives the true answer to the ever-reciu'ring

question of proud, obstinate man, who seeks a false fi*eedom in

what is outward : Shall Ave pay tribute, obey, be subject to, em-

perors and kings ? In this answer everything on every side is

duly proportioned, and the inexhaustible text develops itself ever

anew and ever richly as an answer, according as the question is

put. The question of rigid is turned into a question of history :

How came we under such dominion ?—Again, grasping this still

more deeply, it becomes a question of conscience, running thus :

But wherefore 1—And an oppressed people must hegin by answer-

ing the last, to which " neither historical nor juridical knowledge

is requisite." ^ All revolutionary spirits have here their answer,

which teaches them that reform must begin from within and

proceed outward to the one thing needful ; condemnation is pro-

nounced equally upon so-called passive resistance refusing to pay

tribiite, and upon active insurrection, from which it in fact does

not essentially diflPer. All who are inclined to a republic (in the

period of the new covenant, when the theocracy, plainly shown to

be an impracticable attempt so long as sin remains, has given place

to the kingdom of Christ) are referred not only to the image upon

the coin, but at the same time (which is also implied in this) to the

image of God in the earthly majesties, to the necessity that gfj

xoipavog sffTco, of there being, in general, one safeguard and se-

curity for order and unity in lawful traffic, as every one cannot

stamp the coin. All Papists, who, with their church as a self-

constituted unwarranted theocracy, would swallow up the state,

and all Hegelians, who would let what is called the church be

absorbed in the state, receive their answer here respecting the

true relation determined by Christ between the two ; the same

doctrine which the Reformers, and before them the Apostles,

taught, according to the mind of Christ, concerning the right

and distinction of worldly authority. But all servile Herodians,

and flatterers of princes, together with hypocrites before God,

receive the admonition to be subject 07ili/ in so far as it is right

^ See Zeller Monatsbl. 1850.
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in the sight of God ; and for conscience sake to pay to Csesar

also the tribute of testimony to the truth, by reminding him

that power has been given to him fi'om above, only for righteous-

ness. In short, " the ultras on all sides are justly repelled b}'-

the short answer."^ Oh that they would not merely let them-

selves be repelled, as was the case with these tempters : They

were astonished, left Him (as He had left them, chap. xxi. 17),

and went aioay I Here, again, they received the one, first and

last word, of the Son who came to seek the fruits : Grive your-

selves to God! But this they will not hear, they will not go

this way of God, they will not know and learn this truth ; there-

fore they go away, instead of becoming the honest disciples of

this Master.

ANS^^R RESPECTING THE RESURRECTION.

(Matt. xxii. 29-32 ; Mark xii. 24-27 ; Luke xx. 34-38.)

The Saddiicees were certainly not present on this occasion to

hear how He had stopped the mouth of the Pharisees ; therefore

their mouth is still open, as if inviting Him to deal in like manner

with themselves. On the same day

;

— i.e., still in these last days,

when all these things happened, and during which no one would

be behind in attacking Him,—they brought their question for

His discomfiture; and thus drew from Him for the world a

great word, the profound answer to all unbelief in the living

God of the Kving. These were those who, with error equally

bold and foolish, said that there was no resurrection of the body

;

and, thence, according to all the ideas entertained among the

Jews (and according to the truth of God's word, which does

not separate the two), that there was, in general, no immortality,

no continued existence of man after death as '^Hv(Jja ; see Acts

xxiii. 8.^ They bring before Him as actual history a, curious

case, which was at least possible, in order to put their question

in the keenest form :—a case which was probably not then for

the first time imagined, but which was already a common and

1 The Friedensbote from Hamburg 1822, p. 68.

2 This is plainly meant there ; not that in general they deny " spuit," in

the sense in which the word is now used with us, i.e., "the reality and

truth of the spiritual world."
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hacknied jest against the resurrection, as indeed the hke are

cui'rent enough among the Sadducees of this day. 3Ioses has

said:—thus they begin their incontrovertible demonstration

(although cunningly, scarce suppressing a smile, they afterwards

only put a question), that JMoses, in this as in all his laws, could

not possibly have presupposed a " resurrection." Seven brothers

had all married one wife successive!}', without issue : all those

who followed married in order to raise up seed to the first ; i.e.,

according to Moses' meaning, to raise up, so to speak, his after-

growth out of his grave ^—beneath which, however, according to

the design of the wilful inquirers, there lies a half-restrained

sensual sneer at the whole Mosaic ordinance. They all died,

however, without effecting their object, for the woman was

barren ; last of all the woman died also, as, indeed, all men die.

And now, if with this dying all is not over, as we say, then in

the so-called "resurrection" (St Mark, orav uvaffrcotTi, ironi-

cally for g/—on the so-called last day, in which we would so

willingly believe, if thou wouldst solve our doubts in regard to

it), how strange will be the claim of seven men to one woman ;

whose then will she be ? The same question might be asked in

the case of every second marriage of a widow or a widower ; but

they take their stand here upon the commandment of Moses, and

therein lies the emphasis of their question : Did ]Moses, then,

when he made such ordinances for this life, take for granted

another life after this, and prepare such confusion for that life ?

We may well admire the patience, gentleness, and wisdom of

the Lord Jesus towards this folly, when we hear His answer

!

Ver. 29. The same thing which He here at first answers to

these fools, who honestly made a show of their folly. He might,

in a deeper sense, say also to the Pharisees; indeed He said it

to them in a certain sense as often as He refeiTed them to the

Scripture, which was read, but not known or tmderstood by

them. Yet there is a well-founded difference to be obsen^ed in

the expression. With keener rebuke He concedes to the Phari-

sees a certain knoicledge of the Scriptures (possessing the key

of knowledge, Luke xi. 52), although, indeed, not the true search-

ing into them which is first of all required (John v. 39) ; at all

events, their en'or is more manifestly shown to be a culpable

^ As Lange rightly explains it.
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error, a not-willing. In the case of the Sadducees, on the other

hand, although with them also the more deeply underlying

ground of their ignorance and error is only to be found in the

evil will. He yet alleges against them, first of all, the gentler

charge ofneglecting all, even the least searching of the Scriptures,

an inconsiderate passing over them without the thought that

there is the Scripture, consequently also the power of God.

Wherefore it is that He says so often to those Pharisees,—Have

ye readers and knowers of Scripture never read or known this

or that ? While to these Sadducees He says only,—Ye read the

Scripture not at all with understanding as ye ought ! To those

He says beforehand. Ye hypocrites—to these, as parallel with

that. Ye err. Thus does He give to every one his own ; to the

" enlightened," with their pride of better hioioledge, He ascribes

precisely the worse error.

This erring which, in a spirit equally gracious and severe. He
ascribes to them, was not merely the special error as to the resur-

rection,^ which they had frankly brought before Him (with a

sincere conviction, and in so far better than those hypocrites),

but the fundamental erring as regards the knowledge of the living

God in general, of which, as He soon shows to them, their say-

ing that there is no resurrection was only the natural result. Not

to know and acknowledge God in His eternal power and god-

head—this is pre-eminently and, properly speaking, the inner-

most error of the unbeliever. From that proceeds all further

folly of unbelief; all ignorance of every doctrine which stretches

beyond the life of the senses ; all despising and transgressing of

the Divine commandment, which has power and meaning only

for immortal men; all theoretical rejection of doctrine, and

practical violation of morality, as these go necessarily hand in

hand, not merely in the consistently developed Sadducees of the

time of Christ, but in all who are like them in every age. Now
it is true that the voice of the living God ever speaks in reason

and conscience, even to the natural man who has corrupted

himself through the lusts of error (Ephes. iv. 22), and goes on

^ Or after all even (according to Hase, liimself not knowing the ancient

Scripture)—^the Sadducean, probably old-Mosaic (therefore truly orthodox !)

supposition of a kingdom of shadows, which Christ had refuted here, not

with Scripture, but only with dialectical adroitness ! *
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corrupting himself, seeking death in the error of his Hfe (Wis. i.

12) ;—and in so far it might be said also to the heathen,—Ye err

because ye know not the truth which is yet in yourselves. But
our Lord speaks here to the Sadducees who live in Israel, and
can talk of that which ISIoses has said ; therefore He at once calls

the superadded revelation of the truth by the true God, Scripture.

Where this Scripture is, with the outward knowledge of its exist-

ence, there the sole and essential reason of every error in Divine

things is nothing else than the not knowing of this Scripture

:

this has been proved in a thousand ways down to our own day.^

In this first word (omitted by St Luke) of the answer, the (jut^

sBoTsg in St Matthew is designed at all e\ents to indicate the

reason of the erring ; as St Mark gives prominence to this in

the form of the question, ov^ia rovro 'xXavaGGz
;

The revealed word of God then takes away all error by its

truth ; and in particular this word, as being written by the Holy

^host, and summed up in the Scripture :—let this axiom, here

unconditionally expressed and taken for granted, in the mouth
of the true and faithful W'^itness, be well considered ! All phi-

losophy and all so-called theology which has no Holy Scripture,

—which is not built upon His foundation, and does not learn

what it knows from this source,—is, wlien it opposes the existing

Scripture with Xzynv ^^ ihui, tvith saying xvhat is and what is

not, a foolisli not-knowing, a great error. When Christ puts

the Scripture, rightly known, in opposition to all error. He
thereby declares it to be itself free from error and infallible

;

namely, in its unity and totality as ^ ypa^^ Avhich cannot be

broken. (John x. 35.) He says here indeed rag ypatpag^ in

the plural ; but this is partly to bring to the recollection of the

Sadducees the other Scriptures, besides those of Moses, which

were still more mistaken by them, and partly to point to the

necessity of connecting one Scripture with another,— as is

done by Himself in this very instance,—whereby alone theu*

' Kai yoip tvriidiu roc. y.vpioc 'i(pv kxx,cc, oLtto t^j ruv 'ypu<Puu ocyvoixg' iurtuSiu

5J jroXX^ Tuv cclpsaiuv i^y.xaTYiat y^v/a^, si/TSvhu oi vif/.e'Kripcivot (iiot, kurtvSev oi

ecKSphic; ttovoi. Clirysost.

2 Not rcc d'AnSii ruv ypccfii:/, according to the apocryphal understanding

of the words, as if it were intended " to distinguish what is false in the

Scripture from what is true." Indeed Hilgenfeld makes out precisely this

to be the genuine form, altered ui St Mark

!
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complete truth can be ascertained.^ Already in the article

rotg the unity is sufficiently expressed. This unity, however,

distributes itself over the entire multiplicity of the canon :

this entire canon, then, existing and accredited among the Jews,

Christ here coiifirms, in all its separate books, when He says a/

ypo!,(po(,i,—speaking of course of the same writings which were
'

so called at that time. Let this, too, be well considered ! All

that is true of the one saying of God in Moses, which He
here interprets as indeed 'pyj&h V'tto rov dsov according to the

power of God, is therefore true of every saying and verse of the

Jewish canon, which He has beforehand comprised in rcig ypa(paj.

Ye err ! This He, in whom there is no error or sin, testifies

against the erring ones, sadly accusing them, loftily judging

them ! This is more than if one professor should now say to

another, " You are mistaken, Doctor, as it appears to me."

Against His " Ye err," there is no appeal ; whoever, then,

declines His authority, in order first to inquire whether the

Lord Christ may not Himself err—let him see whither he

will carry things, and where he will stop by so doing ! Ye err

because ye know not the Scriptures ! The second word in this

utterance, spoken by Him who has, from His youth upwards,

learned all truth from these Scriptures by the Spirit;— not

acquiring it indeed in the regular course of the students of

that day from the teachers, whom, as a youth. He had per-

plexed by his questions, but yet all the more truly learning it,

so that He is now more learned than the learned (John vii. 15).

He speaks thus, all whose thinking and speaking, fi'om the first

to the last word of His moiath, moved upon the deep basis of

Scripture and amid its unlocked treasures ; to whom the

Scripture had been His rudiments, and would be His prayer-

book on the Cross. When He puts the unerring Scripture in

opposition to all error, when He declares these books to be true

in the same word which says to the people who preserved them,

Ye do err—more is thereby affirmed and decided than by all the

well or ill meant locis cle Scripturd, and theories of inspiration

propounded by dogmatists and reformers and apologists, or their

opponents. But the third word comes in addition to the second,

and belongs essentially to it, as giving ground and emphasis for

^ Oi/osfcix yp(x,<pvi rfi hipcf luccuricc eari. Justin M.

VOL. III. L
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US to the decisive affirmation, so that we may understand where-

fore and how the Scripture is to be learned and known :—Ye
know not the Scripture nor the poiver of God ! All commen
tators who, hastily passing over this, find here only a reference

to the avaara&ig that was denied, are themselves deeply in

error, overlooking the fact that Scripture and power are here

in the first place correlates, as letter and spirit. Our Lord
certainly means to say : These are indeed books written by
men, in the language of men ; but yet, unlike other books,

in them the power of God witnesses and attests itself, in this

word and letter lives and speaks the Spirit, in the ypd[JjiJja. is the

"TTVivHiO,. This, then, is the order and connection of the ideas:

—

The power of God, in which the Scripture is written; of Avhich,

therefore, it testifies ; and according to which it is also to be

understood and interpreted (2 Pet. i. 20, 21). (See shortly

after Matt. xxii. 43 h 'TrvzvfJburi). If the Jewish scribes, fol-

lowing tlie expression of Josephus, called it alone true wisdom to

be able tTjV rcov hpcuv YpafJbfJbccrcov hvvcifjbii/ ipfjj'/ji/ivffcci—so thinks

also the Master in Israel ; but He, in the true spirit and the

true power, and they, the erring ones, in the slavish adher-

ence to the letter. One can become a rrjV hvvccf/jtP rcov ypccfjij-

I/jKTojv ipijjrjvzvffai hwccfjuzvog only hj yielding up his heart to

God : in proportion as thou renderest to God what is God's,

will He show and give to thee what is His, and what is to

become thine, even Himself as thy God ! " Our eye must

be directed to God and His mind ; this gives to the Scripture

the power which it always has in itself." (Berlenb. B.) "Beneath

all the letters of tlie Scripture lies the Spirit : he who takes all

together with upright heart will not miss the Spirit. But they

miss it who separate what stands connected, namely, the Scrip-

ture and the power of God." (Oetinger.) Therefore, more par-

ticularly, because every word of the Scripture proceeds from the

Spirit and mind of the ever-living God, so also, in its innermost

sense, does it return to tliis, that we should live before and in God,

otherwise the Scripture, as the word of God, would be a con-

tradiction of itself. According to the sense of the Spirit the entire

Scripture aims and points at eteriial life—certifies the denied

resurrection. Hence the word of Christ here declares the same

thing which Augustine has otherwise expressed : Oculi in tan-
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turn viclent (in Scriptura) in quantum moriuntur huic sgeculo
;

in quantum autem huic vivunt, non vident.^ Unbelief knows

not the eternal power and Godhead of the Hving personal God
out of and above nature, therefore, also, it knows not the super-

natural power and meaning of the Scriptm'e, in which the /
of this God speaks to us, reveals and imparts itself to us. But
the power of God is an omnipotence which quickens what is

dead (Rom. iv. 17 ; Acts xxvi. 8), and the raising again also

of the flesh is performed by the same Spirit who spe:aks to us

and dwells in us (Rom. viii. 11). It is bj the power and in the

power of God (1 Cor. vi. 14 ; xv. 43). Certainly, " the resur-

rection is no process of nature, but a miracle of omnipotence."

It is not metaphysical reasons drawn from the simple and in-

destructible nature of the human soul, it is not proudly specu-

lative dreamings which make the spirit of man to be God, or

such like, that Christ here lays down as a basis from which to

confute the Sadducees of all times; but the will expressed in the

word, the power attested by the word of Him who is the o f/jopog

'iXOi)V aduvDCffiocv (1 Tim. vi. 16), but who hath said to man, "I
am thy God," and therefore man also lives. " Man should see

the possibility of the resurrection in the power of God, and the

reality or truth of the fulfilment in the Spirit of the entire

Scripture, in which it has been promised as the aim and end of

the Divine decree." (Kleuker.)

O how severely does this interpretation of Christ (not at all

like Doppe's Hermeneutics of the New Testament " writers ")

rebuke the pitiful error of all those blind critics who can hardly

find an immortality in the Old Testament from the beginning,

nothing more at best than a notion about a resurrection which

found its way into the Old Testament from heathen sources

!

The Laxo of Moses, as such, if we look in the first place at the

isolated letter of it, knew only of cursing and blessing within the

limits of the earthly life, and a very proper point of view from

which to regard this has already been plainly shown by Warbur-

ton : it was the most striking legitimation of this law for the car-

nal people that its threatening and promising was to come into

operation directly upon earth. But inasmuch as the living God,

^ Zinzendorf: "Eeason digs beside it, le\dty sweeps past it, pride flies

over it."
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the Eternal, by this immediate distribution of reward and punish-

ment, placed Himself in most direct intercourse with His son

Israel, this temporal rewarding and punishing could appear only

as the pledge and Ujpe of an eternal. For that which God gives

or does, in blessing or cursing, cannot be confined ^Yithin a span

of time. Can we suppose that the Lord, who visits the sins of the

fathers upon the children, should have prepared no judgment for

the fathers themselves v.'ho are spared upon earth, or, on the other

hand, that the piety of His faithful ones should have its entire

reward in—long life and prosperity on the earth ! The letter of

the law, which raised this question, thereby already indicated in

' the spirit the answer. The " life " promised by God through

Moses must already have been life eternal; as Christ acknow-

ledges and confirms (Matt. xix. 16, 17), not as an after-interpre-

tation, but as the opening up of the sense belonging to every word

spoken by God according to the power of God. As Calvin, in his

two excellent chapters de similitudine V. et N. T. and de differ-

entia unius testamenti ab altero (Institt. lib. 2, cap. 10, 11), with

penetrating clearness, lays down as the first of the three principal

reasons for the similitudo vel potius unitas :—Non carnalem

opulentiam ac felicitatem metam fuisse Judgeis propositam ad

quam demiim adspirarent, sed in spem immortalitatis fuisse

cooptatos ; atque hujus adoptionis fidem illis fuisse tum oraculis,

tum lege, tum prophetis certo factam. And Pascal says :
—" In

the promises of the Old Testament every one finds what lies at

the bottom of his own heart, temporal blessings or blessings of

the Spirit ; the first, however, with, the second without, contra-

diction." The key to the enigma of Job's historj'-, which Moses

had already in the wilderness known and written for Israel, is to

be found in Job xix. 25-27, where Vaihinger, again erring, finds

an immortality without a resurrection, which is inconceivable not

merely in the entire Word of God, but even in true philosophy .'^

But if any one will begin from below and inquire concerning

the " Hebraism," rather than concerning what God says to this

people from above, let such an one hear a man whose writings

still wait for their proper disciples, the profound thinker Molitor.

" The supposition that the ancient people of God lived only in

the outward, and had no idea of immortality, is in every case

1 Philosophie der Gescliichte oder iibex die Tradition, 1. 202.
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extremely inconsistent. Granted that Moses had borrowed the

idea of his law from the Egyptians, and that the whole Mosaic

legislation was merely the project of a great national leader, it

would, in fact, he incomprehensible why, even as a politician, he

did not introduce into his legislation i^ewards and punishments

after death, especially as faith in these had been taught not

merely in the Egyptian mysteries, but had even been a com-

mon popular idea in Egypt. To a people, however, who, in the

midst of heathen nations, could be inspired with the sublime idea

of rising to the one only invisible God (without form and likeness)

—to such a people the faith in immortality cannot have been so

high and remote a thing, but must have been quite congenial to

their inmost nature. This faith is even so natural to mankind

generally, that there never was a people altogether without the .

idea of a future life, otherwise they m\ist have been sunk to a

level with the brute creation." Far beyond what is implied in

the phrase, " gathered to their fathers," which is said even of

those who were not buried with their fathers—far beyond the

popular conception of the dark realm of shadows parallel to that

of the heathen—far beyond this reaches the view of an Abraham,

whose God the Lord was, and who spake with him as with a

friend from whom He can conceal nothing. Resting in his

God as a child on its mother's bosom, he knew most assuredly

by simple faith, without much yvcoaig, that the mother will not

readily destroy her child. In the offering up of Isaac he even

rose in thought to the re-quickening of the body by the power

of God. But Abraham's God could set before the seed of His

chosen servant, as the end of their faith, nothing less than the

eternal recompense, instead of the enjoyment of sin for a season.

All concealing of, and thereby removing, the limits between the

present and the future life in the promises and threatenings

of the law and the prophets, was not so much a withdrawing as

rather a bringing near of the future life to the present, a certain

embodied descent of tlie eternah recompense into the sphere of

time. The hope of life in God after death " rested on the in-

ward feeling of trust in that God who is love, and on the con-

viction of its being impossible that all the glorious manifestations

of His grace towards those who honour and love Him could be

wasted only on vanishing shadows. It was the Spirit of God,
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then, Avliich assured them also of eternal life. "^ They said,

" Thy mercy, O Lord, endureth for ever ; " and to the sigh of

the soul, " Forsake not the work of Thine own hands, " the

answer was given, " I cannot and will not forsake it
!

" Quai

divinitus injuncta illis fuit vivendi conditio, assiduum erat exer-

citium quo admonerentur, se omnium esse miserrimos si in hac;

modo vita felices essent. (Calvin.) And this inner spiritual ex-

perience of the faithful,^ strengthened and exalted from time to

time by addresses and monitions from God, was the secret tra-

dition of the hvi/ci[Jtjig hov in the 'ypci(pri. With all which, how-

ever, we \Yill not deny the difference expressed 2 Tim. i. 10

between the Old and New Testament, between the struggling,

misgiving faith of the fathers, and the clear, firm footing which

we have on the resurrection of our Saviour from the dust. " It

was quite the reverse with the Israelites " (from what it was with

the heathen who believed in an existence after death in general,

yet not in a coming to God), " inasmuch as with these, foith in

a livi?2ff God takes the Jirst place ; and the faith in a future life,

necessarily included in this, very seldom appears, and not at all

as a doctrine, but, as it were, grows and increases with the ever

more clearly appearing promise of the Sun of Righteousness,

and in the fulness of time shines forth with full splendour."*

The reader will pardon this excursus against the Sadducean error,

as concerned with Old Testament exegesis ; we do not think that

we have thereby digressed, but have merely referred the em-
phatic " Ye do err," which Christ here speaks, to those to whom
it properly applies at this day ; and at the same time supplied all

the fundamental ideas necessary to the understanding of His sub-

sequent exegetical inference—viz., God is not a God of the dead

!

Ver. 30. Ye Sadducees then do err: since, according to the

power of God, the Scripture holds forth an eternal life, there is

also a resurrection of the body ; for, without the body, there is

1 J. G. Muller vom Glaubcn der Christen ii. 202.

2 For assuredly " tliosc only can speak of immortality in a purely reli-

gious way who have already in themselves the higher life which alone is

worthy of the victory over death." Schleiermacher Reden iiber die

EeUgion, p. 202.

^ Krummacher, die christliche Yolkschule im Bunde mit der Kirche,

p. 29
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as yet no life of the entire nian.^ After His introductory words,

with which everything was already said, Christ now, in the first

place with unoffending calmness, speaks of the certain resurrec-

tion, in opposition to tkeir h t'^ avafrrdazi, spoken in mockery,

and accepts the word from their sneering lips in simple earnest-

ness. (St Mark has also orav ocvacirSjat, precisely as the mockers

have hefore said.) After this comes a still more special proof from

Scripture : on lysipoi/roci, that the dead rise again. But while

Christ here annihilates at one blow the ridiculous difficulty of the

Sadducees, He at the same time refutes the carnal conceptions

of the Pharisees ; for the Talmud sometimes speaks of those who

are raised, with as much grossness as the Koran does.^ The resur-

rection taught by Christ and the Scripture certainly does not

restore the present flesh and blood, which cannot inherit the king-

dom of God. Whatever hath sprung from the fall^ and exists

on acccunt of death and in connection with death,—such as the

present connection of the sexes in order to the generation of new

mortals—that is done axoay with !* Here St Luke has a more

exact and noteworthy exposition of the saying which is simply

abridged in St Matthew and St Mark. The children of this loorld:

—that is, as the antithesis shows, not in the same sense as Luke

xvi. 8 and elsewhere ; it does not mean that those who are in other

respects worthy of attaining to the other world, i.e., the children

of God, should not marry on earth,^ but that the saints in the flesh

marry and are given in marriage, so long as they have not yet

become partakers of that life in the spiritual body. Where there

is no more " dying " (as in the case of the seven men and the

woman), there is no more need of a propagation of the race, no

1 As- the reflection 2 Mace. xii. 43 ss. knows as yet of no other continu-

ance after death, than what consists in waiting for the resurrection. When
Judas cares for the dead as still alive, he has precisely the resurrection in

his mind.
2 For example, Sohar : A woman who has had two husbands in tliis world,

is, in the other world, given to the first.

^ A new proof here of this truth indicated in Moses ; for what is conform-

able to the original image of God in man, cannot be destroyed in eternity.

* As may certainly be found taught also in Jewish writings, differently

from that adduced before ; see the passages in Sepp iii. 268.

* As the heretic Marcion perverted the passage, educing from it even a

Deus illius xvi, who prescribes to His people jam hie non nubere, quia non

suntfilii hujus xvi.
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more quickening the seed of a mortal life from the work of the

flesh and of death. (On this analogy between generation and

corruption, information may be obtained from physiologists, as

Schubert.) Chilchen of God—this means here the completed

viokaiK, including also the body (Rom. viii. 23 ; 1 John iii. 1,

2), and is parallel with children or heirs, partners of the resurrec-

tion, to whom the children of death stand opposed. (Children of

God and of the resurrection—in other respects there are no longer

children and parents.) At the same time, according to the usage

of D\"i7S \33, the expression readies beyond this so as to compre-

hend the likeness to the angels, the assurance of which the two

first Evangelists alone have preserved. They are not taohot, but

viot rov dsov; nor have they, as the saying now runs, become

angels, and yet as glorified men they are certainly ladyyzkoi.

As the angels—those powers of God that streamed forth in per-

sonal form in the first creation, of whom, although they are

mentioned in Scripture (even by Moses), you Sadducees affirm

also a foolish (jj^ zlvai. Is this too an accommodation to current

fictions, on the part of Him who rebuked every error ?^ He
speaks, indeed, of angels as being quite as truly personal, as the

actual persons of men who married in this world. But it is self-

evident that He can, and does, understand this likeness to the

angels only of those who are raised to blessedness. There is cer-

tainly, as St Paul afterwards teaches, agreeing with the Pharisees,

a future resurrection of the dead, both of the just and the unjust

(Acts xxiv. 15) ; or as Christ, agreeing with the prophets, ex-

presses it, " a resurrection of life and a resurrection of condem-

nation." John V. 29 ; Dan. xii. 2. The everlasting shame and

contempt, howevei', does not deserve to be called a resurrection in

the higher sense ; but the condition of the body of the damned
is a fearful mystery. Therefore also does the Scripture conceal

it, and the New Testament speaks chiefly of the resurrection of

the just (Luke xiv. 14). When the resurrection is spoken of in

general it is called avdaraaig vBfcpuu (Acts xxiv, 15-21, xvii.

32 ; 1 Cor. xv. 12, 13, 21 ; Ileb. vi. 2) ; the superiority, how-

ever, of those who inherit life is denoted by ccvuffTUfftg \h, vizpuv

^ Somewhat as Bahrdt interpreted :
" they shall then become such beings

as you represent to yourselves in the angels," forgetting that the words

were addressed to Sadducees.
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here' in Mark and Luke, as in Phil. iii. 11 ;; k^amaraffig rcov

vsxpalv. That this resurrection properly speaking, of the just out

of death, to the true, eternal life, takes place partly also in time

as a, first resurrection, is elsewhere taught; .but whether all who
are not condemned have already part in this first resurrection,

must, on a careful consideration of such passages as 1 Cor. xv.

23, 24 ; Rev. xx. 4-6, 12-15, still remain a question. Conse-

quently the \k vsKpcov is not, with Olshausen and others, neces-

sarily to be explained of the priority of time—(from the collective

mass of the vszpoi some are raised first)—it is already founded on

the essential distinction, that the just are no longer vBKpot ; while

the unjust become in the complete sense of the term i/szpoi, when

they are raised to eternal death. If (with Nitzsch in his System)

we reckon Luke xx. 35 as one of the passages which prove a first

resurrection, it is yet in the letter one of the least distinct ; and

the zccTCi^isodj^mi (just as at Luke xxi. 36) can also, in the first

place, be understood only of the resurrection of the blessed. So

much, however, our Lord plainly says, that those wdio are raised

to blessedness in that glorious new world shall be as the angels

of God in the heaven or in the heavens, i.e., as the unfallen angels

in their original and preserved glory before God. Hereby is at

least assuredly afiirmed, that the angels also are not (according

to that unscripturally strange conception which corresponds to

the equally inconceivable naked immortality of souls) mere
" spirits," but have a heavenly corporality ; for how, otherwise,

could those who are raised in the body ,be compared with them

exactly in reference to this ? Nay more, it can hardly be denied

that the form of their corporality must be analogous to the

heavenly form of man, although not absolutely the same ; see, in

proof of this, Rev. xxi. 17. The first point of similarity lies cer-

tainly in this, that they neither marry nor are given in marriage

:

—what was animal and Savarahzg in marriage passes away, what

was spiritual, angelic, only remains. But this discontinuance of

marriage is far from being the sole point of comparison ; we are

not at liberty even to understand that such as are raised shall be

without distinction of sex, as the angels certainly are in the full

sense ; for there is a physical difference of sex entering into the

entire being of the human individual, which can hardly cease.

Immortal as angels, in a certain measure sexless as angels : this,
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however, does not yet exliaust the import of the lady/sKoi

thus strongly expressed chiefly in St Luke. " That our angel-

nature should consist merely in celibacy, is as incredible as that

crowns make kings, .because all kings wear crowns." ^ The of/jOiot

uvrco, like Him, 1 John iii. 2, points even still higher up into the

heights of glory, where the words, it doth not ajypear what we shall

he, express all that we know or understand of it. Our Lord can-

not as yet disclose the full mystery of the future state of man,

from natural reasons of propriety ; but it is to be observed, as

showing the gracious gentleness of the Eedeemer, that He here

attractively holds up, even before these Sadducees, the resurrec-

tion which they denied, first of all, in its glorious side.

Vers. 31, 32. And now first He turns to the universal and

certain reality of the resuiTection of the dead,

—

on lyiipovrui ot

vizpoi in general. He has already borne witness to this in His

own exalted absolute authority; He now condescends, so to

speak, to the special proof from a ypa(pr}. Have ye not read ?

How many an enormous error might be removed by the right

reading of a single passage of Scripture, if it were understood

according to the power of God ! Here it behoves that no word

be overlooked, or superficially read, for God's words are indeed

deep. It might be said that on this account our Lord does not

here cite a passage from the projyhets, who also plainly testify to

the resurrection even in the letter, as Is. xxvi. 19; Ez. xxxvii.;

Dan. xii. 2; but a word of God in the writings of Moses which

announces the resurrection in the spirit of the letter.—In the

book of Moses—-as St Mark specifies ; and with still more em-

phasis St Luke, "even Moses hath showed!" That the Sad-

ducees, although their sect first arose after the closing of the

canon, actually o'ejected all the sacred books, excepting the Pen-

tateuch, was a statement of several Fathers who confounded

them with the Samaritans; after having been long received,

this opinion has been recently refuted on good grounds. Jose-

phus says only that they rejected the 'Trapdhoffig ruv Tccrkpcov

in opposition to the fysypafJbfJb&vcc (or 'ypa,(pa,i).~ But from

their position and character it may still be conjectm'ed that

^ Kleuker, mensclilicber Versuch iiber den Sohn Gottes. p. 179.

2 See on this recently Havernick Einl. in das A. T. 1. 1. 74, as also

Winer's Realwcirterbucli.
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they held chiefly by Moses, and treated slightingly the prophets,

who were unintelligible, nay adverse, to their system and prac-

tice. This middle view, already propounded by Corrodi,^ Paulus,^

and others, rests on good ground, although it has not strictly

historical testimony. Even Neander thinks it very probable that

the Sadducees at least subordinated the prophetical writings to

the Pentateuch, and accepted proof only from the latter ;^ Lange
has adopted the same view ; while Sepp, quite uncritically, deter-

mines to abide by the " ancient opinion." This passage, it is

true, contains no proof of the rejection of the prophets by the

Sadducees ; but it hints at the neglect of these exhibited by the

persons addressed. For our Lord, all other reasons also being^

admitted, appears to have special reason for confining Himself

to the book of Moses in dealing wath these Sadducees, and for

proving to them from it, in a manner entirely corresponding to

their question, that even the lawgiver whose law respecting

Levirate marriage they found to be incompatible with a resur-

rection, yet knew and testified of a resurrection. He would have

directly chastised the manifest and bold contradictioii to prophetic

testimonies respecting the resurrection, if it had not been His

design to presuppose the erroneous theory of the gainsayers,

namely, that whatever does not agree with Moses is of no autho-

rity in the prophets. Moses lias said—thus did their objection

begin ; in opposition to this, Christ puts before them a '^ri&lv V'tto

Tov Osou, which the same Moses has received and recorded.

Moses has not merely given laws ; God also has said many things

which Moses says and writes. The Kabbinical formula of quo-

tation, designating the section, Itti rov or r^g ^drov (Mark and

Luke), as Rom. xi. 2 Iv 'HX/a, is not to no purpose ; but it points,

at the same time, to that bush as itself a significant emblem of

miraculous preservation in the midst of destruction, given on

that occasion when the God of the fathers appeared and spake.*

Moses calls the Lord by the same name as he tells us the Lord

^ Beleuchtung des Bibelcanons, p. 110.

2 Komment. iiber die Evang. i. 196.

^ Leben Jesu. p. 56. In Hke manner in the Cliurcli History at the begin-

ning, in spite of the arguments adduced against it by Winer.

* At that time, in the first place, Israel in the furnace of Egypt, but the

prophecy of the symbohcal vision stretches further.
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had called Himself. Moses is acknowledged to be the author of

the writings that bear his name. But what we read in his

writings God had said ; it had been actually spoken by God, and

that not to Moses merely, but pyj0h vfiTv—the Lord speaks it to

the Sadducees, and even now to us. The inference, finally,

which our Lord draws from the simple utterance of God,

—

which they had certainly read often, and yet never thus under-

stood,— is by no means merely an inference supplementally

drawn from it, but rather the innermost meaning and kernel of

the Divine word which Moses also certainly understood. It is

no mere hint, no mere intimation lying deeper beneath the sur-

face, as the k(jj7ivv(jzv in St Luke is wont to be understood (with

Luther^) ; but an open declaration and exposition of Avhat this

word was designed emphatically to say. (Comp. John xi. 57

;

Acts xxiii. 30 ; 1 Cor. x. 28.) Moses, when he wrote down this

word of God which he had heard, could evidently understand it

of nothing else, and could mean to testify nothing else by it,

than that befoi'e the God of the living even the dead whose God
He calls Himself must live.

This exegesis of Christ has been much slandered by ignorance,

much censured by impudence, but, even by intelligent and be-

lieving readers, oftener admired than clearly understood. So

much must be clear to every one on the surface : If Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob no longer lived, i.e., if they were annihilated,

as the Sadducees fancied, then the a])peal to the promise which

had been given to them also, far from being confirmatory of the

faith of Moses and Israel, was rather a bitter irony on the part

of God against Himself: "I wdio have not delivered even those

from death !" If this p;j^gi/ yTO rov Ozov is to be understood in

any way worthy of God, then must the fathers still exist as

persons, as their names indicate, inasmuch as He thus speaks of

them. The ever-living One must otherwise be truly ashamed to

be called a God of beings who existed only for a short span of

time ;—as, already during the period of their lives. He was only

therefore not ashamed, because they desired an eternal salvation,

and He had prepared an eternal salvation for them. Heb. xi.

16. For, although the Present which many lay stress upon,

1 By myself incorrectly in the first edition.
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" I am their God "—not merely I loas—is not found in the letter

of the original text, it yet lies in its spirit : God fulfils even to

the fathers Plis promise given to them, inasmuch as He redeems

their seed, blesses them, leads them into the goodly land ;—and

this is precisely what He means to say. But this very circum-

stance, that the fathers were already dead when God neverthe-

less called Himself their God, is by no means, properly speaking,

the nerve of the interpretation. It merely strengthens the argu-

ment ; but, independently of it, the same inference must be

drawn even from the word of God to the living Abraham, " I am
thy God!" This is the deepest ground of the inference. I am
in the habit of thus simply explaining it to my catechumens:

If the King of Prussia were to say to a protege and favourite,

"I am thi/ king !" this person might reckon on the king's entire

power and favour, with all that he has, so long as he is King of

Prussia. Therefore thy God—with, all that I, as God, am and

can do, so long as I am and continue to be God. In order to

receive and experience this, the sum and substance of the Divine

promise, nothing less than eternity is necessary ; for what the

Lord blesses is blessed for ever (1 Chron. xviii. 27), he to whom
God gives Himself has therewith given to him an eternal life,

so that he lives to God, as God is God to him.^ Now from this

there seems indeed to follow, in the first place, only a continua-

tion of existence, and not a resurrection ; but it only seems so

until, in addition to the word " God," we rightly read the names

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The living God gives, by His

power, life to His own ; but Abraham's soul is not the entire

Abraham, and without body Abraham is not entirely living.^

So long as the body lies dead in the earth, the entire man is still

reckoned among the dead. " In this state the expression, I am
thy God ! cannot be entirely fulfilled in the man ; for God is not

a God of the dead, but of the living." (Eoos.)

Again, on the other side, God's promise is, fi'om the first be-

1 On this " centre-point of all the proofs of immortality " Lange speaks

well in his philosophische Dogmatik (p. 259)—which in other respects, in-

deed, we will not acknowledge.
^ Nam ipse Abraham, quantus quantus est, et in quantum Abraham

nominatur, i.e., non Abrahae tantiunmodo anima sed etiam corpus, cui

sigillum quoque promissionis inditum est, habet Deum. (Bengel.)
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ginning till the consummation, gradually fulfilled. It lias already

always a certain truth ; and as Abraham still lived in the body

of death before God (Gen. xvii. 18), so does he yet live also in

the intervening period without body, because he is not without his

God. This word testifies against a sleep of the soul, as Lavater

rightly remarked ; and in like manner against an " inactive re-

pose " of the dead, as J. G. Miiller says in reference to certain

false representations of the " rest in God." But not this alone :

the word applies in the first place indeed truly to the elect, and

to believers ; but it further includes all men whose God the

Lord on His part offers to become ; hence our Lord takes it as

a proof of the resurrection of the dead in general

—

on iyiipovruf

Of vsKpoi. " God is not a God of the dead, but of the living,"

means finally: As surely as all men whom God has created as

persons, and whom also as persons He wills to save, are God's,

so surely are they His not as dead—even those who are relatively

dead are not properly dead before Him ; hence St Luke rightly

concludes the idea with the words, " for all live to Him." They
should live to Him, as all Israel, according to its calling (and

—

which indeed remains as yet in the background— all mankind),

would if what belongs to God were given to Him. They must

and shall live to Him, at least for the judgment ; and every one,

according to the whole man, ha, rov (Tco[jtjCiTog (2 Cor. v. 10)

must give account of this, that God has said to him : I will be

% God

!

Our Lord, by this designation of the covenant-God—a desig-

nation which still continued in daily use among the Jews, and

which God had given to Himself,—chiefly reminds the heretics

in Israel, who had apostatised from the living God, of that first

gi'eat covenant-word before and at the giving of the law, " I, the

Lord, am thy God !" When a superficial unbelief would extort

from Him the wretched inference that the law of Moses has no

regard to a living on, and living again, of the dead through the

power of God—He in holy earnest leads the erring ones by one

stroke into the very centre-point of the matter, where the answer

lies open as day to every one who still acknowledges a " God."

Yes, the resurrection stands in connection with the giving of the

law, in so far as precisely in the law the personal God makes

men to be the ever-living covenant-children of the eternal God.
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(See Lange iii. 207.) Thus does Christ teach them to under-

stand the ancient Scripture,—law and promise ever with and in

each other—as on Sinai, according to the power of God ; and

He refers these miserable men, to whom the word " God" can

certainly be only an empty name so long as they do not suppose

they shall live beyond the short span of time, to the power of this

single name for men, a name which includes everything, not

excepting the resurrection. Because the giving of the law by

the first word upon Sinai, and the accomplished redemption of

the seed out of Egypt, stands in closest connection with the

promise to the Fathers, Christ evidently places in the fore-

ground the fundamental idea of the covejiant, in which law and

promise again become one ;—namely, that God calls Himself

the God of a man, and therefore in reality is so. If the God of

Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob is the one true living God

—

and this His only begotten Son here again solemnly testifies !

comp. John viii. 54-56; Acts iii. 13—then does the vindication

of the honour of His name, that He is not a God of the dead,

extend to the place where all to whom He hath revealed Him-
self are represented as again alive before Him ; some, indeed,

for the angel-like glory of eternal life, the rest—? The Lord

preserve us from having to experience the consuming fire of the

living God, as the dead who cannot die.

—

In St Mark we find still a conclusion which retm-ns to the

beginning : Therefore do ye Sadducees (vf/jsig as prjdh v[jj7i) err

greatly, properly 'ttoKv ; as in the article of the resurrection, so

in many ways in all your other errors, and all for this one reason.

But what would Christ say now to those who, more consistently,

indeed, than the Sadducees, will acknowledge no living, personal,

revealed God, and who substitute for the power of the manifest

God, who graciously wills to give Himself to man in order to

eternal life, " the hidden being of the universe which has no

power in itself to offer resistance to the boldness of science,

but must disclose itself at its summons,"^—only however for a

moment, so long as this individual I lives thus bold. We can-

not see that the highest courage of science consists in knowing

human personalities without the original Person, by whom they

^ So the motto to Hegel's Pliilosophy taken from his lips, in extracts by

Franz and HiUert.
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are and live; for, Are living men but the changing soap-bubbles

of a dead God ? Is the universe no wiiverse 1 We do not

presume entirely to know and to judge of the liidden meaning
of the master ; but to the scholars who deny the personality of

God as distinct from the world, and the individual existence of

men after death, so frankly that one can understand them,—to

the Xzyovr&g
f/jjj

uvcci 'Trvzvybot, with all their noise about spirit,

we say in the name of the Lord, This is no longer error, but

—

either a frenzy in which you have lost yourselves, no longer to

know that we live aiid move and have our being in Him,—or there

remains nothing else but Satan's conscious lie against his

Creator, " Thou art 7iot my God ! shalt not be my God !" not-

withstanding which lies, however, he, too, cannot and will not

die throughout eternity, for even Satan as Satan must live to

the judging God.

ANSWER TO THE QUESTION, WHICH IS THE GREAT
COMMANDMENT ?

(Matt. xxii. 37-45 ; Mark xii. 29-37 ; Luke xx. 41-44.)

Although the Pharisees would be quite willing to see the Sad-

ducees put to silence, they are yet not satisfied that this should

be done by Jesus ; His piercing answer provokes them anew to

deliberate whether there be then no way at all in which they can

get at Him I One of their number, who had taken part in this

deliberation (for so must we understand St Matthew), brings

forward a new question. He is a Pharisee by sect, a vof/jixog or

vofJbohihc/M/caXog (Luke v. 17 ; Acts v. 34), i.e., one who knows

and is a teacher of the law, by office (Tit. iii. 13) ; though, as

this was only an inferior class of fypaujUjCirelg, St Mark terms

him £tg rojv >ypufjj[Jbarscov. At the same time, howevev,—ani it

is quit'^ consistent with this, and was observed by St Mark
immediately before,—the man asks his question not with a bad

but a good intention, from an interest peculiar to himself, and

with a satisfaction at Christ's former answer : this is precisely

what qualifies him for being the iyicaOirog to the others who
have thus pushed him forward. There is no necessity, there-

fore, of giving a different interpretation to the " tempting " in
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St Matthew (as Olsliausen, "from a well-meaning spirit of

incpiry"), but the expression must here certainly retain its bad

sense. St Matthew views the incident as a whole, and regards

this question, apart from the' disposition of the questioner, as be-

longing to all the TTSipdZ^itv now set on foot against Jesus. The in-

terrogator himselfseeks instruction; the others however are ready

in every case to dispute upon the answer, because they actually

hold the question to be a disputed puzzle-question not to be solved.

Like a genuine vofMi'/Cog, in disposition as well as in oflfice, who

would zealously prosecute only the law (comp. this force of the

title Luke vii. 30, x. 25) and knew nothing higher, he brings

forward as (JjCcxtj voybizrj (Tit. iii. 9) a question which was at

that time much disputed ;—one of the highest importance in-

deed, when taken in connection with the true answer to it, but

proposed by the present questioner only in foolish misunder-

standing. Already, in the Sermon on the Mount, had Christ

rebuked the distinguishing between small and gy^eat command-

ments, in so far as it was foolish ; the fools, however, at the last

begin anew with this, and give Him occasion to say something

else in opposition to it. Instead of being humbled by the

spiritual requirement of heart-obedience towards the one God,

in which the entire law is a unity, they had endless quarrels

about the question :
—"If Moses has enjoined upon us 365 pro-

hibitions, and 248 commands, making in all 613 different pre-

cepts and ordinances ^—surely all these cannot be equally im-

portant, nor every transgression equally grievous! Which then

are the important, and which the inconsiderable?" It was only

indeed because they were conscious of transgressions that they

asked such a question ; they would gladly throw away at least

some of these as trifling, and in their perversity they dealt thus

precisely with the iveightier matters of the law. (Chap, xxiii.

23.) This inquirer, in order to test the wisdom of Christ, pre-

sents his question in the most keen and difficult form ; for as he

will have a single commandment specified to which Christ

^ So E. Simlai in the Tractate Makkoth : the prohibitions correspond to

the number of the days of the year, the commandments to the number of

the members of the human body, the sum corresponds to the word ~-i".n

(which, however, make only 611). See the specification in Beer's

Geschichte d. Juden. 1, 246, 255 ss.

VOL. III. M
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concedes pre-eminence over the rest: fj^zydX'/j h rco vofjtyco,

i.e. the absolutely gi-eat, the greatest, hrokri above all the rest.

(St Mark, -Trpcurf] 'jrdvrcov, the latter to be taken as neuter,

—

the chiefest of all and of every sort ; for -Tracralv and -ttcktmv ruv

hrokoov are only corrections which have arisen from not under-

standing this.) These vof/jipcot do not even understand the uniti/

of the law in the spiritual meaning and ground of all its single

commandments ; therefore, of course, much less do they under-

stand its insufficiency to make the sinful man righteous. Christ,

however, again bears witness to both these truths, as He had

already done in the Sermon on the Mount. In particular, he

here again brings into clear prominence that fundamental law of

perfect love which judges us ; the fundamental requirement of

the whole heart for God and our neighbour which cannot be ful-

filled by us Avho are evil ; and then He intimates whence alone

the grace that is necessary in order to the fulfilment of the law

can come, viz., from Christ who is come in it. He teaches, in

the first place, nothing new concerning the commandments ; for

when any one asks Him about the law He never fails to refer

back only to Moses. But that which is overlooked and mis-

understood He brings forth into its true light. Christ has no

other answer to give than that which was rightly given by the

scribe (Luke x. 27). But this answer was unfortunately very-

much disputed ; there did not exist (as Lange thinks) as yet

" a harmonious view respecting it in the Rabbinical theology."

Vers. 37, 38. From Deuteronomy,—from the authentic in-

terpretation of the letter of the Sinaitic law already contained

thei'ein, which afterwards takes the form of an exhortation to

repentance, and ends with the promise of circumcision of the

heart—from this book does Christ adduce the one greatest, all-

embracing commandment. Moses has already expressed it so

plainly that all questioning about it appears as blindness, in that

place where, with the enq)hatic "/im?', Israel," he announces

at once the fundamental doctrine of the unity of God, and the

one reqiiirement of this God from His people. Thus (following

chap. V.) the interpretation of the first commandment begins

with and is founded upon the covenant-word, which is placed

in the forefront :
" 1 am the Lord thy God." St Mark, giving

the citation in full, has the " Hear, O Israel," before it, which
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lays the foundation of what follows, and hideed belongs to it: even

if our Lord had not here expressed it, He would yet bring it to

mind, presupposing it in the citation of this well-known passage.

As and because God is one, His law also, though consisting of

manifold commandments, must have a unity flowing from His

being and will; just as from the same ground the unity of the law

and the promise is further deduced in Gal. iii. 20. The one

God requires the whole heart united in itself (Ps. Ixxxvi. 11 ir}l

"•337) in one love, corresponding to His love and His alone love-

liness. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, thou—the entire

man, inwardly and outwardly, with spirit, soul, and body : that

is the meaning of the Hebrew original, where 327 (as in such

references is frequently the case in the Old Testament) corre-

sponds to the innermost part of the man or the kernel of his

being (which is then more exactly called mind) ; B'S3 corre-

sponds to the unity of all changing moods or states, therefore to

the disposition of the -^/y^jj (proceeding from the will) ; '^^?0, to

sum up all, corresponds again to all the powers and capacities,

of the life both of the soul and the body, carried into outward

action. The Evangelists deviate here from the (also not quite

suitable) rendering of the LXX, with which Luke x. 27 is to

be compared. Kap5/a is the correct rendering for the first ; for

the third, however, Icrjpg is not merely not quite so correct, but

(dividing the original word into two) there is besides the explana-

tory hidvoicc which has alone remained in St Matthew. Since

Jieart and soid have been already named, hidvotoc can only signify

what we found before in 1X0 ; hence we regard as profound and

striking the too much overlooked remark of Grotius : hiavoiag

hie is est sensus, qui apud Thucr/didem, hiuvoiocv 'iyji) vrpog ro zakov

Tfjg '7rpa,t,£a)g: id est, in id intentus sum. Idem autem valet, sive

dicas pro viribus, sive omni studio atque contentione. Beck's in-

terpretation amounts to the same thing, when he understands

hioivoicc of "the inner movement that impels toward outward

objects, and works through them, the impulse of thought, and

will, in its intercourse with, and relation to the outer world." ^

Luther means the same by his Gemilth according to the old

usage : that is my mind, all my heart and mind is in it, and

after it. With all thy heart—this is for the rest clear enough,

1 Bibl. Seelenlekre, p. 58, comp. p. 110.
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in whatever way we interpret the following expositions, and

this first thing is, therefore, constantly repeated by Closes and

all the Prophets; only at 2 Kings xxiii. 25, is the original

passage of Moses found complete with the INO. And the

principal word, properly speaking, which embraces all com-

mandments in its unity—viz.. Thou shalt love!—this God
Himself spake at first from Sinai : To those that love Me Mid

keep My commandments (Ex. xx. G). Consequently in 1 John

V. 3, there is in thesi nothing peculiar to the New Testament,

but there is certainly in praxi, as regards the (oupsTui ovk

elffiv.— This is the chiefest and greatest commandment; thus

with simple majesty, in His decisive and instructive answer, does

Christ testify, literally,—The Jii'st and great. To the fjusyccXri,

which was all that was in the question, he adds the confirma-

tory Trp^yrpj, which of course cannot mean the same thing, but

rather furnishes the exegetical proof of the (jjiydXyj di*awn from

the place wdiich that commandment occupies. For, this com-

mandment lies already in the first word from Mount Sinai, as

afterwards in \\\e first commandment (according to the explana-

tion of it given by Moses, and confirmed by Christ, that all things

which the heart loves besides God and out of Him are D^'ii'N

D'l'ins) ; it in like manner stands again at the head of the

Decalogue, repeated by Moses in an admonitory form in

Deuteronomy. It is the first in order of rank, because the

first in the nature of the thing, and, indeed, shoidd be seen to

be the first previous to all questioning and inquiring about the

commandments ! If St Mark's version of the question, 'Trparrj

'TTccvrojv, were to be taken as literally genuine (which, however,

we are inclined to doubt), then Christ gives a different sense

to the expression in the ansioer, which would then in substance

say : Canst thou then as a vo(jjix,og be only asking this ; hast

thou not read what the word of God and of Moses has put in the

first place ? Now what is there called the 'tt^utt^ is the 'Tr^urrj, the

primutn praecoptum is ilic jyrimarium—"the commandment put

according to God's arrangement, in the first place, is also the

most excellent of all." (Olshausen.) Nay, more, as we shall

immediately see, it is the onli/ commandment, the comprehensive

sum of all existing or conceivable commands and prohibitions.

Ver. 39, 40. And now can there be in addition to this a h&vrepoc,
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hroXri, a second commandment ? Certainly ; for although the

first and sole fundamental commandment were sufficient to say

and to enjoin everything, it is yet not enough for the deaf ears

and hard heart of man. If any man saith, I love God, and

hateth his brother, he is a liar ; but because we might all be

such liars, therefore we have further this commandment from

Him, that he who loves God love his brother also. The ex-

planation of the enigma by which this commandment, at first

represented as subordinate, as second, is then made eqiicdli/ valid

with the first, and one with it, was a new answer on the part of

Christ ; furnishing more than the question required, but yet

only thoroughly exhausting the point in question. The Pharisee

presents himself with his burnt-offerings and sacrifices, his fast-

ing twice in the week, his tithe of mint, anise and cummin ; and

utters the most fearfully frank lie of all human lies :—Do not

I then love my God with all my heart, with all that I have and

owe to Him, and rather beyond what is required than too little ?

In opposition to this stands the other commandment respecting

the love of our neighbour, from the transgression of which

the Saviour elsewhere seeks to bring conviction home to them

(Matt. xix. 18 ; Luke x. 30). God indeed can say, Behold

I, even I, am He, and besides Me there is no God ! (Deut.

xxxii. 39), but man must confess before God,—There are others

beside me ! There are men like me before God who has created

them also, and, in holy right, loves them all alike, men who

are to be esteemed equally with me. Therefore, before God, and

for God's sake, ought I to give up idolatrous selfishness ; and as

I should and dare love myself only as God's creature, a vessel

and instrument of His grace and honour, in like manner must I

love my neighbour precisely thus, not more and not less, and

also not otherwise. Therefore Moses had, in an earlier book and

chapter, where, in the most proper sense, the instructive tracing

back of the manifold commandments to their unity predominates,

uttered the other great word which Christ now adduces and

places beside the first :—Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy-

self, for I am the Lord ! (Lev. xix. 18.) If here, and in other

places, the unity of the two tables of the law, the point of unity

of all obligations and all conduct towards God and man, was

distinctly indicated—yet this unity was first brought forwnrd and
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made to sliine iii the full light of the New Testament by Christ.

Already in the Sermon on the Mount, after adducing special

commandments, He declares this word concerning the love of

our neighbour in opposition to the Pharisaic addition which

nullified it. Now, as a proper conclusion to all His teaching

He says with the most perfect clearness— in opposition to the

foolish manner of isolating and separating the enumerated b-

ToXai pursued by the scribes and lau^yers:—The second not

merely follows ihe fiy^st, and is placed after it, but is like unto it!

Properly oi/joioc, ejusdem indolis, of the same nature and origin,

quite as fundamental and comprehensive; thus it is also a '^pcoT/j,

although again only a hsuripa which is comprehended in the

unity of the first. The law is not an aggregate of all sorts of

requirements :
—" Thou shalt do this and that, and not do this

and that
!

" as is the false conception of many people even at

this day, but a living organism : as a whole (oXog 6 vof/jog) it is

one in these tioo commandments, which are themselves again

one through the one love of the whole heart towards God and

our neighbour, towai'ds our neighbour for God's sake. As thy-

self is not merely a limitation of the presupposed and existing

natural self-love, as those think who again outwardly measure the

words; but a complete removal and transformation of this natural

selfishness, in which the slighting and hating of our neighbour

was an essential element, so that a new love in God arises, which

knows only of the equality of all before God's holy right, in

God's blessing love. Then (but not before) it is the loving thy

neighbour as truly, and altogether as thyself; so that everything

which thou desirest to thyself from God and thy fellow-crea-

tures, be also given and shown to them. God by no means

requires and commands thee " to love thy neighbour more than

thyself," for this goes beyond what is right ;^ nay it must be said,

properly speaking, that all in this way which a spontaneously over-

flowing love can do, cannot be called more, inasmuch as I only

benefit and satisfy myself and my innermost impulse of love in

his sacrifice, just as God Himself does in His most condescending

^ Therefore not as Sartorius expresses it :
" one's neighbour in the place

of oneself," which can only be understood of the wrong " self." But as

Jul. Miillcr (Lehre v. d. Siinde i. 147, note) rightly acknowledges :
" There

remains also a valid self-love."
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love ! Or, in giving thyself up for thy neighbour, dost thou actu-

ally offend thy true self? Then this would not be the reality of

what is required ; such love would not be pure and proper love.

That which St Mark (probably following his own development

of the thought, as similarly elsewhere) merely in repetition ex-

presses thus, " There is none other greater commandment than

these"—St Matthew gives in what we must regard as the

original expression of Christ, ver. 40. In these two command-

ments He has set forth the Decalogue as the permanent kernel of

the law for all men, and designated it according to its two tables.

The old controversy of the churches respecting the distribution

of the particular commandments in the tables finds here its in-

controvertibly clear decision, if men only could and would read

it. Wherefore, then, tioo tables of the one law for the expres-

sion of these two fundamental commandments ? The law is so

entirely one, that not even its two tables are of two kinds, but

the love of our neighbour also is required even by the first ""JS

nin\ Yet the second table is a second, because all true love of

our neighbour springs from and consists in the love of God ; and

the saying of the moral-Pharisees, "I love my brother!" is, so

long as they hate God, the God who reveals Himself, only the

same inverted lie. T\\q five commandments of the second table

which are summed up in the second word we find written in

E.ora. xiii. 8-10 : there remain for the first the five which speak

of the one God ; His true revelation without, and in opposition

to, every likeness of Him made and contrived by man ; then of

His name ; His day ; and His human representatives and images.

On these two commandments hangs the whole law, Kpsf/jGcrat^—
this may be, as is generally supposed, a latina locutio, as Fritzsche

says : in hoc utroque praecepto omnium, quae in V. T. leguntur,

legum cardo vertitur ; so that if we loose this one double band,

the whole has nothing more to hold it together, and it falls to

the ground." It may have been a proverbially Rabbinical phrase,

as Hartmann^ cites from the Mischna vi. 53 an analogous n?n.

^ Vulg. pendet—hence Bengel prefers xpifidTxi to the xpsficni/rxi, cer-

tainly as regards the sense rightly.

2 The Greek usage also offers something similar, as in Plato (de Legg.

viii.) II ui/ >ipifict/u.eun TTxax. -^vx^l t^oy^hov.

3 Die enge Verbiuduug des A. T. mit dem Neuen. p. 130.
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Christ, however, as also without doubt the Eabbinical saying,

appears to us to point by the metaphorical expression to those

symbolical tassels worn by the Pharisees on their garments, and
enjoined by Moses as a memorial of the commandments : two as

the two tables, in each many threads, but bound together in

one blue string, i.e., "many commandments of one indivisible

heavenly law of love." ^ Finally, all the law and the Prophets ?

Just as is meant in the Sermon on the ISIount (chap. vii. 12,

and V. 17). And the Prophets—who in the Spirit testify further

of the fulfilment of the letter, as Moses the first great Prophet

does in Deuteronomy; in the first jolace here, in so far as they

demand this fulfilment, insist on it, in order then to point to the

fulfilling grace and the future Fulfiller.

For, as soon as the spiritual unity of the law is recognised by

the man who no longer occupies himself with single command-
ments in order to self-justification, its insnfiiciency can and will

also be perceived. Not any insufiicicncy or imperfection of

the law in itself; for, who can- conceive, command, or do any-

thing more perfect, anything reaching higher and deeper than

what these two fundamental commandments express ? But for

us the commandment is not sufficient to give us what we have

lost in the fall,—the love of God, and therewith the love of

our neighbour. We are rebellious children and disobedient

servants from our birth ; as our trespass against that command-

ment which is the connecting link of the two tables, and which

in another sense is called the first commandment, Eph. vi. 2,

declares. Not even the slavish fear, much less the childlike

fear which is the beginning of wisdom, and which leads to love,

is naturally present in us (Mai. i. 6), until at least a "Trvivyijcc

hovXsiccg is received (E.om. viii. 15) ; but only the evil, rebellious,

continually sinning fear of Adam after the fall. And yet it is,

Thou shalt—love! This, although right and true as regards

God's inviolable claim, is yet, as regards the fulfilment, a com-

plete contradiction ; for love is a free matter of the heart, to be

* Which interpretation given by Jleyer we are inclinetl to prefer to that

other in Lange, according to which the threads fastened together would be

"the varying play of tlie feelings and thoughts." For, in Num. xv. 39, it

is expressly said beforehand, " that ye may look upon it, and remember all

the commandments of the Lord."
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produced and forced by no shall. Precisely this unnatural

"sJiair^ is the handwriting which attests our debt, our bank-

ruptcy ; if there were love, then there would be no need of this,

and still less of its being carried out into mere details—Thou shalt

do so, thou shalt not do so—of which, properly speaking, as the

manifold legislation of Moses in Israel is designed to show, there

is no end to be found, and yet all are in vain. Oh that they

had such an heart ! Deut. v. 29 ; xxix. 4. Let this book of the

law be a witness against thee! chap. xxxi. 26. But the Lord

thy God will circumcise thine heart, chap. xxx. 6. This alone

remains—as already Moses says as a prophet. " Moses gave to

you the law, and none of you keepeth the law ; for ye seek to

Jdll Me (John vii. 19), with hatred against God and the Son of

Man, in one and the same manifestation of your sin :" this alone

remained in Israel when Christ came, comp. Acts vii. 52, 53.

With all thy heart, with all thy strength—this does Christ re-

quire of us ; but the whole head is sick, the whole heart is faint,

there is no soundness in it. (Is. i. 5, 6.) And if thou wert to

treat thy heart as a garment, and to cleanse it outwardly in the

mere performance of nothing but commandments ; wert thou to

carry the " categorical impei'ative" so far in thy virtue (which is

to have all the more value the more it is extorted from an unwill-

ing heart—O the perversity !) as to give up to the gracious God
not merely ten pieces of the mantle out of the twelve, as Ahias

gave to Jeroboam, but 999 out of 1000, etc., yet would the Lord

answer, I cannot take it, it is not the whole ! And, properly

speaking, the whole heart with all its disobedience would be with-

held with the tenth or hundred thousandth part that was kept

back. For '^'IXO ^32 means not " as much as possible "—namely

for us weak, sinful men.

The Scribe frankly acknowledged that the Lord was right

;

repeated with all the delight of a new discovery the great truth

long since known to him from the letter of the Scripture ; and

added, of his own accord, as a proof that he understood it, the

words,—" This is more than all whole bui'nt-offerings and sacri-

fices ; love and inclination is what is required, not service and

work ; all that is outwardly brought as an offering to the Lord

is ordained and accepted only on account of the heart." In this

he answered vovvz')(&)g or vovvzxp^rojg ; and therefore does Christ
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praise him, although (as Braune remarks) only with measured

praise, which acknowledges the clear insight as good, and now

exhorts to practical progress, to entering in. Thou art not far

from the kingdom of God. Thou standest with this knowledge

at the door ; set thy foot on the threshold of repentance, and

come within to faith ! (Si non procul es, intra : alias prgestiterit

procul fuisse.) "I alone am what thou yet wantest!" (v.

Meyer.) Mark x. 21.

^

Understand we now, without going further, how profoundly

the question concerning the Christ, which the Lord Jesus pro-

pounds in the following verses, is connected with the answer

respecting the law ? The Lord now lives and moves with all

His thoughts in the profound unity of His final and conclusive

testimony to Israel and the world ; whatever presses upon Him
from without He immediately weaves into this, and makes every

thing a link of connection always leading back to the one thing.

First: Give to God what is God's, yourselves also with your

whole heart—this was the requirement of the law. Then,

secondly : This God, who entered into a covenant with us

already in the law, is a God of the living ; He has already said

to the fathers, as also to Israel, I will yet be your—the sinner's

—God, and give to you what is Mine, what you have not, even

to the extent of glorification in an endless life—this was the pro-

mise, the Gospel, in and before the Law. The third question,

foolish as it may have been in its setting out from the external

conception of great and small commandments, Plis wisdom so

directs in the answer that He now at the conclusion combines

the two, the Law and the Gospel.^ He has announced the

Law in its two fundamental commandments, as, at the conclu-

sion of the Old Testament, Malachi declares the same, chap. i. 6

and ii. 10 (comp. chap. iv. 4). He has testified that God is

1 Irenacus gives an apocvyplial addition (Ilaeres i. 17), accordiug to

wliicli Clirist is represented as having said: "I have long since had the

desire to hear such words, and have not yet found the speaker."

2 When Braune designates these three questions as belonging to politics,

pliilosophy, and morals, it is only the opinion of the questioners that is

thereby denoted—and then it would be better to say Dogmatics instead of

Philosophy.
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love, in the highest commandment which can only require the

same love ; forthwith He shows how the same love gives itself

to sinners in the highest gift, in the only begotten Son. They
durst not ask Him any more questions (St Mark, ver. 34), for

he who will not repent in presence of the Law does not ask

willingly or earnestly about Christ ; He, however, does not

leave them, but asks the question Himself, in order yet to allure

them to grace.^ " Here the great Prophet at parting has repre-

sented the great sum of the Law and the Gospel "—we say with

Bengel and all intelligent preachers on this passage.

Vers. 41, 42. You have in your Old Testament something

else besides law and commandments. The Law and the Pro-

phets—have I said ; this, however, reaches further. The end of

all prophecy, the centre-point of all the Prophets, from which

the proto-gospel in Moses begins, with which Malachi ends, is

the Christ, whom ye look for, and will not recognise in Me.

How think ye of this Christ ? i.e. not precisely, What think ye

of the Son of Man, of Me ? although after all the foregoing

testimony of our Lord, and, according to the consciousness of the

Pharisees, it is almost the same. " How think ye ? i.e. For what,

according to your conception and opinion, is a Christ to come

to you, and am I come?" Ah! this they knew not indeed,

because they knew not the law and their sin. " Whose son is

He?" Thus asks the Lord, because He already knows what

they will say to this, and what He will then say ;—thus does He
at once open up the way to His God-human personality, in

which alone the grace and gift of God, that redeems from sin

and establishes the law, could be given .^ David's son—the

name denotes their Messiah, according to all their notions,

besides whom they know or at least ai'e willing to know of none

other. " For although the super-terrestrial nature of the

1 St Luke lias lost this entire connection ; therefore he puts the testimony

concerning Christ only as a continuation of a discourse of Christ without

the intermediate answer.

2 How lamentably is tliis signification of the fundamental and conclusive

question, here appearing in the right place, evaded, when, for example,

Ease can think that, " He proved to them His dialectical embarrassment

by proposing a sophistical question on the Messianic signification of the

110th Psahn!!"
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Messiah was not entirely unknown to the learned (chap. xxvi.

63 ; John vii. 27 ; xii. 34), yet the principal thing to them was

the visible toorld-moiiarcJi of the lineage of David." (v. !Meyer.)

Vers. 43-45. What David said b Trnvfjjocri (of which we shall

speak afterwards) our Lord here interprets in a literally gram-

matico-historical way ; and this was the only possible way, for

in this plain and direct utterance no spiritual interpretation is

needed,—the words and letters speak clearly of themselves.

There is certainly a typical connection for this 110th Psalm in

David's history (for that was still, generally speaking, the period

of the type) ; and we long ago in another place thus traced it

:

"David restores in the conquered Sion the Salem of Melchisedec,

as the successor of whom he may now be regarded ; after all his

sufferings and conflicts he fetches the ark of the covenant, acting

as a priest, in order henceforth to dwell in, or beside the house

of the Lord ; he receives through Nathan that fundamental pro-

mise respecting the everlasting throne of the ]\iessiah." But it

is far wide of the mark to say (according to Hofmann's system),

that the Psalm can onli/ in the first place speak of this type, in

which alone the prophecy is afterwards to be sought and found.

The Spirit of prophecy rather makes these typical relations only

a point of connection; inasmuch as He here (which is well to be

observed) teaches the same king David himself to call his

Archetype,—Him who was to come—not his son or descendant,

but his Lord. Our Lord does not now go further than the be-

ginning of the profound Psalm, though He includes also as a

side-glance the threatening allusion to His enemies ; that other

word concerning the priesthood of Melchisedec the Spirit at a

later period interprets in the Epistle to the Hebrews ;—the last

three verses only the last days will bring into clear fulfilment.

He does not expressly say that the Holy Spiiit uttered by

the mouth of David what He here cites (as is true of the un-

conscious typical references to Judas, Acts i. 16); but that David

in the Spirit called Ilim Lord, just as before ^Moses called the

Lord a God of Abraham. Therefore He intimates that David

himself meant to point to something by this ;—that he had

plainly in his mind the thought of a Divine dignity as be-

longing to a man. (2 Sam. vii. 19 ; 1 Chron. xviii. 17.)

This appears still more strongly in St Mark: avrog yap Aay/S
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Bi'Tr&i', David himself calls the promised son his Lord. It is true

that Christ says according to all the three Evangelists merely

ftvpiov xocXii or Xsyn, and not expressly zvpiov ccvrov. This would

have perfectly corresponded to the pcvpico [JjOu in the citation, and

the viog avrov afterwards ; and He might at the same time have

pointed to ver. 5 in the Psalm, where the '•yis actually recurs as

"•jnx. Still, this remains uncertain ; and at all events the main

force of the demonstrative question lies in this, that even David

ascribes, in reference to himself, the name Lord to him who,

in other respects, is his son.^ The proof of the Divine dignity

lies, first of all, simply in the x,vpico (Jbov; then, as doubling its

force, in the sitting at the right hand of Jehovah.^ Jesus might

certainly have adduced many other " prophetic passages which

declare the Divinity of the Messiah :" such as Micah v. 1, " the

goings forth from everlasting " (which the high priests them-

selves testified of to Herod) ; Ps. xlv. 7, 8, D^'^'^X together with

U'Tp^ simil^ to what we have here ; Mai. iii. 1, the jinx who
comes to His temple ; Is. vii. 14, ix. 5, the ^« 13BJ? and 1132 bx

;

Jer. xxiii. 6, even ^Jip.'iy nirr;. But He takes as being most

suitable the passage which comprehends David's Son and

David's Lord in one Divine-human person ; and Sir. li. 10, in

the very remarkable words l'7rzKcikza(x,(jj7i<j xvpiov 'Trcx.Tzpo;, Kvpiov

[/jQV, so corresponds to that passage, that it is plain believers

under the Old Testament well understood it, and appropriated

it to themselves, nay even by diligent search without the pro-

phetic Spirit correctly carried it further out. The interpretation

of this passage as a whole is not called for here, but belongs to

a commentary on the Psalms ; we have given it in our own, and

now only observe how the concluding question of Christ, Tcui

^ With great injustice, therefore, does Neander maintain that " the argu-

ment of Christ remains valid, even although it could be proved that David

was not the author of the psahn " (which on historical and exegetical grounjl

must be denied). Our " Eabbinical theology of the letter" against which

he bids us be on our guard is, as we hope, also in accordance with the Spirit

of Christ ; our interpretation, it is hoped, refutes all such strange caprice

as can take its rise and subsist only in the want of proper understanding of

the word to be interpreted.

2 Whereupon Bengel, with perfect propriety, mentions the just inference

as regards the state of humiliation ;
" Ergo Dominus Davidis erat, antequam

ei diceret Dominus : Sede."
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vi'og uvrov Iffri; is intended to draw forth precisely that ^argpa
of Sirach. "Am I then a blasphemer when I call God My
Father and Myself His Son (John v. 18) ? David testifies the

same of Me as Him who was to come ; He who sits at the right

hand is certainly the Son,, to whom Jehovah as Father gives up
the Kingdom (Matt. xxii. 2), to whom the same Divine dignity

and honour are due, since only on this supposition can David

already call Him his Lord (comp. John rin. 56)." The ques-

tion implies by a plain deduction both these things :
" Can He

therefore be onli/ David's Son ? And how is this Lord of David

yet at the same time his Son, as was before affirjned?^ Is He
not then truly the Son of the living God who has come in the

flesh ; and is not the throne of David promised to Him some-

thing different from what you would understand it, a spiritual

kingdom of heaven which He will set up and govern from above

(when ye shall have exalted Him) ? Is He not man and God ?

And (which in the final sense and aim of all this is meant to be

indicated) must not the promised Eedeemer be this in order to

redeem you fi'om the curse of the law?" (Rom. viii. 3, 4.)

Thus, in this last answer, does our Lord reach far beyond into

future developments and fulfilments, while He here already laj's

down at least the same testimony concerning His person which

He afterwards declared upon adjm'ation before Caiaphas.^

1 For thus far indeed Hofmann (who, in other respects, perverts the

Psahn and Christ's question founded upon it) sees the truth which lies clearly

on the surface, and needlessly appeals in support of this to what Gerhard

says : "that these words treat not (merely absolutely) of the Divinity of

Christ, but of the taking of His human nature into fellowship with the

Divine subsistence." (Weiss, u. Erf. ii. 195.)

2 With a folly to us almost incomprehensible, or comprehensible only when

viewed as the punishment of the rejection of the Scripture, the acute

Schlciermacher passes by this dogmatical point, and so wrests the words as to

make our Lord mean simply that He could furnish them with something to

answer that would be embarrassing for the Romans. "As tliey interpreted

the psalm Messianicalhj., they could not answer otherwise than :—David

might call the Messiah at the same time Ids Lord., because this was to be &far
miglitier King than ho himself was." Apart from the notorious accommoda-

tion to the exegesis of that time, as well as its being unworthy of Christ

" that he shoidd have proposed any question only in order to embarrass " (as

even Neander says here)—is there sense and understanding in the idea, that

any one should call a future greater king than himself, therefore his Lord ?
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In truth, only the faith which, in the same Spirit by which

David prophesied, calls Jesus Lord, and recognises the God-man
in Him, can solve the enigma of the being of this Son of Man,
and find the salvation and the righteousness which the law can-

not give. What think ye of Christ ? This has ever been since

then "the vital question of the ages;" he who does not ask it

has it ever anew proposed to him by Him who is Himself the

answer. This is the heart-question, the life-question that decides

all ; avoid this question and deny the answer, if thou wouldst

one day become a footstool with the enemies !
" Yes, if it could

be said, pointing to Moses, Here is a greater than Christ ! and

pointing to the law. The office of tlie letter which kills and con-

demns has greater clearness than the office of the New Testa-

ment in Christ, which gives the spirit and preaches righteous-

ness !—if it could be said. The Law has given Christ, the law is

the end of Christ, the fulfilment of the Gospel, by the works of

the law is man made just before God—then might one give the

first place to the question,—Which is the principal command-
ment in the Law *? " ^ But, because Christ alone makes truly alive

by the Spirit those who are dead, and pours His love wherewith

He has loved us, the love of God, into the heart, in order to the

fulfilment of the commandments which have become new in

Him ;—therefore it remains that He, as the Son of God, who as

man has redeemed us and as God sits at God's right hand, now
and at the last day should make the great separation and deci-

sion between His right hand and His left. " If ye hate Me

—

there is sure condemnation for all My enemies. If ye love Me
—then keep My commandments !" (John xiv. 15, where Christ

takes the place of Jehovah, Ex. xx. 6; comp. John xvi. 23.)

Thus has our Lord left to us the fundamental article of the

simplest catechism in Law and Gospel, as His last doctrine ac-

cording to tlie Scripture ; thus has He confirmed and repeated

the two fundamental ideas of the Sermon on the Mount, namely,

the requirement of a better righteousness than that of the Phari-

sees in the spiritual fulfilling of the Law, and the promise that

He is come as the alone Fulfiller. The Pharisees contradict both,

do not repent in presence of the law, and do not believe on

1 Friedensbote, 1822. S. 130.
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Christ; therefore follows the now thoroughly prepared woes

denounced against them, chap, xxiii.

But before proceeding to this we must be allowed a short and

unavoidable digression, suggested by the h Tvzvf/jccri! which

we have reserved till now against the ypu(Jb(/jarilg of the present

day ! Our Lord presupposes, as at that time generally acknow-

ledged by the Scribes, and confirmed by His own recognition,

that David, in the ex. Psalm, speaks of his Son, the future

Christ ; in like manner He takes for granted as a thing ac-

knowledged the Divine inspiration of the Psalm, so that He
can build the proof-question upon it. His b '^vsvfJbari, or, as

St Mark has it, sv tvzvijmti ayico, is none other than the Tvr\'l

K^'ipn in the Jeioish theory of inspiration ; this is solemnly ac-

knowledged by Him, and taken for granted as a common truth

between Him and His enemies, and it therefore (although by

ignorance reproached as Jewish) must remain also as thoroughly

the Christian idea of inspiration. For it is that of Christ Him-
self. He does not here declare it as something new that David

speaks and prophesies in the Spirit only in this Psalm ; but He
presupposes, with His opponents, the same prophesying by the

Spirit throughout the entire |3//3aoj -^ocXfJMV (Luke xx. 42, comp.

2 Sam. xxiii. 1, 2)—nay, as shortly before, throughout all the

'ypu<pcc7g. Here then is the sedes doctrinae de inspiratione accord-

ing to ilie Teacher, whose authority exceeds that of all the Rabbins

of that day, and all the doctors of this : what He here calls "Trvsvpucc

is the hvvci[jjig rov Oiov before ascribed to the Jewish Scrij)tures.

And can we. His disciples, call ourselves Christians, and Chris-

tian theologians, if we treat the Old Testament humanly, if we

shun the offence of the prophecies in Him now, as the Jews did

that of the cross ? We are called Christians, and so long as in

this the name Christ and Christianity yet lives, it points us ever

back again to the Old Testament. The dogmatical question.

What tliink ye of Jesus? becomes, when it enters into the trice

"Christian consciousness," one with the exegetical question

which stands here. What tliink ye of Christ ! For Jesus has

said, I am this Christ ! The Apostles preached that He is the

Christ. Only on the corner-stone of the Apostles and Prophets

is "the Church," togetlier with its true consciousness, built.

A Schleiermacherian theology without the Old Testament
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wants the ground-stone and cope-stone, so long as it does not

go beyond itself.

The idea of inspiration, in its strictness and purity as attest-

ing itself by the Scripture (the one Scripture of the Old and

New Testaments in common), is ^fundamental idea of theology;

and not until theology has again completely recovered this idea,

now unhappily almost lost, can it again be a truly Christian

and Bible theology, both these being one. Not until the im-

proper admissions and concessions even of believers on this

decisive question come to an end, will their position, as opposed

to the negative theologians, assume a fixed and decided form.

It is, indeed, not agreeable to the present writer, " properly

speaking to stand alone in an age,"—as long ago Umbreit said

of me, and recently Dr Tholuck to the same effect—thougli it

is even now almost true ; yet, on the other hand, it is consola-

tion enough to stand with Christ and His Apostles. It may be

that my Scriptural writings are for a while longer " to have the

fate of being more rejected than examined."^ But this cannot

possibly last long; for the fearfully consistent opposition of

those who are entirely unbelievers will drive the orthodox, even

for the sake of a like consistency, into the true stronghold, into

the Scripture and power of God, which alone is impregnable to

the Sadducees.

The inspiration, in the more limited sense, belonging to the

Scripture, which is to be distinguished from the Spirit in the

thinking and life of the Apostles and Prophets in general—this

inspiration, properly so-called, we stedfastly maintain, and with-

out it we know and acknowledge no Scripture. The theory

of the orthodox school which has appeared since Calov and

Quenstedt may on one side be very defective, inasmuch as,

contrary to the evidence which science has now discovered, it

sets aside human co-operation by the supposition of human
passivity ; but, on the other side, in as far as it sets up a specific

difference between 7'evelaiio and inspiratio, it is most incontro-

^ As yet, I am sorry to say, almost as much as possible ignored by the

theologians of the chair ; so that ma«iy pass through their studies and yet

liear very httle of me (or besides of J. F. v. Meyer, the great master

of exegesis). A different class of readers, however, who are not ungrate-

ful to me, is happily on the increase.

VOL. III. N
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vertibly right. He who denies this has to do neither with Calov ^

and Quenstedt, nor with v. Meyer and Stier, but with the Lord

Christ and all His Apostles, not to say all the fathers and teachers

of the Church from the beginning. Of Dr Hahn's 24th para-

graph in his text-book of the Christian faith, for example, an

exact refutation may be found in Justin, Irenaeus, Origen, Au-

gustine, etc., etc, ;^ apart from the fact that the proposition there

laid down, to the effect that revelation and inspiration are accord-

ing to the Scripture in substance not at all different, declares what

is entirely false. The revelation and institution of the old cove-

nant is not merely to be regarded as what generally speaking

obtained and subsisted in Israel, not a spurious "Hebraism,"

which in a merely naturalwayaccommodated itself to the historical

development of the people ; but it was specifically given and or-

dained by God through His servants for this people. More par-

ticularly, the ground of the canonical authority and supernatural

import of their Scriptures is not what the Spirit of God wrought

in general in these men, but what the Spirit in particular gave to

them to write. David was not always " in Spirit " in the same

sense as when he sang prophetic psalms. That their exalted

activity, their being in the Spirit while composing these testi-

monies, stands connected with their whole general life in the

Spirit is certain ; and it is conformable wdth the psychological

law of the operation of the Spirit of God in the human spirit.

The one is as regards the other not a thing of indifference, for

indeed they were holi/ men of God—but this is not yet one and

the same with being specially moved by the Holy Ghost, vvo

'ffHVff^aroi, uyiou (pzpofjjzvoi (2 Pet. i. 21); this latter belongs

specially to the eka,X'/;(Tav, i.e., according to the clear meaning of

the Apostle, equivalent to 'iypa-^uv. For to read here, "As the

holy men spake so also they wrote "—is certainly an exegesis

which thwarts the entire connection with other passages ; for see

Jam. iii. 2. Did, then, those imperfect men who offended in

word commit mistakes also in their writings ? And who will

judge as to these errors ? The Spirit in us, which we have in

1 And possibly very different from Tholuck's review in the new "Deutsche

Zeitschrift," which makes short work of the subject. How many strong

and decisive statements are there, too, against those friends of the truth

who still speak sometimes obscurely and with wavering concessions!
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higher measure In order to tliis ? Where, then, remains the idea

of the KOiVMv;^ which yet Nitzsch, for example, holds fast, although

his affirmation, that infallibility belongs only to the whole as such,

seems meant by him as going even beyond the truth 1 So long

as I can read and think, nothing will move me from the convic-

tion, that our Lord ascribes an infallibility to the single 'ys'ypa'Trroci

as such, and that because it is a ysypaTra/.^ Christ, when He
says Aav'i'^ \v Tvevf/jocri, does not mean to say that David was

always in the Spirit, but He certainly means that his psalms

were written in the Spirit ; again He means this, not merely

of the Psalter as a whole, but, of the most special ""JIX and 2^
•'yp''^, which stands in the 110th Psalm. The true theory of

inspiration must, therefore, stand fast in that centre, from which

in the New Testament the immovable word rj lypuprj sounds

forth ; and in the mouth of Christ every ygyparra; receives its

own ' A[/j^v. And because the New Testament, as the comple-

tion of the Scripture, plainly puts itself on the same level of

authority with that which it has before ascribed to the old Scrip-

ture (this every word breathes and expresses without special dicta,

which, moreover, are not wanting)—so also is a special inspira-

tion of that lohich is loritten here in like manner the only true

conclusion. Although so many believing theologians still reject

this, and (as for example Lange) declare the supposed "abstrac-

tion, whereby the inspiration of the writing is sejmrated fi'om the

inspiration of the life " (but who is for making this separation ?)

to be "somewhat Talmudistic"—we yet know assuredly, and

shall never grow weary of asserting, that all rejection of the

specific miracle maintained in the yaypaTra/ is only to be wise

above and against Scripture.

With respect now to 2^'>"ophecy in particular, the substance or

matter of all prophecy in the Old Testament is that which God
has determined, by the revelation ofHis Son, to accomplish in the

^ NuUo modo posset Scriptura sacra pro regula vitae ac fidei haberi, si

scriptores sacri non alia gavisi fuissent dsoTrvivarix, cum homines etiam pii

et sancti falli queant variisque erroribus siut obnoxii. Buddseus Institutt.

i. 2, 10.

^ Against Hoffmann, who, in his " Schriftbeweis " (i. 567 s.), will only

admit the vahdity of the Scripture as a whole, according to its collective

import, there remains this very serioiis question : What, then, is to be

made of the special yiypxTrroci—

?
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days of the now covenant, in the time of the fulfihnent, or n''~int<

Cpjn, and which therefore He announced beforehand in the time

of preparation. (Acts iii. 24.) As the hfe of faith in the pious

had, from the very first, no ground on which to I'est without some

expectation of eternal hfe with their God, in hke manner all the

temporal, provisional leadings and institutions of God, with refer-

ence to His people, have no hvmfjuig and no TiXog without the

all-pervading reference to the coming of Christ. The looking

forward to the coming of the seed of the woman, of the seed of

Abraham for the blessing of all nations, of the Shiloh unto whom
the obedience of the nations is due, of the Son of David who is

to build the Temple and Kingdom for ever, of the ]Messiah, is,

in a certain sense, one with the looking forward to the advent

in general, as is rightly denoted by the Jewish theological chSu

san. This reference and annunciation consists, however, partly

in the inner meaning and spirit of all the events and institutions

in general, corresponding to the mind and character of the

people, partly in sjjecial testimonies given from time to time.

The latter, which is still to be distinguished, for example, from

the true writing of history by the D"'3iC'«"i D''X''2J, is prophecy in

the more limited sense. And what is the aim of these special

vaticinia which announce heforeliand, through the succession of

ages in regular development, and precede, like their shadows

beforehand, all the events of God's hand, but especially, with

constant reference to Israel's election, progress, and destiny,

the kingdom of Christ, and the history of IBs person, on which

it is founded 1 In the first place, to strengthen and call forth

the expecting faith of that time ; to Avard off a false resting in

what was merely temporary; and graciously to hold forth a

pledge of the knowledge of Him who was to come. Both those

who immediately received these oracles of God (Ps. ex. DKJ

nin";), and those to whom they were further communicated,

were, with anxious longing, to search into their meaning ; for

pi'ophecy arose to satisfy this longing awakened within them by

God, and did not arise in a natural way out of that longing itself

(see Dan. ix.). The lorincipal aim of prophecy, however, ex-

tended far beyond that imperfect understanding of its meaning

which, even with the accompanying private interpretation of the

Si)irit, alone was possible, to the Advent itself. That Israel
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might certainly know the Messiah when He came, if only they

would ; that Christ Himself, as a man and an Israelite, might

have a light for His path, a means of developing and confirming

His faith, prepared by the Father ;
^ that the believers of the

New Testament might henceforth, in like manner, through the

wondrous word of ages, fortify their faith in the unity of all re-

velations of God, even to the last in His Son, their certainty

that He to whom they live is the one that was to come in the

fulness of time, according to eternal counsel
; finally, that in the

last days the ancient covenant-people, returning from their blind-

ness, might be convinced by its holy letter preserved even till

that time :—all this is included in the design of prophecy.

The source, from which the predictions of the prophets in

the more limited sense proceeded, is not to be found in the Ihicc

ixikvaig of a presentiment, conjecture or desire, which, although

at first awakened within them by the Spirit of God, was yet

further developed in themselves in a natural and human way.

But it must be sought in the speahing of God, His word coming

always anew into their human consciousness,—which, even to the

end of the days, when every mystery of God thus spoken is ful-

filled and ended (Eev. x. 7) might and was intended to he partly

understood, and partly not understood ; and which, precisely on

this account, clothed itself partly in literally plain words, in words

entirely understood by the prophets, partly, on the other hand, in

dark hints, and in an under-sense, which only the Spirit of God
Himself knew and could interpret. The Spirit of Christ, as St

Peter says, was in the prophets, so that they must needs search

into the words of their own mouth, and, on account of the dark-

ness that hid other things, only abide by what had been revealed

to them, namely, that not unto themselves, hut unto us, they did

minister these things (1 Pet. i. 10-12). But, because the word of

the Spirit was yet a Avord coming through the mouth of men
and the thoughts of men, therefore was the knowledge of these

holy men themselves the medium of utterance employed by the

Spirit ; and that in a manner quite as conformable to nature as

^ And yet there are those who venture openly to impute to Him a Jewish,

and, on account of His humanity, national sphere .of vision, in the behef and
the understanding of the Scripture ;

—^to Him who first brought to Israel

and the world the full behef, the entire, true understanding of the Pcripture.
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it was miraculous. Every Prophet speaks what is given to him;

far as it may reach beyond his time, it yet as a whole bears the

peculiar form of his time and person, which the same God, by the

course of nature and grace, has wisely prepared with a view to

this. The Prophet says, indeed, many things whicli he himself

does not altogether understand, but nothing in regard to whicli he

has no thoughts or reflections at all, and which is not in some

way connected with his own consciousness. And thus, accord-

ing to this theory of inspiration, the prophetic writings are truly

" organic wholes, and living products of minds affected by the

surrounding external and internal relations "—(in the words of

Bleek)—if only we reckon among these internal relations the

Spirit of inspiration very essentially affecting the mind.

The Clirist of prophecy, about whom our Lord in the words

vzpl rov ^piffTOv asks, as concerning a person who is the same

with His person (Luke xxiv. 26, rov Xp/(rrov, and ver. 44, Tsp/

Ifjbov), is a figure and form which is complete and consistent in

its totality.^ It is not, therefore, that (one knows not what)

" ideal " Christ Avho is made up of all sorts of presentiments, half

agreeing and half disagreeing with each other, such as many at

this day speak of. These, indeed, have also a kind of "prophec}^;"

the idea of which, however, does not at all agree with the idea of

this word that obtains elsewhere among Heathens, Jews, and

Christians, namely, "a foretelling of events, based on Divine com-

munication" (see also Acts xi. 2S, xxi. 11). Scriptural prophecy

in this sense, in so far as it stands in the canon, is a product of a

higher degree of inspiration, and its most evident proof; just as

that "prophesying," or inspired speaking in another sense, which

the Scripture speaks of, indicates a concentrated and stronger

working of the Spirit of God on the human spirit. It is nothing to

^ "Christ, the promised One, everywhere explains the Old Testament in

the most essential respects of Himself, and applies it to His own person, just

as a man points to a picture which represents him. " V. ^Meyer, as editor of

De Wette's Psahns, sec Ivrit. Kriinze, p. 396. Yet, as may be strictly proved

by a genuine exegesis of the prophetical word, what Jul. Miillcr maintains

is wrong, viz., "that the Messianic prophecy of the Old Covenant resiiecting

the incarnate Son of God was fulfilled, but at the same time infinitely ex-

ceeded." The fulfilled reality indeed exceeds the prophecy in clearness ; in

other respects, however—if only one reads now in this clearness—it has

nothing essential, which had not been already indicated beforehand.
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the purpose that, in the original language of the Old Testament,

there is no special term for the foretelling of the future. It has

the thing itself, and the appeal of the true God to it as coming

only fi-om Him ; and tliat precisely where this prophesying

appears more strikingly than it had ever done before, in Isaiah,

for example, chaps, xlii. 8, 9, xlvi. 9, 10, which therefore the

present false theory can no longer believe and understand. By
right no one should give to 2^, presentiment of the future, developed

from the human spirit

—

-prasagium—the name of a prophecy or

vaiicinium, in the theological sense. On the other hand, this

name is without doubt rightly applied to an intuition given in

the first place in the natural horizon of the present, and the

sphere of the national life, to which, through the providence of

God, a typical character, flowing from the general character, ad-

heres : namely, when this Providence, specially taking care of

the canon, has before provided the expression of this intuition in

the fypa(pyi, and has, precisely by inspiration, given it a co-or-

dinate place with the more consciousl}^ direct prophecies. That

the human consciousness of its meaning does not essentially be-

long to the idea of prophecy according to the more concrete use

of the word in the New Testament, but that, all the more on this

account, the idea of a Divine guidance and inspiration belongs to

it, is evident from the case of Caiaphas. (John xi. 50, 51.) But
the holy men of God were far from prophesying always uncon-

sciously, and they never did so strictly speaking as Caiaphas did.

This leads us into a province where the believing interpretation

has been mainly combated and charged with the worst caprice,

—

into the miraculous province of that which the Holy Ghost speaks,

while the persons by whom He speaks do not fully understand it.

Here "the difference between the immediate and the mediate,

between the unconscious and the conscious in the human spirit,"

as psychology shows what is analogous to it everywhere, is, at ah

events in the province of the Scripture, to be well considered and

rightly understood. If too great emphasis is laid on the uncon-

sciousness—then, forgetting the Scripture-inspiration, one finds

only such "presentiments as the pious writers themselves were

not able to master, were not able clearly and entirely to express,

scarcely even to stammer out." This, then, is held " from its

very nature, to be ever something general, indefinite, floating in
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tlic air;" and so the testimony of the prophetic S})irit adduced

in the New Testament as in the highest degree clear, must be

allowed to evaporate into an incomprehensible chiaro-oscuro, the

exegesis of which is forbidden to every one. On the contrary,

all that the Holy Ghost—so soon as we attach a definite mean-

ing to this great M'ord itself—has given to the sacred writers to

say, remains most certain and definite, whether this be simpl}'-

and plainly in their words, as information destined for the Old
Testament, or whether it be an enigma lying deeper, reserved

for the future. In the latter case, what is concealed becomes

manifest, and the slight intimation, according to its original

Divine intention, h exalted into the light of distinct definiteness;

i.e., in other words, the Scripture is opened (Acts xvii. 3 ; Luke
xxiv. 45), so soon as the same Spirit, who there sjxake mysteri-

ously, now becomes the interpreter of His own loords. We see,

also, that Christ and the Apostles cite and make use of such

hyponoetic testimonies, without distinction from the others. "The
formula ha, TfkrjpuOy) is frequently applied to types the same as if

they were prophecies,"—says Nitzsch; from this it precisely

follows, however, that they are prophecies, and the consciously

prophesying subject is properly always in the end the Holy
Ghost. As regards the under-sense, also, there is in it no essential

token of its having been unknown to the inspired writer ; this

may certainly have been the case, but it may quite as well have

been the contrary.^ Only the man who holds no special inspir-

ation will anxiously inquire what, and how much, the writers

had in their own thoughts in connection with their words

—

a

question tchich can noio never he settled. We should think that

when such a one reads honestly and uprightly the wondrous

word of the Old Testament, he must find so much that is uncer-

tain, obscure, and full of presentiment, so much that is invested

and played around by a second sense, as to make him despair of at

all interpreting the thoughts in these words. But he who pro-

poses the grand question, Wliat does the Holy Ghost testify

liere ? considers, indeed, the historically personal references and

media in the human consciousness, in so far as they present

themselves to him ; where, however, the word, read in the light

of the fundamental intention and special interpretation of the

^ See my Einloitung zu tlon Psalmcn p. 8.
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New Testament, begins to loose itself from the natural ground

of the time when it was written, he, notwithstanding, continues to

read confidently without troubling himself much as to what the

prophet may or may not have understood concerning it. We
have now to do not merely with " the train oftJioiight of the an-

cient kings, prophets, and other were (?) theopneusts"—in which

the person, history, and kingdom of Christ were already compre-

hended in extenso and concrete (Tholuck's Litt. Anz. 1836, 181)

—but Avith the train of thought of the Spirit, according to

which David speaks in the Spirit, or the Holy Spirit hy the

mouth of David. We " bring certainly the full colouring into

the shadowy sketch"—for, therefore, has the Gx,ia, rcov f/jsX-

Kour&iv been given to us, in its wonderful adaptation to the

sIkcuv ; he who has the original sees, of course, a true shadow-

sketch in the light of this original, and this is precisely now the

exegesis of the Old Testament in the light of the Neiv. Moreover,

we must not suffer ourselves to be induced to take, as the crite-

rion, whatever it may please a false theology, which does not

even understand the Old Testament in a grammatico-historical

way, to declare, as at any time the stage in the development of

Hebraism on the whole, and, therefore, as the sphere of vision

at the time in the particulars. It is, for example, a mere dogma-

tical dictum of unbelief which will not acknowledge the " inner

relations," when De Wette^ says respecting the piercing of the

hands and feet in Ps. xxii., attested by the Masora, " If David

did not suffer it, then he could not say it of himself and a pre-

sentiment of the particular mode of death which another was to

suffer after him could not with these words come into his mind."

Wherefore not, if it was revealed to him that not only his life

and sufferings bore a typical reference to the great One who
was to come ; but also, in particular, that the Spirit of the Lord

spake of this One by his tongue ? Why must that be called

" unpsychological" in the highest and holiest sphere which, in a

quite inferior degree, happens to the sons of men—even to many
a Doctor, in spite of all his exact thinking—namely, that they

should often say what reaches beyond their own thought. It

would be interesting enough to seek out in many a book of the

present day the under-sense here and there put in by God.

* Erbauliclie Erklarung zu deu Psalmen p. 29.
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Goscliel's exegesis in reference to Goethe goes, indeed, too far

;

in general, however, we all apply with justice the same principle

of interpretation even to our own classics. And, to return to

antiquity :—one has only to look without prejudice at the wide

natural sphere of the heathen oracles, and the oriental gnome-

wisdom, in order to find in abundance even the grammatical

double sense (this CKavhcckov of the ypci<p'/;). Now that the won-

drous word of the suggesting Spirit, employing and exalting this

mode of natural utterance amongst men, comes to have, not,

indeed, a "spirit-like^ (as the Reviewer in Tholuck's Anz. loc. cit.

thinks), yet actually a supernatural, miraculous appearance, is at

the same time founded so naturally in the fact of the great miracle

of inspiration,^ that not only in the citations of the New Testa-

ment does what is cited acquire for the most part exactly this

appearance, but in general to the believingly devout reader every

sentence of the Bible is at times thus spiritually transfigured.

Thus is that interpretation of the Scripture which completely

understands it, properly speaking itself a prophesying and see-

ing by the Spirit, and not a mere reading and investigating by

means of human helps, as in other books written by men. Such

interpretation, like all prophecy of the second degree, lets itself

indeed be judged by the same Spirit, on account of the error that

is mixed with it, but it must certainly decline to vindicate itself

against merely human wrangling and disputation.

What, then, did David in Ps. ex. know of Christ, when, in the

Spirit, he called him his Lord? This Lord Himself, who also

knew well about David, asserts, on the part of the Psalmist, a

knowledge of the sense of his own words, in the little word " 7«V'

—which is, at all events, implied in the expression " to my
Lord," as has been said above. As Moses, according to Num.
xii. 6-8, had some understanding of the secret and far-reaching

import ofhis typical laws and institutions, so, still more, did David

knoio, since Nathan's prophecy, that he himself, also a prophet,

spake beforehand, for example in Ps. xvi., of the resurrection of

^ For the inspiration of the Scripture is, and remains the miracle in the

sphere of human tliinking, quite as indisputable, and at the same time

incomprehensible, as other wonders of a higher imparting itself to a lower

nature. In this way it touches upon what is analogous to it in a lower

degree, and is yet, toto coelo, different from it.
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this Christ who was promised to him. (Acts ii. 30, 31.) In

like manner, in the 2d Psalm, he speaks of a world-ruler who

is " the Son " in an incomparable sense, in whom to trust for

salvation as in God is no idolatry. He knew even that the

Spirit of God speaks in his psalms in general of Him who was

to come. Read only 1 Chron. xviii. 17, and 2 Sam. vii. 19,

aright as the words stand.^ Consequently the h TVivfJijOiri, in

^ True, even the old translators take the ri'.n-> ijis in 2 Sam. vii. 19, as a

Vocative; but, although tliis certainly occurs at vers. 18, 19, 20, 28, 29,

it yet cannot be meant thus here (the second time in the same verse !),

because then the remaining clause a"!sn n-r.n ^sn would have no proper

beginning. When Hiivernick, with SchnuiTcr and others, would read,

"that such is a law for men " (as Seb. Schmid, idque ad legem homines)

—^we reasonably ask, in respect of the sense. What ? how so ? and can find

no tolerable idea corresponding to the elevation of this chapter. Equally

unsatisfactorily does De Wette dismiss the readers of his Bible, " Such is

the way of men "—namely, to speak thus confidentially (as according to

Grot, also Gesenius, Winer, Maurer), or even. Thus to care for their pos-

terity ! Zinzendorf, in his ignorance, may be satisfied with such an inter-

pretation as, "Thou speakest with one, as a friend speaks with another"

—^but we cannot be so satisfied. The question of surprise. Is this the

manner of men (namely, an eternal kingdom)? comes indeed nearer, but

no such question is indicated in the text. It is enough to abide by that

which Luther has hit in his marginal gloss :
" Thou speakest with me of

an eternal kingdom, in which no man can be king ; He must be God and

man, because He is to be my son and yet is to be king for ever and ever,

which belongs to God alone." This future, as yet distantly future, Euler

of an eternal kingdom, whose Father (ver. 14) thou art to be, is God-

Man ! Thus we have the true parallel to Ps. ex. Let rrnn be understood

of the new law, the new revelation, the new order of the covenant and

kingdom ; let the msn which is strikingly brought into prominence, and

used personally, contrary to the usage of this word elsewhere, not be over-

looked ; and then let the passage be read in fuU (with Schmieder, Zeugniss

von Christo in Predigten, p. 291),—Of an Adam, who is Lord Jehovah, a

new beginner of humanity and representative of humanity. If any one

thinks that this interpretation of 2 Sam. vii. is mystically put into the

words, we ask him how he will dispose of the parallel passage 2 Chron.

xviii. 17 (original text xvii. 17), where the sense maintained by us is still

less to be evaded ; it means evidently, according to the manner, form (the

type) of the or a man, who is on high, who is Lord (and) God. The inter-

pretation, " After the manner of an exalted man "—yields stiU less sense

than the evasions before mentioned. Or, "After the manner of men,

Thou on liigh, God Jehovah "—which is already forbidden by the remark-

able accentuation.
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Ps. ex., (Iocs not, in any wise, mean a state of ecstasy in which

David himself was carried to the right hand of God, and in

which, not knowing the import of his own words, he speaks as if

lie himself had become his own Lord. Nor are the words " to

i)iy Lord " to be understood as " an Israelite's intuition of the

glorious and efficacious fellowship of the king with Jehovah," i.e.,

in another person than his own, as Hofmann thinks ; for, on the

contrary, Christ^ here says that David spake these words in his

own person, concerning another, viz., the Christ. Although it

is not thereby affirmed that David knew and understood all that

we can read and find in the inexhaustibly profound word of the

Spirit by the mouth of David, now after the actual exaltation

of the royal Priest to the right hand of God.

WOE TO THE PHARISEES. ALL BLOOD UPON THIS GENERATION.

FAREWELL TO JERUSALEM.

Matt, xxiii. 2-39 ; :Mark xii. 38-40 ; Luke xx. 46, 47

(Luke xi. 39-52 ; xiii. 34, 35.)

We must once more, and for the last time, protest against

the constant Iiypothcsis of Olshausen, who consistently main-

tains the improbability that an entire discourse, such as St

Matthew. gives here, was actually ' spoken by our Lord; and,

moving in a circle, reminds us, here as everywhere else, of the

usual manner of the Apostles " thus to combine the sayings of

Christ." We still maintain the same conviction as to the theory

^ To whom Dr Ilofmann will hardly answer: ''Thou errest, for thou

knowcst not tlie Scripture and the weakness of men so well as I
!

" We
are glad to find Delitzscli at one with us in the testimony that the authority

of Christ (from which Hofmann tries acutely, Imt in vain, to release huu-

self) here recognises a designation of the Messiah as x.vpio; in the mouth of

David. Thereby certainly " the chain of progression, as Hofmann has con-

structed it, is at once broken in pieces, the exclusively typical principle of

liis interpretation of the Psalms entirely shaken." (Delitzsch Biblisch-

prophet. Theologie, p. 186.)
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that St Matthew has " with art and msight arranged into a new

whole" the scattered sayings ; we hold it to be an art forbidden

to the Evangelist, a false insight on the part of the Apostle, who
must have known that it was not permitted to him to compile

for the Church of Christ the formal discourses delivered by his

and its Lord on Plis. entering upon His work and taking leave

of it, and then simply to say of them : Jesus opened His mouth

and spake thus ! The Tors of St Matthew, therefore, stands firm

here also ; as much so, at least, as the account of St Luke, who
informs us that Jesus had already spoken at an earlier period

much of what is said here. Nay, St Luke himself, as also St

Mark, at the same place where the discourse of St Matthew

stands, gives a brief notification of that discourse. When St

Luke, chap. xi. vers. 38, 45, 53, narrating exactly according to

the occasion and connection there indicated, inserts the earlier

kindred discourse of our Lord against the Pharisees and Scribes,

it is to us not merely in the highest degree probable, but certain,

that he is quite as right as St Matthew, and St Matthew^ quite

as right as he :—that is, our Lord (and this has a very profound

significance, if only we will admit it) publicly repeated and ar-

ranged in this. His farewell discourse, what He had already,

perhaps often, here and there uttered in private.' At least let

tenable reasons be given against this, instead of an indefinite

assertion of its improbability. Was not the case entirely similar

with the parable of the guests who despised the call ? We shall,

therefore, interpret the discourse spoken at the entertainment in

St Luke as belonging properly to that time
; yet we shall there,

for the most part, have to consider and explain only the different

position and connection of the particular sayings in relation to

the concluding discourse in St Matthew.

But w^e must not forget that even the formal apostrophe to

Jerusalem as the killer of the prophets, and the announcement,
" Your house is left unto you desolate ! Ye shall see me no
more !"—to remove which fi*om its place in St Matthew would

^ Even Hase acknowledges this discourse as authentic, and thinks it to be
" so conformable to time and place that it by no means has the appearance

of being a compilation of Matthew." Schleiermacher, on the contrary,

thinks that on this day there was no longer time enough for such a discourse.
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contradict all sound feeling—is likewise to be found at an earlier

period in Luke xiii. 34, 35, in definite connection with a word

going before, at ver. 33. What shall we say to this ? It cer-

tainly bears very much the appearance as if Christ had spoken

thus only once, and that most naturally where St Matthew
records it ; nay, we cannot quite comprehend Olshausen, when,

with obstinate consistency, he curtly says of these words, " In St

Luke they have luitliout doubt their original place!" How natural

is it to doubt whether Jesus could there and then from afar

have thus addressed Jeynisalem ; whether Pie could already have

addressed a farewell to those who would not ! When we find

that St Luke has, without regard to chronological order, inter-

woven with the so-called narrative of the journey {i.e., the

particular section chap. ix. 51, to chap, xviii. 14) much that

was spoken elsewhere,—for example as we found at chap. xi.

14-36 (yet only so as that ver. 37 retains its truth in so far as

something similar was then said), and perhaps chap. xiii. 18—21,

as also other places,—it is surely natural to suppose that in

connecting also chap. xiii. 34, 35 with ver. 33, he might have

anticipated. More than this, however, it does not become us to

say ; as even Schleiermacher, in his lectures on St Luke (as

my notes inform me), " could not do otherwise than let it stand

as douhtfuir^ It is at least much more certain that St ^Matthew

is right in giving this as Christ's fareivell word ; and our feeling,

sound and true as we think, rebels against the idea that he has

presumed, on his own authority, to remove the earlier saying

to this place where Christ would have spoken it beyond com-

parison more suitably and effectually. When again, however, we
find that in Luke xiii. the words may be well understood (even

ver. 35) in another, and at that time quite suitable, sense (of

Avhich later on St Luke), if we only cancel the already critically

suspicious 'ipT^fJbog—wc can make up our minds to suppose, with

Bengel, that our Lord had already, at an carher period in Galilee,

addressed in precisely similar terms Jerusalem, the murderer of

the prophets, when speaking of His death which was soon to be

accomplished there ; and, finally, that at a later period He pur-

posely repeated, with reference to a more remote future, a word

^ In the published work on St Luke he inclines still more strongly to

the opinion, that St Luke has only inserted the discourse here.
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that was there meant for His triumphal entry which was soon

to take place.

But to proceed with St Matthew. According to his account,

our Lord spake here to the people and to His disciples, notwith-

standing the address to the Pharisees and Scribes and the entire

evil generation, which begins at ver. 13 and continues to the

end of the chapter. This implies, first of all, that He began as

we see by addressing the people (ver. 3), and His disciples (ver.

8—11) ; but then it is meant to denote, that in fact the woes

denounced against the Pharisees were meant less for them than

as a warning for the people and the disciples. Mark xii. 38

brings into prominence the still listening and unsusceptible

people ; Luke xx. 45, in addition to these, the disciples. Both

Evangelists, moreover, not less concisely than profoundly, inti-

mate this as the proper and innermost point of the entire dis-

course, when they begin it with a B?i£'rgr£, TT^oaiy^irz u'tto roov

fypaf/if/jccreav. This connects itself (besides Matt. xvi. 6, and

Luke xii. 1) exactly with the conclusion of the Sermon on the

Mount (Matt. vii. 15)—that Sermon on the Mount which (as

we have there seen) foreshadows in general, in its progress and

conclusion, the progress and conclusion of all the teaching of

Christ ; to which, in particular (as we shall see), the woes here

denounced significantly correspond, as contrasting with the

blessings there promised. The sentence of condemnation which

the Pharisees, in the hearing of all the people, must needs take

away with them,—so that by this pubhcity it already fore-

shadows to them the great judgment of that day,—is meant to

exhibit a most solemn toarning example for all future times to the

eyes of all the people, and especially the disciples of Christ {i.e.,

as in the Sermon on the Mount, such as are so already, and such

as on hearing it will become so) :—this is the main design and

fundamental import of the entire discourse. Let it not he so with

you ! This must be said even here to the disciples of Christ

;

therefore, it is not merely, Beware of these and such hypocrites

wherever you may meet them ; but even, Take heed that ye he-

come not as they ! For, according to 1 Cor ix. 27, there remains
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even to a Paul the threatening danger of continuing to preach

outwardly to others whilst inwardly he is himself rejected, of

liolding forth the prize to which he himself does not attain.

As, at Is. V. 8-30, there followed upon the parable of the

vineyard a sixfold woe against sinful Israel, so now, in exact

contrast with the Sermon on the Mount (to which we shall find

besides many particular allusions), Christ utters seven woes, with

a superadded eighth, against the hypocrites and blind guides at

the head of this generation upon which judgment is about to fall.

This has not been arranged, here any more than there, by the

" art and insight of the Evangelist." It would be folly, indeed,

in us, as in St Matthew, to trouble ourselves with the question

whether Christ spake every immaterial particular, and everything

literally as it stands here ; e.g., whether He mentioned the (puXax.-

T'/jpia, first, and not the KpuffTTghu. We may certainly rely on

this, that the ivhole, in its essential meaning, connection, and

progress, corresponds through the Spirit of inspiration with the

original discourse of our Lord.

It divides itself not less evidently than significantly into tJu'ee

parts. The first gives, by way of introduction and warning, the

description of the Scribes and Pharisees, and that in contrast

with the disciples of Christ (vers. 2-12). The second, as the

kernel, properly speaking, comprehends the seven ivoes upon the

hypocrites and wilfully blind, which are introduced by a sudden

change of the address (vers. 13-28). The concluding part passes,

—in the eighth woe, which combines all the seven in one,—from

the persons hitherto addressed to the entire generation of Phan-
saic Israel, upon which judgment is about to fall ; and ends in

the terrible farewell to Jerusalem and the Temple, the city and

habitation of God ! (vers. 29-39). In harmony with chap. v.

20, in the Sermon on the Mount, the " righteousness" of the

Pharisees—as it is there ironically called and rejected, that is,

their unrighteousness and liypocrisy—is first of all depicted.

" Those I mean, xcho are so"—says Clu'ist, and thereby meets

the question, which was yet a groundless question, viz., whether

and how lie can thus condemn the whole class and the whole

sect. Those who are not so—lie does not mean, and therefore

does not condemn, lie begins witli the quite general mention

of those who sit in Moses' seat (still, at the same time acknow-
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lodging the right and truth of the office), whose word, in so far

as it is conformable to that seat, is to be done by the jyeople,

notwithstanding that they themselves do it not. (Vers. 2, 3.)

Thereby is already opened up the more special delineation of

their character as it appears outwardly in their works, and that

now in warning contrast with the disciples of Christ. They do

not what they (more or less rightly) say ; what they do however

(their righteousness) is hypocrisy before the people. (Vers.

3-5.) Examples which make this manifest are to be found in

their affectedly holy garments, their sitting in the upper seats,

and their love of titles (vers. 5-7). Now comes the strongly

convictive, specially corresponding antithesis, applied from what

is outward to the internal character : Be not ye so ! (vers. 8-10).

But ye know what I have said to you (ver, 11), as also to them

and you together (ver. 12). The last sentence, that namely of

ver. 12, has comprehended both the Pharisees and the disciples

at the close of the direct warning, and already prepared the way
for the sentence of degradation upon those who sit on high, the

looe that now breaks in.

The sevenfold woe divides itself into two parts ; in the first, of

which there are four, and in the second three woes. The first

four have respect to the pernicious eff'ects, the last three to the

evil nature of their hypocrisy.^ They roh men of eternal sal-

vation in the kingdom of heaven, under the pretext of being

placed in charge of it

—

nay even of their earthly goods, under

the pretext of making prayers for their souls^ (vers. 13, 14).

They give to men for this the destruction of hell, or a character

^ By a similar division the promising blessings (Matt, v.) proceeded from

the inward disposition to the outward expression ; the rebuking woe, on

the contrary, sets out from the outward expression, and proceeds to the

inward character. The parallel, as specially carried out by Lange, between

the blessings promised and the woes denounced, appears to us strained, and

in some instances artificial. We think that such exact references would

not accord with the soleixmity of our Lord's holy wrath at the time.

2 Ver. 14 is not to be put before ver. 13, for Bengel very aptly observes

here, that the discom^se must begin with the kingdom ofheaven with refer-

ence to chaps, iv. 17, v. 3 ; we observe, in addition to tliis, that ver. 14

brings up a higher degree of tui'pitude in order to the greater condemnation.

StiU less is ver. 14 to be rejected as having been inserted from St Luke, as

Grotius thought, for St Mark and St Luke have here retained this ^spin'

cinpou x,pi/^x, as the principal saying.

VOL. III. O
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which deserves this (ver. 15)—and that hy false doct7'ine,Vfh.icn

(in every case as in these examples) puts what is unessential and

outward in the place of what is essential (vers. 16-22). Blind

guides : this sums up the pernicious outward expression of their

hypocrisy, and stands therefore along with the " hypocrites"

(ver. 23-25). Now first, pressing closely home, their evil dis-

position is denoted in a threefold woe : They neglect, in the

most trifling outward observances, the principal thing (vers.

23, 24)—and that with conscious hypocrisy : as they cleanse the

outside instead of the inside (vers. 25, 26), so they are them-

selves luhited sepidchres I (vers. 27, 28.) The deatli in them

which is now exposed forms the connecting link for the third

and concluding part. This part, of course, again, begins in the

first place with the Scribes and Pharisees, the guides of the

whole people, in order to extend the eighth woe over tlceir heads

into a judgment upon the entire generation. They fill up with all

their false holiness only the measure of the sins of their fathers

:

they pretend indeed to renounce the guilt of their fathers (vers.

29, 30), but yet are like them (ver. 31), nay fill up their measure

in order to condemnation (vers. 32, 33). And thus does the en-

tire generation fall with them into judgment; they will also reject

the last messengers of Christ (sent to them only to afford a proof

of their incorrigibleness), and thus draw down the final judgment

upon all former crimes of bloodshed (vers. 34-36) ; chiefly

Jerusalem would not receive the grace, which sought in vain to

allure them, even to the last, and this grace now withdraws

itself from them, until there shall be a penitent return of Israel

to its Messiah, which lies in the remote future (vers. 37-39).

Thus does the rejected Messiah turn away from them ; thus

does He declare the judgment beforehand
; yet not without

something conciliatory at the close, in the gracious look which

He casts upon the children of these condemned parents, who shall

one day be restored—everything in one comprehensive view of this

people and generation, as one whole under the leading of God.

Vers. 2, 3. We are not to conceive of a magisterial power and

dignity as belonging to the persons here rebuked ; for our Lord

uniformly showed an exalted humility towards all whose subject
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He was, and, on the special ground of His own royal dignity,

did not even make use of the right of the Prophet to rebuke and

inveigh against the holders of power. He reprimands them not

in so far as they had still in any way to judge and ride ; therefore

it is not the " High Priests and Scribes," so that it should be

necessary to understand the Sanhedrim, but the " Scribes and

Pharisees,"—the words being purposely in this order. Of " an

organised political influence," which He would prevent the people

from opposing in a revolutionary way. He does not speak here
;

He does not in the remotest way denote the school and sect,

which indeed was then the dominant one, as the holders of

the " collective theocraiical power," not even in order to ac-

knowledge that power. For x,a0&hpci is neither a dpoi/og nor a

(oijfjjcc ; but generally, the place which any one fills, and here

the pulpit or desk in school and church, as we now say. To sit

in the seat of any one is to occupy his place with its rights and

prerogatives (see Sir. xii. 12 in the Greek) ; then to become his

successor in office in so far as an office is spoken of; for a trans-

ference of a transferable office is certainly presupposed therein.

But there was at this time in Israel no seat of the lorophets, no

outwardly constituted right of succession ; for, Samuel's schools

of the prophets existed for a time only by the Spirit, and even

Elisha was not called by Elijah, but by the Lord through Elijah,

just as Amos the herdsman was (Amos vii. 14, 15). There was,

however, a seat of Moses, i.e., an office with the right and duty

belonging to it of declaring the law to the people, of enforcing

it, and applying it to particular cases : this Moses did first of all

in person (Ex. xviii. 13, 20), and transfeiTed this power (which

was then also a power to judge in cases where the law declared

punishment) as to the rulers (ver. 21) who acted with him, so

for the future to the Priests, and Levites, and Judges (Deut.

xvii. 9-12). But our Lord cannot mean here even this priestli/

on judicial of^ce proceeding from Moses (Mai. ii. 7; Deut. xxxiii.

10) as such, for times and things were changed since then ; after

the return fi^om the captivity, since the time of Ezra, the first

scribe or "isb, another seat had been set up for declaring and in-

terpreting the law (Neh. viii. 4-9), namely, the pulpit in the

synagogues, and the right of the instructed in general to teach

the people. This Christ calls quite properly the present seat of
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moreMoses, wliicli the school, as we now say, had occupied

particularly, however, the specific sect of the Pharisees, which

had obtained the upper hand in the school, so that no Saddu-

csean Scribes were acknowledged, although Sadducees also sat

in the high council. It matters nothing to the point, whether

the Rabbis and teachers in the Temple and synagogues sate or

stood (St Luke iv. 20) ; the i%,a,&iffa.v denotes the occupying of

this place in general. As Christ at the beginning acknowledged

the masters in Israel (Luke ii. 46 ; John iii. 10), so now, at the

close. He lets their authority pass undisputed for the little Avhile

it has yet to last (till the judgment, ver. 12) ; He Avill not Him-
self thrust them down before the time, but let them sit as now
they sit. Whether, moreover, the form iKu^iffav is intended to

denote " that they were self-elected to their office "—they have

by assumption seated themselves, and actually sit—is still a

question ; there is certainly something of this in the background,

as afterwards xer. 12 comes into prominence. But at first our

Lord seems to speak only in the way of achioivledgment, just as

at chap. xxi. He acknowledged the keepers of the vineyard in

order to rebuke them. For the order of the development from

Moses downwards to the present time, notwithstanding all offence

in the individuals, was yet, on the whole, true and legitimate : if

there was a seat of Moses in Israel at all, who sate in it but the

Pharisees ? Although they may have arrogantly seated them-

selves and now sit (for example, they called the ignorant rabble.

John vii. 49, as p.Jf^n'DJ?, their footstool), yet they were the real,

and fundamentally, still orthodox representatives of legal Juda-

ism ; hence St Paul afterwards connecting himself with them

could appeal to their influence. Inasmuch, therefore, as our

Lord, leaving out of view the Sadducees and Essenes, speaks

thus here of the Pharisees, He honours them (as in all His

former controversy with them) at the same time that He rebukes

them. " Notwithstanding His decided renunciation of what was

dead and ungodly in Pharisaism, He yet had grafted His teach-

ing only on their and on no other Jewish sect."

From this will be rightly understood the following confinna-

tion by Christ of what those Pharisees saij for the people, which

from a want of clearness has been much misunderstood. That

in the 'xcivrcc oVa av their false Inmian statutes, which make void
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the commandinent of God, are by no means to be included, is

evident enough afterwards from vers. 16-22 ; and no one slioukl

so understand it after statements such as chap. xv. 3-20. What,

in that case, would l)e meant by the 'K^oaky^rz^ addressed to the

people as well as to the disciples % " Christ commended the

sheep because they listened not to the murderers and hirelings"

—and can it be that He should now unconditionally direct them

to these shepherds ? Certainly, our Lord had, since the Sermon

on the Mount, " placed the mass of the people above their re-

presentatives," and this is no " incongruous and revolutionary

perversion of relations." It was the true reformatory relation,

which Christ will assuredly never suffer to be abolished among

the people of God, so as, after the genuine Eomish fashion, to

surrender the ignorant multitude blindly to human authorities.

We cannot understand, again, how Olshausen, with the contents

of this and the 15th chap, before him, can yet say here :
" Their

statutes contained in themselves nothing sinful ; they were only

very burdensome, but whoever entered into them faithfully and

earnestly could receive no harm from them !" There lies, there-

fore, in the important ovv between vers. 2 and 3 the already self-

evident limitation, viz. : All that they say to you as in Moses'

name from this seat, conformably to this seat, as true readers and

interpreters of the law,^—" lest the people might think that the

Pharisaic traditions were of equal validity with the precepts of

Moses." Luther's marginal gloss runs :
" If any one teaches

otherwise and more than Moses, he sits not in Moses' seat

;

therefore Christ rejects afterwards their works and doctrine of

men." This discriminating recognition furnished the true

complement to all His controversy with them hitherto ; and our

Lord therefore now expresses it to prevent all misunderstanding

1 This alone is what we find in it ; namely, the acknowledgment of the

office, and of all the teacliing which was actually in accordance therewith.

Eoos, as if he had in his mind the pastors of his time, yet hardly according

to liistorical truth, would understand a great deal too much. " From the

desk these people say nothing wrong. Their human statutes, perverted in-

terpretations, bad counsels, they spread abroad only in their decisions and

conversations, or they briag them before their students in a learned shape.

In the desk (in the pulpit) all is as yet xoell enough. There they are afraid.

There God still keeps His hand over them !

" We doubt very much whether

it was so.
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of His words (as in Matt. xv. 17). The people needed, and

need at all times, in so far as the legal economy of God extends

into the New Testament, such readers and interpreters of the

Avord that has been given by God. Our Lord, therefore, at the

same time, confirms by anticipation the similar office in Chris-

tendom ; and declares it as His will that, in all times, the occu-

piers of any seat of Moses (not certainly a seat of Christ, who
knows no representatives) should be honoured on account of the

office, notwithstanding all personal unworthiness, just as parents

and magistrates are to be honoured. Even although something

human, unprophetical, pertaining to the letter in human fashion,

should cleave to it (as Moses himself, at the same time, bore in

the prophetical spirit the office of the letter), yet so long as it

does not go directly against the Avord and commandment of God,

it is to be tolerated,—but not further. What they tell you to

Tceep, already with the gentle irony rightly expressed by Luthei*,

" that ye should keep,"—as preparing the way for ver. 4. Yea,

that observe and do ye, faithfully on your part, in order that it

may not remain undone (see the like expressions Ex. xviii. 20

;

Deut. xvii. 10, 11), although they do it not themselves; but ye

must not do according to their works ! Here the rrj^nlv passes

significantly to the inward disposition, which is different from

the outward 'itoiiiv, and first of all required ;—also testified to by

them against their knowledge and will in the word of the law,

for it corresponds to the Heb. ")»&'.

Vers. 3, 4. They themselves continually my what the law

says, but they do it not : this is the first all-embracing designa-

tion of their hypocrisy, a hypocrisy which is developed and in-

tensified, according to psychological law, jirccisely by this saying

and not doing. "With this ver. 4 is immediately connected epex-

egetically ; though by an almost universal mistake and in opposi-

tion to the plain word, these imposed burdens have been under-

stood of their human statutes. It is only a figurative carrying

out of ver. 3, according to the usage of the term (see on chap. xi.

29), and means nothing else than the saying and not doing

spoken of immediately before : They proudly and with pleasure

give forth the law in all its strictness, they delight to thunder

it out severely, as from Sinai,—Thou shalt! thou shalt not!

without ever thinking of their own obedience. (Eom. ii. 21-23.)
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Just as the moral-Pharisees of the present day preach endlessly

of duties and evermore of duties ! They lay upon the shoulders

of the poor people burdens which they themselves will not touch

with one finger (Luke xi. 46), or move frpm the spot ; not to

speak of taking them in their hand and laying them on their own
shoulders in order to carry them.-^ Does this, then, correspond

to their statutes, which even Bengel would understand as meant

here? No, in their self-chosen works, ver. 5 (now first comes the

transition to these !), they indeed go zealously before the people.

We should in that case have to understand Christ as going on

to say in ver. 5 : "I have said to you that they do not; verily, they

do indeed outwardly, on account of the people, but that is not the

right doing." But this sense, however true as respects the Divine

law, yet has respect to this law only as requiring a spiritual obe-

dience ; and not to those statutes which actually require only an

outward observance, and for the overscrupulous doing of which,

not proceeding from the heart, ver. 4 would be a very unsuitable

expression. The true explanation of the whole is found after-

wards in ver. 23, where the real (ocipvrspcc rov vo[JjOv certainly

correspond to the (poprtcc (Bapio, here ; in like manner, Eom. ii.

21-23, rightly understood, Thou stealest, committest adultery,

and robbest God in heart, although not in act before the people.

In their own hearts the commandment of God is to them an in-

tolerable yoke ; not merely in the deep sense of the truth which

an honestly striving Paul finds (Acts xv. 10), but with a con-

temptuous putting aside of the commandment, so that they do

not even lay a finger upon it in order to the true keeping of it

before God : still they find their pleasure in the hifffjusvziv and

k'^iTidiva.i on account of the office. Of an actual adding of their

own commandments Christ does not yet speak hei^e; else He
would certainly have expi'essed Himself more distinctly upon this

important principal point, so as to distinguish between ver. 3 and

4. This, however, is already at all events implied in the idea

;

viz., that the Pharisees, with self-seeking pleasure, make the com-

mandment of Moses a matter of conscience as their command-

ment; that in their binding and imposing, they already make

^ "In what an entirely different liglit does tlie Saviour appear, who
Himself sought to bear the heaviest burdens, and by His love to make

everything easy for His people."—Stein on St Luke.
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someildng else out of it ; instead of being a call to repentance in

order to the knowledge of sin, they rather make it a laying on of

all sorts of burdens. In tids way they indeed /a^sz/}/ the law;

and they bind its commandments thickly together without mercy,

ver. 23, so as to be an intolerable burden as coming from their

hands. (Chap. xii. 7.) Here the Jurist Grotius is for once a

better interpreter than most theologians ; he refers to the benig-

nior interpretatio, everywhere conceded by !Moses, but neglected

by his interpreters,^ who on the contrary only " omnem operam

impendebant ritibus urgendis et ampliandis." Now, in so far as

this ampliare had more or less a real foundation, at least in the

Mosaic letter, Jesus will not all at once do away with it before

the time, God having permitted the letter to become thus sharp

and .unbending in the hand of His stewards. With an admir-

ably wise moderation, He Jinds fault with the rigour of the

interpreters, yet He stirs up no one of the people to offer

resistance to the received interpretation. According to Luke
xi. 45, 46, Christ said the same thing expressly to the vopbiJcoTg,

who, as a distinct class (it is there expressly attested), applied

themselves to the written law in preference to tradition. Com-
pare, finally, Jer. viii. 8, in the original text, in order to under-

stand the entire relation of the D''lQiD to the nin^ n"iin, as our

Lord here views it.

Vers. 5-7. Of the inward doing before God, such as the law

requh'cs even as declared by them, they will know nothing at all;

but what they do as their works, i.e., now reaching further, what

they do according to God's command and their own invention,

they do only for display before the people. We have here a

direct resumption of the Sermon on the Mount, chap. vi. 1 {'Ttpog

TO OsccOjjvcii literally as there) ; and it is to us a confirmation of

the reading ^ixcciO(Tvt/yi in that place. Look at them, and you

will at once see this ; for they make it grossly palpable to all

!

Most appropriately and with no slight scorn, resting upon pure

truth, Christ mentions first of all the most outward and trifling

observances, because it was precisely these that they made a dis-

* For example, in regard to the tithes, it was not agreeable to the inten-

tion of the law to extend them to the smallest herb ; because these would

hardly yield an emolument to the Levites, while they entailed the most

grievous vexation ou the tithe-payers
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play of; only read and obsen^e the description and delineation

of Pharisaism as a whole in its pomp and parade, to be found in

Buxtorf, Lightfoot, Schottgen, Lundius. St Mark and St Luke

mention only the 7r5pi7rccTz7v kv ardkoug, which is wanting here,

and is to be understood chiefly of the wide JT'^D reaching even

to the soles of the feet. The (pvXci%,T?]pioi, or p^sn, still in use,

were bits of parchment upon Avhich passages from Moses were

written, Deut. vi. 4-9 (and therefore that spiritual fundamental

commandment held before them by Christ !), xi. 13-21, Ex. xiii.

2-10, 11-16, not however to remind them of these, but for

mere outward show. They were inclosed in two cases, bound

round the forehead and the arm ; and originated in a literal in-

terpretation of Ex. xiii. 9.^ They are called in Greek, (pvXocz-

rripia not because they were preservatives or amulets, as, accord-

ing to ordinary Greek usage, it might be taken. Justin, for

example, so misunderstanding it, found fault with these phylac-

teries on this ground, and indeed such a superstition may at that

time have connected itself with them ; but, originally, they were

only means of remembrance or memorandum-papers. Schott-

gen, therefore, is more correct than Wahl : quia observatoria

quaedam erant et hodieque esse debent, ut legis divings memores

sint. The pcpdcffTi^u are the n''V''V oi' tassels, which were spoken

of before in chap. xxii. 40. There could be no more striking

example, and at the same time symbol, of the triflingly outward

manner in which they handled the Divine commandment than

the fancied fulfilment of the earnest admonition of ISIoses, by the

wearing of memorandum-papers and all such frippery. That

they make these broad and large is also symbolical of all their

life and action : in the one (which was actually Hterally enjoined),

at least broader and larger than Moses meant, only for show be-

fore others, instead of to remind themselves ; the other, moreover,

was only an exaggerated interpretation of the proverbial saying,

Ex. xiii. 9; Deut. vi. 8, 9, comp. Prov. iii. 3; vi. 21; vii. 3.''^

The two together delineate completely their relation to the

1 The Jews give it a more sacred observance than it receives on the plate

worn by the high priest on his forehead ; for, the name "';;-': is there only

once, but here it stands 23 times

!

^ Hence the n'lsu'iD in the Sept. are not yet called (pvy^ccx-r'/ipia. ; but in the

Targum on Deut. they are already called vH^?-
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Torah. See the capouchcs, tonsures, cowls, rosaries, crucifixes

in monkery, with all that is similar to these in heathen Bonzes

and Brahmins ; ever the same folly of the human heart, betray-

ing itself in these things, such as Christ must needs ridicule and

rebuke in these Pharisees in Israel ! Decorating the body with

all sorts of ornamental appendages is the symbolically significant

expression of the Pharisaism of the human heart in its lowest

stage, often practised childishly by the heathen ; and thus now
do even the priests and masters in Israel act in their own fashion !

In like manner there is everywhere the same petty desire of

honour and place, to which the chief seats, with names and titles,

are all-important. It was necessary even to rebuke the immoder-

ate ambition which led them to seek and hold fast the chief seat

in the synagogue, although that was assigned according to office

and right ; but the same ambition betrayed itself doubly in this,

that they transferred the place in the synagogue also into

common life, and even at entertainments contended with each

other for the uppermost seats, as in Luke xiv. 7. And now
comes the pitiful desire for those titles which have existed from

the earliest times, and exist to this day, in the world and the

worldly church, with their Excellencies and Eminences, but

which the servants of God and interpreters of His word should

leave to the world ; or, if such titles must exist, should at least

not love them, but should know better what a mere being called

of men signifies ! Our Lord only begins here to delineate this

with the first and most general title Eahhi (the repetition of

which was especially formal, as is to be seen from Mark xiv. 45),

in order to carry it out further in the prohibitory warning ad-

dressed to His disci2)les.

Vers. 8-10. That our Lord does not forbid the outward use of

the words and names, but only the disposition expressed in the

(piXzlv Tovg ci(T'7rci(T[/jOvg rovrovg, and all that is further connected

therewith, is so evident that only a Quakerism, which is itself

Pharisaic, could misunderstand it. AVill Christ, then, forbid

cliildren to call their fathers by the name of Father, as would be

the case were we to understand the words literally ? Even the

spiritual children He will not forbid to call their spiritual fathers

by the name which ])roperly expresses this relationship (see 1

Cor. iv. 15). lie must, in that case, have forbidden many more
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names, such as Lord and King, and whatever, " upon earth
"

among men, is merely a reflection of Divine honour and dignity.

The words are spoken in the first place of the office of teacher;

and as surely as Christ afterwards appointed manifold offices in

His Church, must these offices also bear their corresponding

names. (Acts xiii. 1 ; 1 Cor. xii. 28 ; Eph. iv. 11.) This,

therefore, He does not forbid, but He says: Ye are not even to

let yourselves be named Rabbi in such a manner, with such fond-

ness foi^ and pretension to personal authority, as the Pharisees.'^

Between the twice-occurring ^l^ xXri&rjn, He puts the equally

valid [jj^ x.akkai^rz ; therefore that they are not to acknowledge

and yield to the like assumption in others.^ The three titles are

a graduated exemplification of what was then in use : Father (a

natural expression of reverence for superiors occurring from the

earliest times, both among Jews and Gentiles) was then in

particular a higher title given to the heads of sects ; and yM^ri-

y/jT^g denotes (although, perhaps, the then existing practice did

not exactly correspond to it) a leader, to whom others are to be

unconditionally subject in matters of knowledge and religion (see

Eom. ii. 19, olriyog rv(p'kSJv). There lies, however, in the three-

fold title, and what is connected with it, something more for

the disciples of Christ : in the first clause, hihdcffKuXog (as the in-

variable rendering of Rabbi) is certainly the true reading, and o

'Kpiarog to be cancelled, for Christ cannot have needlessly re-

peated Himself. One is your Teacher, because ye shall all be

inwardly taught of God (John vi. 45, xiv. 26); that is therefore

the Holi/ Ghost in the heart (comp. Jer. xxxi. 33, 34, with Ez.

xxxvi. 26, 27). Therefore there follows then the Father in heaven,

and Christ, the one Leader or Forerunner; hence, as Richter

perfectly well observes, "a hint at the threefold /in God, before

which every proud I must disappear."^ It is, however, not

1 " Only this is His righteous will, that we desire not the higher place on

its own account, and the names Teacher and Father merely on account of

these names." Eud. Matthaei.

2 Lange finds in this change of the expression actually the fore-know-

ledge, on the part of Christ, that not many would claim the name " Father,"

but that many might wish in a wrong way to ascribe it to others.

3 Wlien Lange (iii. 210) refers the title " Father " to the administration,

that of " Leader" to the Reformation of the Church, he certainly puts his

own idea into the words !
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enough that only One, as the Triune, is to us the true Teacher,

Father, and Leader; Christ adds directly, as the inference

from this and as the test of it. But ye are all brethren ! The

great and little, the high and low in place, the masters and be-

ginners are, in respect of their call and immediate relation to

God, placed u])on a level; therefore, "teachers and learners have

the same holy inward Teacher,"^ all being as yet only learners,

children of the one Father, followers of the one Leader. The

spirit of this commandment of Christ for His people is not merely

that it does away with all those barriers that fence round schools

and learned castes in His Church,—which stands not in such

things, whose servants and members are to derive their autho-

rity and dignity, which the gift of God alone imparts, as little

from any faculty whatsoever, as at that time from the Synagogue,

—but, moreover, all respect for men which, with assumed autho-

rity, would force itself between God and us, is done away with.

And this is in reality the main thing :—Whoever assumes this

to himself sins, and even so whoever concedes it to others.

" No one is at liberty to take the place of Christ in the Church,

and to let himself be called so and so in this sense. The Spirit

Himself whom He hath given to the Church must take it of

His own, and show it to us. We know of no teacher in the

Church besides and beyond Him, and no philosopher in the

school to whom we could entrust ourselves."" Observe now

again how our Lord, abohshing all Old Testament tutorage,

brings in a new state of things in the true liberty and equality

which is founded on humility before God, now fully revealed and

accessible to all ; and how He Himself thus exaltedly makes

Himself equal with the Father in heaven. What becomes, then,

of the primacy of Peter, what of the most Holy Father in Rome,

what of the father confessors and generals of the orders, who

give themselves out for guides of souls with the demand for un-

conditional obedience? Every dominion in one's own name falls

before Christ ; every misuse of the name of God and Clu'ist in

order to one's own dominion cometh of evil, proceeds from the

same evil heart, as all Pharisaism did once, even though it should

again creep in as plausibly as, for example, Zinzendorf's title

' Olsliausen, Cliristus der oiuzige Meistcr, Konigsberg 182C, p. 14.

2 Griiber, iu the Sermon before the Rhine Provincial Synod, 1838.
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" Papa " in the Moravian fraternit}'. Christ will have in the

New Testament^ a directly free and near relation of all to Him-
self, without human interposition and tutorship. "All, even

the weakest, are to be directed to this one true Master, who
casts out no one. The point of view from which the teacher

is to be regarded must ever be that according to which his

hearers shall learn to say, with the inhabitants of Sychar : We
believe now, not on account of thy saying ; we have ourselves

heard and known that this is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of

the world." ^

Vers. 11, 12. This one Master, however, has often and long

since told you what alone avails in His kingdom, and says it to

you once more as the true Forerunner. See chap. xx. 26-28,

xviii. 4; Luke xiv. 11, xviii. 14. This is not accomplished

by the title servus servorum ; I'ather is this holy fundamental

commandment of Christ thereby quite as shamefully and foolislily

perverted as at that time the Hear Israel was by the phylac-

teries. No saying stands in these and other words so often

in the Old and New Testament as that concerning humbling

and exalting ; in this place the first clause has a special signi-

ficance for those who were arrogantly sitting on Moses' seat,

and predicts for them the being cast down, and the coming of

others into their place, just as Ez. xxi. 26, 27 already testified.

Christ goes before as Leader in humbling Himself so as to be

exalted ;

—

Satan was the first who exalted himself so as to be

humbled.

Vers. 13, 14. They come not into the kingdom of heaven, or

rather of their own will do not enter into it

:

—this stands before,

and is itself the first Woe (as antithetical to the first Blessed,

chap. V. 3) ; the immediately following fulfilment of what had just

been said, viz., that whosoever will not humble himself in spiritual

poverty can also not be exalted. But, in the case of these occu-

piers of Moses' seat, it is immediately added to this, that they

prevent others from entering; nay, the aggravated hypocrisy,

consisting in the false pretence of promising help to the people

^ As already in tlie Old Testament God the JLord pi'omises to His Israel

that He alone should be their Father, and not even Father Abraham or

Israel was to be accounted of before Him, Is. Ixiii. 16.

2 Olshausen, at the place cited above, p. 10.
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into a kingdom of heaven, in order to plunder them of their

earthly goods, brings with it forthwith a -Trspiffffor&pov Kpiptjcc as a

second Woe. Observe here, again, the true order of these two

verses ; as well as the proof that the Oucct are not phrases and

interjections of passion, but the deliberate announcement of the

condemnation (ver. 33) upon those who will not go into the king-

dom of heaven.—How they shut the kingdom of heaven against

men had already been remotely indicated in chap. v. 19 ; then,

in chap. xi. 12, the further development of the enmity against

Jesus. In Luke xi. 52, Christ had thus expressed it : Ye have

arrogantly appropriated to yourselves the key of knowledge, and

taken it away from others (/jpars); i.e., not a special key in order

to yvcoaig, but rather the key of the kingdom of heaven, as the

following words show. The knoioledge is precisely this key ; and

while the Scribes had usurped to themselves a monopoly of know-

ledge, they misused it for shutting instead of for opening. In

general, the true interpi'etation and application of the laAV, that

is, consequently, the knowledge of the true way of salvation by

repentance and faith (Luke i. 77), is the open door into the

kingdom of heaven ; and they had stolen and falsified both of

these before Christ came. With obstinate consistency they com-

pleted this robbery in the days of John and of the Son of Man ;

had snatched away from the poor people by their authority the

acknowledgment of the Messiah ; and said to those who wished

to believe on Him, and who I'arely defended themselves with

such bold independence as that blind man. We hioio that this

man is a sinner, that must be enough for thee ! John ix. 24.

They shut the door 'ifjjTTpocfhv rcov av^pcuTrcov, they do not let

in the already quite near zlaz^ypiMvovg (Present : who are actu-

ally on the point of willingly entering) ;—as they afterwards

continued even till the judgment to hinder the preaching of

the Gospel for the salvation of the heathen (1 Thess. ii. 16).

That they should say. We have the key of the kingdom of

heaven ! and yet prevent others from entering, inasmuch as

and because they will not enter in themselves—such conduct,

on the part of the false teachers and guides, deserves the Woe,

deserves the true title o^ hypocrites, blind guides, fools, and hlind,

which now come instead of those before mentioned.—And withal

they are the holy ones with their many and long prayers ; which
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cost them so much time that it is but reasonable to give them

entertainments and gifts in return, all the more because they, as

"devout intercessors," wish to let others have the benefit of

their sanctity ! We must thus understand something of inter-

cession in these prayers, in order that the h 7rpo(poi(TSi, or sig

•T()6(poi(Tiv, may correspond to what goes before. Christ has in

His mind perhaps such prophetic rebukes as Hosea iv. 8 ; Ez.

xxii. 25 ; more particularly Is. x. 1, 2 ; Micah ii. 9. They

hypocritically cozen poor credulous women so as to get their

property and goods (somewhat in the same way as, Luke viii. 3,

love to the Lord Jesus led the women to do ; or even worse) :

the wide maw of their avarice swallows whole Jiouses, i.e., all the

property and possessions of the widows thus defrauded, whom
they ought to have protected ! Is it not as if Christ had

intended to prophesy, at the same time, of the gifts to the

clergy in the middle ages, of the profitable traffic in masses

for souls (also for the dead husbands of widows) even at this

day? But those Avho thus gather treasures have thereby

heaped up for themselves another treasure, the condemnation

meted out to them all, the more fully because of the shameful

pretence !

Ver. 15. As if these persons who are thus accumulating judg-

ment were themselves altogether perfect patterns of holiness

;

nay more, as if they who thus robbed the people instead of lead-

ing them into the kingdom of heaven had already fulfilled their

pastoral office in Israel, and had nothing more to do at home,

they compass land and sea (a proverbial expression) to make

proselytes ! Again, an opus supererogationis proceeding from

bare hypocrisy, as if an ardent zeal impelled them thus to

draw people into the kingdom of heaven- " The Jews, before

Christ, were not permitted to act as missionaries ; their desire to

make proselytes was contrary to the will of God ; even Jonah

durst not preach Mosaism, the Jewish religion of shadows, to

the Ninevites, but only the wrath of God, in order to repen-

tance." (Richter.) The ai^o[Mvoi or (po(oov[Mvoi rov &sov, "'xn^

nin^, who, actuated by an inward impulse of truth, joined them-

selves to the Jews, and who, in the New Testament and in other

history, are represented as a most praiseworthy class of men,

through whom the transition of the Gospel to the heathen was
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instrumentally efifectcd, but who were hardly acknowledged

by the Pharisees, regarded by them only with envy and con-

tempt—these were not the complete "proselytes of righteous-

ness" made by the Pharisees, whom Christ here means. These

latter were rare, because a heathen would hardly be induced

to take upon him the entire yoke of the Jewish law. There-

fore : " If ye have made one such proselyte, ye think ye have

made a conquest of which ye may ever after be proud ; there-

fore all your concern has been just to effect this, ye give

yourselves no further trouble. And when (as in a rare case)

ye have succeeded in your object, when one has entirely sur-

rendered himself to you as his patterns, what do ye make fur-

ther of this proselyte whom you have gained ? Tioofold more a

son of hell, i.e., one deserving of, and doomed to condemnation,

than ye yourselves are !" A sharjD word, but, startling as it may
sound, nothing but the truth, as confirmed again by history in

all times. Let it not be objected that surely the seduced were

less guilty than the seducers, that it is at least enough if both

fall together into the same pit ; what Christ here means reaches

farther, and justly so. He who could yield himself up to such

Pharisees from heathenism, must have done so from the first

with an evil conscience ; and if he remained in the school what

must become of him ! The Pharisees for their own knowledge

and conscience had the true word of God still near to them ; but

the Judaism planted by them at second hand had of course no

longer anything of the true kernel, but, on the contrary, only

the assumed mask, so that the poor heathen was better before as

a simple heathen. They taught him systematically to act the

liypocrite ; therefore was he, '' by being indoctrinated into \\y^o-

crisy," twofold a child of hell. Here also our Lord condemns,

by anticipation, all that false proselyte-making of the pseudo-

church which strives only after the outward increase of its

body ; all apphance of power without persuasion (instead of the

apostolic 'Tnkhtv, 2 Cor. v. 11); and all perplexing of the con-

science, so as to catch people without being able or willing to

convert them.' For, every change of religion, without a felt

necessity and conviction of the heart, is only a hurt and a loss
;

^ Couip. Nitzsfli prakt. Thcologic i. 288.
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as may be seen, not alone in the Christians made by the mis-

sions of the Jesuits, or even in renegades. Thus does moral

corruption, false doctrine, and corrupt practice, become worse

and worse when it is delivered from hand to hand, and every-

where we find the disciples and adherents worse than their

masters !

Vers. 16-22. Now comes in the true order the false doctrine,

which these blind guides implant in the people at home, and in

the proselytes overland and sea; so that they come not into

the kingdom of heaven but into hell. If, on the one hand, the

Pharisees are severe in binding and imposing the law, they

know, on the other hand, when to loose and to dispense with it

;

this, however, results in a still worse caprice. Christ, as we
know, prefers to speak, not in abstract generalities, but in con-

crete examples ; therefore He gives here, first of all, two desig-

native examples with their refutation (vers. 16, 17, and 18, 19),

then a further refuting counter-affirmation with reference to the

same two examples (vers. 20, 21)—wherewith, finally, in con-

nection with the last instance of their outward manner of deal-

ing with the law, viz., " Whoso sweareth by heaven^'' He points

to Him with whom alone we have to do in everything, the living

Godj to whom the Pharisees do not give what is due (vers. 21,

22). The Lord purposely selects examples such as those of

which He had already spoken in the Sermon on the Mount,

Matt. V. 34, and again afterwards, chap. xv. 5 ; for He will here,

chiefly pointing backwards, draw the final inference and pro-

nounce the decisive sentence. He selects them, also, as affording

a striking specimen of the way in which the holy name of God
is hid beneath formulas and webs of lies, and as a most suitable

preparation for the conclusion of the entire discourse. These

guides in Israel are, alas ! mei^e servants of the Temple and altar,

not of God, whom they forget in their regard for these ; therefore

that which alone they wanted to have is at last, after much long-

suffering, left to them, viz., the Temple—but as their house, with-

out the indwelling of God, consequently desolate ! (ver. 38). And
what now is this their house ? Nothing else than what they

have made of it, an abode of murderers, which must fall to pieces

upon their blood-guilty heads ! Ye blind guides ! This, too,

had already been said before, chap. xv. 14, and Luke vi. 39

:

VOL. III. p
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here it is further intensified into fools and bhnd, i.e., wilMly

not seeing. Everywhere does Pharisaism and Jesuitism express

itself especially in the wresting and misconstruing of the oath

;

and even now it is difficult to obtain from the Jews a binding

oath, they have always in store many an ovhzv iffriv.^ The gold

of the Temple is not the gold which adorned its walls, but the

rich Temple-treasure, which yet, according to their principle,

must " ever be accounted poor," so that never enough could be

made over to it—the Corban set apart for sacred uses ; for, from

motives of self-interest, these knaves gave the preference to the

gold and the altar-gifts even in oaths. And how perverse ! Is

it not through the Temple that the gold becomes the gold of tJie

Temple; is it not through the altar that the gift becomes an

offering ? The altar is most holy, Ex. xxix. 37.^ Whosoever,

therefore, swears by the altar, includes, of course, all that belongs

to the destination of the altar, all that is upon it or that belongs

to it ; the altar is the greater in which the less is comprehended.

And now ver. 21 is not merely parallel with the preceding, in

which case Christ would have said " by the Temple and—the

gold that is in it and on it"—but lie here advances further,

and suddenly rises higher, disclosing the ground of the whole

in the words, "And by Him that dtvelleth therein!" This leads

further still : the Temple, which is itself sacred only through

God's presence in it, is the dwelling place of this God only as a

figure of the heaven (1 Kings viii. 27, 30). Therefore here

also, as in the Sermon on the Mount, oaths by heaven are the

same as by the throne of God. Finally, for these fools and blind

it must even yet be added, "And by Him who sitteth on the

throne ;" otherwise, as in ]\Ioses' seat they forgot Moses himself,

so in the end would they forget in the seat of God the living

God Himself, and make empty oaths by the mere "seat of God."

He who sits there will certainly one day thrust down those who
sit on their seat; and He who sits above at His right hand, will

^ As at that time even in Rome the Jewish casuistry was well-known

and notorious ; hence in 3Iartial (xi. 94) : Ecce negas, jurasque milii per

templa Tonantis ; non credo : jura, vcrpe, per Anchialiun.

2 Yet we are not thc7-e to understand with many against the LXX. : All

that touclics the altar is thereby sanctified. This would correspond here

indeed to the discourse of Christ, but compare Lev. ii. 3.
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one day make His enemies His footstool. By this simple word,

^^ He that sitteth thereon" everything has been said to them.

For the rest, we already know tliat Christ does not approve of

oaths by the altar, Temple, or heaven ; He only brings them

forward because they are in use, and, tracing them back, shows

that they are all in reality oaths by God. Whoso sioears by the

Temple means the Temple as rendered sacred by God; swears,

therefore, as by the Temple, so in that very oath by Him who

dwells therein. So also by tlie heaven—^ov all oaths by created

things are otherwise contradiction and unreason—he can mean

only the heaven where God is; therefore, in reality, only the'

living God who hears his vain oath. What patience on the

part of Christ, thus again in this discourse, to enter so fully into

the refutation of their folly ! He thus condescends in order to

say and show before all the people, by the one differently ap-

plied example : Tlds and such like are your ordinances, which

cannot bear the test of reason, and which have already been

sufficiently refuted by Me ! How great and how bad must have

been the wilful neglect of what is of main importance in those

miserably trifling pickings and choosings ; the forgetting of God
in the Temple and the heaven ; consequently, the transgressing

of His commandment which requires the heart, m people who

believe such doctrine !

^

Vers. 23, 24. The first four woes are past ; the three others

follow in rapid succession, ever heavier on the head, ever deeper

into the heart. Now comes first, properly speaking, \\\e personal

conduct of these blind guides, tlieir oion inward character and

true state before God, when the bottom of their heart is dis-

closed to them. It was (Lev. xxvii. 30) doubtful as to the in-

terpretation, and as to practice disputable, whether tithe was to

be paid of all garden-herbs, even the least. The Pharisees,

in such things, did rather too much than too little; but the

weightier part of the law,—more difficult, indeed, even to touch

than all outward obligation was to bear,—they had con-

sciously long since entirely given up or left behind ! Thus the

' Zeller (Beugg. ilonatsbl. 1843, 5) finds in the hypocritical casuistry of

these lax directors of conscience a /oM)/o?fZ hypocrisy; approving of uuspirit-

ual abuses—^releasing from obligations—inverting religious ideas and Divine

ordinances—making self-interest a rule of conduct.
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(Bapvnpa, does not certainly all at once mean only " what is

more important, the main thing," but refers back to ver. 4 ; still,

the expression of course passes over to this signification, for what
is weighty and difficult is certainly what is important, and essen-

tial above other things. The form a^prjKarz contrasts quite cor-

rectly with cx.'TrolzKccrovri; the one ye do ever diligently, the other

ye have already let slip, put aside ; as in many things ye have

put aside the commandment of God, for the sake of your statutes

(chap. XV.), so in those othei's, in which ye appear before the

people as the scrupulous fulfillers of the Mosaic commandments,

ye have neglected the inward, the essential part of the law pro-

perly so called. Whosoever has put this away from him, actually

retains only time and inclination for zeal in tithes of cummin.

The Kai that follows, explains their wonderfully faithful con-

scientiousness, and discloses the evil ground of it. Again, with

unconscious irony, speaking to them as it were in their own
language, Christ sets in opposition to the threefold tithes three

things to be given to God ; as, but for this antithesis. He would,

according to chap. xxii. 40, have specified only the love of

God and our neighbour. In Luke chap. xi. 40, the saying

folloioed that about cleansing the outside of the vessels which it

here precedes; the connection, however, is in both places the same,

for our Lord mentions here that to which these Pharisees attached

greater importance than to inward cleansing before God. There

two kinds of herbs were specially named (and then in addi-

tion -Trav Xa^avov) ; therefore also, in opposition to these, only a

twofold inward character (and conduct proceeding from such

character) : judgment and the love of God ; i.e., in addition to

the inghteousness that judges true judgment (which always re-

mains the first and foremost thing in the laio), the love that pro-

ceeds from God and is well-pleasing to God, exactly in the sense

of Matt. ix. 13, xii. 7. Here, connecting still more closely with

that word, the idea in its trichotomy takes a different turn. It

is not, however, judgment upon yourselves, mercy towards others,

faith in God ; for in this sense TTiarig is no (iapurspov rov uof/jov;

if this third is understood of the " disposition of mind from

which both proceed," then is the order of the antithesis broken.

We apprehend the meaning of the words rather as follows. First

of all, the zptaig as that which at all events goes before, niby
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r\yi1)i^ tJS'i^b (since Gen. xviii. 19, occurring so often in the law

and prophets), viz., the righteousness that discharges all the debt

of the law ; but in so far as it rests on a true judgment which is

just, and that again upon a thorough self-judgment applied first

of all within, Luke xii. 57.^ Then, further, the mercy or love

which God teaches, requires, and gives as the spirit of the law

rather than strict justice. Finally, Avith these, there is joined a

third and perfect thing, the 'Trtffrig as n:^0^5; ; the reality and

perfection of justice as of love, the sincerity/ and truth which

stands opposed to the seeming faithfulness in trifling observances.

(Bengel : sinceritas, quae opponitur hypocrisi, nam qui, c. xxiv.

51, dicuntur hypocritae, Luke xii. 4G, dicuntur (Liciaroi :—we
compare in addition to this, 'TCKuroq-, Matt. xxiv. 45.) Thus the

whole becomes parallel at the same time to that prophetical

word, Micah vi. 8 ;—the third not excepted in respect of its

inner sense ; for he who walks humbly before God is sincere and

entire. The same contrast of outward trifles with what is truly

essential is again presented by Christ in connection with another

of the minutite to which the Pharisees attached eo much import-

ance. It was the custom to strain wine, vinegar, and all sorts

of drink, carefully through linen cloth ; so that not the smallest

unclean animalcule, not even a wr\'y>—(which, in the writings

of the Rabbins, is the special name for a sort of insect in wine),

might be drunk W'ith it, and thus Lev. xi. 20, 23, 41, 42, be

transgressed ; as the Buddists in Ceylon and Hindostan do with

drinking-water at this day. Now Christ Plimself for once makes

a proverb out of this :
" Who strain out the gnats, even the

smallest single gnat, and yet, without seeing it, drink down,

swallow the cainelV He puts in opposition another unclean

animal, and that an enormous one (chap. xix. 24) ; so as, at the

same time, to denote the monstrousness of then' hypocrisy which

tolerated this, as before their greedy avarice was denoted by the

devouring of houses. The sense of the passage in itself, after the

foregoing verse, needs no explanation ; but that there might be

no misunderstanding, as if He meant to say that faithfulness in

litiU things is not necessary, our Lord put between these sayings

^ He who judges himself in his own conscience, and he alone, exercises

justice and righteousness towards others. V. Meyer, Blatter fiir hbhere

Wahrh. vi. 145.
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tlie words, These ought ye to have done and not to leave the other un-

done (cc(piivcn as apriKccrz). Justice, love, and faitlifulness—these

are the principal things to be done ; while the outward trifling

observances are, just on account of the faithfulness which cer-

tainly imparts value to them, the things not to he omitted}

When the philologist begins with trifling minutijfi, and does not

go beyond tliese, the reason certainly is that he has no sense for

the spirit and meaning of the writer ; this latter, however, being

presupposed, he. should then not neglect even a single iota.

Thus Christ here means that the tithe of mint, anise, and cum-

min is also to be paid, if the conscience finds these in the letter

and sense of the law :—I am in that case not even to swallow

the gnats, and think the trifle may thus be disposed of. But

He will have conscientiousness in what is least, only to proceed

from inward faithfulness upon the whole.

Vers. 25-28. The Pharisees had already heard of the wash-

ing of vessels (ISIark vii. 4) ; here it forms the transition from

such things as still rest on the Mosaic commandments when

pressed in the -letter, to such as were self-chosen. Speaking

generally, the advance which our Lord here makes from what

goes before is manifold : while, by a slight connection. He passes

from the strained drink to the drinking and eating vessels, He
now makes use of this figure only more exactly to denote what

is outivaixl, and what imvard (according to ^lark vii. 1,5, 18-

23) ; He then proceeds to apply the figure of the vessels to re-

present the men themselves, points them to their oum conscious-

ness of inward uncleanness in their hypocrisy. "Ye knaves know-

well what is in your so cleanly-washed cups and platters, how
you have "gotten it, and how used it; for both these, the sinful

getting and sinful enjoyment," are plainly meant by the ap^ay^j

x,ui oc^cpciffiug (this and not ahiziug is the true reading).^ If

now, first of all, tlie inside of the cups and platters is to be

cleansed (and that not hastily by giving a few alms therefrom,

1 Sucli tilings must also be done on account of tlic commandment—says

Siracli, chap. xxxv. 7. (In ^leyer ver. 4, comp. the original text.)

2 Which twofold idea Lango even finds to be indicated in the cups and

platters.

* Not however with Grotius Truar,; ccKa&xoai'x;, wluch follows at the end,

ver. 27.
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as is said mockingly, Luke xi. 41; but as it follows there in ver.

42), it thus appears that the inner side and contents of the vessel

also belong to the outside as regards the man himself and his

heart ; therefore quite naturally the vessel becomes a figure of

the Pharisee, as was plainly said in Luke xi. 39 by ro scrcud&v

vfJbSv, and is indicated here also in ver. 26. In every sense

—

even in the outward vessel, how much more in the doing and

inner being of the man— it is true that he alone who has cleansed

the inward part, has also made the outward truly and actually

clean;' while he who only cares for the outward, is far from

having therefore done all for the inward. Luke xi. 40, Tit. i.

15. Therefore look now at your inward part—there is death !

A new and profoundly terrible figure, derived fi-om the worst

form of Levitical uncleanness, now follows, viz. : whitewashed

sepulchres—which, at the same time, already, as it were, pre-

pares the way for what is further said, ver. 29. A human heart

can be a temple of the living God, or a grave ;—a heaven, or a

hell. The prophet, Ez. xiii. 10, spake of plastering the wall

with slacked lime, which in Acts xxiii. 3 appears as a proverb,

and Christ has here intensified the expression to the utmost

degree ; we know of no more horrible, and, at the same time,

more appropriate, figure whereby to express the lying contrast

between the outside and the inside in those hypocrites ; it is

also the last woe, the seventh, whereby they are completely

portrayed and condemned. The tombs were spread over with

lime,^ less for ornament (although this also comes in at ver. 29)

than as a necessary mark of distinction, that pollution might be

avoided (for the Jews extended to the sepulchre what was true

only of the corpse) ; Christ, therefore, will here say, Whosoever

rightly considers and rightly regards your whitewashed sanctity,

ought to beware of you, for he that touches you pollutes him-

self, touches death !^ Your whitewash looks, indeed, quite

^ A practice wliich was eveu repeated yearly on the fifteenth of Adar.
2 The figure in Luke xi. 44 was otherivise applied, although -with the

same fundamental idea ; for the Pharisaic whitewash is indeed not seen by

the people to be only the superscription, Here is a sepulchre I Nv/i/ics7ix.

cilYihtx.—as the Talmud speaks of s^'-irrL" '^??.. *-e-, sepulchi-es only found out

to be such afterwards (Babyl. Sanh. Fol. 47, 2. Hieros. Nedarim 57, 4).

A sepulchre marked out with painted bones is called 1'?'^ "ap.. as distin-

guished from B'inn ^^p.
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seemly, a/pcaoi, and gives no distinct portraiture of the dead

bones within; yet the offrscc VBKpd and all the filth of corruption

are within. Such are ye—is again declared with abundant

plainness in ver. 28 : Your htzaiot is nothing else than an

i^co&iv (paiveiv. "Your religion is the whitewash," exclaims

Wurster to the Pietists of the present day. Your morality,

virtue, etc., is the whitewash—must we say to the hypocrites of

all sorts.

Vers. 29-33. The eighth woe plainly comprises all the seven

in the zpitrig rrjg ysmj^g, connecting itself with the beginning,

ver. 13 ; and includes the wicked seed with their wicked fathers

in one collective sin, guilt, and punishment. The hypocrites

(this remains their title now for the seventh time) protest, in-

deed, against this in Avord and deed ; but before God their pro-

testation is held for what it is worth, and is rather turned against

them as their own confession. They repaired, adorned, even

built anew the sepulchres of the prophets and pious men of old;

just like our own time with its rage for monuments and jubi-

lees. When the people are so busily occupied with such work

it is an evil sign for the present. Men are fond of praising

the dead witnesses for truth, whom, if alive, they would thrust

from them ; they are glad, so to speak, that they have only to

build sepulchres and monuments for them: Thus does Christ

view their conduct here, because He sees through the hypocrisy:

Ye yourselves, even when ye protest against "your fathers^''

confess against your will that ye are the children of those who
murdered the prophets. In Luke xi. 47, 48 the idea comes still

more sharply out ; not in the form of the protesting word, but of

the confessing deed : Yea, the fathers were the murderers of the

dead, and ye willingly come after to build the sepulchres of the

dead ; yet how glad ye are in your hearts that the prophets

—

the rejected enemies of all hjqiocrisy and trifling with the law,

the messengers of God, witnesses for the truth and preachers of

repentance—'give you no more trouble ! Sit licet divus, danmodo

non viviis. Their writings ye read not as they ought to be read

;

their example you follow not, but set up fine sepulchres for

them. Those were true men of God against whom our fathers

sinned—so you say—but the present are false ones whom we
now justly persecute and stone. " Ask in Moses' time. Who
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are the good people 1 they will be Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
;

but not Moses—he should be stoned. Ask in Samuel's times,

Who are the good people ? they will be Moses and Joshua ; but

not Samuel. Ask in the times of Christ, and they will be all

the former prophets with Samuel ; but not Christ and His

Apostles," (Berlenb. Bibel.) Instead of the penitent confes-

sion so frequently put into the mouths of the people by the pro-

phets. We have sinned we and our fathers ! the last and worst

generation now protests in vain against its fellowship with the

guilt of the fathers, which it rather carries out to its worst ex-

treme, completes, and thus^^^s %ip the measure. (Acts vii. 52.)

Be it so, do this ; i.e., ye shall do it, through God's permitting

long-suffering, which afterwards has an end, and is turned into

wrath. Thus does Christ speak to them as to Judas (John xiii.

27). A profound significance for the unity of the entire Scrip-

ture and the recorded dealings between God and men lies in this,

that Israel's end is here denoted by the same which in the be-

ginning was said of the Amorites, who were driven out before

them ; viz., by the filling up of the measure of their sins. Gen.

XV. 1 6. The mills of the gods grind late, but they grind clean :

this the heathen also knew, because history teaches it ; so should

we also, without false refinement, recognise in God's doings both

of these things, the long-suffering which waits, and the wrath

which at length breaks out. The Divine principle, according to

which generations and nations are included in the reckoning of

a collective guilt, and at length the collective punishment is

made to fall upon the last, runs through all historv^ ; we shall

not now deviate too far from the exposition by entering into the

depths of this principle. The key lies already in the hypocriti-

cal word ver. 30, which becomes true only when inverted, viz.

:

If they had been in the times of their fathers they would also

have shed all that blood. " He whose inward wickedness has

risen to a high pitch, is regarded as if he too had done all that

others have done from like wickedness." (Roos.) " A murderer

comes into fellowship with all murderers, a whoremonger into

fellowship with all whoremongers and adulterers. They all stand

as branches upon one root, they all work to one end, they all

approve of one another's works." (Rieger.) The fellowship of

sin and punishment before God's judgment actually extends thus
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far, even to the descending connection of growing corruption

;

as is seen in a people when the children, not warned by the guilt

of their fathers, continue it and carry it to its consummation.

Therefore, afterwards, even all the blood shed upon the earth

(Luke, since the foundation of the world), from the murder of

Abel downwards, is reckoned to the last evil generation of the

Jews. Upon this a book might be written : we deem it suffi-

cient now only to point out that Christ thus affirms, in all its

severity, this reckoning before God's judgment ; but that He }ct

lays the principal emphasis, in order to conviction, upon the

long-suffering whicli waited patiently and exhausted every call

of grace before the filling up of the measure of sin. What He
says in ver. 33 is almost word for word the first discourse of the

Baptist (chap. iii. 7) ; for to this it returns, because every inter-

vening call and invitation to repentance for the kingdom of

heaven had proved in vain. Now, indeed, the 'Trcog (pvy/jTS (as

Alford has well reminded me), instead of the still warning rtg

VTihsi^sv v[Jbiv, sounds stronger and more decisive. A further

confirmation of the as yet more figurative yzvv7j[Jbur(x, l-^ihSv

which the Baptist uttered, is here added by Christ in the quite

unfigurative o<psig ; and the whole together means not merely

sinners horn of sinners (with reference to ver. 31), but speaks

plainly, in the sense of John viii. 44, of him who at Eev. xii. 9

is called o o^ig 6 cc^y^aiog. Thus does it correspond to the fykvm,

whose zpiGig the 'zzpiffGorarov in addition to the TTzpiffsonpov ver.

14 expresses; and designates as at ver. 15, the ix, rov ^arpoV

Tov htu[io7^ov ovrag as complete vlovg yzmag.

Ver. 34. What is here meant by tlie ha rovro'^. It is only

trifling with the simple word to supply as follows, "in order

that if possible ye may yet flee from the damnation of hell !"

—

for the impossibility of tliis has just been affirmed in the 'xcjg

(pOy/jre ; the filling up of the measure of sin has just been im-

puted to thein, has been already predicated of them as certain
;

and the rovro can alone refer to this import of the two last pro-

positions. Therefore it must mean, in order that ye may kill

them, in order that thereby all blood may come upon you, there-

fore are they sent. Yet not directly thus ; for the decisive

O'/Tcog, ver 35, is rather coiniected with their killing and crucifying,

and not precisely with the sending on the part of Christ. The
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true force of the expression is, that the wisdom and long-

suffering of the Lord who foresaw the judgment, therefore offers

yet an opportunity of contracting the hist giiilt ; in order that,

on the one hand, the measure of grace may be filled up even to

the last overflow, and, on the other, that, by the actually per-

petrated sin, it might indisputably appear to all the world, that

the condemned were deserving of their punishment.-^ This

again is a principle of His justice belonging to the unsearchable

ways of God (Kom. xi. 33) ; that He who might already judge

every one according to all that he had done or would do, yet lets

the sin exhaust and complete itself, before the judgment, in

actual deeds.—The Ibov already plainly shows, even before we
read the Futures which follow, that it is no longer the former

Prophets that are spoken of, but a new sending that is soon to

begin. Observe the majestic / with which He who is still in

humiliation, who is Himself to be first crucified by them, yet

looking beyond this, puts Himself in the place of the God who
sends the Prophets ! (Is. xli. 27.) Here there is seen one of

the significant differences between this last discourse and the

earlier one (Luke chap, xi.), where Christ as yet veils His /
under the "wisdom of God." Now, however, He takes for gonnted

what the parable of the vineyard had said of the killing of the

Son, who, although rejected, is yet exalted to be the corner-stone;

what the following parable of the marriage had said of the new
sending of Him who is yet to ascend the throne ; and what

finally chap. xxii. 24 had said of sitting at the right hand of

God :—therefore is the crucifying of the Lord Himself entirely

passed over, and at once comprehended in the emphatic lycD

airoarkXkco? The offence against those who are sent proceeds,

first of all, by an anti-climax, from Idlling (and even) crucifying,

to scourging (already signified to the disciples at chap. x. 17),

1 Roos :
" It depended upon a test. Clirist had also prophets and wise

men and scribes to send out. Now just as tliey did to these, so also would
they have done to all the prophets."

.
^ For " that the Saviour here includes Himself in the rank of those sent

by God" is impossible, nor does He send Himself ; we shall soon under-

stand more particularly why He throws a veil over His blood. The fact

that messengers of Jesus were crucified also before the destruction of

Jerusalem, we learn here, as history does not record everything.
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and thence down to persecuting ; in like manner the designation

of the persons sent is according to three grades, here more con-

cretely carried out than the Prophets and Apostles in Luke. The
special apostolic dignity has its significance only for the new
Church

;
yet all who testify of Christ and preach Him are His

messengers, which could alone be meant also in St Luke.^ On
the other hand, there is here another difference from that earlier

discourse in St Luke. The prophetic authority stands first in

analogy with those old Prophets ; then follow those who are not

indeed equipped in the same way, but yet are furnished with a

specially convincing xpisdom of the Spirit ; finally, the true

" scribes" as opposed to the false ones (chap. xiii. 52), who, con-

descending more than the others to the manner of men and of

the Jews, show to them out of their Scripture that Jesus is the

Christ. Stephen was a loise man, Apollos a Sciibe, the Apostles

Prophets ; while St Paul at least was certainly all of them to-

gether. The seeming anti-climax is now, however, changed into

its opposite, when we understand the matter thus : the killing

and crucifying of the Prophets was as it were a thing to which

they were accustomed from of old, was only a continuation oftheir

])ast doings ; but, that in their synagogues (mark this particular)

they should answer the undeniably God-given wisdom also ot

the wise men with scourging ; that they should at least persecute

from city to city even the scribes, in order thoroughly to suppress

their quiet testimony,—in this the guilt of their resistance to the

truth rises to a higher pitch. They leave unpersecuted not even

the least one, who without preaching with prophetical urgency

merely dares, by way of testimony, to interpret the Scripture

against them.

Vers. 35, 36. Upon you : this comprehends, for tlie first, the

wicked guides and heads of the people,—who also in the fore-

going verse appeared as the originators of all persecution—with

this entire generation, and that for the past and the future ; for

it is now said, Zacharias whom ye slew ! (Comp. L Thes. ii.

15.) The expression uAtjja hUaiov or aOaJov (chap, xxvii. 4.), is

one of very frequent occurrence in the Old Testament, which

comes out with increasing strength especially before the Baby-
lonish captivity, in reference to the guilt which drew down that

' Quite in the same general usage, which we find also John xiii. 16.
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judgment; see 2 Kings xxi. 16, xxiv. 4; Jer. xxvi. 15. The

principal passage, however, which Christ has probably in His

mind, and which the Spirit caused to be written in connection

with that first judgment as a typical prophecy of the second, is

to be found in Lam. iv. 12, 13. Three times in the one verse

does the Lord mention blood; and now, from that point of view

in which God regards the whole human race, lays to the account

of this Jerusalem and Israel all the righteous blood shed ?<po/i

the earth, just as His Spirit again does to the future Babylon,

Rev. xviii. 24. The first righteous person^ upon earth mur-

dered through hatred of God and fraternal hatred was Abel; of

his murder also is Israel guilty, for they have done worse to

Christ than Cain did to his brother. Zacharias, however, is

certainly not that righteous Zacharias, the son of Baruch, of

whose murder in the temple shortly before the destruction of

Jerusalem Josephus gives an account. Arch. iv. 19—as, for ex-

ample, Hug formerly maintained, while even Richter still admits

" a concealed prophecy " pointing to him—but probably that

Zacharias of whom we read in 2 Chron. xxiv. 20-22. The dis-

tinct expression l(povzv(jari cannot be an anticipating prophecy

;

for, Christ now uses, in opposition to the expressly marked future

in ver. 34, quite a? expressly the past in ver. 35, in order then

at ver. 36 to comprise both in the ravra lua.vrct. A prophecy

pointing to an individual by name (not to say that Baruch is

not Barachias) seems forced, and highly unsuitable to Christ's

present frame of mind ; one can see no satisfactory ground for

it at all. True, indeed, it cannot be objected to that opinion,

that the Zacl^arias mentioned by Josephus was no messenger of

Christ, for only righteous persons are spoken of by St Matthew

;

^still, in St Luke, it is certainly the blood of all the prophets.

Finally, it is quite decisive to observe that Christ here, accord-

ing to the Scripture (to w"hich He makes such manifold allusions

throughout the discourse), intended to bring together the ^rsi

and last example which the Scripture records. It is useless to

ask whether the Jews did not shed righteous blood, or the blood

of prophets, afterwards ; the cu'cle of canonical history compre-

hends typically all that was done in Israel and upon the earth.

i.See the interpretation of Heb. xii. 24, in my Brief an die Hebraer.
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It, is worthy of remark that the designation hetiocen the temple

and the altar of hurnt-offering (not without reference to vers.

17-19 before^) agrees with the express words of 2 Chron. xxiv.

21 ; and it is further significant that precisely tliis Zacharias

said when dying, The Lord will see it and seek it ! (comp. in

Luke 'ivtt, IxZ/jTT^&y^.) There is even a Jewish legend which says

that his blood bubbled up and flowed, and would not be stayed

for 252 years, even till the burning of the temple in the city of

the murder, until Nebusaradan had slaughtered there 940,000

priests, prophets, and chiefs of the people with their children

:

from which we may infer that this deed of murder in the holy

city was regarded by the Jews themselves from ancient times

as a proverbially fearful example. Such connection of a name

well-known to the Pharisees and Scribes with the universally

known name of Abel, is certainly much more natural than any

special prophecy.^ So much remains certain, that our Lord

will here say what He at last seals with Amen : The great col-

lective guilt of all the blood shed on the earth, as it is repre-

sented and shadowed forth in the history of the Holy Scripture

from Abel to Zacharias, will break forth in vengeance upon this

generation in a collective punishment, as well typical as real

—

this evil and adulterous generation which speaks as in ver. 30,

and acts as in ver. 34 ! which thus fills to overflowing the

measure of sin against the long-suffering of God ! That is, in-

deed, first of all the last generation of this people, the wicked

and adulterous generation possessed by the return of seven worse

devils along with the first, which, in its sins, repeats and sums

up all that went before ; yet, in so far as the fathers are repre-

1 In the most holy place of the fore-court, which also Joscphus denotes

:

fisXP' ''^^^ fitoS^di) y.ou rov viu.

2 With regard, finally, to ,^the entirely subordinate point respecting the

name Barachias instead of Jelioiada (for the apocryphal gospel of the Naza-

rcnes with its Jchoiada is of as little value here as the apocryphal fable

concerning the father of the Baptist)—it is said that both names have the

same meaning, as names arc frequently thus varied ; or it is found to be a

later corruption of the evangeUcal text (only not on account of Joscphus,

for then it woidd be Baruch) ; or even an original error of memory, con-

foundiug this person with Zccli. i. 1. To us the word of Christ is too solemn

to admit of such disputes. For the rest, Theile's treatise in AViner's Journal,

Vol. ii., speaks very fully of the whole matter.
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sented as only meeting their fall punishment in their children,

the yivzav ravrrtv here includes at the same time the entire

people, of whom it is said (ver. 35), Ye have slain. It is a

groundless assertion that ysvsa, in the New Testament, can

never signify "people;" see in ehap. xii. 45 the same connec-

tion of this generation with their fathers, and then afterwards

the remarkable passage (chap. xxiv. 34), according to our inter-

pretation.

It may be asked, finally. Does not the Mood also of the cruci-

fied Son of God in, and with, all the others, come upon this

generation % If this question means. Wherefore does Christ not

expressly or chiefly specify this here ? the first answer is easy
;

for, even as regards outward propriety, it would be highly un-

suitable openly to say such a thing at this farewell. For, this

would be more than the word of Zacharias, The Lord will see

and seek it ! But the reason lies still deeper : partly, in the

Saviour's feeling of love and compassion, which makes it im-

possible for Him to express this threatening of vengeance; partly,

in the truth corresponding to this feeling, that in fact the blood

of Christ, although His crucifiers call it down upon their heads,

yet even to the last judgment of the world continues to speak

better things than the blood of Abel, viz., grace and not venge-

ance. So that, in the restored Israel at last, this blood-guiltiness

is yet cleansed away (Joel iii. 2Q) ; and the vengeance on ac-

count of the rejected blood of reconciliation extends to quite

another sphere, belongs to quite another judgment, than that

which is first of all historically represented in Israel.

Ver. 37. Did Christ Himself say, Behold here a greater than

Jonas—then may also His interpreter say to the generation of

this time. Behold here is something incomparably greater than,

and different from, ought that has ever been uttered in accents

breaking from the heart, and penetrating to the heart, in all

human poems and histories. Jerusalem ! Jerusalem ! Thus

cries the Messiah, the God and Lord, and Saviour of Israel in

the flesh, who sent all the prophets, who is Himself come, and

will again send Apostles, who will soon, by the hands of His

enemies, hang upon the cross, by His own and the Father's

Divine power will rise from the opened grave, and sit upon the

throne of heaven—thus cries Jesus over the sinners who will not
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have Him and His grace, but cleave to their sin and their judg-

ment. What a tone and sound for the hearers must this word

have had when it came from the mouth of Christ : the already

filled up measure of all Divine grace and Saviour-love, in op-

position to the measure of sin, now soon to be filled up by the

children who, centuries long, had been nourished and brought

up in vain—that first call of the Creator, " Adam, where art

thou, whither wilt thou?" breaking forth inconceivably intensi-

fied from the heart of the Son of Man moved with human passion

—the most perfect unity of alluring love and judging wrath in

this double lament, Jerusalem ! Jerusalem I Hear, ye heavens,

and give ear, O earth ! for

—

the Lord speaketh ! ! And are we

to take away these words from this place, in His farewell, which

alone is their proper place ; are we to believe that the Evangelist

has presumed to elaborate and impi-ove the Divine drama ^

Rather would we believe that Christ had already uttered three

times—ten times before (which would not be so wrong) this

word which He now utters for the last time with most striking

emphasis.*

The word as a whole is a prolepsis of the decisive judgment,

stretching beyond the preaching of the Apostles, the rejection of

which Christ already knew beforehand : the Jerusalem which

He means is the entire people, including past times, viewed in

its centre. Vers. 34 and 35 are now connected in one, as also

already ver. 36 ; therefore the a.'Tr&ffrccKfMVOi, as opposed to the

former prophets, are the new messengers who should yet invite

the guests to the marriage in vain, and the first of whom was at

once stoned (Acts vii.) as Moses commanded that the false pro-

phets should be stoned.^ Between Prophets and Apostles then

comes the exalted / of the incarnate Lord, who is, at the same

time, above Prophets and Apostles ; for, this Lord it is who has

always sent, and now sends, and who Plimself also came and

1 Dorner says, moreover, correctly : Ilaec verba a Christo dicta esse non

CO loco, quo Lucas vult, sed quo Mattbieus, verba ipsa indicant ; tunc enim

dicta sunt, cum ultima voce Christus disccderet e templo niuuquam eo

rediturus.

2 In the construction Trpo; cciirTiv, which is also according to grammatical

usage, there is expressed here, at the same time, a bitterly complaining,
imconscious turning away of the coimtenance from the murderess of the

prophets ; after which it tui-ns to her again
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called in all His messengers. The I of Christ embraces at the

same time all the past, even as ver. 34 the future. " He never

forgets His part,"—to speak foolishly for the sake of the fools
;

He can never, at any time, deny who He is, and even when He
appears most human, the consciousness of His eternal Divine

dignity shines through with all the more immediate reahty. Thy
children—that is, at the same time, all the people of this sacred

metropohs scattered in the country or over the earth. It would

be a very false narrowing of the discourse as a whole, to explain

the words Hoio often ! of Christ's frequent visits to the metro-

polis at the festivals ; it speaks in a higher and more compre-

hensive style. Hoio often ! includes at the same time all the

calls of the former Prophets, with all the invitations of those

afterwards sent, and known beforehand to be in vain ; although

it places the calls and invitations of Christ Himself in the centre.

Our Lord would ever from time to time have gathered them all

as His people into His kingdom, to His heart. But not by force;

in this way no one is drawn into God's kingdom, to God's heart

;

even Israel's Messiah is only a Saviour who at last passively

offers Himself, who must leave it to the will of men to come or

not, and must go away when they will not and do not come.

As an eagle stirreth up her nest,^ fluttereth over her young, and
then beareth them herself on her wings—so did Jehovah at first,

Deut. xxxii. 11, and afterwards ever more kindly and lovingly

offer His sheltering wing to His people, in the word of the pro-

phets (Ps. xvii. 8, xxxvi. 8, Ivii. 2, Ixi. 5; Is. xxxi. 5, 6; Mai.

iv. 2)—until, with most familiar tenderness, Jesus, here speak-

ing in the person of Jehovah (which is to be observed, see espe-

cially Is. xxxi. 5), would spread His wings over them as a hen

over her chickens, ere the birds of prey, as other eagles ofjudg-

ment, come.^ The wings are still spread even for the murderers

of the Prophets, while Christ now speaks ; even for the stoners

of Stephen, as was shown in the case of Paul, He will still spread

^
''3f>, vofjaiotu ai/Tov, comp. Liike xiii. 34, as also both together, tx uooaix

and '^ voaaix, Ps. Ixxxiv. 4.

^ Lange expresses the sense of my remark when he calls it the antithesis

of actively training and jyassiveJy saving love ; only he does not specially

enough bring out that the eagle also bea7-s its young and keeps them from

falling. It is rather a climax than an antithesis.

VOL. III. Q
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them out. But what He Himself has experienced will be the

result, upon the whole ; that, namely, which He expresses in

the words, Ye would not ! (Is. xxviii. 12, xxx. 15, and many
places in the prophets.) The grace that still remains will in-

deed gather others in their place who tvill; but they who ivould

not what Christ would fall into the condemnation. " The power

of the Almighty appears as impotence before the obstinacy of

the creature ; and has only tears (Luke xix. 41) wherewith to

overcome them." Whose heaj^t dares here to answer with the

dogmatics of the liead : " Thy willing and drawing was not in

earnest ; Thy lamentation but a mockery and a sport ; for Thine

irresistible grace was not there to give them the power to will."

Vers. 38, 39. The second Behold I in addition to the first,

ver. 34—the text of the prophecy that soon follows for the dis-

ciples (chap. xxiv.). The house is, in the first place, the Temple

(Luke xi. 51, o'Ikov) ; but, together with it, the entire holy city

as one habitation, the whole country of which this is the metro-

polis ; people and state, with all their possession and property, in

the same wide sense as Acts i. 20 ; for, it is through the Temple

that all subsists. Now it is no longer the Temple, no longer

God^s house ; but, your house is left to you, as ye Avould nave

it. As yet in Matt. xxi. 13 it is My nouse—now, however, it

is no longer so. "Y,pri[Jbog often elsewhere, and first of all, sig-

nifies empty, deprived of its pro])er contents (which then stand

beside it in the Gen.) ; here, therefore, in the first place, tern-

plum sine numine. From this follows, indeed, the desolation

and dispersion ; because, when God departs only the punish-

ment of sin remains,—as was already said to Solomon, 1 Kings

ix. 7-9; see further Jer. xxii. 5, and especially Jer. vii. 6, 11,

13, 14, which prophecy now for the first time finds its second

and complete fulfilment. Of course, the seat of Moses is thus

thrown down ; and the Rabbins of Babylon or Jerusalem are

acknowledged no longer. 'Boj) a^/sra/—that begins at this

moment : for, /, the Lord of the Temple, now go out and away

from you! (chap. xxiv. 1). Although they saw Christ after-

wards until His crucifixion, it was no longer in the Temple, but

merely as a suffering Sacrifice. They will be compelled to see

and to acknowledge Him in His judging power (chap. xxvi.

04) ; but otherwise no longer, the risen Saviour did not show
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Himself to all the people. Ye : that is, again, the entire genera-

tion of those who obstinately reject Him, including also their

posterity, as ver. 35 their forefathers ; but not including all

who do not persist in this rejection. Finally, however, there is

here also a comforting ^^imtil" annexed to the long judgment

upon the children and the children's children; as, in chap. xxii.

44, there was a threatening imtil, in connection with the

priestly sitting of the King. That He will forsake them is

therefore 7tot the last word of Christ in this farewell ! To
understand what He here says only of a compelled acknowledg-

ment of the coming Judge, is rendered impossible by the svXo-

yrjlAvog and the entire 118th Psalm; it can only mean,—Until

ye (the late posterity of this generation) one day acknowledge

Him who is now I'ejected, joyfully welcome Him as Messiah,

and cry Hosanna in truth, not like the empty Hosanna a day

or two before. Because it was empty and vain, Christ cannot

express Himself thus. Until ye agam say. He takes leave of

them not merely " with the feeling that He can return to the

Temple only as Messiah or never " (according to Hase) ; but

with the clear-discerning prophecy that, one day, the people of

God will honour Him. The still future restoration of Israel

according to the flesh is announced throughout all the Old

Testament, from Deut. iv. 30 on to Zechariah (for Malachi

points back to the punishment upon the sinful people) ; he who

has not read this is not yet able rightly to read the prophets.

(2 Chron. xv. 3, 4 ; Hos. iii. 4, 5 ; Zech. xii. 10, xiv. 8-11.)

But of a '^final victory of the Saviour over all His adversaries,

whom He so punishes as to gain them to Himself^''—of this we

find nothing in the whole Scripture, neither in Ps. ex., nor

in the final close of Christ's discourse (Matt, xxv.), nor at

the end of the Scripture, Rev. xxii. 15, 19, 21 (not ^zra,

vuvrav, but 'TrAvrooy roov ayicov). Nor is the restoration of

Israel by any means a typical pledge of this ; as if there

may not remain for many only the sentence. Ye would not!

—all the less, since Scripture announces that restoration as

contemporaneous with the judgment upon Gentile-Christendom.
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CHEIST S PROPHECY OF HIS COMING.

(Matt. xxiv. and xxv.)

This prophecy appears here, indeed, as an ansiver to a ques-

tion of the disciples ; but this question was itself called forth by

the declaration of Christ—that of this beautiful and solid

edifice not one stone should remain upon another. True it is,

again, that the disciples drew from Christ this emphatic confir-

mation of what was said in chap, xxiii. 38, by a question ad-

dressed to Him (see especially Mark xiii. 1)
;—yet all the

Lord's words were no other than a natural continuation of the

preceding sayings, which denounced judgment upon Israel,

Jerusalem, the Temple; nay, it was certainly provided for

beforehand, that Christ should leave for His disciples, i.e.. His

church in all future time, a complete prophecy of the end. As
St John was directed to record, in harmony with his esoteric

design, the last gracious promises of His coming again to com-

fort in the resurrection and by the Holy Spirit; so, on the

other hand, the three other Evangelists must needs preserve the

prophecy of Christ concerning His coming again to judge. And
this has been done most fully by the Apostle Matthew, who
alone, in chap, xxv., carries it to the last end.

He alone also gives us at once, in chap. xxiv. 3, the ques-

tion of the disciples in its most exact form ; thus enabling us to

understand in its continuous unity the entire answer of Christ,

as it runs on through two chapters. That which in Mark xiii.

4, and Luke xxi. 7, is mixed indistinguishably in a general ravra
and "Trdvroc ruvra, is in St Matthew's account separated into

three j^arts. The disciples ask : When shall this happen, that

is, first of all, the destruction of the Temple with that judgment

upon Israel, of which Thou hast assured us ? Further : What
shall be the sign of Tliy coming ? And, finally. What the sign

of the end of the world ? We must transpose ourselves into

their ideas and conceptions, in order to see how much they
' did or did not understand of this their own question. They knew,
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in the first place, with a certain measure of distinctness (although

not clearly and surely), that the present lowly estate of Him
who was come, who had so often spoken of His impending suffer-

ings and death, was afterwards to be followed by another coming

of the Son of Man, a manifestation and revelation in the coming

in of the kingdom, the then only complete 'Trapovffia rou Xp/crou ;

of this He had spoken more than once, and very expressly in

Matt. xvi. 28.^ They knew, further, from wdiat they had just

heard (for they would scarcely of themselves have thought of

Dan. ix. 26, 27, and therefore Christ afterwards reminds them

of it), that an affliction and destruction, a judgment upon Jeru-

salem and Israel, was to break forth as the most immediate con-

sequence of the rejection of Christ. When, accordingly, they

put these two things together, it would remain uncertain to

them how they stood related to each other ; whether the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem would at the same time introduce the entire

revelation and establishment of the kingdom—or (which was

more in accordance with their Jewish conceptions), whether the

judgment upon the ivhole loorld, with which they were familiar

from the Old Testament, and which was in like manner an-

nounced by Jesus, would be coincident with that catastrophe.

For this was the third thing which they knew of as future, as to

he, to be accomplished. Christ indeed had, on one occasion,

Matt. xvi. 27, 28, almost connected the general judgment with

the coming of the kingdom ; then again, at chap. xix. 28, He
had spoken of a 'KoCkiyyiviaia, in which there would still be an

'Israel over which to rule in glory ; in hke manner, again, chap.

X. 15, xi. 22, xii. 36, 41, 42, He referred to a "day of judg-

ment," in such a manner that the judgment of the present Israel

and of the whole world seemed to run into each other ; finally.

He had spoken, John v. 29, vi. 30, of the last general judgment

1 True, there are those who will not admit this ; with them, however,

our Relieving interpretation, which interprets the Scripture from its own
resources, has nothing further to do. Thus we find it taken for granted,

strangely enough, that the disciples, as Jews, could think only of the de-

struction of Jerusalem ; that the compiler (the so-called Matthew), after-

wards interpolated the question concerning the 'Trxpovai'x, etc. See a (suc-

cessful !) prize essay by a young beginner of this class, (Kandidat) Rud.

Hofmann, die Wiederkunft Christi und das Zeichen des Menschensohnes am
Himmel.
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as on a last day, with a general resurrection of the dead, and

consequently as at the end of the loorld properly speaking, or of

the present state of things, according to His own words, Matt,

xiii. 39, 49. In vain would they endeavour to arrange all these

old and new representations upon any definite theory of the

When and IIoio. As the Jewish people, in the time of Christ,

knew or understood nothing of a twofold coming of the Messiah

in lowliness and in glory, so the disclosures made by Jesus re-

specting His sufferings, and respecting the destruction of Jeru-

salem, had completely shattered their Avhole theory concerning

the coming of the Messiah, and the end of the world.^ Chiefly

was " Jesus' announcement of sufferings an element, which

threw into confusion all their eschatological conceptions, and, as

it were, deranged the plan which they had sketched out."^

Now, moreover, came the announcement of the judgment soon

to fall upon Jerusalem, in addition to, and between these. How
does this stand related to the looked-for advent of Christ, or the

manifestation ofhiskingdom; and further, in what relation do these

two stand to the end of the ivo7'ld? If at first they had thought

thus : When Jerusalem falls, then will Christ come to build His

kingdom, and to manifest Himself in His power—they would yet

further be doubtful whether the end of the world Avould coincide

with this advent ; whether, in general, only one, or two, or three

different catastrophes lay in the future ? This is the sense of

the question, only thus to be understood, which must have been

pi'eparing itself in the minds of the disciples for a considerable

time before, and which now, when a fit occasion called it into

utterance, found this natural expression. We have but little to

say as to the ideas which the disciples entertained respecting the

connection and course of the threefold coming about which they

seem to ask ; suffice, that they could have no definite ideas at

all respecting the process of the three events which they therefore

blend into one question. They perceive that this is their last

time and opportunity for putting the question, which had long

been pressing upon them : Help us out of our difficulty by a

1 As Langc (iii. 215) aptly says.

2 As Ebrard, in like manner, can say of the question ; although after-

wards he knows not how to arrange the answer.
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decisive declaration respecting the when of all these things that

are to come to pass.

How now does Christ answer ? Because in reality the judg-

ment upon Jerusalem and the last coming of Christ are " events

that correspond to each other, of which the last is typified in the

first" (as even Neander admits), Christ, therefore, separates

what will be separated in the fulfilment, but at the same time,

as prophesying, He views them together, just as the former

prophets viewed even the first and second coming of Christ so

together, that only in the light of»the fulfilment can they be dis-

tinctly separated in the interpretation. For He who here speaks

is Himself the last Prophet, and therefore continues the style of

the prophetical word, and within the prophetical conditions of

vision. It is only a misunderstanding, when many (as recently

Dorner, Lange, and others) very strongly protest against all

obscure mixture of future things in the prophesying of Christ,

because He, standing high above the prophets, spoke with a

clear and calm view of the events, and of the manner in which

they should take place. Now, we do not hold that there is any

obscurity in this prophecy of Christ ; any more than there was in

the old prophetical woixl, which was likewise perfect in its kind,

according to the meaning of the Holy Spirit, But with all this,

we do not see why Christ, notwithstanding the undisputed

higher position that belonged to Him, should yet as man have

prophesied essentially otherwise than by a contracting perspective

view, such as is essential to every prophecy,—which does not as

yet present history in detail; If any one will call this (with

Wilh. Hofiiiann, Missionsfragen, 1, p. 40, comp. p. 104, 105)

the " lower intuition which belonged to Him in His state of

human abasement," we have nothing to say against it ; but we

cannot go so far (with the same writer) as to maintain that

Christ has throughout viewed the destruction of Jerusalem and

His own coming as not at all separate j for He knows and de-

clares the distinction between them. Moreover, we decidedly

deny, that He in any way conceived of all this as about to happen

within the time of the generation then living. But we are

almost anticipating, when all that we would say here is only by

way of introduction.

So much is in our view certain, namelv, that Christ in this
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discourse typically connects events together (as is mentioned also

by Hofmann in Weiss, und ErfuU., and by Delitzsch, who in

other respects differs from him)
;
yet Pie Himself teaches us to

perceive this. He lays it down that the destruction of Jeru-

salem is already a coming of Christ to judgment and setting up

of His kingdom, but He immediately shows behind this yet

another coming, nay, last of all with striking distinction^ a final

coming at the end of the world properly speaking. These three

things, all which were rightly specified in the questions. He, in

the corresponding answer, not less perspectively joins together

(according to the manner of all prophecy hitherto) than dis-

tinguishes from each other, and shows them in the order of their

succession. Only St Matthew has been guided by the Spirit to

understand and communicate the entire answer, carried out to

its conclusion, while St Mark and St Luke break off at an earlier

point.^ Chaps, xxiv. and xxv. at all events remain one whole,

although Christ (probably) may not have spoken all in connec-

tion, as it is here written, without pauses here and there. We
give, on a first survey, our view and arrangement founded upon

what has been hitherto said, which we will afterwards explain

and confirm in detail.

Let it be observed, however, beforehand, that by this three-

fold division we do not intend a strictly defining and adjusting

chronology of the future (as Lange iii. 2, 1291 has misunder-

stood) ; but only a progression in the stages here placed in juxta-

position, in which, at the same time, the whole is always reflected

in each. It is certaiidy una res of which Christ speaks,—this

is our answer at present to the beginning of Dorner's treatise (de

orat. Chr. eschatol.) ;
yet it is twofold, inasmuch as Christ com-

bines in one glance two separate future fulfilments. Thus in

part was this prophecy read even by the Fathers ; thus has it

been always understood by the more deep-searching commenta-

tors, by all who have been profoundly versed in Scripture. The

first principle of all prophetical interpretation, from 2 Sam. vii.

downwards, requires it. That Christ did not speak here " pro-

1 It is not to be supposed here tliat (as Neander thinks) the " erro-

neous mixture "—which does not at all exist—as being unworthy of Christ,

is owing to the false understanding and reporting of the hearers.
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mlscuously, now of Jerusalem and the destinies of tlie Jewish

people, and now of the end of the world," but of both these in

and with each other, first the one, then the other coming more
into prominence

—

tliis is not a mere " opinion of some," but the

true consensus of all living tradition in the Church of the faithful,

which it were very salutary for the master of the theological

school to know and consider. By this, too, no en-or opticus is

maintained, but the nature of all prophecy, which can only indi-

cate more or less clearly the distinction of times, the difference

between type and antitype, but which in general always com-

prises in one view what is manifold. With all this, it is true

that the intervalla seu incisurae come more strongly into promi-

nence in Christs prophecy than in any other ; but not as defini-

tive epochs, for He, too, does not foretell events historically, and

gives no decursum Christiance religionis historicum. We wish

afterwards to be rightly understood !

In the first place Christ speaks of the destruction ofJerusalem

;

i.e., of course in order to denote the token, and first of all, of the

intermediate period which precedes and prepares it, chap. xxiv.

1-28. This must be the first thing, and is so in reality ; every

interpretation which overlooks it must fail in arriving at a clear

view of the whole. In the second place Christ speaks of His

other and proper coming in the manifestation of His Kingdom,

chap. xxiv. 29-44. Our interpretation will show that, notwith-

standing the zvdiojg ver. 29, there is here an important point of

separation, for which compare meanwhile Luke xxi. 24. The
confusion which characterises the general interpretation has

arisen from overlooking the prophetic manner of viewing the

future, i.e., the perspective and typical relation of great catastro-

phes corresponding to each other. For, the judgment upon Jeru-

salem is itself a first coming of the Son of Man ; only as such

has it its prophetical significance, only in this light, therefore,

does Christ prophesy of it. There was then a typical judgment

of the xoorld, there appeared then typically the kingdom of Christ

established among the nations in opposition to the rejected

people ; i.e., the tioo follo^ving catastrophes, the more remote as

well as the nearer, are to be seen preliminarily in the first, as

we have already said on Matthew xvi. 28. Thus does our Lord

regard it, and this is the reason why in chap. xxiv. 4-14, and
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then again vers. 23-28, tlie expressions selected are so strong as

in the fullest sense to apply only to the later coming, although

between these, in vers. 15-25, He speaks quite plainly of Jeru-

salem.^ Whilst, then, at vcr. 29, the typical first coming passes

quite out of view, and a second coming of the Son of Man, the

gathering together of His elect into a finally established mani-

fested kingdom, comes into the foreground (Luke xxi. 31), it is

to be observed beforehand, with a view to the interpretation,

that this also is not the last coming at the end of the world, but

a middle coming of Christ, the acknowledgment of which alone

opens up to us the entire prophetical system in this prophecy.^

Here there is as yet nothing said of eternal punishment ; but

only of being left, of being shut out, of left without. The
middle part of Christ's answer, which embraces this interme-

diate coming, extends onward to chap. xxv. 30 ; for here at first

He gives the prophecy itself (already running out into a sort of

parable) as yet in direct continuation of what goes before, chap,

xxiv. 29-44. Then, however, He follows this by three parables

which contain warnings to watchfulness and readiness, ad-

dressed to His disciples in particular, who wait for the coming

kingdom (which is to be delayed much longer than they thought).

He first represents in general, in the singular, the faithful

and loise servant, in contrast with a bad servant (chap. xxiv.

45-51) ; the two parables that follow speak separately of the

wisdom and faithfulness, and at the same time widen the view,

so as to show the manifold variety of those who shall one day

^ Here arc formed almost of themselves, for every unbiassed and attentive

reader, precisely the three cycles wliich afterwards Lange (iii. 215), agree-

ing with me, is obliged to athuit ! Peterson also ari'ives at the same con-

clusion, Lehre vou der Kirche, iii. 085.

2 Although this intermediate advent is a secret which is only now oi^ening

itseM up to some, for the Church is slow to learn the word of prophecy.

Certain things arc disclosed only when the time comes for them, and it

ought then to be least of all objected to these things that they were unknown
to the doctrine of the Church liitherto, nay, that the latter has condemned

(without distinguishing and inquiring aright) what, at an earlier period,

pointed at these things. Zeller (in the Beugg. ^fonatsbl.) speaks very clearly

and truly concerning these three comings of Christ, wliich perspectively

cover each other, of which, according to him, the first was His coim'ng into

the world, Zeller im Beugg. Monatsbl. 1847. Nr. 10
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stand before Him as their Lord, to enter in with Him or not

,

then in chap. xxv. 1-13, the wise virgins; finally, ver. 14,

the faithful servants, who, however, are now (more definitely

than chap. xxiv. 45) the stewards of the goods and gifts of

their Lord.

From this intermediate coming of the Son of Man, which is

meant in all the parables belonging to chap. xxiv. 39, there

is now plainly distinguished (and this ought never to have

been mistaken) the great judgment-day of the King, in full

power and glory, for all nations, at the end of the xoorld pro-

perly speaking:—the last coming of Christ on the last day,

when an eternal separation shall be made between misery and

blessedness, chap. xxv. 31-46. Only now is the answer com-

plete; and the end of all prophecy is reached in a conclud-

ing word of our Lord, beyond which nothing more can or is to

take place.^

THE FIRST ADVENT : DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM ;

DISPERSION OF ISRAEL.

(Matt. xxiv. 2, 4-28 ; Mark xiii. 2, 5-23

;

Luke xxi. 6, 8-24.)

The disciples, terrified by the word of Christ, chap, xxiii. 38,

show to Him on leaving the Temple in the evening, after a day

full of conflict and fatigue, the huilding materials of the Temple,

which was still in course of being built (and was finished only

^ We may here name, as agreeing witli us, and that certainly from inde-

pendent enlightenment, the beloved father Zeller, a man whose truly pro-

phetic gift ought to be respected by his believing contemporaries. He divides

just as we do : (1) the coming of the Lord to judge Judaism
; (2) to judge

degenerate anti-Christian Christendom
; (3) to judge all heathen nations,

the final judgment of the world. All which together are the coming again

of Christ ; and in respect of their similarity and diversity are most exactly

recorded from the lips of our Lord by St Matthew: (a) chap. xxiv. 1-28;

(b) chap. xxiv. 29 or. to xxv. 30
;

(c) chap. xxv. 31-46.
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a sliort time before its destruction !). Looking up at the spectacle

they exclaim in their simplicity: See, what stones and what

buildings ! There were foundation stones forty yards broad, and

forty-five yards in length, of the whitest marble ; not merely with

"kihig JcuXotg, goodly stones, was Jehovah's sanctuary adorned,

but also with ccvai^jj/^a<r;, consecrated gifts of piety and reverence,

or even of acknowledgment by kings !
^ Is all this really to be

left desolate ? Is nothing to be spared ? But the Lord sternly

answers as He had already spoken, Luke xix. 44 ; He charges

them only again to looh at it aright, as a glory that is doomed

to the most complete destruction.^ The imaginary difficulty of

St Matthew's ov (^Xsttsts it has been sought to remove by all

sorts of different constructions ; but it is simply the same ques-

tion which St Mark also has : Ye see all this, as ye think ? It

implies : But ye see it not yet aright, with your '^orwroi and

TrsrccTroti, just as if the destruction of such great huildings were

scarcely conceivable : I say unto you with my Amen, which

nothing can resist, that the days shall come when, of all these

which ye now behold (Lvike), not one stone shall he left upon

another, as it had been laid in the building according to Hag.

ii. 15. Compare also for the proverb, 2 Sam. xvii. 13. After

the Jews were conquered, Titus commanded the soldiers to dig

up the foundations of the whole city round about, as well as

those of the Temple ; although before this he would willingly

have spared the latter, and repeatedly offered to do so."'' After-

•5?ards Turnus or Terentius Rufus tore up the foundation of the

city Avitli plouglishares, whereby certainly Micah iii. 12 was lite-

rally fulfilled. Let us, when we look upon the grandeur and

decoration of our ecclesiastical and civil edifices, remembf-r this

fulfilled word of Jesus ; and it will be a preservative against all

^ They are mentioned before by St Luke in contrast with the widow's

mite ; Joseghus gives a glittering catalogue of them. Even Ctesar Augustus

had presented precious vessels as a gift of honour ; Tacitus speaks of immensx

opulentiae iemplum.

2 Lange's interpretation of this question :
" Do ye actually see all these

things ? To Me they already appear as a vanishing vision ! " savours too

much of our modern sentimentality.

^ Kifi-evsi x.ctrxax.a.'TrTSiu . . . oilT&f i^ufixT^iaav ot ?carxixx.u7rT0vris, ug

y-rihi 'Tru-Tror' oiKiad^vai 'Triariu av 'in itttpxayjCiv toIs Trpoai'hSovQiv. Joseph.

Bell. Jiid. vii., i. 1.
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false admiration of their earthly glory, against all undue aesthetic

dependence vipon it, and against the Romish tendencies to which

it may minister. Let us view the entire edifice of the world in

the light of this which has been said of it beforehand : not one

stone upon another! 2 Pet. iii. 10, 11.

A while after this first and unconditionally decisive word,

which gave the disciples enough to occupy their thoughts, Christ

sate upon the Mount of Olives, from which the principal view of

the Temple was to be had, even to its interior ;—on the same

Mount of Olives from which the destroying host afterwards

poured in upon the devoted city (comp. Zech. xiv. 4, 5, of the

more remote future). There the disciples, no longer contradict-

ing the fact, now bring forward their question formerly raised

respecting the When of the great catastrophe, its connection with

the coming again of Christ (Matt, xxiii. 39), and the end of the

world. The three Evangelists do not indeed literally agree in

the answer ; our Lord's words were copious and free, so that

each one might preserve and bring forward something different

from the others. Yet the agreement so predominates, that we
are warranted in arranging what is given by the others accord-

ing to the plan of St Matthew, and certainly must not entertain

the idea of two different discourses.^ Christ, we may be sure,

did not—contrary to the whole nature of the prophetic intuition,

which advances from the near to the remote—leap backwards

and forwards from one thing to another, and speak first of the

last end, then of Jerusalem, then again of the last end, but if

Matt. vers. 15-22 (parallel with Luke vers. 20-24) refers to

the judgment of Jerusalem, then vers. 4-14 and 23-38 in like

manner refer, at all events in the first place, to the same event.

The disciples summing up all in their indefinite question desired

a ffr][/jSiov, one sign. He gives them for the first various prepara-

tory signs, which will occur similarly as presages of the first

^ We do not witli Ricliter attach any value to tlie assertion in Brandt's

SchuUelirerbibel (where there are so many arbitrary assertions), viz. :

"that in St Luke Christ speaks at an earlier period and of Jerusalem;

afterwards again similarly, but no longer of Jerusalem!" "We notice this

as a caution against such exegetical caprice, adop)ted solely to avoid the

typical double sense. Although Luther had rccoiirse to a similar expedient,

viz. : That St Matthew and St Mark throw together what St Luke alone

clearly separates in the true order.
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and second coming ; until, at ver. 30, there appears the one last

sign for the visible coming of the Son of Man (analogous with

ver. 15, for the preliminary, not yet personal, coming to judg-

ment). Therefore in Matt. vers. 4-15 are given the signs of the

destruction of Jerusalem drawing near ; but these are portrayed

in colours so strong, that this first period must be seen to be only

the ti/2:>e of the latter. If, at chap, x., we found in a similar grada-

tion of perspective vision, that all that was spoken literally of that

first sending out applies spiritually to the more remote future, so

here, this entire portion of the discourse, chap. xxiv. 4, 28, has

certainly already a real double sense. It is no result of chance

(to speak foolishly), that everything which is here mentioned

was somehow actually fulfilled already at that time ; but still

less is it to be denied, that the fulfilment which entirely corre-

sponds to it lies as yet in the future. Hence^ ver. 6, ro reXog is

parallel with the (rvi/reXstcc rov alSJvog of the question—but at

ver. 8, the " sorrows " are again parallel with the great " afflic-

tion " ver. 21, and in the ohv, ver. 15, there is an undeniably

direct connection with the ro rsXog, at ver. 14, and again, at

ver. 23 a simply continuative rors. He who will break this con-

tinuous connection, must have recourse to artificial interpretation

in one place or another ; the only true key to the understanding

of the whole lies in perceiving, that our Lord speaks prophetically

of the earlier as a type of the later. Advancing from the most

general to the most concrete. He mentions, vers. 4-15, those

signs which, as they must and shall precede the end of the world,

shall also precede precisely on that account also the end of the

Jewish nation, and in these He comes ever nearer to the event

:

first in the fallen, desolate, disordered Israel (which even now
has become a nation icithoiit), there will be false Christs or

Saviours—then in the same, and in the Gentile world, exer in-

creasing calamities of wars, with accompanying throes of nature

—then, even in the Church of God properly so called, which

exists as the kernel to be saved, offence because of persecution,

and falling away, likewise false prophets

—

yet with all this, the

continued preaching of the Gospel in all the world ! Hereupon

Christ specifics the most immediate, nearest, sign of the coming

end, according to Daniel (ver. 15). The judgment of the destruc-

tion itself is, from ver. 16 onwards, so represented that the
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disciples of Christ are directed to Jlee (vers. 16-20), then they

are again toarned against faUing away in the great tribulation

(vers. 21-26), finally, the sudden unmistakable coming of the

Son of Man for the salvation of His people, and judgment on the

outcasts, is indicated vers. 27, 28. The direction to flee runs

thus :—Flee in haste, without turning bach, or looking back,

yet not without foresight and prayer! The warning against

falling away is repeated, because it is now certainly meant at

the same time to apply to the interval from the judgment of

Jerusalem on to the second, more proper, coming of the Son

of Man; yet the double rorz, vers, 21 and 23, evidently con-

nects, in the first place, again with vers. 19 and 16, and can

only be separated therefrom by departing from the natural in-

terpretation.^ The great tribulation will threaten danger also

to you elect—tlierefove beware ye elect of the false Christs, and

false prophets (vers. 5 and 11 being now joined together), as on

account of the danger that threatens you (vers. 23, 24), so on

account of the warning against this which ye have received

fi-om Me, vers. 25, 26.

^

Vers. 4, 5. Beware ! Take heed ! Watch over yourselves,

that ye may be delivered, may be saved, when I really come.

That remains, generally speaking, the ground tone of the

whole answer, with which it begins here and closes at ver. 42,

44,—to resume and prosecute it then in parables. Mark ver. 9,

iSAsTsrs §£ vybug iavrovg as 2 John ver. 8. The disciples in-

quired respecting the -ttots, the ivhe^i ; Christ, however, gives no

proper answer to this throughout the entire discourse (in spite of

the oft-recurring rors): see rather vers. 36, 42, 25, 13, and mark
the last OTKV hi sXd^, lohen the Son of Man shall come, ch. xxv.

31. He only gives signs for the different analogous periodsj

which manifoldly fulfil themselves ; in order that His people,

expecting Him in each of these periods, may be on their guard.

(This is what St Mark means by the TJp^ccro ver. 5 viz. :—He
began at first with something quite different from the desired

answer.) The impulse of our inquiry concerning Christ's second

^ For so must we call it when Ebrard (Kritik. d. ev. Gesch. p. 617)

makes tlie toVs (wliich is yet, since ver. 16, only one and the same) to

denote the time after' the shortening of the tribulation, and declares this to

be tjie only true sense.
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coming should not be curiosity about the time, but the desire

to be found to have persevered in fidehty before Him. But as,

on the one hand, the near expectation of tlie true coming One
is helpful to this, so, on the other, the warning against the false

Christs is yet indispensable ; hence the assurance which, while

it pacifies, m^ges to still persevering faithftilness, viz. : / come

not so very soon!—it will yet be a while ere this, and there lies in

the interval much deceiving confusion of falsehood, and violent

breaking out of sin, as a necessarily preparatory development.

2 Thess. ii. This, therefore, is the first fundamental idea of the

answer. Many shall come, not merely Iv, but l'?rt rco ovof/jccrt

fjbov, personally assuming My name to themselves. The natural,

most immediate, punishment of Israel for the rejection of the

true Christ, Avas the being given up to lying Saviours and

Deliverers, as was already foretold, John v. 43. In every period

of corruption, and of calamity as its consequence, this symptom

of lying consolations and promises repeats itself; hence, at the

period of the captivity, false prophets had abounded, Jer. xxix.

8, 9, xiv. 13 ; Ezek. xiii. As the preliminary and most immedi-

ate fulfilment, we are not so much to understand Goetce, such

as Simon Magus, and deceitful wonder-workers in general (of

whom Josephus is full), as rather those who promised redemp-

tion to the people Israel (Luke xxiv. 21), i.e., would become

their Messiahs, Saviours, and Liberators. This is what Christ

means, and it matters nothing although no one may have directly

said : / am the Clirist. Josephus also relates enough about

Saviours of this class/ But while our Lord so decidedly warns

against them, He lays it down (which is not to be overlooked)

as a main point, that His true coming will bring no outward

salvation even to this Israel; that the judgment over it remains

inevitable ; and that for His disciples, as He afterwards says,

only to flee is appointed. He therewith points at the same time

beyond, to a later coming, when the fulfilment, found before

only in part and preliminarily, recurs in a fuller and more pro-

^ Of Thcudas Arch. xx. 5, 1 (remarkable on account of Acts v. 36, 37),

who would lead his followers through the Jordan ; of another, xx. 8, 10

;

of those who falsely prophesied of Divine help even to the last moment,

Bell. Jud. vi. 5, 1. All these appeared, at least before the Gentiles, in

ChrisCs name : Judaei impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes.
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per form. Already does the expression and the time draioeth

near, which St Luke adds, point beyond to this farther sense.

Vers. 6-8. We have here the general signs of the preparation

of all great catastrophes ; as surely to be found then on the more

limited scale, in so far as the Jewish horizon represented the orb

of the world, as afterwards on a greater scale, according to the

import of the expressions which typically point to the end pro-

perly speaking. War in the immediate neighbourhood, ever

growing alarms in the distance, terrifying rumours of war, com-

motions and tumults of the people against each other:—all this

is in reality, on the small scale, the picture of the time as described

by Josephus, which, with every year, became more exactly

apphcable. The wars were certainly, at that time, more of the

nature of insurrections, tumults here and there (Luke, cc^carcc-

(TTccfficii), manifold commotions and massacres, for example be-

tween the Syrian and Jewish inhabitants in the cities (shog iTrl

shog), such as are to be read of in Joseph. Bell. Jud. ii. 17, 10,

18, 1-8, where it is said " every city was divided into two oppos-

ing hosts." Besides, in Italy also, Otho and Vitellius strove for

the kingdom

—

(iaffiXsia I'tti (BuffiXiiav, if we would interpret

quite exactly ; the entire discourse, however, rather (as Is. xix. 2)

denotes by expressions which typically point further, the general

commotion and convulsion, also the internal distraction of the

Jewish people raging against themselves. (For the rest, what

Bengel finely observes is presupposed : Christiani magis audiunt

bella quam gerunt.) Famines and j^estilences may be regarded

as an expression proverbial^ of such times (2 Chron. xx. 9 ; Jer.

xiv. 12, xxi. 7, Ocivarog and Xifjbog together; also as a proverb :

jO/Sra Xif/jOu Xoi^og). But there are not wanting historical notices

of famines and pestilences in that time. Under Claudius alone

there were four several famines in Palestine, Greece, and Kome
{in divers i^laces) I compare also Acts xi. 18. Tacitus (Annal.

xvi. 13) mentions a plague (a.d. Q><o) in which during a single

autumn in Rome 30,000 men were swept off. There were earth-

quakes, A.D. 60, in Asia Minor, according to Phlegon ; a.d. 63

in Campania ; under Claudius in Crete according to Philostra-

tus; at Rome a.d. 51; in Phrygia at Apamea and Laodicea;

^ Niger, who was murdered by the Zelots, uttered this curse upon the

people at his death : >.i[/,6v rs y,ot,l 7.oii/.6v. Jos. B. J. iv. 6, 1.

VOL. III. R
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again in Campania, according to Tacitus and Suetonius ; as also

in Judea, according to Josephus iv. 4, 5. All this we merely

mention, in opposition to tliose commentators who would entirely

sever the prophecy of Christ from its nearest fulfilment, in which

is the pledge of a further fulfilment. St Luke (who, ver. 10,

indicates by " then said He unto them " a short pause in the

discourse calling attention anew) adds fearful sights and great-

signs from heaven; but while this points indeed to the more
completely corresponding future (Luke xxi. 25), such signs are

not wanting even before the destruction of Jerusalem. The
accounts which Josephus gives of these ^ obtain from Christ's

word a credibility not to be slighted ; as further (we hesitate not

to say it), from the analogy of the typically corresponding times,

a remarkable light falls back from this passage upon tliose his-

tories in the second book of Maccabees. (See chap. ii. 22, iii.

24, V. 2, X. 29, xi. 8 ; there promising victory, here threatening

destruction.) Yet all these are only preliminary signs, says

Christ, all this is not yet to rskog, the last and proper end;

because the end of Jerusalem is only a sign of the (TuvTiXeia, rov

alSvog, all this will again occur quite differently in the last time.

Compare Dan. xi. 27, 35 for this special expression ; as also Jer.

li. 45, 46, for the entire prophetical description ; especially, how-

ever, the remarkably coiTesponding prophecy of Azariah the son

of Oded to king Asa, 2 Chron. xv. 5-7, which evidently extends

to the distant future. With profound significance does our Lord

finally denote all this by the expression «p%^ ojhivcov, beginning

of pangs, in conformity with the Jewish doctrine concerning the

^ Wlio does not leave unnoticed the avifislee. >c»i ripxrcc -which happened

before the destruction of the city : A comet which hung over it during a

whole year ; a light in the night around the Altar and Temple, a sacrificial

cow which dropt a lamb in the Temple, both at the Passover season ; the

opening of a door in the Temple of itself ; chariots and besieging hosts in

the clouds ; the mighty voice in the Temple as of a great multitude

:

Let us go hence ! at the time of the Pentecost ; finally, to li rovruii/

(Po/ispciTipov, that a certain man from the country, named Jesus, began four

years before the breaking out of the war, in the midst of peace and plenty,

to cry out Woe to Jerusalem! and, notwithstanding his being chastised

and scourged as a "madman," continued this for seven years and five

months—^tiU the end of tlie siege, when with a last Woe also to me ! a stone

that Avas tlu-owu kiUcd hiin. Bell. Jud. vi. 6, 3. Even Tacitus Hist. V.

mentions similar circumstances.
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n'^K'b yin ; for there must be a regeneration before the end can

come, and the growing outbreaks of sin are viewed as a neces-

sary development, in order to the ripening of men and nations

for judgment and redemption. A death struggle now already

typically goes before, as the birth pang of the new Jerusalem ;

just as at last heaven and earth are destroyed ere the new world

is born.

Vers. 9-13. As Christ, at chap, x., had already given similar

directions to the Apostles, to be observed by them until the Son

of Man should come; so the manifest repetition of them here is

proof that He speaks, at all events in the first place, of the fore-

tokens of this nearer coming. The direct address to the

disciples, in the constant ye and you, is unnatural on the sup-

position of a prophecy at once passing to the remote future

;

but, on the other hand, it is most appropriate if we suppose that

He reminds them of what had been said to them before, and

the fulfilment of Avhich is now nearer at hand. As in the say-

ings of John XV. 26 to xvi. 4 the Apostles are first of all meant,

so here also, where St Mark and St Luke I'epeat in a still more
detailed form what was said on the occasion of their first

mission,—and in particular the direction to rely on the promised

Spirit when called to defend themselves, and the citation from

Micah. The particulars have already been considered at chap.

X. It is evidently indicated by the " before all these " of Luke
ver. 12 that this persecuting and hating of the witnesses and

confessors of Christ, even to the death, was to begin very soon,

—before the other greater commotions and terrors should come,

—as the first principal sign of the course of the kingdom hence-

forward, through long afilictions, to a late completion of victory.

As a testimony unto them to whom ye preach :—so also St Mark,

as in Matthew chap. x. and again xxiv. 14. But St Luke gives

the other side, viz. : it shall turn for a testimony to you ; com-

pare the similar expression, Phil. i. 19. The disciples should

know in all their persecution that their Lord was truly with them,

giving them mouth and wisdom, so that kings and princes must

in their consciences bow before their testimony to the truth,

even as Pilate before Christ. So Paul in bonds makes Felix

tremble! The QuvuTojaovcnv i? v(lmv—some of you shall they

cause to he put to death—of St Luke is the more definite inter-
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pretatioii of the a-TTOH.TSvovffiv v[jjag in St ^Matthew; for this

limitation was certainly promised also at Matt. xvi. 28. We
nave only to consider the growing general hatred towards the

Christians; and the persecution of Nero, in which, to speak

with Tertnllian, it had already become a nommis prselinm, a war

against a name: Matt, of all nations (chap. x. 22, only -Trccvrav) is,

exactly as at ver. 14, a strong expression for the first fulfilment,

as typical of the future fulfilment. As regards Luke, ver. 18,

see already on Matthew x. 30 : it is meant to be said here, as

there, first of all :—Nothing shall be done without the will of

God; therefore, also, nothing that shall issue in your destruc-

tion; all things shall tend to your salvation (Phil. i. 19-21),

even although ye should be killed !
^ And then the word, as it

respects those who should remain, passes over to ver. 19; and

it was specially fulfilled when, in the destruction of Jerusalem,

no Christian, so far as we know, perished.

For the rest, as Matthew (who, instead of more detailed re-

petitions, preserve^ Avhat is properly new in the present dis-

course) shows, the persecution of the name of Christ is here

only a basis for the transition to an announcement oi thzii falling

away in the Church which should be the result of that perse-

cution. As surely as the words of vers. 10-12 reach further

beyond, so surely were they already at that time preliminarily

fulfilled ; we have only to think of the Demascs in the early

Church, the strong words in 2 Tim. iv. 16, the entire epistle to

the Hebrews, with its much-needed warning against falling away.

Because ver. 10 speaks of the Christians, we must of course look

for the false 2yrophets (ver. 11) also in Christendom ; ver. 12 adds

forthwith the effects of the false doctrine in the bad life. They

are the il^zvhooihudzuXoi, analogous to the old ^zvho'7rpo(p^raig 2

Pet. ii. 1 ; 1 John iv. 1, and the -tpeuhuTTOffroXoi 2 Cor. xi. 13.

In those who are led away the avofjjtoc, the iniquity, then

increases—that is, in the present fulfilment, the last open out-

break and manifestation of finished sin and selfishness, the anti-

nomianism, by many at this day (for example Goschel) exposed

with all severity in its true light (comp. 2 Tim. iii. 1 ss.). The

^ " Whatever may outwardly befall you, even death itself, will as little

affect your real eternal welfare, as if not even a hair of your head perished!"

—V. Gerlach.
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transgressors prevail (Dan. viii. 23) ; therefore also love in the

loving, in whom it ought yet ardently to burn, groics cold; the

corrupting mass infects also the little band (which is here re-

markably denoted by rSv TToXkSv) ; brotherly distrust and

anxious self-concern predominate ; nay at last all the virgins

become more or less drowsy and slumbrous. But the Judge

and Saviour deals not so sharply with the weak : although a

certain waxing cold of the first love is predicated of the manT/,

i.e., actually of all—He shall and will yet find such as endure

even to the end. Compare again chap. x. 22, 23 ; and note that

the end can in the first place only be intended as there : it is

the antithesis of the beginning, ver. 8 ; and as such glances

already to the last end, which at ver. 14 is still more definitely

viewed, while it means in the first place the end of the great

tribulation of Jerusalem, vers. 21, 22, for those who are preserved

till then. For those who are killed or who die earlier, it is cer-

tainly death (Kev. ii. 10), according as the end of the temptation

is appointed to each. Our Lord in Luke xxii. 28, 29, typically

acknowledged His disciples' having continued stedfast, so as to

receive the appointment to the kingdom; and the same ever

goes on in all temptatioyis, which have always again a nearer end.

The most distinct explanation stands at Luke ver. 19, where

the possessing and preserving of their souls includes the spiritual

and bodily salvation in one ^ (Matt. ver. 22). The end is

patience, the armour of the saints (Rev. xiii. 10, xiv. 12), as the

beginning is caution, ver. 4.

Ver. 14. In spite, however, of all persecution, nay of all

offence and growing cold in the Church of Christ itself, the

preaching of the Gospel to the world yet goes on unhindered

;

and this is a wonderfully fulfilled sign and testimony of the grace

of the Lord in His kingdom. Here the great similarity of the

earlier period with its antitype at the last time was strongest,

and therefore the prophesying w^ord almost entirely anticipates

;

this we by no means deny. Vers. 4-14 is correctly viewed by

Dorner as a sort of general exordium. (Lange :
" A represai-

tation of the entire course of the world, even to the end, in its

general character.") It is quite true, that here we have only

^ Not merely according to Thiess :
" "Wait patiently, it will not cost you

your life."
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admonitions, without any reference to chronology. But Dorner

misapprehends the typical double sense, as if ro rsXog could onli/

be the same with the (rvvrsXsicc rov aicJvog. For whilst, in the

glance at the last end, this rors ri^si ro r'iXog has almost literally

extended thus far, immediately upon this the return is made by

the ovv, ver. 15, again to the typical end (Ezek. vii. 2, 3, 6 N*3

ri?.']) '> ^nd we must even in the former case not overlook the

first fulfilment. Matt. chs. xxvi. 13, and xxviii. 19 reach indeed

further
;

yet, in a certain measure, already in the apostolic

pei'iod, even before the end came upon Jerusalem, all the Gentiles

in the then orhis terrarum had heard the testimony of the Gospel.

]\Iark, ver. 10, puts this word (zlg ita.vrc/. ra sOr/i, as it were "into

all nations") in strict proximity with the preaching of the

Apostles, and thereby points us again back to Matt. x. 18. Thus
did the Apostles themselves regard it, so that by the preaching

of the Gospel before Cassar all the Gentiles heard it (2 Tim. iv.

17) ; and the Gospel had come unto all the world, to every crea-

ture under heaven. Col. i. 6, 23.^ One has only to learn from

the history of the Church and of missions the wide spread of the

Gospel after a very few years, in order to understand the typical

truth of this particular!^ It was indeed only a typical truth
;

Acts viii. 4 was ever more strongly repeated,^ and will be

repeated even to the last end. Still, the type shows us, on the

limited scale, that we are not to expect, even at the last future,

the general conversion of all nations ; but only an analogous

pi'eaching for a testimony, yet so that everywhere the message

^ But not Rom. x. 18, where, according to the sense of the Psahu, the

revelation of nature is to be understood in opposition to ver. 19 ; see my
Andeutungen fiir glaiib. Schriftverst. p. 345.

2 Where, however, Ave must not (as Koos, die Lehre J. Christi p. 423)

press the letter, as if actually at that time, perhaps in the h\st year before

the end of Jerusalem, "the whole of the then known Avorld" had heard

the Gospel ; all that can be said is that we have no information of such

having been the case. This is quite as wrong as on the other hand to

reduce the expression " all nations" to a too narrow sense, as for example

in a recent essay : Dius prophetische Wort, etc., S. 31, 37.

^ Again, after the destruction of Jerusalem, and the triumph of Vespasian,

the Gospel first broke out with increasal force. Rutilius : Atque utinam

nunquam Judaea subacta fuisset, Pompeii bellis imperioque Titi ! Latius

excitae pestis contagia serpunt, Victoresque suos natio victa premit.
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will be heard. Nay, this expression is used in other places

generally where the testimony is not received. When the two

connected signs in their strangely contradictory coincidence

reach their fullest manifestation,—viz. the apostasy of Chris-

tendom and the spread of missions—then cometh the end.

Then will another abomination of desolation in the holy

place be seen, of which that at Jerusalem was only the remote

type.

Ver. 15. From this verse onward to ver. 28 Christ certainly

speaks chiefly of the signs of the approaching destruction of

Jerusalem ; He portrays this however " only as the sign and

beginning of the judgment of the world." In this we quite agree

with Lange ; we find in it, however, over and above, a special

typical significance, pointing to the last days of the second fulfil-,

ment. That our Lord by no means sums up, in the ovv, the

entire distraction and desolation of Israel (and the Christian

Church?) hitherto described,—but must mean something singu-

lar, special, something that was strikingly perceptible,—is clear

first of all from the orau hi 'ih'/^rs, lohen ye see. He appeals there-

by to a specially remarkable coincidence of what happened with

a long existing, although little understood prophecy ; for He will

teach us here that, as His own forewarning word (ver. 25), so

also the Old Testament prophecy, and in general all that has

been given by God to His people, is to be a light and consolation

to us in the evil time. He names Daniel the prophet, perhaps

not without reference to the place that Avas assigned him among
the D"'ain3 ; He confirm-S so clearly and earnestly the authenticity

of the book existing in the canon under the name of this man,

that every other result of a learned criticism is refuted by anti-

cipation ; He adds even an emphatic challenge attentively to

read and rightly to understand the prophetic- word, in order to

see that its fulfilment has not been omitted. For, that the par-

enthetical remark has been inserted by two Evangelists, as an

addition of their own, remains so inexplicable and unexampled,

that we, agreeing with Hengstenberg, cannot enough wonder

how Bengel could have entertained such a supposition.^ The

^ Lange unfortunately still sees in this merely "a later note;" his

opinion is at last (iii. 217) thus expressed, "the Evangelist remarks this
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challenge comes from the mouth o( Christ, and calls to the right

understanding of the dark word (just as in 2 Tim. ii. 6) ; it re-

fers also very evidently to the passages in Daniel himself (Dan.

xii. 4, 10), which speak of the right understanding of his pro-

phecies, only at a later period fully disclosed (as in chap. ix.

23, 25 Daniel himself was summoned to consider and under-

stand).

It is not necessary that -vve should enter at large upon the

exegesis of Daniel as a whole ; it would lead us too far to do

anything more than merely state our confirmed opinion. As
Daniel in various senses prophesies of Antiochus Epiphanes as

the type of Antichrist, so Christ here inserts and demonstrates

the intermediate fulfilment when Jerusalem was destroyed ; and

by way of exact confirmation connects this with the discourse of

Daniel in chap. ix. which treats of that event. The Prophet had,

in chap. viii. 1-9, announced almost historically the nearest ftil-

filment at that time in its entire development ; then however in

vers. 10, 11, 17, 19, he received definite hints to the effect that

this vision extends, at the same time, to a later time of the end.

In chap. ix. he receives, immediately upon his prayer, the very

remarkable determination of time which finds its limit in the

days of Christ and the destruction of Jerusalem ; to this, there-

fore, first of all Christ here points in the ^hsXvyiJbcc rrjg ipTjf/j&xreoiig

(LXX. ix. 27, tSv i^irj^uazoov, comp., however, literally 1 Mace,

i. 54). Now, it is true that this rendering and construction is

against the original text, in which f]33 belongs certainly as Stat,

constr. to D'^y^pt^'; but in the further extending view of the whole

it retains its truth, as we shall soon see. "VVe are quite agreed

with the more recent commentators that the passage in Daniel

by way of interpolation," without noticing the fact that tivo Evangehsts

must have inserted the same remark. In like manner Alford speaks of an
" ecclesiastical note," which has come into the text in the same way as the

Doxology in the Lord's Prayer. We see no ground for such a supposition,

no reason at all against its being taken simply as the word of Christ Him-

self. Wc think it quite natural, with Braune, that as elsewhere when He
wished to awaken and fix attention He said, "who hath ears to hear, let

him hear !

" so here also He should say, " whoso readeth, let him give heed !"

Nay, we say further with Braune, " This direction is still always the best

introduction to the prophetical word "—namely, as an admonition carefully

to read, with attentive observation of the corresponding signs of history.
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IS to be read " upon the pinnacle the abommation :" that is, Even

unto or upon the Temple with its pinnacles (which at the same

time may mean the pinnacle of Jerusalem), desecrated by abomi-

nation, the desolator comes. Therefore, only an abomination

already being fulfilled, affecting the sanctuary, and bringing

desolation as its punishment, can here be meant by Christ

—

quite in analogy with the idea which at ver. 28 is otherwise

expressed : When the corruption and the abomination is con-

summated, even into the innermost sanctuary, then must the

dispersion come ! The orocv 'ihrirz of St Matthew and St Mark,

therefore, is really not one and the same with the orav 'ihi^n of

St Luke; and the neglect of which has confused many com-

mentators.^ St Luke preserves a word of Christ which was cer-

tainly also spoken, and which specifies the outward sign of the en-

compassing besieging army (Luke xix. 43) ; while St Matthew

and St Mark give another word respecting the inner sign, which

already stands in the holy place. This can only mean the Temple,

even in the circumlocution of St Mark : oxov ov hsi, where truly

something else than abomination ought to be! It is wrong

therefore to seek this abomination in the Eoman military badges,

eagles, and imperial figures on their standards ; and to explain

the roTTog ayiog of all the country round about Jerusalem (Ps.

Ixxix. 3; 1 Mace. x. 31), chiefly the Mount of Olives; or even

(comp. Ps. Ixxiv. 4) to mention the setting up of the imperial

statue in the Temple, which was only attempted a considerable

time before. For, the abomination is, according to Daniel, set

up by Israel itself; this alone corresponds as, on the one hand,

to the earlier analogy before the captivity (2 Kings xxi. 2-7
;

Ezek. V. 11, vii. 8, 9, viii. 6-1 G), so, on the other hand, to the

later fulfilment in the antitype, in which both coincide, in which

the Antichrist itself proceeds from the midst of Christendom,

and sets itself with its idolatry in the Temple of God. (2 Thess.

ii. 4.) What, in the faintly preliminary fulfilment of this sense,

the abomination in the Temple at that time, properly speaking,

^ Lange also has not yet rid himself of this. Even Delitzsch. with

Hofmann, sees in Luke xxi. 20 the " authentic interpretation of the words

of Christ ;" but understands only the idolatrous signs of the heathen army

which the Romans brought into the Temple. (Luther. Zeitsclu-. 1850. 3.

p. 487.)
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Avas, we can no longer know ; it must, liowcver, have been an

aggravation and consummation of unlioly character and conduct

in the sanctuary, in the highest degree manifest to the Chris-

tians, which they could not biit see. The first fulfilment of this

particular is concealed by history in order to point us to the

second. V. Gerlach, agreeing with us, understands, " Such an

abomination as must necessarily draw desolation after it;"—but

he is wrong when he affirms that this is therefore nothing definite,

and only expresses the culminating point of corruption. So little

is a striking special fulfilment here, as often times, excluded by

the general sense, which is also true, that the latter must rather,

according to prophetico-historical law, culminate and become

visible in a last detail.

Further, it is not to be overlooked that our Lord does not

literally render that passage Dan. xi. 27 ; but He retains the

^hikvyiJM spfjfjjOMSojg, so as at the same time (which Hengstenberg

and Hiivernick overlook or deny) to connect with it one or two

later passages where this expression actually occurs. Daniel,

chap, x.-xii., carries out the prophecy more particularly. After

chap. X., which prepares the way for what follows, we find in

chap. xi. Antiochus Epiphanes standing evidently as the type of

a future destroyer (the Antichrist) ; and in such a manner that,

according to the manner of prophetical discourse, in vers. 31-35

the reference to the first predominates, while in vers. 36-45,

where the view extends further to the " other time," the refer-

ence to the last predominates. Finally, in chap, xii., the whole

closes with the view reaching furthest of all to the final decision

and redemption. Here now, in chap. xi. 31, it is said that the

arms of the enemy shall pollute the holy place, shall set up

(properly give, i.e., render by way of recompense) the desolating

abomination; and in chap. xii. 11 there is again the retrospect

to this johiXvyfjjK IpT^f/Mtreajg. Only the last passage entirely

corresponds to the citation of Christ ; and its sense is, that

abomination brings along with it the abomination, the desecra-

tion of the holy place by Israel necessarily completes itself in

vengeance, and represents itself in the desolation of the same by

the enemy. Was not this also the innermost sense of the

a^krui sp'/jfijoc, chap, xxiii. 38—is not this alone what fully

corresponds to the case ? Heathenish violation of the Temple
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is already present, and lieatlienish violation yet comes ; for,

vengeance is to manifest the guilt, and only recompensingly

to complete it. Thus also we fully understand how the two

sio-ns, which meet together in St Matthew and St Luke, be-

long to each other as one orav i'5;jrs; and jS^sA. lpf][Jb. is the

abomination which brings with it the desolation, because it is

already so itself.

Vers. 16-18. If what is said here is to receire in the second

fulfilment (as may certainly be possible enough) a significance

literally corresponding beyond expectation, we must seek it in

the circumstances of a church of Christians assembled again at

the last time in Judea ; for there the second catastrophe is to con-

centrate itself. With this agrees that ancient tradition (men-

tioned by Dorner, S. 7), that the Antichrist shall set up the

abomination in the restored Temple. Who knows whether this

be only a drecwi of the fancy ! It reaches, however, into the

uncertainties of prophetic vision, with which we shall not, as

many do, too confidently meddle ; so much only is certain, that

Christ now speaks quite plainly of the first fulfilment.^ As
already in chap. x. 23 flight was recommended to the Apostles,

as afterwards in Luke xvii. 31, similar expressions were used in

reference to the " coming of the Son of Man," there indefinitely

spoken of, so now the faithful are enjoined to flee out of Jeru-

salem and Judea, in evident antithesis to the subsequent gather-

ing together of the elect, ver. 31. Conseqiiently, this catastrophe

is not yet the last gathering and redemption,—this is precisely

what these words would intimate. The obdurate Jews hoped

even to the last for succour and help ; the Christians, warned

beforehand by their Lord, were to flee :—not, however, until

the end actually comes
;
previous to this they were to endure in

patience. In St Luke, ver. 21, the expressions are somewhat

differently applied, with the same sense, Delay no longer ! The
mountains are the neighbouring mountainous country from

^ Proceeding from this hint of oixrs, Steiumeyer (in the Vortrag vor

der Berliner Conferenz Ev. K. Z. 1849, Nr. 70) seeks to open up more

exactly the reference of the type to the after-time
;
yet we think that his

prophetical hermeneutics, always fundamentally true, lean too much to

ideahstic generality. I find in the background rather a strictly historical

parallel.
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ancient times proverbial as a place of refuge ; altliough Christ

prepared for His gathered ones another Zoar in Pella.^ So

suddenly will the destruction come at last (ver. 27), that he who
happens then to be on the flat roof mnst not descend by the

inner staircase to the house, nay, scarcely by the outer stair to

the street, but, Avhere possible, at once hasten over the roofs, and

so to the city wall ; he who has laid aside his garment in order

to labour in the fields must not turn again for it in order to

take it with him. It matters nothing now whether or not

thou hast thy garments, if only thou escapest thyself, and bearest

thy life for a prey ! (Jer. xlv. 5.) This, of course, at the same

time typicjally denotes that earnestness which turns not to look

at or seize anything, but is intent only on saving the soul from

the judgment (Luke xvii. 32).-

Vers. 19, 20. This haste which leaves all behind, in the last

moment of decision when all that remains is ^flight, does not how-

ever exclude a preceding supplication for mitigation of the evil,

—which was to be expected, indeed, long before it happened,

—

does not exclude a taking heed to and attentively considering

the circumstances, with an appeal to God in prayer. As on a

later occasion (Luke xxiii. 29) Christ said, with pathetic ten-

derness, when speaking of the tribulation upon Jerusalem

:

Blessed then are they who have no children born, no sucklings

to save, or, because that will be impossible, to lament—so He
says the same here from the other side with a severe Woe. It

is like all that goes before, spoken partly in the way of proverbial

example, partly also literally, of the distress which the faithful

share in common with the judged, while they flee from it :

—

pregnant persons and nurses will be much encumbered in their

flight ! Then He adds another word, which refers to the pre-

cautionary prayer against an xinseasonable time. This general

idea receives a twofold expression, namely, had weather {yjifiim

as chap. xvi. 3) and the Sahhath ; for, the one is an example of

^ Ta opyi in all the three Evaugehsts, so that Steimneyer only by a play

of fancy can find here the viountaiu of solitary prayer.

- Steinmeyer's admonitions to obey Christ, when He enjoins flight, i.e.,

an entirely inward retirement and witMrawal from outward exertions,

wliich can no longer avail, retain their spiritual truth for the entire period

of the approaching end, although they have not exhausted the most special

sense of the word.
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the hindrances of nature, the other of hindrances from the en-

vironment of human ordinances and customs. It has been

quite needlessly asked whether our Lord, contrary to what He
elsewhere declares regarding exceptions arising from necessity,

here means that flight on the Sabbath day was a thing not per-

mitted even to His people ; He has notJdng of this in His

thoughts. He may perhaps in the slightest degree have referred

to the foreseen legal scruples which would cling to the minds of

the Jewish Christians : not, however, that He would confirm

these ; at the vitmost it is indicated that He presupposes even to

the last an abiding friendly relation between His Church and

the Jewish ordinance.^ All this, however, is not the principal

idea, which is meant only to designate various possible forms of

hindrances to flight ; as the unseasonable weather, so also the

time of the Sabbath, in so far as journeying and fleeing would

then be rendered difiicult, at all events from without by others.

He speaks assuredly, not without design, even to this last mo-

ment in a thoroughly Israelitish manner ; but He means much
more by these concrete descriptions, as before in vers. 17, 18,

according to the spiritual import of the figurative discourse.

So that it would not be against His meaning, but rather en-

tirely corresponding to the strong Woe, were we to understand

His words thus : Woe to such as are pregnant with plans and

undertakings, when the time shall make it necessary, stript and

empty of everything, to seek only preservation from the immi-

nent judgment !^

Vers. 21, 22. Christ has frirther Daniel's prophecy in His

thoughts ; what was there (chap. xii. 1) evidently said of the

great tribulation which is now as yet future. He here applies,

with typical truth, already to the tribulation of Jerusalem at its

destruction. (Mark, ver. 19, intensifies the expression, so that

1 Thus it is not at all necessary to suppose, with the above-named Eud.

Hofmann, that " y^tili act(i^ot.ru is again added by St Matthew de sua mente,

perhaps ex eventu, but in contradiction to the spiritual and hberal view of

the Sabbath elsewhere expressed by Cln-ist
!

"

2 "With Steinmeyer less exactly :
" Woe to the hfe that is in process of

formation, to the hfe that is yet weak." For the Woe appHes not to em-

bryos and sucklings. Otherwise his interpretation of the cjarments as

vessels, outward forms, for which one is now no longer to care, as if the

garments made the people, is deserving of consideration at least.
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we may perceive besides that it is not yet to be taken literally

in the first fulfilment.) Josephus, indeed, as an eye-witness,

expresses himself almost in the same words when he describes

the greatness of that calamity
; yet that other coming will alone

give to these words their entire meaning. Luke vers. 22, 23

has instead of this, These are the ^fj^spai iKhKriGZcog (2 Mace,

vi. 15) ; days in which is to be fulfilled all that is written,—not

merely in Daniel, but in all prophecy,—ofjudgment and anger

upon this people, from the curses of Moses onwards to the

Din with which Malachi ends :—therefore the great affliction

upon this land, and the (great, complete) wratli, upon this

people! 1 Mace. i. 64; 1 Thes. ii. 16. So Titus is repre-

sented to have said that God was so angry with this people,

that he also was afraid of His anger if he should show any

mercy to them; and after the calamitous siege he refused to

take the honour of it, saying that he had only lent the hands for

this to the God who Avould show His anger against the Jews

!

Had not a limit been fixed by grace in the midst of wrath to

the fearful calamity, no man would have escaped alive from

it (for that is what is meant first of all by the words, no flesh

sJiould be saved—comp. Jer. xii. 12, the expression n)h^ ps

''\b2.~by?) ; the elect also, i.e., here chiefly those who were the

believing kfckoyrj out of Israel, without being able to hold out

and then to flee, would perish. But for the sake of those elect,

whose gathering together and redemption remains the final aim

of all judgments (a glance forward to ver. 31), who were also

now to be saved in the type, these days of terror shall be

sJiortened; or, as St JSIark has it. The Lord has already

shortened them, in His eternal wise decree, beyond which no-

thing can happen either great or small. Comp. Gen. xix. 22.

This KOLO^DOvaCai is again taken from Daniel, who, in chap. ix.

25, 27, uses pn (comp. Job xiv. 5 ; Is. x. 23), and at ver, 24,

^nn in the same sense : the destruction is fixedly determined,

exactly measured out, and ait off, so that it cannot last a

shorter or a longer time. Many explain this of the sudden in-

terruption of the siege by Cestius G alius, so that many might

flee ; although this interruption does not quite correspond to the

shortening here meant. In the future fulfilment, however, the

gracious cutting short of the time of tribulation, the hastening
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on of tlie end brought about by God's hand and decree, on

behalf of the elect who are to be saved, will probably be much

more strikingly manifest.^

Vers. 23-26. In this rors Dorner (although not precisely as

Ebrard understands it) finds a certain transition from the type

to. the second fulfilment, as if it meant " then also, afterwards."

Here then is what, at a later place, he so strongly contends

against, a sort of prophetically shortening eudeug ! (Comp. S.

21.) He views the whole of vers. 23-28 only as appendicem

admonitionis loco i^ositam, so that ver. 29 is connected with ver.

22. But by this is overlooked the entire close connection of

tins continuous discourse, as already indicated above, which does

not now speak at once of another rorz, but of the same danger

for the elect of being involved in the common ruin. In the

previous verses, however, prominence is given to the distress;

while now it is to the danger of being seduced by false offers of

help out of that distress. Both are meant, as well in the first

as in the second fulfilment ; only that Christ again, as at the

beginning, turns the view more strongly from the type to the

antitype. Therefore His warning with the utmost propriety

applies to us, in reference to powerful errors that are impend-

ing. The fundamental idea is : Beware of trusting to the

pseudo-Christs or pseudo-prophets when they would entice you

away fi'om toaiting patiently for the true Christ and His real

coming, when they tell you to wait here or there ; for it is not

in such a manner that your Lord will reveal Himself. What
Jewish fanatics and Christian seducers did in this way, at that

time, with their promised but hardly accomplished signs and

wonders, was indeed a faint type of those things of which 2

Thess. ii. 9-12 prophesies, and which Christ with His strong

words has here chiefly in mind. At the same time, however,

we are not to suppose that only the last days are suddenly to

bring such things, hitherto unheard of; for they go on in a

gradually progressive development, and the warning of Christ

has even now its most serious truth. The signs and wonders

1 Zeller speaks profoundly (Beugg. Blatt. 1837, Nr. 6) iipon the

means of this hastening prepared in the entire development of history,

according to which the carcase must ever more rapidly grow putrid

for the eagles.
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(respecting which we learn here, as Israel did already in Deut.

xiii. 1-3, that in themselves they do not prove the truth) will

appear at last in the most literal reality, but rather in their

spiritual form ; although accounts of deceiving, tempting won-

der-workings in external nature are also not altogether wanting.

The intervening si hwarov teaches us, indeed, that the elect who

are foreseen by God cannot be led away. This impossibihty,

however, lies not in themselves, so as that they might ftdsely

boast of this, before it is revealed whether or not they are of

the number of the elect (see 2 Pet. i. 10, iii. 17)—but only

in the gracious decree of God who keeps those who are faithful

to Him.

Oh that we took faithful heed to all that the Lord has so faith-

fully said to us beforehand ! " It would have been better that,

in the times of peace, ye had let yourselves be instructed as

Christians respecting the end of the world, than in the times of

trouble to be terrified thereby like the world ;"^ or—we add—to

let yourselves be deceived by false, fanatical consolations; for

Christ means rather a being seduced into false tranquillity, than

a being terrified. His warning prediction embraces the entire

period of Avaiting for the appearing and setting up of His king-

dom ; and is, in the general sense, to be understood in the light

of the earlier discourse, Luke xvii. 20-23. Behold here or there

—this can never be said of the kingdom of Christ, which

(rightly understood !) actually remains an " invisible church"

until one day the manifestation and revelation of what is now

concealed shall appear undeniably to all. The expressions " in

the desert or in the chajnhers''—are intended to specify the here

or there under two aspects. They are selected Avith reference,

in part, to the circumstances of the judgment upon Jerusalem ;

when -ipsvho-x^piaroi raised tumults and led out their followers

openly into the desert, as Acts xxi. 38, and many instances in

Joscphus, while the -v^su^OTpoi^^ra/ called to secret consultation

.or waiting in their chambers. Then, hoAvcvcr, tliey form in

general a variously significant antithesis of possible seduction.

The one points us xoldchj to the great desolate church, the other

narrowly to manifold sects and schisms ; hence the latter, as

' Nitzdch, Witteuberger Predigteu vou 181 i), p. -16.
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ojDposed to tlie former, stands in the Plural.^ The invisible

presence of Christ is indeed here as well as there
; yet not ex-

clusively here or there, so as that those who wait for Hini should

confine themselves to any particular place. The deceiving

voices would " limit Christianity to this and that system and

practice"—" would allure now to strictness, again to laxity, now
to separation, again to union"—offer us at one time open power

and authority, and, at another, secret, false spirituality—and in

whatever other ways it might be interpreted. Always there ai'e

two main by-paths, in the perplexed times of the church waiting

for its Lord, which in reality correspond to Sadduceeism and

Pharisaism. The frivolous seeking of Christ there in the desert

seems good and wide-hearted ; but there is in it the leaven of

unbelief in the spiritual inner reality of His kingdom. The
fanatical seeking of Christ here in the chambers seems earnest

and zealous ; but there is in it the leaven of hypocrisy, of impure

separatism arising from individual caprice. In truth Christ is

already in every place where souls, in full humility, and patience

of faith in His words alone, wait for His appearing ; but this

visible manifestation of His kingdom will not have come so long

as any one can doubt or deny, so long as a dispute can arise

between a here or there.

Vfers. 27, 28. Does not our Lord now at last speak of His yet

future advent? it might be asked, seeing that the preceding

word, with its deep significance, already extends to the later

time. To this we answer that He certainly speaks of this ; as

in the entire prophecy everything points to the end, and therein

alone finds its last truth. But, as surely as the expressions of

ver. 2Q were not yet completely loosed from the type, so surely

1 AYe do not retract this, in spite of I^ange's contradiction (ii. 3, p.

1271) ; and still think that the antithesis of pubhc and private, general

and particular, is far more definitely indicated here than the strangely in-

verting interpretation, according to which the desert Avould speak of the

renunciation of the world, the store-room of the enjoyment of eartlily

goods. Those who find a reference in 'ipni^og to the " Eremites" forget that

in biblical usage spYifcos and "i?"'? mean only the uncultivated expanse ; and
so TUfiehv, with the idea of privacy (Matt. vi. 6 ; Luke xii .3), points back
only to the Heb. ^"vi, which frequently occurs in tliis sense. The latter, at

the same time, apphes by way of refutation to the fault found by Sepp with

the Lutheran translation.

VOL. III. S
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does He speak here also in the first place still of the coming of

the Son of Man denoted in chaps, x. 23, xvi. 28, for the first

preliminary manifestation of His kingdom, the salvation of His

people, the punishment of His enemies ; as demonstrated when
all the Jewish and Gentile world saw His hand and power, and

the certain truth of His word, in the judgment upon Jerusalem.

Like the lightninr/, which shoots under the whole heaven (Job

xxxvii. 3)—this means, first of all only in antithesis to what goes

before. So suddenly, so manifestly and induhitahly, that no say-

ing and crying here or there is any longer necessary.^ If at

that time the whole world did not see or recognise Christ in this

gleaming lightning-flash of wrath upon Israel, and the gracious

light upon His Church, we mark in that the imperfection of the

type ; for the rest, however, it is clear that not till ver. 30 is the

visible coming of the Son of Man spoken of with yet more

definite expression. Therefore the Totpovaia which shows itself

only in the manner of lightning is still distinguished from the

j-)e7'S07ial coming. But here we must be on our guard against

all ingeniously idealistic generalising of the idea ; as, for ex-

ample, Lange (after having called [Leben .lesu i. 38] even the

first appearing of the Lord, " a great lightning-flash upon the

Avorld") speaks of "the illuminating lightning, the world-purify-

ing storm of the sinrit of John, in its power of light and fire"

(p. 267)—and the like. Such notions only lead away from

the proper interpretation of the text, which here plainly means

a convincing, undeniable, suddenly appearing fact. And one,

indeed, in which (as must ever be repeated) there is a twofold

correspondence between the first and the second fulfilment.

Dorner's view, that ver. 27 can oydy denote the crapoyc/a z.ur'

l^o-x/jp, the extremum judicium (pp. 17-27), is without founda-

tion; our Lord, in other places, spoke of the destruction of

Jerusalem under the name of His coming. Matt. xvi. 28, x. 23.

In the earlier preparatory discourse Luke xvii., in which natur-

ally the two events are as yet interwoven with each other

throughout, the disciples (because He had repelled the Pharisees

with their when) inquired at least concerning the xohere ; and

Christ gave them for answer the same saying with which He

^ Here the exegesis of the Irvingites Scays truly :
" The lightning comes out

of the dark cloud, and before it goes the storm, not the morning twilight."
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now, in St Matthew, closes the prophecy respecting Jerusalem

in particular. Although Dorner, with perfect justice, says that

the meaning here is, non in civitate et urhe hac vel ilia (e.g.

Hierosolymis, Pepuz39) appareho, sed quousque extensa est mundi

generis humani putredo—yet this by no means excludes the fact

that the idea takes its start from Israel.

There can, in general, be no doubt ^ that what is here spoken

of under the figure of the eagles gathered around the carcass, is

the judicial punishment which connects itself with the advent of

Christ (and which, even in the first coming, is what chiefly makes

it visible). For our Lord uses this particular figure not as a

proverb in general, but as a biblical and still more as a pro-

phetical proverb ; and He therefore gives thereby again a sign

arising from the coincidence with earlier prophecies. The "iCTJ

of the Bible, as also the Greek cisrog, includes also the vulture, to

which we do not now give the name of eagle, which, however, as is

Avell known, even Pliny classes with eagles ; hence first of all in

Job the original proverb. As an eagle flies to the prey (chap. ix.

26)

—

ivhere a carcass is there is he, by a wondrous instinct he

can scent and descry it from afar (chap, xxxix. 30). When Moses

(Deut. xxviii.), with remote indefiniteness, portrays the variously

fulfilled future punitive judgment upon Israel, and speaks of the

nation which the Lord will send upon them from far (first of all

the Medes and Chaldeans, comp. ver. 48 with Jer. xxviii. 13
;

ver. 50 with Lam. v. 12 ; Is. xlvii. 6, xxxiii. 19 ; but afterwards,

also the Romans, comp. ver. 52 with Luke xix. 43), he first

makes use of the figure of the eagle hasting to his prey (ver. 49).

Then Hosea chap. viii. 1 alludes to the same figure ; and after-

wards Habakkuk thus designates cliiefly the Chaldeans (chap. i.

8). It follows therefore that Christ now points back to that

1 Although many well-meaning commentators (following the ancients,

Theophylact, Euthymius) even to this day hold fast what continued for an
unaccountably long period to be the orthodox interpretation, and wliich

even Luther thus expresses :
" ^Is the saying runs, Where a carcass is, etc.,

as the eagles gather together wherever the carcass is—so shall My people

gather themselves to Me ! Where I am, there shall my elect also be !" The
Irvingite tract already mentioned. Das prophetische Wort, lays emphasis on
this, that eagles consmned only animals newly dead, thei'efore the carcass

here signifies the Saviour who died for us, yet saw no corruption ; and this

passage denotes " the withdrawal of the Church to Christ."
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first judgment upon Jerusalem ; because all these form one

connected series of types which reflect each other, the earlier of

which always at the same time prophesies of the later, even to

the last. He will thereby say that Go(Vs fundamental imnciple

in all judgments remains the same, in so far as a corruption that

has grown to maturity di*aws down punishment, not merely ac-

cording to perfect justice, but also by a necessity inherent in the

thing itself; quite naturally, so to speak, just as the eagles are

made for and find out the carcass.-^ That which is dead grows

putrid ; and what is putrid is consumed and cleared away to

make pure air, by those agents Avhich are made and appointed

to that end by God. The putrid-state carcass, and the dead,

corrupting natioiial condition of Israel, was, at that time, the

carcass around which the eagles could not but be gathered;

even so will it be one day with Christendom, when Christ comes

the second time. The putrefaction and corruption of the dead

forms a fearfully appropriate figure (chap, xxiii. 27) for all self-

dissolution on the part of sinful nations and multitudes of people

prepared for the judgment. Only we must not explain this first

of all of the Roman eagles ; this was only added as one of those

providential ironies of so-called chance, such as are often presented

in the history of the world when viewed in the light of the j)ro-

phetical word. The angels ofjudgment (ver. 31, chap. xiii. 41)

will one day completely execute the consuming, removing AVoe

upon the great '7rrolJ(JM ; and there may be a hint of this when,

in Rev. viii. 13, the angel who denounces the Woe is also called

a flying eagle. In this respect, as Hofmann^ perceives, it is not

at all so much amiss (as regards the final sense) to explain the

azrol of angels.

If, after all that has been said, we did not yet understand

what an advance over a wide intervening space is indicated by

the prophetic svO'icog that follows in Matt. ver. 29, Lul-e ver. 24

comes to our aid, with a clearly decisive word evidently belong-

^ Wliat V. Gerlacli remarks is very striking, that, to a certain extent,

everytliing in this prophecy arranges itself around ver. 28 as a main and

fundamental proposition—judgment upon what is ripe for judgment ; there-

fore the destruction also of the outward false kingdom of God is in tho

course of nature the necessary end.

2 Weiss, und Erfiill. ii. 278.
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ing to tills place. The lorath uj)on this people will not entirely

consume and exterminate them from the earth (Dent. vi. 15, ix.

25'; Amos ix. 8, 9) ; but they shall partly fall by the sharpness

(or devouring mouth) of the sword, ^partly be led captive among

all nations, according to the prophecy which has been in course

of accomplishment since Deut. xxviii. 64, which was by no means

fulfilled in the first exile, but is manifestly so now even to this

day. Their captivity by the hand and counsel of God mocks

all emancipation, just as the continued existence of the oppressed

and homeless people among the nations defied all the cunning

and power of Egypt to effect their extinction. And Jerusalem ?

Destroyed and laid waste, indeed, as it never was before, there

will not remain a Jerusalem, but—a sanctuary trodden under

foot, a (former and future) city of God given over to the Gentiles.

"Effrcci TocTOVfjAvri expresses more than 'TrccTJ^^yja'srcii. It is again

a prophetical word ; for, in this prophecy of Christ all former

threads run together, to show us the foreknown unity of the

prophesying Spirit. Being trodden down indicates in general a

being oppressed, ignominiously treated, brought under subjection

by the power of the enemy (for example, Jud. x. 8, at the be-

ginning of the judicial punishment upon Israel) ; and Daniel

afterwards prophesies of the sanctuary being trodden under foot,

chap. viii. 10, 13, as 1 Mace. iii. 45, 51, iv. 60 the first fulfil-

ment follows, as Is. Ixiii. 18, Ixiv. 10, 11, had already spoken of

it (not without recompensing reference to chap. i. 12). Comp.
still Rev. xi. 2} The hand of the Lord rests wonderfully upon

this city, and its entire typical history : the Zion and Jerusalem

of God, because its inhabitants have become Amorites in the

complete measure of sin, because they themselves have polluted

and trodden down the sanctuary, must, through the abiding

abomination of desolation, itself become a Din'' (locus conculca-

tus), ere the original Salem of Melchisedec returns. For the

state of being trodden down lasts a long time, but not always.

Julian, indeed, will, in vain attempt to build, and the Crusades

will in vain again sanctify it ; but the Lord has appointed the

^ All these passages abundantly refute that trivial rendering by Bolten,

" Jerusalem will be inliabited by the Gentiles
;

" that is, will be trodden, for

which signification of iranh Wahl's Clavis, which interprets it in the same

way, adduces other passages of the LXX. and Greek writers.
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end, " Until the times of the " Gentiles are fulfilled." Luther

understood this, " Until the Gentiles are converted to the faith,

that is until the end of the world "—but we now understand the

prophetical theology better. The times of the Gentiles can only

be the times of calling''- appointed, for them as for Israel, by the

grace and long-suffering of God ; and they are fvilfilled or expire,

—i.e. (in the correlate expression which belongs thereto), the

time of the end, the day ofjudgment is come,—when the Gentiles

also are ripe for a like judgment to that of Israel. Only this is

meant everywhere by the prophetical expressions ; see Is. xiii.

22 ; Jer. xxvii. 7 ; Ezek. xxi. 25, xxii. 3, and in particular Ezek.

XXX. 3, an allusion to which passage our Lord has doubtless here

in His mind. The Gentiles, however, are not merely " the

Romans, on whom the Germans fulfilled the judicial punish-

ment" (Braune), but all non-theocratical nations through the

whole course of history, chiefly the Christendom proceeding

from them. In this entire, long period is accomplished the

gathering together of the faithful out of all nations, the coming

in of the TrXT^pcopjO, :—but then the treading down of Jerusalem

ceases, and it is built again ; then will Israel be restored out of

all nations, all as the Prophets have prophesied ; and Christ here

points to this in the a)/p; which confirms all. Compare, finally,

the very strikingly harmonious passage of the apocryphal book

Tobias, where at chap. xiv. 4, 5, it was already said, according

to genuinely prophetical intuition: 'hpoffoKvfJjCc sffTui 'iprj/jjog,

pcai 6 oizog rov Ozov h uvt^ KCirKKccr](jirai zcci 'ipyjfjjog 'icrrai

|M/S%;p/ ^povoy. Kai -TidXiv iXzriazi avrov': o Ozoc, koI WKTrpi-^n

avrovg eig r/jv yyjv, kcci oiKohofjy/^tTovfTi rov otzov, ohy^ oiog 6 '/rporspog,

'icog 'TrX'/jpcoOcoffi /caipo) rov alojvog—this latter here in quite

another sense.

^ Therefore, something else than (according to Lange) the time when
they shall exist s& political powers and rule over Jerusalem.
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THE MIDDLE ADVENT : APPEARING OF THE KINGDOM :

GATHEEING TOGETHER OF THE ELECT.

Matt. xxiv. 29-44 ; Mark xiii. 24-33 ; Luke xxi. 25-36.

We have, in our interpretation hitherto, studied as much as

possible to abide by the Hterally clear sense, applied to the

nearest fulfilment, that which already lies historically before us.

We could not and would not deny, that all that has been said

by our Lord at the same time reaches much farther ; but, in

order not to offend the majority of our readers, who could hardly

tolerate such things, we refrained from disclosing the typical

reflections lying behind the prophetical word, and from bringing

into notice those hints, whether in great things or in small, which

are interspersed here and there for the searching eye. (As for

example, that the lightning of the advent of the Son of Man
shines from east to west and not vice versa.) Now, however,

when Christ begins to prophesy exclusively and properly of the

future, which is as yet concealed from us, interpretation, in the

strict sense of the word, ceases. He who has forgotten and lost

sight of the fact (as, alas, many critics at the present day), that,

according to the clear expressions of Christ elsewhere, the cata-

strophe of Jerusalem a"d Israel was itself a coming of the Son of

Man, could of course not agree with what has been said hitherto

from this point of view ; he who forgets, further, that all pro-

phecy, according to its nature, must, with all clearness on the

whole, retain, before its fulfilment, a certain measure of ob-

scurity in the particulars ;—he who will handle a prophetical text

just as he would other historical and didactic texts, will from this

point onwards be still less able to reconcile himself to the word

of Christ, and our attempts to interpret it. It is impossible,

however, for us to pay continued attention to such folly, because

that would everywhere be an obstruction in the way of om- say-

ing anything to those who understand.

An old and, in this form at least, obsolete exegesis (such as

is represented, for example, by the English Newton, in his other-
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wise valuable work upon the prophecies), understood Matt. xxiv.

29-44, solely of the destruction of Jerusalem ; but such an in-

terpretation could be based only on a lamentable torturing of

the words, the possibility of which indeed lies in this, that this

second section of the discourse contains typical glances haclacards

to that first, just as the former was spoken in purely typical

prospective vieivs. But that with ver. 29 a section actually

begins, in which the word now quite plainly brings near another

coming of the Son of Man, ought to be an unconditionally

settled point with every commentator who reverently takes the

three Evangelists together ; and it is determined already by the

xatpoi IQvm in Luke, here put between with a far-reaching a;;^p/.

Consequently the svdsojg in Matt., on which the critics still

always stumble, ought not to lead us astray, but must be under-

stood in accordance with the prophetical manner of viewing

events together. Every other letter of the passage points clearly

enough to the true sense of the Spirit in this one little word.

Those days: these are the same of which vers. 19 and 22 spoke;

therefore also the expression ^^ after the tribulation of those days,"

is here an evident assui'ance, that what is noiv to happen will

follow after the shortening of this tribulation ; i.e., further, as

after the totz, ver. 23, so after the "coming of the Son of Man"
which is meant at vers. 27, 28, namely, when this prepares the

way for itself the second time by similar terrors, and then displays

itself indubitably now for the first time properly in a visible form.

One has only to read Mark, ver. 24, with Bengel rightly, with-

out the comma after ^(jbspajg, in order to find everything in

perfect harmony : Post tribulationem illam erunt dies illi, ergo

alio spectat illam, alio illis. Illam respicit totum sermonem

pra3cedentem, sed ilUs ad novissima prospicit, \\i\, ver. 32. When
our Lord, in the certainly remarkable zu&'iojc, hastens over the

great (mtoc, through all the pcuipovg lOvSJv, this is neither an or-

dinarily historical " immediately," as the English Bible renders

it, nor a DxriQ (already indeed falsely rendered in the Greek

text), nor "suddenly, unexpectedly"^ (see vers. 42-44), meant

merely of the final end. What then ? First of all, the key

^ For which Ijango also again decides ! Comp. Dorner's Note, p. 3, w hich

mentions by name the principal commentators of this class.
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lies already in the declaration of Christ respecting His own
ignorance of the time (ver. 36, Mark ver. 32), according to

which He Plimself, seeing events in close proximity, overlooked

the wide intervening space.^ Then, however, according to the

spirit of all prophecy, tliis zv^icog has a perfectly correct ; truth

it indicates that the fulfilment hastens to the end in a strictly

defined and ceaseless development (Hab. ii. 3), and that chiefly

its latter stages will transpire abruptly and suddenly. If this

iu&'icog cannot be so understood (we ask in opposition to Dorner)

—what, then, is meant by the apocalyptic h rdyji and ra%6 ?

(Rev. i. 1, xxii. 6, 7.) We hold it luidisturbed with honest

Roos, who here observes :
" In truth the waiting of Jesus until

all Plis enemies become His footstool is no tedious waiting ! His

glorious coming is to Him so near, that He represents Himself

as one who is soon to come." This is what is true and justifiable

in the fraus optica, at which Dorner is so horrified, which already

in the lowliness of His human vision made the long time appear

shortened.^

All that Christ has further to say respecting His middle com-

ing, in order to the manifest appearing of the kingdom for His

elect then gathered together (as this was spoken of above), in-

cludes both the prophecy itself that speaks of it, and also the

three warning parables on to chap. xxv. 30. The prophecy

itself mentions first loliat will happen, and then gives a declara-

tion respecting the wlien. Here, also, are analogous signs (as in

vers. 0-8), only now presented in shorter compass, in a more

condensed form (ver. 29) ; then the directly announcing sign,

and the coming of the Son of Man Himself:—His coming

1 Not merehj^ as Bengel thinks, " Of that which is to happen after that

calamity of the destruction of Jerusalem, the most immediate thing which

it is proper for me now to announce and for you to expect is, that the sun,

etc." But Christ actually speaks bona fide just as He Himself sees.

" It is finally not to be overlooked, that every generation is to wait for

Christ ; and probably for those who die in this attitude of expectation the

space of time to the fulfilment is one that quickly passes over. Eoos:

"The Apostles, also, were to represent this as something near 5 for the

greatest part of their vmiting was to be passed in heaven, where there is no

being weary." Let the commentator, with true thoughts of death, trans-

pose himself into that frame and that point of view which reduces to small

compass the little bit of history upon earth before the last day.
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visibly before all the tribes of the earth to judgment, ver. 30, as

also for the saving gathering together of His people, ver. 31.

(Both corresponding to vers. 27, 28.) If the first question of

the disciples. When will this come to pass ? still remained for

the final answer, Christ at last replies to it here in a twofold

manner ; at the same time, carrying back the end to the be-

ginning, but no longer speaking expressly of the destruction of

Jerusalem. There is first of all a general asseveration that all

shall certainly come to pass at its proper time : all the signs as

surely as the fig-tree again puts forth shoots. Israel is indeed

destroyed, but still remains spared vers. 32-34 (for the future

conversion, chap, xxiii. 39)—nay, the complete fulfilment of

every word even to the last is here certified, as surely as heaven

and earth pass away ! ver. 35. (On the sense of these assevera-

tions afterwards more particularly.) Hereupon follows at last

the definite conclusive declaration respecting the time, day,

and hour, according to human calendar-reckoning. No one

knows it, ver. 36—the coming of the Son of Man will at all

events happen unexpectedly ; as for the race of men who are

to be judged, like Noah's times, vers. 37-39 ; so, with its

separation between the judged and saved vers. 40, 41, for

His people also, who are therefore directed to wait and xvatch

from one generation to another : vers. 42-44. (Watch, for

ye know not time and hour ! ver. 43. Remember ye what others

forget ! ver. 43. Thus be ready, ver. 44.) Which conclusion

already in the parabolic form then leads over to the following-

parables.

Ver. 29. The interpretation, recently brought forward by

Dorner with great confidence and much acuteness, according to

which vers. 29, 30 is not at all to be understood of the rebus

extremis (which, indeed, his mistaken nexus forbids to him),

but of the destruction and overthrow of the heathen world,

gradually going on through the entire period of history—is the

strangest and most forced thing in the whole of his learned

monograph. Paganorum impcriorum gloria s})lcndorque in-

teribit, orbis terrarum evadit Christianus et novum aevum in-

cipiet. The })Owers of the world are no longer worshipped;

Christ sitting in the heavens reveals Himself to the world. Jam
adest secundum stadium (o/^a/po/ raJv kOi/aJu) continens Ethni-
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cismi OGcasum ! This is without example in the whole ancient

Scripture, tlie language of which alone Christ, as Prophet in

Israel, can speak ; we find rather in the prophets the whole

of the figures liere used, always applied only to judgments as

types of the end of the loorld. (The assertion directed against

this, p. 54, 55, is completely erroneous.) We shall not, there-

fore, in this our second edition deviate from our interpretation

hitherto.

The darkening of the light or the lights is, fixst of all, a general

metaphor for the extinction of happiness, the coming in of tribu-

lation and anguish ; so, for example, Jer. xv. 9, and, in the

microcosm for the individual, the day of death, which is his last

day. (Eccles. xii. 2.) Then, in particular, the obscuration of

the lights of heaven, the sun, moon, and stars, is a figure

variously recurring in the prophets, expressive of great tribula-

tions and judgments upon nations and men on the earth, as Is. v.

30, xiii. 10, xxxiv. 4 ; Jer. iv. 28 ; Ezek. xxxii. 7, 8 ; Amos viii.

9 ; Mic. iii. 6. The word of Christ here certainly includes also

this figurative sense ; and teaches us to expect again, before His

second coming, great dXi-i^stg and auccyzug. Here it is chiefly

the heaven of the Church that is spoken of: the sun of revealed

religion ; the moon of intellectual culture and science, upon

which the sun casts its rays (while in other respects sun and

moon neither shine nor are darkened together) ; the stars of the

heads of churches and ecclesiastical teachers (see already Dan.

viii. 10, 11, and then Rev. i. 20, xii. 1)—all these will be dark-

ened in the great ffilling away, which takes places ever more and

more at difi^erent periods.-^ For this sense it is not said that the

stars fall to the earth ; but (as Mark has it) only an szTriTrrsiv, a

falling out or extinction of these in the heaven. But the word

then reaches further : although the literal fulfilment actually

comes only as a corresponding testimony to the figurative fulfil-

ment that precedes it, seeing that what is outward and material

is in general what is unsubstantial in God's world, although the

^ It remains a question whether the ruling powers in a political respect

(in so far as they are connected with the outward Church in Christian and

Christianly governed nations) are here also meant.. Compare again an

Irvingite essay by John Hooper, entitled :
" Translation ; or, Changing of

the living saints."
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darkening in the heaven of humanity is t]ie proper reahty, of

which that in the physical heaven is rather only the figure—yet

for this very reason, mustt\\\s physical reahsation of the multiply-

ing signs (Joel iii. 4) quite as certainly follow, even to the last

letter of the prediction. The shaking of the heavens with the

earth (Hagg. ii. 6, 21)^ fulfils itself not merely before in great

commotions of the world (there vers. 7, 22), Lut at last actually

just as it is interpreted in Heb. xii. 26, 27 ; see Eev. vi. 12-15

with reference to Is. xxxiv. 4, 1. 3.^ At all events, in no sense

are we to understand it of occurrences " in the heavenly regions,"

which remain invisible to men upon earth ; but of truly visible

things within the horizon of human vision. The hwuf/jZig tSjv

oupavoov are also not the stars, which were already named (^^^y

D^otj-'n, comp. Ps. xxxiii. 6 ; Is. xxxiv. 4, LXX,) ; still less the

angels, who are then to be " in great commotion," for they im-

mediately follow in their own proper name;^ but, as the Vidr/.

puts it in this instance correctly, virtutes coelorum, the sustain-

ing and working powers of the heavenly edifice (with their in-

fluences upon the earth). Our Lord will say, finally summing

up, All things shall be shaken, and at last dissolved, so that not

even " one stone shall remain upon another," 2 Pet. iii. 10-12.

Still He now only touches preparatorily on this actual passing

away of the heavens with the earth, which is reserved for the

third coming (ver. 35) ; inasmuch as (not indeed without refer-

ence to Ilaggai) He merely signifies a forewarning cukzv&rjvai,

and only announces this as preparing the way for the next

^ Where also just as here iu the prophetical period there is a " yet a

little."

2 I shall therefore certainly not deny this real destruction of the present

world, which the entire Scripture certifies, nor interpret the words of Jesus

liere mereli/ figuratively of the preceding commotions of the world and

Church. A\lien, however, Kurtz (Bibel u. Astronomic p. 12G) maintains

against me that the aiiplication of that prophetical usage, otherwise acknow-

ledged, is inadmissible here, because the same thing is said pre-\nously in

dry and naked words—he greatly mistakes the prophetical manner, which

often says the same thing in different sections, now figiu-atively and now
properly. In this chapter, indeed, vers. 4-14, had partly a generally in-

troductory, anticipative character, partly again, vers. 29, 30 speak purposely

in expressions respecting the end as at last literally so coming.

^ Also not the mmintains that bear the heavens, its pillars, as Sepp has

fancifully explained it

!
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r'oTi, ver. 30 (here the ovpocvog and its n(pzkai are still in exist-

ence).

See now how in harmony with this Luke vers. 25, 26, first

of all mentions like a^jjuot, in sun, moon, and stars ; then, how-

ever, he adds, what Christ certainly also said, how it will be \nr\

rtjg yrjg. A fearing and trembling of nations on account of such

signs, a fainting away of men from fear of an evil conscience,

which by these signs speaks to them of judgment, and from ex-

pectation of the things that are to come upon the world—for they

will not expect Him, the coming One; therefore as a punishment

the wilfully blind fear of an indefinite something, as we often

already plainly see it in the imbelieving race of our own days.

The raging sea and its Gokog, in like manner, in a twofold sense:

figuratively of the disturbances of nations, as the TrokziJjOi and

(r^KTfjjOt Matt. vers. 6, 7 (for see Ps. xlvi. 4, Ixv. 8, Ixxxix. 10,

11, xciii. 3 ; Is. xvii. 12, 13 ; Kev. xvii. 15), but also literally as

the accompanying testimony.

Ver. 30. Tliis is a different rors from all the preceding,

with an open prophecy brought much nearer ; an actually per-

sonal sp^sff^a; of the Son of Man, still more properly visible

than the lightning-like Trocpovfficc, ver. 27. For the whole

scene draws gradually nearer and nearer to one end after the

other. Here already, at the beginning of the section, is a

stronger expression than at the end of the first, o-ipovrcct and

(pccv7](TSTCn; for, after all the signs mentioned at ver. 29, there

goes immediately before the proper coming still a sign of the Son

of Man in heaven,—now mysterious in the prophecy, but quite

manifest in the fulfilment,—which is most emphatically an-

nounced by the Article. Here, therefore, is the final answer to

the question, ver. 3 (What the sign of Thy coming"^). Already

on account of the reference to the question of the disciples, but

also according to the clear word itself, we cannot possibly under-

stand by this sign the vlog rov av^pojTov Himself, in His visible

appearance ;
^ for the seeing of Him who comes is distinguished

^ Storr, to whose forced exegesis one is accustomed, says, "The Sou

of Man Himself is tins loonder

!

" So unhappily Bengel also : Ipse erit

sigmmi sui—for which he compares Luke ii. 12, where, however, it is

not the cliild that is the (TYiizeiov, but the cradle and swaddling clothes.

Recently Hofmann (Weiss, und Erfull. ii. 185) very decidedly: "He
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and separated from the appearing of His sign, b}' the lamenta-

tions that come between. Therefore it is not a special token

connected with His visible appearance, to prove the identity

of the glorious Lord with Him who was once crucified, such

as the wounds in His side (Rev. i. 7 ; Zecli. xii. 10). But

certainly some sign of His approach plainly manifesting itself to

all the world, analogous to those foregoing signs in the heaven

;

and still at last b oupccm, of which we are warranted only in say-

ing with V. Meyer, "it remains uncertain until the fulfilment."^

The nearest analogy is certainly to the star of the magicians

;

only that- then the significance of it Avill be indubitably evident

to all. All <pvkou r^g yyjg shall beat the breast, and utter

lamentations;' i.e., not merely the tribes of the land of Judah

(although Zech. xii. 10-14 has a typical connection therewith),

but the £0i/7^ and uudpcoTOi h rri oUovfJtjSvrj, as is plainly to be

read in St Luke : comp. Rev. i. 7, 'jra.g Q(p6ak[jjog^ and the (pvXcci

there as at Rev. v. 9, xi. 9, xiv. 6 in the sense of nina'C'p-i'D

|*nNn, also Rev. vi. 15-17. First, there is the cry of lamenta-

tion. He cometh! before they see Him. Then, however. He
Cometh in the clouds of heaven ; which here, as in chap. xxvi. 64,

and also in St Mark, is the intermediate expression between i/jZto,

tZv vzpikciv Rev. i. 7 (at the same time His continual coming

himself, his own self-representation "—with reference to Bengel. Similarly

at least Victor Andrea (Lebensfrageu der Kirche Christi p. 99) :
" The

sign of all signs, the sign of the Prophet Jonas in its last potency, the

sjjlendour of the restu*rection-body." But the text dlstbujuishcs by a

second ron the coming itself !

^ It is interesting to notice the different opinions that have been ex-

pressed on this point from the earUest times to the present day. The

ancients (from Chrysostom and Theophylact downwards, also for example

Beda, Thomas Aquin.) : u cross in the heavens. Others : the clouds

in lohich He comes. Also : a comet, such as it appeared according to

Josej)hus bell. jud. vii. 30. Ilunnius : the star of the magicians. .Grotius

:

the spread of the Gospel (to Avhich Corner inclines) ! Others : the sound,

signal-call of a trumpet ! ! The Irvingites now understand it to be the

first resurrection ! Finally, Rud. Hofmann : the appearance of a Son of
Man at that time in the Ilohj of Holies recorded in the Hebrew text of

Josephus—because the Gospel which was published after the destruction of

Jerusalem has introduced this.

- Where the play upon the word noticed by Lange : x,6<poi>Tcti, oU^oi/t«/,

can have been only accidental.
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in the cloud-veil of judgments, which already run through

the whole history of the w^orld) and sv vs(piXrj in St Luke,
which designates still more clearly the advent-cloud (the white

horse, Rev. xix. 11) as corresponding to that cloud of the

ascension (Acts i. 9, 11).^ Thus, in a way which we cannot

now more nearly determine, will actually follow the middle

coming of the Son of Man (of which in general Rev. xix.

prophesies) ; although it does not yet coincide with Matt. xxv.

31 (in His entire and full glory !), yet by a visibly personal

manifestation : fjbsra, huvuf/jSajg koI ho^rjg 'proXXtjg. This hvuccf/jig

is again not to be understood of an accompanying host of angels

or saints, but merely corresponds to the powers of heaven men-
tioned before ; as a hvi/uf/jig dzov irresistibly manifesting itself in

His coming and judging, as the ho^a, the brightness (tU^) that

glorifies Him, now alone shines after the darkening of the

heavenly bodies, as a last type of that which, in a last future,

according to Is. xxiv. 23, Ix. 19, 20, shall be literally fulfilled.

Rev. xxi. 23. The entire description of the coming of the Son
of Man in the clouds gives us finally, at the conclusion of

Christ's discourses to His disciples,—as afterwards, chap. xxvi.

64, to His enemies,—the most solemn declaration as to the

sense in which He has called Himself "Son of Man," viz.,

according to Dan. vii. 13, 14. This prophecy of Daniel indeed

strictly points to this intermediate coming for the setting up of

His kingdom ; Avith it again connects itself the beginning of the

last prophetical writing in the Scripture, Rev. i. 7, 13.

Ver. 31. All power and glory is His, all angels are His ser-

vants and messengers. That which later, in Heb. i. 13, 14, an

Apostle again begins patiently to teach for believers and unbe-

lievers in Israel, Christ has Himself also testified from the begin-

ning according to the gospel of St ^Matthew : chaps, xi. 27, xiii.

41, xxii. 43. Only the angels (who in general know many things

^ For that (as Stein thinks, who so diligently traces out the usage)

this Singular in Luke is merely a consistency on the part of the writer,

who in his two writings has never used this word in the Plural, is a

jejune remark. Besides chap. xii. 54, the word occurs in "both writings"

only at Luke ix. 34, 35 and Acts i. 9, where the Singular is quite as

distinctively correct as here.
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20) know how to separate between the good and the bad, and

rightly to bring together the elect from all qnarters of the earth.

The trumpet is not merely figurative, as according to Num. x. 2

the host or congregation of Israel was thus convoked ; but rather

to be understood as calling to mind the law of Closes, given on

that day when the Lord Himself summoned His people from

Sinai with the voice of a trumpet exceeding loud (Ex. xix. IG,

19). This is what Christ means by the aak'Tnyi (pcovfjg (JbS-

yakriq ; for when He comes to judgment the law again comes

into force for those who are judged, while, for the redeemed who
have become His people by the obedience of faith, it is, I am the

Lord thy God ! The sound of trumpets is in general associated

with any special solemnity in which tlie Kincj reveals Himself

and is praised (Ps. xlvii. 5). What the Spirit in the Scripture,

however, further prophesies of the seven trumpets. Rev. viii. 2,

and a last one of all, 1 Cor. xv. 52, belongs not to the interpre-

tation here ; it is only to be observed that in this passage Christ

means already the same trumpet as St Paul, 1 Thess. iv. 16

(still distinguished from the voice of the archangel), mentions

with reference to the first resurrection :—on the other hand,

1 Cor. XV. points still further beyond. For although we do not

know more particularly of these things, yet the return of Israel

evidently in the prophetical word closely connects itself with the

intermediate coming of Christ for the millennial kingdom. Here

our Lord as yet conceals this mystery, as also the resun'ection
;

yet the elect gathered together are now (while at the first appear-

ing of the kingdom after Jerusalem's judgment it happened as

described at Matt. viii. 11, 12) chiefly the restored of Israel :

—

hence the expressions employed point back to Deut. xxx. 4 ; Is.

xi. 11, 12, xliii. 5, 6; Zech. ii. 6-13 (xiv. 4, 5). Yet are the

Gentiles, as the -z-X'/jpoffJM brought in, joined to His saints (Ps. 1.

1-5) ; and His whole people are the hiuffTTopcc, now brought to-

gether in power and glory. (1 Pet. i. 1 ; Jam. i. 1.) The Ixi-

Gvouyziv is seen to be something quite different from the fleeing

out of Judea before ! The elect tribe, as the people of heaven

in opposition to the (pvhMlg rjjg y^g;—therefore also are they

gathered from the ends of the heavens (in which again there is

a hint as yet veiled at the resurrection). The somewhat different

expression in St Mark, " from the end of the earth to the end
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of the heavens "—means not merely first of all what is equivalent

to " from one end of the earth to the other" (Matt. ver. 27

;

Deut. iv. 32, xiii. 7, xxviii. 64), but, together with this, indicates

that then in general heaven and earth shall wondrously come

together.

Vers. 32, 33. All this however takes place not at a period

arbitrarily fixed by an interfering power, but according to a

regular law of development and preparation : as the eagles of

judgment do not come until the carcass grows putrid, so the

elect are gathered into the heavenly garner when their ripeness is

attained. In the fig-tree learn the parable—namely, of these

things ; so it runs quite exactly in St Matthew. This, however,

is the genei'al sense of the parable, which we are to learn from

the fig-tree (and all trees, as Luke adds) : when the trees put

forth shoots the summer is nigh (Song of Sol. ii. 12, 13) ; there-

fore is the gloriously bursting fruit and harvest season of the

kingdom of God near before the door (as the Judge, Jas. v. 9),

when all these things come to pass before the eyes of believers

who perceive them, i.e., when all the signs above mentioned,

together toith this last one, come. For the budding of the fig-tree

is the surest sign of the season of the year. If any are satisfied

with this point of comparison, viz., the certainty of the signs or

indications which indeed also retains its truth, let them be so ;
^

we think ourselves warranted in asking further. What then is

t]xis fig-tree, so significantly marked out? Even Ebrard rightly

perceives that rtjg avz^g is intended to bring to mind that fig-

tree which was cursed by Christ ;
^ but then he certainly inter-

^ As the treatise already mentioned well expresses it :
" Then even the

most simple peasant does not need to ask the learned, whether the summer
is near."

2 On the other hand Dorner has protested against this ancient inter-

pretation, not first to be laid to my account, with an Ingeniosius quam
verius, arUtror. He objects that St Luke records nothing of that cursing,

therefore that he cannot have thus understood the parable ;—^as if an

Evangehst knows only the incidents which he records, and as if he must
already understand everything in Christ's discourses wliich he records,

exactly as we now do ! When, further, Dorner requires the express naming
of the cursed or untliered fig-tree, at least an a,vrri as at ver. 34 (which yet

would sound very awkward), this is contrary to the nature of such pro-

phetical liints in the background, whose special reference conceals itself

VOL. III. T
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prets wrongly thus :—When the poisonous bitter fig-leaves

sprout, when the antichristian character grows and flourishes,

then is the harvest time near, when the trees which have leaves

only and no fruit, are cursed ! For Christ gives here certainly

a joyful sign of summer, pointing to the ripeness of the elect

;

and says nothing of ^^ only leaves," or of poisonous leaves, as is

proved already by the ^^ all trees," which is added in St Luke.

These are certainly the blessed missions for the preaching of the

Gospel among all nations (see in the antitype. Rev. xxii. 2) :

—

shall then the late fig-tree, which once ivithered under the curse,

also ar/ain bear leaves and fruits (which in this instance go to-

gether)? Clearly enough for a simple eye does Christ show

here, in this significant parable, Israel again restored to life

;

He points to the greater blessing that will accompany the Jewish

mission as the surest sign to His people of His near approach

:

—as the following verse will immediately confirm to us.

First, however, we must insert here what is said in St Luke,

ver. 28 ; because it refers not to those joyful tokens of spring,

l)ut to the terrors and anguish, vers. 25, 26. When men on

the earth tremble for fear of the judgment, then shall the child-

ren of the kingdom, although partl}^ involved in the distress,

yet lift up their heads ; for to them redemption comes, to them

such tribulation is only " like a stormy thaw after a long winter,

which announces the nearness of spring and the time of blossom"

(Schmieder). The godless ones proudly stretched their neck

on high, but must now bend in fear before the Lord when He
ariseth to sliake terribly the earth (Is. ii. 10-22); while they

who have humbled themselves in due time now on the contrary

lift up their heads. Here, again, is the echo of that old word,

2 Chron. xv. 7. The near coming of the Lord comforts the

hearts of those who wait for Him ; for the Judge is also the

Saviour, and it is right in His sight to judge the one class, and

to bring rest to the others, 2 Pet. ii. 1) ; 2 Thess. i. 5-10.

Ver. 34. We have found, hitherto, a regular progress in the

discourse, ever moving onioards from what is typically near to

what is remote and prophetically near ; and now, is it to be sup-

beneath a general sense first of all. Thus " the fig-tree" may denote here

in the first place only the species in natural history ; but then conies the

reminding liint in addition, for those who can perceive.
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posed that all at once " everything moves back again to the im-

mediate presence of the Apostles'?" Yet we mast suppose that

our Lord thus moves to and fro in His discourse, if the term

yzvzoi here can be understood as signifying only generation.^ All

these things of which He has spoken since ver. 29 shall come to

pass before this generation passes ; i.e., not merely shall be

visible in their beginnings (as Ebrard says, p. 613, not to speak

of the complete confusion, p. 618). Besides, only an artificial

interpretation which violates the simple flow and connection of

the Avords can understand here an antithesis of different points

of time ; so that, while ver. 34 again refers to the destruction of

Jerusalem, ver. 36 means the latter day ofjudgment, with a de-

signed distinction. Bengel's long note which, according to a

preferred reading, distinguishes between tocvto, tcx,vt(x ver. 33,

and 'TTccvTcc tuutcc, ver. 34 ; and interprets, " All this which has

regard to Jerusalem comes to pass even in this generation ; but

of that more distant day of the second judgment knoweth no

man"—is in this instance a false complication, and an unwar-

ranted interpolation of the text. Where, then, has Christ

looked back to Jerusalem since ver. 29 ; and what meaning

would lie in the parable of the fig-tree, whose withering rather

than its budding again was what came to pass in this genera-

tion ? The exact understanding of this figure assists us in de-

termining what the ysvsoc ccvr/i must be ; for both are in fact the

same. The critics hitherto with their philological strictness have

regarded it as a thing established that ysi'sa can signify only

generation (vvhich Strauss boastingly maintains), but this was

not even correct philology. For Dorner, after Fritzsche had

1 As Erasmus has at least in St Matthew and St Luke put aetas for the

generatio of the Vulg., making but an ill improvement. Here Dorner

happily sees the truth, and restores its due honour to an interpretation

hitherto almost rejected. Upon right grounds he builds the inference

:

Quare omnes reor concessuros, vocem ysygci, si eam vertas aetas, multas

easque plane insuperabiles ciere difficultates, contextum vero et orationes

progressum flagitare significationem gentis, nempe Judaeorum. With
especial truth and force he notices that vers. 34 and 36 would contradict

each other if Christ announced everything still for the same generation ;

—

as well as that the first Christians, nay, the Apostles, would not possibly

have continued to wait for Him, when Israel was not converted and Christ

did not come ; therefore that they cannot have so understood the word.
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led the way, has proved with the most perfect demonstration

that the fact is not as those critics supposed ; and we very

thankfully accept this, as it was by no means our wish even

from the first (in the inexact expression of the first edition) to

proceed relaxando imperio pJdlologico, renuente ]?1dlologid} But

it was overlooked, with still greater injustice, that after all even

a seeming contradiction with the classical Greek usage may lose

its force when an expression can be shown to bear the peculiar

stamp of biblical usage, from the Old Testament downwards

This latter, and, properly speaking, decisive, proof, which Dor-

ner has merely touched, I on my part give here as a necessar}'

supplement to his demonstration, and earnestly request that he

will consider it.

Already in the prophetical usage of TW\ liT in the Old Tes-

tament (frequently enough, comp. also nx-in nyin nnsci^jn Jer.

viii. 3. LXX. yzvzd) do we find that connection of the fathers

with the children, which afterwards recurs in the discourses of

Christ, now reaching forwards, now backwards. In confirma-

tion of this we have, immediately above in Matt, xxiii. 36, a

very decisive parallel. For, as there not merely the then pre-

sent, last, generation was meant, but, including backivards the

entire race as one stock and Imeage, the entire people who are

judged in the last generation (for at ver. 35 it is said : Ye have

killed) ;—so the term here has the same signification pointing

forwards. Just because the children are like the fothers, yg^ga

in reference to the yzwrj^aTa iyjhoJv passes beyond the species

into the idea of the yzvoc ; and this (as at all events may gram-

matically lie in the yspsd, even if no such passages occurred be-

sides those in the LXX.) is the proper sense of this expression,

when it is used concerning Israel. Not merely, to speak with

Domer, significatio gentis acuitur in voce ysvscc, si usurpatur de

gente aliqua, quae est una inter alias. Sic enim est una et sin-

gularis, ut difterat ab aliis, et peculiari quadam natura insignis

sit seu indole. Quare ysvsu non solum universim denotat gen-

tem seu genus, scd nota3 specific® et singularis genus quoddam

seu gentem. Not merely so ;—rather is Israel as this "lil, or

1 Recently Hebart (Die zwcito sichtbare Zukiinft Christi, Erlangen 1850,

p. 43) has likewise referred simply to Homer, to a passage overlooked by
Dorncr.
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this yzvid, always designated with the accessory idea of evil.

Such is, in particular, the meaning of Luke xvii. 25 (of this evil

generation, the unbelieving and perverse, Matt. xvii. 17) ; and

with this are then connected such passages as Luke xvi. 8, where

the two fysvsut ov yir/j are contrasted : Acts ii. 40 ; Phil. ii. 15,

the perverse generation of unbelievers ; 1 Pet. ii. 9 the elect ykvog

or nation. All these passages are far enough removed from the

more limited idea of generation ; ' so as to warrant us in under-

standing the same thing here by yj yzvza, avr?} as is meant in

Luke ver. 23 by o Xccog ovrog—a very evident, and almost

decisive parallel! When Olshausen admits "that everything

includes at the same time its further reference to the future"

—

we are entitled to ask : What further reference then does this

ysvscc include, if not the wondrous continuance of Israel even to

the end, for which it is spared ? We cannot even say here,

with many, that the expression is transferred from the type to

the antitype; that Christ speaks "with intentional amhiguity"

so that the expression might denote as well the generation of

His time as the Jewish people as a whole ;^ that He says "in a

certain double sense,—This generation of the men now living

shall not pass away until all has come to pass that has reference

to Jerusalem ; and this generation, the people of Israel, shall

not pass away until everything further has come to pass."^ For

7j ysvsci Kvrrj does not at all mean a generation ofmen in general,

but what Christ has everywhere before designated by this, viz.,

the corrupt Israel ; and tccvtu ravrci has now nothing more to do

with the destruction of Jerusalem. This rather is the o^vf/jsopov

of the ambiguous expression : this generation will, as it were,

not die ; it will propagate itself in children and children's chil-

dren, as a generation ever the same as the present;* this gener-

ation which rejects Me will so remain until it again cries Ho-
sanna to Me in truth ! The withered fig-tree will stand until it

^ Also in the LXX. ysvici stands often not merely for nni (as, for example,

Ps. xcv. 10), but often more generally for ^i^^^i patria, Num. x. 30, for

nrts'fltt Lev. xxv. 41 ; Jer. viii. 3 ; even for ny Lev. xx. 18.

2 Tippleskirch's Zwanzig Predigten aus Rom, p. 13.

^ Schmieder's Predigten zu Rom und Pforte, p. 108.
* Alford has correctly expressed it in the sense given above :

" Never
were a nation so completely one ysi/sd, in aU accuracy of meaning, as the

Jewish people."
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again puts forth shoots ! Observe here that the ov fJb^ 'TrccpiXdri

is quite parallel with the 'Trccp&Xsuffsrai in reference to heaven

and earth ! And thus we have, in the words of Christ, a most

significant reference to the historical miracle of the hand of God
upon Israel (according to that ancient word of Balaam, Num.
xxiii. 9), whose continued separate existence, ever maintaining

the same nature and character of one race even under the curse,

mocks the power and cunning of all nations, and contradicts

all the usual order of history. It is related that a prince once

asked a preacher^ to mention to him a convincing argument for

the truth of the Bible in one word ; and the striking answer

was, "The Jeios."^ After these explanations it will be unneces-

sary to refute other more singular interpretations of fysi/za, ; such

as that which undei^stands the nation of believers, Christendom,^

or that which has been brought forward by the Irvingites.*

Ver. 35. That which at the beginning in the Sermon on the

Mount, chap. v. 18, and then again at Luke xvi. 17, was said of

the law ; that which already in the Old Testament was testified

of the ivord of God in general (Ps. cxix. 89, 96 ; Is. xl. 8)—does

our Lord here affirm ofHis words whose prophecy will therefore

also not fail of fulfilment. It will rather obtain its entire fulfil-

^ According to Eyth (Klassiker and Bibel) it was Frederick the Great

and a learned man.
2 Hamann expresses it more fully :

" The far greater, immoveably abiding,

sign and wonder of a burning, unconsumed bush, in the colonies of that

extraordlnarii race of men scattered even to this day over the wide world

—speaking pillars of salt for the truth and certainty of the judgments once

revealed in the old valley of vision and long since fulfilled, pledge and

security for the hitherto as yet concealed treasure of those promises of

grace and blessings with which heaven and earth are pregnant."

8 So Origen, Chrysostora, and others. Dr Paulus :
" This my spiritual

posterity, Christendom, shall survive it." With him Lauge agrees: " Tiiis

race of men planted by Me, viz., believers, the disciples of Jesus as an im-

perishable race—this new race of men, noble race of Christians, the eternal

spiritual generation—there will always be a Christian people." That this

is meant "decidedly appears from the connection which he shows;"—but

we put another connection in opposition, and think it very flat to find here

the assurance "that there will always be Chi-istians
!

"

* That generation which will tlten survive the before-mentioned signs,

so that all will take place within the limits of a generation. John Hooper,

The Translation, etc., p. 15. Das prophetische Wort. p. 42. Compare

against this Tholuck's Litt. Anz. 1848, p. 270.
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ment, and the word of God be established in everlasting continu-

ance, precisely then, when heaven and earth shall pass away,

and their present form be changed into a new one. First earth-

quakes, figuratively and literally (vers. 6, 7); then shaking of

the heavens in the same twofold sense (ver. 29); finally, in the

third epoch and last coming, to which Christ here glances for-

ward in the Future, that passing away of the heavens and the

earth properly s])eaking, which is predicted in Is. li. G ; Ps. cii.

27; 2 Pet. iii. 7, 10; Rev. xx. 11, xxi. 1. At present, indeed,

the fools say : Heaven and earth shall abide for ever, there shall

be no last day, Christ's words shall pass away in the course of

time—but we wait for the test.

Ver. 36. Our Lord, having reached this point, now in the

first place again connects together the last day of His coming

with that. announced at ver. 30, comprising them in the one

ri(x>i^a ZKiivTi or S^inj UV (chap. vii. 22) ; and He assures us that

His people shall indeed perceive the lyyvg g-r/ dvpaig, but that

the exact determination of the time (for this is what is meant by

xoii upcx,) is and remains what the Father reserves for Himself

alone. Not even " the decree of the watchers " in heaven (Dan.

iv. 10, 14), which has many other times and hours in its know-

ledge, knows this day; but the Father alone, in the reserved,

eternal decree :—what a word against all such apocalyptic

curiosity as degenerates into special reckonings of time ! St

Mark expressly says also ovll 6 viog ; St Matthew has omitted

this, but not from regard to the I'eaders of the first Gospel (who,

besides, rather entertained Ebionite views of Christ) ; for it is

included in his o Tar^p f/jovog, just as in chap. xx. 23 the like

antithesis occurs. The Soji also knew not—He said of so im-

portant a thing as this, I also know it not :—what a rebuke to

the false theology which, without understanding the complete

humanity of Christ, transfers the communicatio idiomatum into

the state of His humiliation ; and which, from the earliest times,

could only wrest and trifle with this word.^ He does not say,

" This I have not to tell you, I know it not for you"—but " the

Son knoweth it not;" thus He speaks of Himself simply as of

^ As, for example, one may read in the Evang. Kirchenz. 1828, p. 797.

Ambrose de fide v. 8 appealed to old Greek manuscripts in which these

words are not found ; but who veutiu"ed to add them ?
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the Father and the angels. It is wrong also to have recourse to

the artificial distinction that as man lie knew it not, although

as God He knew it ; for such knowing and not-knowing at the

same time severs the unity of the God-human person, and is

impossible in the Son of Man, who is the Son indeed, but

emptied of His glory. It is not enough to say with Bengel,

Quia non habuit in mandatis, ut diceret diem ilium ; or with

Melancthon (Epist. ad Matthes.) profitetur se nescire, in qiiantum

missus est ad ministerium evangelii, neScit ea nobis ;^—but for

Himself and His own course of faith, in which, as our Leader,

He must be like unto us (Heb. xii. 2), He could not, and was

not permitted to knoio many things, and chiefly this. It is also

too great a refinement to which some have recourse in order yet

to find something of the communicaiio idiomatwn, when (as

Lange), instead of allowing to this not-knowing the force of a

" positive ignorance," according to the text, they merely under-

stand it thus far, that Christ in His sphere of vision icould not

reflect upon it, in opposition to the sinful wish to know on the

part of His disciples. Compare on this the convincing refutation

which Liebner has given in his Dogmatik (i. 1, p. 22). We will

allow nothing to explain away this rebuke addressed to that

false curiosity and speculation which anticipates faith, and admits

of no Nescio ! The Father knows the day ;—the Son knew it not

then when He thus spake ;—and the Spirit ? He indeed knows

all things, and searcheth also the deep things of God, 1 Cor. ii.

10. Therefore the Spirit in the Father knew, the Spirit in the

Son knew not :. here, however, is the limit of our understanding

as regards the mystery of the incarnation. Did the risen Lord

know afterwards when He spake as in Acts i. 7? The words "it

is not for you" at the beginning, are in favour of an affirmative

answer ; while those at the end " the Father hath put it in His

own power " seem to say No. Indeed, we also might say here,

" we know not," if there were not other grounds for believing

that He who was about to ascend into heaven then knew. But

that the ascended One, who now sits at God's right hand,

knows all things, is quite certain ; we doubt however very much
whether, in the hs7^cci ro7g houXoig avrou liev. i. 1, the revela-

^ Much earlier had Augustine said : nescit—non ad cognoscendum, sed

ad propouendum. Hilarius : non sibi nescivit, sed nobis.
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tion of tlie day and the hour is also inchided, as at least the cal-

culations hitherto seem to show ; and in our simpKcity we think

that no believer, even to the end, has a right to know more than

the Son knew in the days of His flesh.^

Vers. 37-39. Already in Luke xvii. had our Lord spoken

similarly, with the addition of the times of Lot : for all strikingly

prominent judgments of God, from the beginning, form a typical

perspective, each reflecting itself in the other. This Christ here

teaches, at the same time confirming the historical truth of that

flood which swept away all, and that entering into the ark; declar-

ing them to be as historically true as one day His own Totpoufficc

will be. St Peter adduces the same parallel against the mockers,

2 Pet. iii. 5, 6. It is significantly not the crimes and vices of which

the earth was then fall, that are here mentioned—"these were

details which arose on the broad ground of the earthly mind.''

(Braune.) Christ marks and describes, as the proper character

and point of comparison, merely this earthly mind, which despises

God's word and warning. After the general proposition, ver. 37,

it follows more particulai'ly : they lived in earthly enjoyments,^

plans and projects (Luke xvii. 28), carried on merchandise, plant-

ing, building, as looking forward to a secure future—and cared

not, or knew not, wliat was hanging over them, because, although

it was indeed foretold to them, yet the day and the hour had not

expressly been revealed. So shall also the 'TrKpoucicc of the Son

of Man be—now with a return to the more general expression,

ver. 27, although in the first place, ver. 30 is meant. For, Christ

is showing the similarity of all judgments; and in Jerusalem, even

to the last moment, a blind security prevailed to a fearful extent.

See here, at the same time, the reason why the wisdom of God
reserves the day in His own power : in order that the righteous

^ " If the coming of Christ will be as a thief in the night, then can neither

political arithmetic nor prophetical clironologies fix the day ; and, to speak

humanly, he who betrays the thief, may reckon at least on the displeasure

of Satan for such revelations." Hamann.
2 Theij dranlc—^wine also before the flood ? The parallels, Matt. ver. 49

and Luke ver. 34, leave us to suppose this. We at least read in Gen. ix

20, notliing of a first introduction of the vine, this " second tree of the

knowledge of good and evil,"—and Matt. xxvi. 29 shows us on the new
earth what was therefore also from the beginning.
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separation may be manifest between those who despise His

word, and those who do not. It is, moreover, easy to under-

stand how this security is not inconsistent with that fear, Luke,

vers. 25, 26. They say : it is peace! and act outwardly as if it

were so ; but in their hearts and consciences the pangs of travail

for the judgment are preparing themselves. 1 Thess. v. 3.

(Surgit amari aliquid, quod in ipsis floribus angit.)

St Luke, having already at an earlier place recorded these

words of Christ, now gives instead of them, vers. 34-36, another

conclusion of the discourse : this may perhaps be intended to

represent the essential import of Matt. vers. 43-51, but it may
also be an actual supplement of words originally spoken by our

Lord. KpaiTTCiXf] Piocl (M&ri is, it is true, not precisely eating

and drinking excessivehi, yet it is a general expression for all

that indulgence in bodily and earthly enjoyments which clogs

the hem't and stupifies the inner man. This, however, is again

a further warning figure for every sort of intoxication which

may be opposed to sobriety and being filled with the Spirit

(Rom. xiii. 13; Eph. v. 18; 2 Thess. v. 6, 7 ; 1 Pet. iv. 7, 8)

—even were it the most refined, seemingly spiritual, yet sensuous

intoxication in poetry, art, or the hke. The [Mptf/ji/cci (iicori/cai

are only the other side of the same eartlily mind ; the two are

essentially one and inseparable. Al(pvihiog iTriGry) finds its

literal echo again at 1 Thess. v. 3 ;
just as the lyraying always

enjoined by St Paul, ver. 17 (as in 1 Pet. iv. 8), points back

to this discourse of our Lord. "As a snare on all them that

dwell on the earth"—reminds us of Is. xxiv. 17; and the

dwelling upon the earth again indicates the earthly character

and mind, as frequently in the Apocalypse. " That ye may be

accounted loorthy ;" as was said at Luke xx. 35, and as the

Apostle again repeats at 2 Thess. i. 5. Accounted worthy to

escape—this points back to the first fleeing from the judgment

of Jerusalem (Luke ver. 21 ; Matt. ver. 16) in the grand and

significant unity of the whole ; it is likewise, however, one of

the manifest distinctions between the two, and is meant to say,

In that second calamity it will no longer be possible thus to

escape to the mountain, to a Pella ! Finally, " to sfajid before

the Son of Man :"—first of all, to stand as one escaped from

the judgment, saved from the wrath and judgment (Kev. vi. 17:
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Ps. Ixxvi. 7 ; Nah. i. 6) ; but, then, at the same time, as the

highest and last thing of which we can be made or thought

worthy, viz., as heirs of His kingdom to stand before Him for

ever, to serve and worship Him, and behold His face (Rev.

xxii. 3, 4).

Vers. 40, 41. With the twice repeated declaration, So also

shall the coming of the Son of Man be ! and the glance hack

to its earliest type, Christ now makes all His disclosures (which

after all reach further and contain far more than we understand)

lead hack to the general warning, Beware ! With this He began

all, and with this He will end all ; the advance made, however,

from the first to the second consists in this, that the first warn-

ing, viz., the end cometh not yet so soon ! is now changed into

the opposite, Christ cometh unexpectedly, he always ready!

This seeming contrast, in which when rightly understood there

is perfect harmony, and which offers much material for thought,

belongs also to the wondrously profound plan of the discourse

;

and so in like manner the contrast, thus sublimely harmonised

only in the discourses of Christ, between the abstract and the

concrete in the depths of all truth,—here between the autliori-

tative announcements, grasping the future as the present reality,

and the simplest most condescending tone of instruction in closely

connecting parables. Only read and hear the whole again from

ver. 5 onwards, in order to feel how sublimely beyond compari-

son, with what mildness in the midst of majesty, with what a

holy play of imperturbably tranquil wisdom in the midst of world-

judging severity, the prophetical discourse now passes into the

paraholical. The first transition is formed by the two sentences

in vers. 40, 41, which still connect themselves with the foregoing

prophecy, and yet are already spoken in the admonishing form

of the parable. The two in the field and two at the mill are not

selected in order to indicate that common people also shall be

worthy of the kingdom (as Grotius thinks), or that nothing de-

pends on worldly rank or position (as Braune arbitrarily finds

only the masters in the field, the slaves at the mill), or even

(what is quite self-evident) that nothing depends on sex, man or

woman ; but the whole is meant first of all prophetically to say^

that when the work of life is going on, ver. 38, the separating

judgment will hreak in. Then this separation is portrayed as
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breaking through all liuman fellowship : the foolish person relied

upon his outward and earthl}' fellowship A^ith the wise, and

thought himself as secure as liis companion. (Luke xvii. 34,

still more strongly the two in one bed whom the same night se-

parates.) It is also thereby hinted, that those who are worthy

of the kingdom, with all their internal readiness of watching and

praying, yet do not idly separate themselves from the business

and order of life. In the parabolical sense, however, tliey are at

the same time male and female labourers in the service of Christ,

who do not all stand before Him—as a transition to the parables

of the servants (and virgins). Finally, it is not to be mistaken,

that the description in its antithesis to vers. 16-18 denotes quite

different relations : the " being taken " is more than the fleeing

there ; but the " being left " is also, on the other hand, not yet

that which, in the following chapter, the last scene before the

judgment-throne of the King will announce.

Vers. 42-44. There is now a return from the third person to

the direct address : because, according to ver. 36, no one can be

sure at any time whatsoever that the Lord will not come to him
;

because at all events every human life has its last day at death,

its judgment already very closely connected with the last judg-

ment. The not-knowing stands in each of these three verses,

while in the midst (ver. 43) is the true yiviijffyMV. Christ comes

to His people as tlieir Lord, to the unfaithful and secure as a thief

in the night (Obad. 5 ; Rev. iii. 3, xvi. 15) ; to both as the Son

of Man. Our Lord had already, Luke xii. 39, 40, spoken of

His coming as a thief in the same w'ords;^ and the same figure

recurs at last in the Apocalypse. So His Spirit very fully com-

ments upon this saying by the Apostle at 1 Thess. v. 1-10 :

comp. there ver. 7 with Matt. ver. 49.

FIRST PARABLE : THE FAITHFUL AND "WISE SERV^\JS^T.

(Matt. xxiv. 45-51 ; Mark xiii. 34-37
;
[Luke xii. 42-46].)

We are now to consider the first of the three parables which

^ Compare there vor. 33, as in the Sermon on the Mount ; from which

we may see what the Judge, as a thief iu the night, \\\\\ suddenly take

away.
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follow in full, forming in St Matthew the continuation of the

discourse. The first and third, according to St Luke, our Lord

had already spoken ; but, as we in simplicity believe on the

authority of St Matthew, He now at the end repeats them with

special significance. His last discourses recorded by St John

before the esoteric words spoken to His disciples are, in a great

measure, references to what He had already spoken ; as if He
would now graciously and emphatically say. Behold, I have told

it to you, remember it ! See Luke xii., especially the connec-

tion with vers. 31-35 before.

This parable of the faithful and icise servant applies, as we

may easily see, chiefly to the official servants of Christ in His

house or His Church ;
yet, at the same time, it is meant (like

that of the labourers in the vineyard) for all Christians in

common, as afterwards at chap. xxv. 14-30 still more plainly

appears. First of all is described the official commission, faith-

fulness, and reward of the good and true servant (ver. 45-47)

;

in order then to place in opposition to him the bad servant, in

his false wisdom, or wicked folly (ver. 48), his unfaithful con-

duct, ver. 49, his terrible recompense fi:om the Lord, who comes

unexpectedly upon him with the punishment, vers. 50, 51.

Vers. 45-47. Who is this faithful and wise servant whom I

will now describe % Thus does Christ ask, to awaken and ad-

monish ; so that each one may ask himself. Is it I ? Does this

picture answer to me ? At the same time the question signifies

what Luther, on Luke xii., has rightly paraphrased thus

:

" What a great thing it is to find such a servant ! Will many
such be found when Christ comethi" In St Luke the office

was still more especially denoted by oixovof/joc, as also the burning

fights and the marriage, vers. 35, 36—already a general anti-

cipation of the parable of the virgins, which at last appears as a

separate parable. All such affinity in the manifold discourses

of Christ, at different times, is far more naturally explained on

the supposition that He actually thus manifoldly yet harmoni-

ously spake, than by the now favourite supposition of a confused

arrangement on the part of the Evangelists. Faithful and ivise

:

the first stands before the other, because the true wisdom of the

heart that looks simply to the one thing (Lulce ver. 34) proceeds

from faithfulness, and is one with it. Yet so far as this is still
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Avanting in us, we may inversely be incited to faithfulness at

least from considerations of prudence ; this salutary /ear Christ

will warningly and condescendingly recommend to us, at all

events besides the love which indeed alone would be the entire

faithfulness. He knows well the weakness which, even to the

end, needs both the alluring and threatening presentment of

reward or judgment; and He requires not that proud self-decep-

tion of the amour pur. The meat which the steward, placed

over the domestic servants, is to give out, is His word for His

servants ; all labour of love towards the brethren, according to

the talent of grace intrusted to him, which is to be profitably

employed for the good of all. The article tt^v rpo(pr]v means

here the same which, in Luke xii., is called ro (nTO(Jbirpioi' ; and

points to the opdorofJUiiv, 2 Tim. ii. 1 5, in its full signification :

To every one his due, undiminished and unadulterated, wisely

and faithfully, according to need and right.' The kv zutpoi

beside it has the like twofold signification: at the just and fit-

ting season, so that it be neither neglectfully withheld nor incon-

siderately given in over-abundance. Whom the Lord finds so

doing He pronounces blessed : first of all, because he is already

blessed in his deed (Jam. i. 25)—then because it is a new
blessedness to him so to be found of his Lord ; finally, the Lord
promises to him a high promotion from a few things to many
things (chap. xxv. 21, comp. 1 Tim. iii. 13) ; nay. He here

already says more than afterwards (here again the difference

between the intermediate and final decision is intended to ap-

pear), inasmuch as every such servant is set over all the goods

of his lord! See the gradation of the promises, Kev. ii. 26, iii.

21, on to xxi. 7. Here, therefore, there is a glance forward to

the last, highest reward
;
just as in tlie antithesis, ver. 51, the

punishment already points beyond the being merely left with-

out, vers. 40, 41, chap. xxv. 11, 12. For, the intermediate

sentence upon the servants at the appearing of the kingdom

stands already in close connection with the final and eternal one.

Vers. 48-51. Here we are given to understand that by all

means a y^povlZ^uv is to be expected, as in chap. xxv. 5 ; comp.

Hab. ii. 3. That which the preacher, Eccles. viii. 11, laments as

* Roos : He is not to shake out of his school-bag whatever may happen

to be in it.
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alas ! the prevalent experience ; that which, even in the poem

of old Homer, is shadowed forth by the unexpected return of

Ulysses ; happens in the case of every other bad servant, whom
Christ at once puts in opposition to the former as a well-known

person,—not asking now beforehand, Who is this? The ex-

amples of such are not rare. It is to be observed, moreover,

that he also is a servant, placed in the same office, who still

knows and presumes to say, my Lord—as he said in the good

beginning of his faith and love. He also presumes not, with

the mockers, altogether to deny the return of the Lord, at first

even says only in his heart, It will yet be a long time ! If such

folly, however, has once found place in the unfaithful heart,

there will then soon follow the outbreak of wicked conduct ; he

begins with an evil falling away, after the good beginning has

ceased, to condvict himself ever more improperly ; from the first

beginnings of evil a more rapid advance is then made, because

the evil element was already in these beginnings. The first and

most immediate outbreak of pride and selfishness is the beating

of the inferior servants, who yet before the Lord are his fellow-

servants ; i.e., he plays the lord politely and mannerly at first,

but soon more roughly, with quarrelsome controversy, with as-

sumed lordship, becomes a priest and pope as much as he can,

causes dispeace with violence and injustice, by the unconscion-

able abuse of the power and calling committed to him. This

leads him ever deeper into sin ; until, although calling himself a

servant of the Lord, and confessing His name, he yet eats and

drinks with the drunken, the secure of the world (ver. 38)

;

whether it be in grossly overt act, or, as Christ says at last, with

the hyjyocrites. Woe to him when the Lord suddenly comes.

His severe judgment is denoted in the words hfx^orofjij'/jau avrov

—an expression into which many, as Grotius,^ artificially insert

the milder signification : Pie will, at the division of His house

and house-servants, in the separation between the faithful and

unfaithful,* cut him off, and separate him :—to this the (jijipog

07i(TS{ that follows corresponds only in appearance. For, hiy^o-

TOfJbZiv along with the ccvtov can only mean to cut asunder (as

the animal to be sacrificed, Ex. xxix. 17, LXX.); therefore for

^ Even Zeller, in the Monatsblatt :
" There will be a judicial division and

separation, such as admits of no middle party!"
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men that dreadful punishment in ancient times corresponding to

our "quartering," which occurs Dan. ii. 5, iii. 29, in the Chaldee,

as also Susanna ver. 59 {p^/jan fJtj'iffov), and Avhich we find fi'e-

quently in Greek and Roman writers.^ This, then, remains a

dreadful figure : in the background already a type and begin-

ning of that punishment which, laying open the evil intents of

the heart (Heb. iv. 12), puts its victim into the everlasting con-

tradiction of dying, and yet not dying, misery ; first of all, in

reference to the coming of the Lord here meant, it is a desig-

nation of the judgment which suddenly removes the unfaithful

servant, casts him down from on high, and brings him thoroughly

into disgrace.^

St Mark, chap. xiii. 34-37, gives a short abridgment of Matt,

xxiv. 43, with the hoo parables of the servants, xxiv. 45-51, and

XXV. 14 ; and in this instance it is plainly seen to be such a

summary of the main import. (See the conclusion of Mark's

gospel, chap, xvi., which sums up in the same way.) Hence he

has avQpwTrog a'jrolriijjog, as Matt. xxv. 14, uv^pcuTog cc'Trohi^fJbSv,

and the servants in the plural. The rest is easily understood

without special interpretation ; only that the porter or door-

keeper who is expressly named, and the four nigJd-toatches, are

only a further filling up of the picture in this simple represen-

tation, which gives prominence only to the watching and not

sleeping (even Avith a slight echo of the parable of the virgins^.

We have, therefore, in this instance hardly to interpret the porter

separately ; at all events, he ranks with the servants who are

admonished to watch, and denotes at the same time the duty of

every one in the place that belongs to him, also as door-keeper,

to give attentive heed to the coming of the Lord, as well as to

whatever else might come. Or, if " to every one his work" was

allotted, might the porter perhaps be entrusted with that which

pertained to the entering into and departing from the Church,

^ In both one and the same, for example : Herodotus, of Pythius, who
was cut asunder at the command of Xerxes, so that the two halves wei'e

laid on the way; Horace, Sat. i. 1, 100, sccuri divisit medimn.
^ Only not "the tlkisions by which the ministerial office loses its au-

thority and power, falls asunder into dead parts."—(Lange). For this ser-

vant is not a collective designation of the office, but an individual of a class

very common.
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with the power to admit ? ^ Since, however, in the explanation,

such an office is not distinguished from the office, properly speak-

ing, of giving meat, we rather recognise in St ]\Iark only a varia-

tion resulting from a further extension of the picture. With such

unity of the fundamental ideas, showing itself remarkably even in

the strongest deviations from the literal word of Christ, we vidll

therefore in simplicity hear His hohj Spirit (who actually watches

for all servants, and admonishes to watch ; who in John x. 3, in

another reference is called the porter) when He utters aloud the

last word : What I say unto you, I say unto all. Watch !

SECOND PARABLE : THE WISE VIRGINS.

(Matt. XXV. 1-13.)

The loisdom in the former parable connected with faithfulness

is now specially represented ; as, immediately after, in the follow-

ing parable, the faithfulness by itself. Already, in Luke xvi.

8-12, both were connected in such a manner as that Christ ex-

horted to faithfulness at least from considerations of wisdom or

prudence ; so as not eternally to perish from want, and in the

time of reckoning to know whither to go. Here, however, the

wisdom of the virgins, penetrating deeper and disclosing the

heart, is so viewed as that all management of goods entrusted,

all active performance of work committed, falls into the back-

ground, as compared with the state of the heart :—the wisdom

of going out to meet the Bridegroom, waiting for Him, toatching

with a patient zeal, which has regard alone and entirely to His

marriage. Thus does this middle parable stand significantly be-

tween the two others ; and shows us the wisdom, as it not merely

leads to faithfulness, but also proceeds fi'om faithfulness, and is

one with it. If ver. 13, at the conclusion (where the more ex-

tended reading also corresponds to the sense), as the link of

transition to the following parable, sums up what was said chap,

xxiv. 42^ 36—so in ver. 10 a/ sroifJboi brings into prominence

1 In whicli sense Braune then explains it of the preacher who

and confirms, the teacher who conducts through the school.

VOL. III. U
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the retrospect to ver. 44 : the readiness is the watching and wait-

ing of the heart for Him, which is represented in the burning of

the diligently and carefully trimmed and tended lamps
;
just as

in the same lamp there appears again, at the same time, the efect

of the wise faithfulness, the life and actings of faith, which are

in that case certainly not wanting. Finally, however, and this

is of great importance for the understanding of the parable, the

foolish virgins receive by no means so severe a recompense as the

wicked and unprofitahle servant, but are merely in this instance

shut out, as having come too late ; this wisdom or folly is there-

fore not quite one and the same with that described at Matt. vii.

24-27, in so far as both parties in this parable are virgins. Again,

the wise virgins are also not commended, as the servants were, on

account of their work ; the going in to the marriage says here

enough.

Vers. 1, 2. So far Olshausen has rightly seen, that these

virgins denote rather the passive love to Christ, as the servants

rather the active employment in His service ; and that this dis-

tinction represents itself in different persons, according to the

type of John and Peter, Mary and Martha. But we would lay

a stronger emphasis upon that which he has merely noticed as

the principal sense, which only includes the former application
;

namely, that virgins and servants are the same persons viewed

under different aspects. The internal aspect, that namely of the

disposition of heart which lies at the foundation, remains, in all,

the passive watching and waiting of the attached heart; the

outer side, on the other hand, which appears in the revelation

made by the separating judgment, is the exercise and profitable

• employment by the servants of the power and gifts which they

have received. The many-sidedness, resembling the play of

colours in a diamond, which is specially characteristic of this last

trilogy of parables,— in which, at the conclusion of the dis-

courses, the parabolic wisdom of Christ finds its consummation,^

—is meant to say and hint much on all sides, and is far from

being exhausted by a single acknowledged reference. Thus has

our Lord (as C. H. Rieger rightly sees) first of all, in chap. xxiv.

^ Which only unfold their entire meaning in their connection ; therefore,

even on this account, it is certain that it is not merely the Evangelist who
has thus put them together.
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vers. 38, 39, announced the general security of the great mass,

such as He will find at His coming ; then in vers. 45-51 chiefly

the corruption and falling away of those who are teachers in His

church ; now, however, Pie predicts also the becoming remiss

and remaining behind of the noblest souls, who have joined

themselves to the bride. Yet this also is only an accompanying

accessory sense ; for the ten virgins comprehend the entire

Church of Christ, actually entered upon its Divine calling.

Then shall the kingdom of heaven be like—when the Lord and

Bridegroom comes ; the state of this Church, which is called to

Him as Bride, will manifest that not all who belong to it have

in entire faithfulness wisely prepared themselves. Therefore

more exactly : first the state of the world in general ; then the

state of the outward church in which the evil servants create

disturbance and confusion ; finally, even the divided state of the

inner true Church. For, the foolish virgins, who remain with-

out, are by no means one and the same with the evil servants

who are cut asunder. The kingdom of heaven : the collective

company of those in whom it more or less subsists upon earth,

who know that they are called thereto and wait for its appear-

ing. Ten is in general the number denoting completeness (as

also in the ten servants, Luke xix. 13); according to the Jew-
.ish ordinance ten persons formed a Passover-family; then also

a church, assembly or bni^ ; in like manner, at a marriage, at least

ten bridesmaids were appointed. Therefore these ten together

are the Church ; their relation to the bride in this marriage is

precisely such as was said already, at chap, xxii., of the guests.

Every church which belongs to the great Church is also, on its

part, a virgin presented to Christ (2 Cor. xi. 2). Accordingly,

it may be supposed that, besides the application to individual

souls, which retains its truth in the first place, there are in-

dicated in the prophetic background of the tots 6f/jOiaj0y](T&rcci

(in which may lie many things now unknown) different churches,

whose predominant character in their relation to Christ (as in

those in the Apocalypse) will at last so represent itself.^ Finally,

1 Only that we are not to take this sense, which applies to collective

bodies, congregations, churches, also peoples and nationalities, as the plain,

first, and direct sense ; though many do so (comp. ZeUer's Monatsbl. 1837,

No. 10) on the ground that prophets and apostles (2 Cor. xi. 2) always
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when we look back to Ps. xlv. 14, 15, understood in a different

way certainly from that of the current exegesis, it may appear

that the bride, in the most proper sense, is Israel at last restored;

while these virgins are the nations joined to it, i.e., churches

out of the heathen world.

Something to this effect is probably meant by the reading

(not to be despised Avhen viewed at least as bearing witness to

an earlier interpretation), which adds in ver. 1 : to meet the

bridegroom and the hride.^ In the parable this signifies, first of

all, that they betook themselves to the house of the bride, there,

as belonging to her, to wait until they were fetched away by the

bridegroom. For such was the custom which lies at the founda-

tion of the entire parable ; late in the evening, not indeed till

the night, the bridegroom came with his friends (see on Matt.

ix. 15) to conduct the bride with her virgins in the festal pro-

cession with torches to the nuptial supper. This, in its entire

scope and aim, is what is meant already by the dg a<7ra,vrr,Giv rov

vvfjj<piov, that they go oid from their houses in order to assemble

around the bride ; this first going out is by no means a prolepsis

of the subsequent one at ver. 6, as if it were only meant here.

They would go out to meet him, they made preparation for this;

but they were in the house of the bride, where the cc^dvrriffig

or preparation, the waiting for the coming one, took place.^

And when now he came, it was said again differently, Go ye

out to meet him ! But what is the signification of all these cir-

cumstances ? The first iroing out is the Poinrr out from the world

and from self, whereby they become virgins belonging to the

Bride ; the second is the last joyous readiness which meets the

coming of the Lord. Whether precisely that going out from

Babylon required by many, in particular " out of a false Baby-

lonish union " (as the cry is now, with which Father Zeller

almost agrees)—we leave entirely aside ; the text contains no-

thing of this, and is rather, according to chap. xxiv. 26, to be

iLse the \\-ord virgin only in this sense. Here in the parable of Christ, all

that is said of the virgins applies undeniably in the frst place to indi\idua]

persons, and only ip comparison with them to collective bodies.

1 Not merely in the strongly interpolated Cod. D., but also Vulg. sponso

el sponsx; even the significant Syrian Peschito np'S' i<:!^!^ V'"s'?.

2 They did not, therefore, fall asleep by the way in the street.
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kept free from all such outivard dealing with its profound mean-

ing. This, however, is further to be well observed, that both

parties are virgins before Christ, not merely before the ^vorld

;

there is among them no hypocrite or harlot (who would be quite

out of keeping with such a company) ; they all go out, all go to

meet Him ; and that not as the present time drives us all, even

the strangers and harlots without, against their will towards the

coming One, but with a good foundation and beginning of their

own will, faith, and mind turned to the Bridegroom. Both parties

Avait for—" an improvement in the world ? " That is not enough !

They go out to meet not a pseudo-Messiah of the political king-

dom of heaven, as at present the Jews who cry for emancipation

in order to unity with Christendom without Christ—not " the

ideal bridegroom, who at length celebrates his nuptial festival

upon earth in a purified system of doctrine, and in general vir-

tue "—but as it quite simply stands in the text, the Bridegroom,

the true and genuine Bridegroom. We cannot, therefore, in this

instance agree with V. Meyer's interpretation of the parable

(Blatter fiir hoh. Wahrh. vii. 247), which indeed, in the extended

application, expresses much that is profound, striking, and in

itself true, but which, by a false exegesis, departs from the essen-

tially narrower fundamental sense of the whole. These Christians

and Christian societies are virgins : in order to this it is not enough

that they " do not stand in an attitude of rebellion against the

one true God, which the Scripture calls whoredom, and that they

all outwardly maintain a virtuous walk, or even, at least, preach

it "—but they are also not disloyal to Christ, the Lord and Head
of His Church, the Bridegroom. For even that wicked servant,

the hypocrite, said, "My Lord"—but these virgins are completely

parallel with those who, afterwards at ver. 24, are called His own
servants, each of whom actually received and took his talent of

grace from the Lord, and did not throw it away, but only did not

faithfully and diligently enough ti'ade with it. Nothing is here

said of Christians or Christian Churches which are fallen aioay

;

these, however much or little they may still retain of His name
and confession, yet, before the Lord, belong to the heathen and
the children of this world. Therefore the foolish virgins are

certainly not those who " demean themselves sentimentally to-

wards Him who calls Himself the Bridegroom of the Church and
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of the soul ; whose love to Him and desire for union with Him is

likewise idolatry, Jesulatry." Not those who inwardly pay ho-

mage to " Astarte together with Baal, the moon-goddess of false

philosophy, who therefore neither practically nor theoretically bear

with justice the name of virgins"—these are just on this account

not foolish virgins, for Christ gives the name to them not without

justice. But they are those who on the whole have continued in

the true doctrine ; and, still more, have not mex*ely the knowledge

of Christ, but also a waiting and preparation for Him in its be-

ginning ; who have also lamps burning with the oil of the Spirit,

an inner life kindled from above. One may work diligently as a

servant or maid in the field and at the mill, without the perverse-

ness of the evil servant, and yet not even be a foolish ^nrgin

:

this name always signifies much, although of course it does

not apply to the foolish ones in the etnire unmixed emphasis

with which it is used in Rev. xiv. 4.—The article zou at 'Trivn

(jjupai now, in the first place, brings forward these foolish ones

as a warning principal figure in the parable ; but will thereby,

at the same time, say : Even of the ten virgins there were only

five wise, the other five were, alas, all foolish ! Whether in this

equal number a precisely corresponding truth is to be sought is

a question to which we venture, with Pfenninger, to answer

:

" One would almost think so."

Vers. 3, 4. That the "kayjira^^ig do not signify lamps, as we
are accustomed to understand the term, but the ancient torches,

chiefly marriage-torches, Avhicli at the same time were lamps,^

Ave indeed believe ; although we do not hold it to be decided

and important. At all events we admit that Winer is right

in maintaining that Jahn unjustly applies to our parable

the later custom of bearing wooden staves with a vessel of

oil above. And what is very important, the uyyiia are cer-

tainly not these bowls of oil which were on the torches them-

selves ; but (as the parallel avrSv, of the vessels and lamps, and

the f/jirci shows) a special supply by way of precaution, so as to

be able to fill again : to erase this from the picture, is to take

away the principal feature. The virgins have all not merely

^ So that the bo"wl of oil with the wick was somehow fastened to the stick

above.
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lamps, all too have oil in their lamps, so that these burn for the

present. Consequently, the ancient interpretation (combated

by Calvin) which finds here only the empty appearance ; as

well as the ordinary preaching, founded upon that interpreta-

tion, concerning <lead faith, lamps without oil, or even without

flame ; is a perversion of this text, and passes by the warning of

Christ, which reaches much deeper.^ Again : foolish virgins

are not hypocrites or false Christians, who have the form of god-

liness altogether without the substance ;

—

not " such as carry in

their hands only the hollow, dry vessel of their selfishness."

For, their lamps also burn ; nay they burn long, even to the

last late moment ; and were therefore perhaps at first so copiously

filled that, for this reason, no further stock seemed to be neces-

sary. They thouglit, " It burns at first, and that clearly enough

;

so that it will certainly sufiice." Here lies the critical point of

difference, and nowhere else ; Calvin hits the point when he

says : in eo vertitur summa parabola, quod non satis est ad

officium semel nccinctos fuisse et paratos, nisi ad finem usque

duremus. Compare in general Luke xiii. 24. What are the

lamps ? The hearts that are turned towards, prepared for,

awaiting the heavenly treasure, the joyful supper, the king of

the feast, the Bridegroom. They burn vnth the flame of spiritual

life, illuminated and kindled by God. Oil also is not altogether

wanting to the foolish virgins ; their lamps have rather such

abundant measure of it that they have become secure : accord-

ing to the general symbology of the Scripture, this is the Holy
Spirit who nomnshes the flame of life in the heart, which with-

out Him holds merely a dry, extinguished wick in the bowl.

And now, what are the special vessels in addition ; and the supply

' As in a certain sermon, for example, it is expressed thus :
" Who

carry the lamp of Christianity in their hands, but the light is want-

ing!" So Lbssel's Fisher (1845 Nr. 47) says against the text: "they

have only the dry lamp !
" In that case Christ would certainly not have

put five against five, or ten against ten. We cannot understand how Jul.

MiiUer (Deutsche Zeitchr. 1850, p. 32) can think the ancient interpreta-

tion, that the burning lamps without a supply of oil are the " outward

profession," to be " more natural." Assuredly, the lamps are not merely
" forms of faith "—these virgins of the Bridegroom are not merely " dead

members of the church, destitute of the Spirit," as even Lange enigma-

tically maintains.
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of oil in them over and above what consumes itself in the lamp,

from one moment to the other ? We may speak of this with all

kinds of words, if we only mean, understand, and hold the

secret thing which it is hard to put into words. V. Meyer's

note, " Understand here the right measure of faith, the inward

anointing of the Spirit, the true wisdom"— is we think so far

right ; but not the further antithesis, " as opposed to outioard

ecclesiastical or moral character," etc. For the lamp of the

foolish virgins, which burns even to the last, is more than this

outward character ; thus the warning would fail to hit precisely

those who are warned, who joyfully say. My lamp burns indeed

most brightly ! If the lamp is my heart, as before said, then

the vessel containing the additional supply is my whole re-

maining personality, body, soul, and spirit (2 Cor. iv. 7), which

also must be Avell furnished with oil, sanctified throughout ; in

order that from thence a constant influx may come into the

weak heart, in which the oil burns itself away by the flame.

The taking the oil loith them in the vessels, prudently collecting

it and laying it up, corresponds in a certain measure to the

faithful trading and making profit on the part of the servants

afterwards, as oil and flame are what is given by the Lord
;

those and those only take oil with them who allow to be given

to them ever anew in addition to, and besides, that which they

have ; who watch so that their flame may not go out, so as to

give diligence to make their calling and election sure (2 Pet.

i. 10). Whose lamp goes not out even during the night (Prov.

xxxi. 18). The five wise virgins, in the simplicity which did

not thus severely test their companions, have not known and

admonished the foolish ones ; but the coming of the Lord will

discover them, and put them to shame. " We must call it

virgin folbj, folly of the children of liglit in their generation,

when believing souls let themselves be satisfied with the first

tasting of the good Word of God, and the powers of the world

to come ; when they deem it sufficient to possess within them
some light, and some fire of love for to-day, but are regardless

of more abundant gain, in order to the strengthening and growth

of their inward man." (Feldhoff'.)

Vers. 5-7. That the bridegroom will delay, and let himself

be waited for longer than was at first thought, Christ now says
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openly, as in chap. xxiv. 48 He had already hinted this ; the

error of the virgins now, however, was the opposite of the

thoughts of that evil servant. He thought, My lord cometh

not for a long time yet ! But these, The bridegroom will cer-

tainly not let us wait long for him ! Thus those who expected

Him too soon, and those who expected Him too late, fall both

into a nearly similar fate, when now He comes to both unex-

pectedly.^ They were wrong in their calculation ; He re-

mained away when the lamps burned most bi-ightly, and when
every footstep was joyfully listened to : this alas had an ill effect

upon the entire Church of the faithful, and yet was necessary

as a trial in order to their separation. They all became drowsy,

all even actually slept, not excepting the wise : that is indeed

the tpue midnight, when those also who should be watching are

asleep. Wesley in vain tries to escape by the false rendering

:

they were all " easy and quiet," the wise enjoyed a true, the

foolish a false peace ! True, if it were said—The one part slept

through carelessness, the other through confidence in their

preparation ;—thei'e lies in this a truth, but yet the sleeping of

the wise virgins remains a tveakness. " This is the last trial of

the virgins, in which they could not stand of themselves. Yet

we see that the wise virgins are kept also during their slumber-

ing, and their oil-vessels no one dare take from them ; Christ

watches over them with His compassion, the keeper of Israel

slumbers not nor sleeps." (V. Meyer.) Their weakness is not

judged so as to make them ashamed ; for " there certainly re-

mains a difference between the sleep of the wise, and that of the

foolish virgins"—as Lisco says, and Cant. v. 2 shadows forth.

Rightly and simply the Berlenburger Bible says :
" They were

also not without nature. But they knew that a drowsiness was

in their nature, and therefore provided themselves well with oil,

so that all notwithstanding would be ready
; just as people are

wont in the night to keep the tinder-box and everything in

readiness, whereby they may at once strike a light." They had

perhaps, just before, paid attention to their lamps, and given

1 Zeller : The delay was not objective, it was no delay on the part of the

Bridegroom, who wisely allows the night of judgments to come before-

hand ; it was only subjectively, in the opinion of the virgins, a delay. How
are the pleasant and speedy expectations' of marriage then deceived

!
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them a copious supply of oil (which ahuost follows fi'om ver. 9,

where their vessels also have no more left) ; while the foolish,

already carelessly slumbering, no longer observed the good ex-

ample of the wise, so as to be reminded of their duty. There-

fore the readiness of the wise virgins is reckoned to them as an

entire ivatching, notwithstanding the intervening slumber ; for

a man watches as much as he can when he has made provision

for the possibility of his sleeping.

He who will come as a thief, comes at the same time as the

bridegroom ;
• ever in the night, at an hour Avhen one thinks

not. But whence now is the cry of his coming (comp. in

another reference, 1 Thess. iv. 16), since all are asleep? Christ

here actually hints that, although the general predominating

state may be called a sleeping, He will yet graciously see to

there being individual watchers on the walls of Jerusalem (Is.

Ixii. 5-7), who sleep not. It will not suffice to understand

merely "the Holy Ghost;" because He must still have human
heralds. This voice says plainly. The bridegroom I and that

with a Behold! before He actually comg^/i, ver. 10.^ Upon this

awakening call the virgins again all rise up, there is a great

general commotion among all " believers ; " they even all trim

their lamps, every one as well as he can.«^ The foolish, there-

fore, begin again to become tvise ; they were never deficient iji

the knowledge how the bridegroom is to be received, and the

will is present with them—ah, how gladly would they be in the

same case with the others ! But the cleaning of the wick alone^

will not avail, if at the decisive hour there begins to be a Avant

of oil.

Vers. 8, 9. How sad at this hour to hear, in common with

the others, as a virgin called and come thus far to meet the

bridegroom, that now the bridegroom comes—to arise with them

in the first moment of joy, wdien every door flies open—to take

the yet burning lamp in good confidence, to begin to trim it for

the festal reception—and now, even now in the moment which is

^ "We have already before exjM-osscd our opinion as to how far Olshausen

is justified in calling to mind here the 6vpup6g^ Mark xiii. 34.

^ The rest of the -world and pseudo-chi'istendom sleep quietly on.

^ Or, besides, " arranging the garlands around the lamps," as Braune in-

geniously adds.
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to bring the fruit and reward of all the previous waiting and pre-

paring, suddenly to perceive with horror that the lamp is gone out!

Yes, if the Lord would but come at once to fetch us, when our

lamp is first lighted, when the first love burns most brightly and

ardently ! But He will delay, and then surprise us. Now, thou

prayest fervently, O my soul, be not weary, so that He may find

thee watching and praying. Now, the flame burns; but consider

that the good oil also is thereby being consumed, and have a

care for the supply, that thou mayest have when it is needed.

What is necessary is not merely at the outset to love His appear-

ing, and afterwards to be content ; but to wait and hasten with

all earnestness to meet His coming. The decisive moment at

the last (ver. 8) makes the great want manifest, the ground of

which was already present in the folly from the first. Then,

indeed, in the extremity, one lays hold on his next neighbour,

and entreats him : Help me in with you, give me somewhat of

your excellent preparation ! But, then, no soul can communicate

to another ; none can have more than it needs for itself, to stand

with its entire preparation. " There might not be enough for us

and you"—or fjuri'^ors, v=iX, it may not be sufficient;—under-

stand before, "We can give nothing!" The wise are at once

wakened up, are again truly wise, so as, with good intention, and

in true zeal, to avoid all delay.-^ They direct them rather to the

traders or sellers of oil, if they yet may find time for this. Is

this an idle feature in the picture, and without significance?

Hardly so, and just because it comes thus strikingly into pro-

minence. Is it a well-meant but false advice, which is here put

by Christ into the mouth of the wise virgins ? ^ This also con-

tradicts our feeling ;—still more, however, to suppose, that it was

a mocker}/ of the poor foolish ones from the mouth of their modest

loving associates, as even Luther says : Thus must it happen,

justi ridebunt in interitu impiorum—or more gently with Calvin

:

1 "Had the wise virgins watched"—says Meyer well—"they might

perhaps have been able to give a supply to the others." Namely, in the

time before, instead of sleeping ; but then the foohsh must likewise, in order

to this, have been watchful and wise.

2 " Why do they not cry to the Bridegroom ? Why do they run to men

for oil? " So preaches Luther on this, and compares Luke xvi. 24 the cry-

ing to Abraham, but he forgets that it is here not a folly of the foolish but

a counsel of the wise.
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Non admonitio est sed exprobratio. Fuit antehac emendl tempus,

quod a vobis negligi non oportuit. This is, indeed, alas! implied,

only that those who give the counsel do not precisely thus mean

it. At all events that remains true -which Cahdn also goes on to

say : prostabat enim tunc oleum venale ; i.e., there were and are

actually traders from whom this oil may be had. According to

Rev. iii. 18 we can buy pure gold, white raiment, eye-salve, all

that we require for Christ, only from Christ Himself; the sellers

here must therefore indeed be His servants, whom He has ap-

pointed for this, only not exactly as Olshausen strangely enough

expresses it
—" the holy Scripture and its authors." We say,

instead of this : Prophets and Apostles, witnesses and stewards

of God, in the most general sense. (Comp. Rev. xi. 4, according

to Zech. iv. 11-14.) We understand our Lord as meaning, by

this feature of the picture, these two things : first, for the time

of preparation, to direct to the " hearing and learning and re-

ceiving, through the ordinary means and persons" (according

to Zeller) ;
^ then, however, to give the warning that at last to

take this course will be very uncertain, if not impossible. Just

as before there were watchers, although all slept, so now there

are sellers, although as a rule no one can any longer give to

another.^

Vers. 10-12. Here there lie hid, in general, prophetic hints

which the future alone will unseal. The time of the marriage is

denoted Rev. xix. 6-9. The foolish virgins have become wise,

and actually go thence to buy ; the best and only thing they

can do, certainly better than with lamp extinguished to go to

meet the bridegroom. But it is too late ; not an hour, not a

minute does the coming one now wait for those who had had

time enough for preparation. So the words appear to run. If,

1 We are not inclined, liowever, to find in this feature of the parable

an argument for a special, nay even a paid, office of teacher in the church

(as Alford).

2 But—^buy in good time for another reason. Before the coming of the

Lord "the right good lamp-oil becomes very rare, the illumiuati have

confiscated it for their phosphorus." Stillings Heimweh iv. 438.

Similarly Zeller speaks of the gas-lights of illumination and enUghten-

ment set up from beneath, -which lead many to mistake the night

for the clear day
;

persons tints misled, however, are outside of the
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however, we read quite exactly, it is only said, And they that

were ready went in with him ;—in like manner only, At last

came also the other virgins ;—they are not said to be five in

immber, nay the rejected ones are not even now any longer

called foolish, because they went to buy oil. There remains,

therefore, a slight, very concealed, hope that one, perhaps, of the

foolish virgins had recovered in time what was neglected;^ upon

this, however, no one is to rely, for the coming too late after

the door has been shut is fearful enough. This sentence is ex-

pressed in words which are meant to bring to mind the Sermon
on the Mount, yet it is not the same. The saying Lord, Lord,

of the virgins is not so bad as that which we find there ; for

here they entreat humbly, there they adjure in an insolent ques-

tion. Also the answer / know you not ! is evidently milder

than / never knew you ! which indeed cannot be said to the

virgins who at one time were ready. Therefore also they are

far from receiving the curse which follow^s afterwards at ver.

41 ; not even a sentence such as the servant ver. 30, or chap.

xxiv. 51. They are left behind, and are come too late, only for

this time ; which must certainly be always a source of sorrow to

tJiose who already waited for the bridegroom. When Stilling

says :
" I think the bridegroom will let himself be entreated

when once the sun shines over all hills,"—we agree with him
so far as to think that a fui'ther hope as regards the last end

must remain for awakened and pardoned ones, who are not en-

tirely fallen away ; but protest against the error which means
still more than this, and which betrays itself behind " all hills."

For, chap. xxv. 46 is the last decision, after which no sunbeam
any longer remains behind the hill. We are also at one with

Feldhoff"" in this, that Luke xiii. 25-28 is something different;

when the householder is arisen (not as Luke xii. 36) and the

evil-doers come not into the kingdom of God. All these dis-

courses of Christ, sounding so much alike that they insensibly

1 One may certainly (as Zeller) understand this form of expression only

to the effect that it is meant to indicate, how it was not their wisdom but

their readiness that brought them in. Tliis, however, is not enough, because

in the entire passage wise and ready are reckoned the same.

^ Evangehsche Zeugnisse aus dem Wupperthale (Barmen 1832), in a

sermon from which we have already quoted.
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mix with each other, are yet characterised by well-weighed dif-

ferences, which a true prophetic theology may forecast, and

which the fulfilment will clearly demonstrate. Only we ought

preliminarily to read and acknowledge so much, namely, that

the coming of the Bridegroom, the Lord of the servants, is not

yet the last advent of the Judge.

THIRD PARABLE : THE FAITHFUL SERVANTS.

(Matt. XXV. 14-30, [Luke xix. 12-27.])

We preachers, almost all of us, do not enough imitate in our

office the highest wisdom of our Master ; but are too indolent

or too fastidious to learn from His Spirit the use of coelestium

similitudines ex humanis, in order to our preaching by parable

to the people. Many pay their tribute, indeed, to the recorded

parables of the Master, but do not themselves venture a step

farther on this w^ay ; many think they have nothing better to

do with these parables than to distil them into a purely abstract

essence, in order that they may become worthy of the pulpit.

We ought, indeed, to interpret them for ourselves and others,

with a distinct " that is" for the principal features in them—tliis

our Master also teaches us ; but then, it requires the experience

obtained through His Spirit to show how parable and interpre-

tation together open up a sphere of inexhaustible meaning, of

never finished apphcation. Such is the w^ondrous nature of the

parable concerning the kingdom of heaven, which Christ has

drawn forth into light from the recesses of nature, and the

secrets of human fife, precisely where the common eye sees only

what is vulgar and common-place.

What is more common-place than the trafficking and acquir-

ing gain in human commerce, corresponding to the sowing and

reaping in nature (see here ver. 24), the making money, which

is to so many the sole impelling principle of life ? Christ does

not shrink from the contamination which avarice, selfishness,

and sin had, even at that time, made to cleave to this; lie is not

thereby deterred, but rather induced, to place in opposition to this
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earthly prudence and faithfulness His heavenly counsel, Yina^s

Koko) Tfxx.'TTzQrai. Already in Luke xix. He had spoken a

similar parable ; but so far are we from the opinion that Christ

can have spoken this only once, either here or there, that we

rather think He had already spoken before, in Luke xix. 12, 13,

the saying which He here repeats shortly before His departure.

As in that place the parable is strictly connected with the con-

text, ver. 11 and ver. 28, so here it stands in the same close

connection, in order to explain the prophetical sudscog, chap,

xxiv. 29, by a subsequent [/jsrd yj^ovov 'ttoKvv (ver, 19). Those

features which are added in the first representation by St Luke,

—in particular the side glance, there interwoven and here omit-

ted, at the judgment on the citizens who would not have Him
to reign over them,—we shall leave to our interpretation of

that Evangelist. At present we only consider what, as an ex-

planatory parallel, immediately belongs to the second repre-

sentation.

Vers. 14, 15. There is something wanting here to correspond

to the iwCTTSp ; and many, according to chap. xxiv. 37, would

supply ovriug 'iffrcci ^ -Trapoufficx, rov viov tov avdpdt^'Trov ;—but

this goes too far back. The English Bible more correctly puts :

" For the kingdom of heaven is as a man, etc.," for the yap

points first of all to ver. 1, and, by the connecting link in

ver. 13, places the faithful servants immediately parallel to the

wise virgins. Therefore it is to be read thus : For the king-

dom of heaven is then further—to represent it by another figure

—like unto the servants of a lord, with whom it happened

thus. These servants are, therefore, now no longer chiefly such

as are placed over churches, as in chap. xxiv. 45 ; but actually

every individual to whom, on his part, sometliing is entrusted and

committed, out of the gift and grace of Christ. These are His

goods, the spiritual gifts and possessions of grace purchased by

Him for His people, and left behind at His departure. They are

not the earthly possessions of the householder, Luke xvi. 1, which

indeed also require faithful management (and in so far are

reckoned also to them as servants) ; nor are they yet the 'TToivroi,

ra UTap^oi'ra, already spoken of in chap. xxiv. 47, but the small

first-fruits of these, as a test of faithfulness, in order to the re-

compense of the whole. It is His property, legitimately acquired
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and only distributed by Him ; and the servants, whom He calls

with the evangelical calling into His kingdom and its service,

are thereby already presupposed to be His oicn servants, i.e.,

who have become His in faith (in contradistinction to the

citizens in St Luke who loould not). The departure also of the

Saviour, after His first manifestation, entirely corresponds to

the departure of God at the beginning of the old covenant,

chap. xxi. 33 ; for, the " Divine visitation, aft^r it has organised

a new plan of life, lent out new capital, is always followed by

an uTohjjptjsTv, m order to a trial how men will make use of it

—the instructive revelation is followed by a quite as instructive

silence.^ This is the delivering of the goods of the lord to the

free disposal of His servants (although, of course, they are not

entirely left to themselves) ; because He will one day have in

His kingdom only such as are free, and have become worthy.

As the servants have become His servants through grace. He
has thus a further right to require faithful and active service

from them ; for it is only His capital that can and is to bear in-

terest in their hands. He calls them a?^ to this work: rovg

Ihiovg houXoug is here equivalent to the number ten in St Luke
(as in the virgins). There is no one left out who receives no-

thing ; for in that case the right to the servants would be taken

from Him. When prominence is given to the difference in the

gift by five, two, and one, this is in perfect harmony with the

former equality of the ten pounds for tlie ten servants ; they are

only two sides of the same thing. In relation to, and compari-

son with, others, each one receives a special measure of the gift

of Christ, of the calling as an office-bearer or a private member
to a greater or less measure of active work for the kingdom ; but

every one, considered by himself, receives equally the same, just

as one who has only half the strength of another bears as much,

in his half-burden, as that other with his double strength and his

double load. This equal distribution, which is removed from all

caprice, and is rather righteous in the seeming difference, is evi-

dently denoted in the clause which is added, and which points

deep into tlie soci*ets of the Divine dispensation, ZKaaTu tcoltol

TTiV thiccv hvvci[/jiu ; where the thi'au, by way of gracious acknow-

ledgment, stands opposed to the foregoing Ihtovg, in order to

' Beck, Cliristliche Lehrwissenschaft i. Sib.
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teach that this Lord, who wilKiigly gives to each one as much
as he can receive, not merely knows His servants, but also cer-

tainly assigns to them neither too much nor too little.

Is there then a co-operating ability of nature in the work of

grace ; is not everything only of the ability which God imparts ?

Thus asks anxiously the man who is zealous for the glory of

Divine grace ;^ but his mind ought to be set at rest by remem-
bering (as Pelagius himself knew better than the Pelagians),

that the natural power and capacity here presupposed in the

servants, and brought with them to the service of their Lord, is

already a first gift of grace from the Creator, and no merit.

For no one has created and made himself such as he is. But

that the yr^iayMror, are, as a rule (perhaps actually in every

case, even where it appears to be otherwise), exactly and justly

proportioned to the natural capacity, to the individuality and

character of each person ; that, if not every gift, entirely in

equal degree and without exception, yet generally the gift "is

transmuted from a spiritual talent of nature into a spiritual

talent of the kingdom" (according to Lange's expression);

—

is the great truth which our Lord here utters, not more and not

less.^

Vers. 16-18. But now, alas, the fi-eedom of man, in faithful-

ness or unfaithfulness, brings yet another difference, which is

willed neither by the Creator nor by the restoring Redeemer.

Occupy till I come! This word, which was before distinctly

expressed in Luke xix. 13, although not expressed here, was as

evidently implied in the 'rapihcozsv, as, in chap. xxi. 33, it was

implied in the l^iboro that the householder will have fruit from

his vineyard. The IpyaZ^za&cci here used signifies also in Greek

negotiari, 'TrpccyiMUTBvsffdai ;
yet it is selected on purpose, as a

more general expression, to indicate the activity and labour

belonging thereto. In proportion to the gift received stands

^ And to save his theology, has recourse to an exegetical artifice, as

Wesley who refers the ovvxi^ig (against the clause iKix.a-ru') to the Lord :
" ac-

cording to His own mighty power."

2 To infer, with Braune, that the talents are therefore not inward gifts,

but "spheres of labour" of different extent, is certainly false, and can be

carried out only very artificially. The sphere of labour is indeed to be

considered as belonging thereto ; but in itself is no gift, no intrusted pos-

VOL. III.
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also the measure of profit acquired ; this is the rule and prin-

ciple of judgment before the righteous Lord, beyond which He
asks and expects nothing (Luke xii. 48). Therefore the par-

able here abides by this ; while before, the different degrees of

faithfulness were denoted, according to which the same pound

gained in the one case ten, in the other five pounds. In this,

however, was denoted not merely the faithfulness, but the dif-

ferent success lying in the outward circumstances. 'E'ro/;;<r£

equivalent to Izip^yjffs—not merely a Latinism, pecuniam coji/l-

cere, as Erasmus here puts it, but, in perfect conformity with the

Greek language, a word taken from the analogy of fruit-bearing

with every other produce. We are of course not at liberty to

pursue further into specialities the similitude of trading with, and

profitably investing, a capital of money, as will appear from ver,

27. The two faithful servants are, notwithstanding their differ-

ent capital and interest, equally faithful ; they both double Avhat

they have received, which is meant to be denoted, by aiffaOraog

zcci and KUt ccvrog, as emphatically as possible for him who has

less, so that no one may hold him in less esteem on that account.

How are our hasty judgments (1 Cor. iv. 2, 5) here rebuked,

when we measure the fruit, without knowing how much God has

sown in nature and grace ! He, however, who brings no fruit

at all, is certainly to be found fault with and warned. If the

one talent gains only one more, the Lord will be alike satisfied

with it ; but He will have His own again wdth interest, it was

for this He gave it. All the intermediate cases in which five

talents received gain only two, on the contrar}^, two gain five, or

perhaps even one five, while five bring nothing at all—these are

not in any way denied by the parable, which only selects from

amongst them the examples most significant for the present pur-

pose. Lord, Thou hast given me nothing at all—this can no one

say to Him, who yet claims to belong to His servants. But so

little, that it was not worth the trouble to attempt anything with

it, so that Thou canst only ask back that is Thine—this is, alas !

that frequent excuse of indolence which is meant to be refuted

by the example here selected for the purpose.

This evil servant is again a counterpart to that foregoing one :

there it was positive evil-doing ; here only an indolent not-doing,

which is rather parallel to the idleness and carelessness of the
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virgins. Yi.'t there is also implied in this,—and it was not other-

wise possible, seeing that the gift of grace was there,—a positive

spoiling and throwing away of that gift, by which feature the

parable of the virgins is supplemented. It would be treating

this servant too harshly to regard him as one who had entirely

fallen away ; this he is not, so long as he still possesses the

talent. But it is dealing too favourably with him, and giving

more credit to his own false word, ver. 25, than the Searcher

of hearts, who does not give credit to it (but, false as it is,

applies it in a better sense), when he is described merely as a

timid character, who had avoided entering into business with a

view to gain, who, in false humility, had trusted himself too

little. The judgment passed upon him by the Lord, ver. 26,

gives him his true distinctive name, which comprehends all his

guilt. Thou slothful servant ! It is, indeed, implied in this that

the slothful one shuns exertion (Prov. xxii. 13, xx. 4)—but the

spiritually slothful needs labour enough safely to keep, as he

thinks, the talent which admonishes to activity. He imagines

and persuades himself that he will at least secure it against

loss and theft; but in reality he liides it from his own eyes,

when he puts it into the earth, and thereby himself commits a

theft on Ms Lord^s money, the increase of which he owed as an

obligation to his Master. The octtzX^^jv, which stands opposed

to the TTopivdiig, still more the burying of the talent, costs him as

much trouble, if not more ;
^ since there is required for this an

evil, sullen, labour to keep himself in idleness, in opposition to

the impulse of the Spirit. The Deutsche Theologie calls this

" hoarding up the merit of Christ "—and in those who do so the

grace of God has been received in vain, 1 Cor. xv. 10. The
burying in the earth, whereby Chrysostom too fancifully under-

stands the heart, which is earth and ashes, is first of all a pro-

verbial expression in the parable (according to Sir. xxix. 13, xx.

30, as we also find the expression defosso auro incuhare)

;

—then

it may also denote the sinking of the idle one into an earthly

mind and course of conduct. As in St Luke, the ffovhccpiov at

all events might slightly indicate (what Gossner and Richter,

1 Thus -wrote Hamann to Lindner: "Save yourselves tlie trouble of

digging, and the expense of a napkin—^betake yourselves to the bank of

exchange, where we may invest and exchange our talent."
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following the Berlenburger Bible, remark), that, shunning the

sweat of labour, he knew of no other and better use to make of

his napkin.^

Vers. 19-23. As surely as the prophetic glance of Christ,

immediately after this parable, stretches far beyond to the last

day properly speaking, ver. 31, so surely in these intervening

parables, from the ^(poviZ^ziv, chap. xxiv. 48 onwards, does it ex-

tend at least to a coming which reaches far beyond the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem ; and it is now no longer a " coming again at

the time of the Apostles " that is spoken of, although the Apostles

are included as the first representatives of His gifted servants.

Msra ^^poJ'ov toKvv, as already said, is an evident explanation of

that first prophetical zh&'icoq. The coming one remains the Lord

of all these servants, of the unfaithful as well as the faithful ; and

in the case of the latter will show Himself as Lord in the reckon-

ing. What is said by the servants to the Lord, although here

figuratively represented, will yet be found, when they appear

and are made manifest, to correspond to the thoughts of their

heart. The good servants who (as also afterwards before the

King's throne) first receive their judgment and commendation,

can present themselves before their Lord with a frank and joyous

confidence : See—not merely Ibov but i'§s. They have in His

presence a clear consciousness of the measure of what -was received

at first, and what was farther gained, of the difference and rela-

tion between the two. I have thereioith gained other five talents

!

thus does Luther render it according to the parallel in St Luke,

wdierc the faithful servants humbly ascribe the gain to the gift

of Christ : Thy pound has gained or borne ten, five pounds. (As

I Cor. XV. 10 ; not I but the grace of God.) Yet W uvrolg here

signifies in the first place not per ea, as Erasmus, but in addition

to them, as increase and produce ; Vulg. more cwrectly : superlu-

cratus sum—comp, in St Luke TrpotrsipyKcrciTO. The same sense,

however, lies indeed already in the grateful acknowledgment

:

Thou deliveredst unto me five, two talents, i.e., this Th/ capital

has thus increased in my hand and management. The faithful

one now receives a gracious commendation, inasmuch as the

^ Although we shall not contradict any one who might think such ad-

herence to the etymology too artificial in regard to a word that has been

translated into Greek.
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Lord kindly reckons again to him as merit, what the servant

ascribed only to the gift of his Lord : this is precisely what is

just and right in the account and reckoning between God and

men. With a foregoing Eu (Well done !) breaking forth from

the heart of the satisfied, nay, delighted Lord, the servant re-

ceives the honourable name of a good and faithful servant ; now
even more fully than chap. xxiv. 45, 48.^ Before this rich

Lord even five talents (at that time a large sum) are held but

little, in proportion to the yet remaining abundance of all his

goods. (In St Luke h ikayjdTco ; because the capital of each

one was denoted as a small tithe, small indeed, yet not to be

despised when with diligence it is profitably employed.) He is

now set over many things by way of recompense : this is not

quite the same with that setting over all his goods in which, at

chap. xxiv. 47, there was already an anticipation of the last end ;

for the cities, which correspond to it in St Luke, are still more
or less according to the gain acquired, they lie in the same

country and kingdom as the aluvioti GK'/ivai (Luke xvi. 9.) It

is a continued and exalted activity, a dominion fraught with

blessing in the Millennial kingdom, that is here spoken of; but

it is another kind of labour and exertion from that hitherto,

namely a joy. And it is the joy of the Lord, i.e., not merely the

joy " prepared, destined for thee by the Lord"—but precisely

His joy, that which He first achieved for Himself (Heb. xii. 2),

which consists chiefly in the joy in His redeemed and faithful

ones. His delight to communicate to them all that Himself has,

nay, at last to adjudge to them also all His grace which others

have despised. The faithful servant enters into the fellowship

of the joy of His Lord (comp. John xv. 11). This Lord has

distributed the talents, not truly for the sake of the profit and
gain, but to try His servants, and that He might make blessed

those who are approved
; just as in chap. 20 He hired the

labourers in order to bestow upon them the reward of their

labour. Therefore also do those who were differently endowed,

^ Meyer, indeed, would construe this bv adverbially with the «? vtarog
;

but this sounds strange. It is certainly an interjection of the delighted

and warmly commending Lord—in one little word of His mouth the

highest reward! Therefore as elsewhere syys, so also /^x'h'' tv and simple

tv thus occurs.
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having shown a like faitlifuhiess, receive the same commenda-
tion ; not, Thou hast gained much I but, Thou hast been faithful

over little !
^ The detailed repetition of the same colloquy is

meant finally to show tliat it will not be tedious to the Lord in

His joy to express in full to each one His special commendation:

and that to receive tliis from such lips will be a greater joy to

every good servant than all other power and honour.

Vers. 24, 25. The slothful servant onust also at last come for-

ward, but he has no joyous 'i'hz for the Lord ; before venturing

to speak that word in quite another sense, lie prefaces it by some

very ill-sounding expressions as a vain excuse. AVliat thoughts

of his heart now become manifest, so that he must represent

himself in sad truth, although in doing so he himself yet means

to lie ! They are the equally insolent and pusillanimous, the

self-contradictory and judging thoughts of every natural con-

science before God ; for so far alas has this servant who had

once also received the gift of grace, sunk back through the

non-use of that gift. Thou art a hai'd and severe master

—

(Luke civcrrrjpog)—this I knew !—More sharply, syvaiv cz ; thus,

I huio thee ! But why not more : I knoiu it, I know thee ?

Because he will excuse his former conduct, but not because the

friendly judgments which preceded had made him wiser : for he

was not yet present when these were pronounced ; therefore he

still presumes to speak of the good Lord, contrary to the ])roof

which had just been delivered, as of one who unjustly exacts

more than can be yielded, and he expresses this in the rudest

manner : Who reaps, toill reap where he has not sowed, and

gather where he has scattered nothing.^ Thereby must the evil

servant bear testimony with his own mouth to the innermost

truth, and the most perfect right, according to which the Lord

requires /^'Mz^ or produce from what he sows or gives—in which

idea this last parable of Jesus remarkably harmonises with the

first. Matt. xiii. 3-9. That God demands fruits and works

—

that He will reap—is the truth which remains in the speech of

this evil servant ; but that He makes His demands beyond the

^ " Not good and successful servant, but good and faithful,^'' as a mis-

sionary speaker in London once expressed it.

2 We do not think that oicktkuptti^hv here is to winnow, but, comparing

with Luke, take it as simply synonymous : to scatter seed.
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capacity of sinful man, without first imparting grace—this is

the lie with which certainly the slothful man strives, but in vain,

continually to deceive himself. " One cannot become so holy

as God requires, it is in vain for one to attempt to satisfy His

strictness"—this he has said to himself long before, until he

comes into disgrace when at last he must say it also before the

face of the good and gracious Lord. I was afraid—this excuse

is halfivne, since Adam (Gen. iii. 10) spake this word for the

first time before the Creator ; for, the fear of the evil conscience

is actually the reason of the slothfulness in what is good, just as

the joyful confidence in grace is the ground of all sanctification.

Yet this excuse is, at the same time, half false, and already a

self-judgment out of his own mouth. For (as Lisco very aptly

observes), the pretended /gcw and this impudent speech, as if the

Lord were unjust, agree but ill together; a true, and thoroughly

honest, fear of the strict reckoning would not have remained

idle, as we shall immediately perceive. The servant must also

himself at last entirely refute his own words, inasmuch as the

talent which had been delivered also to him comes to light. Lo,

there hast thou, or thou hast that is thine ! A counterpart to

the word of the householder, chap. xx. 14, which has almost no

other sense than the timorously insolent, confused application

:

I have stolen nothing from it, only be satisfied with it—thou

wouldst certainly rather not have given me it, take it now, and

let me have nothing further to do with what is thine ! In fact

this evil servant has never actually appropriated to himself the

gift of grace ; he has, as much as in him lay, thrust it from him,

through non-use; and yet he has received it, and this is the

ground of his sentence. (Li his case it is zll.Yi<pug, with emphasis

upon the past ; in that of the others it is Xu^mv, of the continued

taking and keeping.)

Vers. 26, 27. He has judged himself, as is said in Luke xix.

Thou evil and slothful servant !^ That is the true reason of thy

conduct, even if with greatest mildness I allow to be true what

thou sayest and take thee at thy word—more mildly I cannot

judge thee ! Even the fear of my hardness should at least have

^ Uoi/mpi xxl oKVYipe—an accidental assonance from whicli Schleiermaclaer

inferred that the discourse was spoken originally in Greek, probably in

GaHlee. One may thus be over-fine.
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liad some effect, if thou liadst been thoroughly in earnest. The
Lord convicts him of a complete contradiction in the speech

which mixes truth with falsehood ; and forcibly takes away from

him the false Ergo. Kneioest thou actually that I would reap

where I have not sowed ? Then must thou have made xoliat I

have sowed in thee at least as fruitful as possible ! Have I

sowed nothing in thee ? Is the talent which thou thyself now
producest to me nothing? (Even five talents were little before

;

but a single talent is nvucli when viewed as the means of obtain-

ing a like reward by the faithful employment of it.) Yea, thou

shouldst rather in thy fear have been more zealous than the

others ; or—if I would exact even the smallest thing—thou

shouldest at least have given what was entrusted to thee to the

exchangers, if thou thyself hadst no active hand and inclination

to employ it ! This alone appears to us the simple sense of such

a direction : thou hadst at all events open and easy opportunity

to do something with it, instead of burying it. For the rest, we
are not at liberty to ask here who are the exchangers ; they

belong to the metaphor of dohig business with money, and

Olshausen seems to us to go too far, when he speaks of " more

timid natures, who are not fitted for independent labour, joining

themselves to stronger persons." This servant is by no means

merely a timid person ; besides, to make a profitable use of

grace by means of others, without one's own labour, is in itself

an impossible representation. The Loi'd therefore cannot mean
it thus ; for He sanctions and acknowledges the putting of the

talent into the public bank (joining societies, and such like cor-

responding to the figure) only when in this there has been

faithfulness and activity on one's oxen part. This He will, and

must, require ; and it is only as a proof of this that He re-

quires the usury, roKog (what the capital has produced or

borne in interest), without which he does not take back his

oion when offered to him. If he speaks thus to the servant

who has remained idle half in fear, half in presumption

—

what will he say to those whose excuse might run thus, I knew
that thou art a compassionate, most indulgent and kind man

!

Fundamentally only the same thing, with a different turn :

Didst thou really know this, then my great love must have

awakened reciprocal love in thy heart, and therefore impelled
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thee to a zealous gratitude and faithfulness, nothing of which

I find in thee !

Vers. 28-30. Behold how the judging Lord comes as a thief,

as a taker away,—not merely upon those who dwell on the earth

in their houses built of sand, to teach tliem by experience, what

they would not believe, that all their possessions are empty and

transient—but also upon the unfaithful ones in His kingdom :

the foolish virgins, however, less than the wicked servants. From
those virgins who were left outside the door nothing was taken

;

for their lamps were burning again, when they knocked too

late. They have therefore a stronger hope as regards the final

end, if in the interval they shall have thoroughly made amends

for their present carelessness ; but the v,nprofitahle servant who

is of no use to the Lord in His kingdom, just as the one before

who beat his fellow-servants and rioted, just as he' who was

found without the garment, is at once cast into outer darkness,

while the diligent ones enter into the bright marriage-room and

mansion of joy. Into this prison of pain he cannot, of course,

take with him his Lord's talent of grace, so long despised by

him, laid aside as useless, only thus hardly kept for the reckon-

ing ; it is taken from him, and, notwithstanding the objection

against this startling command of the Lord, even by those who

are to execute it (Luke xix. 25), given to him who already has

most. Here, in the first place, we see again that the Lord de-

sired the gain, not for His own reaping or gathering ; that in so

far also the diligent servants are in nothing profitable to Him, in

that other sense of the word in Luke xvii. 10 ; Job. xxii. 2, 3.

Then there appears here, again at the end of the parables, the

great fundamental principle of God's kingdom and house, which,

in Matt. xiii. 12, marked their beginning ;^ this is of great sig-

nificance, and indicates that as well the first as the last giving

and taking on the part of the Lord proceeds according to the

same rule. In Matt. chap, xiii., we reserved for this place the

full development of this saying of the highest justice, which

sounds contradictory and unjust ; but there is properly nothing

now to be explained ; as the entire parable has already furnished

^ Again a proof that St Matthew has not merely transposed here what

was said at an earlier period.
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the explanation. V. Meyer's note at that place, " Whosoever

hath, in Avhich everything depends only on the desiring to have,

not despising and well using"—is, indeed, true as regards the

sense ; the expression, hovvever, does not quite satisfy us, and we
would rather denote the three decisive ideas which it implies

thus : the being able to receive, holding fast, and using well. The
first giving, distributing and sowing of the Lord is done, it is

true, in the way of a general offer, but can only become actual

giving, when it meets a receiving in the hearts of men, or the

field : this is the first having on our side, the capacity to receive

in faith. The unbelief of the unsusceptible, is indeed—inas-

much as the Lord still offers—a not loilling (that this one should

reign over us, should give his gifts to us !), but precisely therein

the not being able, which the gift of grace removes. Only the

servants who had come when the Lord called : Come unto Me,

whosoever will belong to ISIe, and serve Me I who, therefore,

had already an obedience of faith, an open and outstretched

hand for the gift, received then something for further manage-

ment. Thus the slothful servant was at the first also one who
had ; although perhaps that he received so little may have lain

in his inferior hvvci[jjig (with a new sense of that first word

which, however, is not the sole sense for all cases). Now, all

depended on the not despising, or holding fast and preserving of

what had been received. Was the talent not well enough kept

in the hole or in the napkin ? No, the slothful servant despised

it as " his Lord's money," with Avhich nothing was farther to be

done, although he had received it he had yet not truly taken it,

and appropriated it to himself; therefore the sentence at last,

Take it again from him ! only corresponds to the evil word of

his own mouth. Thou hast that is thine ! In a certain sense,

indeed, he had it up to this time
;
yet this having was no true

preserving or keeping, he had only hoarded up the seed dry, in-

stead of letting it bear fruit. Therefore this is finally decisive :

AVhosoevcr will rightly hold fast the gifts of the Lord must use

tliem, with diligence and labour, in order to their increase ; for

this they are, according to their nature, given : keeping and

profitably employing are one and the same thing. The works

are the nourishment of the faith, the diligence of faithful use is

the oil for the burning lamp ; doing nothing in the strength of
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grace, and bearing no fruit from its seed, is enough for the

judgment which again takes away that which one seemed to

have, but in reahty had not. Observe here an important

hmitation of the apostohcal saying in Rom. xi. 29, so often

one-sidedly misunderstood ; for it is clear as the sun that the

Lord again takes what He has given, when the receiver did not

rightly take hold of and use it. Preliminary judgments accord-

ing to this principle manifoldly occur even now, so that in the

one, the grace which was not carried into work is lost, lost to

him even out of the whole in which he had secreted it, as he

will find when he feels inclined again to look after it ; on the

other hand, the grace which has departed from others is, as it

were, manifestly given to him who is faithful. How the final

state of the case will be, however, in regard to all these things

and relations—this only the fulfilment of the prophetic parable

and saying will make quite clear ; when the Son of Man shall

come in His kingdom, to strip many who are accounted children

of the light, of the last glimmer which was still in their posses-

sion unused, and to turn them quite naked into outer dark-

ness.^ " How wretched, how incapable, how dark, how hateful

such a man will be, no one can now conceive ; because there

lives no man upon earth from whom his pound is taken, let him

be as bad as he will
: "—this remark of E,oos sounds strange, but

it is true when we understand it of the natural gift, which is

still always present. See what has been already said on Matthew

xiii. 12.

LAST ADA^ENT : GENERAL AND FINAL JUDGMENT.

(Matt. XXV. 31-46.)

Could Christ have spoken of His coming three times in suc-

cession, and that so differently in each instance, if an actually

different fulfilment did not correspond to each of His words ?

^ Tliis idea belongs here properly to the whole ; and has not (according

to Neander) been- unsuitably brought over from Lxike into Matthew.
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First of all, a coming, not personally, but as the lightning, a

manifestation in order to judgment, by the eagles gathered to

the carcass, while His people have fled ; then a visibly personal

coming, already with great power and glory, in order to a sepa-

ratingjudgment upon His called ones, when the elect are gathered

together, and enter into the kingdom ; now again a Zrav hi (this

hi is not to be overlooked !) and a ron, certainly still a different

one from that at ver. 1, and a last separation of all who are not

yet separated, in which His own people appear with Him as

already justified and not coming into judgment. Comp. 1

Thess. iv. 16, 17, with 2 Thess. i. 7-10; and mark these two

things, a promiscuous mingling as regards detail, and yet a per-

ceptible distinction between an intermediate and last coming of

the Lord.—Is then Christ's own prophecy here of the last coming

also a parable^ like the three that precede ? Strangely enough,

commentators, in other respects intelligent, nay, acute (even

Lange), speak of it as such : as if the single expression, " the

King" justified this, while everything else contradicts it ! The

Son of Man stands quite properly and expressly in the fore-

ground ; the angels, the nations, the kingdom, the fire, the devil

—all these are not parabolical, and certainly also not the throne

of glory, which will be incomparably more real and unfigurative

than any that has ever hitherto stood upon earth as a prophetic

figui'e of it. The single parabolical feature in ver. 33, which is

introduced by a uff'TTsp, ver. 32 (it is surely not usual to insert

in this way one parable into another), is carried out only for a

moment, and nothing further is said of speaking sheep and goats,

as was natural. Finally, the speaking of those who stand on the

right hand and on the left, is easily understood; just as many
things which are not to be taken exactly literally, yet quite as

little to be taken parabolically. Therefore, " nunc plane et sine

figuris." So plane, indeed, as that a certain echo of the conde-

scendingly parabolic tone is not to be mistaken, even at the con-

clusion ; so that the world-Judge speaks simply also for children

concerning the end just as Moses did of the creation, so that the

prophetic mysteries are covered as with a slight veil ; but yet,

along with this, there are many things, the greatest and most de-

cisive that could be spoken of beforehand to the sons of men by

the Son of Man, here openly declared with a calm clearness and
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dignity, which we cannot enough admire when we think that He
spake all this a day or two before His suffering ! Here the con-

descendingly sublime poetry of the New Testament, in contrast

with the prophetical rhetorical fiiglits of the Old Testament, ap-

pears in its most striking form.

Vers. 31-33. His glory, twice with highest emphasis : this is

more than chap. xxiv. 30 ; for here it is the entire glory of the

King upon the throne, of which Rev. xx. 11 speaks. Then, and

not till then, will He thus sit and judge as Judge of all the

world ; as, since Gen. xviii. 25, nay, since Enoch, such a last

general day of judgment had been announced and expected.

The ayioi before the clyyikoi is certainly to be cancelled
;
yet,

as an early apposition (which originally meant others in addition

to the angels, until the two words afterwards came together), it

is a hint at what is evidently presupposed in ver. 40, namely,

that the saints, already gathered around Him, now encompass

the throne of the King with the angels—already belong to His

glory. Eev. xix. 14, 8 ; Jude ver. 14 ; Zech. xiv. 5 (which

also partly fulfils itself already at the middle Advent). All the

angels, all the brethren of the first-born of the kings of the

earth (Ps. Ixxxix. 28 ; Kev. i. 5, 6), all nations, i.e., all men,

living and dead (Acts x. 42 ; Rev. xx. 12, 13)—What a scene

!

First gathered—presented in the body before His throne at His

almighty call (John v. 28, 29) ; then all that till now was not

yet separated, although already different, is separated with a final

definitive separation and decision ! While, since chap. xxiv. 31,

the fate of the others remained as yet in a certain obscurity,

all nations are now evidently placed in antithesis to the elect of

His kingdom, to those who were called as virgins or servants,

and even already separated : in consequence of mistaking this

circumstance, this last judgment was for a long time not rightly

understood. Then comes the recompense to every one, Kara, rtjt/

•Trpoiziv, chap. xvi. 27 ; Eev. xx. 13. There appear at last also

before Him those who had hitherto been led indirectly by latent

unconscious grace without the knowledge of His person ; whose

Shephe7'd this King alone not the less was and is. Those who are

now accepted of Him were already His sheep, as in John x. 16;

and He Himself personally fulfils in them the word elsewhere

committed to His messengers, Behold here is your King, behold
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here am I ! The Son of Man sits upon the throne, again the

King is the Shepherd, and easily and safely, as a shepherd upon
earth, does He seek out His flock for His kingdom, separates the

sheep from the goats, according to the prophetical word (Ezek.

xxxiv. 17), which at that time did not yet extend so far. The
sheep are the tractable ones, who were obedient also only to the

indirect, concealed, call of grace, to the eternal mercy which

taught them mercy ; the goats are the refractory, proud, injurious,

with allusion to the prophetical usage, as Is. xiv. 9, and else-

where. But not also, stinking, wanton, etc., as even V. Meyer
would unwai*rantably carry out the figure.-^

Vers. 34-86. As in the parable of the servants, as already in

the Sermon on the Mount, chap. vii. 22, so here Christ does not

speak of all who are judged in detail, according to the condition

and desert of each ; but " adduces a test," brings forward two

extreme classes, under Avhich all must range themselves, on the

right hand or the left : this also is to be well observed ! Here
for the first time, Christ designates Himself, not parabolically

but quite properly. King, as afterwards only again before Pilate.

The King of all nations now opens the kingdom which each one

along with the others, and yet entirely for himself, now inherits.

His " Come!" is addressed now for the first time also to those

who have not openly had, or fully accepted the preaching and

invitation, chap. xi. 28 ; but yet have become equally with the

others, and now completely, the blessed of His Father. For, in

His Father's name and authority. He has led and prepared them
by His Spirit; and now also thejudgment is committed unto Him
by the Father. (John v. 22-27.) They are already saved from

the curse of sin, blessed of the Lord (Gen. xxvi. 29 ; Ps. xxxvii.

22, cxv. 15 ; Is. Ixv. 23) ; and this is now made gloriously mani-

fest. For them also is the kingdom prepared from the founda-

tion of the world, which, however, here equivalent to Tpo xccra.-

(ioXrjg, John xvii. 24 ; 1 Pet. i. 20, designedly goes back only to

the creation of the human race. It is nojr not merely the king-

dom of the Son of ]\Ian, in which were as yet tares and offence,

^ Sepp mentions the he-goat of the great day of atonement as the anti-

thesis to the Paschal lamb, and further notices the Jewish usage, according

to which all Gojim, as children of Edom or Seir (the hairy one), were

called goats of the desert, but Jacob the lamb.
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but the kingdom of the Father, at the same tune, however, as

the completed, manifested, kingdom of Christ, comp. Matt. xiii.

41, 43.' The being blessed, as also the inheriting, excludes all

merit, apart from the gift and grace of the Father ; the for

which follows in connection with the works of mercy, is there-

fore to be understood accordingly, as an acknowledging mani-

festation by their acts of the worthiness wrought in them. The

King addresses, however, a strange word to them, which they,

of course, are not able at once to apprehend: /was the hungry,

thirsty, homeless, naked, sick, imprisoned one, to whom ye have

shown kindness,^

Vers. 37-40, The righteous, now declared to be such by the

gracious judgment of the King, actually do not know that they

have done such acts of kindness to Him ; and every interpreta-

tion which perverts and misconstrues this their simple confession

is false, and does not yet know who these favoured righteous

ones are. Their humble reply is truly no mere empty phrase of

modesty, which would be very unseasonable on such an occasion,

before this throne ; it is also no forgetfulness of their good works,

such as is spoken of at chap. vi. 3,^ but is plainly antithetical to

the distinct consciousness of grace received and profited by which

the 'ihi of the faithful servants, vers. 20-22, expressed. It is

plain from this i'5s that the disciples of Christ must then know
what He means to say to them. Such are evidently not the

persons here meant ; these righteous ones are clearly distinguished

at ver. 40 from "His brethren;" and that not merely "as the

bridesmaids from the bride, the servants from the domestics!"

^ As at Ephes. v. 5, see my interpretation of this Epistle.

2 First, nourishment, i.e., meat and drink; then covering, i.e., lodging

{avyotyav, :i5s, liospitia excij^ere) and clothing; lastly life, i.e., Tiealtli and

freedom. Comp. passages such as Job xxii, 6, 7; Is. Iviii. 7; Ezek. xviii.

7; Tob. i. 20; Sir. vii. 34; Jam. i. 27, ii. 15, 16. In ancient times,

especially in the East, persons in prison might for the most part be visited

;

it was no strictly solitary confinement. For the rest, the Catholic Church

should not have presumed to increase these six works of bodily mercy

(which is also a complete niunber) to the number seven, by adding the

apocryphal one of " burying the dead."

^ Although even Lange abides by this : These merciful ones are also

humble, they do not remember that they had acted as such angels of mercy

upon earth

!
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The just made perfect, and the church of the first-born, Heb.

xii. 23, are now ah'eady around Him in glory ; they come no

more into this judgment (John v. 24; 1 Cor. xi. 31), but now
judge the world with Him (1 Cor. vi. 2), inasmuch as the con-

duct towards them as towards their Lord is what decides ; but

they had ah'eady before been presented at an intermediate judg-

ment (Rom. xiv. 10), and now receive on this great day their

complete crown (2 Tim. iv. 8).^ They were once upon earth

for the most part poor, wandering, and' indigent; there icere some

of tliem to be found among all nations, and in them the great

King, who actually was and lived in them, went begging, so to

speak, incognito, in order to try the rest of men, for the judg-

ment.^ Therefore, that the righteous, who are here accepted,

had done their good works for the sake of Christ, to serve Him,

—and thus the works were named only as the evidence and

effect of faith in His person (to speak with our narrow theology)

—so much does this want of being true, that they actually do

not know this, that their ignorance can only express itself in

the question, When saw we Thee ? For, that they have done

good to others, who were in need, they know well. We find

fault, therefore, with Krummacher's interpretation of this text

in his Bremer Sermon.^ It is the false interpretation which

has been current so long, and which rests on the erroneous

opinion, still pretty general among believers, that Christ here

announces a general judgment upon Christians and heathen
;

contrary to the express statement at ver. 32. So much remains

true, that certainly here also, the works are only valuable and

decisive as the expression of the inward character and state of

the heart; moreover, that a knowledge of the name of Jesus is

presupposed in the righteous, as in chap. x. 42, xviii. 5 ; for

^ We enter oiir protest here against the entire import of the remarkable

essay in Tholuck's Litt. Anz. 1848, Nos. 38, 39 (although it professes to

connect itself with our expression) ; and must emphatically reject all mere

Jewishly parabolical speaking concerning the last judgment.

2 He speaks here certainly only of His brethren, not in anywise of men
in general, in so far as there yet hves something of Him in every man, as

Ullmann (Stud. u. Kritik. 1847. p. 164) very doubtfully, at all events in

an exegetical point of view Avrongly, maintains.

3 /, My, to Me, Me, these are the words upon which the emphjisis rests here.

Jesus was the life of these jjeople, on His account they did this or that, etc.
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until the Gospel has been everywhere preached there is no last

judgment. So much is true; not, however, that (according to

Neander) a general confession of faith in Christ by all men
could here be taken for granted, which would contradict all

prophetical theology. The speakers here exemplify the lowest

class of those who stand as righteous before the judgment-seat,

such as are not yet come to full decision, and yet are prepared

for this, to whose Immility the others (although with more dis-

tinct consciousness) willingly and becomingly join themselves

;

of these, however, actually holds true what V. Meyer's note

says, as indicating the only right interpretation, "Wherever

there exists a preponderating love to mankind, there is grace

yet possible." We say, in addition : There already loas the

preparing, blessing grace, the love of the Father, out of which

the love that covers a multitude of sins (1 Pet. iv. 8) has pro-

ceeded ; the mercy of the not personally known Shepherd and

King, which alone could make them merciful (Matt. v. 7); the

faith that sanctifies and saves ; the faithfulness which is tract-

able to the leading of God ! Again, however, not merely as

Braune speaks of the " Christian instinct " of yet undeveloped

Christians, " in whom Christianity was an undeveloped power,

whose faith did not come the length of saying Lord !" for these

righteous are actually in part also such as have hitherto been

heathens} Such also as might not yet be able to say with con-

sciousness and experience, as that converted Hindu : Me, when

hungry, Christ has fed ; to me when athkst He has given drink,

etc.^ Thus, at last, does mercy abundantly triumph over judg-

ment (Jam. ii. 13);—only those are cursed into whose hearts

nothing at all of the love of God, that draws all nations, had

penetrated. That there is not required in all to whom the

King will at last entirely reveal Himself, a faith in Him which

has already reached a dogmatical form and expression, is with

a solemn protest here certified against our harsh and narrow

theology. Let this be duly considered

!

Vers. 41-43. As the sheep, who now for the first time come

to know their Shepherd, are yet as in a last outbeaming of love

^ This correct interpretation is acknowledged also in Keil's Opuscula

;

recently Alford lias expressed hirnself in favour of it.

2 Calwer Missionsblatt, 1841, Nr. 22.

VOL. III. Y
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joined to all His righteous, sanctified, elect ones, as fellow-lieirs

of the same kingdom—even so, on the other hand, the cursed

are actually ripe for the everlasting condemnation, although

the deficiency in works of love which is held up before them,

not indeed to be viewed outwardly, gives the ground of decision.

These two addresses of the King concerning the having done

or not done are, as it were, a significant curtain which hides the

wondrous depths of the Divine leadings of all souls, even to this

limit : only read the superscription which truly corresponds to

the innermost course and state of the thing, and exercise thy-

self accordingly in inquiring and explaining what is its meaning

in connection with all the teaching of Scripture elsewhere, for

to this Christ would here draw us ; beware only of bringing in

that which would be foreign and contradictory to what is simply

said. If the evidence adduced from the works, vers. 35, 36,

and 42, 43, leaves unexpressed in the background much that

concerns the bottom of the heart, which those who are ad-

dressed know and experience as the proper ground of decision,

the two sentences^ vers. 34-41, are not the less on that account

most decisively and plainly declared, so that between those on the

right and on the left, any further and third class remains for

ever impossible. It is the first and last, the only curse from the

mouth of Him who was to bless all nations ; which irrecoverably

falls upon the class here brought forward as a specimen, along

with all the cursed and rejected. That they have before heard,

and on their part rejected, a " Come unto Me," adch'essed to

them in some sufficient way of Divine invitation, is so self-

evident that the Judge, as the announcer of His judgment, does

not need now to say it. The rejection is the same as in chap,

vii. 23, at the close of His first discourse; here, however, it stands

in a striking, precisely marked antithesis, word for word, with

the reception of the righteous. Come—Depart,—now even

more strongly : from Me ! Ye blessed—Ye cursed,—but not

of My Father ; for they have themselves chosen the curse which

drives them from Him, the Son, while the righteous now fully

and finally come by the Son to the Father. The kingdom, with

all its glory and bliss—the fire, with all its misery ! which is

prepared for you—which is prepared for the devil and his angels,

the partners of his fall ; for there is for men no decretum repro-
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bationis, no book of death, no hell of their own, because the

blood of Jesus has atoned for them all ; only those who would

become the devil's obtain at last his portion. The kingdom

prepared from the foundation of the world : instead of this it is

now—the everlasting fire. For only that which is good is in the

counsel and will of God everlasting a parte ante ; what is evil,

with its torment, only a parte post. The hell of the devil who
was created as an angel was, no more than his sin, ordained

from the creation, but the hell was prepared from the beginning

of his sin : for tlie devil, i.e., since a devil was ; comp. Is. xxx.

33. Only the inlieriting of the blessed has no antithesis, and

can have no other than that it is omitted for the cursed. For

the rest, the fire is the inextinguishable continuation of the

great conflagration of the world, which is to break forth from

the centre of hell (2 Pet. iii. 7, 12, 13), and which is met by

the avenging fire from God out of heaven (Rev. xx. 9) ; Rev.

XX. 10 is here presupposed to have already taken place. Were
the unfaithful children of light before cast out into a darkness,

—now a fire receives the children of darkness, which fearfully

lights up their darkness. What have they done to deserve this?

Certainly as evil-doers much that was evil and only evil ; they

have certainly also in part hated and persecuted Christ and His

followers; at all events they have kicked against His shepherd's

hook (as goats), obstinately and completely resisted His gracious

leading. All this, however, is not specified ; but only the one

thing, that in all their doings not even one good work of true love

is to be found, which might have showed this resistance to be not

complete, on which the love of the gracious Judge that covers

many sins might, on account of the love which was yet there, be

able to graft a gracious sentence. The exact repetition of the

particulars in the address to the rejected (from which those foolish

preachers, to whom the sublime is too simple, seek to escape by

greater abridgment or variation), indicates the exact care with

which the Judge will, in the case of every individual, overlook

and omit nothing that specially affects him. With respect,

however, finally to the fearful curse, we observe that in it the

end of the High-priestly office of Christ is clearly expressed : He
who after a once offered sacrifice still sat upon the throne, in

order, Melchisedec-like, to intercede and bless, has now no inter-
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cession-prayer, no blessing more, for the condemned. Tlie first

and last curse of His mouth must be an irrevocable one, and He
remains the King over all throughout eternity ; the u?S)b how-

ever Ps. ex. 4, with its uUjv, is expired. Dan. vii. 14 (Luke

i. 33) stands written now also of the priesthood.^

Vers. 44, 45. The reply is, as regards the inner sense, the

same as in chap. vii. 22, although the persons are different in

the two passages ; here it is the worst, most hardened class of

all the condemned, with whom the others would wilHngly put

in their Avord, and lyingly protest even in the moment of well-

deserved judgirlent, if they could. Christ will certainly, at the

day ofjudgment, not literally allow the damned " still to speak

for themselves" (which strange thing Eoos finds here)—so far

the literal truth is not to be pressed; but their thoughts are

reckoned before Him as if they were expressed in words. Many
have oppressed and persecuted Christ also in His followers, as

Acts ix. 4, instead of letting themselves be taught; all have been

goats, as they are called ; these here have perhaps done some

so-called good works, but not to Him, not to God or for God's

sake, hence they have had no earnestness and zeal of love,

which is always and in everything like itself, but here and there

one of the least of Christ's disciples has been hardheartedly

passed over. This is enough to show how it has stood with

them in other things besides these decisive sins of omission.

Now everything is made manifest, now the entire want of any

truly good work, of any actual acknowledgment of Christ as

concealed in His disciples, alone condemns—the entire not-

having of that grace laid open to all (with or Avithout the name
of Christ), which has atoned for and covered also the sins of tlie

blessed. Now, however, Christ, also the Son of Man and Shep-

herd, King and Judge, reveals Himself as the centre of all the

inner leadings and relations of the human race : Ye did it unto

Me, ye did it not to Me !

'

^ Not as if in Heb. vii. 24, 25, an atonement ever open, ever going on,

were meant.

2 Of which profound truth (comp. our remark on John v. 27) what Hase
would teach us is only a very distorted presentiment ; viz., that this judg-

ment is conducted "according to the rational law of lumanity itself, which
Christ as it icere personally represents and exercises."
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Ver. 46. Final fulfilment of John v. 28, 29 (Dan. xii. 2)

;

as the fourth gospel further lifts the curtain. The eternity of

misery is quite as endless as the eternity of life; ^ after this ccttz-

Xsuffovrcci, according to the terms of their sentence, ver. 41, there

follows no Asurs Tpog f/jS again, in any aeon whatsoever.^ When
the present world passes away, and all that has been prepared

in God's decree comes into full realisation, then first begins the

eternal misery of those men who are associated loith the devil ; of

whose restoration there is not the smallest word to be found in

the whole Scripture. As the righteous received their sentence

beforehand, so that the damned must hear it, so now the damned

go away beforehand without seeing anything of the glory of the

blessed. First comes Eev. xx. 15 ;—then over the closed abyss

of the lake of fire, the new world for the blessed, Rev. chaps.

xxi. and xxii. Only in accordance with this is Rev. xxi. 4 to

be understood ;—from their eyes, i.e., the eyes of the blessed
;

and ver. 5, all things new, i.e., in this new world. For there still

remoAns what is said at chap. xxi. 8, 27, xxii. 15, 19. We can-

not otherwise read the Scripture, nor otherwise understand

Christ. The enduring misery of such as fall to the devil is a

deep mystery, just as is the devil's first fall; but it is at the

same time quite as clearly attested as eternal life, the mark and

prize of our heavenly calling in Christ Jesus. Follow, thou

called one, as a sheep the good Shepherd, obey His gracious in-

vitation, Come unto Me ! with which the first part of this com-

mentary upon His words closed—then wilt thou not hear His

dreadful curse. Depart from Me ! with which we must now

warningly close the second part.

1 Against this exegetically irrefutable sentence, Oetinger in vain main-

tains that misery cannot^ in the nature of the tiling, be equally everlasting

;

see in Auberlein, p. 492.

2 In vain does Lange find a ground ot consolation here in the darkness

whicli envelops the rejected, for the words present a clear and unconditional

contrast.
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PEEFACE

When wicked men were about to condemn the Holy One of

God, with intent to murder the Prince of Life, He, whom the

Father had sanctified and sent into the world, with deep humility

putting Himself on a level with us, appealed to the maxim of

their divinely-given law :
" In the mouth of two or three wit-

nesses shall everything be established." He did so as if even

He, when lying under a weighty criminal charge, must yield

to such a testimony, should it be found consistent. He refers,

however, much more to the double and yet single testimony borne

by Himself on behalf of His own person and cause ; the testi-

mony, viz., of the Father and of the Son. For of course it is

only God Himself, in the person of the God-Man, who convinc-

ingly attests Himself to the world. When this testimony was,

after the resurrection and ascension, completed and glorified by
the Holy Spirit, it re-appeared still as a Divine-human testi-

mony in personal forms. First and foremost, every one was

such a witness who had received power from on high to see

and hear, in whom the risen Saviour lived. But even at this

early period the Apostles occupied a place of special prominence

:

We are His witnesses. They spoke what they had seen and

heard, as those who had been with Him from the beginning,

dming the whole time that the Lord Jesus had gone out and
in among men, until the time that He was taken up into heaven.

From this time onward they told of His deeds, they reproduced

His sayings ; the Church of believers received the impress of

the life and word of her Lord with increasing zeal and enjoy-

ment, in the full strength and depth and assurance of the life

which it had received in and from Him through the Holy
Ghost. Then the Evangelists and Teachers particularly were

confirmed in their office,—an office bordering on that of the

Apostles, and the object of which was to retain sure possession
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of a treasure which they guard with tenderest reverence and
warmest affection.

This is the brief first period of the fresh stream from the

opened fountain,—Apostohcal Tradition held in the strength

and assurance of the Holy Ghost as He brings to remembrance,

and explains the truth ; dwelling as He then did in the whole

Church ; teaching some to recount and teach, and others to

retain and preserve. This is the ground and soil out of which

our four Gospels grew. For, inasmuch as this first fresh life

in the earthen vessel of erring sinful humanity was exposed

to the constant danger of perishing, without an objective kdcvuv,

it was fitting certainly that the revelation of the Eternal Word
which had taken place in flesh should also be made in writing,

for the Church of all ages, and for the whole world. The Lord
who is the Spirit, therefore, chose and prepared special wit-

nesses in order that His cause might again stand, for all faith,

and against all unbelief, in the mouth of two, three witnesses :

nay, He added yet a fourth witness, thereby superabundantly

completing His plan. The Church was enabled by the same

Spirit to recognise the gift thus bestowed upon her : and has

continued to possess ever since the self-testimony of her Lord in

the writings of St Matthew, St Mark, St Luke, and St John.

These sacred writei's did not avail themselves of each other's

works according to the common practice of bookmaking ; but

they drew from the one common fountain of the stream which

was still flowing on mightily in them and around them. It is

thus exactly in accordance with the principle which appeared

in the God-Man Himself, that in them also the Divine is at the

same time individually human. This fourfold composition sets

before us, in inseparable connection, the two things : viz., the

most perfect unity of the facts related, through the inspira-

tion of the Holy Spirit, on the one hand ; and the most perfect

freedom, and personal life of human composition, on the other.^

^ Or, as Lange says : The relation of the four Gospels to each other is a

mystery, on wliich criticism has expended much hard labour, and which can

be understood only when we come to acknowledge that the most perfect

inspiration is one with the most perfect freedom of the individual ; so that

the unity of the different witnesses demands, in its highest strength, the

purest individual difference of the testimonies.
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As far as we are concerned, we abide by the ancient con-

viction that the order of sequence of the Evangehsts, which has

scarcely ever varied since their writings were put together,

depends upon the order of time ; in this order of time, however,

there is involved the order of the Spirit, progressing and de-

veloping as it advances to the close. In propounding the view

which we take of this matter, we find that on the whole we
agree with Lange, who has in this case, to a certain extent,

the merit of having been the first to point out the right way.

Would that he had not in particular instances, by the arbitrary

procedure which influences so many of his views, again extin-

o-uished the light which he had kindled.

The Publican, called to be an Apostle, is the first who was

raised up to testify, against the scoffing Scribes and Pharisees,

that Jesus had been proved to be the Christ, and had entered

hy suffering into glory. The first word is in the exercise of

long-suffering patience addressed to Israel the first-called : St

Matthew writes for the Jews in their own language. He takes

care, however, within a longer or shorter period, by furnishing

a fi'ee spirited translation, of equal value with the original, that

no interpreter shall, on his own responsibility, translate his

Gospel into that language of the world by which the Hebrew

was to be so soon supplanted.-^ This is our Gospel according

to Matthew, in which the Apostle and eye-witness, so ingenu-

ously confident, so free in spirit, and yet without making one

mistake even in the smallest word, fashions into form the first

firm kernel out of the living tradition;— a Gospel which no

criticism, except one which knows how to penetrate in faith to

the depth of this origin, can avail either to own or to under-

stand. " He is the first who played upon the Sacerdotal

trumpet :" this expression of Origen has more in it than is at

first apparent. The current appropriation of the cherubic

1 The idea that St Matthew himself translated his Gospel is in itself not

a very absiird one, as is evident from the example of Josephus. Thus writes

Delitzsch in the Luther. Zeitschrift 1850, 3. He very truly remarks, that

in the well-known passage of Papias it is manifest that at the time of that

account, no one, so far as he knew, was any longer under the necessity of

translating for himseK the Hebrew Gospel. The whole treatise, thoroughly

understood, leads to the above-mentioned result; viz., that a Hebrew

Original had been authentically translated.
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figures to the four Evangelists is certainly false : that intro-

duced by Lange is alone correct, according to which St Matthew

has the sacrificial cow, and St Luke the man.^ The first

Evangelist shows us the Messiah ;—but this means the great

deliverance, redemption, and expiation of a lost people and

world in the person of Him who has come (chap. i. 21, viii. 17,

XX. 28). This is the fundamental thought lying behind all;

here, at the same time, we may freely say that St ^latthew

royally sublime, majestic and unbiassed, wielding imperial

sway, testifies of the King. But we shall immediately have

more to say of Him who (chap, ii.) was rejected in Israel : this

tragic conflict and issue, related in the light of Christian faith,

the existence of which is taken for granted, is the first history

which leads us out from the Old Testament into the New.^

Israel proceeds to reject his King ; and the kingdom is given

to the Gentiles. For the election's sake the seed of Abraham
still has its right given to it : after that the Gospel goes to the

heathen. The same Peter who uttered the first word in Jeru-

salem was here also the first to be employed in this work of

transition. He himself, who represents^ not so much the Jewish

Christians as the transition and exodus from them, was less

called to write than to speak the Gospel ; he merely furnishes,

therefore, his son Mark with the Apostolic material for a second

Gospel, intended in the first instance for the use of the Eomans.

St Mark is Peter's true son in power ; corresponding to the

^ The sequence referred, in the first instance, to the life of Jesus, " the

cow, the man, the lion, the eagle," according to Oetiugcr (in Auberlen,

page 284, ss. 319 ss. 4C5), is a complete blunder,—the subject spoken of

being the " labour of the ox."

2 It is amusing to true Protestants to read, that Sepp, a man of no real

scientific acquirements, notwithstanding his immense superficial knowledge,

degrades tlie first Gospel and assigns it to Phihp,— all in the cause of the

Romish suppression of the Bible, and with a view to give Peter the first

place.

* Finally, however, in liis second epistle, and when, in the prospect of

death, he testifies his oneness with the beloved brother Paul, the Apostle of

the Gentiles ! Scripture torn to pieces by pseudo-criticism, and history

turned upside down, teach nov/ certainly something different ; but it is not

real scripture and right history.
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the mighty acts and works of the Son of God,—in clearly de-

fined and on that account more powerful forms ; in lofty con-

trast to Roman might, which knows nothing and effects nothing

except what is earthly,—a style of composition in accordance

with the genius of the Roman mind. As St Matthew, partly

owing to his disposition for argument, and partly on account

of the task assigned him, had already given prominence to the

sayings, these in St Mark's Gospel retire into the background.

Still, there is many a striking particular introduced from the

more exact knowledge of Peter for the sake of elucidating those

Sayings, and to heighten the pictorial effect of the histories

already recorded in St Matthew ; for, with these the reader is

supposed to be acquainted. St Mark, therefore, is not to be

placed after St Luke :^ he relates as the second, yet unbiassed

witness, along with and next to St Matthew, drawing his inci-

dents fi'om the one fountain of Apostolic tradition.

St Luke occupies another, and also in the development a

later stage ; although we are to conceive of the sequence of

time in this first development as following in quick succession.

We refer with pleasure to the well-grounded statements of

Lilche,^ which are very striking, at least as regards the point

from which they set out, and which we accept in order to draw

from them more definite conclusions. The Gospels of St

Matthew and St Mark certainly belong to the first kind and

grade of evangelic composition, the pure collection of tradition :

here, however, we claim the really " pure" collection for the

authors of these Gospels. " The Gospel of St Luke occupies

a Jiigher grade :"—here, again, we make our own reservation in

regard to the little word " higher," which other people, perhaps,

understand differently. " Here more attention is paid to con-

nection of time and event ; here we find a fruitful commence-

ment of ecclesiastical research and description." All very true,

1 As Clemens Alexandiinus, alone against the unanimous voice of

antiquity, asserts ; and as Guericke again maintains. Many in the present

day follow them in this (Thiersch, in his " Attempt to restore, etc.," which

recently he has not retracted in the " Church in Antiquity") ; Dehtzsch

assumes it as a " certain admitted result ;" we, however, do not agree with

them, but claim for St Mark the second place, though on other grounds and

in another sense than HUgenfeld. "We cannot say more in this preface.

2 Commentary on St John's Gospel. 3d Ed. Vol. i., p. 201.
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as far as I see ; although I must conceive of the " Gospel for-

mations" of these grades very differently from Liicke. Suffice

that the third Gospel shows an advance upon the former two

;

it therefore justly occupies the place after St Mark in genuine

historical order, even though the commencement of the new
arrangement may have taken place altogether at the same

point of time. We find here a leaning on St Paul, correspond-

ing to that on St Peter
;

' for it was needful that the two of the

Evangelists who were not Apostles should stand upon a sure

Apostolic basis. Here the transition to the Gentiles is, for the

first time, quite completed ; for, to write for Greeks (as all the

Gentiles at that time were designated, in opposition to the

Jews) was a still further advance towards general humanity.

Now St Luke, a Greek by birth and by nature, wrote, as is

evident, not merely for Theophilus (he may have lived either

at Rome or anywdiere else), but for the Greek Gentile world.

Thus in the third Gospel there is completed the progress of

the testimony for the world onward from its commencement at

the first rejection of the Messiah by Israel, as narrated in the

first ; up through the intervening member, the imposing mani-

festation of might, as detailed in the second ; and thus this

third Gospel, a zvotyyk'kiov acof/jciripcov, became acknowledged

as a sure foundation. The Evangelist to wdiom must be given

the appropriate cherubic figure, the human form, shows us the

most beautiful and the most gracious of the sons of men, the

Saviour born to us, the Friend of Sinners, the Physician of

Men, the grace which appeared in Him calling and alluring all

nations. The character of St Luke corresponds in a peculiar

manner to what is now called the human character ; this prin-

ciple being that which was represented by ancient Greece.

At the same time, at this stage we find manifest evidence of

an active appropriating inquiring spirit. The researches of

St Luke, which, bearing as they do the new stamp of the

Apostle Paul, and now no longer rooted in the tradition of the

first chosen Apostles, take a deeper hold upon the Gospel of

the past infancy of the Church, and a wider grasp of the era

then just commencing ; an era in which it w^as of importance

to blend firmly the subjective conviction of the individual, won
over as a catechumen, with the tradition of the Church, which
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was already losing its unbiassed character, and when an

ocff(pciKsicc TTzpi dv Kccrrf)(/i&riq "koycov became necessary for the

iTlyvooGig. This is exactly the historical and no less the sym-

bolical character of his dedication to Theophilus and his prologue.

These \oyoi, as the subject matter of ecclesiastical KarT^y^riaig,

are not a mere system of doctrine, which must, of course, rest

upon a history, but also and especially the history itself, which

had been handed down by tradition, including, of course, the

words of the Word. They are the Trpdypbarcc which might

certainly be called to the end of time '7ri'7rXr]()o(pop'/i[Jtjii'Ci h y^Jbiv,

but whose 'bir,yri(rig, even at the time when St Luke wrote, had

begun to be multiform, and therefore uncertain.^ Still, St

Luke does not in reality blame (it is only the Spirit that does

so inferentially through him) those who had begun what they

1 The "Koyoi in St Luke are exactly the same as the 'hoyia. which, accord-

ing to Papias, St Matthew ovviypdi-t^uTO. It is the fixing in writing by

selection and arrangement that is meant. The explanation given by Lange,

after Llicke, holds its ground, when understood aright and explained, in

spite of Ebrard's Recensirende ZurecTitweisung (Tholuck's Litt. Anz. 1844,

p. 502). Lange L. u. I. 161. Compare Stud, und Krit. 1833, 2. 501.

Certainly T^oyiou^ \6yioe, cannot mean " oral, running, historical communi-

cations ; evangehc history still found in the stream of conversation," as

Lange precipitately and inexactly says. But from the idea of " sacred

utterance, revelation" there might very well arise a form of speech, which

might not exactly signify a "sacred book, a revealed scripture." Here, it

would be in the plural roc. T\6yiot,, equivalent to " the things, as well the

sayings as the deeds and events, in which God revealed Himself through

Christ," and naturally equivalent at the present day to the above, with the

addition, " as they were circulated in their yet unwritten form." For

avveypcc-ipxTo denotes a certain opposition. DeUtzsch is wrong in under-

standing the expression as denoting " cJiieJly the utterances of the Lord."

The most correct view, in our opinion, is that of the Cathohc Schwartz :

Inquiries into the relations of the synoptic Gospels, p. 114 ss. Aoyicc is the

Greek word corresponding to the Hebrew '°'''1^1
; and it follows from the

nature of Christianity that a revelation of fact apphed to the purpose of in-

struction is what is meant, Papias places himself in the same relation to tra-

dition when he writes the T^oyovg of the Apostles. The wliole of Christian truth,

says Schwartz, is called sometimes \6ytat, KvotaKu.^ sometimes hoyoi or

^i^xaKxT^ix, sometimes u-Trof^vn^ovivf^KTix. or ivxyyky^iov. In Ignatius ad

Smyrn. c. 3 (larger edition), "hoyice, stands for " the Acts of the Apostles."

Very right, we say, as St Luke's prologue with its vpa.yf^a.-va. and T^oyoi

belongs to the second treatise as well as to the first ; seeing that the 'Tvmiiv

T£ X.OU lilxtTKiiu (mark this consequence) was only the beginning of the whole.
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had undertaken : his design in his s^o^s zd[jjO( is to clear him-

self and to add to what had already been done. "He has

found in general that these treatises agree witli this tradition."

(Lange.) He is therefore, on his part, less conscious than the

others are of the inspiration which guides him in his inquiries

and his composition. So far is he from desiring to be hence-

forth regarded as " the first censor and critic of the Gospels

previously existing," that he has even "conceded the imper-

fection of the synoptical Gospels !"^ No, he is well acquainted,

especially with St Matthew and St Mark, and fully acknowledges

them, the uuTOTTTi^g and VTrripzryig (for these are the very classes

which they respectively represent). But, because other avToitron

xou vTrjp'irai had also Trccpihoffav what was not equally authentic ;

and further, because the accounts of this additional matter had

already begun to be of various kinds, he brings forward his

contribution with the most scrupulous assiduity ; and the Spirit

elevates it to the rank of a Third Gospel, and allows the other

productions to disappear in the Church. He has investigated

oiKpi^Sg everything (Tuffiv scil. TrpocyfLaffti^ as is manifest from

the TTccpuPioXovMv, the usual expression for this), even up to

the civa)0sv of the ctp^ij. In him we make acquaintance with

the evidence of criticism : and he himself, in his continuation

of his 'Trpurog Xoyog in the Acts of the Apostles, has given to

all later criticism a sure safeguard ; directing it to conceive of

Church history, down to the present day, as growing out of the

life of Christ as we have it in the Gospels :—this is the origin

of the Church, and the producing cause of the Apostolic foun-

dation of the Church. Even at the present day it is found

that the Gospel according to St Luke and the Acts of the

Apostles are the portions of Scripture most suitable for Bible

classes, Avhere the object is to re-establish the a(T(pccXsia ^rspi <Sv

Kurrj'/^yiOrig Xoycov.

These are the Three ; who after a long period were joined

by a fourth, bearing the indisputable seal of the Spirit. St

Matthew had given special attention to the sayings of the Lord

;

and St John completes these by such sayings as it was com-

petent only for him who lay on the breast of Jesus to hear and

^ As may be read in Sepp. vii. 211, 212.
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to preserve. St Mark had used the appellation Son of God,^

with marked emphasis, after Son of David ; and St John gives

us, therefore, the deep direct self-testimony of the " only be-

gotten Son," in words which make a deeper impression on the

spirit of man than is made even by His mighty deeds. After

he had laboured during a whole Apostolic life, quietly and

deeply ; had even suffered for the testimony of Jesus, and had

sent forth the Apocalypse from his place of banishment in

Patmos ; after Jerusalem had been destroyed, and the prophecy

given by the Lord of His first coming had been fulfilled in

earnest of that of His second ; then at last, and not till then,

does St John write his Gospel, as the higher and highest

Apocalypse for all who believe and shall believe on the name
of the Son of God, irrespective whether they are Jews or

Gentiles, Romans or Greeks.^ As St Luke, indirectly and

in the sense of St Paul, opposes Jewish narrow-mindedness

;

so now the last controversy of St John is one in which he

strikes down all unbelief and every heretical infidel opinion.

But he does not, properly speaking, lay down, in order, a col-

lection of carefully investigated historical data ; though he too,

on his part, supplements his predecessors, and, for example,

introduces some mighty deeds, such as the healing of the man
born blind and the resurrection of Lazarus. But he looks like

the eagle upon the " Light of the World." His prologue begins

with the most appropriate commencement in the bosom of the

Father ; and his Gospel unveils for all genuine speculation the

deepest basis of fact.

We have here the latest help against all the misconception

and mistakes of the latest times, prefigured as these were by

the rising -^l/zvbojvviJbog yvZan; of early Christian times ; against

all Idealistic and Pantheistic perverted speculations.^ For

—

^ Compare Matthew i. 1 with Mark i. 1 ; nest at Mark i. 24, also further

chap. iii. 11, xv. 39.

2 Or even Germans—we say against Lange, for here every peculiarity

2 In so far there is a remarkable presentiment of what is right in the

preposterous remark of Fichte, which tells much more than he designed it

should do, and than the awkward clause itself really expresses :
" It is only

with John that the philosopher can meet."

VOL. III. Z
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though it can be only indicated—the four Evangehsts, in their-

fourfold cherubic figures, correspond finally and prophetically

to a historical process of development of the Church throughout

its entire history. The idea has before this been thrown out/

that the cow, the lion, the man, and the eagle, symbolize the

apostolic, the Roman, the Reformed, and the last Church ; if we
reflect upon it we shall find that the four-formed Gospels admit

of being applied in the same way ;—on this subject, however, we
prefer not entering at large.

These are the four witnesses, whose varied testimony agrees

with marvellous harmony. Thus has the Church accepted it

;

having rested securely upon this testimony from the beginning.'^

Is there to be now for once no more agreement ? Far from it

!

Rather, as it is written that before the Sanhedrim two and three

witnesses were not to be brought together at once ; so at this

day wherever such a procedure is adopted, false witnesses never

do agree. By separating the Gospels from each other, w'e obtain

a brilliant proof of their unity. And certainly the accusation is

groundless precisely where it is well founded ; for it must first

falsely assume that the Evangelists intended to write as if they

were writing chronicles or minutes, in order that the differences

which certainly do exist, the apparent contradictions which mark
the Life, may, along with this vicious assumption, make out a

charge of real contradiction.

These volumes have already shown, and will still further show,

^ Meyer has a beautiful poem on this subject in his own way, in the

"Bl. fiirh. W."
^ The fuudamental thought to which we gave expression in the preface

of the first volume, " that by all who believe in a revelation of the Son of

God, it must be taken for granted that His word cannot have fallen

to the ground ; cannot have dropped and been lost through the sieve

of erring human composition," depends upon the yet more general

position, taken for granted, also, as implied in bcheving ; and applicable

to the life and works, as well as the sayings; viz., "that the iniago

of Christ, as it is handed down to us in the four canonical Gospels is

genuine." The 126th § in JMartensen's Dogmatik contains an admirable

statement expressed in a few strikings words against the new criticism
; and

concludes with the followiug unanswerable sentence :
" that even the con-

viction of the internal truth and original perfection of the testimony of the

Gospels is a fundamental experience which is renewed at every age in the

Chiu-ch and in every individual beUever."
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that the person and history—that the Word of the Lord Jesus

—

remain essentially the same in all the Evangelists. That, on the

other hand, a chronologically arranged harmony which shall ex-

hibit the particular circumstances and words is scarcely possible,

we have also admitted and avowed. The design of our Com-
mentary is to invite all readers, but especially all learned readers,

to apprehend the deep reason why the Wisdom of God has

denied us such a history of the wonder of wonders in history ;

and to persuade them in the midst of all the laborious disputings

and demonstrations about the shell, not to lose the kernel. Let

it not, however, be said that we must be contented to remain in

a state of pure uncertainty and perplexity as to the external

course of the life of Jesus in the Gospels. That we may not be

thus misunderstood, we now give, in a tabular form, our view of

the harmony. We do not arrange the materials in this table

with any degree of dogmatism ; but with the conviction that

many particulars may reasonably be arranged differently by

others. We append it for the purpose of showing that we have

not expounded the Sayings blindly ; and at random ; and also

that an investigation conducted in a spirit of dogmatism, which

will not allow of anything remaining undetermined, will meet

with enough in the first place to bring it to a pause. This table

will at the same time serve as an Index to the Volumes already

published, and also to a portion of Vol. iv. ; so as to enable the

reader at once to turn to any particular passage which we have

expounded. The continuation of this table, applicable to the

rest of the work, will appear in due course in a subsequent

volume :

—
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A few explanations may be added to this table, for the pur-

pose merely of guarding against the contemptuous charge that

we have not thoroughly weighed what has been advanced ; and

which, at the same time, fi'om the aphoristic form in which they

appear, may direct and stimulate to deeper inquiry. We con-

fine ourselves to individual remarks, where they seem especially

needed, or to references to what will be found treated of in

these volumes ; we shall, after that, take a comprehensive view

of the course of each synoptical Gospel in reference to the order

of time.

That the angel appeared to Joseph previous to ^Mary's visit to

Elizabeth, appears to us not to be in accordance with real de-

corum, or with the delicately conducted progress of the history.

We hold it extremely arbitrary to regard Luke iii. 1, 2 as

speaking not of the first commandment from God to enter upon

the duties of his office, but as a " later call " addressed to the

Baptist shortly before his imprisonment (according to Wieseler).

That the baptism and temptation of Jesus occurred in summer
or spring, appears entirely unfounded ; the winter appears to

us the far more suitable time,^ parallel to His birth and in ac-

cordance with Luke iii. 23. From His baptism till the passover

there are few occurrences; but the period would be an ex-

tremely long one, according to Wieseler, S. 258, during which

we have no notice of any occurrence having taken place. On
the other hand the commencement of Jesus' work in Galilee is

naturally very rich and full.

In placing the events related from Matt. iv. 12, to xi. 30 so

early as before the feast of Furim, we again differ from Wiese-

ler ; who, however, has by no means shown that the journey of

Jo. vi. 1 is identical with that of Matt. iv. 12. To carry out

such a view will involve us in many difficulties in regard to par-

ticular points in the narratives of the synoptical Evangelists,

since John vi. must harmonise with Matt. xiv. Matt. iv. 12

itself intimates that a period of time must have elapsed to which

the events related down to John iv. 54 belong ; then Matt. v. 1

is still more manifestly connected with chap. iv. 25 by the rovg

^ On the appearance of the Baptist in October, Sepp, among many-

very strange tMngs, gives some hints not to be despised. Life of Christ, i.

p. 118 ss.
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oy2^ovg ; the Sermon on the Mount, therefore, cannot have been

brought in from a later period, or be made up of portions of

later addresses, as some would have it.

Mark i. 21 is by no means to be regarded as following in

immediate connection after ver. 20 ; ver. 22 rather intimates

a preceding powerful teaching {for, generally applicable to His

teaching), and that in the same expression which St Matthew
uses to denote the impression made upon the people by the

Sermon on the IMount. We do not consider it necessary to

show that h ralg ^(Mpaig ruvraig, Luke vi. 12, is not a formula

of sequence, but a general expression applicable to the first rich

period of the work of Jesus.

The definite statement in Matt. viii. 1, 2, 5 (which again

agrees with Luke vii. 1), is quite sufficient to fix the place of

Luke V. 12, notwithstanding the indefinite form in which it

appears.

Matt. viii. 18, with its indefinite TroKkovg oy^ovg is by no

means in immediate connection with the preceding verses, the

16th and 17th ; for Mark i. 35, and Luke iv. 42, agree in giv-

ing an entirely different conclusion of the evening spent at

Capernaum. For the arrangement in Matthew, see Vol. i., page

352. From this we are to understand that his statement in

chap. viii. 23 is to be referred to the day, if, according to chap,

xiii. 1, the parables had preceded ; as the definite statement of

Matt. iv. 35, must remain unbroken. This was certainly one

of the richest days ; of these, however, there must have been

many, occasioned by the great crowding of the people and the

unwearied activity of the Lord in the first period.^ Matt. xiii.

1 is to be understood in a jyh'jyerfect sense, as giving a re])etition

of the discourses spoken of as having already begun to be de-

livered, in chap. xii. 22, and the delivery of which had taken

place before the multitude of the works nari'ated in chap. viii.

' Schleiermacher speaks of the very v.'ondei-ful appearance presented by
the life of Christ when we notice the striking contrast between a great day
in which everything is heaped together, even to the liighest degree of im-

probabiUty, and a great and almost empty intervening space. But such

great days occur in every great life ; and should not the history give us an
account of some of these ? Yet it does not alilnn that the intervening

empty spaces were in reality empty.
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and ix. The calumny about Beelzebub may have occurred in

the early part of the same day, at the commencement of His

work (notice also in Mark iv. 1 the ttoKiv jip^ccro). And the

offer of the man to follow Him (as to the others who made a

similar offer see Vol. i. p. 350-356) when He was preparing to

cross the sea ;—after that, the preaching in parables to the

people as they pressed upon Him (chap. viii. 18, Luke viii. 4),

still before He actually departed ; on the passage the stilling of

the sea, on the other side, the Gadarenes, who immediately

forced Him to return (still on the same day, or more probably

after a night's rest, for according to Mark iv. 35, it was already

evening);—all this is not too much for one day. And when in

Matt. ix. 2 the same day appears to have embraced a mul-

titude of events—Mark v. 21, and Luke viii. 40, 41, present

the same appearance—the explanation is to be found in the

peculiarity of the Evangelists, who do not pay much attention to

divisions into days when, in filling up some magnificent, compre-

hensive scene, they hasten on from one event to another by a zat

or a zcci thoO. It is not only the evening, Mark iv. 35, that gives

light here, the entertainment of Matthew requires at all events

an invitation and a preparation ; and yet this entertainment un-

doubtedly occurred between the return from Gadara and the

raising of Jairus' daughter.

Matt. ix. 9 hangs quite naturally upon what goes before,

exactly as does Luke v. 27. Li like manner Matt. ix. 14 is a

natural continuation of the narrative, and Luke v. 33 gives a

comprehensive view of the whole scene. We cannot see why, in

opposition to the express statements of these two narratives,

Ebrard places the question about fasting before the entertain-

ment. A clear reason, however, is contained in Matt. ix. 18

for placing the healing of the man sick of the palsy, and the

matters connected with it, before the daughter of Jairus ; in-

deed, the formulse, Mark v. 21, Luke viii. 40, leave no room for

hesitation.

Matt. xi. 2 does not carry forward the narrative in regular

order, but, after the general closing formula, ver, 1, steps back-

wards into an earlier period; as is manifest from the loosely

connecting clause, ch. xii. 1, at the end of this chronological

parenthesis. St Matthew desired to reserve the contents of ch.
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xi. as an important conclusion to a first part of his description

of the Messiah establishing His claims by works and words.

On Matt. xi. 25, see Vol. ii., p. 113.

Matt. xii. 1 again comes in correctly in chronological order,

mth the exception that the journey at the feast of Purira is

omitted. We have the rubbing of the ears of corn placed, not

after the Passover, but fourteen days earlier: see Vol. ii., p.

126. There thus remains before the time when the thousands

were fed about the Passover (John vi.), sufficient time for the

sending out and the returning of the twelve ; whose journeyings,

moreover, we are not to consider as having lasted any length of

time. They came back in their simplicity very soon to the

Lord ; as may be seen in Mark vi. 30, and still more manifestly

in Luke ix. 10. The idea of Gemberg, that they spent nine

months on their missionary tour, is to us inconceivable.

That Matt. ix. 35, till x. 42, has anticijjated the chronology is

again in accordance with the plan of the Evangelist to conclude

with chaps, viii.-xi. a first cycle of the works and sayings of

Christ.

By placing Matt. xii. 22 so early (we are compelled to do so

by the other Evangelists), the rors certainly loses every special

chronological import. Li constructing a harmony, however, it

frequently occurs that we cannot avoid either giving up the most

manifest data in one Gospel for the sake of another, or abandon-

ing the task altogether of reconciling apparent contradictions, in

any other way than by taking such a view of indefinite for-

mulse:^ and it is well known that tots, when it stands alone, is

usually employed throughout the first Gospel as a particle of

this kind. We have already seen that chaps, xii. and xiii. are

connected together; and we have proved (Vol. ii., p. 201) that

the parables could not possibly have been spoken before the

Sermon on the Mount.

On the rejection at Nazareth, which, as related in Matt. xiii.

^ Every one knows this who has had the least experience in such

matters. Many a result laboriously wrought out has been dashed to the

ground by some intervening statement; for every example the whole

proof must be examined on every side. The author has given such proofs

for many of his positions : whoever examines his results wiU find it to

be so.
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54, we are to regard as having occurred a second time, see our

exposition of that passage in this volume.
*

Matt., chaps, xiv. and xv., hang quite well together ; and fall

into the time generally indicated in John vii. 1.

We protest on behalf of Matt. xvii. 24-27 against Wieseler's

chronology, on the ground that his exposition of the hib^ayjJba,

as denoting the civic tribute money paid to the Roman Emperor,

is quite untenable. See what has been said on this subject,

Vol. ii. p. 388.

In Matt. xix. 1, we find the last journey of St Luke pointed

out. See our remarks in the exposition.

Although the connection between Matt. xix. 15, 16, and also

that between Mark x. 16, 17, appear to be close, we do not

know where else to bring in (and here for once we agree with

Ebrard) the resurrection of Lazarus— an event for which it is

very difficult to find a place. Here there is peculiarly a great

nan liquet for the special point of time of this mighty event ; still

a poor harmonist must even for this put down at least something

that is possible. We require only not to read (and we are not

compelled to do so) the 15th and 16tli verses of Matt, xix., in im-

mediate sequence ; but Ixopivdri ifczihv as the concluding for-

mula, and then the Koj/ Ihou, as beginning a new paragraph.

St Mark does not arrange his pictures in his first part up to

chap. vi. 7 in exact order. This is an axiom which requires

certainly to be well proved against many critics. In chap. ii.

1, for example, the wide expression §;' rj[/jepa/v certainly allows of

our transposition.

Mark iii. 20, 21 cannot possibly, as Ebrard expounds, be a

special occurrence after the Sermon on the Mount (and after the

leper). The gp^oi'ra/ sig otzov is an indefinite beginning of a

new picture, whose frame is not finished till we reach ver. 35.

O/ Tap' Civrov must be His t^elatives, for ver. 31 is manifestly

connected with ver. 21 by an ovi/ ; referring back to something

going before, after the " 'Trpsvf/jcc aKCc^ccprov g%s<" of the Scribes

had been put down as parallel to the " ori g|s<rr?j" of his rela-

tives. See Vol. ii. p. 190. The short notice in Luke viii.

19-21 is in its right place, at least so far as what is related took

place on the day of the parables.

St Luke gives in chap. iv. 31, 32 only a general formula^
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which, therefore, does not immediately connect ver. 33 with

ver. 30 : still the general foundation for the particular miracle

here has the same weight as at Mark i. 21, 22.

In Luke vi. 6 it is the following Sabbath, probably the

Sabbath immediately following, that is meant ; and thus the

passage agrees with Matt. xii. 9, and we obtain an explanation

of the 'TTokiv in Mark iii. 1.

In Luke vii. 11 the reading h rco z^rjg is the only correct one,

and is merely an indefinite formula for a really later occurrence.-^

For the raising of the dead recorded by St Matthew as having

taken place alone is certain ; this selection itself leads us to this

supposition,—indeed the whole history looks like it, especially the

former case. Vol. i. p. 411, and our remarks on Luke vii. 13,

14 in this volume. Ebrard has overlooked this, S. 144. Ac-

cording to his arrangement the young man at Nain was brought

to life immediately after the daughter of Jairus ; and yet this

event must be connected (on account of the h rri l^?jg) with the

whole section containing the Sermon of the Mount and the

events down to Peter's wife's mother, which, as we have proved

on satisfactory grounds, must have taken place before the raising

of Jarius' daughter.

Luke is. 57, 58 is probably a veiy conceivable repetition of

the event and the word, Matthew viii. 19, 20, in the real life of

Jesus. We can scarcely, with Ebi'ard, refer the (/jsrd ruvrcc of

Luke X. 1, merely to the sending out of the twelve, and not also

to what had been immediately related at chap. ix. The history

of the other individual may in this case have been anticipated

by St Matthew as a parallel case.

We must, in opposition to Ebrard, place the whole contents of

Matt. XV. 1 to xvi. 12, hifore the journey to the feast of taber-

nacles, Jo. vii., and all matters connected with that journey as

far as chap. x. 39 ; for otherwise the two feedings would be too

far distant from each other, not to speak of many other consider-

ations. Bengel's simple and probable idea is, that the Lord re-

^ If we adopt tw, there is no reason why we should also adopt xothS,7Ji,

us at eh, viii. 1 ; since the fact of the passage being the only one where the

phrase occurs is not sufTicient to prove that phrase to have been one

commonly used by St Luke : there is as much reason for altering the t?

j|^f in that passage to make it conform to this one.
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mainecl at Jerusalem from the feast of the tabernacles till that

of the dedication of the temple. We have already expressed our-

selves doubtful (Vol. ii. p. 285) whether the " Scribes which

were of Jerusalem," Matt. xv. Ij Mark vii. 1, had returned from

the feast of the passover, Jo. vi. 4. That, according to St Mark,

the confession of Peter followed immediately after the conversa-

tion about the leaven, is not true ; Mark viii. 27, opens a new
scene with an indefinite /ormw^a.

How then, according to the above assumptions, does each of

the synoptical Evangelists stand related to the chronological

order of his contents ? We shall now take a glance at this, for

the purpose of making manifest at least the possibility of our

table.

St Matthew passes over between the 11th and 12th verses of

chap. iv. the following matters of which we have the record

given us by St John ; viz., the provisional engaging of disciples,

the first miracle at Cana," the first Passover at Jerusalem, a re-

sidence in Judea, the journey through Samaria, and labours in

Galilee, which are as yet rather divided into separate portions,

and do not possess any very public character, as far as the im-

prisonment of the Baptist. Still there remains in his Gospel,

chaps, v.—vii., what is really the proper commencement of the

Lord's ministry ; the first solemn preaching of His real public

appearance, the tone and scene of which were anticipated by a

preparatory work and collecting of disciples. In chap. viii. 13

he passes over the Demoniac in the Synagogue ; and ver. 17 is

consequently, in the first instance, a concluding formula. In

ver. 21 he appends, as has been already observed, a later parallel

to an event which occurred at that time, vers. 19, 20. The

parables delivered on the day mentioned ver. 18, when the Lord

was still on the sea, and before He set sail, St Matthew reserves

for his chapter of instruction ; as he confines himself in the fii'st

instance to the Lord's works. See Vol. i. p. 414. He relates,

therefore, immediately, the stilling of the storm, and the story

of the Gadarenes, together with what follows it, as far as chap,

ix. 34. After he had given, in vers. 35, 36, a general transition-

formula, he opens a new scene : the programme of the teaching

on the Mount is entered upon ; disciples are called ; miracles in

abundance are wrought, though the hostility only of the Phari-
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sees is excited ; then He sends out the twelve :—to this para-

graph we have a general conclusion in chap. xi. 1 , similar to the

one already noticed, and which is again repeated in chap. xiv.

J Jut he now goes bach, chap. xi. 2, to the message from John
M hicli had been sent at an earlier period (when accounts of the

works of Christ first reached him)
;
passes o.er the feast of

Purim
; yet inserts, in correct historical sequuice, chap. xii.

i-21, what had taken place previous to the sending out of the

Twelve. With chap. xii. 22, he still goes further back, using

his indefinite rors in order to exhibit the origin of the hostility

now mentioned for the second time, and to narrate its fii^st out-

bi eak ; he consequently introduces here what had happened

before the stilling of the storm. Chap. xiii. 1, therefore, has

this meaning : even then He had, after such sayings addressed

to His enemies, spoken the following parables to the 2'>6ople,—
Finally, after all these transpositions he restores chap. xiv. again

into the chronological order left off at chap. x. ; brings up from

an earlier period the imprisonment and beheading of John, vers.

3--12 ; and, with the single exception of the passage chap. xxvi.

6-16, which also belongs to an earlier period, carries on the

chronological order till the end. He thus passes over the feast

of Tabernacles and that of the dedication of the temple between

the 12th and 13th verses of chap. xvi. ; in chap. xix. 1, also he

passes over the incidents and sayings of this last journc}", which

St Luke has preserved ; the resurrection of Lazarus also is not

mentioned.

St Mark, who begins at a later period of the history than any

of the other Evangelists, passes over, like St ISIatthew, the first

year—which bears the character of a year of gradual quiet pre-

paration—and begins ch. i. 14, 15 exactly as St Matthew does

ch. iv. 12-17. But then, for the purpose of pressing forward

in medias res, and zbDioog opening up before us with imposing

efl'ect the great scene of the works of Jesus, he deals in nothing

but chronological transpositions, and heaps picture upon picture

without the least concern about the sequence of time. He falls all

at once, chap. i. 21, into the events which took place after the

Sermon on the Mount ; and these events follow each other in

chronological succession down to ver. 39 ; again in vers. 40-45

he brings in wliat happened at an earlier period, and passes over
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the Centuiion altogether. In chap. ii. 1-22 he anticipates, in

like manner, the events that took place after the journey to

Gadara ; and from ver. 23 to chap. iii. 12 he brings in matter

of a still later date. Now for the first time, chap. iii. 13 (refer-

ring by the sig to o^og to the well-known tradition), he goes back

and begins with the Sermon on the Mount ; of which, however,

(except by the allusion to it in " the mountain"), he gives no

account except as regards the choosing of the Apostles.^ He
has already related what happened immediately after this ; he

therefore passes over it, and proceeds in exact chronological order,

through chap. iii. 20, 21 ; till he mentions the calumny about

Beelzebub, and from that point again, in exact order (according

to our harmony), to ch^p. v. 20. He had already anticipated in

chap, ii., -whoi foUoived this (Matt. ix. 1-17) ; he therefore pro-

ceeds straight onward in chronological order from chap. v. 21 to

chap. vi. 6. He then passes over the young man at Nain, the

sending out of the Twelve, the feast of Purim (as well as what

he himself had previously related, chap. ii. 23-iii. 12), and con-

tinues the narrative after chap. vi. 7, exactly as St Matthew

does, putting in, also like him, at the wrong place, the death of

tlie Baptist and the anointing at Bethany.

St Luke, after having narrated the appearance of the Baptist,

and the Baptism and Temptation of Jesus, passes over, like St

Matthew and St Mark, the first year, except that he relates our

Lord's first sermon at Nazareth, and His rejection by the inhabi-

tants of that city. (In chap. iii. 19, 20, he has appended at

once the imprisonment of the Baptist, the account of which the

^ Because, as our Table shows, the sending out of the Twelve followed

immediately after Mark iii. 6, 6, it occurred to the Evangelist imme-
diately to go back to their choice. There is a relation of combination

of the same kind in Luke vi. 12 ; and another in Matt. xi. 2, where, in-

stead of what followed chronologically in chap. xiv. 1, 2, there is intro-

duced for the first time a statement about John of what had occurred

at an earlier period. Gemberg gives an entirely different combination,

which, proceeding from the idea that St Mark narrates according to the

order of time, leads to very peculiar results. Stud, und Krit. 1845. 1.

We do not feel inclined to aUow our system to be overturned by this

;

we must not, however, confute it at length. Meanwhile it is enough that

our view of St Mark's Gospel agrees with the oldest view we have, that of

Papias.

VOL. III. 2 A
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other Evangelists have introduced at a later part of their Gos-

pels.) In chap. iv. 31-34, he anticipates the progress of the

histoiy as St Mark does ; in chap. v. 1-11, he brings up from a

former period a special example of the early calling of disciples; in

chap. v. 12 he introduces a narrative which he manifestly avows

to be wholly indefinite; the portion from chap. v. 17 to vi. 11,

is of the same character, all the events there recorded having

happened at later periods. He now brings up, chap. vi. 12, from

an earlier period, exactly as St Mark does, the solemn choosing

of the disciples and the Sermon on the Mount ; appends to this,

chap. vii. 1-10, an event which happened not long after; with

chap. vii. 11-50, again he springs forward, and with chap. viii. 1-3

introduces a general description as a resting-point. From this

he turns back in chap. viii. 4-39 to the discourse delivered in

parables, to the storm and to the Gadarenes : the proper connec-

tion at this point appears to have been unknown to liim ; hence

he brings in, vers. 19-21, what took place before the parables,

and in ver. 22 a phrase implying ivant of hwivledge is used in

manifest opposition to Mark iv. 35.' Finally he has introduced

the Gadarenes quite correctly after the storm. What happened

upon this, according to St Matthew, he has, like St Mark,

already anticipated ; he, therefore, proceeds with the narration

of Jairus and of the woman with the issue of blood, down to ver.

56. Again, he has already given an account of the young man
at Nain, of the Message of John, and also of the rubbing of the

ears of corn, and of the withered hand ; he therefore advances

in chap. ix. to the sending out of the Twelve, and from this

point onward abides by the chronological order. The only

peculiarity is that in chap. ix. 17 he omits much that happened

after the first miracle of the loaves, as is seen in the Table, and

does not join the other two Evangelists till he reaches the mat-

ters related in the passage from the 18th to the 50th verse.

With chap. ix. 51 he begins the portion which is peculiar to

^ We may remark, however, on this most instructive example that St

Luke, even when he had not ascertained everything exactly, yet remains

free from positive inaccuracy. His phrase kui iyivero tu f^tx ruv ii/icipuv, al-

though, in the same breath, he had related the events of that very day, borders

on a direct contradiction of St Mark's authentic and definite expression, iv

iKtivYi TYi iif^epcf oypi'xs ytuoftiiiri;,—but it does nothing more.
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himself, and which has been called the journey-narrative. This

name, as applied to this portion of the Gospel, may be justified

a parte potiori ; ^ as at least the greater part of it manifestly rises

out of the last journey to Jerusalem, i.e., out of a journey and

tour in connection with the determination expressed at its com-

mencement, " Now to Jerusalem^ there to suffer and to die.'" We
may see from chap. xiii. 22, 33, xvii. 11, xviii. 31, 35, xix. 11,

28, that this thought was at every point brought to the remem-
brance of Gur Lord. The sequence is not indeed perfect in every

particular ; the Lord is not in reality always approaching nearer;

but for example, even in chap. x. 38, He has already advanced

from the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, though not when ap-

proaching it for the last time. In like manner, perhaps, St

Luke inserts here and there some sayings from a preceding

period ; certainly this is not the case with chap. xii. 22 (as we
saw in our exposition), or with x. 21. It may be so, for example,

with chap. xiii. 18-21 ; and most certainly it is so with chap. xi.

14-36, where we have a narrative of what, according to St

Matthew and St Mark, happened at a much earlier period.

With what are we to connect the expression of the 37th vei'se,

incapable as that expression is of having any more definite aspect

given to it, b hi rco XaXijfrai ? We certainly are not to read it

as if it were followed by raurci ; it can be understood only as

meaning, " when on one occasion (at that time). He was saying

such and such things."^ Nothing more satisfactory can with

any degree of certainty be made of these Singularia Lucae

;

although ingenuity may make the attempt and—lose its way.

From chap, xviii. 15, again, St Luke agrees with the other two

Evangelists.

Such is our unbiassed view oi the chronological relations in

the synoptical Evangelists ; in the defence and confirmation of

this view there is much which we could say. Those who do not

^ At 'least better than that other description which finds here a " Gnomo-

logy" a corpus doctrinae, formed out of all kinds of fragmentary sayings

without any regard to the history ; as, for example, was at one time main-

tained by Vertling against Bengel ; Collectanea Lucae, as Eoos called it.

We find it impossible to admit that Luke ix. 57, after the significant in-

timation of ver. 51, does not refer to the journey to Jerusalem.

2 See what has been said on this subject in our remarks on the above

passages, in this and the following Volumes.
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feel any interest in Harmonies may drop the subject. Any one,

however, who desires seriously to enter upon the subject may
study diligently what we have thrown out in the form of brief

hints, and as incentives to study. We can have nothing to do

with those who quarrel and vex themselves about these matters

under a twofold false hypothesis;—as if the fixing in every

individual case of the chronology, which is left so undetermined

by the sacred writers, were the very first thing to be attended

to in the life of Jesus ; and, further, as if our wisdom could,

must, and should arrive at unquestionably certain results in

this matter. The man who begins his studies in this depart-

ment with such a state of mind will never end them ; the man
who has not, first of all, thoroughly examined and understood

the words and works of the Lord in themselves, and as they

lie before us, had better not touch with hasty hand the subject

of harmony. A thorough exposition of these words and woi'ks

should come first ; and, after that, their arrangement in chrono-

logical order : first, let us get the picture, and then frame it.

The reverse practice, so much in vogue, receives the punish-

ment due to it for being contrary to nature. The intention and

aim of all who are conscious of their own duty and the limits of

their own ability, and therefore of all really scientific men, can

only be to make attempts at harmony ; and in the midst of the

different possible attempts that may be made, to resent the

imputation of unanswerable inaccuracies, and to maintain a

correct theory of inspiration. If the Son Himself did not know
the time of His second coming, should we be surprised that the

Spirit has allowed His EvangeHsts to remain in much ignorance

(significant and salutary) as to many matters of detail connected

with the times and the days of His earthly life ? But that positive

and essential mistakes, even as to a day or an hour, have any-

where been made, has never yet been proved : the most keen-

sighted scrutiny has rather issued in unexpected solutions.

How much, according to Jo. xxi. 25, might still have been

written ! But the wisdom of the most holy accommodation to our

capacity has meted out what is felt to be at present an abundant

fulness out of this inexhaustible wealth. Although ')Qi}p?}(7cct in

that passage does not mean abihty to comprehend in the under-

standing, yet the hyperbolical expression, " That the world itself
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could not contain the books," is a judicious figure and a pro-

verbial saying, meant to express the sentiment, that " human
nature could not completely comprehend and apply the whole."

To show, finally, lohy each of the three Evangelists has left

the chronological Order as he has done, is a question wliich be-

longs to the last and most difficult department of real Gospel-

criticism ; that, namely, which has for its object to ascertain the

plan of arrangement which must have been adopted by the

Evangelists according to fundamental thoughts and important

real connecting links. We think it right to abstain in this Pre-

face from making any remarks on this subject; and have, in the

course of our exposition, only occasionally thrown out a remark

or a hint, where the text or the contents of the passage naturally

suggest a thought. According to the design of our book, we
to a great extent omit discussing the peculiar character of each

individual Evangelist ; that we may not be drawn aside from

the simplicity, above all other things necessary, which receives

what is related as really the works and the words of Jesus.

The selection and arrangement of events, though much less the

exhibition and classifying of documents, belong to the individual

plan : to expose this latter plan is probably a prize reserved for

simplicity in future times; for, at present all with much, too

much Ihia, iTriXvffig are occupied with it. Even what Lange has

provided for the construction of this plan, correct though his

fundamental views are, does by no means appear to us to be

conclusive; on the contrary, he is, often enough, not exempt

from the danger which he is well aware is incident to the de-

partment of Harmony ; that, viz., of becoming entangled by

temerity in the enchanted forest, and in the depths of " secret

arrangement," where this danger is certainly still greater than

it is anywhere else.
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THE GOSPEL OF ST MARK.

TO THE UNCLEAN SPIRIT : HOLD THY PEACE.

(Mark i. 25 ; Luke iv. 35.)

Our exposition of the sayings, as recorded by St Matthew,

concluded with the words in which the Saviour of men fore-

announced His final, unalterable, judicial sentence. These

words are, " Depart ye cursed into the everlasting fire which

has been prepared for the devil and his angels,"—therefore not

prepared for you men, but for the devils ; assuredly not from the

foundation of the world ; but from the time that there have been,

and because there are, devils. The new commencement of the

Lord's public sayings, as resumed in St Mark, is from the very

first in accordance with this their termination. We here see,

in the first chapter, the Son of God, whose coming to us is the

Gospel, introduced by the Forerunner in the name and in the

concluding words of the prophets ; anointed and glorified from

heaven by the Spirit, and the voice of the Father ; tempted by

Satan, spared by wild beasts, served by angels; followed by

disciples whom without delay He had called ; acknowledged and

named by the devils whom He expels from men, but rejecting

with marked sternness their final enforced testimony. He has

come to deliver men, to judge devils : this the latter know earlier

and better than the former; for heaven and hell bear testimony

to Him for behoof of the earth,—" the kingdom of spirits knew

Him even under the form which concealed Him from the world."

So far the scene which the second Gospel discloses to us is the

same as that of the first. But the whole is delineated, all at

once, within very brief compass, in great, simply and sublimely

powerful strokes ; so much so that the very first chapter expresses

clearly the special character of St Mark's Gospel as indicated by
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US in the Introduction. "We have observed in our Preface to the

first volume that any one Gospel, even that of St Mark, gives

clearly, strongly, and incontrovertibly enough, the truth, ever

verifying itself afresh, on which, as on a sure historical basis, the

doctrine of the Church stands. If we contemplate and examine

thoroughly this single first cJiapter of St Mark, what a fulness of

testimony does it contain, encircling on every side the One who
stands in the midst ; what antecedents and consequents are there

connected with Him alone ; how great is the assurance of this

second writer,^ who knows that he also writes and testifies of

Jesus through the Holy Ghost ! How entirely unconcerned is

he about the doubts or oppositions of his contemporaries or of

future generations ! And 3'et everything has been written with

a wise regard for the future.

St Mark has the special gift of terse brevity and of graphic

painting in wonderful combination. While on every occasion he

compresses the discourses, works, and histories into the simplest

possible kernel, he, on the other hand, unfolds the scene more

clearly than St Matthew does, who excels in the discourses ; not

only do single incidents become in his hands complete pictures,

but even when he is very brief, he often gives, with one pencil

stroke, something new and peculiarly his own. It is very in-

structive and interesting to consider these peculiar gifts of St

Mark; this however is foreign to the design of this work, as these

peculiar gifts have to do rather with the narratives than with the

sayings ;—as, for example, in the expression, ver. 1 3, " He was

with the wild beasts." On the other hand we have now to do

with the narrative at vers. 23-25.

In the synagogue at Capernaum ^ there is a demoniac, who, of

' For we repeat that " the result of sound criticism will always be to

prove that the order in which the Church has arranged the four Gospels is

the correct one, whether viewed externally or internally."

2 St Mark and St Luke anticipate the later occurrence. St Mark, witli

his carefully used iv^iug, has given, vers. 21, 22, partly a general descrip-

tion, such as that we have at Matt. iv. 23 (iv6io>; is the word he employs

from the beginning to denote the rapid course of the Lord's life, as he

passes from one great and important event to another) ; here he passes

over, in the first place, the choice of the disciples, the Sermon on the

Mount, the Leper, the Centurion, and steps forward into the midst of the

first teaching and working of miracles, a scene of paramount importance
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course, has crept in unobserved. The proximity of the Lord

compels the unclean spirit to make himself known by bearing

testimony to Jesus through the utterance of a loud cry. There

is nothing peculiar in the fact that the Lord expels the spirit

:

there is something peculiar, however, in the spirit knowing and

naming the Lord.-^ The injunction, ^'hold thy peace" standing,

as it does, by the side of " come out," is new in St Mark, and is

of great significance. Christ will not suffer Himself to be named

and praised by the devils. To them, and to their dark knavery,

He is sharp and severe. He has none of His Saviour-tenderness

for those who are condemned and reserved for judgment. He
never permitted the devils,'^ after the first attempt, to proclaim

that they know Him (ver. 34), although they often made the

attempt, chap. iii. 11, 12. The address of the spirit hei'e, ver. 24,

is partly parallel with that other address, chap. v. 7 (Matt. viii.

29). Li three respects, however, it is peculiar. First, in the ri[j!AV

and r,(Jboig, the utterance of the single spirit speaking in name of

the whole body of the powers of Satan. Secondly, in the Na^a-
prjv'i, by which he at once addresses the Lord ; not merely making

use of the appellation common at the time (Luke xviii. 37), but

undoubtedly using the word because this name of contempt, given

to Jesus in His state of humiliation, vvas destined to be brought

into honour on earth, in hell, and in heaven (Mark xvi. 6 ; Acts

ii. 22, xxii. 8). Finally, in using the name, expressive of media-

tion and victory, borrowed from the prophecy of the 16th Psalm,

or at least closely connected with it, and very specially denoting

the person of Jesus as the antagonist of hell, " The Holy One of

God." Erasmus correctly translates this phrase by Ilk sanctus

Dei ; compare the other appellation which generally corresponds

to this one, Luke iv. 41 ; Mark iii. 11. ^HX^sj a'TTokzaai pj/xaj

for the beginning of his Gospel. After this he carries forward his historical

narrative till ver. 39. Then, however, he introduces, at last, the healing of

the leper; let it be observed, however, without a ivSku? and with the

indefinite expression kx.] 'ipxtTcct. Thus the incident in the synagogue, as

is obvious from ver. 29 (and with this Liike iv. 38 agrees), is to have its

place assigned to it between the 13th and 14th verses of Matt. viii.

^ Acts xix. 15. " With Jesus I am well acquainted, and Paul I know."
^ Not " the sicknesses^" or " the sick !" We may see how impossible it is

that such was the meaning of "possessed" as understood by the Evan-

gelists.
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is a question, as in Matt. viii. 29. It breaks forth with an 'ioc of

anguish (not, " desist!" "let us alone!" as if it were an impera-

tive from hdoj, but an interjection ah ! woe ! Hebr. nriN) in anti-

cipation of the judgment, of which the associates of the devils also

shall in time to come be made partakers, Heb. x. 27. " Let us

rather give testimony to Thee." But the Lord will by no means
be thus publicly proclaimed. The devils malignantly and mah-
ciously, with all fear, anticipate the plan of His life with a

view to perplex Him in regard to it, and to prepare for Him (as

Mark iii. 22 follows after verse 11) scandal and suspicion.

Therefore, as the Master, He does exactly what (Acts xvi.

16-18) His Apostle afterwards did; and what, unfortunately.

His disciples now-a-days often fail to do when they do not reject,

with sufficient decision, any testimony given from hell in their

favour. " Hold thy peace^^ He says. The spirit, jdelding a

reluctant obedience, cries out at least once more before he de-

parts ; but he dares not utter one other word after his Judge

has shut his mouth.

TO PREACH IN OTHER PLACES ALSO.

(Mark i. 38 ; Luke iv. 43.)

The three Evangelists unite in relating that the miraculous

cure of the mother-in-law of Peter brought many sick persons to

Capernaum, on the evening of the day on which it was wrought.

But St I\Iark and St Luke add that our Lord, early on the

morning after this day, a day spent in labour and in preaching,

retired into the wilderness. In the narrative of St Luke, espe-

cially, we may observe how the noise and the concourse increased

(iv. 14, 15, 32, 37, 40-42); and this suggests the cause of the

withdrawment of the Lord into the wilderness at this time, in

order to collect His thoughts in solitude, and prepare Himself

afresh for dealing with others. According to St ^lark, who un-

doubtedly knew most exactly the real state of matters, it was

" Simon and those Avith him," who hastened after Jesus, and

said : All men seek for Thee ; it is not only we that wish to have
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Tliee for ourselves, but all men are in this same state of mind.

The view of St Luke, which is indeed in substance the same as

the above, is that the multitudes, oy^Xot, go after Him desirous of

bringing Him back ; the ol f/jsr avrov of St Mark may also have

been individuals whom the people had despatched as their repre-

sentatives. There is thus a struggle for Him, the result of the

many instances of healing and of the expulsion of devils which

had taken place ; men are determined not to lose sight of one in

whom such power resides. In the midst of all this press, how-

ever, the Lord is altogether as calm, serene, and collected on the

subject of the work which had been given Him to do, as He had

been, when, according to the preceding narrative of St Luke,

He was expelled from Nazareth. He needed, according to St

Matthew viii. 17, to collect His thoughts and to strengthen His

soul in solitary prayer ; but when found out and disturbed He
immediately recognised the interruption as an admonition from

His Father to work : He feels no annoyance at the intrusion,

but is ready once more, in all kindness for men,—" I am at your

call, I have had enough of rest." But He does not so give Him-
self up to them as to return back as they desired to a place in

which He had laboured enough : the way on which He was

sent, to which His Father calls Him, leads Him further on, that

all men, whether they seek Him or not, may partake His benefit.

He who commanded the devils to be silent, will by no means

suffer Himself to be lauded with turbulence, even by men, as a

mere worker of miracles ; when matters are taking this turn He
goes away, as He does everywhere else in similar circumstances.

The import of His address given in reply to those who seek Him
and hold Him fast, which St Mark and St Luke record in dif-

ferent words, but to the same effect, lies thus in the double

antithesis : not here only, but elseioJiere also ; not merely to

work miracles, but to preach.

The reading in St Mark cLycoyjiv aXkaxov, which rests on

good external authority, is in this way recommended and justi-

fied : it brings dg rag Ix^fjj&vag zcofjjOTroXsig into more exact

similarity to ycat rcag iripmg Trok&Giv of St Luke, and gives strong

emphasis to zoc) \yM. The Saviour of the world, sent in the first

instance to Israel as Minister of the Circumcision, could certainly

not continue to reside in one place, or even in several places in
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succession. He must proclaim, testify, and work, everywhere

;

at least He must travel carefully over the populous public cities

or large market towns of Galilee,—the great theatre which was

assigned Him ; as, for many reasons, He had it not in His power

to confer favours either personally or even by means of the

Apostles upon all the cities of Israel before the Judgment (Matt.

X. 23). There is thus given at the beginning part of the ex-

planation of the reason of His travelling up and down the

country. The other reason is strictly connected with this one
;

that I may preach there also, namely the Gospel of the Kingdom
of God, as St Luke explains it ; compare Mark i. 14 ; Luke iv.

18, 19. For tlierefore, says He, and not only to heal the sick

and those possessed with devils, have I come, and been sent.

There we have, still further, in the very first chapter, an explana-

tion of the design and value of His working of miracles ; such

as we find near the beginning also of St John, ch, iv. 48.

Miracles were wrought only to introduce and confirm the word;

never in such numbers as the people desired ; but always to such

an extent only as was good for directing them to that work,

which He was always commencing afresh as His proper work,

the preaching of the Word.
The expression in St Luke is, "therefore am I sent :" that in

St Mark, however, is assuredly the original, " therefore I have

come forth :"—for the reading l^ikTikv&a is to be preferred. We
must not, however, with Pfenninger, adopt the superficial render-

ing, "I have come fai*th from my domestic retirement and

obscurity;" and certainly not, "I have come out at this early

hour from the city into the wilderness, in order tims to escape

being followed by tlie crowds of the citizens of Capernaum."

This exposition^ is very plainly refuted by the reading in St

Luke, ocTTiarikiJijUi ; which shows us that we have here in St

Mark a remarkable instance of one of the expressions peculiar

to St John's Gospel put into the mouth of the Lord, " I have

proceeded forth from the Father, and come into the world ;"

—

although this designedly is not expressed so plainly at the be-

ginning. In fine, it is to be understood that the Lord, by the

^ Which, however, very unexpectedly Lange (with Stolz) is iuclined to

prefer.
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expression before us, declares His prophetical office to be merely

the first and immediate object of His life (as He does also in

John xviii. 37), without prejudice to other duties, as we know,

and as He Himself elsewhere declares. He knows, however,

His way and walks in it, rejecting every false claim, firmly and

securely ; to preach the Gospel from place to place is quite as

sacred a duty in its own time (to speak with St Luke, / rmist),

as it is afterwards, when the hour has come, to suffer, to be silent,

and to die. Let a single word be sufficient to point out the

practical import of this saying to those who are sent out by Him
as heralds, according as their vocation is to one city or to one

nation.

THE SONS OF THUNDER. (tHE LITTLE SHIP READY.

(Mark iii. 17 [9].)

To introduce into this exposition of the Lord's discourses all

the expressions which are indirectly quoted or indicated, is a

task beyond our ability ; and one, moreover, which we have not

the least desire to attempt. We proceeded on this plan through-

out the Gospel according to St Matthew. Occasionally, how-

ever, there must be exceptions. Thus, for example, in the very

passage before us, Mark iii. 9, though there is no more than a

mere indirect indication of what our Lord on one occasion said

to His disciples, we would by no means withdraw that saying

from our consideration merely on account of the form in which

it appears, if it were a saying of special import. This, assuredly,

it is not ; it forms one of those merely human utterances of

human intercourse, which the Evangelists, for this very reason,

rarely quote directly, occasionally indirectly, but most commonly

omit altogether. The scene, which is parallel to that of Matthew

xii. 15-21, merely shows us again the Lord withdrawing Him-
self from men ; as much from their pressing throng, as from

their active hostility. He is desirous of having provided for

Him the means of proceeding by sea as often as He fings it

convenient to do so ; frequently from the place altogether, and
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frequently, at least, from the " press," to a quiet place where

He may preach the Gospel, as in Luke v. 1-3. He wisely pro-

vides for this as a matter of human arrangement ; and there-

fore enjoins His disciples to see to it that a small ship wait on

Him (not at this particular time merely, but generally); that

it be ready, in order that He may enter into it, as we find Him
frequently doing, as often as the multitude renders this desir-

able. Thus we behold the Saviour not merely manifesting " a

regard to suitable accommodation," as Bengel correctly remarks,

but also with all humility as a man planning and arranging for

what His divine wisdom finds to be good ; taking due precau-

tion against the pressure of the multitude, as often as He trusts

His person in the midst of them. Here lies the spirit and sub-

stance of this saying, which, so far, has not been recorded in

vain, or without a lesson for us.

The giving of the names by our Lord (ver. 17), and the state-

ments made by Him on that occasion, are certainly of much
more weighty import,—certainly not merely a subject of exe-

getical curiosity, as Gurlitt superciliously affirms. By the in-

sertion of his catalogue of Apostles at this place, we see that St

Mark refers (ver. 13) to the choice of the Apostles which took

place previous to the Sermon on the Mount (St Luke con-

firms this, vi. 13) ; but that, at the same time, he appends to

this a more general view. Consequently we are by no means

to understand that all the names were given precisely at this

time ; but as Simon was surnamed Peter at an earlier period,

the sons of Zebedee may have received their appellation earlier

or even later, as " Sons of Thunder." There are two similai'

and common names : St Mark evidently means to say that they

were to be so called only when spoken of together as a pair

of brothers ; but also that each brother by himself was to be

a Son of Thunder. We have already expressed our sentiments

(Vol. i. p. 54 and Vol. ii. p. 337) on the giving of the names

considered in itself. Our view is that on these two disciples was

conferred the honour of a new name as being men of a like

spirit ; for tlie same reason wOiich led to their being taken with

Peter into a nai'rower circle within the Twelve. If this be

so, it is certain that their name indicates two things : Jirst, a

description of their natural character (as brothers, as sons of
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Zebedee), a character full of meaning and power ; secondly and

chiefly, their apostolic character, for the new name which the

Lord gives them is assuredly a name summoning them to their

office, and prophetic of things to come. Hence every view

which entirely disregards either of these is false. Most assuredly

is that view false, which finds in it a mere expression of blame

;

for the Evangelist has, with perfect simplicity, placed the ap-

pellation Peter by the side of their honorary titles. The Lord

by this title designated them neither as " boisterous" nor as

" hot-headed men " (as Von Ammon has expressed himself, and

refers us to t^J"i) ; but most certainly, though not without a

warning running side by side. He indicates a good natural

ground in them, out of which His grace will afterwards produce

something of powerful efficacy. To connect the incident related

at Luke ix. 54, 55 with the giving of these names, is so far cor-

rect as these brothers, who generally spoke and acted very much
together, and were very closely bound up with each other, were

men of a strong ardent spirit, and not in the least of the soft

and effeminate character which unfortunately and witliout any

reason has been supposed to have belonged to John. The idea

that at the time when they would have called down fire from

heaven the Lord gave them this name, in the way of a repri-

mand and " that they might always be reminded of their

enemy," is to be simply rejected. Because, as Olshausen con-

vincingly remarks, there is not a single instance in the whole

New Testament, or even within the entire compass of Bible

history, of a reproof being given by affixing a name. More-
over, this false combination, in the case of the Evangelists St

Mark and St Luke, cannot be maintained with a due regard to

their inspiration. St Mark would not, in his catalogue of

Apostles, and by the side of the name of Peter, have fastened

securely and solemnly upon the brethren an epithet which, on

this supposition, the Lord assuredly did not intend should

remain with them. And St Luke (whose Gospel, besides, re-

fers to that of St Mark) would not have recorded other matters

and omitted the most striking word, had that word been uttered

on that occasion.

That St Mark's translation, vioi (BpovT^g, " Sons of Thunder,"

must be correct, is self-evident, and is confirmed by Christian
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antiquity. And though we cannot exactly restore the root of

the Aramaic word (for the roots C'jn, ::'3"i, TJ"i run into one

another, and we know little of the dialect then in common use),

this much is certain, that the thunder is here used in the sense

of power to shake. The Hebrew word Dy"i is used in this sense.

The point of comparison is not the secret nature, nor the terrible

effects (and so on in their fanciful applications) of the thunder

;

but the j)ower of the word, as in Ps. xxix. and Ps. Ixviii. 34.

Even heathen antiquity speaks of powerful eloquence as thunder.^

Theophylact, in his (MSyuXoK^puKsg, gives the simplest expression

of our view ; but, on the other hand, by his addition of hokoyi-

KMTciroi, introduces an idea for which there is no warrant. On
whatever occasion the Lord may have said " Ye are or shall be

called Sons of Thunder," He must have conveyed to their

minds, " I know that out of the depths of the strong feelings

of a fervent heart there shall break forth a poioerful testimony

of the Word. I will therefore make you, as My Apostles,

at a future time thmiderers, with the thunder of the heavenly

word." It is not exactly (as INIeyer, and Luther's marginal

note have it), " I will make you fiery, terrific, evangelists and

preachers;" for that would be lightning instead of thunder.

We know nothing further of St James, who met an early

martyrdom. But St John's thunder-power is sufficiently seen

in the sharp edge, the fearless and unimpeded march of his

majestic testimony, by the side of that stream of abounding love

which pervades it and sheds its halo around it.

PARABLE : THE SEED GROWING OF ITSELF.

(Mark iv. 26-29.)

We have already pointed out (Vol. ii. p. 196, 198) how this

beautiful parable, the peculiar import of which has, in conse-

qucilce of its simplicity and brevity, been commonly, but most

unjustly, overlooked, fits into the cycle of parables in Matt, xiii.,

^ Plato and Demosthenes arc calJed tonantes by Columella (Res rustic,

praef. i. 30) ; Cicero, after Aristophanes (Acharn. 530), speaks of Pericles

exactly in the same way.
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like an extra one omitted there, or an intermediate clause thrown

in as a bond of connection. It is not merely an appendix to the

preceding parable (as Braune says), but an independent link in

the chain. To consider it as another version, the product of in-

accurate memory, of the parable of the tares (to which it appears

appended even in Rieger's New Testament), is a piece of great

folly, originating either in irreverent treatment of the sacred

text, or in a superficial reading of the text on the part of such

believers. Neither can it have been given at one time by the

Lord as a simple basis which He afterwards and on another

occasion expanded into the parable of the tares ; it is, generally,

no mere modification of another parable. For, in the first

place, St Mark gives from vers. 1 and 2 to ver. 33 an exact

account of the many parables delivered at the same time; and in

the next place this extra parable, not belonging to the kernel

of the seven, has a fundamental idea altogether peculiar to

itself, and one which has nothing to do with the tares among the

wheat.

Seedtime and harvest : this was the general fundamental tone

of the four first or exoteric parables in St Matthew. The seed

gi'oivs on till the harvest : this was the fundamental note at the

end of the second, Matt. xiii. 30, which the third, ver 32,

again takes up. In all probability, therefore, this parable given

here by St Mark, the idea of which is remarkably and com-

pletely contained in this groioing, takes its place as a transition

fi'om the tare^ to the grain of mustard seed. The seed once

sown grows, according to its own nature, of itself, from its own
impulse and power of life : with this we have manifestly the

immediate reference and limitation with which our Lord here

speaks of it. The self-inherent growth-power of the kingdom

of God (as a whole and in individuals, great and small), in

reference to what we know of it, and what loe do to it, in its in-

dependence of human care and labour ;—this and nothing else

is the theme, as Lisco has well said, and as Brandies Bible,

guided by its special object, has for once happily expressed the

true meaning. The man who overlooks this must find himself

in the predicament of saying of the main subject of the parable

that the description is not to be pressed, that it is not the main

thing ! Seedtime and harvest are mentioned only briefly at the

VOL. III. 2 B
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beginning and end ; the idea lying between these, viz., " the

kingdom of God has been established broadly and deeply in

order that its development may proceed from within," comes

forward strongly in the two intermediate verses. It is aifirmed

that the growth proceeds at certain fixed times ; secretly, with-

out the knowledge of man ; of itself, without the co-operation

of man ; finally, also, in a natural progress fi-om one step of ad-

vancement to another

The Man, who sows the seed, tov Cyropov (not his own seed,

uvrov; as in Luke viii. 5), is throughout this parable not the Son

ofMan, the Divine sower, properly so called. For, first, the sleep-

ing during the night is not applicable to Him. And although

this may be interpreted as descriptive of appearances (it seems to

us as if the Keeper of Israel slept, not looking after His seed),

yet the ojg ovx, olhv avrog is decisive—an expression which,

especially when so strong as it is here, can in no sense be

applied to Him. For, the seed is neither more nor less than

the energy of the Lord ; His power. Spirit, life ; even tlie

Lord Himself. How should He then not be cognisant of its

most secret springing and growth ? ^ The person of the sower,

therefore, is varied according to different didactic purposes, like

the seed and the field ; and the man who sows the seed in this

parable is a disciple and servant of the kingdom, one who labours

in and about the kingdom. Particularly is it one who scatters

the seed abroad upon others ; though the analogy admits a

certain application to the heart which has received the seed,

and its subsequent care for itself. Further, as in nature the

fruit produces seed, or the self-propagation of the plant is

the seed (Gen. i. 12 ; Is. Iv. 10), so here the ff-Tropog, ver.

26 (exactly what in the two preceding parables is termed the

^ In V. Gerkchwe read, " After Christ has scattered the seed He exerts

no influence by His personal presence or by outward means upon its growth."

But u; ciix, closi/ ctvros means a great deal more than this. Even 7ion curat

cannot be said of the Lord, who truly looks after His field. With equal

violence to the text, AUord understands the expression as applicable, at

least at the same time, to Christ and His servants: to the former, " //e

knows not how; i.e., from bodily absence. He watches not how, witnesses not

how.'''' But the words will not admit of this,—and the sense, moreover, is

not true. For Christ continues to influence by His spiritual presence
;

effectually watches and protects.
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seed of the kingdom) and the pcapTog are to a certain extent

identical and run into one another. What is said in ver. 21

of the hghted candle, may so far be applied here : will any man
have merely fruit without at the same time casting abroad seed?

AdtUtional remarks on this subject will be found in Vol. ii. p.

212.

Vers. 26, 27. First, therefore : The kingdom of God in regard

to its growth, its great development from seedtime to harvest

(a development, however, which proceeds onward through an

oft-repeated seedtime and harvest), is of the following nature.

A man scatters, or men scatter seed abroad : it is, therefore,

always spread and propagated by human instrumentality ; sub-

ject to this condition, however, that the springing and the grow-

ing of the seed are beyond the knowledge and control of the

man who had scattered it. He lets day and night succeed each

other according to the ordinary course of nature ; he leaves the

God of heaven to bring day and night over the earth, an opera-

tion beyond the reach of man ; and remains quietly within his

own sphere, the sphere allotted to man : he sleeps during the

night, and is awake during the day. Assuredly the reverse,

indolent sleep during the day, is not permitted ; on the contrary,

the iyzipza&cci, or the daily new awaking, expressly includes all

diligence, carefulness, and attention on the part of the labouring

husbandman (2 Tim. ii. 6), rendered necessary by the place

which he occupies. Not to concern himself at all about the seed

after he has once cast it abroad were assuredly culpable neglect

;

for, the looking after it, that it be not destroyed, or that the field

be not turned up, the watering it and such like occupations, form

still so many parts of the prolonged duty of the sower, just as

the education of children forms part of the rzKVoyovlcx,, 1 Tim. ii.

15. But our Saviour means to say this (and in doing so to

glance at Matt. xiii. 25), that no one need be in painful anxiety

about it ; he is not, after he has sown his seed, forthwith to go

to sleep altogether ; but he is permitted and enjoined to take

that sleep during the night which the necessities of human
nature require. We may from the figure make a still further

application, and limit Ecc. xi. 6 by Ps. cxxvii. 1 ; thus finding

out the due medium between useless tormenting anxiety and

ruinous thoughtless indolence. This much is certain ; all that
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man can do in protecting and helping is a mere trifle ; the great

business of springing and growing goes on without us, chiefly in

the secret fruitful womb of niglit, as is well known to all who are

acquainted with nature. There is a truth corresponding to this

in the hidden progress of the growing kingdom of God : the

nights of men and of nations quietly force the seed even still

more efiectually than do the days, although here again the sun-

shine and the life-dew of the light are indispensably necessary

for conception in the womb of darkness.

The expression " night and day" here signifies two things.

First, the necessary amount of the time intervening between

seedtime and harvest; so many days and nights must elapse

ere the blade, the ear, and the full corn in the ear, appear in

succession. Secondly, the quality of this time, or the favourable

influences of weather and fructification, which the days and

nights given by God contain within them. This is the usual

way with the seed in the ground. Upon this we might consider

that in regard to' spiritual seed, the Lord God on His part

gives only favourable weather, and nothing but His blessing, 1

Cor. iii. 6, 7. Here then are entirely excluded both the know-

ledge and the influence of man. Especially the knowledge

as to the " how " of this secret and wonderful thing (ug ovx,

othsv) ; on the other hand, all the most secret shooting, forcing,

springing, in the kingdoms of grace and of nature, lie open be-

fore God, because this is His very work. Mark this well, ye

preachers and educators, in opposition to all anxious Methodism.^

Apply this also to your own hearts, ye anxious spirits ; beware

of the petty measurement of the daily and hourly barometrical

state of your feelings and spiritual life ; beware of watching, and

brooding, and refining ; beware of keeping diaries in such a

sense as this. Ye must not childishly uncover the seed, and

look how the growth goes on.

Ver. 28. Still less can we draw upwards the seed and the

stalk with the hand, so as to produce a more rapid springing

and growth. Every false help is excluded. Man (ver. 26) has

no need to know anything about the matter, or to render any

The good Wesley, in commenting on this parable, cannot away with

this ; hence he gives as the meaning of " sleeping and waking, night and
day," exactly the reverse ; that is, he has it continually in his thoughts.
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help at all ; for the earth brings forth its fruit avrofJbUT'/].^ This

means, naturally ; because of the principle of vitality made inhe-

rent in the seed. Assuredly to hope for harvest without having

sown is stupidity. It means more :
" For the earth bringeth

forth—originally endued by God with the fertility which meets

the seed, and which He continually renews and fertilizes by in-

fluences from above : assuredly stones and rocks form a surface

on which nothing grows. The ccuTO[JjDiTrj excludes only the co-

operation of man (the avrog immediately preceding) ; it includes

the energy of God, which is at work in all things. It has now

been sown, it has its own part to act
;
you may now be quiet

and act yours ; see that you procure good seed, do your day's

work in sowing it, then wait, Jam. v. 7. " Earthly seed is long

in springing up ; imperishable seed is longer still." It is only

when the seed comes forward of itself,—when it groios up—that

it is shown to be seed. When covered up, and apparently dead,

it bursts through the ground, rising from the dead, having been

brought to life and having grown when below (in the night, in

secret) ; next it continues to grow, springing further up when

above ground (in the day time, in the light). The sprouting

below ground was a concealed growth, the growth above ground

is a continued shooting and sprouting ; we know, however, and

understand, as little of what is above as we do of what is below,

as little of the day as we do of the night.

Once more, we have the natural progress of the plant from

stage to stage ;—the most observable feature of the season be-

tween seedtime and harvest, and of the vegetable world during

that period of the year. The three stages mentioned in the

parable correspond to the children, young men, and fathers, 1

Jo. ii. 12, 13 ; only, however, in general, and without any sharp

boundary lines. Hence, after the Trpoorof we do not find a

Sgyrgpof and a rpirov, but merely an slrcc ; for there are no

intermediate stages and transitions : the meaning is, one after

the other, and not before ; as at the end the harvest is after and

not before the ripening of the fruit. (A man does not sow grass

or ears of corn ; neither does he reap and use them as such.)

As the root spoken of in the first parable (ver. 17) is presupposed

^ Even Philo applies xuTo/mirQ; to what the earth brings forth without

the labour of man.
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in the springing up, so must the ears stand upon the blade, and

the corn must find the ears in wliich it is to grow. The blade is

still like tares, as the little children in Christ are still "as carnal,"

1 Cor. iii. 5; the ears, on the other hand, seem even ready for

harvest, before they have received the corn and are filled or ripe.

Our Lord gives everything here in a figure drawn from nature,

simple yet full of meaning, that we may meditate upon the king-

dom of God. In this figure lie brings prominently forward the

most important fundamental features of that kingdom; He
teaches us not to despise quiet perennial growth, not to lose

heart because of small beginnings ; but to wait without any pre-

cipitate misconceptions, for the right termination.

Ver. 29. To the eye of the true husbandman the fruit presents

itself with siifiicient distinctness at the proper time, as ripe ; i.e

quite full, as fruit. This idea, in contrast to the concealed con-

dition of the plant at its origin, and to its uncertain appearance

at the intermediate stages, is expressed emphatically by Tapccbco,

—a word which has been manifestly selected for this very pur-

pose; on its middle signification see Winer § 39. The idea

meant to be conveyed is therefore not merely, "of its own accord

also," but still further "as he himself also knows." The fruit

visibly ripe invites to harvest. It is only in its most general ap-

plication that this harvest can be regarded as denoting also the

last great harvest of the whole world before God; for, as has been

already said, the parable in the first instance speaks of the mani-

fold human sowings and reapings which intervene between God's

seedtime and God's harvest. The harvest therefore, in the first

instance, is the human harvest, with a view to a sowing to be

again immediately commenced. Do not come back with the

harvest waggons immediately after thou hast sown a little, but

let the earth and the seed have time ; dost thou see, however,

the fruit, then immediately (svOicog) put in the sickle, Joel iii. 13.

The Lord here again changes designedly the expression: He does

not speak of reapers as in Matt. xiii. 30 ; for here it is the people

connected with the farm that are the sickle bearers ; there is no

need of angels. ' AToarsXXst is not a Latinism of St Mark's,

immittere falcem, but a Hebraism of our Lord's discourse, as in

Joel iii. 13, ?2^ ^^?'^j i^uiroariiKan hpiTTuvcc ; even on ^apg-

GTrjx,iv stands literally there. The man must now appropriate
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to himself the corn that has grown up ; he reaps it, and in doing

so he gathers it together, that he may again sow it out to advan-

tage, in order to be always accumulating fruit to life eternal,

John iv. 3G. His design is not to store up in granaries, that he

may rest and enjoy himself before the time. The parable begins

again at the beginning ; and thus the groAvth of the kingdom

advances before men upon the earth. We have here, on the

one hand, very peculiar thoughts, deeply hidden in their simple

expression
;
yet, on the other, the significant selection and ar-

rangement of these expressions, makes the meaning clear in its

simple unity. This parable given by St Mark is not therefore

an inaccurate version of some other parable; neither is it a

rough and unfinished draft, drawn up hastily on the spur of

the moment by the Lord, and intended to be afterwards wrought

out into a larger form. No, it is a parable which to a right

exegesis becomes self-interpreting; yea it is a most precious

gift of the Lord to His servants, preserved by the Holy Ghost

through the instrumentality of St Mark, containing a very

essential supplement to the other kindred parables, a very

wholesome warning on the subject of all human interference with

the sowing and the reaping of God, a complete explanation of

what the growth of the seed properly is, and how that growth

goes on.

EPHPHATHA, AND THE PROHIBITION TO SPEAK OF IT.

Mark vii. 34-36.

This one single little word, '' JEphphatha,^^ though soon trans-

lated into every language, as here in the first instance it has

been translated into Greek, is a word of mighty power and im-

port. It was so when first uttered by the Lord to the man
who at that time was healed ; and to the people who praised this

new miracle in common with all the other miracles of this miracle-

working Physician. It is of still greater import to us who know

better, and should praise better, Him who makes all things good

which have been made evil by sin,—who by a pure work of

opening and loosing the bands, brings a restoration to the first

creation in which all things were very good. But, in order to
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bring ourselves into contact with this miglity word of the Lord's

lips, we must consider in connection with it the whole instruc-

tive history, and especially those actions of the Lord by which

He accompanied the miracle, and by which He also intended

to speak to the dumb.

He would not and He could not be concealed : the Father

sends to Him eveiywhere, even on the confines of the heathen

world, the poor and the miserable for His assistance. He 'is

returning to Galilee, through the midst of the half-heathen

Decapolis, still tarrying and turning aside by the way. It is

not an individual case of the miracles mentioned in Matt. xv. 30,

as the harmonists have been accustomed inaccurately to repre-

sent it (although afterwards IMatt. ver. 31 may fall in with Mark

ver. 37), but an earlier case which occurs by the way, that St

Mark here details ; who has preserved for us two cases of heal-

ing, here and in chap. viii. 22, connected together by very pecu-

liar circumstances. The Septuagint, and in like manner Aquila,

Symmachus, Theodotion, use (jjO'yi\u\og and clXccXog indiffer-

ently for dW*; see Ex. iv. 10, 11, Ps. xxxviii. 14, Is. xxxv. 6,'

Ivi. 10 : the enraptured song of the people after the event had

taken place classes the (jboyiXccXog among the uXocXovg. Yet it

is evident from the history generally, and also from the 6p0&ig of

ver. 35, that the man was only a ^puhvyXojcrGog or ayy.vkdykooa-

Gog (an old Lexicon has ijjoyikaXiiv, (iarraptZ^siv), a NpSQ, a

stammerer, as the literal Peshito has it. It was the case of a

man whose malady is clearly distinguished both by the Lord

and His Evangelist from possession, such, for example, as we

find at ]\Iatt. xii. 22, Luke xi. 14. So much the more remark-

able is the ceremoniously protracted operation of the Lord, in-

stead of the customary laying on of hands, which is what He
was here asked to do : He does not work the miracle for the

sake of the people ; He does not show His power in the manner

prescribed by them, and which was the usual manner of heal-

ing. The miracle in this case is an act of kindness to the poor

man; and the Lord in working it acts so as to awaken his

faith, with a view to this bodily cure as well as to salvation

of a better kind. O with what kindness does He still conde-

scend to each one's peculiar necessity ; and give us exceeding

abundantly above all that we ai*e able to ask or think ! The
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faith which He would awaken with a view to unloose the bands

of the soul comes from hearing. But, because the poor man,

whom our Lord designs not merely to restore thus suddenly to

the perfect use of his bodily powers, but whose desire for bless-

ing, and whose confidence in Him, He would also first excite so

as to lead him to utter greater praise and thanks, is shut out from

hearing. The Lord therefore tahes Mm apart, and, having thus

secured his undivided attention, speaks to him by signs. This is

manifestly the special reason why on this occasion He envelopes

the healing power in so many external actions, touching espe-

cially the ears and the tongue. Even the spittle—in this case

as in that of the blind men, in chap. viii. 23, and in John ix. 6,

—is really no medicinal application; but a symbol employed,

with His other actions, to denote very significantly the energy

proceeding from His person. Grotius remarks that He employs

nothing except what comes from Himself; we are reminded of

more than this, namely, of the streams of vital energy (so re-

peatedly referred to by the physician Luke) proceeding from His

holy human body, as they operate at present in His glorified

state, and as they then operated in combination with the might

of the Father which at all times was His. Further, we are to

regard the looking up to heaven as intended to indicate this last

idea to the deaf man and to ourselves ; so that we have here a

parallel to John xi. 41. But the holy sigh (to the understand-

ing of which, as Kleuker says, a verbal Exegesis is as little suf-

ficient as is any system of Psychology with which we can be

acquainted) was an utterance, proceeding from His Divine and

human natures, and characteristic of His office as High Priest,

—an expression of His sympathy with this and with every

malady of sinful humanity, bodily and spiritual all in one
;
yea,

with all trouble and sickness (which assuredly sin has brought

in and still continues to bring in) felt by Him as near at hand,

and represented by this dire calamity.^ In contrast to those fools

who fancy they have discovered in the narratives of healings

pecuhar to St Mark something which will enable them to account

for miracles on rationalistic principles, the simple wisdom of

^ Chrysostom to the like effect: "Pitying the natm-e of man, and the

degradation to which he has been brought by the hater of all good, the

Devil, and through the failm-e of our great Progenitors."
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Luther may teach us what the exposition of a spirit of faith

brings up from the depth at the right place. " It was not drawn

from him on account of the single tongue and ears of this poor

man ; but it is a common sigh over all tongues and ears, yea,

over all hearts, bodies, and souls, and over all men, from Adam
to his last descendant. This Gospel thus paints Christ, that He
who was man took such an interest in thee and in me, and in all

of us, as we ought to take in ourselves, when He was involved in

the sins and sufferings in which we are involved; and that He
sighs over the very devil who has been the cause of the sorrow."

Luther also, who on other occasions is hostile to all playing with

allegory, admirably points out that this sympathetic sigh breaks

out especially over the deaf and dumb, at least that it is on such

an occasion that the Holy Ghost has recorded it. We hold also

that there is good reason for supposing that it was exactly under

this bodily emblem that there came up before the thoughts of

the heart of the Saviour of men, on the one hand, compassion

for spiritual blindness, from which proceeds also, as in the case

before us, the incapacity of the tongue to speak and to praise

God ; and, on the other hand, the lamentable evils of tongue-sins

all over the world. Luther renders prominent this latter point

:

" Our beloved Lord saw well what an amount of sufferings

and sorrows would be occasioned by tongues and ears. For the

greatest mischief which has been inflicted on Christianity has

not arisen from tyrants (with persecutions, murders, and pride,

against the word), but from that little piece of flesh, which

abides between the jaws : it is it that inflicts the greatest injury

upon the kingdom of God. I speak of this, that after Christ has

loosed the tongue and given it the Gospel, it should inflict such

extraordinary and great injuries. It is a dreadfully looking

thing to take off a man's head ; but a false sermon, yea, a false

word which has gone forth in the name of Christ, takes off the

heads of souls." Thus, according to this, Christ must have been

thinking upon the injurious tongues, and also upon the shameful

ears which M'ill not hear anything else except such false injurious

tongues. (2 Tim. iv. 3, 4.) We add to this : peuliaps also, and

in the first instance, He was thinking upon the sins which this

man, on whose body this miracle of healing was wrought, would

hereafter commit with his tongue and ears ; and that it might
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have been better for him not to have received the help which

this Ephphatha brought. We beheve that these and similar

thoughts made up the hidden substance of this Ephphatha,

uttered in a sigh, and hence we have given them as expository

of it.^ "Ah, that I, O My Father which art in heaven,—Thou

knowest how these things are,—Ah, that I could open and un-

loose the ears and tongues of all men !"

The Ephphatha is the first word which the ears no longer

deaf must hear. And what is the first word which the tongue

loosed from its bands (its strings and feebleness, as in Luke xiii,

16) spoke ! It is not recorded. Instead of it we have the pro-

hibition to make known the miracle. Among the "them" whom
our Saviour charged not to make it known is undoubtedly com-

prehended the man who was healed. Thus the gift of speech

was scarcely given him, when silence was enjoined ; in order

that he, or at least we, might learn that right hearing consists in

obeying, the right use of the unbound tongue consists in its

willing bondage with a view to obedience.

THE GRADUAL HEALING OF THE BLIND MAN.

Mark viii. 23, 25, 26.

We have here a second narrative of healing by St Mark, con-

taining a description of a particularly circumstantial procedure

on the part of the Lord ; and not certainly a mere specimen ot

what had happened on other occasions, though not recorded by

the Evangelists, but with the clear and express stamp of distinc-

tive truth. We still see how each Evangelist brings forward

his peculiar gifts, supplementing and completing the scenes de-

scribed by the others. This blind man was brought to the Lord
at Bethsaida, the eastern town of that name, and which was also

^ The tribute of praise in St Mark, ver. 37, uttered by the people, puts

us in mind of Gen. i. 31, at the first creation ; but if the people, when the

Lord said " be thou opened," really thought of " let there be light " (as V.

Gerlach supposes, though we are doubtful), they must have entirely mis-

understood the meaning of the sighing cry.
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called Julias. Our Lord treats him with a condescension similar

to what He had shown to the deaf man on a foi*mer occasion
;

entering into His necessities and circumstances, of which, how^-

ever, we know nothing more than what is here recorded. He
also acts in the exercise of His wisdom according to His own
discretion, differently from what He had been asked to do and
from what would have been convenient for Himself: He not

only touches his eyes as He had done on another occasion. Matt,

ix. 29,^ but takes pains to lead him away out from the crowd;

which certainly is more than He did on the former occasion,

uTo\a^o[M'iVog h'xo rov oy^Xov fcar' loiuv. The immediate reason

wdiy He did so was to withdraw the man from the first effect of

the gaze of the crowds ; and to prepare for him a more blessed

object for his first glance, under the free open canopy of heaven,

as in John ix. 7. Then the slow gradual process of healing is

remarkable ; indicated by the question put after the first touching

of the eyes^ '^
if he saiu anything V^ There must have been in

the condition of this man some special reason why he was

brought thus step by step to the full light; and though we do not,

in the case before us, see through this, yet we have here repre-

sented to us the long-suflFering wisdom and gracious condescen-

sion wath which our Lord must deal with by far the greater

part of those who are spiritually blind. When He therefore

puts to us the confiding question, let us not, wdien we are only

beginning to see, and are seeing things as yet indistinctly,

reply with a too proud, hasty, and full " yes ;" but let us be as

sincere as this man w^as. He saw figures which he recognised

by their walking to be men ; they appeai'ed to him, moreover,

to be as yet quite as indistinct as trees.' But now our Lord

' From this we see what as far as He Himself was concerned He could

have done in all cases. But in every act of healing which He wrought Ho
sought to include and use the advancing faith of the man, and to care for

the necessities of the sick : and it is in this that we are to seek the true

reason of the variety of procedure in different cases.

2 St ^lark gives in the first instance 6[u/:<.oirae. sight-organs, which in this

strict sense corresponds to the dKoxt chap. vii. 35 (comp. Heb. v. 11) ;

afterwards he employs the usual word 6(pdx'Afiovi.

^ "The masses of people which they had left behind in the distance

appeared to him like a dark forest ; only the trees walked." Lange. He
was horn blind ; therefore, of course, he knew uothuig about trees.
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lays His hands upon him the second time, and addresses to him

a second friendly word, " Look up again"—or, " see now," in

contrast to the former question, and announcing a complete re-

covery. For this probably is v/hat St Mark means to say by his

very curiously ambiguous phrase: kTroi'/jffsv avrov ava^'ki-^ai.

This might mean, " He gave him sight again," " He made him

again see completely ;" compare kva^'kz'Trziv, chap. x. 51 ; Matt.

XX. 33, 34, xi. 5, where, however, this sense is not probable.

But, because this result is for the first time strongly announced

in the following context, we should understand the expression in

accordance with the whole history in the first mentioned sense

:

" He bids him look up" (even although we may not be able v/ith

Luther to see the " again") ;—compare 'ttoizIv almost equivalent

" to command," Luke v. 34. Finally, the general sense of the

injunction not to go into the town, nor to spread abroad the

report outside the house (see at chap. v. 19, Vol. i. p. 373); the

intimation neither now nor at any future time to tell it to any

one h rr, zojfjjri if he should have occasion to enter it ; has al-

ready been ascertained when expounding similar sayings of fre-

quent occurrence. It almost appears as if this Bethsaida, to

which our Lord gives prominence by the repeated zojfjjrj, was

for some special reason not to be permitted to hear
;
perhaps this

might be one reason why our Lord led the blind man out from

the place. Last of all, that nothing whatever may be overlooked

in St Mark, we may remark that the [LTibk is not altogether

grammatically wrong, as Winer supposes, but stands instead of

Kou (jjTj on account of the implied antithesis to " sending him to

his own house."

THE TRUE GREATNESS OF THE DISCIPLES OP CHRIST ; THE
NOT FOLLOWING WITH US ; THE FIRE AND SALT

PREPARED FOR SELF-DENIAL.

Mark ix. 33-50. Luke ix. 48-50. [Matt, xviii. 3-20.J

We have already in our remarks on St Matthew considered

all those parts of the passage before us which have parallels in

that Gospel. A special consideration, however, of St Mark is
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necessary : partly because lie gives us, in common with St

Luke, the remarkable interlude, ver. 38-41 ; and partly because

he gives us, what no other Evangelist gives, the profound utter-

ances about the worm and the fire, the fire and the salt, and in

general has preserved a peculiar account of the sayings of our

Lord spoken at this time,—concluding sooner, yet at the begin-

ning preserving more of what was delivered. Referring to what

has already been said on St Matthew, we must request the

reader to take a fresh general survey ; this will satisfy him that

the theme and leading thoughts are essentially the same in this

new account.

The true greatness of the disciples of the Lord among them-

selves consists in humility and love ; and is obtained by self-

denial. Thus St Mark elevates to the rank of a main section

what in St Matthew, vers. 8, 9, came in only as a secondary

thought; and then he leaves it. St Matthew, on the other hand,

goes on to narrate what the Lord further said on the subject of

the foundation on which this greatness rests through the grace of

the Redeemer, and the manifestation which it shall assume in

the community or church. It consists in humility and love ! This

position, this great fundamental principle of the kingdom, ad-

dressed solemnly to the twelve Apostles from the seat of teaching

and of judgment, is uttered in the first instance in opposition

to the proud (piXoTpcoT&unv of the disciples among each other.

It is exhibited, first, by a most peculiar and decisive expression,

ver. 35 (which we must regard as having been uttered before the

third and fourth vei'ses of the eighteenth chapter of Matthew,

although the same in sense as these verses) ; and then by the

figure of the little child brought in. Upon this, however,

Mark, ver. 37, merely traces out the sentence parallel to that in

Matt. ver. 5, with an addition repeated at an earlier period ; for,

from his efforts at brevity, he merely takes up the one saying,

in which there are sufficiently indicated both the greatness

graciously attributed by our Lord to the little ones, and also the

duty on oiu* part thence resulting of loving them. For this

reason he gives the extended account of the statement which St

Matthew omits ; occasioned by the confession of the disciples

that, acting under the influence of pride toioards others, they

had questioned a certain man, and their "we" had risen up in an
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arrogant and exclusive spirit against other followers of the Lord.

To this the Lord replies—" Without arrogance (which manifests

itself in forhidding, in strong contrast to assisting or acknowledg-

ing) think the best of others ; without seeking the honour that

may arise from their externally following Me in your company

!

ver. 39, 40. Rather believe, and forget not, that even the

smallest thing done on behalf of the kingdom of God is graciously

recompensed by God! ver. 41." (Just as ver. 37 is repeated by

our Lord from Matt., chap. x. ; but here He will utter it in this

connection, " Take care, only without boasting of it, that ye

yourselves belong to Christ.") Finally, " Offend not one of

those little ones, who believes in Me !" ver. 42. In this again

St Mark concurs Avith St Matthew, ver. 6. See Vol. ii. page

402.

The true greatness of the disciples is obtained, and also secured

or rendered permanent, by self-denial, by averting or destroying

the real ground of offence. St Mark (passing over the other

opposite in St Matthew, ver. 7) gives this as fully and literally

as our Lord uttered it. Hand, foot, and eye, separated by the

thrice repeated rigorous declaration—" It is better for thee now
to put to death the offending sinful member than at a future

time to fall into eternal death !" Vers. 43-48 is parallel to Matt,

vers. 8, 9. It is only by a wholesome mortifying fire and salt

that man escapes the unquenchable destroying fire ; but the

easiest and the best way is to use salt for self-denial. Ver. 49.

" Therefore found upon such willing self-denial your true dignity

before others (as salt of the earth, always itself first salted, in

humility) ; and your i^lace among yourselves (as messengers of

peace to the world, united in love !)" ver. 50. This is a natural

conclusion at which the Evangelist may well break off.

Ver. 35. This is one of our Lord's repeated sayings, which

here agrees particiilarly well with the intimation of His suffer-

ings given in ver. 31—" This is the very way in wliicli I, your

Master, go before you." Comparing Matt. xx. 26-28, xviii. 4

;

Luke ix. 48, xxii. 26, 27, we see that our Lord does not intend

to say anything of a threatening nature—" Whoever will be the

first shall be the last, as a punishment of his pride !" This state-

ment—generally elsewhere true as given in Matt. xix. 30—is in

this passage blunted and turned aside by the humility in the ex-
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ercise of which a man willingly humbles himself as the 'ia-/a.ro(;

in order to his becoming really the 'Tr^SJrog ; the addition of the

word hdzovog in this verse, as well as the whole connection in

St Matthew, shows that this is the sense meant to be conveyed.

Whoever in humility looks upon himself as the last, will be found

ready to devote himself in love to others, as their servant in help-

ing and in serving them. Let him who desires great things

seek true greatness in denying himself; in giving himself

up entirely to that love of the Master which will lead him to

serve Him, to realise Him, to work in His strength. The 'iarcci

signifies, first. Whosoever (piXoTrpconvsi, in the true and right

sense, will forthwith show it when put to the test : it goes, how-

ever, beyond this and becomes a hortatory imperative. If we
take the 0&Xsiv 'TrpaJrog zhcci in the good, praiseworthy, and

therefore commanded sense, there remains of course the simple,

strong key-note of the saying. Still, we should not be averse

to apply, even in different ways, these antithetic sentences of

our Lord's, constructed as they are, with such admirable sim-

plicity. Thus, for example, we may understand the one before

us, as the words admit—" Whosoever cannot but observe within

himself the (natural, and false) desire of pre-eminence (jpiXo-

'TrpcoTzbziv), let him humble himself on this very account ; let him

acknowledge that on account of the desire to be the first which

is deeply fixed in his heart, he is really the last ;

—

therefore, for

the very purpose of impressing this on the contrary upon him-

self, with a view to wholesome resignation and self-denial, let

him become externally, as is right he should, the servant of

aU!"

Ver. 37. This saying, with which St Luke begins, ver. 48,

and whose abbreviated form is found in Matt. ver. 5, is repeated

here entire from Matt. x. 40. It appears, therefore, that the

promise there applied to the TavcIvo with special honour, is now
extended in similar terms to the very smallest child : this is

precisely the meaning and the design of its repetition in this

place !
" Do not suppose it is aj)plicablc to you alone, or even

to you chiefly : I declare it to be the Father s will that every one

of those little ones in whom not only I begin with My wholo

grace to dwell and to work, but also the Father, who is in Me
and one with Me, shall be received and acknowledged ; not de-
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splsed or offended, but humbly honoured and served, as much
as the greatest."

It is very natural that John should have felt himself impelled

to make a confession, somewhat as if he were putting a question,

in regard to an act of injury which had taken place in violation

of this statement. The proud heart might have been too ready,

as the disciples hitherto had been, to appropriate exclusively to

itself such great promises, and to conclude, " We ought there-

fore to be received for His name's sake which we acknowledge

and bear upon us." But the word of the Lord, " one such little

child," gives rise to the counter-question, " Shall we really thus

esteem and receive everi/ other man, on whom we find Thy name?

Has, then, every one who chooses to own and to use Thy name a

right forthwith to do so, without first becoming connected with

us?"^ The "I" which broke out in the contest of the disciples

among themselves about pre-eminence, has no sooner been dis-

missed, than it immediately returns, at least in the shape of a

common "We" of the disciples set up against others. John

does not mean to take upon himself exclusively the blame of

the zoSkviiV : hence we cannot reasonably find here an expression

indicating any highly impulsive character peculiarly belonging

to him, such as we have in Luke ix. 54.^ John, hy this, rather

shows that he had felt our Lord's remark (rather than Peter,

who not apprehending so promptly the meaning of the sayings

about humility, laid them up in his heart). Under this feeling

he begins in the name of all to ask and to confess, " Was then

what we did not right ?" It is only in this way that we can

understand the interjected cc^OKpivsadui ; it is exactly because

it is used of John that we cannot suppose him to have said nor

to have asserted, "Was not this certainly right ?" Nor can we

^ This is quite a correct connection. There is, therefore, no vestige what-

ever of what Neander supposes; viz., that John, from misconception, with-

out understanding the proper sense of the expression, took a strange view

of the words "in My name." The want of understanding is in tliis case

rather in the expositor.

2 Niemeyer's Characteristik, for example, generally rather pecuUar, says,

with half truth, "A noble soul is commonly at first intolerant." Braune
has a more correct and finer observation, "John was, perhaps, in the least

degree too quick in forbidding ; but he soon repentsd of it in his heart, and
was not long of feeling the gmlt of the deed."
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suppose, as some have done with extreme perversity, that we
have here an example of arrogance of spirit aptly condemned.

In the honest narratives of the transactions of this period, there

is to be noticed the echo of the tone and feeling which prevailed

at the time: u'6o[Mv t/v a, looking down upon him somewhat

slightingly. This " somebody " perhaps one of John's disciples

who had not yet begun externally to follow Jesus ; or perhaps

even a believer who took the liberty of pursuing his own sepa-

rate path, but had in reality cast out devils in the name ofJesus

(more than one devil, Luke expressly ra hai[/j6uicc)', and had

not merely " made the attempt to do so," was not such a one as

the sons of Sceva (Acts xix. 13), but one who could do more

with his faith, which was by no means feeble, than the disciples

themselves (Mark ix. 28) were able to accomplish. Perhaps

they felt annoyed at this, if the event happened at a later period.

Enough, they forbade him ; and why ? He follows not us. O !

how often even till the present day have Christians had nothing

more to object to their fellow-Christians than this ! In St Luke
the expression appears somewhat softened : ohx, ax,o\ov6si [Jjzd*

tjIlZv ; that is, He follovveth not Thee with us,^ in our company.

Still, this may be the Greek construction of aTcokov&uv Avith

jO/Sra (of which Pricaeus has given examples), as in Rev. xiv.

13. We prefer taking this view, because in this case the reply

of our Lord ov 7ta&' v(iojv comes in Avith effect. Then, also, in

the exact version of St Mark—" he followeth not us,"—there is

a sharp, self-condemning, self-convicting expression of that proud

imagination in which the "We and us" almost forgets the Lord

Himself; in which they intrude into the place of Him, to follow

whom is and must ever be the great concern.

Vers. 39, 40. The humble and timid question, which the dis-

ciples could scarcely venture to utter, is abruptly and decisively

responded to by the instructive answer of our Lord, which, tak-

ing the particular case by the roots, gives forth a general and

deeply impressive utterance, and one which it becomes our own

age (as Braune well remarks) to lay particularly to heart. The

confessed prohibition He prohibits in turn ; and then in a con-

descending manner assigns His reason for doing so. " Never for-

^ The Syriac Version supplies ^-r-z yzy^ and we also, Vol. ii. p. 155, adopted

for the time this view.
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bid after this the casting out of devils in My name, either to one

man or another in a similar case :" the avrov thus brings out the

indefinite rivd,—so that " any one who may do so" is meant :

—

the futures with ovhzlg yap indicate the same thing. In former

times, Num. xi. 26-29, Joshua would have forbidden the two

men, Eldad and Medad, when they prophesied in the camp, the

Spirit of God being upon them, on the ground that in regard to

external arrangement they were not connected with the others

;

but he did not know that they were accepted before God, and

that they had only not gone out with the others to the taber-

nacle. Moses even in that age did not regard their formal de-

fect, proceeding apparently fi'om an innocent mistake, as a reason

for depriving them of the Spirit which had been bestowed upon

them (supposing this in his power !), but, on the contrary, gave

expression to the large-hearted wish, that the whole people of the

Lord might prophesy ; and most assuredly there can be no such

thing now, under the grace of the New Testament, which works

at large and unconstrained, as a confining of the Spirit of the

Lord to this or to that place, to the communion of this or of

that party. The Spirit bloweth where He listeth : where is the

man who will or can hinder Him ? Wherever devils are cast

out, there is the Spirit of God, Matt. xii. 27, 28 ; wherever the

name of Jesus is confessed, the confessor of that name is ac-

cepted before God, whether he stand in our roll or not. This,

at least, is the view which our Lord, in the first instance,

teaches us to take of this incident, in so far as our own know-

ledge and conduct are concerned. He extends the special case

of casting out devils to the general idea of Troiiiv hvva(Jbiv, work-

ing a miracle, i.e., effecting or performing anything, in His

name ; and thus, in condemning the disciples, negatives the

manifest conclusion to which they had been brought. Antici-

pating a case which might occur, He says, graciously and con-

vincingly—" Whosoever uses My name for a good work, so that

virtue and the Spirit are manifest, will not be able forthwith,

shortly thereafter, to reproach or I'evile Me, as for example to at-

tribute My own casting out of devils to Beelzebub." For, as John

von Muller says, " he will be convinced by it," viz., that there re-

sides in My name an effective power of truth. Or he will not

probably prove such an inconsistent and perverse man as ra-xju,
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forthivith, almost in the same moment, to revile Him whose name
he himself had used with such effect. Compare the expression

of the Apostle, 1 Cor. xii. 3, which may be understood as mean-

ing that to confess Jesus as Lord, with the powerful conviction

inwrought by the Spirit, and at the same time to curse Him,
cannot coexist in the same individual. But how now ? Are
there really none who call Jesus Lord, and yet not in the power

of the Holy Ghost ? Were there really no hypocritical miscreants

who yet cast out devils and removed mountains ? (Matt. vii. 22,

23 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 2.) Assuredly nowhere do we find it asserted

that the working of many miracles (tto/s/V hvpocfjustg '^oXkdg)

is a sure proof of real communion with Jesus. We remark

that in the rayy there lies concealed something like this, " ye

should wait a little before ye judge and forbid." Is there then

really no one who may unwarrantably perform deeds in the

name of the Lord ? Certainly ; but to know such is reserved

for the Searcher of hearts, or for us after successive manifest

evidences of hostility towards the Lord. We observe, therefore,

that the Lord can mean by the general statement which He ap-

pears to lay down without any exception only this—" It becomes

you thus to think ; ye ought, in every case, in the first instance,

lovingly and humbly to assume it to be so, so long as ye see

nothing else than what ye tell Me, a good effect resulting from

the use of My name against the kingdom of the wicked one, in

the confession and conduct of any one." That this is the proper

sense becomes still more evident in the following verse, which

certainly rejects the ovx, aKo\ovO{i ^(jav as an insufficient reason.

This following statement can by no means be regarded as un-

conditionally true in all cases, any more than the preceding one
;

for many may take the name of Christ into their lips, may preach

His Gospel g^ l^iOiiag and '7rpo(pcc(Tii, Phil. i. 16-18. But the

great Apostle, when he leaves in the background the sirs -rpo-

(pdffsi sire ccXfjOiicc, and that in a case which left little room for

doubt,—when he suffers not his joy at the preaching of Christ

to be disturbed by the hostility manifested against himself,

—

speaks and acts in the spirit of the Lord's statement now before

us, which dictates to us nothing but the modest presumption of

good in others with which it is proper for us to act.

Ver. 40. We remark, by way of introduction, that the read-
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ing vfjjZv instead of rifjijoov in St Mark is undoubtedly the correct

one, and that both on internal and external grounds. This passage

is one of those which show clearly the necessity of a revision of

Luther's Bible; for the "us," put here into the mouth of our Lord,

disturbs and almost destroys the whole sense of His most import-

ant saying. The fault of the disciples is exactly this, that they pre-

sume to set up an externally visible communion with themselves,

instead of communion with the Lord, as a mark by which to judge

a man ; and the exact way in which our Lord expresses His

disapprobation of this is by employing a " You," sharply turn-

ing away the case from Himself, so as to form the counterpart

to their proud "We." Ye need not at once conclude that

whoever is not with you is against you ; ye should rather take

it for granted until something to the contrary appears that he is

for you. Moreover, there would be room for many mistakes if

the expressions " against 2/om," or even " not with you," were

made a test ;—but " to be also not with Me," that is, " against

Me," is an unerring test. We may look back upon the other

correlative saying, Matt. xii. 30 (Luke xi. 23) :
" He cannot

and He will not so bind Himself up with His people, not even

on any one occasion with His Apostles, as to sanction the maxim
of man's judgment, no salvation without our Church, or our com-

munion ; He lays down the ' You ' in strict opposition to this."

Let this be repeated from Vol. ii. p. 155. Our Lord, on one

occasion, says, " Our friend Lazarus," Jo. xi. 11 ; "that ive may
not give offence," Matt. xvii. 27; and on one single occasion,

with a far reaching sense, "thus it becometh Us to fulfil all

righteousness," Matt. iii. 15. But this is the whole: everywhere

He discriminates exactly, and uses the " we " only in connection

with outward circumstances. Here, at least, it was impossible

for Him to say " We ;" for it is exactly in opposition to the pre-

sumption and rash judgment of the disciples that He is con-

strained to discriminate between communion with Him, which

in most cases can be known for certain only by Himself, and

communion with them. Olshausen fails to perceive the exact

meaning of the saying, inasmuch as he applies to different persons

the two sayings which are meant mutually to supplement and limit

each other: "He who has been called to spiritual service must be

against the Lord and His cause if he is not engaged in positively
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promoting it; but he who has been called to less than this, yea, he

who stands dependent spiritually upon his superiors, is reckoned

as on the side of the cause of God, if he only keeps himself fi'ee

from the wide-spread hostile influences that are around him."

For the " whosoever " in both sayings lays down a rule which is

entirely general; to discriminate the sphere of its operation on

both sides must be effected in another way. Every one, as we
have remarked on Matt. xii. 30, is called to spiritual work of

some kind or other ; but it is not always necessary for him to

proceed according to the form and manner of this or of that

community of the called.

The well-known treatise of Elvert (Studien d. Evang. Geistl.

Wiirtemhergs), has in like manner entirely failed to bring out the

sense; the author supposes the great difference between the two

sayings to lie in the ^sm rivog and the y^rgp rivog shut, the former

according to him denoting inward unity of heart, and the latter

outward community and operation. We might as well on the

contrary take (/jZtk as denoting mere companionship and ex-

pressed co-operation (as this undeniably is its ordinary use), and

yTgp, on the other hand, internal relationship. For that y^sp

literally denotes by itself a relation of working, of acting in favour

or in behalf of another, is an entirely groundless assertion,

although Ullmann repeats it (in the treatise hereafter to be

named). At all events the yorgp rivog Civui does not point to

work, but to internal condition and feeling.

In the second saying, Mark ix. and Luke ix., as far as regards

its commencing clause, or the ovk 'iari Kaff vfjbSiv, it is certain that

our Lord is not speaking immediately of the state of mind or

internal relation to the follow^ers of Christ, and consequently to

Christ Himself; though we cannot, consistently with truth, affirm

with Elvert that the wdiole statement has nothing whatever to do

with this internal relation. For how can the words "is for you,"

merely mean "he is serving your cause," "promoting your ob-

jects?" It is certainly not to be supposed that the Apostles had a

cause other than that of Christ, an object difterent from what He
had; Elvert himselfacknowledges "that the cause of the Apostles

is here to be regarded as identical with that of Christ." When
our Lord, in the first saying, proceeds to remark, "whoever gathers

not with Me scatters abroad " (this certainly refers to work), He
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asserts the inseparable connection between inward state and out-

ward work, as we have explained the passage,-^ According to this

clear statement we must deny that the " undecided" may in the

very least " be profitable to the cause of Christ."

The contrast of both sayings, lies, therefore, manifestly in

something altogether different. First and foremost in this, that

in the one case, the Lord says " against J/g," and in the other

case, " against your How can any one overlook this ? As-

suredly in relation to the person of Christ, there can be no [/jsrd

of mere external communion, least of all in the intention, since

He is here speaking as the Searcher of hearts and the Judge of

hearts, not only about temporal relations, but also in regard to

all future time, and in reference to both kingdoms. In the second

saying He adds this :
" To be ivith Me must not be supposed

necessarily the same as to be xvitlc you, in a manner that shall be

visible and subject to your judgment." For, in the second place,

there is the clear difference : Christ, the Searcher of hearts, pro-

nounces a decisive judgment, makes it manifest to the heart of

each ; but in our case, where no such judgment can exist, all

that is required in the uTsp VfJbojv \(Triv is manifestly a kind as-

sumption, a taking for granted in the meantime. " Let such a

one be to you as if he were for you (and for Me),—until some-

thing occurs which proves him to be the reverse. Speak thus

of him."

Elvert, without any reason, introduces into the case the very

questionable position " that absolute decision for Christ may not

strictly he assumed of any one,^^—that to demand this " in order

to a work rich in blessing" will in the end " destroy the Church

itself and all activity in it on behalf of Christ." For such an

assertion is exactly the opposite of the first saying in Matt. xii.

30. What in this is relatively true, will always, at the same

time, have an influence upon practice ; thus the meaning to the

Apostles might hate been,—" In so far as any one is still unde-

cided, in so far he acts against your cause and Mine." But to

1 Elvert's evasion is very rash: "The gathering and the scattering is

only a continuation, in the form of a proverbial saying, of what had been

formerly affirmed, and the words are not to be taken literally!" The

acknowledg-ment betrays sadly his own want of understanding; in any

other case there would be no possibility of comparing the two sayings !

!
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understand our Lord as saying, " Whosoever is only not abso-

lutely against Me may, with some degree of blessing, work on

My behalf," ^ is the very thing which the former statement has

sharply and unquestionably denied.

Christ in the second statement refers not merely to the tolera-

tion, so dear to some, of imperfection and half decision (this in

us may be appropriate),—not at all of blessing in the objective

power of the means of salvation irrespective of the personal

character of him who administers them, etc. These are matters

irrelevant to the subject on hand. But He testifies in the

verbally clear contrast of the two sayings :—that communion of

being and of working with Him (these two are inseparable, and

both are imperatively necessary) is not altogether bound up with

the communion of external fellowship, association, participation

with His people. There is here a contrast ; but there is no

contradiction. We see scarcely an appearance of contradiction

in the two sayings as soon as we take them in their proper literal

sense, without turning aside to general, irrelevant thoughts.

We do not therefore understand how Ullmann can set out

with the assumption of a contradiction to be solved—as he has

done recently in a treatise on the supposed problem (Deutsche

Zeitschr. fur Christl. Wissensch. u. S. w. 1851. No. 3, 4).^

Even he finds first and foremost in the second saying the propo-

sition " that every one who is only not against Christ is for

Him,"—a proposition which neither was nor could he uttered.

Even he appears not to observe that Elvert's result is an entire

misinterpretation, and endeavours to find in the difference of

the prepositions (jArd and y^rsp (a difference of little moment in

this passage), a false key. In the end, however, he comes to a

^ As Elvert, p. 128, understands the second saying, and pays no atten-

tion to the fact that the expression is not vTrip sfiou in this case. This cer-

tainly is not to notice the chief point.

2 We still less understand the praise there (p. 22) bestowed upon the

totally useless treatise of Elvert. But certainly exposition, proceeding strictly

from the word, is so little a matter of concern with these systematic and

historic theologians, that even Ullmann himself hecjins with the commen-
tators in expounding his views :—some take this, and others take that, as

the object of the saying. Oh that our interpreters woiUd first of all read

and reflect upon the text and its connection ! I read it first myself, and
then consult the commentaries.
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right conclusion, as we have ah'eadj seen he did once before,

—

that in the second saying our " Lord does not so much speak

about the relation to Himself as about the relation of fellowship

with His disciples." Our view, on the other hand, is that the

contrast and difference are clear without any " not so much " of

qualification. What Ullmann regards merely as a secondary

difference we regard as the first, the very decisive, and assuredly

the only one,—" that in the more severe saying our Lord speaks

in the singular and in the first person, and, therefore, only of

Himself, of His own person ; but in the milder saying, on the

other hand, in the plural and in the second person, and, there-

fore, of the disciples and of fellowship with them." This we
thought we had set forth long since in our exposition, and that

we had deduced everything which rightly flows from it : that

it is not in the state of the soul and conscience towards Christ

that the fundamental difference is to be explained ; there, there

is an absolute " either—or" as to being on the side of Christ, as

to working with Him, as to being united with Him ; this internal

relation, however, always remains in some respects not perfectly

cognisable to human eye and judgment. No Christian commu-
nity, therefore, no visible Church, however constituted, may
adopt the fault of Roman Catholicism and say that there is no

communion with Christ and His people except in it.

We earnestly beg the reader's pardon for this digression on

the exegetical literature of the day ; we have been led into it

by a desire to indicate once for all, on some prominent passage,

the relation in which we stand to it. We return from this

digression to our usual course, and observe in conclusion, that

we must mark, consider, examine the immediate occasion and
cause of the action and word of the Apostle John, in order

rightly to understand the reply and the rule here given by
Christ ! The faithful and wise Teacher lays hold of this indi-

vidual case in its deep general significance and symbolical im-

port ; He sees here all Popery in the widest sense of the word
in its kernel, rising in the assuming We of His beloved

Apostles ; and therefore He decidedly rejects and condemns it

for all time to come. His word rebukes the smallest beginnings

of assumption, as well as its full development in the " Church
which alone confers salvation;" it protests against all restraining
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and quenching of the Spirit ^nth rules, forms, and pretensions

which have their origin in " Us," against all binding of the gifts

of grace to any connnunion or succession, against all narrow-

mindedness of confession, system, and method. Our Lord is

most assuredly a God of order in His Church ; and inculcates

upon His people, as the rule, fellowship with each other, and, as

far as possible, exact uniformity. But inasmuch as His people

are very much inclined to misunderstand this order, and to sub-

stitute, first, the best form, and also by degrees some other form,

instead of the internal reality ;—for this very reason His spirit

makes exceptions, and He Himself gives us in this passage the rule

for these exceptions in the last extremity, as well as for a whole

wide field of human assumption which will quickly see unjusti-

fiable exceptions. Oh how far and deeply does His brief master-

saying penetrate, if only the hearts of His disciples were willing

to receive it !
" Bind no man so to your doctrine as that ye

shall say. He speaks not as we speak, therefore we regard it

not though he also as well as we owns and praises our Lord.

Bind not the people to 3'our ways,—AVhosoever does not as we
do, does not right. Finally, never in this, or in any other sense,

bind any one to your communion unconditionally,—Whosoever

does not adhere to us does not follow us, is regarded by us as

one who is not a follower of the Lord." Our Lord speaks on

this subject in the spirit of kind concession, because He has the

Apostles in His presence :^ in our case there may be very good

reason for a man being against us and yet no opponent of the

Lord ; it may rather be in obedience to the Lord's will that he

is opposing what is faulty in us. But, finall}^, even Avhere an

organization among ourselves may be compared to the circle of

the Apostles, the rule of the Master remains in its integrity.

Peter, John, and James, durst not have said to Paul, " Thou
mayest not preach the name of Jesus, we know He hath not

called thee," even though Paul had inquired after them still

less than he did, and had carefully avoided altogether their

communion.

Vers. 41, 42. In these verses St Mark again turns into the

train of thought in St Matthew : first, a further retrospect to-

^ Because of course it was said of them in a correct sense, Whoever is

sealy against you is also against Me. Luke x, 16.
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wards those sayings, Matt. x. 40-42; and secondly, in opposition,

the warning against giving offence, the ground and meaning

of which we have already set forth in our exposition of St Mat-

thew. The correct reading is inidoubtedly Iv ofoiJbccrt on X9"^~

rov l(TTZ,—although this form, common at a later period in the

writings of St Paul, occurs nowhere in the four Gospels except

in the passage before us. The expressions of the Lord alternate

between kindness and severity, between promise and warning.

Scarcely has the Saviour expressed disapprobation of the

assumption of the disciples, who would not acknowledge as a

follower the man who followed not them, than Pie begins again

to assure them of the dignity and honour which still remained

for them in the presence of the Lord (assuredly here, according

to ver. 37, common to them with every little child), and scarcely

is this said to them than they are again impressively exhorted

to avoid on their part offending any little one. For, that in the

kingdom of heaven we should be loving children, honouring one

another reciprocally and equally, is, as we have already seen on

St Matthew, the fundamental thought of the whole of this saying

of the Lord.

Vers. 43-48. St Mark does not give here, " according to his

usual way," a paraphrastic version. What St Matthew has

drawn in brief stands here in its original fulness. It is not to

be imagined that the strong, thrice-repeated, astounding expres-

sion concerning the worm and the fire had its origin anywhere

else than in the lips of our Lord Himself; and here as the

natural sequence of this expression, we find a corresponding

threefold word concerning the hand, and foot, and eye. The

import of the saying we have already expounded in the Sermon

on the Mount, and afterwards at Matt, xviii. ; we may here

notice the very regular distribution of the particular expressions

so as to produce a significant variety in the repetition. To go

"into life," "to enter into life," "to enter into the kingdom of God,""

—this is the one series, over against which is the alternates and

counterpart " to go aioay into hell," " into fire unquenchable,"

" to be cast into hell fireJ^ This is not a wide and empty fulness

of words, but a solemn and emphatic address which presents to the

mind at each turn a new view of the important matter. RDp
m^iarov does not refer to the language of John the Baptist

;
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but is an original application of the terrific threefold warning

quoted in the following clause fi'om Isaiah, a quotation which St

Mark alone gives us. The excellent J. F. v. Meyer—a man too

little known in the theological world, and whose grateful scholar

I shall ever with pleasure acknowledge myself, without, however,

adopting from him what I regard as erroneous, and in whose

doctrine, particularly of the final quenching of the fire, I can never

sympathise—threw out on one occasion, referring in a letter to

this passage, the brief expression, in opposition to my views :

—

" thrice is less than once." This expression, if I understand any-

thing at all, can only mean that a proverbial saying is not to be

interpreted too strictly in a doctrinal matter. There would be

some truth in this, were it the case that our Lord was uttering

a mere proverbial saying ; not, however, to the extent of en-

feebling the essential fundamental thought. Our Lord, how-

ever, is quoting a passage of ScriiJture (which had certainly

become a proverbial saying in Israel) as is manifest from the

avraiv quoted literally from Is. Ixvi. 24, and the use of which

had not been occasioned by anything hitherto said. Nay more,

He strengthens the expression there to a certain extent by the

simple finally decisive ov rzkzvra, ov a^ivvvrai instead of the

future in Isaiah ov rzkzvrriffzi, ov (j(?>ia&yi(J2rai ; in like manner

by leaving out the second avroHi/, whereby, as absolutely confirm-

ing the u,(j(oS(TTOV, there remains the pure, plain expression ro

'TTvp ov a^mvrcct I ' We dare set nothing over against this, we
dare not consider it as an indefinite Old Testament expression,

such as we have in 2 Kings xxii. 17 ; Is. i. 31, xxxiv. 10, and

in similar passages ; but as a clause expressing the full truth

corresponding to such typical j^assages as those which stand

(Rev. xiv. 11, XX. 10) at the end of the New Testament and of

the whole sacred volume. Least of all is it conceivable by us

liow " death itself can, shall, and must die of its own sting, and

hell of its own pestilence."

We have already seen how thoroughly the Lord, when quot-

ing passages especially from Isaiah, opens up their depth of

meaning. We have here a new proof of this. There (chap.

Ixvi, 22) the eternal existence and endurance of the seed and
name of the righteous before God in the new heavens and the

new earth had been dwelt on in the preceding clauses : corre-
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spending to this we have here (ver. 24) the perpetuity of the

dishonour and shame and suffering and pain of the condemned.

Over this there may be thrown there a certain drapery of figura-

tive language ; here our Lord brings forward the real truth in

the most unfigui'ative language,—the same Lord who, in Matt,

xiii. 30, 40-42, knew no other way of explaining the figurative

fire except by the literal fire. What Judith, with Jewish pride

(xvi. 20, 21), addresses merely to the heathen, who torment the

people of God, and Sirach vii. 17 (Luth. ver. 19) to all the un-

godly in general,—our Lord here, though He is in the very

midst of a most friendly address, in which He accommodates

Himself graciously to little ones and children, threatens to these

His own ransomed, beloved, blessed little children, if they will

not perfect holiness by self-denial and the mortification of their

own sin. The icorm (in the first instance emphatic instead of

worms) denotes here the internal corruption proceeding from

death itself; see Job xvii. 14, xxi. 26; Ls. xiv. 11 ; Sir. x. 11
;

the Jire, the destruction of a corpse, anticipating the worm, and

proceeding from without, such as took place in the valley of

Hinnom, and not a mere reference to the custom of burning

instead of burying:—this is the idea which gave rise to the

expression in Isaiah, where mention is made of the carcases of

the people who had sinned against the Lord. Whatever is repre-

sented as pictorially horrible in bodily death is wrought up into

an inconceivable figure, and predicated of the peculiar horror of

the second and eternal death. The word of prophecy here

announces that both the worm and the Jire are together ; although

in the imperfect figure it is only the one or the other that can

exist, because the one excludes the other. And what in the

case of the undying death is the import of the one and the other

in their duality ? Even those come short of the right sense

who understand by the worm the gnawings of conscience in the

soul, and by the fire the burning pain of the body ; because both

are applied in Isaiah to the body, as they are here in the mouth

of the Lord to the body of sin and death with its unmortified

members. In the resurrection, the whole is indissolubly re-

united : body and soul enjoy together the bliss of life, or experi-

ence together the pain of death. The worm, therefore, rather

denotes the self-corruption, the self-infliction of the man who has
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been doomed to death ; and the fire the effect, corresponding to

this, of the righteousness and hohness of the living God. But
this consuming fire cannot annihilate the worm ; the worm can-

not die by being consumed, so that the fire, finding nothing

more to prey on, should be quenched.^ These are hard, terrible

secrets : May grace save us from understanding them in the

depths of Satan, Rev. ii. 24. The expositor can only intimate

that they are set forth in plain and certain words.

Ver. 49. We have again an extremely simple and plain state-

ment, if we consider it in regard to its literal import. To grasp

its meaning, howevei', in the connection in which it occurs, is

one of the most difficult efforts which exegesis ever made,—an

effort which can succeed only by a profound insight into those

fundamental ideas which are peculiarly biblical, and by renounc-

ing every thicc ZTiXuaig of the sacred Word. A¥e begin to spell

out the passage with Tag, and inquire who is meant by it. It

has been correctly observed that the masculine Toig is always

connected with something understood which limits or defines

its general character. What is this here? Erasmus translated

" omnis homo sicut omnis victima " {every mmi as every victim).

It is soon seen, however, that this is too wide a grasp. For, in

this case, to " be salted with fire," must denote, or at least in-

clude, the pain of eternal fire. We learn, however, from the

second clause as well as from the following verse, that in reality

the salting must denote the opposite of the consuming, agoniz-

ing burning ; if indeed this is not apparent in these two words

themselves. We include here, as it is proper we should, the

yap, which certainly belongs not to the immediately preceding

sentence, but to the entire threefold exhortation,—Cut it off

and pluck it out, /or it is better for thee! This "/or" intro-

duces the strong, clear, and urgent consideration, " Let not this

trouble and terrify you, for there is no other way ; we must be

prepared by fire and salt for God as a sacrifice,—that is, if we
would escape eternal fire." Therefore, Every man who would

not come into Gehenna, but Avould obtain the better part. Not,

as many think (that we may guard against misunderstandings

' Even the excellent Roos gives us this most arbitrary interpretation :

—

" Where the worm of the damned dicth not until it hath totally consumed

them ; and the fire is not quenched until it hath totally destroyed them."
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beforehand)—Every one who will not be salted by willing resig-

nation and self-denial, must sink into the fire ! For, as was said,

the salting fire, in common with the salt, denotes the opposite of

the -TTvp aV/Sscrov. " To salt," does not signify " to destroy
;"

but, "to preserve," "to render durable and acceptable." Al-

though that fire assuredly never completes its work of destruc-

tion, yet this is alone what, as pure fire, its object is ; and that

those who burn in it are never consumed by it, but unceasingly

endure it, does not arise from the fire, but from the undying

Avorm. Our Lord does not institute any comparison between

those who are condemned in fire and the burnt-offerings ; or

between those who are sanctified and the meat-offerings;—as

we shall see if we read and spell on without bringing to the pas-

sage any new idea of our own. Tiua'a &vctia is strictly parallel

with 'TToig ; and the dufficc, according to the passage quoted from

the law, means not merely the nm?o : the " and " between the

two clauses is manifestly also, indeed properly speaking exactly

equivalent to, "as;"^ for, whatever is salted with the salt of the

covenant (and this might be done with fire or merely with salt),

is certainly an acceptable offering.

The Lord has a little before quoted a passage of Scripture

which rests upon a similitude from nature ; He now quotes, in

the literal ccXi a,Xi(Td}](Tsra.(, the passage from the Mosaic law of

sacrifices. Lev. ii. 13, but gives to this ordinance a sense, in the

connection in which it occurs in His discourse, wdiich unfolds its

typical import. The future intimates that the ordinance is to be

retained and perpetuated in New Testament times. Dost thou

ask, as a theologian, where Christ has taught and established a

system of typology? Thou hast here the indisputably clear

axiomatic utterance of His mouth, in which He deliberately takes

for granted an essentially valid sense, not merely for this parti-

cular passage, but of course for the whole ceremonial law in

which it occurs. We cannot certainly write a book within a book

upon the whole typological system of the Levitical sacrifices

;

still the main features of this system may be briefly indicated.

First, as to the burnt-offering to which the fire in this passage

points us—What is shown, what is meant by the fire in which

^ The so-called i exuquationis ; thus both Fritzsche and de Wette regard

it here.
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the sacrifice was consumed and ascended to God ? Bahr^ has

recently repudiated very decidedly the old \aew according to

which there was nothing in this fire except the hell fire of eternal

condemnation. Kurtz,^ also, who generally opposes him, is not

disposed to acknowledge this fire as anything but the emblem of

purification and holiness : agreeing with Bahr, he finds an irre-

fragable proof of this " in the similar and simultaneous burning

of the meat-ofiering with the sacred incense, oil, and salt." We
are not disposed altogether to resist these considerations to the

extent of renewing the old limited view ; as little, however, can

we altogether agree with them. For, although it be admitted,

on the one side, that the fire as a sweet-smelling savour of the

Lord must indicate a reconciliation to His good pleasure

—

i.e.,

the offering was accepted by God as an offering of propitiation

;

and grace and not wrath was manifested in this, that "the Lord

has His fire in Sion and His furnace in Jerusalem" (Is. xxxi. 9)

—still, on the other hand, it must be maintained, as Kurtz at

least knew well, that in this reconciliation the punishment was

inflicted upon the victim offered in sacrifice,—the avenging

sentence of the merited death and destruction. And this, in our

opinion, lies not merely in the preceding slaughter and shedding

of blood, but quite as much in the consuming fire
;
just as the

putting to death contains in it a returning to life in order to

pleasing God, an offering presented as if it were something living

in death. The burnt-offering is in the first instance Christ,

and in the second place we in Him. Now, therefore, exactly

in so far as the wrath of God, and death as the wages of sin,

have to do with the death of Christ, who yet is life, and gives

us life, to the same extent, and neither more nor less, does the

eternal fire belong to the fire of the altar of burnt-offering. Of
this fire, not without the most significant connection with that

of which our Lord has spoken, it is written, " the fire on the

altar shall burn, and shall never be put out ; eternally shall the

fire burn upon the altar, and shall never be put out " (Lev. vi.

1 Whose well meant purpose to consider the symhol as such, without re-

gard to the ti/pe, is impracticable, and must, therefore, necessarily involve

him in many errors. "We cannot thus separate what God has joined to-

gether !

^ In his important treatise on the Mosaic sacrifices. Mitau. 1842,
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12, 13). Compare for the individual offering, ver. 9. Here

both are embraced in one: the warning allusion to the fire

which consumes in righteous Avrath ; together with the recon-

ciling grace which converts this same fire of holy love, into which

we must all enter in fellowship with the Saviour given for us,

from a destroying into a quickening fire, into a propitiation.

The fire assuredly is, in reality, only one, and of one kind.

Kurtz speaks in the first place of light and warmth ; in the

second place of a qidcheningj and therefore of o,purifying efficacy;

and in the third place of death bringing destruction as what is

yet to come (p. 89, 90). This coimection is correct ; but the

order must be reversed. In the first instance, as is clear in

nature and Scripture, fire consumes ; and if there were no sin

in us the light of God would never be fire to us. It purifies

and quickens us only in so far as it condemns and casts out sin,

puts death itself to death, Is. iv. 4.^ Wherefore, also, in the un-

burnt meat-offering which denotes the new life, praise, and

obedience, there is at least an intimation of the jire in the salt

;

as the salt, on the other hand, is seen in the sin-offering and

trespass-offering, as confirming the covenant, and preserving

before God.

We have now reached the very heart of the matter; and may
understand the expression before us, in which our Lord designs

not merely to point us to a single isolated precept, but to give

us a key to the centre of the whole sacrificial system. He speaks

at once of the fire and the salt of the sacrifices ; embraces both

in one by the one word uXiadfjairoci, which He applies to both.

"Fire is salt and salt is fire"—says Stilling,^ "The salt is a

condensed embodiment of fire"—writes v. Meyer. ^ We have

here, however, a solution not only of the apparent but of the

real opposition ; sacrificial symbolism supplies us with the key.

The same fire of the Divine purity, holiness, and love, which

^ It by no means follows, however, as V. Meyer once wrote to me, "that

the eternal fire consumes only sin, that being what is represented by the

animal sacrifices
;

" for the question is, Can sin in any case be separated

from the sinner in the way of judgment, destruction, without faith in grace?
2 Hence at the highest point the two appear once in complete unity

(Deut. xxix. 23).

2 " The nature of salt is of itself fiery," says Pliny (Nat. Hist. 31).

VOL. III. 2 D
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must, in the future state, unquencliably burn the unclean, the

impure, and the dead in eternal destruction, must, at least in

this world, salt every one who would come into contact witli it,

must sanctify him by putting to death everything within him

that is worthy of death, by a gracious, condemning, purifying

destruction of the sin, accompanied by the deliverance of the

sinner. This, and nothing but this, is the thought of the Lord :

see 1 Pet. iv. 12, 17 ; Luke xxiii. 31. But He expresses this

in the typical language of sacrifice ; both because this language

supplied Him with the briefest and most comprehensive expres-

sion, and because in Isaiah, whose concluding words He had

quoted, two of the preceding verses had affirmed that the saints

should be brought to the Lord for a meat-offering, Is. Ixvi. 20,

compare Ix. 7 ; Mai. i. 11 ; Rom. xv. 16. Even the fire con-

sumes only that which is combustible : if the worm in Gehenna

should die, the fire also would be extinguished, and there would

remain in the ashes the pure salt, the basis of things allied to

fire, and which resists all destruction as well as corruption.

Now the grace of God in the sacrifice converts for us the fire

itself into salt ; yea, it covers and softens, to the greatest pos-

sible extent, its unavoidable effect, in the mere salt. Salt, in the

Old Testament, although it is called. Lev. ii. 13, " the salt of

the covenant of thy God," and mention is made. Num. xviii. 19,

"of an eternal covenant of salt," does not depend for its meaning

on any allusion, such as has been derived from profane writers,

to a common, friendly meal,—like the eastern and Avestern proverb

" to eat with another a bushel of salt,"—but on an allusion to

its being akin to fire, to which, at the same time, it is a marked

opposite.^ Salt is imperishable, it resists the action of fire, it

has an indestructible endurance ; salt also makes what it salts

thus durable ; still it does this exactly by its burning power and

effect, bringing with it in another form the salutary fire. This

1 "VTc cannot (like Biilir, Stud. u. Krit. 1849. 3) hold by the sense of the

covenant fi'om the passage in the Pentateuch as the only one wliich the

Lord must have had exclusively in view ; for, that passage does not exclude,

it rather suggests, a wider sense (if we correctly understand the covenant

according to its radical idea) ; and the Lord manifestly speaks of salt and

fire in regard to the effects wliich they produce. We leave our readers to

compare our exegesis with the Treatise of Biihr, which, correct thougli it be

in many respects, does not apprehend the proper kernel and connection.
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is the covenant of God with man ; the covenant of dehvering

and preserving grace with the sinner in the sacrifice of recon-

cihation.^ It has been falsely supposed that no salt was applied

to the burnt-offering ; but the regulation for the meat-offering,

Lev. ii. 13, is extended in the concluding sentence to |3"ip"!53
;

and }31i? is the general name for all offerings, Lev. i. 2. Our
Lord says here 'Tra.aa. dvffia, and in Ezek. xliii. 24, the burnt-

offering is salted, to show that the fire has been changed from

a killing into a preserving fire.^ The salt of the offering is cer-

tainly not (as Michaelis in his Typical Tlieology, p. 63, 64, and
Oetinger in his Dictionary, p. 426, singularly enough, consider-

ing the miserable mistake, agree for once), the rendering it

indestructible for the eternal fire of vengeance.^ The mere
salting, finally, is the mildest form of exempting and preserving

against all other fire.

Of what, therefore, does our Lord speak in ver. 49, after He
had previously spoken of hell-fire ? He means and He very

plainly mentions three processes in relation to ourselves. The
terrible portion, which is the final issue, is the proper consuming

fire. The better portion which He advises us to choose, and

which He recommends to us as a voluntary self-offering, is to

1 " Salt is what preserves the earth, and fire and wind (spirit) are

concealed in salt. Take dust by itself, its power arises from its combination

with salt." Perceptions of a Prophetess. Hamburg : by Perthes u. 172.

" The basis of all matter is salt, as is seen when any substance is burned

and the ashes all washed." V. Meyer, as above. Vol. i. p. 386, where

there is also given an explanation of Is. li. 6, different from the common
one, and which makes the word parallel to the rags of Jer. xxxviii. 11, 12.

2 On the use of salt in heathen sacrifices, see Rosenmiilleri Scholia on the

passage in Leviticus.

3 Compare Oetinger, as edited by Auberlen, p. 151, ss. " In order that

the fire of heU may do him no harm, he must be salted with fire ; i.e., he

must be pervaded by the heavenly corporeity of the flesh and blood of

Jesus." Is this exegesis ? The modern resuscitation of Oetinger renders it

necessary to advert to his errors and confusions. Very frequently only

his fundamental ideas are correct ; he fails altogether in rearing his super-

structures. I regret that I have not as yet seen his special treatise " on

the Secret of Salt," Stuttgart. 1770. Still I can refer to his Memorial of

the Princess Antonia (Tubingen, 1763), where, p. 379, 388, there is a full

discussion on the Sayings of Jesus by St Mark ; for the critical consider-

ation of which this is not the place. Compare what Auberlen, p 445, 446,

has contributed on this subject.
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allow ourselves to be sanctified by the salting salt. In the

middle between these there stands an intermediate clause,—the

salting fire ; and of this also He says that every one must expe-

rience it, that no one without a burnt-offering can become a

meat-offering before God.-" He intends to teach that in order

to escape condemnation, there remain for us two means of be-

coming holy and happy. Nitzsch, in his sermon on the Saying

before us, names these with perfect accuracy :
" the salt of

truth, and the fire of affliction." Braune calls the salt, " Evan-

gelical doctrine, the truth of the Gospel." The mere being

salted would thence denote the voluntary purification of our

souls, in obeying the truth through the Spirit (1 Pet. i. 22) ;

thus the life Avhich mortifies the old man would enter in the

gentlest possible manner, although even thus the Gospel must

show its burning power against sin. For, " the holiness of God,

manifested with the grace of God, in all its consequences, effects,

and demands, is the salt of truth of which we speak;"—grace

chastises us so severely for the denial of our ungodly nature,

that " we must read in the last sufferings of our dying Re-

deemer, that if we sin willingly there remains no moi*e sacrifice

for sin." But who has become an offering of God without the

aid of affliction, which, through the accompanying help of God,

constrains us to obedience ? Consequently, we must not sever

the two united means of grace ; they go always in every variety

of way together as the Lord here embraces them in one view.

In themselves they are not entirely separated ; because the salt

burns as well as salts, and the fire salts as Avell as burns. Even
the word is a fire (Jer. xxiii. 29) in the same way as the Holy
Spirit is (Alatt. iii. 11). Besides, in every case the rod of afflic-

tion is indispensable (Heb. xii. 6-8) ; and, on the other hand,

no affliction is salutary unless the word of God accompany it, or

be recalled to om* mind if we have forgotten it. Each of tlie two

former gives efficacy to the other ; but the salt is, and continues

to be, assuredly the main thing even when fire accompanies it.

The conflict teaches us to attend to the word (Is. xxviii. 19), and

^Therefore not as Hamann (i. 112, 113) for once superficially writes,

" Instead of the fire we escape with tlie salt." This latter is merely " the

sense of our sins, and faith in Ilim who has extinguished the fire of sin."

There is no understanding of the text here.
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the word renders the conflict salutary to us.—Finally, if we have

thus far understood our Lord, we cannot submit at the end to

any limitation drawn from a theological system, as to the fire of

judgments destined yet to heal and to deliver ;—as Bengel does,

who finds it necessary to add, " in this life, however." For that

a salting with fire may still be possible and real, there as well as

here, in Sheol as well as on earth, as is frequently intimated else-

where in Scripture, our Lord here is as far from denying as He
is on the other hand from being able to say of his 9riJp m^zarov
that 'TTv^] aXKTdrjffirai.

Ver. 50. Our Lord passes from the fire that shall never be

quenched to the fire that salts ; from that remote fire to the

mildest salt which contains fire. In so far as we are a meat-

offering, well pleasing to God, certainly not without a burnt-

offering to be prepared in the first instance ; and also afterwards,

in so far as we would be, and would continue to be such, among
each other and before the world ;—are we exhorted in the most

gracious manner never to suffer this salutary and necessary salt

to be wanting, never to suffer it to be lost. The fire must, alas

!

afflict us because of sin, and itself cometh of evil : Salt is and

remains alone relatively the best for us, the unmingled good

(pcaXov, which of itself can and will help to the TtoCkov aoi, vers.

43-48), which works out our preparation even in the fire. Hold
this fast, have it, keep it, and use it well,—is our Lord's word

to His disciples. " The more salt there is in you, the less will

you need fire." This fire stands alone in the hands of God

:

ignem habere non est facultatis humanae. But to receive and to

hold fast the power of sanctifying truth for voluntary obedience

in self-denial, and to reject our own inward corruption (to for-

sake all that we have, as the passage in St Luke xiv. 33, 34, is

again explained in harmony with the above)—this is good and

beautiful. Our Lord thus returns to the Sermon on the Mount
(Matt. V. 13). The light, though contrasted with fire in its

mild and beautiful illuminating power, cannot nevertheless be

without the pungency of salt, in order really to do its work
effectually :

" would ye be the light of the world, then show

yourselves also as the salt of the earth." The salt of God is

good, the power of His truth and the effect of His Spirit ; but

ye children of men, as always previously salted yourselves with
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this salt, must also become another salting salt,

secondary effect, condescendingly so called, which salt ye are,

may alas become saltless (ccfcckov) ; its calling, its name, and ap-

pearance giving the lie to its nature, its vile end standing in

marked contrast to its good beginning : beware of this, for man
cannot be renewed and born again the second time. Has the

strength of the first sacrifice become annihilated by a complete

apostasy, there cannot be a second. How, in this case, would

ye again help yourselves "? O how many great lights of the

world and of the Church, who allowed themselves to become

deficient in salt first in their own hearts and houses, and by and

by in all their light and teaching, have finally fallen into this

condemnation ! Therefore have, keep and use well, the salt of

truth m yourselves,—that truth which works holiness and self-

denial within us, lives through the energy of grace and of

the Spirit, and mortifies sin. " Then and then only shall ye

have and keep peace also among yourselves as disciples." Again,

"maintain peace and love, in order that ye may not lose in

contentions the salt of humility:" the one acts and reacts re-

ciprocally upon the other. Hence after this our Lord turns

back to the fundamental theme of His discourse, which He had

prosecuted fi:'om vers. 34, 35 ; and, hence, St ISIark may con-

clude with this saying, leaving out the further statements given

by St ISIatthew xviii. 10-20. We may notice the contrast b
iuvToTg and Iv akX'/]Xo(g introduced into the unity of the neces-

sary connection:^—the inward humility, which always judges

itself, and wliicli thus rightly appreciates the real worth and

greatness of the lowly and the poor, is the already valid holiness

of those who are still sinners, secures the peace of love, and is

secured in it. In the first instance, certainly, and above all

other things, let each man judge himself only, and exercise

patience and forbearance towards others. But then, in the next

place, this is not enough of itself Olshausen remarks, "As
salt does not salt salt, but that which is unsalted, so also ought

the vital energy of the children of God not to be dissipated in

mutual strife, but applied to the quickening of the world."

Very good, if all disciples and brethren were one mass of pure

^ In yourselves salt, among each other peace ;—as Ilamann correctly points

the antithesis.
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salt ! But when a brother sins, I ought to punish him even

as a brother, according to the more full directions given by

our Lord in St Matthew. I must show my love, working peace

and bringing the influence and the might of brotherhood to bear

upon him in truth, not in a soft insipid style (like the pietistic

reciprocal fondling of each other by the dear children of God),

but according to the necessities of the case, with all sharpness

of punishment. Consequently, also, " Salt yourselves one with

another, in order that all together may be able to salt the world ;

but do this in the exercise of that lowly love, which rightly ex-

ercises and rightly endures punishment." The h iavroig and

the iv ccXX^Xoig run mutually into each other. Let your speech

(and your conduct), first, towards each other, and secondly, to-

wards every man, be at all times not merely lu %ap;r/, lovely and

loving in forgiving grace, but, at the same time (and the genuine

%c«p;j Tou 0ZOV is never anything but this), seasoned with salt,

and made effective for improvement and edification. (Col. iv.

6; Eph. iv. 29.) This is something more, something better

than the Greek Charis of amiable intercourse with one another,

on which many saltless persons are again in their insipidity ex-

pending much false diligence. The salt of the disciples of Christ

means something very different from the Attic salt of which

StiUing, though in a style not Attic, satirises
—" It is good for

nothing but confectionary!" The ancient Catholic Church had

in view the salt of Christ, when they used that substance at the

ceremony of baptism, and on other occasions. It is only of it that

the proverb in Horst's Daemonomagie holds true :
" the Devil

cannot endure salt, and all the dishes at the Devil's meals are

without salt." Search many of our modern festive entertain-

ments, and you find it alas to be so : but be not present at such

without introducing the salutary offence of the cross among the

false charities, without introducing in season and out of season

(2 Tim. iv. 2) your little grain of salt, provided you have any, to

the vexation of Satan and to the salvation of his saltless compan-

ions in the name of the Lord. Again, ye brethren, quarrel not

among yourselves, if one goes abroad and another stays at home :

but punish only this in yourselves and others, that ye who are

the salt of the world, instead of salting it, feed together on what

is unsalted.
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THE widow's mite.

(Mark xii. 43, 44 ; Luke xxi. 3, 4.)

St Mark preserves, in a few words (and St Luke agrees with

him, or copies from him, ahnost word for word), an externally

lovelj_^ncident from the last days of our Lord—an incident

which, in its simplicity, is still as fresh and expressive as ever it

was. The saying of the Lord which occurs in connection with

this incident is, we may observe first, the last which we have to

consider of the new Sayings given by St Mark ; as we have re-

solved to follow, in the first instance, all the Evangelists only up
to the history of the last sufferings. There is little of explana-

tion needed, for the simple incident and the saying express of

themselves a clear meaning : still it is right to call attention to

the easily overlooked connection of the whole. Irnmediately

after the denunciation of woes upon the Pharisees, consequently

also (as Matt, xxiii. informs us) after the announcement of the

judgments upon Jerusalem, and of the desolation of the temple,

after the terribly sharp word of farewell, " Ye shall henceforth

see Me no more," He does not at once go forth ;—no. He sits

down quietly once more to observe what is going on in this

temple. By His very silence He says, " Have ye whom I have

now upbraided, any answer to return ? I am ready to hear it."

Before this He has had many questions put to Him, and He has

always been ready with His answer. In holy wrath, and in the

language of rebuke called forth by the zeal of love, He has\

spoken His last public temple-discourse, and no man has dared

to reply to Him : but He lets it depend on them whether it is

to be His last. He does not seek to escape from the wrath which

He had provoked by His powerful rebukes, for His hour is not

yet come ;—after such a discourse He sits quietly down. This

is one general point. Still further,—He sits down right opposite

the treasury-chest, to observe how the people put in their con-

tributions.^ During the few preceding days He had taken a

^ The yu(o^v7^ii.)ciov is not a chamber, or the nsr'p of the Treasury (it

is not possible that St John could indicate this by the £v, viii. 20,

—

access to it would scarcely be open) ; nor is it one of thirteen ni^B^o

or (so called after their form) chesta for free-will offerings which were
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vieio of everything in the temple (Mark xi. 11) ; He lingers here

before He leaves it. For what other purpose but to manifest

His condescending patient sympathy with the sanctuary, now

desecrated and given over to destruction ; and then to intimate

symbolically what in future He would by no means fail to do in

every house and sanctuary of His people as the rightful Lord

and supreme Gruardian?—It has been supposed that our Lord

takes notice of the pious widow contributing out of her absolute

poverty in order to draw a contrast that might put to shame the

rapacity of the Pharisees, who devour widows' houses, on which

He had previously been pronouncing condemnation in the 40th

verse of the preceding chapter. This idea, however, appears to

us to destroy the tender beauty of His conduct and of His Say-

ing. We suppose that after the lamentation of His Saviour-

heart, as recorded in Matt, xxiii. 37, had been uttered, He does

not return to the same strain ; He has entirely finished His

rebukes, and He has no intention to renew them. He rather

calms His agitated heart, by kindly condescending to any trace

of godliness which is still to be found ^ in that den of thieves so

soon to be broken up ; and rejoices over two mites brought to

this temple with simple good intent for the sake of God (Luke

zlg rd h&jpoi rov hov). This is a lofty contrast between wrath

and love; like what we find in Matt. xxi. 13-16; the healing

of the sick and the joy in the Hosannahs of the children follow-

ing immediately the words of rebuke. What manner of man
is this ! He is never exhausted in the immoveable depths of

the love of His holy soul, never unduly excited and moved by

the most powerful outbursts of judicial, zealous testimony;

to be found in the women's court, and of which Sepp (iii. 309) gives a

very correct account ; but, as the article shows, a particular collection-box,

to which also Josephus alludes in his Antiq. xix. 6. 1, and in other

passages, where he uses another word. St Mark and St Luke have made
no error or mistake ; we know nothing exactly about the matter.

^ So far there is something true in the remark of Braune, though ex-

pressed by him in too strong and general terms : "in order to recover Him-
self after His discourse against the Pharisees, to take refuge in the piety of

the people." The observation of Lange is more correct, and conceived in

a finer spirit :
" that He might leave the temple with a warm look of bless-

ing upon the true piety found in the old temple service,"—namely, upon
as much or as little of it as was to be found.
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immediately after a discourse like the preceding one, He has

ao-ain the calmness, the delight, the ready mind to search out

and observe the smallest good.^ Did He then feel and act thus

in the flesh ? How does He now look down upon the gifts and

offerings in every little church and community, upon what is

given and done in the whole world, that He may try it accord-

ing to its value, its want of value or relative value, especially

that He may not overlook the smallest thing; and that He may
cry to the churches for each individual I know thy works ; and

at last may proclaim to all from the judgmeut-seat, " This ye

have done, this ye have not done."

His disciples ought to learn, observe, and lay up in their

minds for all future time that He thus sees and shall see. He
calls them to Himself, as to witness " an official act," in order

that they may learn something great from this little incident

;

in order that He may bequeath to them and to all His future

disciples a word of truth which has ever since been of eminent

use in guiding to right judgment those who hold office in His

church ; and in encouraging and gladdening many a poor man
who has given willingly out of his poverty. But at this time it

was not designed that the widow who had passed by should hear

her own praises ; the remark was made confidentially to the

disciples alone. Although it might certainly be true that the

greater part of the money collected in this chest was applied to

e^•il purposes, and did not go to uphold the true worship of God,

the Lord pays no regard to this, but looks at the heart, the good

intention of the giver. There is something in His Saying,

though infinitely higher and deeper, Avhich bears a resemblance

to the exclamation uttered by the martyr, Huss, when a little

peasant brought a small piece of wood to increase the flame of

his pile, " sancta sim2:)licitas ! " For there was indeed such

simplicity in tliis case; when a poor widow denied herself of

her poverty-penny, which she had carefully saved up, in order

to make a little more full the temple treasury, which truly

^ " It was assuredly no littleness at tiich a time, when every influence

was united to destroy the Redeemer, that He should with calmness of spirit

and a heart full of sympathy observe what is related in this short paragraph.

Who could have thought that at such a moment such a story could have

been told of Jesus? " Stein on St Luke, p. 227.
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stood in no need of it.^ But how far is He from the spirit of

those who, to show their wisdom, would blame a humble, well-

meaning heart

!

Our Lord gives emphasis to the expression of His mind by a

"Yerily,. verily, I say unto you" (Luke "truly"). There were

many rich people in Jerusalem, who assembled in the temple

before the feast, and whose wealth was displayed by their gifts,

though in most cases with Pharisaical ostentation. Still our

Lord does not draw the contrast in such sharp outline, because

He has now no satisfaction in uttering the language of reproof;

He does not expressly, for this time, blame and contemn the

others ; He takes the mildest view of everything. He merely

places over against all the gifts from the rest (what was cer-

tainly a light and small remnant), the two farthings of the poor

widow, as being greater than all in His view and in the view

of God. He speaks positively : Gracious condescension and

heartfelt joy become apparent in the very fulness of the language

by which He confirms His assertion of the mere relation between

her possessions and her gifts. At the same time, however. His

intention is not merely to estimate a relative plus, but in doing

so, to point out the zeal and ardent impulse of her heart as it

prompted her to give, and to offer in simplicity to the house of

God. Listead of having anything superfluous, she is in need,

she might have asked alms privately or publicly ; but instead of

doing so she gives away out of her need the last pittance of her

poverty, all that she has in her possession. Her means of sub-

sistence, her daily supply, consisted of two very small pieces of

money, which together make up a quadrans, or a fourth part of

an as, to which St Luke correctly reduces the amount for the

convenience of his Eoman readers. Was not this imprudent

and strange ? She might reasonably have retained one of the

two small pieces, if she was determined to give an offering at this

time—this would still have been the half of all that she had.

But she gave the whole, thinking now in faith of nothing beyond;

only now moved, as we manifestly see, on close observation, by
something special in her spirit to this frame of gratitude and

' In so far we have here indirecthj what Lange would put too much in

the foreground, a confirmation of the objection of Jesus to the Pharisees,

who robbed widows' houses.
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offering ; so that, completely forgetting herself and her poverty,

and the morrow, she rises up and gives all that she has. The

Lord knew this,—we ask not lohence. When He looked upon

any one with the whole strength of appropriating love. He could

read by a glance what was in the heart ; when the Father de-

signed to give Him a word for the world. He gave Him, in the

particular case, the wonderful knowledge of what otherwise

would have been concealed. Thus, in this homely utterance,

the majesty and condescension, the greatness and the kindness

of the Lord, are again united : thus it stands for us like a testi-

mony taken from the midst of a life and conduct throughout of

a similar character,—telling us who He was who died for us,

what Divine-human clearness of vision, and fulness of love,

dwelt in Him, even in these last days.
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THE GOSPEL OF ST LUKE.

THE FIRST PREACHINa IN NAZARETH.

(Luke iv. 17-27 [Matt. xiii. 57 ; Mark vi. 4.])

The first two chapters of the third Gospel, as we observed at

the very beginning of this work (VoL i. p. 1), reach to a point fur-

ther back than the commencement of either St Matthew or of

St Luke ; and manifest an aim the opposite of that which cha-

racterises the prefatory verses of St John, regarding the Word
made flesh. It is for this cause that St Luke's Gospel leads us

at once to those introductory events, lying far back, which pre-

ceded the birth of Jesus Christ, through the power of the Ploly

Ghost ; lets us hear the announcement of Gabriel, the songs of

praise of Zacharias and Mary, the glad tidings of the angels to

the shepherds, and the praise of Simeon and Anna ; and next

gives us the only record which we have of the first Saying (ear-

nest of what was to come), uttered by the Son as He grew in

the Spirit, concerning His heavenly Father. It is hence en-

tix'ely in accordance with this character of the Gospel of St

Luke, that instead of the summaries of the public Sermon on the

Mount delivered in Galilee, Matt. iv. 17 ; Mark i. 15, we have

an exact (as it were esoteric) narrative of the first appearance of

our Lord in His own Nazareth. For here Br. Bauer is most

assuredly right, in opposition to Ebrard, in maintaining that a

first appearance is here related. This is so patent on the face

of the whole transaction, and in all its details—from the quoting

of the text in Isaiah, down through the fastening of all eyes upon

him, and the "to-day" of His own lips, to the wicked close,

—
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that it is impossible to have a clear view of any one thing, if we

are to suppose that Jesus had on a preceding Sabbath spoken

in the Synagogue at Nazareth. And then, what other than the

first appearance, or nearly so, could it have been ? Why all

the wondering and offence taken on any occasion subsequent

to the first ? There is nothino; against its beino; the first visit

in the expression Kara, ro ziojOog avToo (a pure Attic Greek

phrase)—an expression which has been very generally misun-

derstood. These words refer not, as Schleiermacher supposes,

to our Lord's habit of teaching in the synagogues ; such a habit,

in so short a period, could not yet have been formed. In this

case they would form a continuation of the 15th verse, and

would be sufficiently tautological. Moreover, we should find

the Redeemer here already in the middle of His duties as teacher

;

and St Luke would have antedated this apparently late event

to favour his own plan. This zlu^og (which certainly does not

denote a habit beginning no longer ago than yesterday or the

day before, see Matt, xxvii. 19, Acts xvii. 2) depends not upon

the rising to read and speak, but upon the going into the Syna-

gogue at Nazareth, and is manifestly to be read in close connec-

tion with " lohere He ivas brought up." St Luke, casting his eye

back from Nazareth, manifestly connects his narrative with chap,

ii. 51, 52, making it, as it were, a continuation of the account

there given. We consequently perceive in this a notice ex-

tremely important, which brings before us, though in a single

accidental trait, the entire private life of our Lord, as subject to

all autliority ; viz., that hitherto He had been accustomed to

attend this^ Synagogue at Nazareth as a silent hearer. He had

not withstood all the folly and perversion which, in the reading

of the word, must have proceeded from many lips, because the

Spirit had not yet anointed and sent Him to speak.^ It is quite

correct to take a deep view of the statement, and reason out the

^ Tlie only one in the little village ; for the plural in Matt. xiii. 54, which

is expressed by Luther, is a false reading.

2 Therefore lie had never up to this time read aloud, as Bengel sup-

poses ; tliis would have been inconsistent with His condition, though His

keeping silence would not. Sepp (ii. 122, comp. G2) thinks of Him also

as the !Maplitir or Reader, perhaps also the Interpreter in the Synagogue at

Nazareth : but tliis is a very absiu-d idea, which must disappear when nar-

rowly examined.
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conclusion, that J esus, from liis twelfth till his thirtieth year,

had attended every Sabbath day as a devout hearer : we cannot

strike this great record out of Scripture except by an exposition

which is not only false in itself, but which produces confusion

also in other directions.

Further, we have already explained, Vol. ii. p. 270, that we
regard the visit to Nazareth, recorded in Matt. xiii. 54-58

(Mark vi. 1-6), as a second visit paid at a later period ; and the

account there given, notwithstanding all its apparent similarity,

as by no means in all respects identical with the first appearance

which St Luke records in the passage before us. From an in-

dependent and firm conviction we abide by this view ; and shall

neither appeal to the learned in its favour, nor discuss at any

length the arguments of its opponents. Schleiermacher's critical

research has very far from succeeded in establishing the identity

of such different histories recorded in such different connections

:

an identity which cannot be held without a strange violation of

Scripture. Where the Evangelists give no positive chronologi-

cal data we hold that we are at liberty, and that it is our duty,

to assign any place we please to their narratives ;—to such nar-

ratives, we repeat, as are given in a general way, and not in

cln-onological sequence. But when we find a clear and express

connection of time, we regard, in conformity with our principles

of criticism, these terms as at least so far inspired that they can-

not record anything which is historically false. This is the

case here. We must not vaguely read Matt. xiii. 54 as mean-

ing, " He came (among other things) also on one occasion at an

early period to His native city ;" because to simple readers,

(and it is for such that the Scriptures are written), the tccu

sk0MV, according to all rules of language, depends upon the

f/jZrripsv kx.i7dii> of the former verse 53, and this again upon the

WikZGiv rag 'rapa^aXdg ravrag. Similarly, in Mark vi. 1 the

g|^X^2v IkzI&zv depends upon the preceding chapter, the fifth, by

a self-evidencing chronology ; inasmuch as only the cures men-

tioned in Matt. ix. 27-34 come between. And there are assuredly

many histories anticipated by St Matthew which come between

Matt. xiii. 52 and 53. But the fact that the Lord visited

Nazareth after and not before the discourse which He delivered

in parables, is firmly established, and cannot be overturned.
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Where then is there, in Luke iv. 28-31, room for the perform-

ance of the several miracles which St Matthew and St Mark re-

late as having been wrought previous to the second visit? There

is an undoubted difference; and it is quite as "theologically"

arbitrary as is anything to be found in the exposed theological

nakedness of Strauss, Bauer, and Co., for Olshausen to say,

" He probably healed a few sick before speaking in the syna-

gogue at Nazareth," and then to remove the contradiction which

thence arises between this and Luke iv. 23 by adding, " such

cures may have been wrought in the quiet family circles," so

that the rest of Nazareth knew nothing about them. More
orthodox theologians have ceased to treat the written word as

Schleiermacher of old did; and it is sad that, in siLch instances

as the above, Olshausen, otherwise of precious memory, should

have to be classed with that old school. Finally, Alford holds

it " utterly impossible" that Jesus should have been thus treated

at His first visit, and should then have expressed wonder at their

unbelief on His second visit. But we simply reply that it is

precisely at their confirmed unbelief that He expresses wonder;

at their continued unbelief after their former outbreak of pas-

sion, and the disgrace which followed it, after His long continued

teaching and working of miracles.

Thus, the first visit to Nazareth, an event which comes in

between the 13th and the 11th and 12th verses of Matt. iv.

—

which is related by St Luke, and alluded to by Matt. iv. 13

—

furnished the cause why our Lord selected Capernaum as His

place of abode; He visited Nazareth at a later period a second

time. Fearlessly, though they would have put Him to death,

did He afford them a second gracious opportunity, kindly deal-

ing with them and not giving up His own native city. It can

scarcely be thought that He has at once altogether given up His

own unhappy Nazareth for its first sin, though that sin was cer-

tainly a grievous one. The denial of His return once more

strikes out of His life a trait as beautiful as it is significant. On
the other hand, it may well be imagined that the inhabitants of

Nazareth, though a little ashamed of their first outbreak of pas-

sion, and not disposed to act in the same way against the Lord,

after the lengthened and strong demonstration wliich they had

received of His character, would still continue to cherish the same
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sentiment& and adopt the same language, '7ro6iV rovru ravra.

Then, in regard to the accounts given by St Matthew and St

Mark of the address and the reply,—accounts which by no

means give a conversation between Jesus and the Nazarenes,

held literally and exactly in this very way, but only a general

view of what was stated and of what followed from it—we are

not indisposed to grant that there is an echo of the former inci-

dent in their narrative; and, so thinking, we shall give in one

exposition the kindred and blended results of the two visits to

Nazareth.^

1 John iv. 44 is a mere note, which is quite unintelligible except on the

supposition that St John had in his view other well-known records. All

intelligent critics are prepared to admit that he generally supplements and

refers to the synoptical Evangelists ; consequently " it cannot be compatible

with sound principles of hermeneutics not to regard that exposition of this

passage in St John's Gospel which makes it agree with the other Gospels,

as the most obvious and most natural one " (Baumlein, Shid. u. Kritik.

1846. 2). We accept this with the greater confidence as the " Jesus Himself

testified^'' cannot in the language of St John be merely " a remark of the

Evangehst" (as Wieseler asserts), but must be a reminiscence of a saying,

and a well-known saying, of the LorJ. Jesus, however, did not give His

testimony as to a prophet's not being honoured in his own country so fre-

quently as that " He was accustomed to say so :" He merely said so once

or twice in Nazareth. It is not absolutely impossible that St John gave to

the saying of the Lord a wider application of fulfilment ; and that on this

occasion he alluded to Judea, because of our Lord's birthplace at Beth-

lehem, in opposition to Galilee. Origen was the first who adopted this

view ; he did not however suj^pose that there was any reference to Beth-

lehem, but regarded Judea as the native land of the Prophets generally,

which assuredly it was not. So "Wieseler supposes that St John alludes to

Bethlehem. But when we reflect that this ingeniously imagined allusion

to Bethlehem as the Lord's birthplace (it is nowhere spoken of as such in

St John's Gospel, not even in chap. vii. 41, 42), and the extension of the

idea of Trccrpi? from httle Bethlehem to the whole of Judea, are exceedingly

strange ;—^that Jesus (and here, at least, Llicke is in the right), at the com-

mencement of His course, was well received in Judea, as is related in chap,

iv. 1, ii. 23, iii. 26 ;—that (according to Baumlein's correct remark) TrccTpi;,

where it occurs in connection with tins well-known proverbial saying, uttered

as a testimony by Jesus, must decidedly have the sense of " the place of

His home;"—that Trctrpi; in the "vvTitings of the Synoptical Evangelists

themselves, to which St John alludes, is the usual designation of Nazareth ;

—

further, that the natural cause which gave rise to the proverb " that a pro-

phet is not esteemed in his own country," does not exist in the birthplace

which the prophet had long ago left (most certainly not to it as denoting

VOL. III. 2 E
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The incidents related by St John, from chap. i. 35 to chap

iv. 54, come in chronologically between the 13th and the 14th

A^erses of the chapter before us. The first appearance of our

Lord in Nazareth falls in with this commencement of His work
of preaching and working miracles in Galilee,—with His visit

at the feast in Jerusalem, and a short residence in Judea—for

naturally He left His own city for a little while, but would not

let it wait too long for Him. He had already been residing in

Capernaum, Jo. ii. 12. In that place, after the second miracle,

with which St John ceases (Jo. iv. 54) generally to enumerate,

or indeed fully to narrate, the miracles wrought in Galilee, He
wrought still a few others ; this, however, is doubtful, see after-

the country in which it lies), but to the place of abode where he had for a

length of time hved hke other men ;—and finally, that even St John, as at

chap. vii. 41, and at a later period, chap, xviii. 5, 7, and also in a very

appropriate passage, chap. i. 45, 46, was acquainted only Avith the common
opinion in regard to the origin of the offence taken at the Lord, that He
was of Nazareth

:

—we shall be inclined to give due weight to the view

taken by Cyril, and which was long the prevailing one, in opposition to Br.

Bauer, Baur, Ebrard, Wieseler, and others, and by no means to regard it

as " deserving of notice only at the first glance," as Liicke supposes. The
view of this last mentioned writer, who finds Gahlee in the irurplg and con-

siders ya.p as equivalent to "in fact" (Jesus found herein Gahlee not such

faith, without miracles, as in Samaria), is, we agree -with Wiesehr, " very

hard." Hauff does not mend the matter {Stud. u. Krit. 1849, 1), who
sees " a comprehensive view of the effects of the work of Jesus in Gahlee,"

and, contrary to the meaning of the word, explains e/icccpTi/pYiaiv as meaning,
" Jesus Himself, hke all other prophets, must furnish a proof of this adage

!"

Our decision therefore is, that St John indicates, very briefly, tlie cause of

what he is afterwards to mention, that Jesus went to the land of Galilee

generally, and not specially to His own Nazareth (as might have been ex-

pected according to chap. i. 45). In chap. iii. 22 at least, there is such a

distinction,.viz., between Judea and Jerusalem—a distinction which it has

been erroneously supposed is not to be thought of. Or rather (and this we
believe is the whole truth, if evenjthing be considered), he has in his mind,

ver. 44, the whole preceding occurrence at Nazareth, gives a general preface

in vers. 43, 44, and then goes back and gives the fuU statement in vers.

46-54. In this case we see the accuracy of ver. 54,—we have the Noble-

man's Son referred to before Luke iv. 23. Biimnlein gives in general a

good defence of the application of this passage to Nazareth ; and Gcmberg
agrees with it {Stud. u. Krit. 1845, 1). Here also for once we agree with

Sepp (ii. 236), according to whom St John mentally understood the clause

:

oil Ii lAiTtfln iii i:oKtv l<ix^acpir, but He went not to Nazareth.
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wards Luke Iv. 23. From that time, however, He took up His

proper abode at Capernaum, as Nazareth had cast Him out.

His preaching in Nazareth certainly took place before the

Sermon on the Mount ; and was no other than a preliminary

and lowly commencement of His evangelical work, exhibiting its

utmost fulness of grace—a private prelude, as it were, to that

magnificent beginning which was immediately to follow.

Here spake He " the gracious words" (Xoyoi rrjg %ap;ro?),

which the Holy Spirit has not seen fit to record for our use, but

whose substance we may gather partly from the text drawn

from Isaiah, and partly from the opening word as given by St

Luke in the 21st verse. Thus we have also the first word of

His mouth to a private circle, uttered with all the grace of a

Divine captatio benevolentice ; and, though with the perfect know-

ledge of their unbelief and envy, in the mildest possible form :

—

I have come to fulfil ; it is of Me that the Scripture prophesies.

And this beginning of the word,—by the Spirit who anointed

Him to preach the Gospel,—is similar to that which we after-

wards hear on the day of Pentecost : viz.,' a passage from tlie

prophecies, with an announcement that this prophecy has now
come to pass and is fulfilled.

But the hearers would not hear in faith, and were offended at

the son of Joseph. The subsequent address, which followed this

gracious preaching, and which still continued with the same

kindness to utter to them the words of truth (ver. 25), is peculiar

to St Luke. In this address our Lord dii'ects the attention of

those who despised Him to the general unbelief of Israel, as

manifested against the prophets of God from the beginning till

now ; and in doing so He ponders within Himself, in the spirit

of prophecy, that which at a future period He would be com-

pelled openly to express, Luke xiii. 33, 34. First of all, antici-

vating any further expression of what they might sai/, He
exposes to them their unbelieving, contracted, provincial, sign-

demanding, thoughts ; and yet He pleads on their behalf that

they were only like the rest of Israel, yea, like all other men,

by quoting a second proverbial saying, ver. 24, in reply to the

former one which He had put into their lips, regarding " the

physician only for others." This more immediate Israelitish

proverb—summing up the well-known, melancholy result of all
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Israelitish history— contains in itself a description o{ faith (tlie

reception of a testimony), as a necessary condition which He
would require ; and also of unhelief as the cause of His rejection,

—an event which He was well aware was near at hand. Upon
this He gives two most striking examples of this too true saying,

drawn from the history of the two first gi'eat prophets and

worhers of miracles ; but certainly He cannot say anything to

show that the truth, which His grace cannot and will not keep

back, is at the same time leading Him on to the very verge of

prophesying that the word of God, which the Jews were reject-

ing, would pass over to the Gentiles.^ He would apparently

have said something more, had not their wrath, breaking out

into an open tumult, interrupted Him by a demonstration that

He had spoken the truth ; by plain evidence that He was some-

thing more than merely Jesus of Nazareth ; and by such a

revelation of the souls of these sinners, among whom He had

grown up as the Holy One of God, as revealed still further His

longsufFering patience and kindness in this same Nazareth.

Vers. 17-19. It must have been a matter of great delicacy

and difficulty (humanly speaking, and humanly viewdng it as we
are entitled to do) for the Lord Jesus to deliver the first sermon

and testimony on behalf of Himself in that very Nazareth, and

in that very synagogue where He had so long been a humble,

silent listener. He referred that testimony, therefore, very spe-

cially to the hands and counsel of His Father. He had begun

to manifest Himself before the world, and had been magnified

in many other schools, when an intimation of the Father's will,

conveyed through the Spirit, leads Him back for the first time

to the place where he had so long remained in concealment.

That He will not keep silence is certaiiily the expectation wdiich

all entertain concerning Him ; still scarcely has any one ven-

tured to ask Him to speak, as they would have asked a Rabbi

or a man of learning. He stood up—which, according to a

custom existing from the days of Nehemiah (viii. 4, 5), was a

special intimation that He wished to read a })assage of Scrip-

^ Another illustration of the reason ^vhy this sequel to the jireaching is

embraced in the plan of St Luke's Gospel—the Gospel specially sent to the

Gentiles.
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ture, inclusive of the usual exposition.^ Who but must feel the

importance of this moment for Him and for Nazareth ! What
shall He read, as He certainly does not mean to be satisfied

with the mere reading ? The Son, in His humility,—with which,

on His coming forward after His long period of self-denial He
must have been specially filled (to speak again in the language

of men),—was not under the necessity of being anxious about

this, or of inquiring after it. The rule and wont to which He
had hitherto been subject, accompanies Him with its blessings

up to this point of publicity and transition ; the Father prepares

everything for His hand and for His mouth, in this path of obe-

dience. It is a matter of great importance that the practice of

the synagogue, of introducing the text of Scripture previous to

the oral address, is here, at the turning point between the Old
and New Testaments, consecrated by Him, who Himself is the

substance of all Scripture, and is confirmed anew for all future

time. There was delivered to Him (by the minister afterward

mentioned as the I'T^n, C'S^) the roll of the prophet Isaiah, un-

doubtedly because in the ordinary course a lesson from that

prophet fell to be read on that Sabbath. But here is the limit

to which the Lord will and can go in compliance with the ordi-

\\2ivj course of procedure in the synagogue. 'He has to testify

and to proclaim something new and for the first time. We
cannot, certainly (with the worthy country minister in the Evan-

gelical Kirchenzeitung), find in the fi:ict that our Lord " left the

Paraschioth and sections and asked a text from His Father,"

an example to be imitated by us, and to be regarded as sanc-

tioning our modern freedom from ecclesiastical control in regard

to the portions of Scripture to be read and preached from.

There is still a great difference between our sermons and this

Sermon ; and, moreover, there are sufficient other reasons against

the slavishness of unqualified adherence to prescribed portions,

a practice which quenches the Spirit, and forces into the back-

ground the other parts of the sacred volume. But this much
appears clear to our humble judgment, that St Luke by the

expression "found the place" does not indicate that our Lord

opened the roll, searching for and carefully selecting a passage,

^ Alford aptly reminds us of the title given to Ezra by Josephus : di/os

yvv.arfic Toi diiov uofiov. Aut. xi. 5, 1.
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but that the passage was the gift of Plis Father, provided for

Plim by His guidance ; that as soon as our Lord opened the

roll His eyes fell upon the right text for His word, and that He
forthwith began to read it.

It is, in truth, the most suitable passage of Scripture that

could possibly have been found ; and, if others admire the wis-

dom of the Lord in its choice, it comes to the same thing if we
acknowledge that this wisdom Avas on this occasion bestowed

upon Him at the moment by the Father. We feel at once

that no royal and kingly text would here have been appro-^

priate ; as the utmost possible degree of condescension was

necessary in order that Nazareth might not take offence, except

through its own sin, at the first word of testimony spoken by

its " carpenter." Hence, in the first instance, mention is made

only of His having been sent and anointed by the Holy Spirit

to preach (a fact which becomes immediately obvious) ; and

only of the Gospel for mevUs broken hearts

;

—in expressions which

spiritually interpret the miracles of healing which the Lord had

already begun to work, like the words in which we afterwards

read of them in Matt. xi. 5, 6. Therefore in the very first word

there is an appeal directly made to the Baptism of Jesus in

Jordan, which was His anointing with the Spirit ; and to that

which occurred at the same time, viz., the testimony, which

could not possibly be unknown to the Nazarenes, given by the

Baptist on behalf of their own Jesus, and which had introduced

Him to them in the way appointed by God. But still there is

not here, as had been the case everywhere else at the com-

mencement of His preaching, any lofty utterance concerning

the coming kingdom of heaven, or any earnest word about re-

pentance. He takes for granted that there are present already

some penitent souls who Avould welcome, as tidings of joy, a

proclamation which brought healing of broken hearts, deliver-

ance and redemption from misery ; to them this would be,

what it was, the most benignant and most attractive announce-

ment of grace and love—taken from the very midst of all that

had in former times been written of Christ. Are we not right

in saying that it looks as if this passage had been written for

this very occasion, and could not have been fulfilled in any other
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In the book of Isaiah, from the 49th chapter to the end, which

may be regarded as the third great section of the whole, the Mes-

sianic prophecies become, more than hitherto, yea as far as is

possible under the Old Testament, free from types, clear, and

perspicuous. Everything looks and points straight forward

into the future, when Israel shall be delivered by the Lord with

an everlasting deliverance (chap. xlv. 17), and brought into an

eternal covenant of the sure mercies of David (chap. Iv. 3).

The spiritual import of this future redemption, deliverance, and

preparation for a true Israel of God, is everywhere declared. The

wonderful counsel according to which this true Israel should be

prepared in the person of the Servant of the Lord, who Himself

is in the first place the true Israel, the Fulfiller of all prophecy

and more than all this, is pre-eminently set forth and unfolded

chap, xlix.-lv. The engrafting of the People into this Ser-

vant Israel, through His expiatory and regenerating and quick-

ening sufferings, is the thrice returning subject of announce-

ment ; is three times expressly asserted in the conclusion, and

declared to belong to the gracious covenant about thus to be

ratified, (The three sections are, first, chap. xlix. ; second, chap,

l.-lii. 12 ; and third, chap. lii. 13 to the end of chap. Iv.)

Upon this, as a sequence, there is founded, chap. Ivi.-lx., an

offer of these mercies of David, that is of the Messianic mercies,

in the form of an address, which, containing within it an em-

phatic contrast, and ascending each time from reproof to con-

solation, is directed to rebellious, sinful Israel, such as it existed

at the time the prophet wrote. But the text for Nazareth is

not taken from this section ; it is taken from the very last one,

which speaks plainly upon every preceding subject, and brings

the whole to a close,—from that first affecting evangelical invi-

tation in the lips of the Sent and the Anointed One, through

the blindness of Israel, the calling of the Gentiles, and subse-

quently the restoration of Israel, to the most remote final view

of the New Jerusalem created for joy, and of the new heavens

and the new earth. I beseech you, I beseech you with my
whole heart, my dear brother theologians, read once more the

so-called Pseudo-Isaiah, and read with real simplicity, that you

may read and understand him as our Lord who here testifies

that the Scripture was fulfilled in Himself must have read and
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understood him. Then, assuredly, will you see in the clear

light of His Spirit (if only you really pray for it) that chap Ixi.

1, 2, 3, was spoken not only by the then prophet, but also through

the mouth of this prophet by the other Prophet yet to come, of

Whom he prophesies, and in Whose mouth alone the words

reach the full sense for which the Spirit of prophecy gave them :

a delightful summary of the whole consolation of redemption

which He alone is able to preach ; and in preaching to impart,

because He Himself is the Redeemer.

The Spirit of the Lord is vpon Me : this is He of whom this

had already been announced at the beginning, Is. xi. 2, and

afterwards at chap. xlii. 2. Because (ov iivZKZV, jj?^ is manifestly

to be thus understood) He hath anointed Me (therewith) : that

means in truth the ^Messiah or Christ ; and Jesus must assuredly

announce Himself as such, even in the very first word at Naza-

reth. He hath sent Me to preach glad tidings to the poor : that

is. This is certainly He whom the Lord and His Spirit send,

according to Is. xlviii. 16: (on this we request the reader to

compare our exposition in the Preface of the first volume.)

In and with this "^1^2 there begins, at the same time, the t^3n

37"^'i3K^37, the binding and healing of broken hearts with the

consolations of grace, chap. Ivii. 15, Ps. cxlvii. 3. In connection

with such preaching there is further announced and proclaimed

a deliverance (ai^gc/j, lill, Avith reference to the type of the year

of Jubilee, Lev. xxv. 10, Ezek. xlvi. 17) for all captives, for all

who are in fetters, condemned, held in bondage ; consequently,

for all who are such in a spiritual sense, like the a^'nac'p. Is.

xlix. 24, 25 ;—^yea, with absolute assurance, a real nipnipD in the

most complete sense to all who are bound; an opening and

loosening of all bonds.^

So far, the progress of language and thought in the original

text of Isaiah is as clear as it is deep. In what language or trans-

lation the Lord read at Nazareth, we do not exactly know ; the

Evangelist, however, gives this text to his original Greek readers

in a form which partly follows the Septuagint (according to the

^ There is nothing arbitrary in being willing to take this word, which is

exactly parallel with •^i"^7, for what it is, an emphatic expression in the re-

doubled form for the most complete opening. See, on this point, my
exposition of Isaiah, p. 718.
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well-known, well-grounded practice of the New Testament), and

partly supplies the want of exactness in that version. On our

principles of criticism,^ we do not believe that lie left out the

healing of the broken-hearted,—a clause which is not wanting in

the Septuagint, which expresses so correctly the kernel of the

sajdng, and which is presupposed afterwards in verse 25, in order

to account for the introduction by our Lord of the proverb about

the Physician. We maintain, with Bengel, that the correct

reading is that which contains the clause in question. Further,

as the Septuagint (applying nipnps to the eyes, as nps and nipQ

are used, in all other passages, of the eyes ; and only once. Is.

xlii. 20, of the ears) has translated by kki rvCpXoig um^Xsi^iv,

St Luke retains this expression. For, corresponding really as

it does, as far as spiritual captivity and opening are concerned, to

the internal meaning of the word in the original, with its double

allusion, it also connects the individual passage before us with

other kindred passages, such as Is. xlii. 7, xlix. 9. In order, how-

ever, to supply the want thus created, and, further, to show that

the Lord meant and used the individual passage in its full sense,

as interpreted by the entire prophecies of Isaiah, he adds a pas-

sage from chap. Iviii. 6, blending the two together : ccTTOffTSiXat

ri&puv(T^ivovg Iv cc(psasi, which again suits well with the (tuvtz-

rpif/jfJ!j5V0ig. (The doubled u(ps(ng is tautological exactly in the

same way as liT^ D^^^K'p and nipnpQ Ci^DS? are in the original

text.) It is by no means " a complete interchange of passages, a

confounding of words, a failing ofmemory :"—we would certainly

not deny this to be the case, if our conscience and Bibhcal science

could find any satisfactory traces of the existence of anything of

the kind anywhere. We have rather here an inteUigent grasp of

the passages quoted, as far as their spirit is concerned (furnish-

ing an instructive lesson to the sticklers for mere w^ords), accom-

panied by a regard to the version then in common use,—a grasp

such as that which the Spirit of Inspiration taught the New
Testament writers to take. Is it not, however, a pity, we must

here once more ask with oiu' own heart almost broken, to be

obliged to annoy ourselves with contending against such attempts

^ Which, with the ahnost entirely unsatisfactory knowledge which we
have of manuscript apparatus, inclines us more and more to decide accord-

ing to internal reasons.
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to bring down holy writ to the level of a human composition,

and to disturb in our own heart, and in the hearts of others, the

simple impression of passages such as the one now before us,

where the believing reader should have no other feeling but

that arising from the power of the great message, the blessed-

ness of the glad tidings for the poor ? When will it be laid

down more than it has hitherto been to believing interpreters in

their treatment of the Old and New Testament, that (as Har-

nack says) the foundation of all true theology is neither more

nor less than a broken heart ? Truly a broken heart is at no loss

to ap])ly to itself in its simplicity the abundance of words, for ex-

ample, which are given by St Luke for this text ; and feels also

in it the mind of the Spirit through all the imaginary traces of

humanity.

Finally, it is not merely St Luke who breaks off with the

acceptable year of the Lord : Jesus Himself, as simple feeling

will tell us, read no further than this Ii^*yn3C'. (Compare Is. xlix.

8 ; this is generally the New Testament season of grace, the

allusion being to the great Jubilee year. Lev. xxv. 1 0, the year

of grace, year of favour ; not the " welcome year," according to

the Septuagint ; "bz/crog cannot be limited to this.) For He will

have, as it was fit that He should have, a purely gracious evan-

gelical text for the beginning of his ministry at Nazareth. The
clause which follows in Isaiah, " and a day of the vengeance of

our God, to comfort all that mourn" (with deliverance from their

condemned enemies, see Is. xxxiv. 8, Ixiii. 4, " the great day of

the wrath and judgment at the close of the year of grace"), oc-

curs in the old versions and Fathers (Vulg. et diem retrihutionis,

the day of retribution) ; but it was obviously introduced from

the desire of completing the unfinished text. The Lord, how-

ever, had read enough, He closed the book when He had reached

this part, and followed up what had been read with the remark,

" This day is the fulfilled " with which He began his gracious

sermon. And St Luke understood this well enough to abstain,

on his part, from appending the clause.^ There lies, however,

in this hiavrog h^KTog, with which the Lord ceases to read and

' Compare on this correct view the (Irvingite) treatise, "ou the Counsel

of God," etc. Frank/. Zimmer. 1847. 1. p. IIC.
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begins to preach, a secondary allusion, exceedingly obvious and

beautiful, to what has been called " the Galilean year,"—a year

peculiarly rich in Christ's gracious preaching. But the refer-

ence is not so exclusive as Bengel would have us to suppose.

Vers. 20-22. Everything is done according to the rule and

custom hitherto observed ; this the exact narrative of the Evan-

gelist is designed to tell us. It was the practice in this syna-

gogue, after the passage of Scripture had been read in a stand-

ing posture, for the speaker to sit down to deliver his own

address : on the contrary, at Antioch in Pisidia, Paul stood up to

give the word of exhortation (Acts xiii. 16).^ The practice here

was in harmony with the Lord's manner on other occasions ; for

we know that He usually adopted the sitting posture in teaching,

—an attitude expressive of elevated repose, and which formed a

striking contrast to that in which the Baptist called sinners to

repentance. In this case, particularly, had our Lord remained

standing during the delivery of the gracious discourse, addressed

in such accents of tenderness to the heart, His position would

not have been, at least, in our feelings, consonant with the

occasion. He returned the closed book of the prophet to the

officer
;
probably in conformity to usage, but at the same time

because He did not mean to confine Himself to the exposition

of the text. In our day, when preachers have no new word of

fulfilment to add to the text which contains within itself the glad

tidings (not even to the text of the Old Testament, as brought

before Christian congregations in the light of its fulfilment), it

is a bad practice to shut the Bible and lay it aside when the

sermon begins.

—

Tliis day is this Scripture fulfilled in your ears!

This was the sermon to Israel from the text of the Old Testa-

ment
;
just as at a later period the Epistle to the Hebrews sets

before us the utmost depths of Christian doctrine only as the right

interpretation of the word of the Old Testament.^ This Scrip-

ture, like every Scripture, and like the entire Scriptures :—we are

not to construe, " this Scripture in your ears," as if the meaning

were " this Scripture which you have just now heard :" Iv 7o7g

1 The later Jewish arrangements as to the posture, whether sitting or

standing, of the teacher or reader, were at that time not fixed.

2 In New Testament times the Gospels would very soon and naturally

come to occupy the place of the sections in the reading of the Scriptures.
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aaiv vfJMV belongs to "TrsTA'/ipcorai, is fulfilled in your ears. For,

[preach to you, the person who, the substance which, and in the

manner in which it is written. " You now hear the very sermon

which the prophet here predicts shall be preached." (V. Ger-

Jach.) This day:—a great era this for Nazareth ; the first hearing

of the tidings ofjoy and grace (compare Acts xxvi. 29), the first

day of the great year of Jubilee which had now dawned. The
Lord Himself does not begin fi'om a point far back, with a long

argumentative exposition of the text, as was more suitable in His

servants (Acts xvii. 2, 3, xviii. 28) ; but, in the immediate power of

the Spirit which was upon Plim to reveal Him as the Anointed

and Sent One, He hastens to deliver His testimony in the very

first word which He utters. The eyes of all were fastened on

Him, with eager curiosity to see what this son of Joseph, of

whom, for some time past, they had heard such great things, has

now, after such a long silence, to say to his native city : the Lord

places in opposition to this their ears ; and in doing so, solicits, in

the most kindly way, a right hearing undisturbed by their eyes

(as at Acts ii. 14) ; hvfaith cometh into the heart only by hearing

(ver. 18). And now He has preached the most gracious Gospel

for the j)oor, as yet without any demand to practise righteous-

ness in testimony of the grace which brings it, as He did after-

wards on the ]\lount before all the people ; so far, therefore, His

Sermon is on this occasion a counterpart to that discourse which,

after the gracious commencement, took a wider range. Still,

we should not liave had this lovely, mild, most proper intro-

ductory statement,—of which Lange very beautifully says " in

opening this Scripture He opens His own heart,"—wherewith

in some small measure to draw a veil over the sin and the shame
of the Nazarenes who rejected it.

The first impression produced by this sermon, which is briefly

and strikingly described in ver. 22, is not to be conceived of as

if the people merelj^ wondered that this carpenter's son " could

preach so beautifully,"—which would be too much like the

modern " vicious practice of perverting preaching from its proper

object, and making it the empty vehicle of empty evcry-day en-

tertainment." No ; tins was not possible, where the Lord was
the preacher; and if the conduct of the people could not at first

be so bad as this, so much the worse was their subsequent de-
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meanour. All hore witness to Him at first, and in the end all

were full of wrath, ver. 28. The sweetness, benevolence, and

grace (for all this is comprehended in the %ap/j as in the jn)

which, accordincT to Ps. xlv. 3, were poured out on the lips of

the Messiah, necessarily evoke a sense of delight on the part of

men (Luke ii. 52) ; but, when sternness of truth follows the

grace, the wrath of opposition breaks forth. The Evangelist

does not intend to describe the first testimony or praise as having

been given in express words : the zee} 'iXsyov properly follows after

this. As the result of deep impressions, they involuntarily give

their assent in the first instance to the gracious preaching ; at

the second step, however, they tui'n aside ; theif loondered at these

gracious words—out of this mouth. Instead of hearing simply

to receive (icondering always denotes the opposite of this, as at

chap. ii. 18, 47), they close their ears, and use only their eyes

;

they look at the mouth, and judge, according to appearance, a

false judgment. They are like the blind, ver. 1 8, who suppose

that they see ; for their rule runs in perversion of the right one,

Not lohat, hut ivho. How must the Lord have restrained and

concealed Himself during these eighteen long years? How must

all the rays of His gloiy have been drawn in, as the carpenter's

son, even the carpenter of Nazareth (Matt. xiii. 55 ; Markvi. 3).

Almost perplexed for a moment, as to whether it could be the

same person and the same mouth, they here put the question, as

being the first which after a variety of feelings and thoughts

escapes their lips. Is not this man the son of Joseph ? Compare,

at a later period, John vi. 42. Thus St Luke compresses into

a few words the entire reference of His ordinary descent and per-

sonality, suitably to the first impression which did not then find

utterance in more copious terms : St Matthew and St Mark, on

the other hand, on the recurrence of the angry, malicious feeling,

thus consistently and firmly cherished, quite as truly and as

naturally give us stronger and more copious terms. On this

latter occasion a regular proof had to be obtained that the to^sj'

of His wisdom and deeds could not be If ovpavov : His mother

(after the death of His father) is mentioned as being poor and

of ho note ; His brothers and sisters in this connection manifestly

as the full brothers and sisters, the members of one and the same

well-known family. " Mere common people, like ourselves, all
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toith us,—the brothers (mentioned by name) bring Him no

})articular honour,—as for the sisters we do not, at the moment,

remember their names." Certainly by such wondering and

questioning Nazareth involuntarily and unconsciously gives

further testimony, though only for the good of others who believe,

Avhile they are hardened in anger and unbelief ; their witness is

against themselves.

The son of Joseph had w^alked till His thirtieth year blame-

lessly in friendship, humility, and obedience, with the favour of

all ; like the son of no other Nazarene, of no other Israelite, of

no other man ; and so as to excite in those who had right eyes

and right hearts the presentiment that He was something higher

than He appeared to be : this was the case with John the Baptist,

after only slight intercourse with Him. But the village beggarly

pride of the Nazarenes cannot at all comprehend the humility

of the Great One ; they are ready to say, with His brethren,

" He who would be, or who is, of any note, will shoAV himself

as soon as possible to the world." ^ Thus the humanity of the

Divine Saviour is incredible at first to all of us ; and thereby we,

iu our turn, bear involuntary testimony to the condescending

grace of God and to our own wickedness. Like one of us

:

—
this cannot be anything particular. Thus Nazareth frankly

confirms what other people say of it, John i. 46. Whence has

this man this wisdom and these deeds ? From his father and

mother he has received no education, as his brothers and his

sisters show ; that he has not studied anywhere else is well known,

Jo. vii. 15 ; consequently, as we do not know lohence he has his

learning, he has nothing that we can acknowledge.

Yer. 23. On this occasion, before the people ai'eable to add more

words to their first brief expression (which is rather ivonderhig than

anger), and to confirm themselves in their sin, the Lord, who has

learned to know them through and tlu'ough, anticipates them by a

graciously forbearing expression of their thoughts. He who has

proclaimed Himself to be the Physician ofthe Amri, shows Himself,

in proof and token of this, to be the Searcher of the heart. The

^ Still more foolish would be the idea here that the Lord should have re-

ferred to or proved His miraculous conception. This, the greatest of all

miracles, and mysteries, is assuredly not a foundation on -which faith may
build, but a fact to be apprehended by faith.
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natural train of thought in the mindsof these Nazarenes, according

to ver. 22, was : Is he not hke ourselves ? And yet the Anointed

ofGod, whom the Spirit sends and in whom He dwells? Let him

prove it to us I Therefore the Lord says : TTuvrcug, ye icill say to

Me—I know it well before you utter it, and I say it to you ; and

assuredly, in a certain measure, you have a right to say it. That

He clothes it in a proverbial saying, is partly with a view to its

being popularly understood, and partly by way of gracious ex-

cuse for them, in harmony with the human disposition which

made this proverb.-^ As, in accordance with the prophetic text,

He had announced the healing of the sick, He calls Himself a

physician ; but they understand this misapplied proverb only of

bodily healing and help. We do not believe that it was intended

to be taken in a strictly literal sense :
" Let him work a miracle

on himself,^ make himself a rich instead of a poor man, a mighty

instead of a lowly man ;" in our opinion the (Tzavrov is to be ex-

plained by h TTi Tarpth aov, the common way of applying pro-

verbial sayings being to widen their range. The thoughts of

the Nazarenes in their petty pride ran as follows :
" As the son

of Joseph art thou not ours ? We have, at all events, a right to

thee, if thou art anything, and art able to do anything ; why
then hast thou not begun among us with thy mighty works ?

But thou hast done this g/V KaTspvaoz;///, i.e., Capernaum has the

honour. We were thy neighbours, and thou hast passed us by

to make thyself of importance outside ;—thou art, like many a

one, a physician who will help others, but who can do nothing

for himself or for his own house." The indefinite oW is very

well expressed by " what great things,"—for these will man for

ever seek, instead of the humility of Christ, of which he has no

conception. Half in a tone of exaggeration, and half also, per-

haps, in irony (for it is as if the expression in the mouth of the

Lord was their own), their oca hints at flying rumours of what

he had done in Capernaum, and on which they look with jealous

eye : we see manifestly that it could represent only the single

miracle wrought on the Nobleman's son ; they do not appear as

yet to have heard anything about the many miracles wrought at

^ Only here in the New Testament is •3-ot/;«/3oA^ used for a proverb, ex-

pressed in figm-ative language.
^ As the words are again heard under the Cross.
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Jerusalem,^ in regard to which less offence woukl be taken, as a

beginning made at the right place. Inasmuch, however, as they

acknowledge '/]%,ov(Ta[MV—that they had heard—they bear testi-

mony against themselves, that they might and should have be-

lieved even though they had not seen signs and wonders wrought

before their own eyes. (Jo. iv. 48.) Mark how significantly

the Lord here once more indirectly rejects the demand for

miracles before it is made ; as for Himself, He absolutely never

offers a miracle in demonstration of His mission and preaching.

Ver. 24. The zixz hi (St Luke frequently throws in such

formulae in a continuous address) is meant to mark this pro-

verbial saying as one of special note, one that had become well

known, and which was afterwards repeated,—a saying used on

the present occasion in the same sense in which it afterwards

occurs at Jo. iv. 44. Li St Matthew and St Mark this proverb

(here used in reply to a proverb) is prosecuted into a still nar-

rower circle, " and in his own house ;" St Mark, in addition to

this, and between the two expressions, inserts the clause, " and

among his own kindred." The formula in St Mark, ovk 'iari

dri[jjOg si (JjTj, gives the strongest expression :
" Is a Prophet even

in other places, and generally, despised ? 1 say unto you it is

not so everywhere, and in comparison of the contempt with which

he meets at home, scarcely anywhere at all ; but if it be so nowhere

else, yet it is certainly so here." The proverb about the physician

who should save himself, is generally a human one : the proverb

about the prophet, who is in no estimation at home, has also a

general analogy for extraordinary men, and witnesses of the

truth ; but the Lord gives it rather an Israelitish range, pressing

home the case. A prophet is a physician for the heart by means

of the word. An ordinary prophet, such as those whom Israel

hitherto had known, has, as a man gifted and sent by God, along

^ The events at Cana, perhaps, they regarded as quite uncertain, not de-

serving of notice : tliis, at least, would seem to be assumed by the Lord.

At all events the oa« movaufMv we cannot regard (with Alford) as a sure

mark of a later period. For, though we Averc to admit the force of his

statement, in opposition to what we have said above, " that &V« could not

have been applied to one miracle," it may have been the case that several

miracles had been wrought at Capernaum, though only one is recorded.

The only thing certain is that these could not have been wrought (as liange

asserts) before the second miracle in GalUce so specially recorded by St John.
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Avith the official character, which he is acknowledged as bearing

also, a human relationship also toward the immediate neighbour-

hood in which he has grown up, and here there is room for un-

belief to take offence. In addition to his extraordinary capacity

he bears also a common relationship. Now, the Lord humbly

places Himself in this class of prophets ; He desires not to take

any higher position than what subjects Him to the common lot

of prophets (as at Luke xiii. 33), when He rises to preach as

one sent of God. Li the ovhig hzzTog, no prophet is accepted

(which is here quite as suitable for this first utterance as the

stronger term ocrifJbog, used subsequently, was for the other). He
already points, in passing, to the receiving and accepting faith

which must bring the soul to the true Physician that He may
help it.

Vers. 25-27. The Scripture and its testimony to the truth,

which, and here especially its historical incidents, the Lord by

His own example teaches all preachers carefully to notice and to

use—the Scripture is more than proverb ; it is itself the fountain

of all those particularly Israelitish proverbs, the truth of which

can be proved from it. The Lord, by the 24th verse, had

advanced from the narrowest sense and circle in which the

Nazarenes understood Trarpig, into the large field

—

Israel, the

proper fatherland of the prophets. He might have mentioned

the fate of Jeremiah in his own Anathoth (Jer. xi. 21, xii. 6),

or something of the same kind, which, being on a small scale,

might have been more like His own rejection by the Nazarenes
;

but, according to the Spirit who is in Him, He opposes to

the Nazarenes' limited circle of vision a wide and comprehen-

sive view of the subject. Li this we see as before partly the

mournful apology for them, that they acted not worse or other-

wise thg,n Israel at large had done ; but we also see the earnest

rebuking t7ncth, which, as they have rejected His foi*mer kind-

ness. He cannot now withhold. Elijah and Elisha are the two

great prophets who stand at the proper commencement of pro-

phetic antiquity ; they are also the two great workers of miracles,

whose miracles in many respects prefigured the miracles of the

Lord (compare Matt. xiv. 20 with 2 Kings iv. 43, 44, and Luke
vii. 15 with 1 Kings xvii. 23). He also will in truth feed the

poor and cleanse the lepers. It is to these miracles ofmercy that

VOL. III. 2 F
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He points; and not to tlie fire from heaven, or to the bears

which destroyed the mockers. Not only through the same tra-

ditions as St James (Jas. v. 17) does He know the exact time

how long the heaven was shut;^ He knows it also from the

revelation of the Spirit in whom He speaks ; and further that

Elias was not sent with similar aid to any other of the manif

widows in Israel at that time of oppression and distress. When
He begins to speak and testify of this matter, He speaks as if

all was luminous and sure before His eyes, yea, more than stands

recorded in the narratives themsel\;es. 'Ett/ 'Kkiffffaiov is a

note of time, just as in a preceding passage Iv ruTg ^[juspciig

'HX/oy (compare Luke iii. 2; Mark ii. 26; Acts xi. 28) ; for

the prophets were employed, like the kings and high priests, to

indicate eras of time. That there were also many lepers as well

as widows, was due to the sins of the time ; and reference

to this generally is made at 2 Kings vii. 3. The healing of

Naaman, who also at first took offence and did not believe, leads

back again to the Physician. By both these parallel histories,

however (which very strikingly remind us of the Canaanitish

woman of Sidon, and of the ruler at Capernaum), the design of

the Lord is to deliver a genuine prophecy derived from the past

and referring to the future. He foreannounces that Israel

would not receive Him, its great Prophet and Physician ; and,

consequently, that His preaching of grace (ver. 18, 19) would,

because of their unbelief, pass over to the Heathen. All this is

well-known to Him before He preaches ; and yet from the be-

ginning He speaks as graciously as if He had nothing before

Him but broken hearts. It is the manifestation of the opposite

of this tliat first compels Him, W akrj&ziag, to speak in any

other strain.

This, however, was the truth which Nazareth and Israel, with

incurable Jewish pride, will not hear; and which, on eveiy

^ This is not so exactly specified in 1 Kings xvii. 1, xviii. 1. A time of

suffering, however, for Israel, was frequently thus measured out (compare

Dan vii. 25, xii. 7) ; and " the shutting up of the heavens" had been a

specially threatened punishment from the time of 1 Kings viii. 35 ; Dent,

xi. 17 ; hence Sir. xlviii. 3. Braune remarks very correctly that if the

shutting, 1 Kings xvii. 1, was threatened at the beginning of the rain

season, the half-year preceding would not be reckoned ; and 1 Kings xviii.

1, is not inconsistent with the four half-years.
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occasion, down to Acts xxii. 21, 22, xxviii. 25, calls forth their

wrath. What happens here at Nazareth is again a symbolical

prophecy for the country of all prophets, and of this the last

great Prophet ; it intimates, what St Luke throughout the whole

of his two books is ever showing us, that the Gospel must pass

over from the Jews to the Heathen. This is the first exception

to the general glorification of the Lord, as He teaching in the

synagogues ; see above ver. 15. They do not suffer Him to speak

further, they interrupt the worship of God by a general uproar.

He allows Himself, as if He were a false prophet, Avho, now that

He is put to the proof, cannot make good His pretensions, to be

cast or pushed by the first outbreak of anger into the street ; and

even, still patiently, to be led to the high brow of the hill by the

multitudes now prosecuting their object more quietly—the result

of His patience—with the intention of casting Him down head-

long. What fellow-townsmen are these of the Holy One of

God ! As His hour is not yet come, passing through the midst

of them He goes His way. It is not meant that they were struck

with blindness, that He became invisible, or that there was an

external miracle. This is the very thing which the Evangelist

means to deny by liik&uv S/a (Jbiffov, passing through the midst.

The Lord merely turns on them a look of majesty hitherto kept

back ; and they, receiving from Him at parting a sign of the

power of His spirit, are restrained from touching Him, and com-

pelled reverentially to make way for Him, right and left, as He
moves along !

" They stood—stopped—inquired—were ashamed

—fled— separated," as Pfenninger, with striking pencil, paints

the closinsr scene.-^

PETER S DRAUGHT OF FISHES AXD HIS CALL.

(Luke V. 4-10; [Matt. iv. 19 ; Mark i. 17J.)

In addition to what we have already said. Vol. i. p. 87-90,

on the difference between the first call of the fishers of men and

1 Robinson (Palestine iii. 421) commits a sad mistake when lie supposes

that Jesus took advantage of the narrow streets of the city to escape from

their snares.
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the Lord's present work and word in further confirming that

call ; and in addition, further, to what we have said in antici-

pation of our exposition of the latter, a few remarks must still be

added, now that we have come to the immediate consideration of

the narrative of St Luke by itself.^ The whole history, from the

first crowding of the people to hear the word of the Lord up to

the time when those whom the Lord won over to be servants of

the Word left all and followed Him, is throughout of a kind

more eminently fitted for typical instruction than most other

portions of the Gospel narratives. Few preachers have ever

been able to abstain altogether from allegorising here. But our

business is only with the words of the Lord. We have to re-

mark first on ver. 4 : He commands them to launch out into the

deep, partly to exhibit the miraculous draught of fishes as con-

trary to all the rules of fishing ; and partly also < to withdraw

from the eyes of the people the miracle, which was a sign given

to the Apostles in confirmation of the promise accompanying

their call. Further, we have to define in all its fulness the

meaning of the miracle which accompanied the word. It was

designed by our Lord, first, to be a a7^[JjZiov, a sign, standing in

most direct connection with the preceding preaching of the

word of God ; a symbol of the new call for Peter, in Avhich the

old calling is consecrated and exalted by being made a prophetic

type of the new. It was, secondly, a figurative prophecy of the

blessing attached to ]n'eaching, of the benediction which should

for ever rest upon His servants' labours, which shall never cease

to operate. It was, finally, and subordinately, a sedative to the

fear of earthly need in following Jesus, These three points in

the history appear to us to be intimately united in one whole.

In regard to the first, it is figuratively taught us that the casting

out (the letting down) of our nets, our labouring the whole

night througli, is productive, as Peter's word shows, of no good

without the blessing of God ; while, on the other hand, it cannot

be dispensed with, for the Lord, in promising the draught, at the

^ "We may here correct the mistake of Neander, who supposes that a

sense of sin so suddenly called forth in the case of Peter is conceivable only

at an early period, at the beginning of his connection -with Jesus. On the

contrary, such a state of mind is the result of deep experience, when a man
is brought into close communion with the Holy One.
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same time commands to cast out the net, and sends the fishes

into the net, but not directly into the boat. In regard to the

second, we see that the word of promise, slg aypav, appended to

the command, is parallel to the 'iffrj Z^coypcov, which afterwards

conveys a similar assurance of the result. The third beautifully

follows as a consequence from the fact that the Lord immedi-

ately and superabundantly recompensed Simon's loan of his

boat for preaching ; consequently, as He is now sending out

Simon himself to preach. He will not suffer him as an unre-

quited labourer to suffer want. We may notice also as impor-

tant, how prominently the difference is brought forward between

the uf/jag of Matt. iv. 19, and of the whole narrative before us,

and the address to Simon as the foremost and the representative

of His disciples. It is for this reason that the Lord selected out

of the two ships the one which belonged to Simon and entered

into it; it is for this reason that the singular address, launch

(thou) into the deep precedes the plural, cast (you) out your

nets ; it is for this reason, finally, that the other expression, ver.

10, is addressed in the first instance to Simon the sinful man,^

although his equally astonished associates have already received

a similar call.

The general expression, " fishers of men," ocXtsig ocv^puTTcov, of

the earlier call, is modified by the ZfijypZv, a word chosen de-

signedly by St Luke as the corresponding expression. For,

men are to be captured for the kingdom of God ; not for slaughter

(2 Pet. ii. 12), but to be preserved alive (and this is exactly the

meaning of Zfoypziv in Josh. ii. 13), brought to a willing obedi-

ence, and thus made serving captives. We may compare 2 Tim.

ii. 16, where, though in a bad sense, as much of this application

remains as is sufficient to let us see that the expression here de-

notes the wonderful capture of souls, for a free and willing

obedience, by means of the miraculous Gospel-net. Henceforth

:

from this time, when thou a sinful man, in full knowledge of thy

sinfulness, now becomest My disciple ; and comest to be prepared

by Me for the higher fishing-work, which also, as a work of faith,

must be learned step by step ! We may thus in general draw

^ It has been correctly observed tbat dvyjp a.i^ocprci'Kos is an acknowledg-

ment of personal, special sinfulness, and not merely of that which is common
to man : cLvSpuTrog would have been used to denote this.
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the contrast between this call and their former calHng now
abandoned, without descending (with Bengel) to anything so

minute as the approaching mission of the Twelve.

THE RAISING OF THE YOUNG MAN AT NAIN.

(Luke vii. 13, 14.)

Ebrard, from a mere oversight, has erroneously assigned this

history to the very day after the healing recorded in vers. 1-10.

In this he was influenced by the reading h r/j i^fjg, without

paying any attention to the important variation roi k^rjg ;—see

immediately again chap. viii. 1, Ka) kyhzro h rZ x.aht,yjg, and

over against this, chap. ix. 37, the next day ^/>ogpa, as we have

already pointed out. Vol. ii. p. 74. External authorities do not,

indeed, decide (the Syr. NttV? is rather opposed to the Vulgate

deinceps) ; still, there are other considerations in abundance.

Even Schleiermacher, to whom, on this occasion, we may appeal

as an impartial critic, characteristically decided that chap. vii. 10

is the conclusion of a connected " collection," and gave the prefer-

ence in ver. 1 1 to the ro5 as being a wider mark of time. Bengel

hasdecided in the same way; and for the same harmonistic reasons

which we are constrained to own as important. For, if the re-

surrection at Nain, which at all events is placed vers. 18, 19 in

intimate connection with the message from John the Baptist, is

to be understood as having happened on the very day after the

event recorded at vers. 1-10, the narrative will contain many
things irreconcilable and inconceivable. For instance, the young

man at Nain must have been raised before Jairus' daughter.

But, first, when w^e consider the answer of the Lord to John,
" the dead are liaised," we can hardly think that He would use

this lofty language concerning one single event ; it gives us the

impression that such a thing must have happened at least more

than once.^ Secondly, the whole history of the daughter of

Jairus ; the fact that her father, after hearing that her death had

' "We cannot deal with the "Word so wantonly as Schleiermacher does,

who supposes that the " Compiler" inserted the narrative here in order to

do justice to (to find a suitable place for ?) viKpol iyitpovTUi.
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actually taken place, does not venture to entertain any further

hope ; with all the details of our Lord's conduct and words ; lose

their luminous simplicity of truth if we do not regard that as the

first instance of a resurrection—that is, if any similar fact had

already publicly taken place at Nain. We refer, therefore, to

our exposition on that passage.^—St Luke, we infer, who has so

many transpositions, hastens forward here to (vers. 11-35) the

events of a later period, intending afterwards to bring up the

parables, the storm, the Gadarenes, Jairus, etc. This is not

applicable, however, as far as ver. 50, for the anointing stands

again undefined for the general %,ccds^jjc, chap, viii, 1.

We have no wish to enter deeply into the harmony ; but feel

compelled at times, in vindication of important Sayings, to point

out the place which they really occupy. The two short Sayings

of the Lord which the history befoi'e us contains are so incom-

parably sublime in their simplicity, that we are almost afraid of

injuring them by any added remark
; yet the believing reader,

coming to such wonderful words, feels the need of a suggestive

hint. We see, in the first place, and very remarkably, the deep

humility and absence of all ostentation with which the Lord (ver.

13), announcing His miraculous aid wrought by the power of

God, clothes in the most general expression of human comfort,

the consolatory address in which His purpose is announced

;

and then, in language as simple as words can make it, commands

the dead man who was being carried to his grave to rise.

Pitiable is the infatuation which dreams that men could have

invented anything like this if it had not really so happened. We
feel as we read that the simplicity and humility of the Son of

Man, who is always like Himself, must turn to the exhibition of

His majesty and glory. The coming up to the gate of the city,

the seeing the great grief of the widow sympathised with by all

the people, the allowing the grief to sink into His own heart, the

comfort imparted, the aid granted—all together is quite natural

to Him, because He is directed at the moment by the Father.

^ We would almost venture to suppose, though this is merely a matter of

feehng, that Christ did not proceed to His first miracle of raising the dead

unsolicited by man. That He could do even this, and that He should do it,

was to Him before this time a matter of trial ; and this trial He was now

about, for the first time, to make.
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For certainly He did not on every occasion perform a similar

miracle when He saw a funeral, or met one on the road; as

assuredly people in affliction did not, on all occasions, venture to

cry out to Him (it was natural that they should not) to restore

to them the dead. They scarcely at any time venture to expect

from Him this, the highest manifestation of His power,—a mani-

festation which even at the very moment of the triumph over

death' fills our minds with dread (ver. 16), for we are poor slaves

of death. Even the sisters of Lazarus had no thought of this.

But this poor widow is counted wortliy ; the hour has come for

the manifestation of the works of God; the Lord instantly knows

and feels this, and rejoices in the opportunity of giving expres-

sion to His sympathy in word and in deed.

We do not read that He bade the procession to halt. He has

no desire by the exhibition of His might either to terrify or to

dazzle the people ; but He stoops down soothingly to the afflicted

widow, whose heartrending weeping He heard at once from the

midst of the throng. It is not for the sake of bringing back the

dead to a vain earthly life, but for the sake of comforting the

living, that He works this miracle. The words here alone unfold

the meaning of the great deed. The Lord does not begin by

saying, " Stand up, thou dead man !" " Weep not" is the first

word which He utters ; tliis is the only reason why He works the

miracle, its significance lies liere. Immediately after the Ihojv,

before the 'rrpoffzyjuv follows (ver. 14), with soft approach, with

tender salutation, and with strong promise. He meets the widow

with one simple affecting word, " Weep not /" This time, Pie

uses only the first half of that former expression of comfort, Luke
viii. 52 ; for the second half, in its reference to the dead, would

have been here in this public appearance too much. Could He
have begun with more of lowly sublimity, of simple majesty, of

tender power, more like one whose nature was at once human
and Divine ? Assuredly, He does not blame or reprove the

weeping of the deeply-afflicted woman, which the Father had

appointed to her for her good : this weeping was quite difterent

from the noisy weeping of Mark v. 39 ; and His address here has

nothing of the tone of tlic rebuke which He uttered then. His

word is very diffei'ent from the miserable comfort of the men
who say what He said to the afflicted, but can do nothing else.
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Weep no more, weep no longer ! His design is to say this as a

kind promise : undoubtedly He says it in such a way that the

word carries with it its consolatory power, as the word that fol-

lows addressed to the dead carries with it its quickening power.

Weep not ! Gladly would He bring this to the whole human
race in all its affliction and in all its sorrows of mortality : He is

proclaiming this even now in the act of applying it to the widow

;

as a testimony of His boundless love and might to all mourners

in fair Nain, which is still bringing out its dead, to all afflicted

ones in Israel and on the earth. To how many since that day

has the Spirit made it the source of consolation, and in doing so

given them to taste beforehand the full import of that last great

saying : Weep not ! Rev. v. 3.

This one word is enough. Silently He approaches, silently

He touches the bier, only beckoning to the men and making

preparation for the great moment. There is a presentiment of

what He intends to do ; at least no one dares to offer any resist-

ance to the extraordinary interruption ; the bearers (advancing

according to Jewish fashion with rapid steps) stand still ; soon

the whole multitude from Nain, and that which was accompany-

ing Him into Nain, stops in its progress. Not till all have stood

still and are waiting, does He speak His second word. He utters

it in a tone not louder than is necessary to enable all to hear

;

but loud enough for this, because the glory of the Father is now
about to appear in the Son before these men. The three resur-

rection-words, which are recorded in the Gospels, are very

similar. In the first the damsel, here the young man, finally

Lazarus by name, in the presence of the great crowd, are ad-

dressed, that the dead may hear the voice of the Son of God
who calls them as if they were living :—then the " arise" for the

two who are laid out, and at last the imperative " come forth,"

to him who had been laid in the grave. Whether the ffoi Xsyoj

was added by St Luke, as it is by St Mark v. 41 (compare Luke
viii. 54), we do not know for certain ; the above analogy might

lead us to suspect that it was. Assuredly its import, even though

it had not been expressly uttered, is found in the single word D^p.

There is no calling upon God, as in 1 Kings xvii. 21 ; but the

most simple command in His own might. There is not even the

touching, or taking hold of the dead by the hand (as in the case
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of tlie damsel) ; lie touched only the bier. There is no " Live

again" or " Come back from the dead" or anything hke this

;

no,— only the simple " Arise" as if the young man were

asleep.

And He gave him to his mother. St Luke thus dii'ects our

attention to two Old Testament histories, 1 Kings xvii. 23 ; 2

Kings iv. 3G ; and perhaps also indicates that the Lord uttered

a third most gracious word to the mother (which is omitted here

as being addressed only to the individual), as in the ancient his-

toiy : Take away thy son. This is moi'e probable than the other,

" Behold thy son liveth," which the Lord already appropriated,

Jo. iv. 50. He who does this shall assuredly restore also to all

separated ones (whoiji the kingdom of the Father shall unite),

those whom they have loved ; that in the general restoration to

life there may be also a restoration to personal recognition and

special fellowship of love. As certainly as there wnll be a resur-

rection will there be a seeing again, and a having again : this

also is promised and guaranteed in the three resurrections, typi-

cal as these are of the general resurrection.

THE WOMAN WHO WAS A SINNER AND SIMON THE THARISEE.

(Luke vii. 40-50.)

St Luke, the experienced Physician of souls and accomplished

Painter of sacred scenes, gives us here one of his most precious

histories, the sweet kernel of which poor sinners never will be

able to exhaust. The narrative, because of its very glory and

importance, stands without any special chronological or topo-

graphical note ; it is designed to bring generally before our very

eyes the Lord in the wisdom of His love, as He receives sinners

and puts Pharisees to shame. We must at the outset designate

as a piece of very unhappy and shallow criticism, the view of

Ebrard, viz., that St Luke intended to represent this Aveak woman
as a- contrast to John the Baptist, who, though a mighty pro-

phet, yet did not completely understand Christ. When will ye
cease, beloved brethren, to cast reproach upon the greatest man
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born of women, who needed only to understand Isa. xl. and liii.

to keep him right in regard to the " Lamb of God *? " Assuredly

the Baptist liad had enough of such sinners before him, in the

light of God's presence, to render it impossible that any one of

them should surpass him in knowledge of the Saviour (and of

his salvation in the forgiveness of sins, Lukei. 77). It is not as a

contrast to the question of John, but as an example and as an

illustration of ver. 34, in the answer of the Lord (compare also

ver. 30), that St Luke places this narrative where it is. No
simple and intelligent reader of the Gospels can imagine that

this anointing is identical with that of Mary, which took place

at Bethany,—an idea which the acute Schleiermacher undertook

to defend. The reasons against this are so powerful that one is

ashamed to mention the subject. Finally, this woman can by no

means be Mary Magdalene ; whom the same Evangelist cannot

be supposed to mention, immediately after chap. viii. 2, without

any intimation, and as a new person.

Jesus called sinners to Him ; and allowed Himself to be called

or invited even by Pharisees (chap. xi. 37, xiv. 1), even by

enemies who lay in wait for Him, or by coldhearted inquisitive

persons. That this Simon (not the Leper who had been healed)

had been laid under obligation by any act of kindness or miracle

wrought in his behalf, there is nothing recorded to lead us to

imagine. His behaviour (ver. 44-46) is inconsistent with such a

supposition ; nor is it necessary to enable us to understand the

parallel drawn between him and the Vt^oman. The sinner, how-

ever, may be called by us the sinner, without a name, that every \

soul who reads of her may think of himself as standing in her

place. She was a sinner ;
^ up to this time (in Pharisaic lan-

guage) she had been so ; and she was still a sinner before the

eyes of the world, although before God the sanctifying change

had already begun to take place, through repentance, forgiveness,

and love in return for forgiveness. Her great love, however, still

remained humble, scarcely laying hold of consolation, in peni-

tence. She had become in her own eyes a great sinner, and this

is the real difference between her and the Pharisee : this was

1 And not merely according to the false assumption of a late reporter of

the narrative, as Schleiermacher determines !
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what brought her to Jesus. At all events she had sought and

inquired after Him, as St Luke intimates in his STriyvovffa, ; it

is His personal presence alone that is again desired, because

(mediately or immediately) she had been awakened, converted,

humbled, and certainly also comforted by His word. Had the

Lord's invitation at ^latt. xi. 28-30 (if St Luke's narrative here

is in chronological order) at a former period completely arrested

her attention and drawn her to the Saviom' ? It may have been

so
;
yet the za6iz,?jg, chap. viii. 1, does not determine anything;

and we are in general ignorance of the whole matter, as to what

city it was,^ etc. The Evangelist finely avoids saying that the

sinner came to Jesus ; this is self-understood under the pressure

of her first love, seeking to be assured of the love of the Saviour,

and in the deep contrition of the repentance which has already

met with acceptance, while struggling to obtain a sense of it.

In this marvellous intermediate and transition state of a soul

turning to God, and under the influence of strong feeling, do we
see the woman, if either our own experience, or the experience

of others, has given us eyes to see her. Repenting sinners have

generally a twofold trial to undergo ; the mocker}^ of their for-

mer associates, and the proud contempt of the virtuous and pious

—as we see in the analogous case of baptized Jews. The second

of these trials is the more painful of the two ; and in this latter

test the deep earnestness of the w^oman is seen. She shuns not

the Pharisee's house : she heeds not the eyes that will meet her

there ; for she knows well that where Jesus is present, no one

will dare to thrust her out. She has brought a vessel with oint-

ment ; for the purpose of honouring the Lord with wdiat, during

her sinful life, she had misapplied to the purposes of vanity and

shame.^ Not only is this ointment a demonstration of her love

and devotion ; she intends that it should also be an acknowledg-

ment of her return to God, and of her renunciation of her evil

ways. In token of her deep sorrow, her hair, which but for this

^ The article h rfi tto'Ku refers only to the preceding t^u oUtuv : in the

same city where was the house of this certain Pharisee, and, there/ore, she

was well known to him as a notorious character. Meyer, without any rea-

son, supposes the city to have been Capernaum ; Wieseler, Nain, etc.

2 We do not, however, see Avhy (according to Brauue) the ointment

should be the " wages of iuiqiiity."
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would have been well dressed, is dishevelled : all in simplicity,

and from the depth of her heart. She stands behind at His feet

—having pressed forward thus far with animation and eagerness,

—suddenly she is cast down, hesitates, and iveeps

;

—" not the

lips now, but, what is far better, the eyes, give expression to that

of which the heart is full." ^ This is all that she can do, all that

she ventures to do, all that she says ; but it is enough, and it

leads on to everything else. The tears which fall upon the feet

of the Lord open to her the shortest road by which she can

come nearer to her purpose. For she must dry His feet ; and

takes her hair for this purpose, as slaves were wont to do when
washing their masters' feet. Now she has touched them, and this

draws, put her whole heart to kiss these feet. Soon would she

have forgotten all about the ointment ; but at length she brings

it out, not venturing to approach His head.^ And last of all,

while she pours herself out in the tears of blessedness, which

express her sense of the guilt of all her sin, at the very feet of

the Saviour of sinners, she thinks of nothing, and of nobody

around her, except only of Him, who receives all in silence,

without as yet arresting her by even a single glance. What
more could she have ? What comfort to her soul is this ! There-

fore the Lord does not suddenly cut short these happy mo-

ments.

A sight to give joy to the angels in heaven ! But the Pharisee

sees with other eyes, and has other thoughts within himself. He
does not express with his lips the import of these thoughts : there

is still something good in him. But his doubt whether this

Jesus be what He professes, draws its inferences, and in doing

so assumes premisses that are altogether false. The position is

not in the present case a false one, that a prophet ovight at once

to know all men who come near him, and to understand every-

thing that happens to him. For although Elisha, for example

^ P. D. Burk, in his excellent and suggestive Treatise on this narrative ; the

overdrawn character of many of its remarks we have no disposition to find

fault with.

2 Which idea pleases us better than the usual one, that she anointed the

feet as a mark of her deep reverence. With this woman there is no such

thing as ceremony
; everything comes naturally from her heart as the

events emerge.
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(2 Kings iv. 27), might make the confession, " The Lord has

concealed the matter from me, has not revealed it to me," the

, application of this to Jesus is a very different thing. Simon is

quite correct in supposing that if Jesus be such a prophet as the

people take Him to be, and as He Himself gives out that He is,

something else might be expected from Him.^ But the bluntly

assumed axiom of the Pharisee is fundamentally false (an axiom

which, if true, must keep God and man eternally separated),

" that a holy man can have no contact with sinners." AVhy then

has the Saviour had so much intercourse with the Pharisees ? It

is also fundamentally false that this woman is " a sinner," and,

on the other hand, that he who has invited Jesus to his house is

no sinner ! Finally, how cold and unfeeling is his language,

when the word " touch" is all he has to say for the weeping,

kissing, anointing of the woman ; her loving, as the Lord aftfer-

wards rightly calls it.^ O Simon, wert thou not a poor sinner,

Jesus would not have come to thy table ; had not this woman
been a penitent sinner, she would not have sought Him in thy

house. O that thou knewest what a Saviour He is ; how He
knows thee and her—her repentance, thy pride ! But all this

Simon shall soon learn. The Lord suddenly arrests his atten-

tion, and gives him an opportunity of having something said to

him by the " prophet." A very simple parable leads him—with

lightning conviction, but with forbearing kindness—to the main

point which his thoughts had left out of view. He must reply

:

he judges correctly ; but he does not know that he has judged

himself. Then comes the interpretation of the parable, open-

ing his eyes, and setting him and the woman, in three clear

contrasts, before the company at table, as before God. The
parable does certainly put the Pharisee to open shame

; yet

the lesson of instruction turning back again to the parable in

ver. 47 is expressed forbearingly and graciously; instead of

notJiing, a " little'' is left to the Pharisee, while to the sinner

^ It is not at all probable that Simon had previously believed in the pro-

phetical character of Christ, and that he was now perplexed about Him.

This idea is quite inconsistent with his very uncourteous conduct from the

commencement, as afterwards described.

2 Alford says finely :
" Touching—this is all that the Pharisee fixes on

:

his offence is merely technical and ceremonial."
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her " much forgiveness''' is indirectly expressed in her " much

love.''

Ver. 40. Even from the beginning the design of the Saviour

in entering upon the conversation is not merely to bless the poor

Pharisee with the knowledge of salvation in the forgiveness of

sins, but to protect the woman from the censure which was about

to break out against her. His first word closely borders upon

the humble modesty of the guest, as if He intended to say

—

" May I, Simon my host, speak a word to thee V But His holy

dignity does not permit Him to express Himself literally in these

terms ; for He is, and in every company He must ever be, the

Prophet who has something to speah to the world, and—more

than a prophet—to speak it in His own name. In the first place,

to thee (not as yet to the woman, she may go on quietly weeping,

and kissing, and anointing !)— in reply to thy present thoughts,

which I read in thy countenance ; to thee, thou Simon, thou man,

whom I know and address by name, knowing well what kind of

man thou art generally and at this present moment. 1—to thee

—something to say ; this arrests his attention, prepares, and im-

presses him : What thinkest thou I have to say to thee ? Canst

thou not observe what I have for thee?^ The man thus im-

pressed could not but yield assent to the Master, in a brief

enforced expression, which shall prevent him from afterwards

complaining of the severe lesson.

Vers. 41-43. And what a lesson of the perfect Teacher,

giving, without lengthened preaching and discourse, in most

pointed, brief, impressive touches, all the instruction which the

case required. In the form of a convivial parable, which a Rabbi

invited to an entertainment was always at liberty to give without

any breach of politeness. He represents the sins of men before

God by a common popular figure, that of a debt to be paid.

" Tioo debtors
'*—this is the first expression : that is, thou and

this woman ; that is, the man who despises his fellow-sinner, and

that fellow-sinner himself. Thou sayest in thy heart, " She is a

sinner ;" I have to say to thee, " Ye are both sinners before God,"

^ This, rightly applied as coming from the mouth of the Lord, would, at

the present day, be a powerful text, and enough for any man : /

—

to thee—
something—to say ! Shall I say it ? Or canst thou not, loilt thou not, say it

to thyself?
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in this respect essentially alike
;
ye are both insolvent ; and

bankruptcy is the same, whether ofmuch or little. But, although

in the deepest sense of the truth every one without distinction is

guilty of much in the presence of the Supreme Judge, and yet

the proud man and the hypocrite even more guilty than other

sinners, yet the Lord, in the exercise of tender forbearance, con-

descends, at the beginning, to the Pharisee's way of viewing the

subject ; which, when looked at externally, and at first sight, has

in it apparent truth. Conceiving thyself in company with this

woman in the presence of God (a great step this from one's own
thoughts about himself), art thou not conscious that thou art not

perfectly holy ; knowest thou not some sins, however little they

may be, which the grace of God has forgiven thee ? Then you

are alike, with every admitted difference. He forgave them both

iljjxpidaro, comp. Col. ii. 13)—this is the great point, the whole

process between God and man ; in which every pair of individuals

stand by each other's side on a footing of equality. O with what

kindness does He anticipate and allure the Pharisee, whose sin

is already really forgiven, according to 2 Cor. v. 19 ! And what

consolation does He provide ftr the listening woman ! Soy (an

sm for His g/Va) ; I will not merely teach thee, thine own know-

ledge shall decide the simple case : Which now will love Plim

more "? That is, which will be hound to do so, by the new obli-

gation arising from the remission of the debt ? which will be so

disposed and able from natural gratitude, and so really love Him
more ? finally (and this is the last point), which will be allowed

to love Him more ?
' Will not the creditor receive the larger

gratitude from the man to whom he has remitted the larger sum ?

This would have been amply enough if Simon had had open

ears :
—" the touching of this woman is an expression of her most

sincere gratitude ; it is her much love for the forgiveness of her

many sins : and should it be repelled by God, or the prophet of

His grace?" Simon perhaps observed something, but certainly

nothing clearly: otherwise he would have been silent from shame,

or would have said, " Master, thou art in the right, I have been

wanting." On the other hand he replies promptly, with stately

1 Bolten reads here with strange absurdity : WLich would be most full of

adulation ?
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confidence, as if this parable had nothing to do with him, " I

judge" {v'TToXctpj^ocvcn}, compare Acts ii. 15)—it appears to me
that the case is very simple and the affair very natural ; the more

of forgiveness there is, so much the more is there of love and

gratitude.-^ Upon this the Lord speaks kindly, " Thou hast now-

judged correctly, more correctly than before ; but even now, alas,

more correctly than thou yet knowest ; thou hast judged thyself,

for thou art the man with the little sin and little love."

Vers. 44-46. If it had not been necessary, the Lord would

certainly not have proceeded fully to expose and put to shame

the Pharisee. But nothing else will suffice : and Simon pro-

bably did not lay even this to heart. He nqw turned to the

woman, although speaking to Simon ; He now casts a look of

benediction upon the penitent and loving woman, still without

speaking a word, in order that she might slowly arrive at the

full enjoyment of His grace. Now He praises and brings into

notice the despised creature in the house which only her regard

for Jesus made her dare to enter. Seest thou this woman ? now
with right eyes, as heretofore with false ? Look upon her ; thou

hast, properly speaking, not seen her yet—look upon her in the

light of the parable, and of thine own correct reply : see, she is

truly no longer a great sinner, but one who loveth much ; i.e., a

great saint, in contrast with thee, in thy coldness and pride. The
sight of a penitent sinner should bring the proud saint to con-

fession. Whether the Saviour had become acquainted with the

life and character of the woman on a former occasion, or whether

He now saw all in the Spirit, we know not for certain : there

is at least no reason for assuming this on every such occasion as

this. In the present instance, it appears that He drew the infer-

ence from the great love of the woman, in the same way in which

He directed Simon to draw it. " I came into thy house .'" Pos-

sessing, as He did, the dignity of the Son of God, He reckons

this favour done to his host as a favour from God, for which he

^ Others (wliom Braune follows) understand a wavering, not fully out-

spoken reply : I consider—i.e., probably, yes, it might be so. But vvo'Ka.f/.-

(ixviiu (hke licih(ii.^liocvsiu) to assume, to hold, never denotes uncertainty, but

rather, and more frequently, a fixed, firmly held judgment. Thus Acts ii.

15, it is " As ye decide," or answer (vers. 12, 13) ; as ye explain the appear-

ance.

VOL. IIL 2 G
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ought to have manifested more gratitude, for which he should

have bestowed a httle more honour upon his holy guest. But
what a poor counterpart does his conduct in this respect form to

the expressions of love which had been witnessed on the part of

the woman ! Three contrasts in succession show this in the

clearest light of truth. " Thou hast not remembered even that

most common, timehonoured usage of hospitality, the washing of

the feet of the man who hath travelled to thy house ^— (an act

of hospitality shown by Laban even to the servants ofAbraham);

—this woman hath performed this duty for Me with her tears^

her tears of penitence, the noblest of all kinds of water,—a duty

which thou neglectedst, and for her performance of which thou

shouldst have given her thanks. Thou hast cautiously abstained

from o-ivino; Me a Mss,^ that the world miwht not regard thee as

too intimate a friend, or as a disciple ; but this woman from the

beginning^ till now hath not ceased to kiss My feet." The very

obtrusiveness of love is praised, not blamed. " Some one has

sarcastically said—If my servant were to come and fall upon

^ This is so very striking that many have endeavoured, very erroneously,

to read the words as a question : Hast thou not given me water ? hast thou

not given me a (ceremonial) kiss ? Others suppose that the custom could

not have been a general, constant one, as Simon would scarcely have in-

tended to be absolutely uncourteous. But, on the other hand, it is manifest

that it is only the most common respect and not anything special for His

own person that the Lord desired.

2 Although we do not read of it anywhere except in the case of Judas,

it is improbable that no one (as Bengel supposes) had ever given Jesus the

customary " kiss of reverence, of greeting, and of farewell," according to

the classiiication of the Rabbinical writers at a later period. The Lord on

this occasion graciously invites men to do this
;
gives it to be understood

that He expected it. The kiss of Judas was only in accordance with the

general custom of the disciples. The Lord does not keep Himself aloof

from such expressions of affection, or from such salutations on the part of

any. He does not even say to the hypocritical Pharisee, " Thou hast no
.'ight to this."

3 The reading iiaYj-kkv is to be preferred to e/V^x^oy. Still even this is

not to be taken hterally ; it merely means, "from the beginning." She

came hither-^ this, was not to be forgotten in her praise. Further, we
cannot altogether conclude, with Alford, from the cc(p' Sj? ela^'^dov, that the

woman had entered along with Jesus, accompanying Him and under His

protection ; for, ver. 37, iTrtyuoiicx '6ti oLuxKinxt points this way only by a

forced construction.
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my neck and say, O how I have loved thee, Master! I should

teach him a very different lesson. He thus threw mockery

upon the love of man to God, and even upon God Himself, who
has commanded such love from man. But praised be God, who
condescends to our lowliness from infinite Majesty." (Burk).

The Lord Jesus receives the expressions of love and honour with

equal dignity and humility : He would have suffered Himself to

be kissed even by the false Simon, as He does not withdraw His

feet fi'om the tears of the woman who was a sinner. He is so

humble in His majesty, and so majestic in His humility, that

—shall we say like a child, or like a sovereign—He complains

before a whole company of men, who were watching His words,

that certain marks of respect had been culpably withheld from

Him : and eveiy one must be made to feel that He does this not

for His own sake, but for the sake of men. He is not afraid to

speak of these things explicitly and strongly, when the conduct

of the woman furnishes Him with the points of contrast : her

tears remind Him of the omission of tlie washing of His feet ; her

kisses of the kiss withheld ; finally, her ointment very naturally

of the oil with which the host ought to have honoured the head

of his guest. But this Simon probably meant no more in his

invitation than to gratify his curiosity in regard to this pretended

prophet, to examine him closely with a view of ascertaining

whether he were really a prophet : it can scarcely be supposed

(for of this the history gives no hint) that he intended to make

a suitable acknowledgment for some favour received. He keeps

himself, however, very discreetly on his guard ; not only avoiding

every extravagance of feeling (for there is nothing in his heart

to flow over), but carrying his reserve rather too far. A striking

picture of those cold, stiff " worshippers of God,"—who give at

the most a half reverence^ to their Creator and good Father, or

even it may be to the " Redeemer,"—he supports Jesus before

the world, and yet will not underlie the suspicion of any par-

ticular love for Him. This the Lord Jesus lays open to him :

for in His mind to love or to hate Himself was to love or to

hate the Father. The design of the Lord is not to recommend

^ I once saw, in an advertisement of a watering-place, that'^a church for

the worship of God was to be found in its neighbourhood " for those who

should feel any necessity to show their reverence to the Creator."
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sucli people to show at least a little more dissimulation : in this

respect He has been frequently misunderstood. He takes the

man as he is inside and out ; and rather turns His censure of him

into comparative praise, that he had acted so as to show himself

to be what he really was. It is obvious that the Lord might

have censured him in more severe terms, and might have put

him to a yet deeper shame : let it be observed, in particular,

that not one word is said of the sin of harsh judgment against

the woman. He confines Himself as tenderly as possible to the

manifest relation between the two sinners, the one of whom is

inclined unrighteously to condemn the great love of the other.

Ver. 47. This word is to be understood only in strict connec-

tion with the parable, the application of which it now conclusively

introduces. It is neither more nor less than a convincing in-

ference from the great love of the woman, as seen before their

eyes, to the already past forgiveness of her many sins—an in-

ference quite legitimate according to the foregoing premises.

" Her sins, which are many (the five hundred pence), are for-

given her ; so that thou mayest no longer reproach her with

them, or desire that I should not permit myself to be touched

by her as a wicked sinner. Whence do we know this, good

Simon ? Canst thou not know it as well as I, without any

such special knowledge of the heart as belongs to a prophet 1

Thou hast already conceded to me the main point ; and, as thou

seest, she loveth much." Let us be on our guard, however,

against the Popish perversion of the way of salvation, which has

laid eager hold of this saying ; let us take care not to approach

that perversion by any sti'ange exposition of " receptive love," or

somctliing of this kind, to be presupposed in faith, in order to

the forgiveness of sins. Here, alas, many students of Scripture

have gone astray. Neander speaks strangely of the faith of the

woman being sound because it proceeded from love, which is a

perversion of language ; he speaks also of a concealed fire of

love present in her heart, even in her state of depravity, and

only choked and depressed by the power of her sin. Olshausen

had led the way with the strange exegesis of a receptive activity

of mind, an analogous fountain of receptive love in the root of

the innermost life, in order to her l)eing able to believe in

forgiveness: to this, however, the '^o'kv does not very well cor-
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respond. According to Lange, the Lord was pleased to call the.

ardent desire of the woman love, by means of which the for-

giveness had been imparted; in this way, moreover, satisfying

the Pharisee's sense of right (by a kind of meritum congrui et

condigni ?), Steinmeyer preaches in the same way about a love of

ardent desire, longing for forgiveness, as having been present in

this special case; and to this he would limit the application of

the Saying.^ We must express our astonishment that such men
as these could be so far prejudiced as to entertain such varied

interpretations of a text which is in itself an exceedingly clear

one. For, nothing is more certain, according to the whole con-

nection as it lies before us, than the inferential force of the on
in the passage;^ nothing is more simple than the '^ argitmen-

tum non a causa sed ah effectu,^' which the Lord here makes use

of, as when one says (to speak with Braune), " the sun is risen

(it mvist have risen), for it is broad day." How can the aorist

7TyixT}](TZ occasion any difficulty ? It merely sums up into one

the particulars •w^iich had been described (vers. 44-46) in pure

preterites. " Her much love and thy coldness and heartlessness

have both a good reason." The expositor who would place the

love before the forgiveness contradicts the parable (in which

aya'jrriffzi is the consequence); and moreover destroys the con-

trast, which in this case would run. But who loves little shall be

forgiven little. V. Gerlach's language, speaking of this per-

verted exposition, is not less true than strong :
" An unworthy

disfiguring of the beautiful story, in the very spirit of Simon."

What in our case, who have nothing to pay, may precede for-

giveness, cannot at the most be more than an understanding and

a receiving of the love of God, on the part of a heart susceptible

thereof; but this is by no means the full meaning of the word

ayccxav. The Lord says—what w^e have before our eyes in

1 Tim. i. 13-15,—The more sin in past time, the more rich is the

grace in forgiveness, with faith and love. The mockery of the world

^ See in opposition to this an admirable review in Tlioluck's Litt. An-
zeiger 1848 p. 196.

^ Glassius Phil. Sacra ed. Dathe, page 535, does not introduce this pas-

sage for "^3, yotp or Iri^ but among others, Jo. viii. 44, x. 26 ; 1 Cor. x. 5 ; 1

Jo. iii. 14. At least the last is a most perfect parallel to the passage be-

fore us. Liicke's remark on it is ; Brotherly love is a sign^ a proofs of living

faith.
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runs, Young whores, old beadwomen; but the truth of God is,

Great sinners, gi'eat saints. " This is," as Eoos says, " the great

paradox, the wonderful secret of the abounding riches of grace,

which out of the greatest guilt can prepare for itself the greatest

glory." The major for the Lord's syllogism had been already

granted in the parableby Simon,—The more forgiveness, the more
love. The Lord has given an ocular demonstration of the minor

with His question, " Seest thou what this woman hath done ? Is

there not there a ToXy riyocTJ^ffS ? Canst thou not see it as I

show it to thee 1" The conclusion is expressed ; " ou %ap/v Xsy^y

(Toi, from this I conclude that her hitherto many sins have been

forgiven—and this was what I had specially to say to thee (ver.

40)." ^ We may still further observe how the Lord now half

revokes and corrects the (yvyKaroc^ocdig of the kindly begun

parable, as if Simon had sinned only a little. He does not say,

"But to whom tlie little, his own little, ui hydjai ccvrov, have

been forgiven," but merely, " to whom oXiyov u(pisrcci, little has

heen forgiven •" i.e., the man who has received little forgiveness

of the many sins, (which he as well as the other, like every man,

has,) has merely derived loss from this imaginary advantage

;

he remains, alas ! a man with little gratitude, and with little

love, in contrast to those great saints who were once great sin-

ners. Still, however, even this word is characterized by great

forbearance and patience, for Simon's conscience might have

answered : O Lord, thou sayest not enough, nothing has been

forgiven to me, therefore I love thee not at all.* Still the Lord

does not go so far as this ; He supposes the poor man to have

received an okiyov of forgiveness, and therefore of love springing

from it ; and His design is by this word kindly to allure and

^ Aiyu act is hence by no means to be separated, like a parenthesis, from

ov x'^P"^i s"*^ *^6 latter phrase to be connected with ci(Piuvrxi. Hofmann
has briefly protested against this view : and we rejoice to find him holding

fast the only correct interpretation. Quite as false is the subtile expedient

on which Grotius prides himself so much, which connects the ou xupiv with

OT/ as its ulrto'h.oytKou^ and brings out this sense : Therefore, for this end,

that she might thus love, has she been pardoned by God ; shall I then reject

this love ?

^ For we are not to suppose of this altogether heartless man, as v. Ger-

lach does, that an inward sense of guilt, and an impression of the wisdom

of " the prophet," brought liim, even for a httle, near Jesus.
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touch such souls even while rebuking them. And He designs

us to understand that there is a measure of truth in this suppo-

sition. Whoever imagines that he has been guilty of little sin,

and cannot from deficiency in self-knowledge place himself on a

level with vile sinners^ yet may, through that rich grace which

takes hold of souls at every point of access, receive the forgive-

ness even of this little ; and thus there will come a little love

into his proud heart. Blessed will he be if he then take a close

survey of the much love of others, and be thereby induced with

deep shame to sink deeper into self, and receive for himself also

forgiveness of many sins. The remark of the Berlenburg Bible

is well meant :
" Even he who needs little forgiveness, should on

that account love the more, out of gratitude to God for having

hindered and protected him from sinning, just as a man does a

greater act of kindness who keeps another free from hurt, than

one who heals the wounds which he has received." But this is

not to the point ; for Jesus is not speaking of what ought to be,

but of what is : further, God does not reckon the little or the

much of sin according to outward conduct ; and whoever thanks

God for preservation must at the same time acknowledge that

all the many sins which have not been committed in overt act

were really in him. We have to notice finally two important

points. The one relates to the person of the Lord Jesus : mark
how, in the case before us. He takes, with majestic simplicity,

and as if it were self-understood, the place of God forgiving sins

and receiving love in return ; making the manifestations of love

to His own person the measure of men's spiritual posture before

God. The other relates to great sinners ; who, after their con-

version, feel inclined to do penance, and make confession, before

the whole world, and glory in the compassion which they have

experienced. To them it is here said, Only love much, this is

the best confession and penance which you can offer. Only

anoint the Saviour's feet in those of His brethren, that thus all

who understand the matter may observe how much has been

forgiven you. But as to others who do not understand it, and

who would turn like swine upon you and rend you, spare them

the special catalogue of your sins : auricular confession is due

exclusively to the one High Priest.

Vers. 48-50. Now finally, after the poor host had received
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tlie full honour (to him specially necessary) of the conversation

held with himself, we have the long reserved word for the

woman who was a sinner, who had already overheard much of

a consolatory and commendatory character, Jesus had in the

presence of all her despisers extolled and boasted of the great

love of this deeply contrite woman, because she was able to bear

this without injury ; but He now goes, in His words to herself,

into the very foundation of the matter, and that too, with equal

publicity, in the presence of the whole party. He assures her

formally and solemnly of her forgiveness ;^ and adds in conclu-

sion a decisive statement in regard to its foundation and conse-

quence. It is no longer "thy many sins," but ffov ai afJbupriai:

the cci reduces at the last both to a complete level ; and the

emphatically preceding cov excludes by a gentle contrast Simon,

but at the same time allures him with the promise, " I have the

same full comfort of forgiveness for all thy sins to address also

to thee." Thus again He speaks boldly, more so than a pro-

phet, as He does at Matt. ix. 2, to the man sick of the palsy

;

and is not afraid of the objection of ver. 49. (Which, however,

on this occasion does not assume such a severe form as it

did then, viz., of a charge of blasphemy against God.) In

order, however, that all who hear the word may know the right

road and the right end, He gives, in conclusion, the usual,

simple, blessing upon faith unto peace. This concluding word

here receives an expressive, all-embracing significance. In the

first place, faith, the intermediate idea between forgiveness and

love, has not yet been introduced ; and by it, therefore, an

answer is given to the question, " How is it that the one has

been forgiven, and the other has not ? " At the same time the

misconception is removed, that love could be the prevenient

reason for which forgiveness is received.^ Faith in this case is

pointed out as the internal principle on account of which God

^ We cannot understand (the " majiy sins" previously mentioned, in par-

ticular, render it impossible for us to do so) that this could have been said

to Mary of Bethany, " in a reference entirely unknown to us," as Schleier-

macher supposes.

2 Compare Sander, das Pabstthum, S. 48, where, after affirming the

correct view, in entire harmony with the interpretation given above, he

quotes the words of Melancthon : Christs interprets Himself, when He adds,

Thy faith hath saved thee.
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justifies, as the Lord does here this woman ; love, on the other

hand, as the outward expression and proof to others of the grace

that has been given, as the Lord has previously shown. Fur-

ther, the Lord says, in the mildest condescension of the simple

Giver : Thine hand has given it to thee, because it has received

it from Me. Still further, there lies here an allusion, which

supplies the want of any previous notice on this subject, to the

faith of the woman that was a sinner, before she saw Jesus and

heard the word of comfort from His lips,—the faith by which

she heard His call from afar and thus came seeking Him. She

had already found favour with God in her repentance ; her sins

had been forgiven, and therefore she loved much. And we here

learn that the sealing assurance of forgiveness is a different thing

from the first forgiveness which had been enjoyed in penitent

faith ; although, again, every penitent wishes and seeks a special

absolution, and shall assuredly receive it in the Word, as this

woman received it directly from the lips of Christ. Still more,

by thus giving prominence to faith, the Saviour directs the com-

forted woman tq the future of the new life : Go on believing,

and thus as all thy past sin has been forgiven (the language

hitherto used had referred exclusively to this), so all thine in-

dwelling corruption shall be taken away. Thou art delivered,

thou hast been helped : the Lord says this to her exactly as He
had said it to the sick whom He healed, as, for example, chap,

viii. 48. Thou art healed ; and thou shalt be healed, if thou

continuest and makest progress in faith. In the eye of justice,

the sinner was at first a debtor ; now, before full grace, she is

merely an invalid. Therefore go in the use of thy new health

and strength ; continue not, in the enjoyment of siveet consolation,

thus remaining in My presence, and hanging upon Me. And
this was needful, " for she would have forgotten to go home."

Therefore, by this plain word, she who had just been comforted

is directed to leave that presence which she had felt to be so

pleasant, and to betake herself to her ordinary life, that she

might by a new walk from henceforth continue to confess and

to love Him. Thus she departs not only in peace, but truly stg

stprjvyiv, to the peace, as to the happy termination of the way, the

beginning of which is peace,— a termination, always near, yet

for the first time fully reached only at the end.—Finally, the
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Lord here attracts Simon and all who were present (hi opposi-

tion to doubting questions and angry feelings, vers. 49 and 13),

to believe in Himself, in order to their peace. But He ap-

proached the believing sinner, and gave Himself to her in these

four symbolical stages : He first silently received her approach
;

then He turned upon her the light of His countenance ; next He
addressed specially to her the word of assui'ance ; and last of all

He sent her again into the world in the peace of faith.

DISOWNING OF THE ZEAL OF ELIAS. WHAT SPIRIT SHOULD
YE BE OF, CHILDREN ?

(Luke ix. 55, 56.)

The Lord enters upon His last journey to Jerusalem, firmly

resolved to meet the sufferings that await Him there, through

wdiich He has to pass on His road to glory ; and in the con-

sciousness that the time is now very near when He must die at

Jerusalem, and thus return unto the Father.^ He takes the road

through Samaria (chap. xvii. 11), a route generally avoided by

travellers to the feasts ; and in a spirit of kindness sends before

Him open-hearted messengers to bespeak for Him a lodging, or

to ask as a favour entertainment from some well-disposed

^ Although this journey is a protracted one (see Luke xiii. 22, 33, xvii.

11, xviii. 31, 35, xix. 11, 28), and the Evangehst interweaves much that

does not belong to it,—because, in a certain sense, the whole previous life

of GUI' Lord had been a journey to meet death,—the above is the correct

sense of chap. ix. 51 ; compare xiii. 33. The expression dvxM'^pi; (on which

Wieseler in particular has expended much subtilty) can, in New Testament

usage (Mark xvi. 19 ; Acts i. 2, ii. 22 ; 1 Tim. iii. 6, etc. : it is used of

Elias, 2 Kings ii. 10 ; 1 Mace. ii. 59 ; and the apocryphal dusi.M->pis ISlaiim;),

only mean His he'mg taken up from earth to the Father ; but assuredly the

passage tlirough suffering is included (hence eci 7ifiip»i), and the whole re-

fers back to ver. 31. The remark of v. Gerlach is quite correct :
" in this

expression, death, resurrection, and ascension, arc included, all in one,"

Christ goes forward to this lloBo?, not so much externally, by the shortest

road, as internally, firmly resolved to meet it : TrpoauTruu itrrvipi^i not merely

as in 2 Kings xii. 17 ; Jer. xxi. 10 ; Ezek. iv. 3, xxviii. 21, but in thef

of Is. 1. 6, 7.
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people/ avoiamg, as He was wont to do, places of public resort.

But the Samaritans (mentioned here by St Luke for the first

time) are not on this occasion so well-disposed as the inhabi-

tants of Sychar had been : they refuse to receive Him. They

feel aggrieved that He should turn aside to them on His very-

journey to Jerusalem. It was natural that at the seasons of

the feasts, and in connection with the journeys to the feasts, the

rivalry between Jerusalem and Gerizim should assume its bit-

terest form. When James and John, who perhaps were the

messengers themselves or formed part of their number, per-

ceived or discovered the refusal of the hated and despised

Samaritans to give a night's resting place to the Lord—whom
they had so recently seen glorified before their eyes—they

gave way to anger and zeal ; their intentions were good, and

their faith was strong, yet their conduct was in violation of

love, and they were actuated by the returning, persistent pride

of the " We," which had recently been convicted in them, vers.

49, 50. They feel themselves insulted, with their Master

;

having come down from the Mount, they have Elias still in

their mind, who punished, and that too in Samaria, the con-

tempt shown to God in his person, by fire from heaven ; they

suppose that, as the disciples of Jesus, they are on a footing with

Elias, that they may imitate him in the vigour of his zeal—

a

matter in which we are all most readily inclined to imitate the

saints. All this is a very natural connection of thought. Fur-

ther, inasmuch as they feel that it would not be seemly for them

to say, " Call Thou down fire from heaven," they do not know
very well what to do, but imagine that it would better become

themselves to do it. INIeanwhile they naturally ask first. Lord,

wilt Thou that we say so ? Singular mixture of daring faith,

which does not doubt that the event will happen at their

bidding ; of simple presumption, which scarcely doubts for one

moment that He will say " Yes" to their question ; of a certain

loving zeal for His insulted person, which alone actuated them
as they thought ; and, with all, in the concealed ground of a

self-deceiving heart, of an impure pride, in the subtle working

of which it was in reality more their own rejection than the

^ This is all that lies in the text. There is not the least occasion to con-

nect with these messengers the sending out of the Seventy, as Neander does.
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rejection of the Lord that affected them. " They will not re-

ceive Thee,—most strange impiety !" they might think that

they meant ; but their heart meant, " They have rejected us :

shall we then not be angry, and punish them ? may we not for

once do more than Thou hast commanded us ?" (ver. 5). Thus
they forget entirely the meekness of their ^Master, and His love

for the pocr souls of erring men.

The faithful and wase Master has immediately at hand a re-

ply and a lesson prepared in most striking words—a reply and
a lesson available in all similar cases, and for the sake of which

alone St Luke has recorded the occurrence. It is inconceivable

that even the first tvord of the reply should be a spurious addi-

tion. Many old Codices, however (and even the Fathers), actu-

ally leave out everything after zai Zi'TTZv ; but it is hard to say

for what reason, since some repl^/ of Jesus must be conceived of

at the time, and is necessary also in the evangelical record of

the occurrence. This mere brief abrupt s'7rSTi[Jb7](T£v (He threat-

ened them as He did the unclean spirit, ver. 42 !) St Luke
could not possibly have written ; although that word of itself says

a great deal, and certainly contains this, that He was more angry

at their unseasonable application of Scripture, covering much
pride and selfishness, than He was at the poor Samaritans. It

partakes, according to His kindly manner which considers

everj'thing and pays regard to everything, of the nature of a

decided and zealous rejection of their offensive zeal :—Far be it

from Me and from you to seek or to say an}' such thing ! The
lesson which must reply to this example, drawn in to justify them,
—as Elias did,—must take a wider range. " Elias then, and ye

now :—what a difference ! Do ye not yet understand this ?

"What was quite right in him, is a sin in you. Do ye as My
discij)les still know so little ? Do ye not know from My whole

doctrine, actions, and life, that another spirit altogether than

that which inflamed any old Testament prophet is in Me ; and

consequently of what kind of spirit (the disciples, children,

possessors of what kind of spirit) ye are, as My servants and

messengers, or ought to be?" That TrvivfJbo, docs not here sig-

nify a certain state of mind and feeling, thus and thus consti-

tuted, is certain, because the word nowhere properly means this.

As little may we understand the expression to mean (indeed, the
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one sense flows out of the other) : Ye do not know or reflect, ye

are for the moment wholly unconscious, whether it be your own
and an evil spirit, or the Holy Spirit, that impels you ! For the

(ppovyifjbcc of the flesh never means in the New Testament " a

spirit of one's own," though we now make use of this inexact

expression.-^ The olfov before 'Ttvzv^arog refers manifestly to the

"spirit of Ellas," Luke i. 17, and expresses by one pregnant

and instructive word the great difference between the Old and

New Testament economy, exactly in the sense of Rom. viii. 15.

What Ellas did was certainly not done in sinful wrath or in self-

will ; still with Me there has come a new time, and with it a

new spirit. The spirit of servants was then altogether the right

one, and it justified a burning zeal for the glory of the mighty

Lord ; but the spirit of the children of God introduces in gentle-

ness the love of the Father as it appeared in the humble, patient

Son of Man. A certain theology cannot, and will not, appre-

hend this difference of the economies of God ; but the difference

is v/ell-grounded, and rests truly on most real unity. For ex-

ample, we are told by de Wette :
" that the Old Testament

stands on low ground, that it contains in it views, aims, and

ideas, which in part do not reach forward to those of the New
Testament, and in part run counter to them." He is unques-

tionably right in what he says about " not reaching forward."

But to what he says of " running counter" we have to reply. It

is either not the Old Covenant as such which contains within it

such ideas (as, for example, self-righteousness and the righteous-

ness of works, views wdiich ought not really to be imputed to the

law as their producing cause), or we make false points of oppo-

sition, where we have merely the unity of development by difte-

rent steps. Finally, however, this patient government of the

world exists only in the middle portion of this w'orld's history

;

the same severity which was prefigured in the judgments poured

out on Canaan, Sodom, and the w'orld before the flood, must

again be revealed at the end of time in an inconceivably more

terrible form. The burning and punishing severity of God in

the Old Testament is as really seated in His being as are the

long-suffering and patience which first became conspicuous in

1 The idea is quite a wrong one, that our Lord directs attention away

from the erroneously used letter of the Old Testament to its right spirit.
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Christ, and had never at any former period been unrevealed.

All the temporal judgments of the first economy are types of the

last and eternal judgment,—to which the second economy points

in language of more terrible import than had hitherto been used,

—and they are still continued even in their typical character ; the

vengeance, for example, inflicted upon the Canaanites is repeated

in the history of nations till the end of time. Unless we ex-

pound the New Testament in an effeminate and onesided

manner, and unless we discard altogether the Apocalypse, the

top stone of both Testaments, in which, in a manner sufficiently

striking, when it announces the wrath even of the Lamb, the

Old Testament judgments in all their severity return (see, for

example, chap. ii. 27 ; vi. 9, 10 ; xi. 17, 18 ; xiv. 10 ; xvi. 5, 6 ;

xviii. 6, 20; xix. 1-4), we cannot fail to discern the unity that

])ervades the whole Scriptures. Exactly so is it with the legal

zeal of the Saints of God under the old covenant ; then God
demanded and practised righteousness in the punishment and

destruction of His enemies. Impurity might, indeed, mingle

M'ith it ; as, in the present day, carnal effeminacy and idleness

may be mixed up with Christian love and patience. But in

itself it M'as right and holy, like the wrath and zeal of their God,

who desired at that time to reveal these His essential attributes.

When the spirit which they had called upon them thus to act

and judge, it would only be a misapprehension of this spirit to

find in it anything false or human. Therefore the Lord in the

j)assage before us by no means blames the deed of Elias in blam-

ing the intended deed of His disciples. His saying, asserting

the difference as well as the unity, is. Ye know not of ichat spirit

ye now are. Diversified is the spirit
;
yet it is the one spirit

received from God. Wrath is as truly in God as love is ; al-

though, in the grace of reconciliation, love prevails over wrath,

and during the existing period of the Gospel stays its progress.

The spirit of the fear of God is the very beginning of the spirit

of adoption ; the severe zeal of the law is, according to the rela-

tion of man to God, and the stage of divine revelation, quite as

pure and holy as is pitying and interceding love. Elias was on

the Mount with Christ, and John the Baptist threatened men
with unquenchable fire, before Christ brought down from heaven

upon the sinful people instead ofthis fire the fire ofthe Holy Ghost.
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The words following fi'om o yap, which are still more fre-

quently wanting, might possibly be an explanatory gloss added

to the " few yet very significant words" of the Saviom' ; but, if

so, the gloss is assuredly one whi<^'i flows very naturally from

the spirit of Christ, and is as perfectly in its place as if the Lord

had really spoken it on this occasion. We cannot, therefore,

decide quite as confidently as Olshausen does : " it is at all

events a spurious addition ;" for the addition, at all events very

old {Clem. Alex, has it), sounds into our deepest soul like a word

of the Lord, like an expression beautifidly corresponding to the

utterances which are recorded at John iii. 17, xii. 47. Even

Schleiermacher would not agree with Griesbach in rejecting this

gracious saying ; and we venture to receive it as genuine. It

corresponds entirely to the preceding clause, or rather it com-

pletely supplements it ; it brings in what was really wanting, a

decided allusion made for the first time to the person of the com-

passionate Son ofMan, from whom goes forth the new spirit which

does not act as Elias did"; it gives the striking expression for the

delivering, preserving, and redeeming love which was wanting to

the disciples of the Lord in the present zeal of their faith. " Do
ye not yet know for what I have come ?" They had been driv-

ing too rapidly onward : Let fire fall fi:om heaven and consume

them ! How opposite to this the tender compassion of the words

which correspond to this. The souls of men ! " Do ye not know

what these words mean ? What is each soul worth before God ?

Know ye that I am not Elias 1 I have come to deliver, to preserve,

not to destroy, the souls of men." An old reading (the Vulgate

also) gives merely -ipvy^dg. We prefer the full expression -v^y^aj

kv6^oi)Tcov ; it is the fit counterpart of viog rov a,i/&paj'7rou, and

says more than either the mere ocv^pcoTOvg or the mere ^pvx^cig.

It alludes to bodily life only in connection with the proper sal-

vation of the soul : the Son of Man desires to let men live that

He may give them life. Thus was Samaria spared for future

salvation (of which the Lord here gives an indirect prophecy)
;

and this same John must in due time pray down upon these

Samaritans, in apostolic might, the gracious gift of the Holy

Ghost.
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YET A THIRD WORD TO A FOLLOWER : LOOKING BACK AT
THE PLOUGH.

(Luke ix. G2.)

We refer our readers to Vol. i. p. 352 for our views as to the

relation of time between St Matthew and St Luke. Both

Evangelists relate harmoniously the utterances addressed to the

man who volunteered, and to the man who was called, to follow

the Lord. Although the " And He said unto another" of ver. 59,

in St Luke, may be understood of the addition of a parallel say-

ing brought from an earlier period, we cannot translate ver. 57

with Ebrard : And it happened among other things, lohen, on

one occasion, they were in the loay. This could be admitted only

if ver. 52 and ver. 56 had not preceded ; for though an Evange-

list, especially St Luke, may be supposed to collect and unite

different narratives, still he unites truly into one whole for the

reading church, which, under the name of Theophilus, the guid-

ing Spirit sets before his mind ; and we cannot determine to

draw a thick line between particular portions as if they were

disjointed fragments. Hence, therefore, 'TTopwofMi/cov is truly

connected with k7rop&u0j]f}av sig irspciu x,oj[Jj^v, and the definite

article h r/i dlu denotes the way in which they then were ; the

Spirit of inspiration did not allow St Luke to write what would

not have been true. The x,ai 'TrpoaOJm, Matt. viii. 18, 19, is

equally definite in the connection in which it there occurs (tliis

is not the case again with the srspog hi U'tts of ver. 21) ; and there

is no other way of explaining the facts except by assuming that

according to the definite words of St jSIatthew and St Luke, the

first of these examples really occurred a second time. Many
suppose that it suits better a later period ; we dissent from this,

as the outward poverty of the Son of Man needed to be pointed

out rather at the beginning, and must have been well known at

the end of His course. But if the Lord, in consequence of

having received a repetition of such an offer (and it is probable

such offers may have been repeated more than twice), found it

necessary to repeat His former reply (and that He should do so

is in perfect accordance with His practice, frequently occumng
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in the Gospels, of going back upon the past), the reply would in

this case cease to be unsuitable for a later period. The second

follower, and also the first, probably belong to this period. By
tliis we mean not that they came forward in such close succes-

sion as they appear in the record (for the sacred writers are not

so strictly exact in their histories as this), but that the events

occurred generally about the same time ; for, the command to

preach the Gospel appears to stand in connection with the

mission of the Seventy, which took place immediately after.

Enough, St Luke and also St Matthew (who is still more

complete), show us that the Searcher of hearts employed diffe-

rent methods, according to the different tempers of the indivi-

duals with whom He had to do. The first man desires to follow

Him, but there is something wanting at heart ; he is therefore

discouraged from his purpose. The second is called by Him,

and is therefore ready, but in a critical moment he is irresolute

;

he is therefore drawn and urged onward. The third stands un-

decided, occupying a middle place between the two : he is neither

discouraged nor held fast, but directed by a testing word to de-

cide for himself: the Lord therefore addresses him not directly,

but in a general statement. He requests, before following the

Lord, that he may obtain permission aTora|aa^a/ rolg sig rov

oipcov uvrov, i.e., not " to bring into order ivhat is in his house
"

(understanding the reference to be to things), or anything like

" to arrange certain relations, some private matters, and still to

have the charge of the house which he was about to leave."

For, in St Luke, cc^orccffffZffdai signifies to take leave, or, what is

connected with it, to give the last commission ; see Acts xviii.

18, 21, and Luke xiv. 13, in a figurative sense. There are thus

persons in his house ; not exactly a father to be buried, but living

relatives, inmates of the family, friends, from whom he will not

and cannot be separated without taking leave. We doubt whe-

ther the man " desired to give a festive entertainment to the

inmates of his house on taking leave, and to act like those sense-

less people who would rejoice with the world before taking leave

of it and becoming pious ; or like the children of folly who must

first indulge in excesses before they bend the knee to the cross

and turn their thoughts to the passion of the Lord." We find

nothing so bad in the k'7roro&,aa&(/j^ which rather implies a firm

YOL. III. 2 H
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determination to forsake all. Still, this leavetaking might easily

give I'ise to a protracted stay at home, which might end in not

taking leave at all. The Lord seriously warns him to consider

this, neither forbidding him nor permitting him to do as he had

desired. It has been said that the Lord makes use of the pro-

verbial saying about the jylough, because on the man's request

there immediately occurred to His mind the similar request of

Elisha, 1 Kings xix. 19, whom Elijah found and called when at

the plough. It may be so ; although the circumstances alluded

to are the reverse of those in the present instance. Elisha w-as

called away from the plough, this man was called to another

])lough. But though the Lord took occasion from this history

to use this proverb, yet He must have had a reason which led

Him to compare the call to the kingdom of God with the call

to the plough : the figure must have meaning and truth in itself.

We certainly are not wrong if we view it generally in connec-

tion with labouring in the great harvest (chap. x. 2) ; and further

suppose that the Lord here speaks of ploughmen instead of

sowers (the department of whom belongs certainly to the great

husbandry of God as well as that of the other), because He de-

sires to direct attention to the earnestness and anxiety Avhicli

should characterise the careful labour peculiar to the first period,

when the foundations are to be laid. It is the intention of the

Lord to say to this man : In the Kingdom of God there is not

^
/mere pleasure and refreshment, not only easy and quiet work

;

but, above all things, and at every sowing time, a vigorous la-

boui-ing at the plough—confessedly a work of the severest kind.

There is labour within ourselves, labour on others ; ever and

anon the labour of repentance and self-denial, something new to

plough, that there may be no sowing among thorns (Jer. iv. 3);

it is ever necessary to break up the fallow ground of tiie world

before we can plant anything that is good. For this work, there

is needed a strong arm and foot, and also, immediately and

especially, undivided attention, and there must be no such thing

as looking back ; for whoever looks back from the plough will

make no straight furrows.^ The " looking back" here alluded

^ Reference has been made to Hesiod, Erg. ii. 60, where a similar ex-

pression is found : tdei/iv xi/7^i>t.K^ t>.uvvoi, fi^Kirt vxTtTuiuuv fctd'' o^jjA/;c«f,
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to, is not altogether such a looking backwards as that of Lot's

wife, who looked back in absolute unbelief; and still less is it

the turning round and the going back of 2 Pet. ii. 22. Both of

these, however, may, and must proceed from it, unless we cease

from the habit of looking backwards, from that attachment to

what is behind us which throws all our work into confusion, and

arrests all our progress. Besides—and this is the immediate

sense of these far-stretching words—whoever at the beginning

puts forth his hand, yet does not bring the Jixed regard to the

plough which he has laid hold of (but looks round upon his vil-

lage and his flock), is not fit for the work. Thus we have a re-

petition of the warning, given at a later period; now in the

middle of the great work, and after the full vigour of the first

zeal was over, although thou withdraw not thy hand, yet if

thou look back only sometimes, thou wilt soon make wretched,

crooked work ; thou wilt stand still altogether, yea, thou wilt

stand at the plough as if thou wert working, while not working

at all—not cutting into thine own heart, and therefore not into

the heart of any other man. In the end it will come to this,

that thou wilt throw away thy plough and return to thine own

dear house, and sit down at thy former table. All this is not

only designed for those special labourers in the harvest, whose

office it is to make known the Kingdom of God ; the conclusion

zuhrog zlg ttiv (oocffiXsiav rov 0sov is intended generally to declare

that with such looking back from the labour assigned to each,

whatever that may be, no man can himself come into the King-

dom of God, or remain therein.

d'AX' i%\ ipyat dvf4,6v 'iy^m. This is more to the point than the Pythagorean

saying : il^ to Upov aivtpyfiy.i'joi (^vj iTCiarpk^^ov.
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THE MISSION OF THE SEVENTY.

(Luke X. 2-16.)

That the instructions given to the Seventy were probably tlie

same as those which the Twelve received (at least in regard to

their first journey), and were also conveyed in the same, or in

similar words, is intimated by St Luke himself, inasmuch as for

this very purpose he brings into notice, on the former of these

occasions, only such instructions as were common to it with the

second (chap. ix. 2-5). If, however, we compare Luke x. with

the far-stretching prophetic instructions given to the Apostles in

Matthew x., it becomes evident that the language used tJm'e

refers to a permanent office for a future mission (the present

being only a small typical one), yea, to a certain continuation of

the office through successors for all time ; but that here every-

thing is limited to the present temporary mission of these Seventy.

Hence there is repeated merely the first section of Matt. x.

1-15, the exposition of which, as already given by us, we do not

intend here to repeat. Still, a single observation may be made.

Between the two missions which St Luke has related in imme-

diate succession, there lies probably a year, and that year the

final one, in which the opposition had been gathering strength.

Consequently in these second instructions we find, very naturally

for the immediate present, that our Lord has special regard to

the rejectio7i of His message. This is seen, at the beginning, in

the resumption of the " lambs among the wolves," applicable

also to the first journey (see at Matthew x. 16) ; next in the

greater haste (see 4) ; in the stronger representations of the

threatened judgments (vers. 11-15); and, finally (ver. 16 which

again is parallel with the conclusion in Matthew x. 40-42), in

the contempt spoken of at the close. That the prohibition " not

to go" into the streets of the Gentiles, or the cities of the Sa-

maritans, is now icaiiting, admits of easy explanation from the

altered circumstances ; we naturally look back upon chap. ix.

52, according to which the Lord Himself wished to go among

the Samaritans. Still further, it is obvious from cliap. x. 1 that
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the Seventy were not to go to the heathen : as this mission was

a preliminary, temporary one, there was no need for such an ex-

pressly given commandment. Compare what we have said on

this subject in Vol. ii. p. 5.

In other respects the progression and substance are very much
the same as what we set forth in Vol. ii. p. 3 as characterising

the first section expounded there. In the foreground we have,

also on this occasion (ver. 2), the necessity which exists in the

great harvest (as in Matt. ix. 37, 38) as the reason for this re-

peated mission (ver, 3),—a mission which, though it might be

attended with equal danger, yet could not now be omitted ; the

"whence" and the "whither" of which are self-evident (Matt.

vers. 5-8). Then the same negative prejMration for the jour-

ney (ver. 4) : they were to have no other protection against the

danger to which, in the simplicity of their faith and fidelity they

were to be exposed, than the taking nothing with them, and

making urgent haste. The intimation as to how iher/ were to act

runs the same. At the begirming, when the determination of

consequences is a matter with which they have nothing to do,

general courtesy and kindness of manner, vers. 5, 6. In their

jyrogress, an unobtrusive discharge of duty (vers. 7-9), while

they should receive the merited and promised hire without

choice and change, and also without care. Finally, for the

termination of their labours (on this occasion generally unfavour-

able) the same testimony of freedom from guilt and participation,

after they should have fulfilled their duty (vers. 10, 11) ; with

also (as at Matt. ver. 15) a glance at the judgment upon unbe-

lief, repeated (vers. 12-15) in a stronger form fi.-om Matt. xi.

21-24. To this there is appended very suitably the general

ratification of these and of all, even when they are despised,

whom the Lord sends forth (ver. 16).

In ver. 1 the [jato, ravra, (which according to Schleiermacher

should only mean "besides," "moreover") points back to what
immediately precedes, and the irspovg only to the twelve, chap.

ix. 1.^ The mission of the Seventy falls quite suitably into a late

period, the period, viz., pointed out in chap. ix. 51 as that when
He resolved to go up to Jerusalem for the last time ; it is a

^ Not, as Schleiermaclier thought, to the "messengers" of eh. ix. 52;
for the Seventy were not sent merely to provide accommodation.
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gracious effort made for the last time in opposition to the hostility

of His enemies ; a most perfect prelude and preparation for the

lastjourney ofour Lord Himself ; a concluding testimony that the

preaching of the approach of the kingdom of God was assuredly

not a matter confined to a corner.^ Even the expression a/ihu^s

selected by St Luke (compare Acts i. 24) points to this ; for,

with the idea of choice, it contains also that of a public manifes-

tation, in the present instance before the whole world. The

number Seventi/, standing in connection with the number twelve

(compare Ex. xv. 27), corresponds to the Seventy Elders (Ex.

xxiv. 1, 4 ; Num. xi. 16), and indicates as it were from afar an

Anti-Sanhedrim of the new kingdom ; in that case the round

number 70 may stand for 72. The idea which has been fre-

quently entertained that the Seventi/ refer to the seventy nations

of the world (Gen. x. ; Deut. xxxii. 8 ; Gen. xlvi. 27), accord-

ing to the Rabbinical reckoning, and the Ticelve to the twelve

tribes of the circumcision, is false,^ for the Apostles were rather

destined for all nations, and the Seventy were certainly not sent

to the Gentiles. Lange has recently affirmed, in favour of this

idea, that St Luke " lays these Seventy disciples for the na-

tions in the scales over against the twelve Apostles of Israel."

We find, however, no trace in Scripture, or in history, of the

Seventy being intended for the Gentiles, and the Twelve for

Israel ; we cannot bring the former into accordance Avith Luke

X. 1, nor the latter into accordance with Rev. xxi. 14,^^ and cer-

tainly not with Matt, xxviii. 19.

^ So also it was to the Seventy themselves a preliminary exercise of their

faith, and of the confession of it.

2 Our recent expositors find it very hard to shake oif this supposition.

Richter's Ilaushibel starts with it as an uncontested axiom ; Antfeld an-

nounces it without scruple in his sermon ; even Neander did not decide

against it ; Hilgenfeld in his Clementines, however, protests, to our sur-

prise, against " the axiom of modern criticism, that the Seventy owed their

origin to Paul's universalism, and that the nimiber points to the number of

the nations of the earth."

3 Even in Matt. xix. 28 it is manifest, as we there expoimded, that it is

only the people of God in general, as seen in the type of the twelve tribes,

that is meant. St Paul belongs to this number of twelve : the reasons of

opinion we gave, though there with too little positiveness, in our Reden der

Apostel, i. S. 18-20. According to Munter (Sinnbilder der alten Chris-

ten), there are at most only twelve Apostles, inclusive of Paul ; Matthias
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Vers. 3, 4. We have already remarked that the danger in-

cident to the second period, accompanied also the first mission.

The substitution of the cipi/ig for -rpoiSara (compare Isaiah Ixv.

25. Sept.), appears not to have been accidental, inasmuch as

this is the only passage of the whole New Testament in which

the word occurs. It is intended to denote on this occasion the

simplicity of the disciples along with their defencelessness (Matt,

as doves), the simplicity of the Faith in the call (I, your shepherd,

send you), and the abiding faithfulness to the only work assigned

to them, that, viz., of proclaiming and bringing peace. This

proclamation of peace on the part of the messengers and children

of God is something better than all human courtesy. On this

occasion the greeting in the streets is prohibited on account of the

great haste ; for these proverbial expressions, comp. 2 Kings iv.

29. If, however, we ask here what is the spiritual meaning of

these words in a wider application, the reply is, that inirse, and

scrip, and shoes, denote all unnecessary helps which disturb the

simplicity of faith in the Sender ; and that the greetings, on the

other hand, and according to circumstances, denote all unne-

cessary explanations in word or deed, which prevent dispatch in

the discharge of duty. It may further be supposed, that allu-

sion is made to all false courting of the favour of men or spending

of their strength in mere vrords ; only this is not exclusively

referred to. The expression x,(XTa, r;jV ohov, Avhether we trans-

late it " in the streets" or "in tlie way," forms in both references

a contrast to the houses and the hearts (children of peace in the

house), which the Gospel seeks. Every salutation other than

the message of peace is an unnecessary impediment, foreign to

the object of the commission of the messengers of peace, and

interrupting their onward progress.

Vers. 5-11. Everything here is nearly, yet not altogether,

the same as in St Matthew's Gospel. It should be the duty of

the Seventy to pay less attention to selection and inquiry, than

the Twelve on a former occasion were instructed to do. Meeting

a doubtful position with overflowing kindness, they pray for

peace to every man,—without inquiring, " shall we find here

the children of peace?" No doubt, this important difference

not being included as one. But if Paul belongs to the twelve, there is no

opposition between the Twelve and the Seventy for the heathen.
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was well grounded in the circumstances of the case. Further,

in this instance they are expressly told merely to heal the sick ;

it is left to their own faith to determine whether they are to

consider the demoniacs as comprehended among the sick. The

peace of the kingdom of heaven they were not to proclaim in

the streets, but preach it in the houses, and to the hearts of the

people ; and they should solemnly denounce judgments upon

the city in which not one house shall receive them :—For this

purpose they should come out. The second g-p' vfjMg in ver. 11 is

spurious.

Vers. 12-16. What the Lord had said on a former occasion

(]\Iatt. xi. 21-24), is repeated at a very appropriate place : I say

to you no other than what I then said. The Lord remembers,

very naturally, on many a later occasion. His own words, which

He had uttered when His spirit was specially moved
;
yea, they

are not His own words (as He Himself after the manner of men
distinguishes), but the testimony of the Father, uttered by His

lips, and therefore of sufficient importance to be recalled again

and again. We may now look forward and observe how, after

the return of the Seventy, He recalled the consolation fi'om

Matt. xi. 25-27. Thus two repetitions from the words spoken

on the message of John, come together here at the close : first,

the woe then denounced upon unbelief, and afterwards the joy

at that time experienced over the faith of the children of Wis-

dom, then present. The concluding sentence, ver. l(i, addressed

to the Seventy, is designedly framed in the very same terms as

that which had been addressed to the Twelve, JNIatt. x. 40 ; for

it belongs to all to whom the Lord has in any way said, " I

send you," in so far as this sending extends. And though they

may be as weak as the Seventy are here, no man may despise

their message ; for the Lord who has sent them will let it be

known that He judges the despisers of His servants.

THE RETURN OF THE SEVENTY : FALSE AND TRUE JOY OF THE
DISCIPLES OF THE LORD.

(Luke X. 18-24.)

In order to draw a contrast full of meaning, St Luke, omitting

the intervening narrative (compare chap. ix. (5-10), immedi-
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ately anticipates the return of the messengers of the Kingdom,

who, though generally despised, are nevertheless full of joy.

With what strict fidelity do tlie purely historical Gospel narra-

tives everywhere reveal the weakness of all the companions of

Him who alone is mighty ! the imperfection of the human nature,

not yet sanctified by the Spirit, even of those believers whom Pie

kindly acknowledges as His own, and presents to all Israel as mes-

sengers representing Himself! The preaching of the Seventy '

has certainly to a great extent been despised ; whether or not they

had ventured to shake off the dust of their feet as they had been

commanded, they had been in cities in which they might have

done this,—in many a Chorazin and Bethsaida which must have

reminded them of the terrible looe of the Lord. Still they re-

turned with joi/ ; but what was the source of their joy ? It was

not because people had everywhere listened with pleasure to

their preaching ; because they had found so many children of

peace in the cities of Israel ; because so many had repented and

were rejoicing in the near approach of the Kingdom : alas ! this

was not the report they gave to their Master ! But—Even the

devils are subject to us in Thy name ! We have been proved,

we have shown our power, and have obtained honour ! The

Lord beholds the return of that indestructible loe of His disciples

which He had taken so much pains, alas ! in vain, to subdue.

The Apostles, chap. ix. 40, could not cast out one devil, although

the Lord had given them power over all devils, chap. ix. 1 ; the

Seventy, moreover, had expressly received power only over

diseases, chap. x. 9. So much the greater is the almost child-

like joy (Neander finds only " childishness" here) of these lesser

men over the fact that they had succeeded even in casting out

devils. Although this had happened only to some of them here

and there, yet each one, as he makes his report, takes the credit

to himself; and the proud expression runs, 21x6 devils are subject

;

while they almost forget and do not bring sufficiently forward

the name of the Lord, placing it after their own to us. What
a striking and faithful picture of a state of mind and feeling,

alas ! not rare even at the present day ;—of the improper joy of

the servants at manifestations of power which have been effected

through the name of the Lord, and which they have turned to

their own glory.
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The Lord, as was to be expected, directs to the true joy those

who had returned to Him with this false joy. The discourse

given by St Luke is strictly connected as far as the 24th verse

;

and the second part of it consists of instructive sayings looking

back upon the past and repeated from what had been said on

former occasions. In the first part, vers. 18-20 (to the middle

of the verse), the Lord discountenances the false joy over the sub-

jection of the spirits, the concluding sentences corresponding to

the saying of the disciples. In the second. He points out the

better, the only sure joy, the joy because of their own blessed-

ness through and with Jesus their Master. In the first part,

and befoi'e anything else is said, the subjection of the devils

is declared to be not to them, but to the name of the Lord

;

in order, by the voice of warning, to discountenance the false

joy which would appropriate this to itself, and which might by

stealthy pride again seize the power whicli had been only granted,

and forfeit true blessedness. " It is because Satan has himself

already fallen, and has met with a still deeper overthrow since

My coming into the world, that he and all his host have obeyed

My name in your lips. But it is from Me that you have re-

ceived power over him."

Ver. 18. The words of the Lord are full of majesty, and at

the same time full of condescension. They start from the ex-

pression, used by the disciples but not sufficiently emphasized by

them, " through Thy name." " Most assuredly, for how were

it possible otherwise ; why do you see in this so much cause for

amazement and rejoicing?" " The victory of good over evil was

a certainty to Christ as it were by intuition"—is the remark of

a well-meaning expositor ; but this is only partially true, and

weakens considerably the real force of the passage. Not the

evil element (to 'TTOvripov) is what the Lord here refers to ; for,

in the esoteric teaching which He gives His disciples. He again

expressly mentions Satan as a person, working in the possessed

and vanquished in them. And, moreover, not only " as it were

by intuition" does He know that Satan is fallen and is falling;

but His expression idia/pouv—I saw—is to be taken in its full

deep meaning. To interpret the words " fall from heaven" as

designating Satan's coming down to earth in order to resist and

to destroy,—his augmenting and preparing his forces against the
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kingdom of God,—is not only contrary to the whole biblical usus

loquendi, but evidently incompatible with the context, according

to which the only possible meaning is. It is natural and neces-

sary, that he must fall before you and below you ;

—

'Tridovra, oc-

curring thus exactly as a parallel to VTordcrazrai.— " From
heaven" standing in the middle refers both to the lightning and

the falling ; but especially to the latter, as is evident from its

being 'rrzffovra and not Trzcrovcfau. The figure of lightning, used

as it is in connection with Ihoupovv, points to the sure certainty

of the beholding (comp. Matt. xxiv. 27), and also to the quick

decisive suddenness of what was beheld ; but, inasmuch as it is

immediately connected by cjg with (raruvoiv, it contains at the

same time a hidden reference to the bright character of an angel

of light possessed by the fallen spirit when he was yet in heaven.

And herein we find also the first answer to the question : When
was it that the Lord saw Satan fall from heaven % Of course,

then, first, when Satan first fell from heaven, before the creation

of the earth and world ; when the eternal Son in the bosom of

the Father (as important, in this connection, observe ver. 22)

was witness of this great and awful fall. The addition, From
heaven to earth, is purposely not made ; for what we now call

earth became what it is through this apostasy of Lucifer. This

is the primary fundamental force of the expression Ihcupovu ; as

is evident from the simple wording of the whole sentence, which

cannot be interpreted otherwise so as to retain its full literal

truth; evident, moreover, from the unmistakeable allusion to

Isaiah xiv. 12 (where the king of Babylon is represented as a

type of the original proud One who fell before him, compare

ibid. 13-15, and Ezek. xxviii. 12-16, a still more distinct pas-

sage), forming in this connection a parallel to the words concern-

ing the downfall of Capernaum, spoken before the sending of

the disciples ; evident, finally, from the warning, which is doubt-

less in the background : He fell by ptide—be ye therefore

humble.^ They who think that the Lord is here speaking

^ This thouglit so obviously suggests itself, that Erasmus unhesitatingly

inserts it into his paraplu-ase : proposuit ipsis exempliim Luciferi, qui ob
superbiam a tanta fehcitate subito dejectum esset—iusignis erat illius dig-

nitas in coelis, et tamen ob animi tumorem subito dejectus est a summis ad
ima.
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merely of a fall of Satan effected since the commencement of

Christ's prophetic career, or of a new weakening and defeat of

the enemy resulting from the mission ofthe Seventy,—are greatly

mistaken, and overlook altogether the decisive words ix, rov

ovpuvov.^ We do not, however, limit the words of the Lord to

the first beginning of the fall in the strict sense of the word

;

but presupposing that the Lord condenses into this great pro-

phetic word, which looks both to the past and the future, the

progression and consummation of this fall. For Satan's fall and

loss of power is a process of long duration, passing through many
gradations. His judgment recurs continually in an increasingly

perfect demonstration, until the End comes ; as is manifest from

the remarkable passage, Rev. xii. 7-12 (which we cannot in-

terpret here, but which in like manner speaks of what is still

future by the type of Avliat belongs to the past). That the old

enemy suffered a new defeat by the few feeble exorcisms of the

Seventy disciples, and that the Lord had beheld this victory, is

the least important element, and scarcel}^ referred to in the pas-

sage even implicitly. It is more suitable, not leaving these indi-

vidual facts out of our consideration, to view the words in con-

nection with the then near casting out of the Prince of the

^ It is altogether against the simple natural meaning of the words to re-

fer them only to a " significant vision" in which " the Jinal -vaolent down-
fall of Satan was represented" (von Gerlach). Even Neander, though he

rejects, and quite correctly, every kind of " beholding in the form of a

vision" as applied to Christ, yet finds here only a beholding in the Spirit,

a seeing by a glance which anticipates the development of the Future ; nor

does he recognise that Satan appears here as one fallen long ago and there-

fore also judged. We rejoice to meet with the correct view in Hofmann's

Schriftbeweis i. 391, who adds an earnest protest against the supposed fore-

seeing of a future fall, urging emphatically the Imperfect used in the text

(not idiupmu. or 6iupci) but iS-wpovv). Yes, the Lord speaks here as a " Wit-

ness of what happened to Satan in the primal beginning "—speaks in the

" recollection of a fact, of which He was witness, when He Avas God with

God." This fall Avas an event of a moment, and different from the slowly

progressing defeat of the power retained by Satan. Some see in our i)as-

sage, by a mystical interpretation, the casting out of Satan, up to that

time tolerated in heaven, but, since the coming of Christ in the flesh, cast

out thence—(as most recently Voss in his Satanalogy [Lutherische Zeitsch.

1851], wliich contains much that is deep mixed with what is fantastic).

—

We make no remark upon this view ; it may rest per se on good foundation,

but we do not see it in this Avord of Christ.
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World by the doatli of Christ (John xii. 31) :—this had already

commenced even then, for the devils left those who were pos-

sessed through the power of His person and name. To sum up

all : In this short comprehensive word the Son says—" The

whole long course of the enemy's fall, from beginning to end, is

before Me as one downfall, decided and certain, even at this

present moment."

Ver. 19. The second thought follows very naturally. " And
even as I am with clear and full consciousness the Lord and

Conqueror of Satan ; so likewise have all who are Mine power

over him, though this power proceeds altogether from Me as

My gift. I did not give you this power expressly when I gave

you your commission ; bvit, since your faith, which as such 1 do

not despise, but on the contrary reward, has gained this addi-

tional strength, behold I give it now unto you, and in future to

all who believe in My name." The Lord enlarges the narrow

conception of only one kind of power, as exerted by the haif/jOi/ia,

upon the possessed ; He speaks of all the power (at the same

time all power of the enemy's hosts, Ivvccytiiv, 7''}]) of the enemy,

—a power which pervades, to a greater extent than the Seventy

could or we can conceive of, all nature and all creation upon

earth, which is at present our habitation under heaven. The

genus " all the poxoer^^ is most significantly explained and exempli-

fied by its two most striking species, serpents and scorpioyis ; and

this again is an allusion to Psalm xci. 13 (as is manifest from the

expressions 'xarCiv kTrdvcij), in \\'hic]i passage our commentary on

the Psalms also points out the concealed reference to the powers of

the kingdom of darkness. The passage Deut. viii. 15 is likewise

remarkable, in connection with which the Jews have a legend that

all the creeping things of the wilderness had to lie under the feet

of God's people that they might walk over them. Compare the

promise given by the Lord, before His ascension, to all believers,

Mark xvi. 18 ; where the serpents are mentioned first in the list

of poisonous and hurtful elements. If we were at home in the

Scriptures, reading them aright with understanding, and if we

were at home in nature, reading it aright in the light of revela-

tion, we should learn from Moses what is the significant nature

of serpents, and whence their present characteristics originate.

And not only they, but everything which has affinity to them,
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and to that death which by sin entered the loorld—all the base

vermin and creeping things of the insect world which were not

originally created—belong to this category ; hence the scorpions

are significantly added. " It seems as if Christ classified all

hurtful powers under the domain of Satan,"—is Pfenninger's

diflSident remark on this passage ; we do not hesitate to leave out

the modest " it seems." Serpents and scorpions are the striking

representatives of all that is ^ui/uffifjuov, deadly, in the animal

world ; parallel to the thorns and thistles of the cursed ground,

in the vegetable world (comp. Ezek. ii. 6). Hence, the Lord

refers concisely to all the hostile elements of nature, in which is

the power of the enemy and the murderer. But this again,

though the primary meaning is not excluded, is only an outward

image of all evil power, specially spiritual, of all cunning, of all

malicious, spiteful enmity: of all the perils which threaten us,

though to a great extent we are in the midst of them without

knowing it ; and to which those, who are not armed by Christ,

fall victims, whereas they who ai*e furnished out of his armoury

are inviolable, so loi:^ as they walk in faith.^ But the most fatal

violence or cunning is indeed that to which the Seventy were at

this time exposed, in the midst of their joy of victory;—the

temptation of pride. Satan would willingly see his 'baiyboviu

driven out and o(pzig trampled under foot, if he thereby could

find an entrance, as in the case of Judas, into the heart of the

deceived victors. For he ivlto, in heaven, icas as lightning, be-

came darkness when he fell, and changed to a creeping, malici-

ous, spiteful serpent (which still retains something of the rapid

lightning, and deceptive outward splendour). In the first say-

ing the Lord pointed out that pride of the formerly glorious

angel through which he fell ;—in this lie shows the wickedness

of the enemy who, with cunning malice, is seeking to regain by

stealthy deceit his former power.

Ver. 20. " That this enemy must be obedient to you arises

altogether and exclusively from the power of My name; for it

must needs be, that you bruise all his serpents by the name of

llim who bruises the head of the old first Serpent. But do not

rejoice overmuch on account of this. Rather rejoice that your

^ " This is not so much a symbolical representation, as a concrete speci-

men of all that is hurtful."—Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, i. 392.
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souls are rescued out of his power, and have obtained that salva-

tion and heavenly blessedness which he forfeited for himself, and

which he envies and hates in you. For it is not such a matter

of course that your names should be accepted in heaven !" This,

as was pointed out above, forms the transition to the second part,

in which the order of ideas is the converse of that in the first.

Our Lord begins by pointing out the only true object of great

joy (the names in heaven, the persons of redeemed sinners

written in the book of life) ; after this comes the encouraging

confirmation of this salvation, exhorting to perseverance. This

we heard in the thanksgiving to the Father for vouchsafing His

revelation to babes, that is, to humble souls, as the contrast

teaches us ; in the testimony that this revelation is only through

the Son ; and in the pronouncing all blessed, who now hear and

see aright the Son of Man,—a Bendiction which implies that

all are exhorted to continue to see, and hear, and learn aright.

Satan is cast out of heaven, he exercises now upon earth his

pernicious power, destroying both body and soul ; but they who

by humble faith in Him^ who has come to overcome Satan walk

secure and unhurt, will be i-aised to heaven from earth's distress

and struggles. The names of the apostates that depart from

God are written in the earth, for the bottomless pit, Jer. xvii.

13 ; but the names of the redeemed are written in the book of

life, which contains the names of the citizens of heaven. This

expression, which occurs throughout the whole Old and New
Testaments, indicates the divine foreseeing and merciful fore-

ordaining of the inheritance of the saints and blessed believers,

though not in the sense of an unchangeable predestination. In

the very first instance in which the mention of a book written

by God occurs, we read of a blotting out of this book, which is

therefore viewed as a possibility : Exod. xxxii. 32, 33. Consult

also Ps. Ixix. 29, compared with Is. iv. 3, and Dan. xii. 1 ; and,

in the New Testament, the passages Phil. iv. 3 ; Rev. iii. 5,

xiii. 8, XX. 12, and (quite in accordance with this saying of the

Lord) Heb. xii. 23. Hence it is possible for the Christian to

know in faith, and to rejoice in knowing, that his name is writ-

ten in heaven, even as it is possible to have the assurance of

adoption and the inheritance promised. But we are at the

same time to regard the fact itself as the chief, the most import-
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ant tiling ; and to walk in humility, watching against Satan's

wiles and malice, that our names may be found in heaven even

unto the end,—feax'ing lest we ourselves fall from heaven, in the

same way in which Satan fell. We are to give always all the

honour to the name of the Lord, but seek the honour of our

own name only in heaven before Him ; not rejoicing compla-

cently in anything else. The Lord changes the expression of

the disciples, " the devils are subject unto us," into " that the

spirits are subject unto you." Certainly He does not intend to

say the same thing, though using a different term ; but instruc-

tively enlarges the meaning, as we see above in ver. 19. There

He placed in the foreground the hiu'tful and antagonistic ele-

ments in outward nature ; here He glances into the whole depth

of the spiritual world, where the TViupburiKO, ryjc 'provt^piag (Eph.

vi. 12) are subject to the believer, thus furnishing the most

perfect exposition of His former meaning. No possession of spi-

ritual gifts, to the ascendancy of Avhich even the great and acute

spirits of the world submit ;—no victories and triumphs over the

strongest zo(T[jjOzpciTopsg, even if a Gotlie or Hegel, with all his

genius and the whole host who offer him their worship, cannot

prevail against him, but must in some cases admit his superiority

in Christ ;—can confer blessedness upon the Christian. In order

that his name be really and remain written in heaven, some-

thing moi-e is necessary than that it should have authority on

earth ; that it should be mentioned in books ; that it should be

recorded in every short compendium of Church history as the

name of a man who did great things and made a great epoch.

What is necessary, above all other things, is the humility and

simple-mindedness of babes ; the simplicity which, notwithstand-

ing the performance of great things, remains little, and, undis-

turbed by earthly activities, constantly looks to heaven.

Vers. 21, 22. Now, ask yourself whether these words do not

stand here in a connection as deep and internal as that in which

we found them to stand in i\Iatt. xi. 25-27 ;—in both instances

with the equally distinct assurance that the Lord spoke them at

that time, in that very hour. It is not other than a licentious

liberty which pseudo-criticism takes when it expunges either of

the two reports. It would, indeed, be incomprehensible, on the

supposition of a real inspiration of the Evangelists, that the
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Spirit of the Lord should have permitted them to give dupKcates

of such sublime sayings, with formulas so distinct and deceptive.

Here again we notice in diversity, unity. It is natural that tlie

rejoicing of Jesus does not occur in the account of St IMatthew,

where cc^OKpi^stg points out a different connection. In his

account the words are mere words of consolation; words of

submission to the decree of the Father ; the comfort with which

the Son soothes and calms His soul before the Father when the

anger of judgment was kindled in Him. But in St Luke there

is expressed in them, in recollection of the solemn moment

when that great saying was first given to Him, a real joy,

increased by seeing that the little band of His disciples and

messengers, whom He can endow with power against Satan, is

increasing ; and that thus the saying was fulfilling itself ever

more abundantly.^ The Lord Himself rejoices over His babes,

notwithstanding all their weakness, against which He has just

furnished them with the proper remedy ; thus showing them by

His own example, hoiu and on account of what they ought to re-

joice. The connection between these two verses and the pi'eced-

ing section is indeed deep and internal. We are not to look on

the conquered devil, of whose lamentable fall the Lord Himself

does not think triumphantly, nor on other spirits subject to us,

with a joy, the cliaracter of which is doubtful and, strictly speak-

ing, not without an impure element. But we are to look up to

the eternal Father, before whom the wise and the prudent are

confounded, with a joy which, forgetful of itself, loses itself in

His praise :—in vain triumphing there lurks the truly pernicious

self-praise. But we cannot know and see the Father, except in

the revelation of the Son ; consequently, to see the Son with the

open eyes of faith, is alone and must ever be the true cause and

object ofjoy.

Vers. 23, 24. The glory of the Lord remains hidden from the

wise and prudent ; for they have eyes and see not, because the

god of this world has blinded their minds through proud unbe-

^ It is a symptom of tlie healthy and well-ordered state of the soul of

Christ, that on the same occasions He used the same words and had the

same feelings in His soul. Inasmuch as with Him nothing depended on high

spirits and low spirits, but He always thought, spake, and acted according

to the truth. Roos die Lehre Jesu Christi (new Edit.) p. 337.

VOL. III. . 2 I
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lief, so that they cannot see the glory of the true God in the

person of the only begotten of the Father. (2 Cor. iv. 4.) But

blessed are they who have eyes to see. There is here an almost

verbal repetition of what is found Matt. xiii. 16, 17, doubtless

in its right place.^ It contains here a new truth peculiarly ap-

propriate for the seventy disciples ;—that He is able to say it unto

them, as He said it before to the twelve, this is the progress in the

joy of the Lord. But His word of rejoicing is likewise, finally,

an exhortation to the disciples. They are said to be blessed, not

merely on account of seeing what is to be seen in Him, but also

because they should listen in future, and learn without wearying

from the only Master what He reveals to us of the Father. Let

us take this to our hearts ; and with all Christ's babes, over

whom He rejoices (is not this more than royal honour?), con-

stantly and humbly look and listen to Him the only Master.

This is better and more blessed than to endeavour to penetrate

like Him into the depths of falling Satan, sooner or in any other

way than He intends to reveal it to His babes.

WHAT SHALL I DO TO INHERIT ETERNAL LIFE i THE
COMPASSIONATE SAMARITAN.

(Luke X. 26-37.)

How eagerly would the critics seize on this passage, and pro-

nounce the question of a certain lawyer to be identical with the

narrative contained Matt. xix. 16, only differently reported,

—

if St Luke had not himself subsequently narrated that second

incident (xviii. 18) ! This once more shows us that many
things could naturally, and would necessarily, occur more than

once in the life of Jesus. It is clear, that by the expression pcai

Ihov the Evangelist does not intend to introduce the standing up

(that is, his rising with the hostile intention of tempting, dis-

guising his pride under a semblance of humility), and the ques-

tion of this vof/jiKog (comp. our remarks on Matt. xxii. 37) as suc-

^ Here it says Prophets and Kings, in order to magnify the dignity of

those, to whom the revelation of the Son in the flesh is vouchsafed.
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ceeding immediately ver. 24.^ Yet it is not without significance

and truth, that the Gospel for the 13th Sunday after Trinity

does not commence with the question of the lawyer, but includes

the two preceding verses; thus pointing from the very outset

to the grace which has appeared in Christ, which enables us to

keep the law ; and thereby leading us to the right understand-

ing of the passage. This of itself refutes the strange paradox of

Harms (Past. Theol. i. 69), which, though doubtless written with

a good intention, is very incautious,—that " it is difficult to find

in the Gospel of the good Samaritan a Christian theme for a

sermon !
!" Is it not possible for the Christian preacher to ob-

viate, the foolish misconception that the narrative refers only to

the general philanthropy of moralists ? Does not the very in-

troduction, which precedes it, prescribe this to him, even though

he should not add a deeper exposition himself? But the intro-

duction is not necessary for this purpose. Our believing

preachers are almost as one-sided as the mere moralist, when

they pass by rapidly the merciful Samaritan, who, it is true, has

been often brought forward ; and dwell on the seeing eyes and

hearing ears (vers. 23, 24). Draseke is superior to both, and

shows the union and connection of the two parts :
" after the

blessing is added the condition." It is legitimate to connect in

preaching things thus placed side by side in Scripture, and to

treat the real, dogmatic connection independently of the histori-

cal. And thus when preachers represent the lawyer as if he

had heard the words of vers. 23, 24, and as thinking or saying,

*^ Now, let us see and hear, what new and great things thou

canst tell us about the way to life eternal ! Mere hearing and

seeing cannot make us blessed, we must surely also proceed to

doing, as we learn from God's word"^—they pronounce correct

pulpit thoughts, which possess inward truth as far as typical

1 According to Ebrard, the verses 21-24 conclude, according to the gene-

ral plan of the Gospel, " the section concerning the disciples;'''' but this does

not accord well with chap. xi. 1, xii. 1-12, 22, xvi. 1, xvii. 1-22, etc. ; and

surely the Evangehst did not write after such artificial outlines, introduc-

ing such formulas as : At that hour—He turned

!

2 Thus Lutlier, in the Hauspostille :
" Surely this Jesus cannot preach

anything better and higher, than what Moses taught. Hence, not only

they are blessed, who see and hear thee, but also they who hear and keep

the Law of Moses," etc.
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history is concerned, although not founded specially on that

particular Idstory.

The truth in this remark is this, that the lawyer who was

tempting Christ (iKTupaZfijv) spoke in a half ironical manner,

and wished in his unbelief to try the Lord, what new answer

He would give to the grand fundamental and central question.

It is incorrect to say, or at least very uncertain, that he refers

immediately to the preceding saying of Christ ; nor must we

forget that, with all the irony, there is also an element of ear-

nestness, though unconscious, in the question, which bears in this

way some resemblance to that of chap, xviii. 18. Indeed, if these

vo[JjtH,oi had not, over and above all their questions about doing

and performing works, a question troubling them in their inmost

heart, " What lack I yet f then they would not have even taken

the trouble of asking. It is this element of earnestness of which

the Lord in His mercy seizes as a point of connection ; He
answers with earnestness the earnestness, which, notwithstand-

ing all other elements mixed up with it, approaches Him with

the great and important question. He tempts the tempter, but

on His part it is out of fervent love ; taking him at his own
word, and leading him to give himself an answer, which sur-

prises, and, at the same time, judges him. Compare, on the

meaning of the question, which was probably common in the

catechetical teaching of that time, and on the false interpreta-

tion of it, our remarks on !Matt. xix. The Old Testament, con-

sisting of the two grand divisions, Law and Promise, answered

the question to this effect : Thou oughtest to do according to

the Commandments, but as thou, sinful man, art not able to do

this, therefore, beside and above the law, eternal life is promised

thee as an inheritance. Though this was clearly revealed, yet

the masters in Israel did not understand it ; and this master here

establishes by his -Trotrjffug the same false causal connection be-

tween doing and inheriting, which the other expresses more

openly and fully by the word it/a.

Now, let us see how the true ISIaster gives the true answei' to

the question ; which, though starting with a misconception con-

cerning the doing, points to the truth concerning the inherit-

ing, viz., What shall I do to inherit life ? In the first place,

Christ refers (as in Matt, xix.) in general to the revealed Law

,
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since He also knows of no other " doing" but the fulfiUing of

this law ; He puts the question in the most general way (ver.

26), and, after receiving a correct answer, confirms the sum of

the law or the fundamental commandment of love to God, and

to our neighbour (ver. 28). Upon this, when the lawyer, who
is somewhat disappointed and struck in his conscience, begins to

add sophistical questions limiting the commandment in order to

escape the condemnation, which, he vaguely sees, is a conse-

quence of not doing, of omission, Christ adds a special explana-

tion of the commandment of love to our neighbour, by which our

love to God is to be tested and to become manifest, but which

fallen man can attain only by regenerating grace from on high,

which begets in him new love to God. Christ gives this exposi-

tion in a. parable, of convincing force, which strikes down every

self-justification of the disputer, who has not experienced this

love. The parable itself, to which is added a practical applica-

tion, describes in a most graphic manner active love to our neigh-

bour ; in order to prove to the lawyer, how destitute he was of

such love, and to show in the distant background the merciful

love of God, which must^irs^ help us.

A man in distress requiring help, whoever and Mdiatever he

may be ;—two men devoid of love, although priests and Levites,

such as were at that time ;—a man of active love, although a

Samaritan ! This paints distinctly enough the chief point,

which is of central importance ; and hence the application may
follow immediately, exhorting to such love of our neighbour,

a love general and free from all sophistical limitations, and

showing the questioner the necessity of a regeneration of his

heart and character. The simple concluding question (ver. 36)

forces him to acknowledge the duty of universal love ; whereas

the powerful injunction added ver. 37, embracing both begin-

ning and end of the plan of salvation, demands the fulfilment,

which, however, is possible only through Divine grace—attain-

able even by a Samaritan, though he be without dogmatics.

Ver. 26-28. The law tells you what you ought to do; why
then dost thou, a vofJUiKog, who art well acquainted with it, ask

me ? What is imtten ? it is open to all ; thou readest it thyself,

and ex ojfficio readest it in the hearing of others. The remark-

ably simple ri of the first question does not render it necessary
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to enumerate in the answer the 613 commandments, given to

Israel by Moses ; nor even " the commandments" of the Deca-

logue (as in Matt, xix.) ; but indicates and presupposes, that

there is a sum of the law, a fundamental commandment, con-

taining a short answer to the short question. Significant is the

difference between this ri and the subsequent 'Troog, which can-

not be dismissed with a remark in the style of RosenmuUer'

s

Scholia: Graecis interrogantibus saepe pro r/! What is written

requires to be read aright ; hence the question

—

How readest

thou that which is written for the use of all ? How—with re-

gard to others, as it is your office and duty to be a teacher,

searching the truth ; how, moreover, for your own heart ? This

rabbinical formula of quoting a text, " How readest thou?" has

a deep and searching meaning when used by Christ ! It is be-

cause what is written is not read with simplicity and humble

submission, that the Law, which is a sclioolmaster to grace, is

misunderstood and abused. The lawyer read correctly in this

instance, as far as the letter was concerned ; but he was unwill-

ing to accept simply, and without artificial limitations, wliat is

meant by with all the heart and by my neighbour. He does not

repeat merely the first sentence concerning the love of God, the

well-known PJ^^b*^ yoc^, as it is written on the phylacteries, and

was read out in the synagogues morning and evening—but he

adds also correctly the second chief commandment concerning

love to our neighbour (which was not written on the phylac-

teries), and thus gives the same sum of the law, which the Lord

Himself has declared to be the substance of law ; comp. Matt,

xxii. 37-40 (and our interpretation of that passage). It is pos-

sible that he had learned this in the school of Jesus ; perhaps

he arrived at it along with others by his own meditations.

However this may be, the Lord commends his reply and says,

" Thou hast answered inght ; thou well hnowest, as I see, the

law." Then after this is added, "But thou pronouncest thy

own condemnation ; as alas, thou dost not know." The man
asked about doing, and yet he knew very well about doing

;

hence, he deserved, in the first place, to receive back his own
word as an answer to his question—" Thou knowest the rovro

wliich corresponds to your first r/; then cease to ask the ques-

tion, and begin the doing ! Thus thou shalt live, even as Moses
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and the prophets say (comp. our remarks on Matt. xix. 17,

and add the passage there quoted from the Pentateuch, Neh.

ix. 29 ; Ezek. xx. 11). God first answers man according to the

question he puts ; thus tempting him unto good by the law

(Exod. XX. 20), that he may be prepared for the word of mercy

by repentance. He who does not begin with earnest and honest

deaHngs with the Law, never can or will understand and enjoy

the Gospel. Is the physician to say to him, who imagines him-

self to be in health. Come, friend, let me heal thee? If he

says to the lame man. Walk and run ! he is not deceiving

or blinding him, for his object and intention is to help him to

health. Do this and live, are inseparably connected, it is true,

and Moses is corroborated and ratified by Christ; the only

question is how it is possible for us poor sinners to attain to that

doing, which gives life and is life—whether by our own impotent

endeavours, or by the Fulfiller who has come to us. Matt. v.

17, 18.

Does the lawyer feel it to be right that the truth of the asser-

tion, easy enough to pronounce with the lips, " I love God with

all my heart," should be tested by his love to his neighbour

;

and that he himself is far from truly loving every neighbour %

He does not know it clearly, he does not feel it with submissive

conviction ; but he must have felt something of an accusation

directed against him, because he endeavours to justify himself

Yes, he must have perceived something at least in the earnest

and doubtful tone in which Christ surely spoke the words :

" Do this—if thou art able ! Thou hast not met thy obligation,

thou hast not done it r^ But according to human depravity he

resists the confession of repentance, which begins to move in his

heart, by the cunning of his lips and by the refractoriness of his

reason ; seeking excuses and evasions in order that he may re-

main a just man, by giving a different exposition of the com-

mandments. The lie, which is brought forward as a cover and

cloak, and which lies at the root of his question, is very well

expressed by Meyer : " With regard to love to God—I, strict

observer of the ceremonial law, am not defective ; and with re-

gard to love to my neighbour, neighbour means Jew or good

friend—hence, as we interpret the law, have I not kept it ? Or
dost thou wish to give another, a new interpretation ? Canst
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thou think of referring it to him who hates me, Avhom I admit I

hate in return—or to any stranger, in whom I feel no interest ?"

Indeed, the lawyer must have had a presentiment of such an

explanation of the command ; else he would not have fortified

and defended himself against it by the question, which has the

appearance of a wish for further information, but in reality shows

his wounded sensibility and deske to resist. Kcci rig, ecquis

vero, and indeed who then is my neighbour ? This is a new
question ; dost thou know anything concerning this different

from our teacliing ?

O how blind is the poor man, and how hidden from his eyes

the true meaning of the great words, uttered by his own lips,

ver. 27 ! How ignorant is he of the true " love, which begins

with God, passes over to the neighbour, and ends in ourselves
!"

{Drdsehe.) God, as all-sufficient to Himself, does not stand in

need of thee ; but as the all-loving, who loves all His creatures

as Himself, He gives thee fellow-men instead of Himself, that

thou mayest show to them thy love ! To love God entirely is

to love our neighbour ; to love our neighbour loith the heart is

to love God. Such is the key which the introduction furnishes to

the understanding of the subsequent parable ; in which the Lord

leads us into the heart of real life by a sketch which we cannot

too carefully examine. Besides the chief object of His teaching,

the very smallest feature and detail is executed in the most

striking and suggestive manner. The parable goes into real

life;—it is not abstract moralising, which leaves the heart cold

;

it is not premature teaching of dogmatics, which cannot open

the eyes of the self-righteous blind. What Christ teaches in

this manner is (to refute Harms again) as full of a genuine

Christian character as is His new commandment of love ; it

accords manifestly with His first and last sayings (Matt. v.

43-48, and xxv. 34-40). But the Chi'istian Pharisee cannot

see his own heart (or the face of his birth, James i. 23) even

in this clear mirror. They prove their transcendently wilful

blindness, when, joining the general, fashionable, lamentable,

misconception, they take the good Samaritan as the Shibboleth

of their insipid hypocrisy-morality, of their " Doing" in which

there is neither doing nor life—and besides of their pseudo-tole-

ration, which puts aside faith.
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The whole Gospel lesson which contains this parable may be

thoroughly explained by the three questions occurring in it.

The second of these questions, most characteristic of the narra-

tive, Who is my neighbour ? does not require an answer ; for the

word of the law, which speaks about the neighbour, contains the

answer in the addition as thyself; according to Matt. vii. 12.

As no one is to do any evil to me, so I am to do evil to none ; as

every one is to love me, so I ought to love every one. Conse-

quently the question proceeds from an evil heart, which is not

willing to know ; and it is as foolish and perverse as it would be

to ask. And what is meant by the word love ? What is imphed

by the " whole heart V What can be meant by the expression

" as myself;" of course not as much as myself, but always after

and subordinate to my dear self? The precedmg counterques-

tion of the Lord, \Vhat is written in the law ? is intended not

merely to refer us to the Law, as if the Gospel was not neces-

sary, but to lead us to a knowledge of our sins by the Law.

How readest thou the Law ? As a special pleader, looking for

evasions and backdoors ; or as a faithful subject in sincerity be-

fore God ? If the latter, thou wilt likewise hear the promise ;

thou wilt read as a beggar reads the letter, in which he is ac-

quitted of his debt; as the appointed heir reads the will.

Finally, the first question at the head of the whole, " What
shall I do, to inherit eternal life?" contains the answer in the

very expressions of the question ;
—" Eeceive the inheritance

offered, take hold of eternal life by faith in God's mercy ; then

shalt thou live and do!" But, moreover, the second question,

which follows naturally after the first, receives hereby its an-

swer ; when the believer continues to ask,—What am I to do

now, while I am living upon earth, in order to inherit certainly

and fully eternal hfe ? the answer is—Thou must advance in y/
doing ; and prove and manifest thy life of faith by thy love. In

this sense. Doing is indeed the only and final test. (The fourth

question: Who has done thisJ is, through the blindness of

Christians of our days, in many ways not willing to see it—its

own answer : This man hath done it, even should he be, or be

called, a Samaritan, or anything else as regards his religion and

dogmatics ! Call not such an one an unbeliever, though thou

canst not see his faith ! If his loA^e is genuine love—this re-
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mains always the necessary supposition— he must have also

faith before God, even true faith, which lives in works and

brings forth life.)

Ver. 30. A certain man ; some one or other—the very first

word gives the complete answer, and shows who is our neigh-

bour ; while it is intended to call forth our sympathy, " alas, poor

man!" There is no mention made of nation, tribe, rank, cha-

racter, or the like ;—as men we are related and owe to love one

another. The Israelite smote his neighbour, Exod. ii. 13 ; and

afterwards every man borrowed of his Egyptian neighbour, Exod.

xi. 2. The stranger, that dwelleth with you, shall be with you
as one born among you ; and thou shalt love him as thyself, for

ye were strangers in the land of Egypt, Lev. xviii. 34.^ The
parable may have been a true story, as the names Jerusalem

and Jericho seem to suggest. (Similarly Lazarus, ch. xvi. 20.)

The road between the two places was indeed infested by rob-

bers, and notoriously dangerous ; however, there is no reason to

suppose with Jerome that the wilderness Adummim was so

called from this circumstance (or D''S"IX nSvp, the bloody road),

because the height had this name even in the time of Joshua

(Jos. XV. 7, x\dii. 17). Samaritans did not travel here fre-

quently ; hence, as ver. 33 is meant as a contrast, the certain

man is probably a Jew ; this follows as a matter of course, as

he is said to come down from Jerusalem. At least such must

have been the most natural supposition for the Priest and Le-

vite who afterwards passed ; though we cannot (as Lange does)

assert this positively. Others have said, though with much less

reason, that he was probably a heathen, for the priests would

not have jmssed by a Jew ;—thus mistaking the very pith of the

narrative ! But what he was is quite indifferent, and therefore

remains unmentioned ; nothing was to be seen in the man
stripped of his raiment but a man lying in his blood. Thieves

and murderers (comp. our remarks on Matt. xxi. 13)—alas

such men, who do such things to men, exist upon earth ; they

^ Hence do not oppress the Jews at present, ver. 33. But do not make
them, before they are truly emancipated by Christ, judges in Christendom,

any more than the Israelites did the Ammonites and Moabites. This

against the " good Samaritan-Toleration" of the Rhenish Landtag. (Some
readers will know what this note of the first Edition referred to.)
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were In the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, even as now in and

around Rome. Out of the heart proceed hatred and murder,

Matt. XV. 19 : another most important hint at the very outset.

The murderers were also doers according to their craft : zod

iKhvaavTzg ccvrov, they stripped him ; and because he probably

defended himself a little, they struck him in anger, as if this in

him had been injustice, and wounded him in sheer wanton

cruelty. ('ET/^?vr£? not exactly adding yet this, but simply as

in Acts xvi. 23.) Thus they departed and left him, ^fjijtdocvfj,

that is in the act of dying, who would have surely died had no

help come ; they do not even show him the robber's mercy of

shortening his anguish. If the pious hearer of this narrative is

disposed to bless himself inwardly at this stage, and say in his

heart, " O, wicked sinners ! neither such things, nor anything in

the least resembling them, I have ever committed ; I have

never transgressed the commandment in trespassing against the

body and life of a human being,"—behold two other and very

different men appear on the stage, to shake somewhat this high

opinion of himself. For, in Christ's Catechism, to do no harm

or injury to our neighbour includes the offering of help and

assistance in all distress.*

Vers. 31, 32. It is probable that many Priests and Levites

travelled between Jerusalem and Jericho, the city of Priests,^

on accoiint of the weekly service, which was taken by them in

turns; but, that a priest passed just in the moment, when it was

still possible to save the dying man, was kocto, crwy/cuptav, by a

coincidence, as we commonly say. When the Lord uses this

expression (it is His pleasure to make use of all words of human
language, so far as they may be reduced to a pure meaning)

—

He means vividly to represent that this external event proceeded

not from a directly expressed intention of God or of men. The
miserable man was not brought before the door of the priest.

Here, holy man, is a work of compassion and mercy ; take him

and nurse him ! Not only he who is thus brought to me, or who
himself appeals and cries to me for help (this poor man could

^ Alluding to Luther's exposition of the commandment, " Thou shalt not

kiU !" (Kleiner Katechismus.)—[Tr.]
2 Sepp, iii. 272, cites passages proving that it was the honour of that city

to harbour many Priests and Levites.
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not do SO, but his lying on the road cried the louder to every

human heart), has a claim on my active love :—the occasions

and calls for active love appear often to be accidental ; but God
directs it so, and will require it of me, if my heart did not re-

cognise in faith and love His leading and His hand in the coin-

cidence. If the miserable man had been still able to see at that

moment, he would have entertained some hope. But the priest,

who had performed his temple service, and who was in no hurry

(for it says zarefocanv) sees indeed the naked wounded man, but

does not do according to Isaiah Iviii. 7. If thou meet even an ox

or an ass going astray, if thou see the ass of him that hatetli

thee lying under his burden, thou art not to forbear to help him,

—thus Moses commanded, Exod. xxiii. 4; Dent. xxii. 1-4.

How much better is a 7nan than an ox or an ass? But the

priest,who would have perhaps kept those commandments lite-

rally, forbears to help his own flesh ; because he does not regard

his neighbour, as the same Moses commanded him to regard him,

as himself, but thought only of his oum flesh. He does not care

to know whether it is a stranger on enemy, or perhaps even a

friend or brother ; he is satisfied with the first glance. " This

is a dangerous place!" is his first thought; the second follows

soon, " God be praised that it did not happen to me !" Not so

bad a thought, indeed, if he had only continued, " And what if

it had happened to me and somebody was to go past as I am
doing! Let me help him, as I in such a case ought to be

helped." But he passed by. Did he " calculate in his loveless

mind, that the sufferer was possibly not his neighbour?" It is

not hkely that he followed out such a long train of reasoning

;

for excuses always belong to the later date of theorising. Prac-

tice in the Present has quite other motives. " It is required, it

is seen, by nobody"—God is nobody in the eyes of this priest

—

all their works they do for to be seen of men (Matt, xxiii. 5).

If it would have made an eclat he would hav^e done it ; not as a

work of mercy, but as an abomination of hypocrisy. If a thought

of compassion stirs in his heart, he finds counter-considerations

enough to stifle it. " He is too far gone, help is too late ! What
can I, single-handed, do with him?" (Indeed the priestly robe

might have lost somewhat of its beauty and purity !) " What
I ought to do is to make haste, lest I also fidl a victim to these
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robbers,"—and thus he passes by, and tells people afterwards,

" I saw on my way a poor man lying on the ground ; alas I

could not help him, I thanked God for my escape, lifted up a

fervent intercession for his poor soul, prayed and hoped that

some one would come after me on the frequented road and help

him!" Came that other one, indeed, but he thought, "If the

first one did not help, he who is a priest, why should I do it,

who am only a Levite, of whom it cannot be expected with even

as much right as of my superior*?" He was not only at the

place, but came near;^ possibly felt a little more compassion than

the former ; but he also only looked on him and passed hy on the

other side.^ A human being on the brink of eternity ;—what a

sight for these two, whose duty it was to bring help even to the

soul, and hence also first to the body. But Priest and Levite

had become like the robbers ; by their omitting to offer help,

they completed as much as was in them the work of murder ; if

a third one had not passed by chance they would have sent the

half-dead man into perfect death. Such were the men in Israel,

who passed over the love of God and mercy to their neighbour

(Luke xi. 42 ; Matt, xxiii. 23); and thus forsook the fear of the

Almighty (Job vi. 14). Would you also be such an one in

such a case ? This is the question which Christ here presents

to him, who questioned first. Thou hast the words of the com-

mandment in thy mouth, and art seeking in thy sophistical

thoughts to find out who is thy neighbour ; but when he lies be-

fore thee on thy path, thou art neither able nor willing to find

him ! It is not knowledge, not dignity of any kind, not external

worship, but only love, which is doing ; and to omit, the doing

of goocl is doing_evil—and herein alas many become like to evil-

doers. ' OfJjoioog hi ncd Aivtr'/jg—the one gives the example to

the other in doing, or rather not doing ! Such are they who
teach the Law and minister in the sanctuary ; and what if they,

1 'Ex^a;/ seems to be the right reading, and denotes progression; per-

haps it contains also the delicate feature, that the Levite, more accustomed

to external service than the Priest, examines more closely than the latter.

2 '

At/ri'Toipipxoficii means, like dvri7ni.psi/:<,i, in the first place, ex adverso

prietereo; hence Grotius understands it in contradistinction to x.ctrct/3etiustv

contrario itinere to Jerusalem. Others say : turning away to the other side,

in order not to see him any longer or better. But in both cases we have

livTiirctpviKkv, hence the intensified compound mesjis passed hy.
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who preach the Gospel, and talk sentimentally about the good

Samaritan, act in the same manner! All they whom you
passed by here upon earth will lie in your way there, before the

throne of the Judge.

Ver. 33-35. The active love of the Samaritan forms a signi-

ficant contrast in every respect. The priest knows the sacred

letter ; he comes from the sanctuary and—has no heart ! The
Samaritan travels in affairs of business or something of that sort,

but it does not fill up his soul. His love, which he finds at once

time and inclination to follow out, is described by few but most

powerful strokes, and forms a complete speaking picture. Moved
with pity as to the Past, help for the Present, considerate care

for the Future. If any one had witnessed it, he would have

said, They surely are brothers ! and, in truth, the Samaritan saw

in the man, without asking who he was, his brother. How glad

the half-dead man must have been, that then—a Samaritan,

perhaps despised by him at other times, recognised in him a

neighbour and fellow-man ! It was good for James and John
to hear this narrative (comp. ix. 54). If the history had not

actually taken place, it must yet have been a possible event ; it

was possible that even a Samaritan, even a heathen, would act

thus, and put to shame thereby the Jews. The Lord, however,

purposely did not choose a heathen
;
partly not to offend His

hearers too much, partly to castigate the national hatred against

the Samaritans, who were, after all, partakers of the law of Moses

and the hope of the Messiah. The Samaritan journeyed, whether

from or to Jerusalem, or only across the road, is not told; be-

cause the emphasis lies on the circumstance that he came there

in the course of a journey of urgent necessity.^ He had compas-

sion on him; though similar feelings may have stirred in the

hearts of the Priest and Levite, yet it is only in his case that this

feeling is thought worthy of mention ; natural spontaneous com-

passion is of no avail, it increases the guilt if it prompts us to go

out of the sight of misery. True sympathy ripens into act and

help ; this man forgets danger, business, everything, and thinks

only of the wretched man before his eyes. The robbers, he

^ Braune thinks that he was coming from Jerusalem, where he had again

experienced how the Jews despised the Samaritans. This is, however, only

a secondary thought.
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thinks, may not come again ; the short delay—short, for he helps

without delay—can easily be made up afterwards. " Where
can I get in this wilderness physician or medicine?" This

question does not trouble him much. According to the custom

of the country (Gen. xxviii. 18), he carries oil and wine with

him. Oil especially is good for healing wounds (comp. Isaiah

i. 6).^ In general, we ought to think that the most essential

necessaries for works of love are easily obtainable, wherever

there is the earnest will. Without hypersensitive disgust he

binds up the wounds and mollifies them. Soon the poor faint-

ing man is so far restored that he could set him on his own
beast {to 'ihiov KT^uog, on which he rode, sacrificing his own
comfort to that of his neighbour) ; thus he leads him into the

next 'Trccvlo'x/iov (this is the only sure instance of public inns

occurring in the New Testament, comp. the Talmudic plJlS

formed after this Greek work, and "'pHJIS from -Trauho-x^svg). The
inference to be drawn from this is not that the poor man was a

heathen, because these inns were chiefly intended for such

strangers, who did not meet with hospitality in Jewish houses

;

but, evidently, that he did not expect or wish to demand from

any of his friends to receive his charge. There was no other

house, where he would have been received, except the public

inn, where every one is admitted for money. There he took care

of him,—out of love, not for the sake of reward, only for the

sweet reward of love ; one cannot tell who of the two had greater

joi/. Now, dear reader, be as sentimental as thou wilt; but

only in doing and not without it. The next day he must con-

tinue his journey ; so we must suppose, and thus this feature of

the picture shows the boundary lines of different duties : it was

not required of him to delay his journey altogether ; for he had

done what he could. Where there is no other friend or not

even an host, we commit the completion of the work to the

Lord as the Supreme Helper and Healer. But in this case

there was an host, and he said to him

—

Take care of him ; even

as it is said of himself before that he took care of him. Thus

he gave him first an example, before he asks it of him ; not as

people, who only throw open their purse, saying, I will pay him

^ Oil reKeves pain, wine stops bleeding. Wetstein cites a passage from

Galen, in which oil and wine are mentioned as remedies in the case of wounds.
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who helps here. And at the same tune he does not demand of

the host to continue tlie work of love freely and for nothing;

he lays no burden on the shoulder of another, because he had

preceded with a good example ; but pays in advance two de-

narii, ample wages for two days' labour (Matt. xx. 2), though the

host would probably not be occupied the whole day in tending

the sick man. And, moreover, love makes him so prudent and

wise, that, though possessed of such strong love himself, he

presupposes nothing in the other but self-interest, specially in

an host, who only calculates, Hoio much ? and who is introduced

here as a man receiving pay for works of mercy, thus completing

the picture of contrasting heartlessness. The Samaritan anti-

cipates every possible scruple and objection that the expenses

required by tending the sick might exceed the money given

;

and, lest anything should be withheld from the poor sick man,

he promises—and after what he had done the host could depend

on his word—" and whatsoever thou spendest more 7 will repay

thee, as if it was for myself, when I come again." Thus we
ought, and thus we may exercise love, if we have a willing

love ; it is perfectly compatible to go on onis own journey and

yet not pass by the needy.

Ver. 36. Tliese three,—viz., three men ;—thus the Lord com-

prehends without difference under this name the holy magnates

of Israel and the Samaritan, as opposed to the fourth man,

fallen among thieves (whom he leaves to themselves and the

judgment aAvaiting them). And now He puts a counter ques-

tion as an answer to ver. 29 ; but very significantly the con-

verse of that " who ?" not, Who of them thought the poor man
his neighbour? but. Who was neighbour unto him? Thus we
are to put the question, in order to arrive always at the answer

:

Am I this man's neighbour ? that is. Ought he to help me, if

I were in his place and he in mine ? " Neighbour" designates

a reciprocal relation ; for it is said " as thyself," Matt. vii. 12.

The egotistic motto, "I am my nearest neighbour," is to be

interpreted in the following manner : " Put thyself in the place

of the other, and see whether thou wouldst like to be thy own

neighbour ;—exchange places with him, in order to love him as

thyself!" Thus we may obtain in every case the rule of love

from our very self-love; and thus the question of ver. 26 may
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"be put likewise, " What is written in thy own heart and con-

science ? who else is thy neighbour, but he, whose neighbour

thou art, that is, every one ?
"

Ver. 37. The lawyer, put to shame, finds it impossible in his

annoyance to say expressly, The Samaritan. But this makes

his answer the more striking and to the point. He that showed

mercy on him. That is, he whose compassion ripened into deed

and truth ; who did not only feel a compassion which he got rid

of by an inward act of a positively evil character ; who did not

merely talk of his feeling of pity (ah ! there lay a poor wretched

man on the road ; how it went to my heart that I had to pass him

and was not able to help him !)—no, but who showed mercy.

Without works there is no truth of love (1 John iii. 18) ; but

without love of the heart no truth of works. If the robbers had

seized the Samaritan before he was able to accomplish his de-

sign, his work would have been accomplished in the sight of

God ;—and if the Priest and Levite had given help on account

of approaching spectators, it would have had no value. Dives

may pay for the tending and nursing of fifty Lazaruses, or him-

self lick his sores a la Xavier, and " have his reward." Whereas

if poor Lazarus sighed in his heart—" If thou, proud Dives,

wast lying before my door, I would surely not leave thee lying

there,"—his will is accounted to him as if he had performed it.

But if thou art willing in thy heart, then go and do kou gv, also

thou likewise, as now and then a Samaritan did ; not as the

passers by, who had time and opportunity (Gal. vi. 10), but no

heart. Thus the questioner, by his first question, What shall I

do ? himself prepared the last answer now given him. Bo !

The Lord says ofjuoicog, as He used the same word in ver. 32.

In the former case (ver. 32) there were two, in the present only

one ; the first likeioise, alas ! is of more frequent occurrence than

the latter.—" Go !" There lies in this word something re-

pelling ; as if He had said, " Go away from Me ; I have shown

you now that you knew well enough the answer to the question

which you put to tempt Me ; learn a lesson from this, and know

yourself difterently from what you do now, and then come, to

seek My mercy for your sinful heart." This is implied in the

word for the lawyer. But for us, who know the Lord's mercy,

it implies more. " Go T' Whither? Everywhere on our

VOL. III. 2 K
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path of life; wherever our journey leads us our neighbours

throng upon us to demand our love ; so that there is no need to

go far to find them. Especially they who are Avounded in their

soul, who are dying spiritually ; for truly to help man means
more than to help and nurse the bodily life. Whatever rescues

in this way, deserves to be called Asylum ; whoever shows such

compassion, shows that true and real and perfect full mercy,

of which many a " sister of charity" knows only the proselytising

caricature.

But he alone knoios this who has himself experienced the

mercy of Him who appears, as Ave said in the beginning, though

only in the background of the whole parable, as the true com-

passionate Helper. As certainly as Dives and Lazarus are

types of other persons (this will be shown subsequently) the

good Samaritan is figurative of Him who shows mercy to faint-

ing and dying man. Oil and wine and wounds were intended

to remind us of Is. i. 5, 6, and the whole description of Ezek.

xvi. 6, and similar passages. It is true that an attempt to

interpret allegorically the individual details,— as, for example,

ihe difference between oil and Avine, the beast, the inn, the host,

Jhe two pence,—may easily degenerate into trifling ; but spiri-

tual Christians of all times have not been able to resist seeing

in the Avhole parable a picture of man lying in sin and misery,

AA'hom neither laAv nor Levitical institutions can help, and to

Avhom the mercy of Christ comes
—
"Whom they angrily called a

Samaritan. Luther and Melancthon cannot refrain from such

a vicAV ; the former goes even into details, contraiy to his usual

principle. Only let us not argue falsely against this mystical

import of the parable, which is dimly though really contained

in its depths. This has been done Avitli great AA-armth by Hein-

rich IMiiller (Erquickstunden, Ed. NussAvurm, Nr. 214), Avho

says that from such a vieAv it Avould folloAA^, that Adam was only

weakened, but did not become altogether dead, by the fall;^

^ Luther also says, " Avir zappeln nocli eiu Avenig;" and Calvin (as

Eichtcr remarks on this passage) uses the expression semimortuus. And
this is just as true as the "altogether »i)cp6; ;" each in its OAsm place.

Calvin speaks of a revival of the semiinortui, not only in connection vs-ith

Isaiah Ivii. 16, but in his Institutes ; referring to our parable he says of

the natural man, Semivivus.
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that the law of Moses was to be blamed as not being willing to

help ; that Christ was justly called a Samaritan ; that the lawyer

could, if he liked, have done likewise, that is, could have been

a Saviour and Redeemer of the world ! Indeed, such v'ttovokx,

is never amenable to so very rigid a criticism; but when we
say, Active mercy to him, who loould he lost ivithout it! we
have stated the simple tertium comparationis. The Lord could

scarcely do otherwise than wrap up in the truth required for

the occasion, and which in its first aspect is repelling, also the

whole and full truth. Thou shalt—love ! This perfect anti-

thesis of law, which as law cannot help us from death, becomes

in Christ vitalising truth, giving life to the faint spark of life.

For, the only way in which it can be imagined that the word
" thou shalt love " can produce an effect in him who is without

love, is when I love him first in such a manner that he is

ashamed, overpowered, and awakened to return my love. Now
this is what the Lord does to us ; and, after having done this.

He gives His disciples the new commandment, " Go and do to

others as I have done to thee !"^

MARTHA AND MARY. ONE THING IS NEEDFUL.

(Luke X. 41, 42.)

The simple reader of the Gospel will naturally suppose that

the two sisters mentioned here are the sisters of Bethany, and

not, as even Bengel was inclined to suppose in his Harmony of

the Gospels, another pair of sisters who had accidentally the

same names. Besides this, a closer investigation of John xi. and

xii. discovers the same differences of character in the two sisters;

and this short account of St Luke harmonises exactly in all its

suppositions and deductions with the narrative of St John.

^ Valerius Herberger treats tlie whole Gospel of the thirteenth Sunday

after Trinity, as follows :
" The Outer Court—Who are most blessed ? They

who see and hear Jesus ; the sanctuary—Which are the hohest works ?

To do God's commandments without idi-hoSpnax-iift ; finally, the Holy of

holies, our Friend and merciful Redeemer, who helps us to such works, and

covers aU our deficiencies."

y
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That the certain village, where Martha received on that occa-

sion the Lord in her house, must have been Bethany, follows

necessarily from John xi. 1—thus excluding the supposition

(which occurs in a work as late as that of Greswell), that the

sisters had another domicile in Galilee. But the opinion that

the short incident narrated by Luke belongs to that stay of

Christ at Bethany which is mentioned in John xi., seems to me
perfectly untenable

;
partly, because in that case St Luke would

necessarily say something about Lazarus
;
partly, and this is of

greater importance, because the whole scene, described here as

a calm visit, does not correspond to the state of things which

afterwards arose in consequence of the death and resuri'ection of

Lazarus. But how are we to account for our Lord's being Iv

Tu '7ropi'jS(T0a,i,—that is, in the journey which St Luke is now
speaking of,—so suddenly in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem in

Bethany, and then far away again in Samaria and Galilee?

We know that St Luke does not narrate details in strict succes-

sion ; in his so-called journey-narrative he inserts sometimes also

other events. He has thus inserted here this affecting and im-

portant occurrence, which may have happened, if not at the

very close, yet at some other time when the Lord at the end of

a journey to a feast had entered the house at Bethany.^ And
why here ? Certainly on account of some real dogmatic con-

nection ; with the intention of giving a pendant and contrast to

the question, " What shall I do," which had found its answer in

the story of the Samaritan. Thus much seems certain to exe-

gesis ; but what is the intended meaning of the parallel must be

decided by the individual perception and taste. For our part,

we see something significant in the general contrast between the

self-exalting lawyer and the reverent women ; but do not regard

the narrative, " as an actual exemplification of heartfelt love to

God and hidden life in Ilim," corresponding to the doctrine con-

cerning this highest duty, as given in ver. 27 (because the

centre of the preceding gospel-lesson is not this word in the

mouth of the vofiiKog, but the " doing" in the parable of Jesus).

AYe would rather regard it as the intention of the Evangelist to

^ Much may be said in favour of Lange's supposition, according to which

this quiet visit of the Lord to Bethany took place about the second Passover

Feast,
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guard by this deep contrast, in its juxtaposition with the preced-

ing parable, against the misconception ichich even to this day

clings to peoples view of the good Samaritan. Have not many
believers, who wish to follow Christ's admonition, and offer to

Him the loving service of many works of charity, lost them-

selves, on the other side, in a Christian ToXurpay/jOOCyi'??, in an

unquiet, self-troubled spirit which prevents the calm reception

of grace ? And is not the inmost fundamental thought of the

word directed to busy Martha—a warning against such a ten- y
dency ? Do was the word of the Lord in the parable ; but now ^
He says, Rest ! Do not forget the " Seeing and Hearing" in

thy much doing.

Martha, perhaps a widowed, at all events the older sister, to

whom the house belonged, received Him into her house, and felt

great joy in being the hostess of such a Guest. But her sister

Mary did what was better; she also (kou—in this word St Luke

sketches at once the whole situation) sate at Jesus' feet, to listen

to His words, and to rejoice in her Guest ; thus truly and wholly

receiving Him who had not merely come into their house, but

had also come to bring the bread of life to their heart. Opposed

to this quiet Tccpoc^cudiZ^siv is the Tsp^gCTraro of Martha; the

thought-scattering, busy going about to serve the highly

honoured Guest with as many things as possible. Uspi toXXt^v

haKOviav ; the article r-^v is left out purposely, for she did not

wish to be busy about things that were not necessary. But in

the midst of her work, which she began with good intention, she

feels an indistinct presentiment that her sister was enjoying

more than herself the presence of Jesus (that she had the better

part). But instead of turning from this feeling to a knowledge

of her own fault, she envies and unjustly blames her sister.

Martha also would prefer sitting at the feet of Jesus ; but she

counteracts this deep impulse of the Holy Spirit by her own

spirit, which has chosen meritorious works in preparing and offer-

ing many things, and is unwilling to desist. She has a vague

feeling of what would be right ; but the opposition in her heart

against this feehng only heightens her zeal, which breaks forth

most artlessly in her words, of which every one lays bare the

inward workings of her soul. Because she herself had no quiet

and repose, Mary likewise must have none ; what she herself has
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chosen must be the right, and Mary must be very much wrong.

So she takes at least so much time as to leave her work, and in-

terrupt the Lord and her sister. Lord,—so she begins reverently,

but soon becomes uncourteous, and afterwards actually rude to

lier great Guest. Dost Thou not care'? {ov [mXsi orot; as Mark
iv. 38, the strongest emotion of distress)—thus she would un-

graciously draw Jesus Himself into her trouble and restlessness

;

presupposing in Him an interest in the many good things with

which she intends to show Him hospitality. " That my sister^

whose duty it doubtless is to assist me, hatJi left me alone to

serve ? To serve Thee?" What proud boasting is there in this

KocrihfTS, viz., that she had begun and had performed the

greater share of the work ; she confesses that her sister assisted

her in the beginning, but blames her in the injurious assertion

that she is not doing anything at present, and that herself alone

fulfilled the incumbent duties. Was then the Lord to be left

sitting alone waiting their preparations, as if He had come only

for the sake of their food ? Martha cannot call away her sister

quietly, for Jesus was speaking to her ; therefore she must in-

terrupt Him in order to set Mary at liberty. She does this

boldly ; speaks, in His very presence, as if it was then a culp-

able waste of time to listen to Him ; nay, she even corrects the

Lord's want of the proper /jjiXsi, and dictates to Him what He
ought to say. Bid her, therefore—(instead of speaking to her

these words of edification, by which Thou keepest her unseason-

ably from her work), speak to her that she help me with my
preparations ! Are we doing injustice to Martha by this inter-

pretation ? Her intention was good, but she was as confused

and disturbed, as we describe it :—and all this is a consequence

of the unquiet of a soul which has much to do only about Him
and His cause.

Martha, Martha! By this reiterated call He awakens and

alarms her out of her busy confusion ; and then addresses her in

words so incomparably deep and penetrating that they have

been inexhaustibly efficacious for all such souls as hers in every

age—containing that truth which is able to save them from tlieir

error. " Without need thou causest thyself trouble and care for

many things; on this occasion for more than is required." The

(Jbip([jiji/av is the first and inward fault ; it necessarily produces
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the external rvp^dZ^Sffdai, the restless hurrying hither and

thither. "I see that thou art losing all collectedness and

calmness of thought in the zeal which scatters itself over '^oXKcc;

thou art thus spoiling thy good work, and losing the blessing of

My visit." (Comp. Jes. Sirach xi. 9-11 in the original.) The
Lord then adds ivog hi sffrs ^^ps/a; and ex vi oppositi it cannot

be denied that, in the first place, the h forms a contrast to the

TToKkolg which are not necessary, and that it implies, therefore,

a kind declining of the -xoKK^ hiapcovia; quite in the sense of

the old gloss, which, however, is wrong in not going beyond

this first meaning : okiym or h\iym ri hog. Good Michaelis

(it is necessary that there should be such exegetes, in order

to counteract the hastily spiritualising and vague interpreters)

is in the right, with his " single simple dish which the Lord

finds sufficient;" as He is in the case of the temple-tribute

and that of Csesar. Even Basil, in one of his homilies,

understands the word of the Lord as parabolically taken

from the emblem of food. Bengel remarks correctly, Unum
Civ, not TO h) ad necessitatem victus, sine apparatu distrahente.

Si referas ad frugalitatem hospitii, uberior, non modo non

tenuior fit doctrina totius periochae. We also think that the

sublime saying is torn from the root—out of which it grows,

according to that condescending wisdom of the Lord which

transfigures the external into a direct symbol of the internal

—

that the whole is divested of the familiar character and touching

delicacy which contrasts so forcibly with Martha's impetuosity

—if we do not see in the Lord's words this primary meaning,
" Why are so many things necessary, good Martha, to welcome

Me into your house ?" Thus Martha most probably understood

the words at first, till she heard what followed. For the sen-

tence, " One thing is needful," stands hetioeen tioo sentences, the

first of which proceeds from the many dishes, whereas the second

evidently jjasses over to the spiritual application, and the middle

sentence forms thus the medium of comparison, being applicable

in both senses. That the Lord gave merely " a true, but at

the same time, courteous answer, according to most delicate

politeness," viz., that He was satisfied with few things, and

even with one thing; and that St Luke wrote down under

the influence of the Holy Spirit such a saying—can only be
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imagined by Michaelis and such commentators ; and a Paulus

may picture it out complacently.^ Mer/er's^ answer is not so

mucli witty as natural and sensible :
" If this be the only and

true meaning, then to be consistent we must understand in the

subsequent sentence (altogether overlooked by Michaelis) that

Mary had chosen the best dish." 'H ccya^rj (Jbipig {now the

article is used and is significant) does not mean the better oc-

cupation, but indeed the true food which is needful ; for this

expression stands likewise in connection with the image sug-

gested by the occasion. But the Lord appeals hereby para-

bolically and suddenly to the heart ; and because Mary is willing

to receive of Him, He says, " This is the food necessary for all

human beings, also for thee, O Martha

—

which I give I (John

vi. 27.) Did I come into thy house to be ministered unto or to

minister?" (Matt. xx. 28.) At this stage the expressions "TroXkoi

and sv are seen in their real meaning, contained implicitly in

the parabolic use; and Heb. xiii. 9 may be compared as an

illustration of the whole. Observe, moreover, that the Lord
does not reject the TroKkcc, for He accepts willingly that love

which manifests itself in many things. Often many things per-

taining to outward huKOvicc are required by the Lord, and it is

praiseworthy to be diligent and careful in such labours (Eom.

xvi. 6, 12)—but, notwithstanding, this thing, which is needful,

always is and remains the one thing ; what is superfluous be-

longs to the too "many things ;" and what is of chief importance,

what is blamed and reproved here is not the much labour and

service, but the Mipifjumv xoci rvp^dZ^iaOaL^ Finally, as the

Berlenburg Bible beautifully expresses it, " whenever spiritual

things and temporal things are compared, temporal things cease

altogether to be necessary." " That the soul be quiet and calm

before Me, and listen to Me, and receive from Me that which

gives and increases such quietness of spirit—this is the one

^ Nachtigall (in Henke's Magazine vi. 2, 355) supplied boV dvOpuvov !

One person is suflBcient, you will be able to prepare the repast yourself !

!

2 AVho lias honoured the interpretation of Michaelis by a special refuta-

tion. Blatter, etc., iii. 383.

3 Lange saya truly,—If you find the thing needful^ and live for it, you
have found thereby and live for the one thing. The converse holds equally

true, and is the primary meaning of the verse : The one central point is

the only thing needful.
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thing, the gooa part; Mary, in sitting here at My feet, hath

chosen this ; thou hast not done so, at least not at present, but

hast neglected it and deprived thyself of it !" Thus the Lord,

sheltering Mary, gives back the accusation to the accuser, and

deservedly; and in conclusion, summing up all, opposes the

strange desire expressed by Martha that her sister should be

sent to join her, by the comprehensive word, " and this shall

not be taken away from her." "Neither at present, as you

would have it, nor at any other future time ; neither from her,

nor from any other who has chosen it ; it shall not be taken from

any, as long as they keep it and hold it fast." Whereas, the

Martha-portion is a part " that can be taken away from us in a

thousand ways, by poverty, sickness, old age, weakness, and

who can enumerate them alH"^ Nay more, in the end all

who delight in working, and are happy in doing many things,

must enter into quietness, though it be not congenial to them !

It is also a correct remark, that ///Sp/5c4 and s^sXs^ccro are placed

together, denoting the communicated gi'ace of God and the free

appropriating act of faith. Likewise notice the great love and

kindness of the Lord in offering Himself, and being so willing

to be chosen (for spiritual communion with Him, receiving from

Him, who gives Himself to us, is in reality that One Thing,

which the One and only Jesus brings us) ; and observe that

He blames only from pure love those who to their own loss

move round about and near Him, instead of seeking, laying hold

of, and enjoying Himself.

This may suffice as direct exposition. But in this case the

reader may expect a fuller consideration and practical applica-

tion of a word which in the course of centuries has proved of

such importance to so many souls ; and which has been so much
quoted, justly or unjustly, for consolation and for blame. Who
is meant hy Martha, and loho by Mary ? The warning which is

addressed to Martha has been sometimes also applied to the

natural man, who, in the restlessness of earthly pursuits and

worldly-mindedness, in the manifoldness of creaturely concerns,

has much trouble and unnecessary turmoil, instead of seeking

and finding the one thing needful, the salvation of his soul in

1 Tholuck, in one of the tlaree Sermons edited by Brachmann, in Biele-

feld.
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believing and in humbly following the Saviour Jesus Christ.

This first application (to which the beautiful hymn of Schroder

confines itself)^ is by no means to be altogether rejected; for

this appHcation is indeed implied in the "one thing." But
this is merely in the surface of the word, something which is

indeed 2^'>"^supposed in it ; this application, however, does not

penetrate into the peculiar and real meaning of the passage.

Martha and Mary are hotli disciples and followers of Jesus

;

and although it is not in the original of St Luke's gospel, yet
^

the translation- has rightly interpreted, " Martha was cumbered
about much serving Him" Jesus loved also Martha, as one of

His believers (John xi. 5) ; for to take trouble about and in

connection Avith Him is much better and more ^'aluable than all

the restless activity, or all the apparently peacefiil slothfulness,

of the children of this world. But it is not enough to be cura-

cy bered about much serving Him ; among Cliristians themselves

Mary is distinguished from Martha.

Here also we begin with the external. Like Martha are all

those souls who, though they have come to know and love

Christ, and even wish to have Him, yet do not take the right

way of obtaining the good part. Busy with a zeal in which

self-righteousness insinuates itself or is even predominant, they

wish to receive Christ according to their own manner ; that is,

to prepare themselves many things for Him, thus serving Christ

chiefly according to the manner of their former conversation ;

—

their soul is wanting in that calmness without which it is im-

possible to obtain the full enjoyment and blessing which our

Eedeemer brings us. They get books, learned or devotional

;

they seek out works and services of many kinds ; the}'^ try to

obtain it by spiritual exercises, in communion and fellowships

here and there. This also is one of the ways, and, alas, a neces-

saiy beginning for many, who, as we use to say, arc sincere in

their desire. But it is to such that Tersteegcn says, in the

spirit of these words of Christ :
" Do not bind thyself so much

to forms and outward methods. We must not be always seeking

God, we must also find Him. As long as we are still seeking,

there is much running and working : he who has found Him

' Bcfrinning " Eins ist Noth, acli Herr dies Eine."

—

[Tr.] ^

" Luther's [Tr.].
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enjoys and works quietly!" As long as they do not give up

the TToXku of their running and working, their own seeking will

stand in the way of their finding ; as long as they are busy

round about Him, they cannot come to rest loith and in Him

;

—
a rest which many a Mary enjoys, who, with deeper wisdom,

chose from the outset the better part, and wliich is obtained by

many a weary Martha, who, meekly receiving the exhortation

of the Lord, joins Mary and sits at His feet (as, per/iops, was

the case with Martha of Bethany). Thus, many a Separatist

is still seeking with trouble and labour what the hidden flock is

enjoying in that "Babylon" which he so much despises ; many
a one, running impetuously, finds fault with the quiet people of

God, the meek ones of the earth ; and yet they are in advance

of himself, enjoying in a child-like heart that " one thing," re-

ceiving Jesus not only into the house of their outer life, walk,

and works, but also into the home of their heart.

But we proceed to ask : Are we not all to be active ; are Ave

not to work both as regards ourselves and others ; especially are

we not to abound in works of mercy ; that is, to serve the Lord

Jesus, feed the Lord Jesus in feeding our neighbour who is His

brother ? Or, are some at liberty to sit down inactively with

Mary in order to enjoy, while others are appointed to be

Marthas, offering that service in many things which is likewise

required ? ^ It has been the opinion of some that both sisters

had equal riglds beside each other, as persons who had received

different callings. So preached Draseke, in the year 1824 (in

after years he would not have expressed himself thus) :
" Each

loves in a different way ; but each loves aright, that is, accord-

ing to her best understanding and capacity. The Saviour is

pleased with both. Both desire, both possess, the one thing

needful. Both desire, both possess. Him. He might have like-

wise added the converse, and said to Mary, ' Honour the busy

house-mother. Martha also has her good part. She serves Me

^ As the man who came to the abbot Sylvauus on Mount Sinai, boasting

that he differed from the bretln-en who worked, " Mary had chosen the good

part." He sat in his cell with his book, and was not called to dinner.

The answer of the abbot puts, according to the then prevaihng incorrect

interpretation, Martha as representing work—" Every Mary must have a

Martha." (See in the Altvater-Buch.)
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out of love ; even as thou, out of love, sittest at My feet, listen-

ing to My words.' Jesus recognises among His disciples every

natural peculiarity and gift." Justly was this sermon criticised

at the time in Schivartz's Jahrbilcher. Yet there is some truth

in the preacher's remark, as will be shown subsequently

;

although taken in this definite form it is exegetically altogether

false. The SajViour does not approve of both, does not attribute

to Martha likewise the good part. She would have freed her-

self from the blame—which refers not merely to her calling

Mary away, but to her own conduct itself—only if, understand-

ing the reproof of the Lord and humbly accepting it, she had

left that one thing which she had prepared for her guest's re-

freshment, and had sat down at that table and feast which He
had come to bring to her.

Who then is Martha whom the Lord blames? Such active,

working, and labouring Christians as form a species between

the self-righteous outside the pale of believers and the true dis-

ciples ; in their active interest for the kingdom of God, using

and urging all manner of organisations, machinery, and agen-

cies :—that is, if they engage in all this with unquiet care and

restlessness. Every Martha, whom God has called to be busy

about many things, should, as Tersteegen says, do her work

calmly and quietly ; in order that the husbandman that laboureth

be first partaker and enjoyer of the fruits, 2 Tim. ii. 6. Evenly

Mary should have, not only the good part, but also her portion

of active work ; for—" Quietism is not of itself Mary's spirit."

V (Richter.) Paul working more than all the other Apostles, sits

also and at the same time at Christ's feet ; contemplative John

is not inactive, but an energetic Apostle ; " Christ, who con-

stantly demands of us to be active in the kingdom of God,

would not have approved of an exclusively contemplative life."

(Neander.) From which it is clear that Martha and Mary
should go hand in hand as true sisters ; but so that Mary's spirit

is the foundation common to both. " If understood aright,

Martha had cause indeed to ask INIary's assistance, in order,

namely, that her labour and works be sanctified." (Berl. Bib.)

Alas, it is here that we are so deficient. The new man is not

able to continue always in the spirit of Mary. In our active

works, even in our studying and learning, in our conflicts, and
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in our very prayers, the temptation insinuates itself to fall into

the restlessness of the old man, and to substitute self-made things

for gifts bestowed from God. How are we to put an end to

this constant conflict between Mary and Martha ? Some propose

as a remedy to distribute the two elements into different seasons.

Thus, for example, it is said by them, when Christ came to

Bethany to bless them, it was a Lord's-day for their house, and
it was wrong to deprive themselves of this privilege by household

cares and troubles. In like manner, Sabbath-days and work-

days, Mary-hours and Martha-hours, alternate in our lives.

" The Lord's words to Mary have this purport : Know the right

point of time ; and do not devote that which is set apart for

learning the Divine word to earthly pursuits. I have come to

teach you what is needful for you, and, instead of listening, you

are troubled about the meal!" (Chrysostom.) This is not

without its truth on account of our infirmity; but it does not

detect the real sting of Christ's words, whose blame of Martha

does not refer merely to the time chosen by her for her work.

We are not to remain in a state of soul, constantly ebbing and

flowing from Sabbath rest to the unquiet of works. Hence, is

it right to say—Martha without, Mary within ? The beautiful

Moravian hymn on the subject is spoiled by the introduction of

the common-place phrase that Martha is only the bodi/, Mary
the sphnt. No, this can never lead to anything good : the spirit

must be in a living vigorous body ; the outward hand and the

inward heart must not be separated in our doing. In short,

strictly speaking, all Christians should have not the Martha-

spirit (which is blamed, and must ever be blamed), but the

Mary-spirit, and it alone in their heart of hearts ; and even,

though this be difficult, in the midst of Martha-w^ork, and under

all our obligations to being cumbered about " many things."

Heinrich Miiller (in his Erquichstunden) is anxious to rescue

Martha, and therefore says :
" Mary is faith clinging to Jesus, but

active Martha is love." But by the erroneous title given to his

essay, " A lioays at rest, and never at rest," he has himself

shown that his exegesis is at fault, and has attached an incorrect

meaning to the word at rest. Not her active work, but her

restless unquiet mind, is what the Lord blames in Martha ; ZofeV

also must always be calm and at rest; for only that' love is
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genuine, through which faith is active. And, therefore, always

and to the xery end, it is Mary who surrenders herself from her

inmost heart to Christ, loses herself, so to speak, in humble, un-

disturbed, child-like simplicity in Him, depends on Him for all

and receives all fi'om Him. She alone chooses, possesses, and

retains that good part which is lost by Martha as soon as she

begins her unquiet labour. But how difficult is it to be Mary !

And into what depths of our spiritual life does this one word of

our Lord reach

!

If tlie severity of the word fills us with fear, let us descend

from this culminating ijoint of the meaning of the passage to

find consolation in a secondary application, which has also its

truth for us poor men in our actual state of frailty. It is evi-

dent that there was such a difference in character and natural

disposition between the two sisters; that Martha could never

become altogether like Mary. Consequently our Lord did not

demand this of her, and would have accepted kindly the many
ofierings of her hospitality. But what the Lord reproves in the

first instance, is her demanding that Mary should become like

her ; and her thinking that her way was the only right and true

way of serving Him. Apart from this the Lord loves her ; and

leads her, accommodating Himself to her way, to choose at

length thoroughly and entirely the good part, which, after all,

she had not altogether lost, since she loved Jesus. Love is

speaking, ruling, and deciding the conflict in Bethany; but it

is the love and truth of tlie Lord, condemning the Martha-

spirit, and yet not rejecting Martha. ^Mary never thinks of

reproaching her sister, except it were absolutely necessary. She

leaves it to the Lord. Ye, who are brothers and sisters before

Him, prescribe not to the Lord what He is to say to such as

differ from you ! He does not require our dictation, but will

say what is right in His own wisdom ; what He says to thee,

hear and accept ; and in hearing and accepting it thou becomest

a Mary—even though He had before called thee, Martha!
Martha !
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THE LORD TEACHES US TO PRAY, WHAT AND HOW : THE
HEAVENLY FRIEND AND FATHER.

(Luke xi. 2-13 [Matt. vi. 9-13, vii. 7-11.])

In a certain place—in a village—on His journey ; such ex-

pressions show that St Luke pays more regard in this whole

section to a material (real) connection than to that of chrono-

logy or of any other kind. It does not fall properly within the

task of the present work to investigate the plan and order of

this gospel, of which we gave a specimen in the preceding nar-

rative. Jesus Himself had been praying ; and, moreover, as is

evident from the whole connection of the terms, lymro, h
ro-n-co, ug ZTavsaTO, in the hearing of His disciples;—one of

whom has the courage to give utterance to a desire, which was

doubtless shared by others (comp. vol. i. 220). " "VVliat words

of prayer flow fi'om the lips of our Divine Master, when He
begins—so that it is necessary to wait till He ceases! We
also ought, and we indeed would pray much and often, as He
frequently exhorts us to do, but we are poor in words. O that

we. His disciples, also had from our Master one or more forms

of prayer, put by Him into our mouth, even as John taught

his disciples." Such is manifestly the meaning simply expressed

by them : Lord teach us to pray. And this request, as it really

corresponds to a general want felt by all His disciples, is merci-

fully granted by Him. The present mouth-piece of the future

Church does indeed attach too much importance to the outward

word, as if in this way he could be taught to pray (a most

important part of teaching, which had been neither forgotten

nor neglected by the Great Teacher),—but when the Spirit was

given, then the Church felt what is written Rom. viii. 26. We
require not only to be taught wliat to pray, or the subject-matter

and contents of prayer, such as would be acceptable to God,

and in conformity to His will, which want is supplied by the

form of prayer and promise given ; but much more the fcado

Izl in addition to the r/, the manner pleasing to God :—the

true understanding, and right disposition of prayer. For tiiis

reason, the Lord answers the request of His disciples, as usual,
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above wheat they could ask or think ; and gives them not merely

the former, but adds also the latter, warning, as was absolutely

necessary, against abuse and misconception. We need not sup-

pose that the disciple who asks the Lord had not heard the

Sermon on the Mount ; to how many things had the disciples

listened, without either understanding it according to their

Master's intention, or keeping it in their mind and applying it.

But the Lord, w^ho, according to St Luke (and partly also as

we saw according to St Matthew), repeated, specially in the

latter days of His prophetic career, many things taught by Him
on former occasions—and, as was natural, particularly from the

Sermon of the Mount, that short compendium of His doctrine,

delivered at the outset of His teaching,—refers here with pur-

pose and great significance to His former words, and illustrates

and develops them only by a newly added parable.^

He teaches His disciples to pray after this manner. First,

He tells them what they are to say, because they are in want,

and whenever they are in want, of words;- that is. He tells

them both what they may and ought to pray, and what are the

best and simplest expressions for such petitions. Thus He re-

peats what He had given before ; and appoints it on this occasion

as a standing form of prayer.^ But what is even the Lord's

Praj-er as uttered by the lips, if the heart does not praj/ it

really, confidently, and with all assurance, even as dear children

speak to their Father ? Therefore the Lord proceeds to teach

us, as much as this can be taught by words explaining words,

^ We cannot but regret that even orthodox preachers repeat from their

pulpits the opinion advanced in theological science, that the request of the

disciple was the occasion of the words spoken, !Matt. vi. (for example, Stein-

meyer, Beitriige zum Schriftverstiindniss i. 119).

^ But this is not to be called, as Braune does, " He made them jjray this

glorious prayer after Him." (Comp. i. 170.)

^ A^on Gerlach thinks this repetition improbable, " because in this case

the prayer would have become a standing form for the disciples." We
argue exactly in the converse way ; Christ repeats the prayer, because He
wishes to satisfy the right desire for a standing form. For, considering

this want as felt by all saints, specially for their public services and fellow-

ship, we must think that it was indeed Christ's object to give "a literal

repetition of the prayer" for our sake. " If the apostoMc Church did not

use the Lord's prayer literally," Alford remarks, " at u-liat point of time did

this custom commence, which we find in every Liturgy known to ub ?
"
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the chief condition to be observed in using the formula :

—

believing perseverance on the ground of the Divine promise,

that He gives to him that asks much more certainly and will-

ingly than any man, friend, or father. This is the second repe-

tition from the Sermon on the ]\Iount, vers. 9-13 ; which is

preceded, however, by a new parable, is applied and used as an

exhortation to pray to the heavenly Father; thus giving new
force and effect to the words of the Prayer itself.

Vers. 2—4. With regard to the omissions and abbreviations

which we find in St Luke as compared with St Matthew,, it is

impossible to assume thf^t everything which is wanting in the

Codd. was left out by the Lord Himself on that occasion. In

general we agree with Tholuck's remark :
" As He had given

the prayer as a model of a short prayer in contradistinction to

the ' much speaking' reprehended before, it is unnatural io

think that He inserted unnecessarily the three sentences, which

are wanting in St Luke, and that He afterwards thought a rec-

tification necessary." ^

However, we do not apply this to all the three, or rather four

omitted sentences ; but draw an essential distinction between the

introduction and conclusion on the one side, and the complete

enumeration of the sacred seven petitions on the other. A cer-

tain variation in the expressions (which does not consist in abbre-

viation, but in change of words ; compare the fourth and fifth

petitions) corresponds to the whole character of Christ's teach-

ing ; and is intended to prevent any false cleaving to the letter

of the form. We can understand why He might have omitted

in the beginning the words o h rolg ovpavolg or even the ^f/jSu

He washed from the outset to lay all emphasis on our saying,

with all our heart, " Father," as being the essential and deepest

truth of this prayer, even as He concludes the whole section

with this word (ver. 13). The reason why, in ver. 4, rag apbap-

riag is put instead of ra 0!psiXfj[jb(ZTC6 was mentioned in our re-

marks on Matt. vi. (i. 238) ;—here we must observe that, with

delicate accuracy, the expression a(iiaprice, is not used again in

the second clause, treating of man trespassing against man.

With regard to the doxology (concerning the genuineness of

which compare our remarks on Matt.), the reason why it is

^ Sermon on the Mount, p. 379.

VOL. IIL 2 L
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omitted here is partly because, according to the ideas of that

time, it belonged, as a matter of course, to a complete form of

prayer; and partly because the confidence expressed in it is

taught in the succeeding parable, which thus takes its place,

and, as it were, calls it forth afresh from their memory. So far

the whole is clear ; but the Lord certainly did not omit in the

repetition of the seven petitions any one ; He did not take ou*.

any link of the perfect chain ; hence. He did not leave out the

third petition, which is a summary of all obedience, to be at-

tained on the path of prayer, or the seventh, which is a summary
of the redemption of the sanctified, and thus a condensation of

the whole prayer.^ However, they are omitted generally (and

in the Vulgate) ; but are we to infer from this that " the re-

porter, whom St Luke consulted," did not communicate the

words of Christ completely % We do not think so ! For in

like manner as St Luke knew well that Martha and Mary lived

in Bethany, but did not loisli purposely to mention it, so it is

much more probable that, as a disciple of Christ, he knew the

Lord's prayer in its complete form, when he wrote the Gospel

;

and it is impossible that he should have have had any reason or

purpose for leaving out what is so essential. Nor was he a de-

pendent copyist of what he found in any u-TrofMyif/jOViUf/ja, which

he consulted ; but the true and last authority and reporter in all

these consultations was always the Holy Ghost. Hence we
conclude that Luke wrote originally the seven petitions com-

pletely ; and the reasons why the two petitions mentioned were

omitted so generally, and at so early a date, may form a sub-

ject for the critics to exercise their ingenuity to their hearts'

content. Such is our mature opinion. If any one knows better,

let him bring forward his arguments ; but they must be more

satisfactory than any which have been adduced hitherto.

Vers. 5, 6. A new commentary on the subsequent, "If ye

then being evil—how much more God !" See in the subsequent

verses the clearest comment, if such be still required, on these

parables which—in merciful condescension, and with a truthM-

ness which conceals nothing—represent the highest love of the

heavenly Father even in that (evil) yielding of man to impor-

^ Bcngel, in his Gnomon, for ouce passes over the '(uostion in a superficial

manner.
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timity of requests. Comp. chap, xviii. 2. "Who among you

has a, friend (not to speak of any nearer relationship) whom he

thinks and believes to be such, and will not use him and request

his aid in time of distress ? " This is tlie first question, to which

is added the second :
" And do you think that this friend will

keep his door shut in such a case against his importunity and

much asking ? " The Lord Himself gives the answer, " Though
he should not yield to the request out of friendship, yet he will

do so, overcome by the urgent and importunate appeal to his

friendship. Hence, what happiness

—

to have a friend!" This

thought by itself is calculated to call forth in the disciples' heart

the thought of prayer! "We have a friend and Father, a

Hearer of prayer, a Redeemer, and deliverer from evil—in God
in heaven ! Are not men great unbelievers, who boast of this

—

and yet make so little or no use of it ? To be willing to pray—
this is of itself something ; to be able to pray, to find true words

of prayer, to find in one's heart to pray (2 Sam. vii. 27)—how
difficult and hard is this ! Are we so suspicious even towards

fellow-men (who are yet evil) ? The Lord in His wisdom de-

scribes a time of sudden and unexpected distress, which drives

the one to ask, to the great inconvenience of him who is to give.

About midnight, Avhen the Orientals like to travel in the cool-

ness of the night, a friend arrives late from his journey, and

hungry ; his friend and host has nothing in his house wherewith

to refresh him, but he has his friend and neighbour, who must

have something to help him. To him he goes ; and, without

many apologies, knocks loudly at the door, with the word <pikz :

" Thou art my friend, and if thou dost not help me out of this

present difficulty, I cannot believe that thou art my friend."

He speaks as if the other must help him, without delay or hesi

tation ; specially because he reqiiests a favour not so much for

himself as for one who is again his friend. 'Ets/S^ (ptkog -raps

ymro, probably without (lov (or with it, supposing it to be a

genuine reading)—thus appeals to the community of friendship

" It is for a common friend, for my friends must necessarily be

also thine ! Therefore, come now and give me, though it be

midnight, three loaves (the Jews baked flat loaves, probably

each was sufficient for one person). For, I must offer him one;

I must, as is customary, eat one with him, or, at least, break it

;
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and I must also have a third, for propriety's sake, and in case he

should be very hungry."

Yer. 7. He from loitJiin—that is, in the warm comfortable

repose of the first sound sleep, in which doubtless one likes least

to be interrupted—refuses at first in an unfriendly manner, as

happens not rarely among men. He gives him short reason for

refusing the request so shortly worded ; does not prefix a kind

(pfXs, but instead of it, a cross and angry, " Trouble me not at

midnight, thou intruder ! The door is already shut (to unbolt

the bars was not so easily or quickly done in those days) ; my
little children are with me in bed; I certainly ought not to

neglect them, or waken them, in order to help such impertinent

night-disturbing friends ; that, indeed, would be too much to

ask of any one !" Ylc/jlia, cannot mean, as some understand it,

servants and domestics, " they also are asleep, there is nobody

in the house to get up on your account !" Also Koirrj does not

mean chamber, but bed ; " I have brought them to bed with all

the necessary care and trouble, I do not wish to have any more

KO-TTOug, I am glad they are all asleep." In passing, the Lord

thus throws a kind glance into the details of domestic life.^

" In short, I cannot get up again to go to thee ; that is, of

course, I do not wish to do it ; here is the limit to our friend-

shipr This, in general, and all the circumstantial features

form a contrast to the Friend in Heaven, who never gives such

an answer (though it may at first seem so to unbelief). God
does not sleep, He never shuts His door against us ; He has no

flivourite children who divert His attention from us ; He does

not think it a trouble to hear and to grant, and though man
sometimes is really not able to help, yet God is always both will-

ing and able.

Ver. 8. But even evil men, thus the Lord returns to the ob-

ject of His teaching, are inclined and yield in the end (almost

against their will), when continued persevering asking over-

comes them. He presupposes that the man without continues

his request with importunity, and does not allow himself to be

^ Alford observes beautifully that the viother does not appear, in order

to preserve the dignity of the parable ; and points out that, in the

parable's which place the husband before us, the bride in a similar way does

not appear.
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refused ; herein consists the avaihiici which asks and urges, till

the person asked is ashamed (2 Kings ii. 17 C'iB'TV). Though

he was not willing to give—rising out of friendship
;
yet he

will now rise and give on account of the importunity of the

asker ; and if he is once up, will give all that is necessary for

his friend.

Thus it is between us and God, who is so well pleased with

importunity of prayer, that He encourages us to it ; and that

importunity He evokes by His refusing at first. But who is

meant by the third person in the parable, the friend from the

journey? Primarily, doubtless, my fellow-man ; for, the parable

points out by this delicate feature that all our prayer is to be

and may be likewise intercession for others, according to the de-

sire of charity. It is in this manner that Chrysostom applies

the parable :
" If a weary friend, who is not able to find truth,

comes to thee and asks thee questions, and thou hast no answer

for his hungering soul, then, even though thou shouldst be satis-

fied with thy simple faith, search the Scriptures and pray to

the Lord on his behalf." But yet since immediately afterwards,

in vers. 9-13, reference is made to the wants of the person him-

self who is praying, it is clear that, according to the real and

deeper significance of the friend, the friend for whom I am to

pray is myself. In the parable it renders the request, so to say,

more noble and worthy of being granted, that it refers not to

the petitioner himself; that he gives trouble not on his own
account ; thus suggesting to the fi:-iend he importunes what he

himself would do in a similar case for his friend. But with God
such distinction is not necessary ; He is pleased and satisfied

that we should consider ourselves as the first and nearest sub-

jects of our prayers. Thus Meyer remarks very beautifully and

correctly :
" When the heart, which has been away on a jour-

ney, returns suddenly at midnight (in the time of greatest

darkness and distress) home to us, that is, comes to itself and

feels hunger, and we have nothing wherewith to satisfy it,^ God
requires of us hold importunate Faith." True, if we were not

poor sinners, who have forfeited all our rights, wdio have no

claims to bring forward, but justly deserve to be rejected by

^ Comp. Blatter f iir lioliere "Wahrheit v. 45-53, and the whole exposition

of the passage, of which we have made use in our remarks.
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God—then indeed there would be no mention of being ashamed

or not ashamed to ask ; and moreover let ns bear in mind that

Christ tells us to pray, not to put forward claims. Whenever

we look on ourselves and our merit, we must feel ashamed, but

whenever we look to God and His mercy in Christ, then we

need not feel ashamed.

Thus, we also belong to the children xoithin ; and, resting on

the sure ground of the Divine promise, we are not merely to

ask, but to knoch without ceasing, till the door is opened and the

gift bestowed. The Son has thus commanded us in the Father's

name {yMju Xzyco Vfuv) ; and he who remains behind and is

ashamed, after such a command,

—

he is the bold and daring

man with his unbelief and disobedience ! God would blame us

for this in truth and faithfulness ; just as the friend might have

said with partial truth, if the other had not come to him,

" Why did you not apply" to me in your difficulty ? Did you

doubt my friendship, or think that it lasted only during the

day?"

Vers, 9, 10. Thus asking helps in the end—frequently even

in the case of men, who are evil,—but always and certainly with

our Heavenly Father. This yielding of God to our importunity

is not an anthropomorphism, as the learned people say; for in that

case our praying also would be no reality. But it is a reality

in the relation subsisting between a living God and His /r^e

creatui'es. " That a stone is inexorable, and that a free being

is exorable, are things which it is possible to prove or to refute

by experience, thus putting an end to all philosophical counter-

arguments ; though, in spite, or rather to the rectification, of our

Sophia, it is certainly always in favour of our PAz7o-sophia"

(Pfenninger). Therefore our duty is to give no rest to the Lord,

as all Scripture exhorts us and encourages us by innumerable

examples. In the ninth verse already is contained, though not

explicitly, "Thus ask God My Father and your Father!" and

in the thirteenth verse the application is expressed distinctly.

Hereby Ave are also taught that the Lord designed this parable

to be applied in this manner ; not indeed that we should go and

without discrimination act on it in our intercourse with friends,

quoting this instance and saying that friends are to importune

then- friends. This parable, as all others, only takes what
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happens in real life and makes use of it, without praise or

recommendation. It is possible that the man, to whom the

guest came at midnight, could have baked himself a few cakes

instead of disturbing the other in his night's rest ; at least this

would have been more considerate. But if you go to the right

door when you are in distress, you will learn not to annoy poor

mortals by your loud knocking. However, we would not ex-

press it so strongly as Meyer does :
" Christ rather wished to

castigate a mode of conduct which is allowable in our spiritual

relation to God, but not in our earthly relations to our fellow-

men," as if Christ intended here to reprove the inconsiderate

troubling . and importuning our friends and brethren, robbing

them of their time and rest, not considering whether or not the

friend has children with him to take care of, etc. No ; impor-

tunity is represented here, in the first instance, as something

praiseworthy; thus furnishing the point of comparison, viz.,

trust in our friend. But, at the same time, and as a secondary

point, it is represented that he who is within has as much right

to think his friend importunate and disturbing, as the other has

to knock at the door. And this is the result : the more we
seek God and knock at His door with earnest faith, the more

we shall lose that impetuosity, which seeks only the help of

man ; the more apt shall we be to bear in mind considerately

and prudently, that a poor and sinful man cannot give and help,

except God gives it to him for us.

Vers. 11-13. Father is more than friend; and yet even an

earthly father^ among us who are evil, is infinitely less than what

the great God is willing to be, and really is to His children.

This is the new connection in which the word (which we ex-

plained in our remarks on the Sermon on the Mount) appears

in this passage. The thought is expressed with greater force in

the additional illustration of the egg, which, compared to the

necessary food, is something superfluous, and is asked, perhaps

playfully, in the full and hearty confidence of the child ; and

to which the scorpion (referring possibly to chap. x. 19), re-

sembling the fish outwardly (not hidden in it), forms the

strongest contrast. In the one case ccya&oL {^o[JbUTa)—here

the Holy Spirit, as the gift of gifts, the best of all gifts, with

very clear allusion to the proper object of our asking from
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God.^ For God gives, while in the parable the man is re-

presented only as lending. This is the gift of the true hread^

on which man properly lives, in the " give," of the fourth peti-

tion (ver. 3), most truly interpreted. If any feel. inclined to

play with the words of wisdom, they may imagine that here are

the three breads of the three following petitions ; although this

is not to be called exegesis. 'O 'Trar^'^ 6 l^ ovpccvov. This

tmms back to the preceding address, ver. 2, supplying what was

there omitted;^ and conveys to the hearts of the disciples the

assurance, " Ye are not like the children ; can ye not pray ?

"

In the transition to what alone remains, as spiritual need, the

limit is also pointed out where an apparent denial of our prayers

directed to earthly objects is the best answer.

'' "We do not, however, by any means, understand that the scope and

connection positively demand something definite, corresponding to the

figm-e,—^the Holy Spirit as the food of the soul ; and consequently that the

indefinite expression dyxdoc. at Matt. vii. is a generalizing of the original

expressioa, as Neander supposes. TVe rather find a prayer for the Holy

Spirit to be in accordance v/ith a later period, and not in harmony with

tne Sermon on the Mount.
- Here observe : When we addi'ess God He is o Trxrvip 6 h roig ovpa,vol;^

and, when He answers us. He is 6 -Trar'^p o l| ovpxvot) (Alford).

END OF VOLUME THIRD.
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